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INVESTIGATION OF THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
THE UNITED STATES

TUESDAY, AUGUT5 18s 1957

UNrrE STATES SZEAT,
Corxnrr ox FiNANO,

WaeUygton, b. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a. m., in room 812

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Long, Martin, Williams, Flanders,
Carlson, Bennett and Jenner.

Also present: Winfield Riefler, assistant to the Chairman Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System Woodlief Thomas,
economic adviser Board of Governors of the federal Reserve Sys.
ter; and Edward Wayne, first vice president, Federal Reserve Bank
of Richmond.

Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; and Samuel D. Mollwain, special
counsel.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. Mr. Martin,
we are pleased to have you here. I believe this is your first appear-
once before the Senate Finance Committee.

Mr. MAxmrN. That's right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair assumes that you know the Senate

Finance Committee is undertaking to make a complete study of the
financial condition of the United States, including-.

(1) The revenue, bonded indebtedness, and Tnterest rates on all
public obligations, including contingent liabilities;(2) Policies and procedures em)ed in the management of the
public debt and the effect thereof on credit, interest rates and the
Nation's economy and welfare; and

(8) Factors which influence the availability and distribution of
credit and interest rates thereon as they apply to public and private
debt.

This study has been understaken as a result of conditions confront.
ing the committee in the discharge of its direct responsibilities for
legislative matters relating to Federal revenue and debt, tariff and
trade, and social security and pensions.

These conditions involve the existing credit and interest situation
and, more important, inflation which has started again with its
ominous threat to fiscal solvency, sound money and credit, and hdi-vidual welfare.d The committee is exploring these areas and examining the con-
ditios in a serious effort to determine the causes, and so tar ss posble
find the remedies.

MtIS
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To make such a study complete, the committee must examine fiscal
and monetary policies, mark the distinctions between them, and study
their relationships, one to the other.

In the discharge of its more direct responsibilities, the committee
is necessarily more familiar with other policies involved than it is
with monetary and credit policies. The record at this point in the
study contains the testimony of the Secretary and the Under Secre-
tary of the Treasury as a basis for consideration of fiscal policy and
debt management.

The Federal Reserve Board determines general monetary and credit
policy and as a basis for consideration of this aspect of the conditions
which confront us, the committee would be pleased to have your testi-
mony, as Chairman of the Board, with respect to these and related
subjects.

You are invited to proceed in your own way to a discussion of con.
ditions polic and action in this area but for the record it would be
appreciated if, at the outset, you would briefly

I Summarize the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act, as
amended;

2. Outline the powers, facilities, functions, and responsibilities of
the Federal Reserve System and the Board;

8. Describe their organization;
4. Review their relationships with the fiscal agencies and policies of

the Government, and the banking system of the Nation; and
5. Explain the purposes of monetary and credit policy, how it is

made, why and when it is changed, and how it is implemented.
In addition, it would be helpful to the committee if, in the course

of your statement you would discuss the following questions:
1. What, in your own words, is the best simple ayman's definition

of inflation I
2. Are we in a period of inflation now, and if so, when did it start?
8. Do you regard inflation as our greatest domestic problem at this

time
4. What are the factors which ordinarily cause and contribute to

inflation I
5. What caused the value of the dollar to decline between 1940 and1952?
6. Wh did it stabilize between 1952 and April 1956
W% basic production generally equal to or in excess of demand,

and in the absence of deficit financing, what caused the decline In the
value of the dollar to be renewed In April 1956, and the continual
decline since that date ?

8. Can present inflation be traced in any degree to increased Fed-
eral spending started in fiscal year 1956, and the easy availability of
Federal loans and Federal guaranties and insurance on mortgages
since that time I9.- To what extent is this inflation being caused by increasing labor
costs in a degree out of proportion to labor's Increas in productivity

10. To what extent is this inflation being caused by increasing inter-
est costs in a degree out of proportion to the incre
the money borrowed. creased p of

11.I Inflation being accelerated now? 'If w; what isthe cause?
If not, what is the stabilzing influence ?

1216
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12. If inflation continues, how far can it go, and what will be the
effects in the process

13. Once inflation is started, how can it be stopped and can the
value of the dollar ever be regainedI

14. Generally, will you distinguish between fiscal policy (embrac-
ing expenditures, taxes and debt), and monetary and credit policy,
and then relate them, one to the otherI

15. How does Federal Reserve policy accelerate or control inflation ?
Roughly will you list in chronological order the major Federal Re-
serve policy actions in this respect since World War II

16. is fial policy action usually necessary as a complement to
Federal Reserve policy action with respect to money and credit? If
so, will you list recent instances of suc policy combinations, cite the
occasions, and evaluate the effects or results?

17. I quote section 2 of the so-called Full Employment Act of
1946:

The C congress hereby declares that It Is the continuing policy and responsibility
of the Federal Government to use all practical means consistent with its needs
and obligations and other essential considerations of national policy, with the
assistance and cooperation of industry, agriculture, labor, and State and local
governments, to coordinate and utilize all its plans, functions, and resources
for the purpose of creating and maintaining, in a manner calculated to foster
and promote free competitive enterprise and the general welfare, conditions
under which there will be afforded useful employment opportunities, including
self-employment, for those willing, and seeking work, and to promote maximum
employment, production, and purchasing power.

Will you estimate and describe the weight of this statutory require-
ment on Federal Reserve decisions ? Will you estimate and describe
the weight of this statutory requirement on the combination of mone-
tary, credit, and fiscal policy decisions?

18. What are the Federal Reserve plans further to combat inflation
and decline in the value of the dollar F

In your testimony it is not necessary that you take these questions
in the order I have listed them; please treat them in any combination
better arranged for clarity of discussion, but I would like a written
statement concisely answering these questions--to be submitted at
the conclusion of your testimony.

(The answers subsequently submitted by Chairman Martin to the
above questions by Chairman Byrd follow:)

1. What, In your own words, Is the best, simple, layman's definition of
Inflation?

Inflation can, of course, be defined In various ways. The most important
thing, it seems to me, is to focus on its causes, Its course, its effects, and the
means of overcoming and preventing It. My opening statement, as a whole, is
devoted to that purpose. See in particular these sections: The Current Prob-
lem of Inflation, Conflicting Views on Causes, the Inflationary Spiral, Expecta-
tions of Continuing Inflation, Creeping Inflation, Effects on Productive Enter.
rise, Effects of Inflation, Basic Factors In Recent Inflationary Pressures, What

ore Can Be Done? (to restrain inflation), and Action Required.
In my opening statement appears one definition of inflation: "Aggregate

demand * * * in excess of aggregate availabilities of 0 * * resources at exist-
ing prices," Mr. Wayne's presentation included another definition: "Inflation
is a Aow of spendings in excess of the flow of goods and services." The effect
of Inflation is, of course, manifest in rising prices. Thus, in my statement,
I noted that "inflation, t in terms of the man on the street, *, is the
rising cost of living."

2. Are we in a period of Inflation now and when did it start?
Inflationary pressures still exist in the economy and are being reflected in

further advances In prices.
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The current period of inflation started during the third quarter of 1965. At
that time recovery from the moderate recession of 1953-54 had evidently turned
into boom. Gross national product, personal incomes, employment, and indus-
trial production bad Increased to new highs. More important from the point
of view of inflationary pressures, however, was the overriding strength of
demands relative to capacity to produce. Output in key industries was at or
near capacity and the backlog of manufacturers' orders for durable goods was
rising rapidly. Not only were business expenditures for plant and equipment
Increasing, but, as became abundantly clear subsequently, business concerns
were in the process of reappraising upward their fixed capital needs. Demands
fov manpower as well as for Industrial resources were heavy. In response to
these strong demands, the increase in the labor force was exceptionally large
between mid-1054 and mid-1055 and unemployment declined to low levels. In
manufacturing industries, the length of the workweek was still Increasing In
the second halt of 1055 and overtime was widespread. In financial markets,
too, demands were heavy.

The strength of demands relative to available resources put Intense pressure
on the price and cost structure. Industrial prices, which on the average had
shown little change earlier In the recovery period, rose considerably after
mid-1955, the rise amounting to 8.5 percent from June to December of that. year.
The wholesale price index for all commodities, however, Increased by less than
1 percent; prices of farm products declined substantially further and food
prices also came down as Industrial prices rose. The wage structure was subject
to upward pressures, with average hourly earnings in manufacturing up 6 cents,
or 8.2 percent, In this period. Consumer prices, however, changed little In low.

The sharp increase in consumer spending In 1955 was reflected both in that
year and in 1950 by expansion of business expenditures for fixed capital--cur-
rently in record volume. In the second half of 1955 and in the course of 1956,
aggregate demands appeared sufficiently strong to permit Increases in wage and
other costs to be recovered through price advances. With the demand-cost-
price spiral well underway, expectations of continued inflation became wide-
spread. These expectations, as well as the advanced level of prices, are major
Influences on continued strong demands for funds. Lenders today have no
difficulty whatever in finding favorable outlets for their funds. Industrial
prices are now 8 percent and consumer prices 5 percent higher than 2 years ago.

verage hourly earnings In manufacturing Industries have increased almost
9 percent.

The following table Indicates the extent to which increases In the dollar totals
of gross national product over the past 2 years have reflected rising prices and
increases in the physical volume of goods and services.

Increase in gross national product, 1954-47

current Prices Phoal

Period dol I output

Percentage Increase

2d quarter 1044 to 3 quarter 9 ............................ .8.1 1.1 7.0
Id quarter IO to Gqarter &........................ 6.0 2.6 &S
98quartor 6 to Rquarter ......................... 57 .&6 2.2

Ditflbution of increase (peent)

9 quarter 1964 to 9d quarter 1 ........................ 100 14
24 quarter 1956to09d quarter 1968...................... 100oo 46 so
24 quarter 1,6 to quarter 9 ...................... .. 00 62 88

Increases In physical volume of product were more difficult to achieve after
mid-19M than earlier, since manpower and industrial resources were by then
intensively utilized. Moderate increases In output have been achieved over the
past 2 years, but inflationary pressures have been so strong that half or more of
the dollar increase in product has represented rising prices. The wide disparity,
between the two over the past year largely represents the steady rise in consumer
prices.
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8. Do you regard inflation as our greatest domestic problem at this time?

In my opening satement I stated: "* * $ Clearly the moot critical economic
problem now facing this country Is that of inflation. 0* $1

4. What are the factors which ordinarily cause and contribute to inflation?
The factors which contribute to Inflation are those which lead to a rate of

spending in the economy greater than the rate at which goods and services are
being made available on the market at existing prices. When the economy is
already operating at a high rate-as it was by mid-19M, after recovery from the
1954 recession-further marked increases in spending bring about further
increases in supplies only gradually and lead very soon to increases in prices,
for both goods and services. Once prices start up, as they did in wholesale
markets for industrial commodities in this country after mid-195, many forces
oerate to keep them going-including the expectation of further price increases.

factors in the current situation and different views concerning them are
discussed in my statement, especially on pages 9-11:

"O0NqFruOTn Viuwsoii CAUs08

'There is much current discussion of the origin of inflationary pressures.
Some believe they reflect a recurrence of demand pulls, similar to those present
In the earlier postwar period. Others believe they originate in a cost push
engendered by administered pricing policies and wage agreement that violate
the limits of tolerance set by advances in productivity.

"These distinctions present an oversimplification of the problem. Inflation is
a process in which rising costs and prices mutually interact upon each other
over time with a spiral effect. Inflation always has the attributes, therefore, of
a cost push. At the same time, demand must always be sufficient to keep the
spiral moving. Otherwise the marking up of prices in one sector of the economy
would be offset by a reduction of prices in other sectors.

"There is much to be said for the view that contractual or other arrangements
designed as shelters or hedges from Inflation have the effect of quickening its
tempo. The 5-percent rise in the cost of living which we have experienced over
the last 2 years has probably reflected and been reflected in more rapidly rising
wage costs because of the prevalence of cost-of-living clauses in many modern
wage contracts. Cost-plus contracts tend to have the same quickening effect on
the inflationary spiral.

"The spiral is also, however, a demand spiral. At each point of time in the
development of the inflationary spiral, there must be sufficient demand to take
the higher priced goods oft the market and thus keep the process moving.

"T82 INI-ATIONAU t M

"The workings of the spiral of inflation are illustrated by the economy of
the moment. As has been brought out at some of the earlier hearings of this
committee, we are now faced with the seeming paradox that prices are expected
to continue to rise, even though the specific bottlenecks in capacity that impeded
the growth of production in 1956 have now been largely relieved, and investment
in productive facilities continues at very high levels. House, automobiles,
household appliances, and other consumer goods, as well as most basic materials,
are all readily available--at a price. The problem is no longer one of specific
shortages or bottlenecks causing prices of individual commodities to be bid up
because of limited availability but rather it is one of broad general pressure on
all of our resources. In other words, aggregate demand is in excess of aggre
gate availabilities of these resources at existing prices.

"Taking the situation as a whole, as individuals, corporations, and governments
proceed with their expenditure plans, buttressed by borrowed funds, they are in
the position of attempting to bid the basic factors of production--4and, labor, and
capital-away from each other and in the process the general level of costs and
prices is inevitably pushed upward. Recently, this general pressure has been
expressing itself particularly in rising prices for services as compared with
goods. Despite the existence in some lines of reduced employment and slack
demand, many employers now face rising costs when they seek to expand activity
by adding appreciably to the number employed. Often, the additional manpower
required has to be bid away from other employers. As a result, many current
plans for further expansion of capacity place great emphasis on more efficient,
more productive equipment rather than on more manpower.
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"This gsnerallzod pressure on resources comes to a head in financial markets
In the for of a shortage of saving in relation to the demand for funds. A con.
siderable volume of expenditure is financed at all times out of borrowed funds.
When these funds are borrowed from others who have curtailed their own expendi.
tures, no additional demand for resources is generated. On balance, however,
demands for funds by those who have wanted to borrow money to spend in excess
of their current incomes have outrun savings. Those who have saved by limit
lag their current expenditures, and thus made funds available for lending, have
still not kept pace withk the desire of governments, businesses, and individuals
to borrow in order to spend."

5. What aused the value of the dollar to decline between 1040 and 1052?
During the period 1041-45, the enormous volume of Federal Government war

expenditures, matched only in part by taxation, increased incomes greatly while
available supplies of goods were limited by the Uleed to devote resources to the
war. Rationing and price and wage controls, as well as patriotic motives, held
down exp'nditures and restrained but did not prevent price advances.

With outlets for spending limited, involuntary savings of consumers and bust.
passes were large and took the form of substantial accumulaton,6 of cash and
Government securities. A considerable growth of the money supply was to be
expected in view of the greater needs for currency and deposits accompanyin
higher levels of economic activity and greater mobility of the military and
civilian population. The supply of money, however, increased more than was
required for these needs, as indicated by the decline in velocity of money during
the war years. The record expansion in the money supply-from $42 billion at
the end of 1040 to $102 billion at the end of 1045-reflected large-scale purchases
of government securities by banks. The expansion of bank credit was based
on reserves supplied by the Federal Reserve Rystem, In accordance with policy
of financing the wartime deficits at stable and low interest rates.

At the end of the war Federal Government expenditures dellned, but private
outlays rose sharply as consumers, including returning servicemen, spent accu-
mulated savings in order to replenish wardrobes, acquire and furnish homes,
and purchase automobiles; at the same time, businesses were motivated to
undertake Investment outlays that had been deferred and to increase their In.
ventories. Also, ttate and local governments increased their outlays to provide
war-deferred community facilities. Foreign countries, many of them suffering
from war damaite, also added significantly to demands for goods in the United
States.

These heavy demands for goods and services, backed by large accumulations
of cash and of Government securities In the hands of consumers, business, banks,
and other financial institutions, imposed strong pressures on the administrative
effectiveness of existing price and rationing controls. As these were relaxed
and finally eliminated, prices rose rapidly. Moderate cash surpluses in the Fed.
eral budget in 1047 and 1048 helped to restrain inflationary pressures in these
years, as did regulation of the use of installment credit. On the other hand,
the Federal Reserve was inhibited from, exercising fie:ible market restraints by
the continued policy of supporting market prices of Government securities. Thus
member bank reserves were provided virtually on the demand of holders of such
securities. Between 1045 and 1048 the Consumer Price Index rose one.third;
this 3-year period accounts for about one-half the absolute increase in the Con.
sumer Price Index from 1040 to 1052.

Prices reacted In the latter part of 1048 as the economy underwent a moderate
inventory recession. A vigorous recovery began in the autumn of 1040 and
prices started upward again in the first half of 1050, before the outbreak of
the Korean war.

This upward price movement was sharply accelerated during the Korean war
as consumers and businesses stepped up their purchases of goods actlne upon
expectations of inflation and shortages that might result from the Korean
hostilities and the defense program then being formulated. This expansion of
private buying was financed In part by a large and rapid expansion In bank
loans. Until March 1051, when the Federal Reserve policy of supporting Gov-
ernment securities was ended, there was little deterrent to sales of Govern-
ment securities by banks and other holders for the purpose of expanding pri.
vae expenditures. Moreover, enlarged Government expenditures in connection
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with the Korean hostilities as well as the defense buildup hero and abroad soon
added to the overall demand for goods and services. Price and wage controls,
materials allocations, and installment credit regulations were reimposed.
Wholesale prices turned down in early 1951, but consumer Prices continued to)
creep upward during the rest of that year and In 1052, as rents, transportation
and utility rates, and other lagging prices continued to rise slowly.

6. Why did It stabilixe between 1052 and April 10507
Relative stability In commodity prices was established In early 1051, about

the time when the Treasury and the Federal Reserve reached an accord "with
respect to debt management and monetary policies to assure successful financing
of the Government and at the same time to minimixe monotisation of the public,
debt." This stability followed a period of sharp price rise in late 1950 that
resulted from the wave of overbuying, overborrowing, and overpricing on the
part of the private, eno imny in what proved to be exaggerated anticipation of
the effects of tile huge defense program that wias being Inaugurated.

Actually, this wave was brought under control and price Pressures subsided
while defense spending was expanding, and the economy as a whole maintained
a fairly well-balanced position during most of 1051 and 1052. The more flexible
operating policies which the Federal Reserve was able to adopt as a result of the
accord together with various selective and direct controls--including regula-
tion o? consumer and real-estate credit and tie voluntary credit restraint pro-
gram, as well as price ceilings and allocations of scarce goods--kept private de-
mands within the limits of Productive capacity. Also, Increases in taxes offset
some of the additional Government expenditures. By mid-1052, the pace of
expansion of defense expenditures was beginning to slacken, and there was again
leeway for growth in private expenditures for consumption and Investment.
The various selective and direct controls were relaxed and discontinued.

Wholesale prices In general declined somewhat in 1051 and 1962, reflecting
principally decreases In prices of those commodities which had risen most
sharply in 1050, particularly farm products and other basic raw materials.
Prices of farm products continued to decline until the end of 1055, as the world-
wide structure of agricultural output was adjusting from wartime distortions
and also to rapid increases In the productivity of farms. Finished industrial
products on the other hand, were relatively stable or tended to rise moderately
in price krom 1051 through 1053, reflecting tile generally strong demand for these
Products. Wage rates also rose. Consumer prices continued to rise moderately
In 1951 and subsequent years, owing In Part to relaxation of price controls,
particularly those over rents, and to gradual absorption Into prices of the
increases In costs of various services whose prices had risen more slowly during

the war and early postwar years than had other prices.
In late 1052 and early 1903, with defense expenditures still large, private

spending for both consumption and investment expanded again. The economy
generally was operating on an overtime basis, supported by substantial credit
expansion on the part of both private borrpwers and the Federal Government.
Mortgage loans and consumer installment credit showed the most pronounced
increases, as they had in most of the postwar years. Business borrowing-both
long.term and short-term--also expanded, as did borrowing by State and local
governments. Although savings by the public Increased in this period, they
did not suffice to meet the growth in demand for loans, and the Federal Reserve
System applied restraints to prevent undue substitution of bank credit for
savings. These measures were reversed rapidly In the late spring as strains
developed in the money market.

Sharp curtailment of defense expenditures beginning in mid958, some slack.
ening in consumer durable goods buying on credit, and a related Inventory
adjustment brought a moderate recession In e(onomle activity until mid-1954.
Prices remained relatively stable during this period. Consumer spending for
nondurable goods and services, residential building, and State and local govern.
met expenditures continued to Increase. A general recovery began in the latter
part of 1954 and by the latter part of 1955 economic activity was at new bighs.

During this period of changing economic climates, Federal Reserve policy
was aimed at supplying adequate credit for growth but at the same time
avoiding credit excesss. Restraint on bank credit expansion was strengthened
in 1052 and early 1968. During the slackening In activity from mid4953 until
the last halt of 1954, the major contribution of credit policy was to facilitate
bank lending and to avoid a decrease in the money supply. The easier credit
availability provided support for mortgage lending and for financing by utilities
and by State and local governments. In addition to easier credit, large tax
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reductions In 1054 helld to stimulate both consumer buying and business invest.
ment. After nid.10M, resumed economic expansion and accelerated credit
demands agnin pressed upon the limits of productive capacity and the supply of
savings available for Investment, Credit restraints were exerted to help keep
monetary growth within reasonable bounds.

In summary, the relative stability In the value of the dollar that prevailed
from the Treasury-Wederal Reserve accord In March 1951 until inid.1058 may
be attributed largely to the restrictive monetary policy which limited credit
expansion and permitted flexibility in Interest rates In the face of huge and
expanding defense expenditures and vigorous demands from the private
economy. Other factors which had a moderating Influence in the early part
of this period wore direct and selective controls of various sorts and reaction
to the excesses that followed the Korean outbreak, as well as the basic adjust-
ment in agriculture.

When the defense program was sharply curtailed after mid.1058, a relaxation
of credit restraints stimulated demands, particularly for residential building,
utility expansion, and State and local government borrowing for community
facilities. A tax reduction early in 1954 provided another stimulus. By the
end of 1954 general expansion In economic activity had been resumed and
credit restraints were again Imposed to keep expenditures within the limits of
sustainable growth and of productive capacity and thus to maintain stability In
the value of the dollar.

T. With basic production generally equal to or in excess of demand,
and in the absence of deficit financing, what caused the decline In the value
of the dollar to be renewed in April 1950, and the continual decline since
that date?

The basic cause of renewed decline In the value of the dollar, to quote from my
opening statement, is that "aggregate demand is In ex(css of aggregate avail.
abilities of these resources at existing prices." It is true that expenditures for
some Imrortant products-notably automobiles and houses-declined consider-
ably in the course of 1050 and currently are smaller than in the third quarter
of 19M. Business Inventory accumulation this year has also been smaller than
in 1051 and 1)5(1. On the other hand, other demands have Increased. Bunine"
outlays for plant and equipment are currently 28 percent above the level of
2 years ago. Consumer outlays for nondurable goods and services and State
and local government expenditures have risen without interruption. If demands
for autos and housing had continued as strong as earlier, in addition to the
demand pressure we have actually experienced, overall inflationary pressures
would have been even more intense than they have been.

So far as the Federal Government's fiscal position is concerned, its anti.
inflationary influence declined in the fiscal year 1957. The pertinent figures
follow:

11n billions of dollar)

Fedal surpluordefiit -)

Budget cub

, Ir AwltI

The shift from deficit to surplus In fiscal year 105 was a move in the right
direction In restraining inflationary pressures, but clearly was not sufficient In
the light of actual developments. In fiscal year 1057, the budget surplus was
the same as In 1050, but the cash surplus was smaller so that total fiscal opera.
tions of the Federal Government, including trust funds transactions, had a
smaller anti.inflationary influence than during the fiscal year 195.

Fundamentally, the force of inflationary pressures has not been interrupted
over the past 2 years, although its pattern of Influence has changed. In the late
winter and early spring of 1066, the opinion was expressed In some quarters
that the boom was coming to an end and that inflationary pressures were
virtually over. In retrospect, it is clear that this view was a misreading of the
situation. The view relied heavily on the decline in consumer outlays for auto-
mobiles and housing. It did not adequately appraise the formidable strength of
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business demand for fixed capital. When the McOraw-IHill and Commerce-
51(C surveys of business Intentions to spend on plant and equipment, available
in the spring of 19M, revealed Intentions of further large expansions, from al-
ready record levels, and as business concerns began to borrow in enormous
volume both In the long-term capital market and from banks (particularly at the
March and June tax dates), views about the future again became generally
bullish. Moreover, throughout this period consumer demands for nondurable
goods and services and State and local government demands related to capital
programs and current operations continued very strong.

Industrial prices were strong on the upside from mid-1986 to the spring of
1080, and in the second half of 11]0, following the stool wage settlement, they
again advanced rapidly. This year, however, average industrial prices have
increased little further. Consumer prices In April 1056 began the rapid and
almost uninterrupted rise which has continued through June 1007, the latest
available data. This sustained advance reflects the continued vigor of aggregate
consumer demands. On the cost side, it represents in part the working out of
previous price Increases at the manufacturing level, rising cots incurred by re-
tallers, and the sustained rise In the cost of services.

& Can present inflation be traced in any degree to increased Federal
spending started in fiscal year 105, and the easy availability of Federal
loans, and Federal guaranty es and insurance on mortgages, since that time?

The recent period is characterized by increases in spending in most sectors of
the economy, and recent price advances stem from the combined Impact of these
demand pressures on available supplies of goods and services. Among these
sectors, expenditures of the Federal Government, specifically those for national
security programs, have increased substantially since* the middle of 1050. These
outlays have represented an additional demand for available goods and services
and they may also have stimulated some related private expenditures. The
effect of the increase in Federal outlays has been offset in part by some increase
in Federal tax receipts is a result of expanding Incomes--an expansion Itself
In part the result of inflation-but receipts have not increased as much as ex-
penditures. The Federal cash surplus in fiscal 1057 amounted to only about $2
billion, conmlared with $4.5 billion in fiscal 1050. Thus, the anti-inflationary con-
tribution of the Government's fiscal position decreased in fiscal 1057 from the
preceding year. Under conditions of strong private credit demands, a substan-
tial Federal Government surplus and retirement of Government debt help to
provide additional funds for financing private and State-local government in-
vestment. In this way, Federal fiscal policies contribute to economic growth in
a noninflationary manner.

In periods of active demand, as in recent months, any specific Federal programs
which stimulate borrowing or Improve the credit status of borrowers, must be
considered in addition to the actual cash surplus or deficit in order to complete
an appraisal of the role of various sectors of the economy in contributing to in.
fiationary pressures. To the extent that such Federal programs actually have
been effective in stimulating borrowing, they have added to pressures on capital
markets.

In retrospect, considering the course of events over the last 2 years, it is
clear that in an economy as large as ours and with the proportion of governmentt.
stimulated activity as high as it is in our economy, the Federal Government
should plan on larger budget surpluses In periods of high activity. As I com-
mented in my statement, "The present situation calls both for a larger budgetary
surplus than we have had or have in prospect, and a continuance of restraint upon
creation of new supplies of money."

9. To what extent Is this infation being caused by increasing labor costs
In a degree out of proportion to labor's increase in productivity?

In my opening statement I indicated that real wages in this country have
risen to the highest levels in the world because of the increasing productivity
of our national economy. While there have been many Instances of pause or
even temporary decline in productivity, over the long pull productive efficiency
has increased fairly steadily.

Changes in the relationships of wage, prices, and productivity are uneven
from year to year; it Is, therefore, extremely difficult to determine for any given
short-run period the precise influence of wage-productivity developments on
pries and profits

The facts for the postwar period indicate fairly clearly that real weekly earn-
Ings have increased significantly only in those periods in which prices were
stable. (Oe table at end of answer.) Over the past year rising consumer
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prices have offset wage increases with little or no real gains in earnings for the
average worker. lVorkers have been attempting increasingly through cost-of-
living ecalator clauses or current wage negotiations, to obtain wage increases
which will both meet the rise In prices and also provide for Increases In stand-
ard of living. If past experience is any guide, however, further Increases In
money wages are not likely to remult in gains iln average real earnings i long
as prices rise. This is one manifestation of the process of Inflation in which
rising costs itnd prlws mutually interact upon each other over timo with a
spiral effect.

Unfortunately, the available data on output per man-hour do not allow us
to say with any degree of precision what the short-run changes iln produc-
tivity or in unit labor costs have been from month to month, quarter to quar-
ter, or even year to year. There is first the problem of accuracy of the measure-
ment of output per man-hour which requires relating output and man-hour
series to each other, eai with different weighting factors, met'tiiiai movements,
and many ptissible, but unknown errors. Thena there are problems of concept, III-
eluding questions relating to the Inclusion of various categories of workers, the
measuring of changes in quality of product, the use of physical output versus
deflatte! dollar outlut, the weighting of reslective series, etc. While these prob-
lens are difficult and controversial, progress Is being made in measurement.
At present, however, there is Io one official series pertalnlng to productivity.

The preliminary data for manufacturing, based on production workers only,
suggests that In the last half of 1955 and the first half of 19M output per man-
hour was relatively stable rather than licreaslig, 1Wiag4 rates continued to
rise during this period. After midJ$0, however, It appears that output per
man-hour again began to Increase with the rise In output per man-hour between
mid-1906 and naid-1O957 probably more in line with historical trends. These
data, It should be noted, do not include nonproductlon workers. The number
of professional, managerial, and clerical workers In manufacturing has been
growing rapidly In recent years, while the numberof production workers hits
declined. Thus, basing productivity measurements on total manufacturing em-
ployment rather than production worker employment, would tend to lower the
rate of growth in productivity. There are further technical problems Involved
in going a step frther and attempting to measure unit labor costs. Private
security and welfare programs, such as pension and health, have been extended
rapidly and changes in hourly or weekly earnings do not fully represent growth
in worker's compensation or employer's labor costs, Expansion In such non.
wage benefits Increases the difficulties of measuring statistically changes in unit
labor costs in manufacturing.

In the nonmanufacturing sector, measurement of output per man-hour Is
subject to even greater qualification than in the manufacturing industries,
because it is so difficult to measure output In physical terms. In any event, the
very expansive demands in all nonindustrial activitips In the past 8 years-
especially In the trades, services, and State and local governments-have been a
significant factor in bidding up wages and prices in these activities.

This year the steep rise in the cost of living, rather than productivity, has
become the major factor In collective bargainilg and wage determination. For
Instance, the auto workers between mild-1050 and itld-1057 received approxi.
mately 15 cents, or ? percent, In additional wages, but 0 cents of that wage In-
crease came as result of an escalator clause and merely offset the higher cost of
living. The size of the total wage increase thus had less relation to changes In
productivity in the industry or In the economy than earlier. As a result of
recent price rises, there has been a resurgence In labor management contracts
containing such cost-of-living escalator clauses. This year roughly 4 million
workers have or will get cost-of-living adjustments. In addition, most of the
major agreements, such as those In rubber, petroleum, and construction in-
dustries, which were reopened or renegotiated In recent months also provide for
substantial increases In pay. The amount of these Increases would seem to
indicate that employee demands for higher wages to match higher living costs
have been taken into account by employers In final settlements. Wages have also
advanced to record levels In sectors of the economy usually considered as out-
side the sphere of direct union bargaining, with higher living costs also an
Important Influence on the size of the recent adjustments made. The continuing
strong demand for additional labor in these sectors has also contributed to wage
pressures.

Rises In "real weekly earnings" In manufacturing industries In the postwar
period have varied from year to year and have not always paralleled yearly
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changes in productivity. In the long run, real wages have increased in line with
rising productivity, but in the postwar era nioney wage rates have risen fairly
steadily front year to year, while real gains In earnings occurred when con.

ttier prices were relatively stable. Aversige wage Increases were only about
sutlifclelt to offset higher prices when prices were rising rapidly, but they were
necouptlaniled by real advances In worker's earnings when prices were stable.
From inild-1940 to mid.)1048, a period of sharply rising prices following tile lon.
eluslon of World War 1I, both consumer prices and average weekly earnings In
nmanufacturing rose by almost 25 percent. This was followed by a period of little
change in prices between mld.11148 and mid.1050, prior to tie outbreak of Korean
liostilltles, In this period "real" weekly earnings increamd about 10 percent.
In the following 2 years, mild.109S0 to the spring of 10152, sharply rising prices
again offset rising weekly wages, each rising about 10 percent in the period. With
prices again reltively stable between the spring of 1052 and early 1950, weekly
wages continue to rise and significant gains in "real earnings" were achieved. In
contrast, since early 1950 consumer prices have advanced by 5 percent, about tie
same as tile rise In weekly earnings in manufacturing industries.

In nonmanufncturlng Industries also, money earnings have risen fairly steadily
but gains in real earnings appear to depend on stable consuniier prices, This con-
cluslon perhalis applies even more In these Industries since in periods of rising
consumer prices, wagon lit most of these seclors have often not been able to
adjust to rising prices so quickly as those in the nanufacturing lines.

"haVges itn consumer prices and in average weekly earnings it manufacturing,
July 1946-Juno 1957

Perentme chao s

Period
Consumer Average weekly

PrIce mning In
Index Mianufacturing

July 1948toJuly 1948 ................................................... 2& 8 4
Juy 948 to uly IM ................................................... -L. 9.
Inly 1I11. to July 1982 ................................................... 10.9 11.3
July 102 to July 198 .................................................... 1.0
Juy I95 to Jul 1M .................................................. 1..
MiIrch os to Jun 19567 ................................................. 4, ii

10. To what extent Is this inflation being causml by Increasing Interest
costs in a degree out of proportion to the increased productivity of the money
borrowed?

In my opening statement, I discussed the question "Do rising interest rates
add to inflation?" as follows:

"We must be clear in viewing these relationships to distinguish cause from
effect and not to confuse them. It Is sometimes said that rising interest rates,
by Increasing the costs of doing business, lead to higher prices and thus contribute
to Inflation. This view Is based upon an inadequate conception of the role of
Interest rates In the economy, and upon a mistaken idea of how Interest costs
compare with total costs. In municipal government budgets, It is about 2 per.
cent: in many utilities, It Is 8 to 51 percent. Thus, as an element of cost, interest
rates are relatively small; but, as a reflection of demand pressures in markets
for funds, Interest rates are highly sensitive. As previously explained, rising
Interest rates result primarily from an excess of borrowing demands over the
available supply of savings. Since these demands are stimulated by Inflation,
under these circumstances rising interest rates are an effect of Inflationary
pressures, not a cause. Any attempt to prevent such a rise by creating new
money would lead to a nch more rapid rise In prices and in costs than would
result from any likely Increase In interest rates. Such an attempt, moreover,
would not remove the need for a fundamental adjustment in the relation between
saving and consumption and probably would fall In Its purpose of stabilizing
Interest rates."

I went on to say:
"A major cause of recent Inflationary pressures has been the attempt to crowd

Into this period a volume of Investment greater than the economy could take
without curtailing consumption more than consumers have been willing to do.
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In fact, there has been some increase in consumption on borrowed funds. In.
creases in interest rates naturally come about under such conditions; they are
the economy's menus of protecting Itself against such excessive bunching of
Investmout or the building up of a unsustainable rate of consumption. While
the effect of a moderate change In Interest rates on the cost of goods currently
being produced and sold Is small and relatively unimportant, cehano in Interest
rates do assume Importance as a cost in the planning of new Investment outlays.
Those costs do not affect current operations or add to upward price pressures
to any substantial extent. They do tend to deter the undertaking of new Invest.
ment projects and to keep the amount of Investment spending that is being
undertaken fit line with the economy's ability to produce investment goods. To
maintain artificially low Interest rates under these conditions, without intro.
duclng anr other force to restrain investment, would be to invite an unbridled
investment boom, Inflation, and an Inevitable collapse later,

"It is necessary to emphasize that there are many influences, other than mono.
tary policies and interest rates, that affect the volume of consumption, invest.
mont, and saving and their relationships."

With regard to the specific question, these earlier remarks may be supple-
mented as follows:

1. Borrowers encompass every sector of the economy-business, consumers,
government. The bulk of borrowing is done for purposes for which the concept
of "productivity" Is most elusive, This is the ease especially for consumer
borrowing which, as the table on page 5 shows, accounted for about one-half
of the total Increase In public and private debt from the end of 1054 to mid-1907.
In a general way, we might say that better housing, more consumer durable
goods, more adequate schools and roads, etc., Increase the ability of individuals
to nmko a more productive society, as well as improve their Immediate well.
being. There Is no way statistically to distinguish between the contribution
of these Influences to productivity and to higher standards of current living.
For consumer and government borrowing, higher Interest costs are small In
comparison with the sort of widespread price Increases that develop In an in-
fiationary situation.

For individual consumers, the amount of Interest payments may at times
be considerable. For consumers as a group, however, total Interest outlays
are relatively small portions of total outlayk and total Interest receipts are
relatively snall portions of total receipts. Thus, the Federal Reserve Board
flow-of-funds accounts show that the consumer sector paid out $0.S billion of
Interest in 195, only 2.1 percent of their nonfinancial use of funds. This com-

a res with Interest outlays of $8.5 billion in 1950, or 1.45 percent of total uses
n 1980. Meanwhile, the consumer sector received $8.5 billion of Interest In

10M, 2.5 percent of aggregate funds from nonfinancial sources, and $8.2 billion
In 1950, or 2.0 percent of funds. It may also be noted that, as of December 196,
mortg Interest paid accounted for only 1.7 percent of the weight of all Items
In the B,s Consumer Price Index (Interest on Installment debt is not included
In this Index).

2. The question appears more relevant for business borrowing, and In par.
ticular for business borrowing to finance Investment In fixed capital. In this
connection, it may be noted that a large proportion of such Investment-
varylng, however, from Industry to Industry and concern to concern--is financed
out of Internal resources; 1. e., depreciation allowances and undistributed profits.

& If the question Is Interpreted as relating to productivity of fixed capital,
it should be emphasized that the measurement of such productivity i ex.
tremely difficult for both conceptual and statistical reasons. The study-
Productivity, Prices, and Incomes-recently published by the committee staff
of the Joint Economic Committee states (p. 28) : "The ratio of capital to out-
put fluctuates widely according to how capital and output are defined or meas.
urged and according to changing economic relatlonshpls, Including relative
costs of labor, capital, materials, etc."

Data are not available to indicate how output per unit of new capital has
bebaved. It Is evident, however, that new fixed capital is considered by man.
agement to be generally more productive than existing fixed capital and, Indeed,
much Investment s made primarily because products cost less when made with
new plant and equipment than when made with existing equipment,

ranges In labor productivity, are genevolly measured by dividing changes
In total output of goods by changes in the total Input of man-hours expended
In producing the good& Actually, of course, Increased output result, largely
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from providing workers with more and improved machinery and equipmat,
so that in a sense changes In output per man-bour measure changes 14 the
productivity of capital as well U labor,

While efforts may be made to pass on higher Interest costs on new capital In
the form of higher prices, for most Industries the additional costs would be rola.
tively small

4. Despite higher Interest rates, business outlays per fixed capital are at record
levels. With the fixed.capital producing Industries operating at or close to
capacity, these business demands have added to Inflationary pressures. They
have also, however, expanded our productive base and also our ability to turn
out a larger volume of goods for a given labor input,

Rising Interest rates, reflecting demands for funds in excess of the avail.
able supply, do perform a rationing function; 1. 9., on the whole, the free play of
market fortes tends to allocate available funds to those sectors where demands
are most urgent, This function I not performed perfectly by any meam, but
It is performed better through market competitive forces than by any al-ternative open to us. The presumption is strong that, so far as business Is con-
cerned, ftnds have, on the whole, been allocated by this proem to the most
productive uses.

Increase f pblbio and rvate debt, Dee. 81, 104, to Juuw S0 1857
(Billions of dollars) n (+) or

Net public and private, total 2........... , . .

Net public, total . . -0. 1

Federal Government and agencies ................................ -11. 9
State and local ............. 11.8

Net private, total .................................. 8.8

Business, total .................................................. 1 81.1,

Nonfarm ................................................... 84. 8
Parm ....................................... 8

Consumer, total ....................------------- 86.2

Mortgage .............................................. 94.
Installment ......... .
Other. ........ ." ft ............------. .................. 0. 

Source Survey of Current Dupiness, May 1957 and preliminary states for lune 50,
19N7, by Divison of Research and Statisticsoftb federal Reserve Board,

Net debt for the public sectors of the economy represents total outstanding indebtedness
minus intraaector holInpof such debt, e. total Federal debt minus such Portions of
that debt as are held by hesral Goverpmeni corporations and a nces. Net corporate
debt represents total corporate debt minus Intercompany debts of affiliated oompan ies
Debt fRiures for the noncrporate prlvab area are "ra, with no adjustment for Intra-
sqctor Woldings. Excnluel from cross and net.Sebt of all secters ar (1) deposit liability
oD banMs anq amount of bank note Ip circulation. () value of outstanding policies and
annuities or ite-mnsurance earqe, (e) short-term debt of individuals and unincorporated
nonfin nclal usiness concea held bAY other individuals and unincorporated businesses
and () nommal corporate debt, such i bonds a thorized but not Issued, and Issued but
racqui ed0. ata as classified in the Suoy of a1urnt Buslness ae been modiied by
the exclusion from loans to nonfarm busine (and fom the change in total debt, as well)of: (1) eIdit extended by commercial banks to real estate mortgage lenadr secured or
nsecuredbn mortgages s (data used for thi punpo relate tom m u t 4 and mid.Mae 97, the available dates closest to Dec. 8, 1954, and June 0, Z0OT)*(3) borrowin

by nnanc companies through menuity bsue, open market paper, ai bnE loans.
U, is inflation being accelerated now? If so, what is the cat". If not,;what is the stabillsing influence?

In recent months inflationary forces have continued dominant in the economy.
Consumer priest reached a new high in June and apparently rose further in
tut, to a level about 5 percent above that prevailing from mi4-1962 to the spring

of 166. Xn wholesale markets, commodity prices increased In Jrune and early
uly, to a level about 7 percent above that In mid-106, when the present broad

advance began. 'Agrate spending has continued exceuive In relation to sup
plies of od-a-a at e

9P4 88-57-W price-,
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Impending this year for new residential building and automobiles, and also for
business inventories, has been below earlier highs, but spending of most other
types either huts been nultitalned at an advanced level or has risen further.
Producers' expenditures for new construction and equipment have risen some.
what further, beyond the blah level reached toward the end of last year after a
rapid uninterrupted advatnco of a year and a half. Government outlays have
Increased further at both the Federal and the State and local level, Consumer
outlays, particularly for services, have continued to expand. Tie aggregate of
slpnulEng-privnte and governmental-In tile second quarter this year was higher
than ever before.

While Inflationary forces lhave continueld dominant in the economy, with some
Important Ittflttones oierating it the direction of speeding tip the current price
advance, other Itlfluenceis have Iwen tending to slow down price Increases, Saving
in financial form lis increased. Industrial capacity hits grown to a level where
It Is capable of meeting current and iuntediately prospective demands. lIislness
demands for goods to Increase inventories have been cut back for a variety of
reasons: (i$) holdings are larger now, following further buildup last year; (b)
costs of carrying inventories have le4in rising; and (o) businesses have become
more concerned about their liquidity positions. Ieflecting diverse Influences,
industrial rice changes have become more selective, with s)me declines in
evidence as well an Increases.

1in general, however, the ilpward price movement luss continued find lit some
sectors recent prl( advances have been substnotial, ans Illustrated by the latest
increase autltorixed for freight rates. Thus, the broad upward price movement
has beconle more selective but itas not yet stopped.

12, If inflation continues, how far conit tgo, and wihet will be the effects
in the process?

1:1. Once Inflation Is started, how can it be stopped and how canl the value
of the dollar ever be regaintl?

lit the past. an Inihtion, ones started, lits continued until It wits stopl)ped,
usually either by altliroprite monetary and fiscal oley or, falling tile adoption
of such policies, until It colhIpsel from imbalances It had generated. In extreme
cases Inflations have come to an end because people refused to accept what was
in effect worthless stoney. As 1 said lit oiy statement (pp. 18-14) :

"Once such a spiral Is set In motion, It tim it strong tenlency to feed uxn
itself. If prices generally are expeIvted to rise, Incentives to nave and to lend are
diminished and incentives to borrow and to spend ire increased. Consumers
who would normally he savers are encouraged to lMstpone saving ail, Instead,
purchase goods of which they are not it Innteilte nteed, Businessmen, likewise,
are encouraged to anticipate growth requirements for new plant and equipment.
Thus, spending is Incretsed on both counts. But, because tile economy is already
operating tit high levels, further Increases In spending are not matched by corre-
sponding Increases hi production. Instead, tlse Increased spending for goods and
services tends to develop a spiral of mounting prices, wages, and costs."

History tells us, however, that inflations have stopped l Sometises they
stopped because the currency became worthless and people refused to accept It In
payment. The Continental currency Issued in this country during and after the
Ilevolutionary War Is an illustration. Sometimes inflations have stopped before
this stage was reached because of industrial and financial breakdown. As I
pointed out on page 14 of my statement, "* * * If further Inflation is expected,
sleculatlve commitments are encouraged and the pattern of Investment and
other spending-the decisions of what kinds of things to buy-will change in a
way that threatens balanced growth." In other words, various types of imbal.
ances tend to develop in the structure of industry. These may take the form of
overinveetment In specific types of facilities based on the miscalculation that
temporary Inflation-induced consumer buying reflected a real growth trend. Or
Imbalances may take the form of speculative accumulation of inventories which
promise to profit from rising prices. Or overextended financial commitments
may be made which dangerously reduce the liquidity of borrowers. Once these
Imbalances are recognized, market forces tend to move to correct them and, If
the imbalances have become at all general, to bring on readjustments that some.
times become serious. Prices as well as employment are likely to react when an
Inflation stops as the result of major Imbalances.

The most constructive results ensue when Inflation Is stopped because appro-
priate fiscal and monetary policies are applied in time. As I said In my state.
mient. "The most constructive result Is the encouragement of a volume of savings
and Investment that permits continued expansion of productive facilities at a
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rate consistent with growing consumption demands." Tbis type of constructive
result takes place recurrently in the course of the business cycle when the forces
generated during the upswing do not culminate in an inflationary spiral but
rather diminish In potential as full capacity Is reached. Adjustment of this type
takes place without severe price repercusslons. The higher price level prevail.
ing at the thie of the adjustment teds to le maintained except as It may subse-
quently reflect Increases in productivity.

An inflation will stal) when a condition Is achieved where current Investment
can be financed out of savings without undue reliance on newly created money
and where prospettive savings and investment are not motivated hy the expecta-
tion of further or continued Inflation. As I aid In my statement, "Only In thils
way can the standard of living for at growing population be improved and the
value of savings be maintained.

"Huch constructive adajltations, If made In time at the onset of Inflationary
preosureM, need not lie large In order to restore balante between prospective
demands and the resources available to meet them. It is esmntial, however, that
the adjustment be made. Otherwise prospective expenditures will continue to
exceed the resources available and the pressure of excess demand will foster an
Inflationary spiral."

14. Generally, will you distinguish between fiscal policy (embracing ex.
penditures, taxes, and debt), and monetary and credit policy, and then relate
them, one to the other?

An article, Federal Financial Measures for Economic Stability, published In
the Federal Reserve Bulletin for May 1948, answers this question as well as the
first part of question 10.

The article Is as follows:

"PRDRRAL FINANCIAL MEASURS FOR HOONOMIC STABILITY '

"Government financial measures are especially appropriate for promoting
stable developments in private-enterprise economies. For the most part they
are impersonal and operate Indirectly through markets by their effects on incen-
tives to spend. To the extent that sources of instability are financial, moreover,
they deal with basic causes.

"The preceding article in this series explored in some detail the relation of
credit and monetary action to economic stability. Before considering the func-
tioning of the several Instruments by which such action is effected, it is desirable
to discuss, briefly and broadly, credit and monetary measures In relation to fiscal
measures and debt management the other financial methods available to the
Federal Government for influencing the flow of the economy's expenditures.
Each of these methods has a special and complementary role to play In sustain-
ins orderly and stable progress.

"CREDIT AND MO4icrAuY MEASURm

"Credit and monetary actions affect expenditures particularly of the privatesector of the economy. Am explained In earlier articles, they exert an Influence on
the availability and amount of credit, on the cost of lending and borrowing (both
public and private), on the volume of saving, on capital values on the volume of
money, and on the value of the dollar at home and abroad.

"There are three main methods of executing credit and monetary action-
discount operations, open-market operation, and changes in reserve require.
ments. Though they operate somewhat differently, each influences bank reserve
positions and hence affects the ability and willingness of commercial banks to
lend. Since the banks are a major factor In the credit market changes In their
ability and willingness to lend affect the whole credit market, that is, the
general availability, cost, and volume of credit.

"Bringing about credit restraint or ease through these measures has wide.
spread effects on the economy. Their most direct impact Is on the amount of

I This Is the third o a series of articles. considering the operation of credit and monetaryolle..Y./ the Unite Ittes. These articles are based on selected replies submitted early!n 52o the Board of Governors of tne Federal oeperve System to a questionnaire fromthe subcommittee on General Credit Control and Debt Management of the Cong onalJoint Committp on the Economic Report. Tbq material selected has been modified andexpanded In order to bring it up to date and to l gaps In content resulting from the factthat the original material was oranised in reply to definite questions.Preparation of the articles i under the direction of Ralph A. Young, sector of the
Division of Research and Statistics.
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spending done with borrowed funds. There Is almost always a fringe of bor.
rowers or potential borrowers whose decisions about investments with marginal
profitability or about consumption of marginal usefulness are Influenced by
hage in the avalebil ty or coat of credit. As lenders become less able and

lew willing to lend, they both Increase the rates of interest at which they lend,
thus cutting back some of the demand for funds, and raise their standards of
creditworthiness applicable to now borrowing, As lenders become more able to
tend, they will lend at lower rates of interest and accept higher risk borrowers.
Then credit developments have secondary effects that are reflected In spending
and savings activities of all sectors of the economy,

"A supplementary method of exerting an Influence over credit conditions is
the use of loetlve Instruments which directly affect the equity or maturity
terms of almIfle types of loans extended by banks and other lenders. At present
only stockntmarket credit may he regulated in this way.

sin some periods of expansion, certain credit sectors may not be readily
responsive to general measures of credit and monetarr restraint, Mtamplees of
such developments are the growth of stock-market credit In the late 1920's and
exaneion of consumer Installment credit and mortgage credit after the outbreak
of fighting In Korea. Regulation of stoek.mtarket credit was authorixod In the
mid.l030's to enable the reserve banking authorities to prevent a recurrence
of exceslve stock spoeulstlon financed through credit. liegulation of consumer
credit and real estate construction credit was authorlsed on a temporary basis
after Korea In order to effect restraint In these credit arv:im during an abnormal
Ierlod. Regulation of consumer credit had earlier been umd to curb personal
spending financed by credit during the war period and in immediate istwar
years.

"Oredit and monetary measure, are indispensable to stable progress, but alone
the cannot assure that progress. Their effectiveness will be conditioned by
#eral fiscal action and debt management and by various specific Government
programs, Their effectivenoss may also be conditioned by unpredictable and
sudden developments and changes in moods and impulses that affect activity in
the economy.4Oredtt and monetary action, while powerful in combating an inflationary
upswing Is sometimes vlewel as being lose effective it coneractm i adeflationary
downswing, Thin view is large ly based on experience In a few depressions
which followed major booms in which economic activity was seriously distorted.
In these Instances, shaken confidence of both lenders and borrowers militated
against active response to an increased availability and sulqgy of credit and
money and a reduced Interest cost of borrowing. While expansionary credit
and monetary policy was essentlal to economic recovery under such eircum.
stances, it was not sufficient by itself to achieve it.

"The administration of credit and monetary measures Is a task involving
discretion, patience, and Judgment. Action must be guided not by a single
Indicator or simple combination of indicators but by a balanced assessment
of the entire credit and economic sittutlon in the light of the fullest informs.
tio available. Action, moreover, must be adapted promptly to changing con.
ditlon, beaum Its full effectivene on the economy will not be felt until
after some time lag. To the extent that promptnes is not achieved, credit and
monetary policy falls short of its potential and may even Itself be a source of
Instability. MRASUM

a31iscal measures work mainly through the money-collecting and money.
ardnS activities of the Federal Government. The amount, type, and timin
ot axcollections and of Government outlays affect expenditures directly an
indirectly throughout the economy, and these effects will vary with the ams
of the Federal budget. Through the level of taxes, Government revenues influ-
ence directly the amount of private income available for spending, and because
the Government buys large amounts of goods and employs large numbers of
workers, Its outlays affect directly demand and supply In specific markets. Fed-
eral fieal activities also have indirect effects In stimulating private expenditures
anid in influencing the general economic outlook in a fashion similar to the action
of cre it and monetary policy. In addition, fisca action. may shift the dstribu-
tion of income, alter the uses made of the Nation's resources, and have represive
or inactive effects on economic productivity and output.

"The lc e of fiscal action on economic stability arises chiefly out of a
dferes between the Government's cash receipts and cash expumditnres %T
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difference causes a cash flow of payments between the private sectors of the
economy and the Government. In general, a cash flow from the Government has
expansive effects on tho economy's overall expenditures, while a cash Inflow has
contractive effects. thesee effects Induce further spending or restriction of spend.
lng in the private sector,#Various combinations of taxation and Government expenditure programs
will have different effects on total expenditures In the economy, For example,
increased taxation combined with reduced Government spending will have con
active effects on the Nation's spending activities, and hence be appropriate
to a period of lnflationary pressures. On the other hand, reduced taxation
combined with Increased Goyernment expenditures will expand the total volume
of expenditures during a period of rwsion. This assumes, of course, that
specitfi Governmont expenditure programs are not of the kind that displace or
compete with private economic activity, thereby discouraging rather than stim-
ulating business counidenc*, private Investment, and private consumption,"To some extent, changes in tax and Government expenditure programs come
about automatically over the course of business fluctuations. This built-in
flexibility of the budget tends to counteract swings In private spending without
deliberate action on the part of the public authorities, oFor Instance, with
graduated income taxee the Government takes a larger part of national Income
at higher than at lower levels, and a change In national Income will be quickly
reflected In the tax take under existing pay.as.you-go tax arrangements At
the same time, Government expenditures as a result of the social security and
a cultural support pmrams will tend to be greater in depressed periods
than In prosperity,

"Reliance upon built-in budget flexibility to adapt fiscal policy to svere eco.
nomic fluctuations is unfeasible so that some discretionary action through
legislative processes must be counted on for this purpose. By their very nature,
however, the fiscal tools of tax and expenditure programs are complex, and they
Involve controversial aspects such as their effects on the distribution of Income,
on incentives to produce and to save, and on Industrial and regional development.
Speedy action, consoiuently, is dfflcult, Much time Is necessarily absorbed in
the legislative process--in the initial formulation of programs and in their
consideration and final enactment. E0xecutlon of both tax and expenditure
programs requires additional time, although to the extent that taxes are paid
on a current basis to effect of tax changes Is fairly Immediate. In a downturn,
expenditure programs may be hard to get Into operation as promptly as needed;
In a boom, Itmay prove to be Impractical or wasteful to bring long-range pro-
grams to a halt.

"Even If It were possible to get sufficient variation In fiscal action, It might
be Impracticable and possibly inadvisable to vary the whole program of Go.
ernment expenditures and taxation primarily in accordance with the evident
needs of economic stability. In some situations, other policies are so Important
as to outweigh considerations of economic stability in governmental decisions:
the conduct of war or the undertaking of a major defense program are striking
examples of such situations. Many large Items In the budget are directed to-
ward noneconomic objectives and do not lend themselves to the flexible treat-
ment required In counter-cyclical fiscal policy. Furthermore, antieyclleal actions
may be In conflict with measures based on other Important criteria. The tax
structure needs to take account long-term Investment growth and taxpaym.
equity. Remedial action based on these criteria is a desirable goal at all tims
but may not always be consistent with Immediate programs aimed at stability.

"Because discretionary fiscal action involves many special problems and cannot
always be taken speedily, decisions as to Its timing usually Involve the diffleult
art of long-term forecasting. On the one hand, any action will affect economic
activitY only after some timelag, and anticipatory action runs the rlsk of m.
centuating rather than ameliorating cyclical fluctuations. On the other hand,
the countercyclical potential of fiscal action is severely diminished if steps are
delayed until the economy finds itself in recession or boom.

"Different combinations of taxation and Government expenditures result In
deficits or surpluses and accordingly involve Treasury borrowing or permit re-
payment of borrowing. The amount of the borrowing or repayment Is deter.
mined by fiscal action; the manner and kind of borrowing or repayment are
In the realm of debt management. The extent of the expansive or restrictive
Impact of fisca measures depends not only on the relation between taxation and
expenitres but In part on debt management operatIons. The effect of fiscal
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action in attaining economic stability are thus related alo to debt uanagement,
and the effectiveness of this relationship In turn depends on the financial climate
created by credit and monetary measures.

'08T MANA0/bMUVT

"As a complementary tool of countercyelleal financial policy, debt management
now has great Iportane because of th. present size of the Federal debt and
because at the special role such debt plays In the asset structure of financial
Institutions. The Federal debt now amounts to about two-fiftlhi of the economy's
total debt. It is the only debt that is entirely free from credit risk. Short-term
Federal debt serves as a principal liquid or operating reserve asset of banks,
other financial Institutions, and buslnets corporations. Ionger-term Federal
debt functions as a major investment asswt of individuals and savings Ilnstitu-
tions and competes with other Investment mediums in absorbing the economy's
money savings. The types of Government securities issued thus have a signitfi-
cant effect on the liquidity of the entire economy and on the market for other
securities.

"Debt mangetmt has two major aspects. It Involves refunding operations
affecting the maturity arratigemeJt of outstanding debt. It also involves the
expansion or retirement of debt in response to the current cash deficit or surplus
of the Government. The maturity composition of the debt has its most direct
tie with credit and monetary pulley while the changes In the amount of debt
are most Immediately related to fis&'al policy. Both aspects combine to deter-
mine the composition of the total (twermnent debt at amy given time and in this
process exert an Influence on the attainuient of economic balance,

"Management of the Federal debt makes a primary contribution to economic
stability by arranging a maturity composition of that debt that will support
and not impede development of appropriate credit ad monetary policy. In
general, such a debt distribution would be oti with maturities well spaced over
a period of years. This kind of maturity distribution is also important for
aldministrative reasons in debt management.

"There Is, of course, constant need for a large volume of short-term issues
to meet the basic liquidity requirements of banks, financial institutions, business
corporations, and others. In a period of economic slack or depression this
liquidity may be expanded by issuing additional sliort-term obligations. In
the subsequent period of expansion the volume of these issues may be reduced
somewhat by refunding operations or by retirements out of surplus.

"To change the existing debt structure, however, takes time. Financing
decisions of the past necessarily impinge heavily on the present and the future,
mnd debt inanngement actions must continually be a compromise between what
may be most appropriate for the current economic situation and what may be
iil) roprJate in terms of a longer run view of econonmc stability. This balance
In Judgment relates primarily to the volume of very short term securities
which may be outstanding at any time. Because the liquidity of such securities
is wit readily influenced by credit and monetary measures, the greater the pro-
iortion of the debt In these issues the less responsive the economy will tend to
be to restrictive credit and monetary action when such measures may be
u3) ropriate.

"From the point of view of economic stability, the maturity distribution of
outstanding debt should always be such that moderate changes in the level of
interest rates will have an important effect on the liquidity positions of holders,
thereby Influencing spending and lending decisions. To attain this, a sizable
portion of the debt should be spread out over intermediate and long-term maturi-
ties so that when interest rates decline, and the market prices of these securities
therefore rise, liquidity positions of holders will come to be regarded as more
adequate than formerly. Conversely, when interest rates rise and security
prices decline, holders will tend to view these positions as less adequate. Such
a spread maturity distribution would limit the dependency of debt management
on current interest rates and security market conditions and on the other hand, •
would increase the sensitivity of the entire economy to Interest-rate changes.

"Within the standards set for debt balance, current debt management can
operate to reinforce or offset in part the impact of a Federal deficit or surplus.
For example, a deficit in a recession period may be made somewhat more effective
if In its financing the emphasis is placed on the se of shorter term obligations.
The expansive effects will tend to be greater and will support an expansionary
credit and monetary policy to the extent that such issues are absorbed by the
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banking system and foster expansion In the money supply. Conversely, a sur-
plus in a boom period will be more effective as a restraint on expenditures if it is
used to retire short-term debt rather than to purchase long-term securities in the
market. The restraining effects will tend to be increased and will reinforce
restrictive credit and monetary policy if the repayment of debt reaches the
holdings of short-term issues by the banking system, thus affecting bank liquidity
positions.

"Debt management actions to promote economic stability through shifts in
terms and maturities of security offerings are limited by the necessity of meeting
existing market conditions. Public debt must be handled so that the investing
community will be receptive to new issues from refunding operations and will
take additional debt Into its portfolio. While public debt differs from private
debt instruments in quality, public debt instruments compete with similar secu-
rities of private origin in the market. In short, the debt must be In such form
that it is readily assimilated In the market.

'"There are other practical problems of debt management to be resolved.
Recently, acceleration of corporate tax payments has resulted in a concentration
of Treasury receipts in the first half of the year while Government outlays
are more evenly distributed. This necessitates a seasonal pattern of short-term
borrowing and repayment of borrowing even if the cash budget is in balance.

"Debt management must develop Its policies and feel its way not only In
response to immediate Treasury needs, to security market developments, and to
Investor preferences, but also with regard to the cost of servicing the debt.
From both the standpoint of interest cost and economic stability there are
many alternative arrangements of a given debt. Problems of current interest
cost must be weighed against the costs to the Federal budget and the economy
in general If debt management decisions are excessively inflationary or de-
flationary. They must also be weighed against possible future interest costs
under different economic circumstances. Debt management decisions thus must
consider both the present and future, as well as the implications of action on the
effectiveness of other instruments for achieving economic stability.

"INTE.MCTION OF fIN&A OIAL MFASUUm

"The combination of credit and monetary measures, fiscal measures, and debt
management that will be most appropriate at any particular time will depend
on the circumstances prevailing and on the feasibility of action in one field or
the other. How they are interrelated In Government policy can be shown by a
brief description of their use in periods of contraction and inflation.

"Periods of con traction.-In combating recession and deflation, fiscal measures
can make a broad, direct attack by lowering taxes, Increasing Government ex-
penditures, or both, in an effort to cushion or offset the decline in the total volume
of private income and expenditures. These fiscal actions will make for an
excess of expenditures over receipts and an expar ion of public debt.

"Debt management AS well as credit and monetary measures will condition
the impact of fiscal action. The expansionary potential will be affected by
the manner in which the deficits are financed. The effect will be greatest
If the deficit is financed with funds that would otherwise have been idle or with
new deposits generated by bank investment. The effects of a Federal deficit may
be partly neutralized if it is financed with funds that eight otherwise have found
outlet in private consumption or investment. In summary, fiscal measures by
themselves can produce an increase in total expenditure by an excess of expendi-
tures over tax receipts, and perhaps to some extent by changes in tax and ex-
penditure patterns which take advantage of differential tendencies of various
sectors of the economy to spend for investment and consumption. The rise in
expenditures promoted by fiscal measures will be far greater, however, It debt
management and credit and monetary actions are also operating in a way that
stimulates total demand.

"In depressed periods, credit and monetary measures should ease bank reserve
positions, making bank credit and other credit cheaper and more readily avail-
able. Such action will encourage the use of credit and prompt a rise in Govern-
ment security and other capital values, thus increasing the economy's liquidity.
This kind of policy will also facilitate financing of any Federal deficit. If some
substantial portion of the new securities offered are shorter term obligations,
debt management will be functioning at the same time to increase the liquidity
of the economy. To the extent that such securities are purchased by banls
there will be an offset to contraction of private bank credit and a consequent
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stabillsing effect on the volume of money. Along with an expansionary credit
and monetary policy, this will help to develop a condition of banking liquidity
favorable to private bank credit expansion and resumed growth in the money
supply. Increased liquidity of lenders generally will also help to swell the flow
of credit

".Npa~oeon erod* woPeu iflatiomr prioures are s$roV.-.Wheu inflationary
pressures are strong, It Is of paramount Importance that fiscal, credit, and
monetary, and debt management policies supplement one another In limiting
expansion of both public and private demand. At such times, fiscal policy should
avoid deficits and aim for surpluses In order to restrain expansion of expendi.
tures, Credit and monetary policy should restrict bank reserve positions, mak-
ing bank and other credit les readily available and more costly. This will
dampen the expansion of bank credit and the money supply and lower capital
values, thus reducing generally the liquidity of the economy. This kind of action
will put a brake on expansion of spending financed by credit and at the same
time operate to increase saving. Debt management policy should be directed at
reducing the liquidity of the existing debt by refunding some maturing issues
into longer term obligations and by applying surpluses, when available, to reduce
the volume of short.term debt, Reduction in liquidity so effected will exert a
retarding Influence on the momentum of spending. Thus these three methods of
Federal financing policy can work consistently in an inflationary period toward
the primary goal of economic stability.

"To the extent that any of these instruments does not work toward combating
inflationary trends, the burden is made heavier on the others. Total spending
will not decline as a result of fiscal action if the dollars taxed away are replaced
by dollars created by bank credit expansion; nor will restrictive credit and
monetary policy be fully effective if fiscal or debt management policies are
expansive. At times in expansion periods it may be difficult to avoid stimulative
fiscal policies, and credit and monetary policy together with debt management
must then carry an extra load.

"The combination of credit and monetary measures, fiscal measures, and debt
management that will be desirable at any particular time will depend in some
degree on the special circumstances prevailing and on the feasibility of action In
one field or another. These instruments of Federal financial policy at, corn.
elementary, but to an extent use of one may be substituted for use of another.
Inappropriate action in one area of policy, however, may overburden the task
of the others and reduce their effectiveness. The greatest contribution to eco.
nomic stability from Federal financial measures may thus be achieved when these
are used as mutually reinforcing Instruments of public policy."

15. How does Federal Reserve policy accelerate or control Inflation?
Roughly, will you list in chronological order the major Federal Reserve
policy actions in this respect since World War II?

An article, Influence of Credit and Monetary Measures on Eonomle Stability
published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin for March 1958 answers the first part
this question.

The article Is as follows:

"INPrLUSNOR OF 0REDIT AND MONXTARY MFCASURS O1 EGOONOMI0 STABILITY

"Credit and monetary measures influence economic activity and prices initially
through effects on the availability, cost, and volume of credit. Their force, how-
ever, extends beyond lenders and borrowers. It is reflected in the quantity of
money, in the market value and liquidity of assets, and in the overall liquidity of
the economy. Ultimately, It Is reflected in the spending and saving decisions of
income receivers and of holders of cash balances and other assets.

"The first article In this series provided a brief description of the nature of
money, of the processes by which changes occur in the quantity of money, and of
the reserve banking measures that Influence expansion of the money supply. In
the present article, the discussion Is pursued further to consider the ways by
which reserve banking action affects the lending and Investment decisions of

This is the second of a series of articles considering the operation of credit and mono-
tar policy in the United States. These arties are based on selected replies sqbmittod
early in i 52 by the Board of Gove ors of the Federal Reserv System to a questionnaire
from the 8ubcom'vittee on general ,.redit Control and Debt Management of the contres.
slonal Joint Committee on the o0conomie Rleport. The material selected has been modi
and expanded i order to bring It up to dat and to fIll gaps to content resulting from thera.t that the or *Ina material was orgiauedisrepll to q.Directurtoont.

Fepazain of ea attoes is undet the dlretn o i oun Dirctor of t
Divson of Researon taits
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commercial banks and other lenders, alters the decisions of borrowers, and in-
fluences the lending, spending, and saving of all sectors of the economy. The diw.
cushion deals only with the mechanism by which credit and monetary measures
affect the tempo of economic activity and thus contribute to stable econoie
progress.

"oom Os ata OsIIVATION5

"Tredit and monetary measures have widespread effects In encouraging or dis-
couraging expenditures. A general tightening of credit has its most direct effect
in restricting the amount of spending with borrowed funds. Credit restraint
also curbs the expansion of money, and so limits Increases in the amount of cash
balances held by individuals, businesses, and other spending groups.

"Credit restraint, moreover, has important deterrent effects on spending out
of existing cash balances and from funds obtained by the sale of assets, where no
credit granting anti no money creation are involved, These are indirect effects
which come about in a number of ways. There may be a dampening of too
optimistic expectations of businesses and consumers. A rise in interest rates
produced by credit tightening will tend to reduce the value of capital assets, a
development that will discourage some new investment in construction and in
producers' equipment. Consumers and businesses may decide to save more,
either because they are less sure that credit will be available for possible emer-
gencies or to insure fulfillment of future plans, or because the interest return
on savings has become more attractive,

"Easing of credit, on the other hand, tends to have opposite effects. It en-
courages spv-nding with borrowed money. It also stimultes greater spending
out of current income and past savings. Credit easing does this by promoting
the belief that prices of goods will rise, by reducing interest rates and thereby
both lowering the cost of borrowing and stimulating a rise in capital values, and
by making it less necessary and less profitable for busineoses and consumers to
save.

"Whether a tightening or an easing of credit will find a response in the de-
mand for credit depends on the existence of a fringe of borrowing or potential
borrowing. That is, greater difficulty in obtaining credit or increase cost of
credit influences decisions of borrowers by deterring them frdfi using credit for
investments with marginal profitability or for consumption of marginal useful.
ness. It may also deter borrowers from using as much credit for other purposes
as might have seemed profitable or useful had credit conditions remained un-
changed. In a boom period, when credit is in great demand, there is always
fringe borrowing which can be cut out either by greater selectivity In lending
or by higher interest costs. If an easing of credit is to stimulate borrowing in a
period of business recession, there must be a similar fringe of potential borrow-
Ing which will become effective when credit is more readily available and cheaper.
Under most conditions such a fringe exists, and an easing of credit will stimu.
late borrowing in amounts or for purposes that were previously not regarded as
profitable or useful, and for purposes for which credit could not previously be
obtained.

"This fringe of potential borrowing, however, way be very limited under special
circumstances. In a period of inflationary boom, investment in plant and equip.
ment (productive capacity) and in housing and purchases of durable goods may
proceed so rapidly, unless checked somewhat, that future needs will be too far
anticipated. Then, In case of a serious business downturn, many activities Involv.
ing credit that would ordinarily have been greatly stimulated by an easing of
credit may not respotid, because for the time being the demand for them has
already been filled In the previous boom. Other potential borrowers may feel
so discouraged about profit possibilities as a result of the downturn that they, too,
will not borrow, however cheaply and readily credit may be available. Once
such conditions and attitudes have developed, the Immediate effect of an easing
of credit will be limited, although such an easing is still tan essential measure
in setting the stage for ultimate recovery. The ability to combat a recession
with credit and monetary action, therefore, depends in large part on the extent
to which restrictive credit action has been taken in the preceding boom, as well
as on how early and aggressively easing action occurs after a downturn.

"A general tightening of credit results from a reduction In the availability
of credit relative to the demand for it. Such tightening may develop because
the supply of credit has contracted without a corresponding reduction In demand,
because the demand for credit has increased without a correspouding Increase
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In supply, or from somae combination of these. In a boom period, demand for
credit typically increases and credit conditions tend to tighten even though
there Is an actual Increase in the volume of credit granted. In order to keep
credit front tightening under sch eomditions, reserve banking policy would need
to Iermilt th1e total credit and monetary base to expand at the pace set by tile
progress of the boom, regardless of the Inflationary or other unsound develop.
ments that liiht be occurring.

"A general easing of credit results from an Increase in the supply of credit
relative to the demand for It. Easier credit conditions may generally be expected
to develop in a period of economic recession, except when there are banking
dlfllculties or extreme pressures for liquidity on the part of consumers and
businesses. Credit and monetary liolly in such a period should encourage the
developiment of easier credit conditions.

"zFFWv T ON LENDERS

"A general tightening or easing of credit affects lenders In all sectors of the
vredlit market, from short to long term. In the short- and intermediate-torm
sectors of the market, the major sUppliers of funds are the commercial banks.
Expansion or contraction of their loain and livestieits tends to expand or con.
tract the volume of money. There are, however, many other lenders tMat supply
a substantial volUmle of short- and ilitertndieite-tern credit through the Invest.
lent in prime-grade nmurketile paler of cash balances not needed for current
eXlKpeiltures anld tif secotnlary reserve fuvi(l5. The volume of such Investment
varies with the attractiveniess of lhe hitere,,t l'turn. The supply of bank credit
Is dependent on hank-reserve psllim., wil 'I In tlurn iny lie tightened or eased
by reserve.bhnkig actilon., as was expltd in the first arthlee of this series.
The total supply of short-teri credit ts thus highly flexible.

"In the market for long-termi credit, the supply of founs Is related to the
volume of saving. MaJor lenders iti tills market, ln addition to individuals, are
Insurance conpanile, savings banks, savings and loan associations, public and
private lenslon fuind, !and nonprofit ilstitutions. (onmercial banks, although
lprlmarily short-term and Interlme(liate-terin lenders, also Invest their time
depmits lin real-estate loans and ili long-term corporate, Federal, and State and
local government securitles. The stuliply of investment funds Is relatively fixed
at any time allnd( does llot a(ijlst quickly to changes iln demand. In a period of
lboluw, however, increased (lemand for long-termi credit tends to spill over into
the short-term credit market, and in a period of recession lack of long-term
credit demand may Induce Inveslnwent funds to seek short-term outlets, Coll.
uitions of availability and cost of short.term and long-terni credit thusi are con.
staitly iteratilng. Moreover, the lending and Investing activities of com.
inercial banks bridge the markets onid help to link tlel together.

"('on e mcr.hl bts.-.l dividual commercial banks obtain funds primarily
from the deio-lit of working Ibhunces and savings of individuals 111)(1 buinseps.
For the blanking syste! as I whole. however, most of the deposits result from
credit extended by bInks, ('ommerclal banks as a group n expand their
credits only to the extent that they have or can obtain tile reserves needed to
suplort the resulting growth In deposits.

"The availability of reserves is directly subject to Federal Reserve influence.
Aside from a gold inflow or it return of currency from circulation, which
con usually be counteracted hy reserve bamnkilg action,. iid except for certain
temporary technical factors, the volume of bank reserves (an he Increased
only by bank borrowing at the Reserve banks or through olen-mlarket purchases
of xecurlties by tie Federal Reserve.

"Commercial banks consider borrowing a temporary expedient. They (io not
like to be long In debt. Individual banks (an get additional funds to lend
by selling Government or other securitlem or by l'rinittting maturing Issues
to run off. As a group, however, bank. canot expand their total supply of
loanable funds In this way except when sitch paper is being bought by tile
Federal Reserve System. Unless tile Federal Reserve is buying securities
and thereby supplying reserves, reduction in security holdings by one or wore
banks will normally draw reserves from other banks and no net addition
to reserves will occur. An attempt by banks as a group to obtain additional
reserves by selling wecurlties, or by allowing maturing IWues to run off, will
increase the supply of short-term paper for sale in the market, thus lowering
prices and raising yields on tch paper. Similar market pressure may result
if banks draw upon balances with corrcspondents or call loans made In central
credit markets In order to build up reserves.
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"At the lower prices and higher yields, Government and other short.term
securities will be more attractive. Nonbank Investors may be Induced to buy
more of them, using temporarily Idle deposit balances. Sales of short-term
paper by banks to nonbank Investors and the use by banks of the proceeds
to make loans will shift the ownership of deposits and may increase the activity
of existing deposits, but such sales will not Increase total bank reserves so as
to permit an increase in total bank credit and deposits.

"With prices lower and yields higher on short.term, paper, banks are less
likely to reduce their holdings of secondary reserve assets, notably short-term
(Jovernment Issues. Some banks may continue to do so, but others will stop
selling or many buy. In the aggregate, the secondary reserve position of banks
will tend to stabilize. This development is brought about in several ways.
Many banks and other potential lenders are reluctant to sell securities at a
loss. As the potential loss becomes greater, this reluctance deepens. Rising
yields on short-term imper, moreover, make the credit outlook uncertain, and
this uncertainty, together with the fact of potential losses on the sale of paper
held, makes the secondary reserve positions of banks less satisfactory to bank
Hianagenliellts. Hence, holdings of liquid assets that were previously viewed
as adequate or even more than adequate come to be viewed with concern.
The result is a greater unwillingness on the part of bank managers to reduce
holdings of liquid securities in order to tiake more loans.

"The key fact Is that with a tightening in the credit situation banks cannot
count with as much certainty on the ready availability (f additional reserve
funds and will therefore tend to be more restrictive in their lending practices
and standards. This restraint both reflects and Is a part of the process of credit
tightening. As the credit and monetary climate thus changes, bankers will
modify their exiectations about the general outlook for business and commodity
prices. Applications for loans, particularly Inventory loans, will be more care.
fully screened. Ilusinesses which obtain credit to accumulate Inventories will
be under pressure from their bankers to keep Inventories more closely In line
with actual requirements. Bankers will also bring pressure for repayment on
inany borrowers with outstanding obligations. In general, they will be alert

to find reasons for refusing credit requests or not meeting them fully and for
accelerating repayment of outstanding loans, rather than eager to extend credit.

"When credit conditions ease, more and more banks will free themselves
from borrowing wiud. as rvstrves aiccumilate in excess s of working requirements,
they will become more aggressive In competing for loans and marketable paper.
Other lenders and Investors will also be under pressure to keep their funds
employed, This change In the credit situation will find prompt response In
declining yields in all sectors of the market. Uses of credit that under condl.
tons of credit tightness wern postponed or not cultivated by lenders will be
promoted by them under conditions of credit ease,

"Lendcrs and Itireors in onp-gct(m iarkct.-A tightening InI credit and the
accompanying Increase in interest rates will significantly affect lenders and
ivestors who operate primarily In the long-term credit market, Including life.

Insurance companies, mutual savings banks, savings and loan associations, and
onslon funds. They will become less willing to wake any but the best grade

loans and investments. They will generally exercise greater caution In accept.
lg marginal applications for credit.

"In part this change In attitude reflects the declining value of assets asso.
elated with rising Interest rates. All Income-producing assets yielding a fixed
rate of return tend to decline In pri(e when market rates of interest rise. This
Is true because they are valued in tie market on the basis of expected
returns, capitalized at the appropriate current rate of Interest, Including al.
lowance for risk. It is easy to see this relationship In the case of prime.risk
securities, since their market value changes only with changes In Interest rates;
when Interest rates rise, tho value of such securities (rrespondingly declines,
Actually the decline canmi i. even more marked in the case of securities or
other income-yielding assets of lesser grade, As interest rates Increase. Inves-
tors become less optimistic about the business outlook and therefore change their
appraisals of risk posltions. 8uch changes in appraisals of risk, combined
with the general Increase In interest rates, will result In an even greater decline
In value for lesser grade securities than for prime assets.

"Thus In a period of tightening credit, long-term lenders and Investors, while
at first attracted by the higher yields available on assets of less than top grade,
gradually become more restrictive and selective. They become less willing to
sell prime securities to acquire higher yielding but more risky assets, partly
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because they can sell the prium securities only at a lou, which thoy hsltate to
accept. They also become more interested In retaining In or adding to their
port folio the more liquid types of assets, because of concern about the decline
In the market value of their entire inveatnent portfolio and the general unceor.
tailnty about future developments. In addition, the higher Interest rates on
thee mor, liquid assts In a period of tightening crimlt come closer to provd.
lug the average Interest rate which Institutional lenders must obtain on their
earning assets In order to meet contracts with their own creditors.

"In recent decades the flow of savings to noniank Institutional lenders, par.
tieularly insurance companies, has been Increasing rapidly and the alas of
the Investment problem of these lenders has grown accordingly. In order to In.
sure the ready replacentent of funds regularly becoming available for invat.
wnt from new savings and from repayment of old loans, the major mvings
Institutions have developed tehniques for conmittlig their funds in advance*
to corporate, mortgage, and other borrowers, buch commitments make It pov.
s1le for potential iorroworn to proced with projects which they might not
undertake without assurance of financing on stisfactory terns. But nonbank
lenders will hesitnte to commit thenelves beyond the funds they expect to
have eontlng In If they fear that interest rates may rise In the near future and
that they may therefore have to sell securities at a los to meet future commit.
menis. As it result, when credit Is tightening, some proposed projects requiring
long-term credit itay be deterred because a financing Pommitenit cannot be
arranged.

"When intereift rates decline, investors In the lng.terin market will find
their Positions inore liquid. The yields available on high-grade securities will
fall and the prices of such securities will rise. This development In Itself will
01144irago long-term lenders to extend investment Into areas with more attrac.
tive rates of return. Moreover, It Institutional lenders are quite crtuin that
Interetit rates will fall and that priees of high.grade sectritles will rise, they
will he willing to commit themselves to future lending that will require the sale
of high-grade euritles In order to make loans with a more attractive interest
nturu.

"l'nlderwriters and security dealers are important In the money and capital
market, and their responsev to credit tightness In turn affect the avallithllity
tif credit. They are particularly sensitive to ehangos in Interest rates because
they eustonmarily carry i large Inventory of securitles In the profess of dlstri.
bution, They risk large lotes if they are holding large aniounts of securities
In it pIorlod of rising Interest rates, since they may not be able to sell them
except below cost or may live to carry the s.urities for some thp on bor-
rowed money. Thus underwriters and leaderr may Ie exleted to carry itecurl.
ties less retilly and hence to discourage security flotations while interest
rates are adjusting to higher levels. When yields are stable or are expected
to fall, they will Ie more likely to encourage such flotations.

"KlVFYg ON nORROWSI8

"ltestralnt on borrowing exerted by tightening credit results in part, as already
explained, from the increased ditticul'y of findliag lenders and obtaining loans.
It also results in iort from thte hifluen . on the borrower of higher Interest costs
anud fron) his greater uncertainty aboui future credit and business developments.

"Rorrowert for buslowaISa iftotifiteit --.Much business Is done on the basis of
being able to borrow capital at rates of Interest lower that the return that Is
exisw'ted to be obtained on the iue of that capital. These margins will be
affected by changes In interest rates and by changes in the profitability of the
husiness concerned. eCh change, though small, way influence borrowing for
which the profit nrghi is narrow, while not affecting the bulk of economic
enterprise. ftch sall effects however, help to maintaiu ewonoic balance.

"Tho snsitivity of business borrowers to changes In interest rates varies
widely, however. in certain fields of long.terin investment, such as Industrial
nnd commercial construction. public utilitles, and railroads (which are large and
imliortant fields), Interest costs are particularly significant. In such fields
comparatively small Increases in interest rates can have a substantial effect in
postponing the demand for capital. Even In other fled where Interest costs
ore less important, fringe borrowers may be deterred from borrowing when
Interest rates rise, while other borrowers may decide to get along with less credit.
The higher tMat long-term rate# become, and the more likely that the condition
Is temporary,, the greater will be the tendency for long-term borrowers to potpone
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Investment expenditures because they expect to be able to borrow later at
considerably lower Interest costs,

"An Increase in Interest rates does more tian Just affect the cost of credit
to borrowers. It also reduces tho market value of existing assets unless the
actuIl or expected earning on these assets rise, since earnings are capitalsed
at a higher rate of Interest.' The liquidity position of all asset holders Is
adversely affected by this development, and (heir willinges to undertake new
long-term commitments may be Influenced.

"A rise In Interest rates also Influences the utilbsatnon of productive resources,
directing some activity May front production of long-lived, slowly depreciating
capital goods and there freeing resources for an Immediate increase In output
tit (nseptlon goods nd of producers' eainndrtt to d takn consumption ood$,0
An Interest rate iiwretaso has tin effoet both by Ittere eing the cost of long.
term borrowing nttd by cattging the relationship between prices of existing
capital auets and the cost of producing new tasets, In t e fixed capital area
tMew change, together with change ti the outlook for profits and risks due
to the altered credit and monetary situation, shift the balani of business
decitots toward holding or buying oldI sm'te, and by adopting old assets to new
ues rather then buying new ones.
"how the changed relationship between priea of existing capital assets and

(Witslne of ro er n th oursIn illustrated below. The illustration pertains
to hypothetical offce buildings with a net income from rent of $100,000 a year.
"bchimated cost of constructing now building--- ------- in---- $1 t0n,000
"Capitalized market value of exiting building with earnings from

rent (net of all current costs and depreciation) of $100,000:
"If the current Interest rate, with allowance for risk, Is 6 percent, 1,06wl,61
"If the current Interest rate, with allowance for risk, is I percent-. 1, 428t571

"If the current interest rate for such investment, with allowance for risk, were
6 percent, the capitalid value of the existing property would be more than
the cost of constructing a new building with the same earning prospects. An
investor In this type of real estate Instead of buying an existing building

would build a new structure, other things being equal. If, on the other hal
the relevant Intorest rate were I percent the decision would go the other way,

"Biusiness borrowers in the short-term market may also be greatly Influenced
by changes in credit conditions. Inventory accumulation Is normally financed
In substantial part by short-term credit. When businesses have been building
up inventory positIons, a tightening In the credit and monetary situation removes
some of the Incentives for inventory accumulation. Uncertainty with respect to
the possibility of renewing the credit, moreover, Increases the possibility that
inventory holdings may have to be sold under unfavorable market circumstances.
This deters particularly inventory accumulations of a purely speculatve variety.

"Lower interest rates, through their effects on costs, capital values, and busi-
nas anticipations, will encourage, borrowers to make additions to physxitl
property and also to accumulate Inventory.

"iohsmer borrowers.-Use of credit by consumers it not subject to direct
restriieon by higher Interest rates In the credit market. Consumer credits are
generally extended on fairly standardized terms and at relatively high and o.
flexible credit charges. The rates paid for money at wholesale by the Institu-
tions that lend to consuieris Is only one of a number of Important cost ele-
ments In the credit charge to consumers at retail. Thus changes In Interest

IIn a highly develolei economy such as the United states, the volume of acvmulaed
capital axlc is very Mhatnt In ration to current Income. eRma1 percentage chan es o the
valte of suct assets Ivoltve large dollar amounts. In a relet study b) ayue-dnfW. Gold-

i a which Is In propei of publication, It Is estimated that for the 115 a r rkd 105-
100 the average yearly rat? of growth of reproducible tangble wealth In tMe iwted states
wast about 4 ,percent or about 2 percent on a per capita bsic. At the edOf 1948 ro
ducible tange w#a&ih owned by Individuals$ businesses, and fIrnesm ase v at
approximate y $600 bIlion, Atrough not all of this represents assets whose value is

reetly affeted by c se, In Interest rates, the flite serves to give some Idea of the
magnitude ao reprou c blep assets involved. In addition, value, of tcom-priodcing landisi

Saffeted a ore value, of negotiable claims not represented by seal assets, 'F"i study
referred to ts part of a comprehenslve Inquiryv into savings and investment In the American
economy, ninaced by a grant of funds from the Insurance Companies Investment Research

'a lmttee, with the joi par Itiation of the two assoclat~ans of life-imaurancoemnpanics.e ~erm ed tax anmortsat a for a eapital Xood shortens the book flfe of tOe capital
asset and ruces the period of bor otn tat may be involve In Its purchase. Losig-nved
espi tX~ may thus e made 00 1 e more equivalet to aborter- os eup

th 411djln of th obolscNc tvtsk*lavolvemoMW d.
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rates In the credit market have a less than corresponding effect on the charge
for credit to consumers. Nevertheless, the Interest cost Is one Important element
In lenders' costs, and general credit tightness or ease tends to be transmitted
to consumer credit through Its influence on the strictness or leniency of credit
standards applied by tcnsumer-credit.granting institutions. Alteration of credit
standards Is a method by which lenders In this area control other Important
elements of their costs, namely, collection costs and losses by default. Because of
the nature of the consumer credit market, selective credit regulation has been
td In this field during emergency periods.

"Residential tnortfagn oredlt.-Mortgage borrowing for house purchases is
considerably affected by Increases in Interest rates. Borrowing to buy houses
Is typically long term iund on an installinent-rolnyment basis. An Increase In
the Interest rate, which ndds to the monthly mortgage payment, raises the at-
tractiveness tf rental housing compared with ownership. Totnl slpending for
houses may thus Ie reduced, ns some buyers ore din(ourtlged altogether and
others are Induced to buy cheaper houses. Tho effect of this on economic activity
is felt most directly through the market for new houses. The size of the monthly
payment on a mortgage, however, reflects the length of the harrowing term as
well as the interest rate. By lengthening the Period of mortgage repayment the
restrictive effect it the housing sector of an inrease In interest rates may be
largely offset. It is, consequently, highly Imponrtant to avoid encouragement of
longer mortgage maturles during a Period of boom when credit tightness is being
relied on to inaintain economic, 0',ihility and hold down inflltionary pressure.
Tie tendencies described, of citse, work In reverse to stimulate house plr-
chnses during a period of recession,

"In restors and trdcers in corporate stock.--The direct effect of changes in
Interest rates on demand for credit to finance lulrclases of corporate stocks
dells largely on what Is hIalpeninl In the stock market, When stock prices
are stable, credit trends to le used by regular investors iinld professional traders
who deal In lots of substantial size and expect only small unit profits. Credit
demand for such transactions may lie sensitive to interest rates, sine the
hicreased cost of higster rates may wipe out profits, while lower rates will tend
to add to profits, Ott the other hand. when stock price" are rising or declinin,.
under the impact of sleculative preossres, the expectation of quivk alital gaiins
nay be sot stron, as to make borrowing costs a matter of distinctly secondary
Importance. In such circumstances, selective credit regulation of iarIin
reqluli'ements oin loans to purchase or carry stocks can aid In restraining credit
expansion it this area.

"Tigiiter or easier credit conditions may indirectly affect borrowing on stocks
through their Influen.e on the Ice of e.olloiiic activity. The willingness of
Individuals to buy nnd hold stocks, hoth outright and on credit, Is necessarily
related to their judgmeats of business developments nd liroslwcts.

'tl'Fr ON AViNO

"Changes iln credit conditions and conconitant (hlialges lit interest rates will
affect tile volume of savings. If some groups Ili the economy Increase their
savings, an Increase Can take place 1ii livestinellt exls,1indtllres, or in monsltlip-
lion expei, ittres flinaced by horrowling or iy drawlia down asset holdings.
without resulting In on Increase In the total delmnand il the economy.

"To trace the effects on savings of a tightening or easing of credit nnd the
accomlmnying changed in Interest rates reqpIres n ninny.sided Splprotich. To
begin with, one needs to have In ini1d some facts about the term 'saving' as It
Is generally used. First of all. savins inny lie done not only by individuals
(Including tnineorlorated businesses) but also byv corporations and certain other
Institutional forms ili the economy. erond, and more inmrtant, the agirregate
volume of Individual or other saving In nny period Is a total of the exlerlenees
of till who saved in the period. minus the total of all who consuiined, or dis-
trilllted as dividends. more than their Incomes-that is, dlissaved.-Iy lifirrovint
or by drawing on necclulated assets. Third, there are mny forms of saving,
or rather many uses of saving, and they vary in their reslinse to credit tighten-
Init or ense and In their economle effects. It n discussion tif how iavinr I"
affected hy changes In credit conditions, each of these points must be considered.

"For snvinir by Individuals, credit tightness and a rise In Interest rates, for
example, may set up several cross-currents of resmwnse. Rome IndlvidualS save
for the purpose of building up assets that will provide a retirement Income of
a certain sise. As long-terin Interest rates rise. the amount of saving required
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for such an Income declines. Such savwrs can reduce their saving and still meet
their needs, if they cioows to do so. On the other hand, some individuals are
concerned about the current return and will save more when a more attractive
return is available. It I not easy to establish where the balance of these motiva-
tions may be.

"It is not necessary, however, that those who save Increase their total saving
in order to have an increase In the aggregate of personal saving. An Increase
in the aggregate of saving may be achieved by a iduction In the volume of
dissaving-that is, a reduction In the extent to whlet consumption is financed by
using past savings or by borrowing.

"Illere the effect of a tightening credit policy Is clearer, First, since credit is
less readily available, the amount of dissnving with borrowed funds will be
reduced from what it would otherwise have been. Second, dilsaving through
the use of previous savings will alo be discouraged, defending on the form
in which iouch savings are held. For savings held In marketable bonds and
many other noncash assets, a decline In market values will accomlpny the gen-
eral rise in Interest rates. 'The sacrifice of prinelgil Involved In liquidation
of these savings will deter dissaving of this kind. Dissaving through the use of
past savings held in savings accounts or In other liquid forms will be less penal.
zed. For some types, however, the current Interest return will rise with the

general advance In Interest rates and thus the accumulated savings will be
more attractive to keep.

"Another Important consideration when credit conditions are tightening is
that dissaving of aly kind will fe discouraged, an(i saving encouraged, by the
fact thi action to restrict the availability of credit is being taken for the
ipurpose of restraining speculative and Inflationary terns. There will be less
Incentive to hedge against advancing prices by buying in anticipation of such
advances. The fact that measures are being taken to tighten credit and to curb
montary expansion will In itself reduce the likelilhood of rising prices and
hlessen the incentive of individuals to buy goods ahead of needs. Also, overly
optimistic expectations is to future Income, other than from interest, will be
tWmipered, and sving will be encouraged as a matter of prudent management
of personal finances.

"A business corporation saves when it pays out less In dividends in any period
than it intakes In profits. J)issaving occurs when losses are sustained or when
more Is distributed in dlividenls than Is made in profits. Total corporate sav
Ing over any pert a is eqtal to the sum of all such giving minus all such dis.
saving. Again taking the situation of credit tightening, corporations that plat
to expand plant aind equipment are likely to e more cautious in their divid end
policies (save more) in order to insure that funds will be available for such
outlays. Because availability of credit Is uncertain, other corporations will ie
inclined to hold larger cash balances rather than to Increase dividends--on the
chance that an emergency or a profit possibility requiring cash might develop.

"Havings may be held or used in many different ways. Personal savings,
for example, may be Invested in capital assets, either directly, such as in houses
or Individual business enterprises, or Indirectly, such as In corporate stocks or
bonds. Savings may be held as accumulated cash Ibalances In demand deposit
accounts or as currency holdings. They may be channeled Into savings Institu.
lions through increased ownersmlip of savings deposits or shares, or through the
Itullding up of claims In pension funds, annuities, or life Insurance. Savings
may also be kept in savings bonds or other Government securities.

"The form In which savers wish to hold savings, current or past, is of great
importance for economic stability. A policy of credit and monetary restraint,
for Instance, can influence the decisions of many savers, both individuals and
corporations, to invest new savings In such dollar claims as savings deposits
or Government securities and to keep old savings in that form. Yields on these
investments tend to become more attractive. At the same time the desire to in.
vest fit goods In order to beat price Increases is reduced because the expectation
of price Increases, particularly of capital goods, is lessened. Holders of certain
liquid savings, such as bonds, are discouraged from liquidating them to Invest
elsewhere by the fact that the selling prices of the bonds decline with Increasing
interest rates.

"In a period of recession, Increased credit availability and declining interest
rates, together with the expectation of continuing monetary ease, will tend to
make employed individuals more willing to spend and go in debt for consumption
and business purposes and corporations more willing to maintain dividen4 pay.
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client even though borrowing is required to provide for plant and equipnwii
outla),s. Both individuals and corporatiols will be encouraged by the greater
certainty of credit availability and capital gains on assets hold to rely on males
of such assets it necessary to weet future nteds, Added to till this will ie ii grow.
lIg confidence that declines II incomes lind prices will be chocked. relatively)
low levels of litertest rates on prime assets under such circulUstances may #iI-
courage savers to Invest In lower grade, higher yielding securitles.

"'i "lv TACI S OA1KUOMI5 DMV OV OOMIO AOTIVIITY

"O0rosis national product of an oconomy may be divided for analytical purposes
Into categories of inveatmeunt and consumptlon. Credit and monetry policy ne.
tlm inflenve activity In these ares In varying degrees. For Illustrative pur.
toses It ,,11y be helpfuIIl to outline the efec, Of credit tightening on spending for
road (,aegories of goods and services, The effeicts of crelit easing would I,

generally the oppolsite of those for credit tightening. Tite discussion will b
liitled lirlinarily to the initial and direct effects of credit and inonetary action.
No attempt will be nade to relate to s cil economic sectors the pervasive In.
dliret effects of Rueh action.

"(Iroaa private domes tie lnregsn n I.-New construction Is ordinarily flnaicedl
to it considerable extent throt h long-term credit, The volume of expenditures
for this purpose Is thus subject to sthlstantial direct Influene through credit
lleasures. Thls Is true of outlays for housing and for business construction,
but lsrlallti most partliulnrly for housing. In addition to the direct restralilt
through reviuved credit avlbilty, the offec-t of rising Interest rates on capital
vales and on profit expectations Is a restrictive factor In the constructlol
area.

"Hince producers' durable equipment Is frequently bought on credit, reduced
availability of eneit curtails such purchases. Mir some producers' goods the
credit period is typically long and the Interest rate Is an Important cost con.
sideration. Interest cost is particularly relevant in connection with Invest.
meant In heavy, long-lived equipment, The effect of rising Interest rates on
capital values and in changing the relationship between prices of existing capital
assets and the cost of producing new assets Is also of considerable signifleance
here. In the purchase of some other types of equipment, credit Is usually shorter
term, and here the factor of Interest cost may be less important, although less
ready availability of credit is a deterrent to borrowing,

"Chnnges in business Inventories are Influenced to an important extent by
reduced availability of credit, for Inventory Investment Is heavily dependent
on short-term credit. There is usually a close business relationship between
bankers and Inventory borrowers, at. I changes in the credit climate will be
quickly reflected in bankers' advice to borrowers to proceed cautiously. In addi.
tlion, the mere existence of a policy of credit restraint will help to reduce the
expectation of rapid price advants that encourage Inventory speculation.
.."Personal consumption ca'pcndlturc.--Automibillea, household appliances,

furniture, and other durable goods are frequently bought on credit, and limita-
tion on the availability of credit will reduce such outlays. Interest rates in the
credit market, however, have relatively little bearing on credit charges to con.
sumers where credit is available. Because of general credit tightness, never.
theless, credit grantors will need to place greater emphasis on the creditworthi.
ness of borrowers and on the terms on which the credit Is extended. This change
in lenders' attitudes will exclude some borrowers from the market, and the ex-
Istence of some credit tightness will encourage others to postpone durable goods
purchases if they expect lower prices later.

"Credit Is not a key factor In purchases of nondurable goods, although credit
restraint may Indlirectly curb such expenditures by making It necessary for con-
sumers to use more of their available cash and less credit for housing and for
durable goods purchases, thus curtailing the money available for spending for
other purposes. Also, merchants, because of reduced access to credit and higher
interest costs on carrying charge account receivables, may screen applicants
for such accommodation more carefully and pay more attention to prompt col.
lection of outstanding accounts. Credit tightening will further have some In-
fluence on nondurable goods purchases through Its encouragement of saving,
which will presumably reduce buying of these as well as other goods, and
through its effect in reducing the e.peptatlon of price increases, which will lessen
advance buying of goods.

"Snce services are usually not bought on credit, credit tightness will have
relatively little direct effect on such spending. Urpenditures in this area will
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Ie affected Indirectly In ways similar to the effect on spending for nondurable
goods.

"Net foreign pulrchame,.--A restrictive credit pIoley will tend to reduce the dol.
Iar volume of Vollted states Inlports. J',ffee-ts ulxn exl'orto ,ill! bf ilxeq. To the
extent that restraint tit domestic demands reduces prices, some United States
materials and products may become more attractive to foreign buyers, and ex-
ports may be sttimulated. On the other hand, foreign purchases in this country
nmy be reduced if short- or long-term credit In this country Is restricted and It
lill alternative me40ansM of flnancing stch pmYnients are avallaie. (In blance, the
overall short-rum effect on United States export-import trade Is dlimcult to
predict.

"Int,,rnatlonal movements of liquid funds to this country In response to Inter.
Ist rate Increamts or to ('hallgei In thu outlook for stability in the United States

etcollOniy 1iIght 1tf substantial. If mo, they would tnld to be refIccted In a flow
tif gold to this country, which would eaet the credit situation somewhat unless
offset by reserve banking action or other factors. Much movements of funds
would tend, however, to tighten reserve posithona abroad andi might lead to
restrictive credit (loveitlopnents there, assuming that inflationary pressures were
worldwide, This would curb foreign demand for goods and reduce foreign
irchases of goods in thin country.
"(/orert'nt i rehascn of goods aid scri i'ee.--The general availability and

ttntt of crethlt, ot thculry In the long-term capital market, has an influence
oln the thiInig of Slate and local government outlays which require credit.
The outlays of ftie federal (loverninent are influenced considerably less by tie
availability and (ost of credit.

"aOONDARIY Mr.0TR

"The effects of changes In credit conditions on lending, spending, and saving
(liseuussed in this airticle tire their Initial and more direct results in combating
excess or defliclent denmnud aid resultant inflationary or deflationary pressures.
These initial (ftt are succeeded by secondary effetst which may be of great
lii portaisce. If credit becomes tighter, for example, illally less money Is
lhald out to coonuers it a time wlen additional money Income would merely

Imirense prices without (xllfidllng the supply of goods vallable. A. a result,
there will lie lesi to sliend for gootIs and services In later perixls, and accordingly
on albatement Il fulrtler pressure of demand jigaintst the supply of goods. Cur.
tailed Spendling for consumer goods and other finished products In turn will
have a dampening effect on the (lenlild for matchines anti other producers' equip-
went to make them. CAnsumers and investors may antillpate these secondary
,ffects and, through their attitudes and aeltons, may bring them about more

promptly und In greater amount.

"MAONITUE OV INTEREST RAT CHlANOES

"Interest rates, as the prices paid for credit, perform the Important function
of Inluen.itug the flow of funds Into various channels. They also serve an a basis
for establishing the present value of any assets which are expected to provide in-
come over a succession of years. Changes in interest rates constitute signals
and incentives by means of which demand for funds is kept In balance with
supply.

'Thus far the discussion has been carried on without secific reference to the
magnitude of Interest rate changes. As has been explained, a tightening of credit
Involves an Increase in interest rates: an easing of credit, a decline In Interest
rates. Higher interest rates tend to eliminate sone marginal demand for loans.
At the same time the Increased interest rates, combined with capital losses on
assets and a change In business expectations, make lenders more selective In
their lending activities and spenders In general les willing to spend. Conversely,
lower Interest rates tend to Increase marginal borrowing, to encourage lenders
to expand Into lower grade seuritlies, and to make spenders generally more
willing to spend.

"The magnitude of Interest rate changes netessary to bring supply and demand
for funds Into equilibrium and to retard the development of Inflation or defla-
tion depends on many factors. This section will give some examples of these
factors, with specifi, reference to their operation In periods of tightening credit
conditions.

"ifnt of interet rate..-There are many Interest rates because there are
many kinds and grades of loans and Investments. They are all related to one

08688--61-pt. 8-4
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another in some degree and reflect In varying measure the relationship In the
market between the demand for credit and the supply of funds available for
lending and investing.

"In a free-enterprise system, Interest rates are established by the interplay of
market force*. Traditionally, reserve banking influence is directed to expanding
or contracting the supply, availability, and cost of Reserve bank credit as needed
to maintain general economic and financial stability. This activity necessarll
affects the supply, availability, and cost of other credit. The Reserve bang
discount rate has a relationship to the cost of credit generally. Since Reserve
bank advances are extended on short-term paper of prime quality, the relation.
ship between the discount rate and other market rates Is closest in the short.
term primne credit area.
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*Rate on bankers' acceptances not shown after 1988; Treasury bill rate shown beginning
In 1084.

NOTt.-Federal Reserve discount rate Is rate at fetleral Reserve Bank of New York# from
October 80 1042, to April 24, 1940, preferential rate on advances secured by sboditerm
(Jovernment securities is shown. Monthly averages of prevailing weekly rates are shown
for prime 4. to e-month commercial paper and prime 90.day bankers' acceptances. Treat.
ury Vbill rate is average rate on new issues during month. Latest figures are for February
lobs,
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"Under present conditions In the United States, Government securities play a
key role In the credit market. The market rate on Treasury bills Is the most
sensitive index of changes in credit market forces, Including particularly changes
In commercial bank reserve positions. Other short-term interest rates usually
have generally similar movenents, When credit and monetary demands expand
and member bank borrowing at the Reserve banks increases, rates on short-term
Government securities tend to rise, and this tendency toward higher rates Is In
turn transmitted to other credit markets. The discount rate is adjusted or not in
accordance with the judgment of the Federal Reserve as to the general economic
situation and the strength and soundness of credit developments. The relation
of the discount rate to other short-term interest rates since the First World
War Is shown In the chart.

"Long-term rates venerally rise when short-term rates rise and decline when
short-term rates decline. The tighter or easier (redit conditions which accoul-
pany changes In business activity are generally felt directly in both long- and
short-term fields. Moreover, for some lenders the long-term markets for credit
are competitive with the short-term markets.

"While short- and long-term rates generally move together, the change in long-
term rates is ordinarily smaller In magnitude than that In short-term rates.
Lenders generally expect extreme levels of xhort-term rates to prevail for only a
short period of time. Since the current yield on long-terin securities will be
received until the maturity of the security, a relatively small change In long-term
rates will restore the competitive relationship. Moreover, as already noted, when
yields rise the capital loss incurred on long-term securities may serve to check
sales and thus enoderinte the rise In long-term yields. M1hort-termn paper, on the
other hand, is generally held by both Imnks and nonhank investors for the ex-
press purpose of adjusting to changed requirements for funds and hence tends
to be sold or brought as cash assets temporarily fall below or rise above desired
levels.

"In recent years, long-term rates have been constantly above short-term rates,
but this has not always been the case. The chart shows the relationship since
1000 between the commercial paper rate and the yield on long-term corporate
bonds.

rAY.O- AN'D OIIoRT-T4M INTEREST RATrs

Percent per annum

PRIME
COMMERCIAL

I PAPER

HIOK.ORADE
CORPORATE

BONDS

,0

1900 o to to %o %o

Nols.-Annual sverages of monthly yflgts. High jrde corporate bond yield seris
eom5~rl" Standard a51 Poor's Corporation series 91 hign-gade railros bonds through
191, Moody Investors Servioe sries on A& rallro Monls orpersol O h
8eries on Ass public utility bonds belenning In IoUao.
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"1,4$emzev of general economlo aped fnancial favors.-The extent of interest

rate Increases under conditions of credit tightness will depend on the entire
economic background at the time. To understand that background calls for
careful consideration of many questions. For example, how strong are the credit
demand pressures? By what forces are they being generated? How extended or
overextended Is the underlying economy itself? How optimistic is the climate of
business expectations? And always, In appraising the possible response of inter-
est rates to a general tightening of credit, it is necessary to take into account
the established organization of the credit market and the investment and operat-
Ing experience of the Institutions which make up this market.

"Under some circumstances, reserve inking measures involving only minor
increases in Interest rates would be adequate to restrain undue credit and
monetary expansion; with another background, effective credit and monetary
loolley would require pronounced Increases In rates.

"The response of the economy to reserve banking action will depend in part
on the habits and patterns of financial management built up over the preceding
months and years. Restrictive action, for example, may be effective with rela-
tively small increases In interest rates if existing Interest levels have prevailed
for some time. Under these circumstances, Institutional investors will be doing
business on the assumption that Interost rates will remain substantially stable
and that consequently securities may be sold without significant loss. To these
investors and to a great many others, a tightening of credit will Introduce new
problems of liquidity and bring about a retrenchment In their activities, includ-
Ing their commitments to grant credit at some future time. In the light of ex.
tensive Iast experience, uncertainty regarding future Interest-rate increases will
promote caution among lenders as long as demand for credit continues strong.

"The absolute level of Interest rates prevailing at a given time and the mae
of variation In Interest rate for various kinds and grades of credit are other
factors Influencing the extent to which a given credit action may cause Inter-
eit rates to change. A given absolute Increase In rates, for example, has a more
depressing effect on the capital values of prime long-term Investments If they
are capitalized on the basis of a 2% percent rate rather than at a 4 percent.
More significantly, If the spread between the rate on prime paper and the rates
on secondary grade credits has been small, the Impact on capital values of a
given increase In prime rates will tend to be carried more quickly throughout
the entire credit market than if a wider spread in rates has prevailed.

"The effect of a change in Interest rates depends also on the total volume
of those types of assets having market prices that will respond quickly to such
a change. The larger this volume i, the greater and more immediate will be
the Impact on the entire economy of a given interest rate movement. On bal.
ance, developments in the American credit market in the past 25 years, in-
cluding particulary the large expansion In marketable public debt, have in-
creased the Importance of assets having prices that move promptly with interest
rate change.

"Infumwe of epeoal eredif oeodltiona.-Insttutonal and other factors that
exist in the credit market at a particular time can have a big influence on the
responsiveness of the economy to credit tightness and on the sise of interest rate
Increases that credit tightness will bring about. In 1928 and 1929, for example,
speculation in the stotk market had raised stock prices so high that equity
capital was available to corporations on more attractive terms than debt capi-
tal The cost of debt financing (the long-term interest rate) was increasing,
but a corporation could sell stock on such favorable terms that this became the
favored method of financing. In this period corporations relied heavily on the
equity market for capital. Investors on their part were attracted into equities
b prospects for future gains, even though yields on high-grade bonds were
higher than those currently obtainable on stocks. The stock-market boom in
those years was based largely on margin trading financed heavily In the brokers'
loan market, mostly by nonbank credit (loans to brokers and dealers for the a.
count of others). Interest rates of 9 percent or more in this market did not
prevent a large volume of borrowing for speculation in stocks.

"Under such circumstances, credit actions taken to restrict the general
availability of credit could not easily be made effectIve In curbing an un-
sustainable speculative boom in the stock market except by affecting eco-
nomic activity In general and in that way making investment in equities un-
p rofitable. Despite the decline In long-term interest rates In the downturn that
ollowed the eventual stock market crash long-term borrowing was still con-

sideraby le m attractive than the equity financing that had been available to
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1i1ANy pri!e horr b~ oweri II )112). luilxliatlon doolnitfl In preyvont it rIptitlon of
this ,ItAition authorlaed the Idoral Itewrve through iargin requirements to
regulate the tie of credit li the stock market."Unider other and quite dilfferpt etrituistances , reotrint on credit way have
a sharily m.irlrtlveInfitflour betoro the interest ratho rime has iil lilt-go, Poroxamllo, whon a large amount (it business fllanelnou Io holnig doe i I thlebond
market Invotmeint untderwriters and sviectrity deile'rs leod to tarry a sillh.
stantial Inventory ft inds,. 1Por these istotutions the ratio of caita to this
Inventory Is typically anall, and their operations are heavily deilndent on the
imo of ahort-tern bank crelil. Moderate lierpase. ili litertest rate asileo tile
valluo of their inventory of bonds to delline, lout their cnlitol litiltion In
Jeeitardy, threaten their ereditwmorthinosu, and eatiots theina to rlue the voluiio
of nlew flotations of securities that they an willing to undertake.

1'0'o gtive another exannlle, in tile slpring of 1161 the mortlnge market wIl
iartit'nlarly stmlative to a ndterate Inereaslit I ing.fi ratts. This wans b.
cause major lenders were overextendled In thlir Inliendng v'oittnitiiits. In re.
aponv to the change it the credit situation at that tinie, awd tle uncertainty as
to future Interest rate ald security irico levels, these lenders reduced sharply
their co oilltltlitelit "ItilvitI lu lnitgortlllgti11lt'lillig lid to swllt itxtelt III other
financing also. This bro11ght about RieO limitation on the volutne of their
hiding, which up to that tioe huld bWel running ati tantially InI excess of the
funds they had front relinymento of old I(mi1 1aid now savings, with tle dilf.
ferti 1111u441e 11p iby oaleslt (lovertn1ont sec1rithin whieh li1 turn hId beten putr.
ehamut by the Federal lotearve at suplortel price.

"ItNt4t'ii INO t'tiNIM MKNT

"ThIls artile has dierrlhvil lthe way in whhih it age nrI lightning or easintg
ot eredt, \with Wil o l lbl4vy/llyn t'i tn ige iiilite lert rates, my funtitlon to help
11n10ltan e ol nicslta oblllty, It h1119 not dtalIt Willh tle niany forces, other than
cr dlit and timiuttistry fots, that caulso istitlillty. It lus taken for granted
that crtllt a1nd ationotary i1easu14tirts areo not tile oily reptile of pti)lic Iollcy
in sllst"allItI! . ,onolillile b41alance.

"The discussion hatit largely fio.nd (in tile broader effects of credit tightness
lind rising Interest rates oil holing, lqK'ntitlg, nid saving. The anechanli of
crdlit ett Is lit Ileneral tile opoite itof credit tlightites., Thto response to credit
ea nls, however, Is greatly ilfluelnlc4lt by cycllcal or other prevailing clr(uan.
6t1a4lt(o illd ttil etet'tivelae4 of t' rdilt eain1g in chec-king nilietary contraction
and lit liringlhl aliut r uied growth In eonolle activity delt'nds greatly on
earlier efft tive reliant* on credit tillghitnt to limit excesive credit and monetary
expaitaltnt.

"In consoldering the niechailon of credit tilhtuess ant related interest rate
Increases It counteracting unsmud business hooms, It Ia Important to bear In
mind the alternative to spelt developments. To avoid credit tightness it Would
Ie neeessary to sl4ply additional funds to meet all deluands, even though they
eight be excesive front the stanldpont of the lialntenance of stable economic

l'r ' os. In i tree, eterprilo aevoltty, decisions regarding the use of Iur.
chashIg l)wer are matte y tile Indivliduals wlo receive in)comnes and have
savings, rather titan dIctated by (loverunieut. The extent to which It In poIible
to devote resources to expaslon of productive ala city and the stock of housing
and conmerial construction without geineratIng excessive, inflationary bank
credit and monetary expansion depends largely on the combination of Individual
decislmis to save and to dispve-on the agregate volume of saving. When
savings are very large, as they ordinarily are 1in this country, sustained expan-
sion is possible in sulstantial volume without an excessive and unstablUling
growth of credit and money."

)'allowlng is a list of principal policy actions of the Federal Reserve System
during the period F ebruary 1941-Auguat 1957, In chronological order.
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PIRflpal p01101 aol foe of Mdrrl If ceve Myalem, Februaril 1946-A upust 1987

iato

0orualry IOU to Janu.
ary IoMa

April to may IOM .......

1insary 19401 to
1947.

October

llecemnber 1946..

February 1947 ...........

July 1947 to October 1047.

Actioi

Margin requirements raised
trtm 40 to 80 percent of
market value in FebruayIt 8er tIn $41y: xnW

t1I0 percent In jolitl y
1940.

Removal of preferential die.
count rate of H percent on
advance seeured by short.torm Clovernmeng soo.

iteI''ilod total holdings Of
governmentt seciritles i
more than 62.00.000iVWi
Retirements or ahiut I$.
(Wi00itWs. of maturing s.

ilhe siti40t In par byL .000,00000 net pur.
o of other short-term
senuZtes. Buying rate
on 0kers' aOceptance
raised (ily.Agit-st 1040).

atovol I0On:italihn t
I'mt rf" n ere4ul i

contro eurtailewl,

Margin requirement' re.
ducl from 100 to 78 per-
cent of market valte,

Discontinued buying rate ofpercent on Treaury
tills and support of oerWill-
Oates at ;* percent.

November 1)47toMarob bolht 1 billion Trasryled. Ibonds.

November 1947 .........

January 19N to August
194S.

February 14 to ep.
temtbr 1948

old or rodeemed over M hil.
lion of short-em Govern.
Ment Securities. Buying
nite on bank" Ioe-I
anoes raised (lI)oenber
1947-January IM),

Joint statement by hank
supervisory authorities.

Buying rate on bankers'
aoptances raised (An.
Sust), Raised discount
rate from 1 to 1% percent
at all banks.

Sought 62,0000 000 Ooy.
cement iecurdtel in ep-
tember Including $1,500,.
000,000 bonds and $t00,.
000000 bl=l. cificates,
Aa notes. 0reervrequirements an demond
depi&ets from 20 to 26 per
cent at central Reserve
city banks; 20 to 22p
aent at e city; and
I4 to 16 PeW t ait coUntry
ban; n time depo

L 14 per tt

lasts ot action

Continued upward trend t stocki lo, volume
of trading, and stock-narke, wit,

Hfltired trrowing hanks to pay regillor die.
cont ratte I pecrmt antd thereby inide It les
easy mar member ianks to obtin Federl

fteserva credit oil the basis of which to elpehil
oan$. In lated that the Federal lirervo

Oystem Wl not favor a further decline in Inter.
et rotets in the eircumsttinces then prevailing.

Restratned growth In member bank reserves (due
chiefly to gold inflow) by redeeming maturiir
UTnited Blatre securlities a Treasury retired
securitee using a tlnieted bluieics In war
loan acojnts ani budget surplus. Rttinesli
Active; Inflationary pressures were strong.

Yer purpow oflimpllIying the regt latoin, makil
It administratively more workable and nar.
rowing Its scope to i minimum ermalstent with
the e Mersing of a utabillsing nfluenc (n the

"oo y. menrdowl regulation covered asp.
proximately 70 pCent of Instalilment edit.

Stock prism aun4 he ivolumoeo f Wlit in th t"'ek
market ha ten rdnw to levels at or below
those prevailing at tho time of the previous
Increase in rerqlireienflts,

Relieved Federal Reserve Hystem of n(essity of
oontinuingr to buy short-term euritits at the
extrenely low wartime rates and thereby pro.
vhlng the bas is for further mmetary esixan-
ion. llusiness activity at very high leveti;
inflationaryressures stronLdCour rateson
now Ise of peetifient ra by easury toI peent,.

Bought large amounts of Treasury bonds In No-
vembe d December to stem decline In bond
prihe.Aropped buying prices in late Pcomn-

to levels lhtly above par. Bought bonds
thereafter to maintain those price levels.

Siol or redeemed short-term Treasury securities
partly to offset effect on bank reserves of bond
purehae and cmtined gold Inflow, in the
effort to restrain the growth In bank credit.
Inflationary pressures continued strong.
Short-term rats rose further.

Urged hanks to avoid makIng nonessential loans
invw of Inflationary condltilons, statement
was followed by action by Amercoan Bankers
Association to arrange hunkers' meetings In
various parts of the country early in 1948 to
urge avoidance of unnecoy or undesirable
extensions of credit

Part of an anti-lnflationary rraim designed to
keep presure on member honk reserves and
thereby to restrain espanpmion of bank credit
and at the same tin continue the policy of
stabliking the long.term rate on Govermeut
bonds.

Reserve requirement action to help absorb audl.
tional reerves made available by gold Inflow
and by Federal Rserve purchases in support
of the market for Government securities.
Congrm provided authority (until iune, 3,
1940) for Inraes In rserve requirements
above those otherwise authoirwi. Securities
purchased in open market to maintain the
stb Ity of the market and to asi tempo.

aIy inth adjustment of member baks to
in '"a1e reVe requirensa.L
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Frbio$ipl polioI aoilotm ot Pudral Roorve HVefvtn, Pebruary 1945.-A.p eaut
107-Continued

011t1

September 100 ..........

March i" .. ...

arch I149 to April 1949.

MaY oto94 t 8epbler
1940.

Januarglgllo to U'iiteml

Novembetir 1949 to Juno

i

August MO6......~

August l98O to flecan'
bit 1IM0

ACtiM Blis of action

O INstllment redlit for a Congress restored (until June so, 194o) Board's
ltt of coisunmer dumb). Siutho ty to rvgulte Consumer crellt which
goofi rellinll osed iown. It hba Unluted In bovlinber 1l4. CM.
pa1ylMlt f Of 20 to 8S p4r, suiter uInsliilent credit was expand at a
cent; enatlwmumn maturity rate of t0W0)0O00,J ) a year; this orowt was
18 to 1 inonths; sain conirIbuting to Inflationary p rel. Iteu.
=aliturity oi Installment latln aw retablIlhed affected about 70 per.

IlS. Cent of ooistiaer Inlsalllmlnt credit.
Margin roqurile ro* Stock market credit outsilillg was close to the

dlateaml ftoi Is to 0lo per' lowest level oln reorod. Mtock llric declIning
Cent of market value. altdI volume of trading low. Xquity financial

of huasies s1mdl.
Oil Consumer listallnit ('ontlumor biylig presIres h d moderated s111.

orillt redtioed dowitlay. niicoittly' many commoditlhs covered by rei
mont to 10 p rit (01cept lilon Its larger sliuply; wmsutur installment
on auto#); Increased III*. Credit e1ing Ieei ridly Whiig .formoiry
turlty to 24 nioltth on all liolert4 lnlhitttonary pressues absa
lhhartlolie, Soniwat.

It!letcot reserve requlre. itceeon In buulmem and Irloi. Credit policy
tol 411on1eatn points it encn racingv hgls h level of business
hay 4 percentage!pon Isl; oni nivlty, but avoidingg conditlois of such ease
title deposits by 21t per, as would prevent. noled adjustments or en.
o11tage oilts. haNes Counre undue expansion.

IIn e vitrl aIdlos.
Reduced holdhigs tf Oov. To prevent pri es of long.term bonds from rishia

erliont securities by ahlmrply and to meet heavy demnds (or short-
Itre thin $8,O0),liiN)ii term ITnatted 81 ttes securities arising out of

Aild over o3,OtX),txk),Oi of reduced niemiber hilk reserve requirements,
tilds from January net (loverniiont disburstenens reduced our.
through J;ile sold or ro. renoy iroil iion, otold Inflolw, ad otuher factors
deemled $2 (,oO, O0,M) of More flexible credit plloy announced Junes 2
bills, oortiloictes, anti determIning oliemotions oil basis of the needs of
notes. geond bujis and credit situation and of

maIntainlng #)rderly oondltions In the Govern'
weat security market, rather than a fixed pat.
tern of rules oil U. A. government securities.
Open market operations throughout the period
Consistent with ealer credit conditions, whilerecsIon lastel.

$ohil $1 A00.00.m)t of ln4. tlbs of bonds to meet market demand for long.
terlll 'raiuury bolds, twrln weurities and discourage overextenslon of

Ivat long.term flnan !ng.
lioulht anet of 1,10M.000,. O rtloni designed to allow money market to

OCKV of slort-ttrm Uo.eri. irlt noderately in response to Increased do.
nent securities. lIttle mld for fuldi, as business recovery galned
change In total portfolio. momentumi ant sign of inflationary pressures

retaplvlared, and Ot sme time to ald Treasury
refundlng. Slight ris In yields on both short.
term lld lonle.rn securities.

Buying rale on hankers ,  Output and elimplo mell Cloe to peacetime
celitances raised, record level; accelerate expansion of credit;

1jal, al dismnt rate fron prices rising; wooiective lurases In Govern.
I i to 14 percent at ll1 naent epemmditures for military Iupose
biks. Request by batllk System announoe It was prel pred o use al
aUwrviiory agencies for nians at Its commn d to train further bank.
voluintiry cooperaltin of credit expansion consistent with policy of main-
lilders In restraining taWining orderly conditions In Government
credit. securities market.

Bought $8 billion of matur. Purchase to aid Treasury refundIn and pro'
tI Government securities vent decline In lon.terh bonds below par,
(Augst), $1 billion of Ma.
striated bonds (Setem
bet-December) antT $1.4
billion of short-6;n meen.
Hi (lcember).

gold VP billion of shortt4erm Sales of abort-term seurtIes; at lower prices
Government securities (higher yields) to oftet effect of purchases
(August). Nors.-hebove.mtimed sal d ieed note m

petoly offset purchases oo that the actual net
e1fet of operaUons for this period was epen
aonary.
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Prioipal polt aolona of Federal kcacve System, February 1945-August

J9S.-Continued
+. : -- : .. . . . .. + + : . . .. ... .... ...... . . . ............ . .. ... . .. .

Ditl

Mar to mi4-,April 1961+ LweW buying prc on
Government securiles.

Aprl11..........

MId-April 1911 to Nov.
ember 1981,

B sht $l100,0,000 ofTrasr bqnds and,
$ lIo0,0 of bills.

Oeased purchases of Oov.
ernment sm iltke e"oept
prowur to m&nMUMorderly awlket oondltloms.

iumht P0o,.000oO June.

term .euritis during
aold or hresed$7

O00U00tshr tr
UWM, isom

Ilsls of actionAction

0n Instfliment tredit tour o o nme durabt

GUods downrayman, 1o0
tai prong; m umn

mturlty Is onths except borne lImprovementl
1) month; mimumm n
turity of 18 months o
installment loans. 0
real.eat. credit down
payments 10-M) percent o

awn of residntlal prop
erty; nmxImum nmtrit
D years with certainexceptions.

Banks Spin requsted to
restraln wneocesery redileupanslon.

Bought80,o,0,0 of long.
or Treasury bonds.

tlserd rwer quirements
by 2 peront on demand
deposits; I per.nt on time
depos ts; maximunip limits
eroPt lit Con t erve

Biouiht a net of 300,000,000
of short-term Oovernment
aeclrities.

Margin requiremen ts rW04from so g. 7& peroent of
make vlue.

ReaIstat credit control
extended to cover multi.fampy ,rod owrtain non.
r"Iftntla Propet.

All flinaneing Institutions

requested to pci 1pto
In-prrn..+ o ountCredit iirwant.

rUnprecedented rate of expanAlon of copsmerS I.stallmen t and r,al.eeIte credit. Itegula.
* tins are ts of tsal monetay, sad redit1

C Un atl l estain in tOlw y pr sur s Anm
alo Iversion of Critical material and man.

* me u to n of defense needs, under
O athoitl n Production Aet of 1960.For reasons o0f adInlstrative and1 remulati

a oetlcMe consumer WtI ritultion con
tnto e ll Int credit an so set toIffe

sbljlty ~ % IMP adnk to ei loelthso"l

a 8t prnt of suo butiess.

Unprecedented sipalon In bank lrons from
idyer to nid-Noveiber, Continued ot

paeslon in creit put upwar pressure on
1ri10 Impairing purohaasng power of 4dla
ndr tocost of defense program.

To maIntaio Priced of Ions-twrn government s.
curitics.

Continued expansion of nk credit. Action
k to abob about $2 billion oflfunds, l a ly
fr easnal return of curreinty and ystm

purchase o fbn a nd IeheraI ln to reduce the

re 0d7ll mrof on and t br: aou

abilityo banks topandr It that would
add to Inflationary pressures. At central Re.
serve city banks requirements wero raised, to
level considerably above tho ase tt prevaied
during most of the war WeMo.

To fnacile justment to reserve requirmwen

IActilm, udr ~ .eelRev

Continued upward trend of stock price, volume
of trading, and stocliearket credit.

To add further restraints on inflation by limiting
the crdit available for the financing f non.
residential! construction and to bring tboug
deean In building to provide materdals
labor for th , defense program.

Program formulated by re tatives of bank.
Investment bankersand liolll a co=-
Pl., in b Oswit onW with Fedea eor y.

pntives, br organized oort by all type
7ffianing institutions to restrain unneces.
=ntmit epelsion In uordneh wit the

Action taken under roauy.Federal Reserve
acroer lerinste epIrt of Government
security market at 91m pris, with al vIew to
promoting a self-eustanlng market, and 4W.
VU4=Mn sale of Government securities to
eeral cerve y sm to obai funds with

which to xtend are to priveg borrowers.
Interim purchsoes take to maintain orderly

market conditions In transition to elfses
C InIng market ndt al ae xhage

longterm marketble onsInto nonmarket.
able bonds with loge ter m nbigher Interest

T 6Ismonetization of public debt without
t Tenable the = Toedge to=

tercontrol over Its e*nI=ons
Reeve credit through seuItyoea..

thereby more eftcily toreer nna "naY
eaniaof credit,

to amdI

Seles to absob reerve created by above pw-

November 1 0 ..........

Janusry1961 to Vebru.
ary 1 61.

January 1961........

January to Februiry
1961.

February to May 1981...
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lrigolmp| polh'U lofdone of Frcdral Rteve ptelm, February 145-4ougusf
IM7.-Coutltned

Action
-+ -,m - - H ,-..,+~v m+.mm

July 1961 ................

sopteaulr 111.

Donibor ...1......

January 1M. ......

February to June, IOW...

On Installment credit for list
of conumer durable goods
f lbM llllllenlt loaml

in~orraeJ illlinIllIl IaW
tlrily to 16 nloiths (hoolulpoVemonl~ 8M 4011ths #

anw reuato I fper.
eas or ha iau

tn= t IIIIUIIIIIi111i111,110

rty to years for houses
up to $i9,0V;ratms 1a.l.
11111111 value Ierf Iiiy
unit for spollle down.
payniemt. reqtuirementSl;
sualended reMit tri,
Sions for )protmed house.
i In erticat defmes heus.

IncreIII# ldulns of Seurl.
ties In late December by
about 000,000,000 neit.

Roduced l n secur-
ties by OWOQ, lis,. et.
ll 0 "h.ip 101T bo. t

ieptember 19 ......... - uti on of "grlatiotl ofIee :2*tato It.

July to )o mber IOU..

JaMMry to Aprl 1W ....

Januay 19 .......

February 1W+ .......

)ay to Juno tO ........

JMY I3 ................

JulMy to December 1i.

Limited net purchases qf
U. P. (lovertlnlent seurit
tie in 1"m 11arket to
$1^10^0000.

o4in otn market or rW
"I 0,000A000 not 9

to"Merunt oeur .

a dislcount rates front
1!i ton percet and bit

tes on - 0 M IN.

tU 3 percent.
Ru mcrin require.

ments on Ins for put.
chasin'gs orMy lted-$0erlit from 7 o6
pera tt of market value
oI securdtle. .

Purchased Inoe marketIbot , 0,00oo ooo of

mmt esowitec.

Rducoed reserve requ
monts on not demand a-Imllby jw-Ientaol

celntse -~Ponat M reserveO"ty d country vW

md~.ian, stimat"
11 SAO^0000 of reseves
4W mast aPverhA#oen
market c"0.0 uvenhutentm sl
$1,1bo,00,00.

eass of Action

Action taken to bring reulatlon W into
O3 ity witlb the provislons Of the DefnseMde~h Act twevittiente of 1961,

Action taken to bring regulation X into con.
Iornlty with the Provitlsns of the Deflens
o,, al A t 1111mununity Facilities ald Herv.

lose Aol of 1981.

To meet seasonal reserve needs,

To offset currency inflow and the effects of other
seasonal fWetors on btnk reserve,.

i.a1g purohsel of seourilties tade in February
iJn s to Iitri to mnirket adjtstments to

Treasury inaniolgs.. Most of tse purchases
were offset by sals of other seourlt leia

To cinforin with the terms of the Ilense Pro.
duetion Act, a unendedd requiring suspension
of rela tion ifdhousin vlts in eah or a con.
sculte monthm fell short of an annual rate of
1,201)002 units eIonlly adjusted.

To meet s asoM nrod other reserve drains oily in
Iwrequiring baks to borrow some ofthd
rv rnee aoestra n em I an

do wlt expansion at a time when eu1 d.
mand was very large anti the economy y was fully
employed. urohases in August and Septeni
het were made pm y at times of Treasury
retu tndtUn otIotons nd was offset In pert by

To offset sea In factors ffecun
r*VW and tu to maintain prmue on
memb t reserve positions,

To bring discount rutes well " buiin8 rates on
aretpmlw Into closer dallnomen wltmakes mousy rt"a nd to prayjd 4 n ot.i
lonal deterrent to member ban growing
Ia1n the eerve banks.

To reduce marin requirements frm the high
lvel "repofed early In 1981, In te judgment
that the owner requirement would bead equte
to vent excessive use of credit for purhaingM
a am W stocks.

To provide banks with reserves and to permit a
d uction of member bank borrowing from the

ye'sorve banks at a time when such borrowing
;:u hh, credit 42 ot maket wx

whn strain, an f" W rim to (w
were imminent.

TO free additional bank reserves for meeting
exetdsesna an~goth crediden sm,

incmudingreAury fnancis naUt.
further redum the prs on metmbe au

ve position.

Toovide banks with rerves to meet seasonal
wth and to offst continue gold

outfw ith little or no additional recourse to

This sotloarand the one below were taken in our*
snof a policy of acive ea 10

view of tbe bWie downturn.
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i'dnoipal poliop ecfotiei of I"040ral Reserve Utelem, PebruarV 1D45-Av4uste

Date

January to June 19M....

February M.1--984

April to MAY lIW&.......

June to August19 .

Septemfber to November

December ION4... .

JauurY to June 1 ..

IaN"ay3....

Al s" ..........

AW I"$1............

Mtik to Dece 1W.

AWtiN

U£ifth..dnet Vare to about
eruint 10 eeuleIn open
market.

teuure disount rate.
fromn I to I % percmnt and
biuyiu rates on M4&Y
bankers' amcptwnce from
214 to 194 percent.

floducuwl disunt raste.
rom 194 to flj peent an4

Igrates an tOdayaccptances frm
I -o1)4 percet.

Reduced ranY. 1 equ1reM
nients on net demand do-
potts byen Irie
city banks and y I isr
oentago pint at erv
city and coutry bank..,

adrqIrements on imen
dejxosiiby I oce~

I~k. thus freelI about
8'm00of reves

Aug,l1.
o1 n oP market or re-

doomedpelS.(tavern.
ment secrities totaling

ibot IOIEIntnlyitAugst.

market of approimaly
Maode net purqhame of U. el.

(loveromeint securities In
oen market of loss than

U0OnO,OwM, al1 under wo
purchase anprt. with

Qatar. An4 broker.
Me banbok borrowing

inwreaseto to average "
001~.. mkt o

redwneMd. I Itor
oent swuri totalingl

ban win ncrase
rja a n od

Radmartin requirements
Mucemfrriun~ or

mInketvalusfe oteurilee
fisedmart reqieet

inMsvawe of seewltils.

blada not purchase of
0i AXOi totaling

Buall of actio

To abeob Only Pat of the r*rvea Mae avail.
jbi by eoalonal deposit oatraction arid return

now r ourmiy th~byfurther sasbi bank
marvb dictrates s el as buy1n rat"san bnker* sw mmeInto omr vinemontwith arke rats of nto.q an to eliinate

any undlue deterrent to bank borrowing from
the Reserve banks Wo making temporary ro.
serve adjustments,

To suply dthe man~~system with reserves to
owe ~prse wown and ueaecnal demandso
for r~i T4money, iticuding Tray

An"anelog needs.

Reductions In reseve requirements were oft
In par by teMInprary USae of securities in

oerto prevent excem resrves from Ineutvng
undusly ait the time but security. purtha.o
were resumed as need Ior funds (tevolkkpets.

To urjly the ___ in&S Jemrv wio
m*expecte vo uimndi

frcredit and money.
To meet part of the temporary end-of-yer needs

of banks for rm fnrds but in view of rising
credit demands, to permii thoe. needs to be rm

--ectd In part in sI"hUy lem my remev po*

To liipprevat an eovee a. lot credt Ow aqr.
mining aOW "Wir to ia period a i

To brft discout rates into eioer~~a~
with opnarktose fat" UaS

borrowingbndivid lubeals More espmlvsToi "mostise fiz;W w o bke sowept
-A-nee Si of basin v
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irsolpol poll chaeffon o' Ide-rat Wlrrvo MIasetrn, Forbrury 114/5-Apugua
1947-Continued

late

July to l)oewber IOM

Novembr to I ,ontuer

Alignt to 001140kber
IM.

November 19M..
January 19M

yetwuary to 'March ow6

Apr l to May 1M .......

just o ly Au

August to November

A t1m

Ml&dO matrl ht llirehluis oTm1uury bll n the W"n
market totaling 7110

000,1M} net sid Inetwi
repurchase agreement
with dllro ld brokers¥ 31O0X). i PIIIe

&,,000,o0)0 II $eptoI''emer
and more than $I,000,.
()110 ,0 In Novembor b

7,ill1ed to aboNt $11A
001100 00 Iec11106r

Pure'haaed wht.lIssiled
Trewtry Vertiflrate. of
W rdobteduess totalingll0?,O0000.

unreat diseiint ratesf to 24, I l(r"st,
This tnm as madeIn 2 atoll at ai itservo

banks e1t (lovetland,

from 14 to 2)jn r , tel4h4tt1CNt Slystem hollig
of V. S. (lovrnelnt Of.e
rltit by over 1 ,tIiK),.
(I0) throliuh t eh lin the
nuarket, l niemption of

maturing bills, itd te r.
Umliatlon of reprtchas
agree11elnta, Member
batik borrowings In-

Sto weekly aver.of o, o000 n lat

Bottsht small amounts of
Ooverment sMuritls at
t11im NMnibt bank
boreowbga declined some.
what In lebrloay hit Illn
U|w., bs I111 IIn.
Increase tn required arp
erviv.

DisoMunt rates M d from

Wl rerve &J
to S peent A I banks
wound middle of AIU;
8y tem holdings of U. .
QovMmnont seourItles re.
71101d by 30,000,000.
Member bank borrowlngp
at Rerve bmks roe to
over 1 billion.

In" 8vsten boldlg,1of U. O. QlOv*Mm~ Wi
parites amolnd end of
May and end of June an
ma intained holdia

hiher level than .n 6
vlous period.

Discount rates Mised late tn
Atust to 3 wront at the10 e " banks with
1t of 24 percent. 5-
tem ldins 'of0U v.
ernmnt securities In.
oreaseo by nearly $i
000,000,000.; memb r bank
borrowing 0t ReW
balks ros to average of
80oo,ooo!o0 In Atus and
tv~a d between $700,.
00000 "adtm. 0,00L

BAIs of t4M

To meet iart of reserve neeis aaoviated with
0a"oal ltoou, thus requiring banking system
to mee141 I.t n rt by further inoreesinx
htdebtrnm, Tils action was takon with i
view to provil1111 fr seasonal neis while
101lt101 9liduo expinton of hatik o It.

To foilltate Treasury rehndIug in period of
lollOy market s1 rlugenoyl Supply of re.v
was mousistont w th overall oten market policyatltle,

Tokeep dlo1scnt rates In an ipproprialO relati.-
shlp with market rates of Interest and thus
|naIntidn t deterrent on OwxveMvo borrowing by
ItlivIduat banks at the I erve banks.

To offset wasonal return flow of currency and
reduetlon In resrv tods and restore dere
of restraint provRl lnw before IDecember action
to tuoderate restraint temlpor1ily,

To mo t changing reserve nems and avoid an
lnen,Alug dearee of credit restraint in view of
growing tono of unertainty as to eoonomio
prospets.

To lnrease restraint on sndlt qpmalon, in viw
oftsharp increase In e March ad
indlcatl w of broIa Increase In spending
growing demands for credit, and upwa.d
pressures on prices and msta.

To meet ourreno needs around holidays, to cover
added demfns for rerves Around in P-.
ment and midyear settlement periods, ando
avold Inc sin the degree of restraint In view
of unortaintlee in eonomle situation.

Disott rates tnasqd In confrmlty with ie
In market rtee resulting from vigloroua eredi
demands. Poles designed to Inseaee and
mantain restraint on undue credit expansion
while ooverinl meas al and othar temporary
varation n ruevp need, iobditgn eou ot

oquent TVOMW fnopesrtions.
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Prff#olpal poll" aotool oI federall Rcesve $Sofm, February 194-Ao ua
1067-Continued

Decemnbr IM 5......

January to June lo0W?..

August 1067 .........

Action

9stom holdings of M7. R.(lovernmoue~t securities

mad inkW' sweopancW s
iwrssiby over W550,.

000,000 Includig sub.
1tontia rspurrel srr
A onto with TeiO= l
Z emb-a.nk botrownsdecine to weekly aver.
egos of erMwrd 0M50,0000,
apt In WA week of yar,
and at times wpm les
tan exomrvO.Reduce hoidlngp of (lov.
eionet secur teshv

Ibout ,.800000000.Uemler-bhnik botrowinp

hlcre from en averageor WW400,O000M in January
+ 0 I000000,000 In Juno,

Dount rtee raised from
I to I oercent at 5
Ituerveobenke (through
Aul, 10).

lib fctlon

olViy v v funds tI rojnitlon of 441.tio. e im ure .In o ny, W 0440l m I Ultmakets resulting from 0 n5
terfat n tli,1018 I" faorlt ondl)s, !t a tiQm e when owev

To offset th- elffet on reserves of seon) f(W-tors
and te ule of $W0,O00,O00of oi4 to the U. .
Tr toergb the Internatil Monetary Fund,itoex Preissulre ont ban ! ve Puions!
ry brlnsit .about a hisherlX8lof member
bak borrowing.

To bring dlsount rates Into closer altnermt
wlithopen-markst money rates.

10. Is fiscal policy action usually necessary am a complement to Federal
Reserve policy action with reopect to woney and credit? It W), will you
list recent Instances of such pollcy combinations, cite the occasions, and
evaluate the effects or result.

Tite Federal Ileserve Btulletin article, Federal Financial Measurem for o.CV.
nomic Stability (reprint of which Is submitted In answer to question 14), lndl.
cates that fiscal lxzlcy anti debt management have special and complementary
roles to play In relation to credit and monetary policy.

Throughout the postwar period, fHscal policy and Federal Ieserve policy gen.
orally have worked in the isme direction. During a considerable part of the
period, however, the ability of the Federal Iteerve Hystem to combat economic

disability was seriously limited by Its policy of supporting the United States
Government securities market. Fiscal policy Ierformed well in fiscal years 194?
and 1048 as Federal expenditures declined and tax rates were maintained, pro.
ducking cash surpluses totaling $15.? billion In the 2 years. In this period tav
Federal deserve supported the Government securitlex market and consequently
one of its most important policy tools--olpen market operationa--could not func-
tion In a counter.Infiatiouary manner. As long as the Federal Reserve acted as
a residual buyer of se.uritles offered in the market, the Initiation In the creation
of bank credit rested with the market, not the Federal deserve authorities. At.
tempts were ma(e to offset these effects by resort to other actions. For example,
reserve requirements were increased on three occasions In 1948 and the discount
rate twice; also selected regulations were applied to stock market credt and
consumer credit.

Both fiscal and Federal Reserve policy shifted as the economy started to de.
cline in the winter of 1048.40. During the fiscal years 1949 and 1900, Federal
cash expenditures rose, the $5 billion tax cut that had been enacted earlier In
1048 took effect, and the cash surplus was replaced by a small cash deficit. The
Federal Reserve eased credit conditions. It reduced reserve requirements by 2
ereentage points in the summer of 149, eased consumer credit regulation in

steps b o the temporary authority finally expired, and reduced margin
requirements.

e Korean conflict brought about a sharp reversal of public policies. Tax
legislation enacted in late 1900 and 1901 was designed to produce added revenues
of nearly $15 billion In a full year and a large cash surplus resulted in fiscal 1901.
The discount rate was increased in August 19060; margin requirements were
increased in January 1960; regulations on consumer and reaI.estate credit were
imposed in the fall of 1000; and reserve requirements were increased in January
1901. Following the Treasury-ederal lteserve Accord of March 1951, the Fed.
eral Reserve System was able to use open market operations, and thus all Its
Instruments, to promote economic stability. Actions over this period contributed
substantially to the ending of the price rise by the spring of 1061.
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During 1062 and early 103, price rises wore held in check despite vigorous
rowth In the private sector of the economy. $101119 defense outlays produced aFederal cash deficit, but this was counterbua411M by a restrictive credit policy.

Open market operations were conducted so as to limit credit expansion generally
and the discount rate was raised In January 103, but consumer and real estate
credit regulations were suspended In 1063 to conform with the intent of the
enabling legislation,

By mid.1OIM, the economy reached another turning point. During the fiscal
years 1064 and 106, when the economy was operating at below-capacity levels,
a series of Federal Reserve actions eased credit conditions. 1Expansive open.
market operations took place from June 1003 through the end of 1004; reserve
requirements were reduced in the summers of both 11)0% and 1004; and discount
rates were reduced twice in early 1004. Meanwhile, most of the tax reductions
scheduled by law were permitted to take place at the end of 1008; most excise.
tax rates were reduced by 1904 legislation; and the 1054 Internal Revenue Code
provided a variety of tax reliefs. Federal expenditures, however, declined
rapidly from mld-103 through mld-1900, m) that the Government's deficit wall
smaller than In 1008, despite the tax reductions.

During the past 2 fiscal years of inflationary pressures, fiscal and monetary
policy have operated in the same direction. Scheduled tax reductions were
postponed and no new reductions were enacted. Although tax rates were not
Increased, receipts rose--mainly as a result of Increases In incomes--and a

substantial cash surplus of $4.5 billion was achieved In fiscal 190. In fiscal
1001, the surplus declined despite further increases In Federal revenues from
further expansion of incomes and profits, which, in part, reflected price in-
creases, as Federal expenditures rose by a larger amount. The Impact of mone.
tary policy has been on the side of restraint; open-market operations have
been desigd to restrain undue growth in the money supply, and as market
rates rose discount rates have been Increased several times In order to maintain
a deterrent on excessive borrowing by members banks.

17. I quote section 2 of the so-called Full Employment Act of 1046:
"The Congress hereby declares that it Is the continuing policy and respon-

sibility of the Federal Government to use all practical means consistent
with its needs and obligations and other essential considerations of national
policy, with the assistance and cooperation of Industry, agriculture, labor,
and State and local governments, to coordinate and utilize all Its plans,
functions, and resources for the purpose of creating and maintaining, In
a manner calculated to foster and promote free competitive enterprise and
the general welfare, conditions under which there will be afforded useful
employment opportunities, Including self-employment, for those willing,
and seeking work, and to promote maximum employment, production, and
purchasing power,'

Will you estimate and describe the weight of this statutory requirement
on Federal Reserve decisions? Will you estimate and describe the weight
of this statutory requirement on the combination of monetary, credit, and
fiscal policy decisions?

I answered this question at some length In my response to question 5 ad.
dressed to me by the Subcommittee on General Credit Control and Debt Man-
agement of the Joint Committee on the Uconomie Report in 1952. In sum, I
said that it would be Impossible "to foster and promote * 0 * the general
welfare" and "to maintain maximum employment, production, and purchasing
power" If prices were highly unstable and credit use were unrestricted. The
achievement of these objectives requires the maintenance of reasonable stability
In the value of the dollar as well as the avoidance of credit liquidation that
would Inevitably follow excessive credit expansion.

The objectives expressed in section 2 of the Full Elmployment Act of 194
have been, In fact, the aims and goals of the Federal Reserve System since early
in Its history. In the Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board for 1021,
for example, the broad purposes of System policy were described as follows on
page as:

"*The problem In good administration under the Federal Reserve System Is
not only that of limiting the field of uses of Federal Reserve credit to productive
purposes, but also of limiting the volume of credit within the field of its appro.
priate uses to such amount as may be economically Justified-that is, justified by
a commensurate increase in the Nation's aggregate productivity."
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In order to dispel any possible doubt that the policy declaration of the Full
Employment Act of 190 has this meaning, I made the following suggestion on
page 25 on my opening statement to this committee:

"The goal of price stability, now implicit In the Jimployment Act, can be
made explicit by a straightforward declaration and directive to all agencies of the
Government that anti-lnflationary actions are to be taken promptly whenever
the cost of living begins to rise,"

18. What are the Federal Reserve plans further to combat Inflation and
decline in the value of the dollar?

A direct answer is given In my statement: 'The Federal Reserve System,
Itself a creation of the Congress, can-and I assure you that It will-make every
effort to check excesses In the field of money and credit that threaten the cost
of living and thus undermine suNtalned prosperity and growth of our economy."
In that effort, the Federal Reserve will continue to use the powers assigned it
by the Congress, as enumerated In the opening part (pp. 2-8) of my statement,
In the manner most appropriate in the light of economic developments as they
occur, to achieve the Bystem's objective "to promote monetary and credit condi.
tions that will foster sustained economic growth together with stability In the
value of the dollar."

Mr. Martin, will you proceed, sir, in your own way I

STATEMENT Of WILLIAM MoHENEY MARTIN, 3,, CHAIRMAN,
BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Mr. MAIrrM. I will be very glad to give you the written statement
at the end, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Just one point there. I think I would like the
written statement at your earliest convenience; not at the end.

Mr. MAIMr4. I will be glad to get It.
The CHuzMRA. There wIll probably be some questions I would

like to ask you in relation to it.
Senator AIN. If we had it before us, it would help all of us.
Senator Kan. How long do you think it would take you to do that?
Mr. Wm r. I think I can do it in a couple of days.
Senator MAiMr. I think it would be helpful to all of us if we

could have it.
Senator FApNDrits. It would complicate Mr. Martin's presentation

but I wonder if it would be possible for him to have these questions
before him and then from time to time say "This relates to question
No. 16," or have someone else doing it who is familiar with what you
are presenting. That perhaps conrplicates the thing and it was just
a uck suggestion.

hoe CHAIMAN. Please accommodate yourself. We don't want to
disarrange your presentation, but when you can get a written response
to the questions we would like to have it.

Mr. MArrz. We will go right to work on it Senator.
Our country has been experiencing a period of unusual prosperity,

featured by heavy spending, both governmental and private. As a
nation, we have een trying to spend more than we earn through
production, and to invest at a rate faster than we save. The resulting
demands, strong and incessant, have pressed hard upon our resources,
both human and material. In consequence, prices have been rsing
and the purchasing power of the dollar has Wn falling.

It is o the utmost importance to bring to bear on this critical p rob.
lem all of the information and intelligence that we can muster. That
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is what you are seeking, and that is why this opportunity to appear
here is timely and most welcome.

We are not facing it new, or insoluble problemn-it is as old as the
invention of money-and history is marked with both defeats and
triumphs in dealing with this invisible but deadly enemy of inflation.

The question is not whether we can solve the problem, but how best
to deal with it under our form of government and free-enterprise
institutions. Solve it we can-solve ft we must.

You have been inquiring particularly into fiscal policies and it is
equally important to i111ire Into credit and monetary policies. They
are closely interrelated, and are the two paramount and time-tested
means available to the governmentt in combating inflation. There
are undeniably practical limitations of timing and scope upon both,
but they are file most effective weapons in the arsenal against this
destructive invader. In fact they are indispensable.
By way of preface and for the record I should like to outline first

the general structure and organization of the Federal Reserve System.
'hen I want to go into the nature and character of the problems the
Nation is now facing.

FEDEERAl+ MRiV, W'RUTUR!

The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 was the outgrowth of prolonged
congressional study of the history of central banking in other countries
and of our own experience, particularly with the First and Second
Banks of the United States.
The Congress, seeking to avoid either political or private domina-

tion of the money supply, created an independent institution which is
ain ingenious blending of public and private participation in the
System's operations under the coordination of a public body-the
Federal Reserve Board-here in Washington.

This question of independence has been thoroughly debated through-
out the long history of central banking. On numerous occasions
when amendments to the Federal Reserve Act were under considora-
tion the question has.een reexamined by Congress and it has repeat-
edly rea if'med its original judgment that the Reserve System should
be independent-not independent of Government, but independent
within the structure of the Government. That does not mean that
the Reserve banking mechanism can or should pursue a course that is
contrary to the objectives of national economic policies. It does mean
that within its technical field, in deciding upon and carrying out
monetary and credit policy, it shall be free to exercise its best collective
judgment independently.

The Reserve System is an instrument of Government designed to
foster and protect the public interest so far as that is possible through
the exercise of monetary powers. its basic objective is to assure a
monetary climate that permits economic growth together with stability
in the value of our money.

Private citizens share in administering the System, but, in so doing,
they are acting in a public capacity.

The members of the Board of Governors and the officers of the Fed-
eral Reserve banks are in a true sense public officials; the processes of
policy determination are surrounded with carefully devised safeguards
against domination by any special interest group.
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Broadly, the Reserve System may be likened to a trusteeship created
by Congress to administer the Nation's credit and monetary affairs-.
it trusteeship dedicated to helping safeguard the integrity of the cur-
rncy. Confidence in the value of the dollar is vital to continued eco.
nomic progress and to the preservation of the social values at the
heart of free institutions.

The Federal Reserve Act is, so to speak, a trust indenture that the
Congress can alter or amend as it thinks best. The existing System is
by no moans perfect, but experience prior to 1914 suggests that either it
or something closely approximating it is indispensable. In its pres.
(lit form, it has the advantage of being able to draw upon the knowl.
edge and information of the directors and officers of Its 12 banks and
24 branches in formulating and carrying out credit and monetary
policies.

OARDor aovrRNoRs

The Board of Governors, as you know, is composed of 7 members
appointed by the President andconfirmed by the Senate, each for a
term of 14 years.

In appointing the members of the Board, the President is required
to give due regard to a fair representation of the financial, agricul-
tural, industrial, and commercial interests, as well as the geographical
divisions of the country.

From among these members the President designates a Chairman
and a Vice Chairman for terms of 4 years. Some of the functions of
the Board of Governors are (1) to exercise supervision over the Fed-
oral Reserve banks- (2) to fix, within statutory limits, the reserves
which member bans are required to maintain against their deposit
liabilities; (8) to review and determine the discount rates which are
established biweekly at each Federal Reserve bank, subject to approval
of the Board in Washington; (4) to participate, as members of the
Federal Open Market Committee, in determining policies whereby the
System influences the availability of credit primarily through the
purchase or sale of Government securities in the open market; (5) to
fix margin requirements on loans on stock exchange collateral; and
(6) to perform various supervisory functions with respect to com-
mercial banks, such as examinations, that are members of the System
and to administer Federal Reserve, holding company, and other legis-
lation.

FEDERAL RZOERV BANKS

Each Federal Reserve bank has a board of 9 directors, of whom 6 are
elected by the member banks. Of these, 8 are bankers, 1 from a large,
I from a medium, and 1 from a small bank.

Three more must not be bankers, but must be engaged in some non-
banking business.

The idea here was to have the lenders recognized. The other three
members are appointed by the Board of Governors in Washington,
which also designates one to be the chairman and another the deputy
chairman. None of these three may be an officer director, employee,
or stockholder of any bank. The directors of a Reserve bank super-
vise its affairs. Subject to approval of the Board of Governors, t ey
appoint the president and first vice president. Subject to review and
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determination by the Board of Governors, they establish discount
rates.

The stock of each Federal Reserve bank is held by the member
banks of Its district. This stock does not have the normal attributes
of corporate stock; rather It represents a required subscription to the
capital of the Reserve bank, dividends being fixed by law at 0 percent.
Thte residual interest in the surplus of the Federal Reserve banks
belongs to the United States Government, not to the bank's stock-
holders.

FUIAL O1" MARKWI VOMMITV-E

Tie Federal Open Market Committee cotists, according to law,
of the 7 members of the Board of Governors, together with 5 pre-
dents of the Ioderal Reserve banks. Four of these five presidents
servo on a rotating linis; the filth, the president of the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, is a permanent member of the committee.
Since June 19656, when its executive committee was abolisled, this
committeee has usually met at 3-week intervals, on a number of ocoa.
sions '2 weeks, to direct the sale and purchase of securities in the open
market.

In practice, all 12 presidents attend these meetings and participate
freely in the discussion, although only those who are members of the
committee vote.

In the past 2 years, Mr. Chairman, we have been using this Open
Market Committee as a forum, a clearinghouse for all of the aspects
of policy determination in the System, not failing to recognize the
statutory responsihility of the Board of Governors for reserve re-
qui rements and for stock-market margins as distinct from the Open
Market Committee, but using this committee as a fonim where all
aspects of the problems of the System can be discussed. Since we
met at 3-week intervals it means that all 12 of the presidents can meet
with the 7 members of the board, that is 19 men, and survey all as.
pects of System problems and policies on a 8-weei interval. That is
not in disregard of the statute but it is the modus operandi that we
have been using to effect credit policy recently in, we think, a more
desirable way and without any conflict with the present statute.

FnDERAL ADVISORY COUNCi.

The Federal Reserve Act also provides for a Federal Advisory
Council of 12 members. One is elected by the board of each Reserve
bank for a period of I year. The Council is required by law to meet
in Washington at least four times each year. It is authorized to con-
fer directly with the Board of Governors respecting general business
conditions and to make recommendations concerning matters within
the Board's jurisdiction.

The members of this Council are chosen from representative and
outstanding bankers in each district, and I wanted to make that clear
here. I want to quote--in looking through all the literature on this
it seems to me that this excerpt from the report of the House Com-
mittee on Banking and Currency on the original Federal Reserve Actoutlines the nature of the Federal Advisory Council better than any-
thing I have been able to come across, and I will read that.
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Section 13 provides for the creatou of a Federal advisory council which Is to
consist of as many members as there are Federal Reserve districts, eab such
district electing through the board of directors of Its Federal Reserve bank a
representative of that bank. The functions of this board are wholly advisory
and it would amount merely to a means of expresslng banking ol)inion, Inform.
ing the Reserve Board of conditions of credit In the several districts, and serving
as a source of Information upon which the board may draw In case of necesity.
The desirability of such a body as a source of Information and counsel to
obvious, and It Is believed that it lives to the banking interests of the several
districts ample power to make their views known, and, so far as they deserve
acceptance, to secure such acceptance.

I might say that in our experience in the last 6 years, this Council
has proved very useful. It has in no way dominated the decisions of
the Federal Reserve Board but it has given us an opportunity to get
firsthand advice and counsel from people who are closely in touch with
thb banking activities of their particular districts.

JUDGING WOONOM1 TRVID

Now at this point I want to take up the operations and the work of
the System, and it is obvious that the most important task that we sot
for ourselves is judging economic trends. The work of the System
requires a continuous study and exercise of judgment in order to be
alert to the way the economy is trending and what Federal Reserve
actions will best contribute to sustained economic growth. Such deci-
sions are often hard to make because of the existence of cross currents
in the economy. Even in generally prosperous times, some parts of
the economy may not fare as well as others.

Credit policy must, however, fit the general situation and not reflect
unduly either the condition of certain industries experiencing poor
business, or that of other industries enjoying a boom. Itesidential
construction, I think, illustrates this point.

In 1050 and so far in 1957 demand pressures on available resources
have been generally strong and prices have been moving up, but hous-
ing construction has receded considerably from its 196 peak. The
home-building industry undoubtedly could supply housing at a faster
rate than is now prevailing.

But even at the current volume, building costs continue to increase.
The prices of some building materials have fallen it is true but the
overall cost of housing construction has incra appreciably even
in the face of moderately lower demand.

The explanation is to be found in the fact that expenditures for all
major types of construction except residential have been maintained
at or above record levels.

This example shows why credit policy must take account of the
overall situation and cannot be deterrd unduly by special cases that
are not typical of the whole.

Another factor complicating economic interpretation is that even in
a period of broad advance and upward pressure on prices, there may be
lulls when conditions seem to be stabilizing and the next turn of events
is difficult to appraise.

The flexible character of monetary policy permits prompt adapta.
tion to changed circumstances, and itinss something that we are aI

wanaious to determine.tor FtAnDs. I don't find that passage in the manuscript.
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Mr. MArrnx. I added it, Senator.
Senator F iANDuS. I thought you wore still reading.
Mr. MaiRr. I am ad libbing a little bit here and there.

PUUFOMES

The objective of the System is always the same-to promote mone-
tary and credit conditions that will foster sustained economic growth
together with stability in the value of the dollar.

This goal may be t ought of in human terms and should be. The
first part may be considered as concerned with job opportunities for
wage earners; the latter as directed to protecting those who depend
upon savings or fixed incomes, or who rely upon pension ri hts. In
fact, however, a realization of both aims is vital to all of us. They are
inseparable. Price stability is essential to sustainable growth. In-
flation fosters maladjustments. In some periods these broad aims call
for encouraging credit expansion; in others, for restraint on the
growth of credit. The latter is what is required at present, for clearly
tihe most citical economic problem now facing this country in our
judgment is that of inflation, or put in the terms of the man on the
street, it is the rising cost of living.

THE CURR .NT PrOlDLEM OF I ELATION

This problem is far different from the one that beset us during the
depressed 1930's, and left an indelible impression on our thinking.The problem then was one of drastic deflation with widespread unem.
ployment, both of men and material resources. Today's problem has
persisted through the years since World War II. It consists of infla-
tionary price increases and the economic imbalances that have resulted.

This is the overriding problem that faces the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem today, for a spiral of mounting prices and wages seeks more and
more financing. .

It creates demands for funds in excess of savings, and since these
demands cannot be satisfied in full, the result is mounting interest rates
and a condition of so-called tight money. If the gap between invest-
ment demands and available savings should be filled by creating addi-
tional bank money, the spiral of inflation which tends to become cumu-
lative and self-perpetuating would be given further impetus. If the
Federal Reserve System were a party to that process, in our judgment
it would betray its trust.

CONFLICTINO VIXWS ON CAUSO

There is much current discussion of the origin of inflationary pres-
sures. Some believe they reflect a recurrence of demand-pulls similar
to those present in the earlier postwar period.

Others believe they originate in a cost push engendered by admin-
istered pricing policies and wage agreements that violate the limits of
tolerance set by advances in productivity.

These distinctions, I think, present an oversimplification of the
problem. Inflation is a process in which rising costs and prices mutu-
ally interact upon each other over time with a spiral effect. Inflation
always has the attributes, therefore, of a cost push. At the same time,
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demand must always be sufficient to keep the spiral moving. Other.
wise the marking up of prices in one sector of the economy would be
offset by a reduction of prices in other sectors.

There is much to be said for the view that contractual or other ar-
ranugements designed as shelters or hedges from inflation have the
effect of quickening its tempo.

The 5-percent rise in the cost of living which we have experienced
over the last 2 years has probably reflected and been reflected in
wore rapidly rising wage costs because of the prevalence of cost-of.
living clauses in many modern wage contracts. Cost-plus contracts
tend to have the same quickening effect on the inflationary spiral.

Tie spiral is also, however, a demand spiral. At each point of
time in the development of the inflationary spiral, there must be
sflficient deniand to take the higher priced goods off the market and
thus keep the process moving.

TU iNrLATONARY SJIAL

The workings of the spiral of inflation are illustrated by the economy
of the moment. As has been brought out at some of the earlier hear-
ings of this committee, we are now faced with the seeming paradox
that prices are expected to continue to rise, even though the specific
bottlenecks in capacity that impeded the growth of production in
1956 have now been largely reheved, and investment in productive
facilities continue at very igh levels.

Houses, automobiles, household appliances and other consumer
goods, as well as most basic materials, are all readily available-at
a price. The problem is no longer one of specific shortages or bottle-
itecks causing prices of individual commodities to be bid up because
of limited ava ability but rather it is one of broad general pressure
on all of our resources.

In other words, aggregate demand is in excess of aggregate avail-
itbilities of these resources at existing prices.

Taking the situation as a whole, as individuals, corporations, and
governments proceed with their expenditure plans, buttressed by
borrowed funds, they are in the position of attempting to bid the
basic factors of production-land, labor, and capital-away, from
each other and in the process the general level of costs and prices is
inevitably pushed upward. Recently, this general pressure has been
expressing itself particularly in rising j)rices for services as compared
with goods.

Despite the existence in some lines of reduced employment and slack
demand, many employers now face rising costs when they seek to
expand activity by-adding appreciably to the number employed.

Often, the additional manpower required has to be bid away from
other employers. As a result, many current plans for further expan-
sion of capacity place great emphasis on more efficient, more produc-
tive equipment rather than on more manpower.

This generalized pressure on resources comes to a head in financial
markets in the form of a shortage of saving in relation to the demand
for funds. A (onsiderable volume of expenditure is financed at all
times out of borrowed funds.

When these funds are borrowed from others who have curtailed
their own expenditures, no additional demand for resources is gen.
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rated. On balance, however, demands for funds by those who have
wanted to borrow money to spend in excess of their current incomes
have outrun savings. Those who have saved by limiting their current
expenditures, and thus made funds available for lending, have still
not kept pace with the desire of governments, businesses, and individ.
uals to borrow in order to spend.

Just as an intense general pressure on available resources manifests
itself In rising wages and prices, a deficiency of savings relative to
the demand for borrowed money manifests itself in an increase in
the price of credit. In such circumstances, interest rates are bound
to rise. The rise in rates might be temporarilyheld down by creating
new bank money to meet borrowing demands, but this, as I have said,
would add fuel to inflation and bring about further increases in
demands.

In the end, as prices rose ever faster, interest rates could not be
held down. [n summary, whatever the special features of the cur-
rent inflation, the important fact is that it is here and that it has
created demands for borrowed funds in excess of financial savings,
even though these have grown appreciably.

Any attempt to substitute newly created bank money for this
deficiency in savings can only aggravate the problem and make matters
worse.

MrFOTS OF 11OiIER INT.RST RATES

The response to higher interest rates is complex. One result is
that some would-be b6rrowers draw on cash balances to finance pro.
ected expenditures or lenders draw on their balances to lend at the

higher rates, thus reducing their liquidity and increasing the turn-
over of the existing money supply.

In recent years, with the large volume of Federal Government
securities outstanding many hol-ers of these securities-both insti-
tutions and individuals--have liquidated their holdings in order to
shift funds to other uses.

This has been an important influence in bringing about the decline
in bond prices. To the extent that accumulated cash balances or
other past savings can be used more actively, expenditures remain
high relative to available resources and prices tend to rise, but the
reduced financial liquidity eventually exerts restraint on borrowing
and spending.

Another result of higher interest costs, together with greater diffi-
culty in obtaining loans, is that many potential borrowen revise or
postpone their borrowing plans. To the extent that expenditures are
revised or deferred, inflationary pressures are reduced.

The most constructive result is the encouragement of a volume of
savings and investment that permits continued expansion of produc-
tive facilities at a rate consistent with growing consumption demands.
Only in this way can the standard of living for a growing population
be improved and the value of savings be maintained.

Such constructive adaptations, if made in time at the onset of
inflationary pressures, need not be large in order to restore balance
between prosective demands and the resources available to meet them.

This is particularly true in a country that is as strong and vigorous
and as dyiamic as the American economy. It is essential, however,
that the adjustment be made. Otherwise prospective expenditures
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will continue to exceed the resources available and the pressure of
excess demand will foster an inflationary spiral.

UPxROTIONS or QO NoTWUW IMUTION

Once such a spiral is set in motion it has a strong tendency to feed
upon itself. If pricm. generally are expected to rise, incentives to
save and to lend are diminished and incentives to borrow and to spend
are increased.

Consumers who would normally be savers are encouraged to post.
pone saving and, instead, purchase goods of which they are not in
immediate need.

Businessmen, likewise, are encouraged to anticipate growth require.
ments for new plant and equipment. Thus, spending is increased on
both counts. But, because the economy is already operating at high
levels, further increases in spending are not matched by correspond-
ing increases in production. Instead, the increased sending. for
goods and services tends to develop a spiral of mounting prices,
wages, and costs.

Unfortunately, during the past year, as price indexes gradually
rose some segments of the community apparently became reconciled
to the prospects of a creeping if not a runaway inflation,

One of the baneful effects of inflation stems from the expectation
of inflation. While a price increase, in itself, may cause serious dis-
locations and inequities, other and more serious effects occur if the
price rise brings with it an expectation of still other increases.

Expectations clearly have a great influence on economic and finan-
cial decisions, much more so, perhaps, than we sometimes realize. In
fact decisions to spend or to invest too much in a given time are a
direct cause of inflation. Also, if further inflation is expected, specu-
lative commitments are encouraged and the pattern of investment and
other spending6-the decisions on what kinds of things to buy-will
change in a way that threatens balanced growth.

CRRWMG INFLATION

The unwarranted assumption that creeping inflation is inevitable
deserves comment. This term has been used by various writers to
mean a gradual rise in.prices which, they suggest, could be held to a
moderate rate, averaging perhaps 2 percent a year. The idea of
prices rising 2 percent in a year may not seem too startling-in fact,
during the past year, average prices have increased more than 2
percent-but this concept of creeping inflation implies that a price
rise of this kind would be expected to continue indefinitely.

According to those who espouse this view rising prices would then
be the normal expectation and the Federal Reserve aorm ngly would
no longer strive to keep the value of money stable but would simplyto temper the rate of depreciation. Business and investment deci-
sions would be made in the light of this prespet.

Such a prospect would work incalculable hardship. If monetary
policy were directed with a view to permitting this kind of inflationi.-
even If It were possible to control it so that prices rose no faster than
9 perc"t a year-the price level would double every 85 ears and
the value of the dollar would be cut in half each generation.
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Losses would thus be inflicted upon millions of people, pensioners,
Government employees, all who have fixed incomes including people
who have part of their assets in savings accounts and long-term bonds,
and other assets of fixed dollar value. The heaviest losers would be
those unable to protect themselves by escalator clauses or the other
offsets against prices that were steadily creeping up.

Moreover, the expectation of inflation would react on the compo-
sition of savings, A large part of the savings of the country is mobil-
ized in savings deposits and similar claims that call for some stated
amount of dollars. If people generally come to feel that inflation
is inevitable, they will not save in this form unless they are paid a
much higher interest premium to compensate them for the depre-
ciation of their saved dollars.

It is for this reason that it is impossible, in a period of demand in
excess of savings, to maintain lower interest rates through a policy
of easy credit.

The country is experiencing a period of generally high employment
in which investment outlays remain high, but if fears olinflation cause
people to spend more of their incomes and save less, the result could
only be more rapid inflation and still less saving in relation to income.
Such saving as remained, furthermore, would-be less and less in the
form of loanable funds to finance homes, highways, school construc-
tion, and other community needs.

IEFFR(TS ON PRODUfTIVE ENTV"RIA5O

An inflationary psychology also impairs the efficiency of produc.
tive enterprise-Tthrough wlich our standard of living has made
unparalleled strides. In countries that have had rapid or runaway
inflations, this process has become so painfully obvious that no doubt
remained as to what was happening to productivity. In the making
of decisions on whether or not to increase inventory, or make a capital
investment, or engage in some other business operation, the question
of whether the operation would increase the profit from inflation
became far more important than whether the proposed venture would
enable the firm to sell more goods or to produce them at lower cost,.
The incentive to strive for efficiency no longer governed business
decisions.

The man who suffers the most from this is the consumer.

IPRoDU(YIvITY-KY TO u TAINED PROSPRrrY

Why have real wages in this country risen to the highest levels in
the world, thus permitting our standard of living to rise corre-
spondingly I

Certainly, It is not just because wages have risen as the cost of living
has risen.

Some people seem to think that is the reason for it. The big source
of increase has been the increasing productivity of our national econ-
omy. Real incomes have gone up because the total size of the pie,
out of which everybody receives his share, has grown so magnificently.

What has enabled the productivity of the American economy t
achieve the levels that make all this possible? One vital factor has
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been the striving by so many people, each in his own field, for better
und more efficient ways of doilg things. Equally important has been
the willingness to set aside a part of current income to provide the
machines, tools, and other equipment for further progress. Both are
essential If our standard of living and material welfare are to go on
advancing.

ZYFAV8 OF INFLATION

Inflation does not simply take something away from one grup of
0r population and give it to another group. Universally, the stand.
ard of living is hurt, and countless people injured, not only those who
are depeldent on annuities or pensions, or whose savings are in the
form of bonds or life-insurance contracts.

The great majority of those who operate their own businesses or
farns or own common stocks or real estate, or even those who have
(ost.of.living agreements whereby their wages will be raised, cannot
1eSCApe, the effects of speculative Influences that accompany inflation
111d, impair reliance upon butiiness Judgments and competitive
efficiency.

I may say paIrnthetically her Mr. Chairman, that In some respects
inflation is not unlike war in that you may point out certain war
J)roflteeis and others that benefit by war but in the long run nobody
really benefits out of war. The point I am trying to make here is that
really nobody benefits out of inflation.

Speculators and slick operators and others may temporarily derive
benefit, but the common welfare becomes the welfare of all of us, as
Adam Smith once said, and I question very much whether a case can
he made that anybody iecifically benefits over any period of time out
of inflation. It Iis a deleterious effect on all of us.

Finally, in addition to these economic effects, we should not over-
look the way that inflation could damage our social and political
structure.

Money would no longer serve as a standard of valet for lonK-term
savings. Conseqiiently, those who would turn out to have savings in
their old age would tend to be the slick and clever rather than the
hard working and thrifty.

Fundamental faith in the fairnm of our institutions and our Gov.
eminent would deteriorate. The underlying strength of our country
und of our political institutions rests upon faith in lie fairness of these
institutions, in the fact that productive effort antd hard work will earn
an appr opriate economic reward. That faith cannot be maintained in
the face of continuing, chronic inflation.

here is no validity whatever in the idea that any inflation, once
accepted, can be confined to moderate proportions. Once the assum-
tion is made that a gradual increase in prices is to be expected, and this
assumption becomes a part of everybody's expectations, keeping a ris.
ing price level under control becomes incomparably more difficult than
the problem of maintaining stability when that is the clearly expressedgoal of publi policy.puin action is neither a rational nor a realistic alternative to

stabilityof the general price level.
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PEoINo TU )tIARKIHT

It has been suggested, front the to time, that the Federal Reserve
Systein could relieve current pre sures in money and capital markets
without, at the saute time, contributing to Inflationary pressures.

If such were the case, it would be nice and I am sure we would
have endeavored to work out something along these lines a long time
ago. These suggestions usually involve Federal Reserve support of the
ITUlted States Rovernnient securities market through one orm or an.
other of pegging operations. There is no way for the Federal Reserve
Systent to peg the price of Government bonds at any' given level unless
it stands ready to buy all of the bonds offered to it at that price.

This process inevitably provides additional funds for the banking
sv stem, permits the expansion of loans and investments and a com.
parable Increase in the money supply--a process sometimes referred
to as monetization of the public debt.

One of my predecessors referred to it as turning the Federal Reserve
into an engine of inflation.

Senator FhANDERS. I didn't get that.
Mr. MARTIN. I said one of my predecessors described it as turning

the Federal Reserve into an engine of inflation.
The CAIR2MAN. Who was that?
Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Eccles.
The amount of the inflationary force generated by such a policy

depends to some extent upon the demand pressures in the market at
the time. It would be dangerously inflationary under conditions that
prevail today. In the present circumstances the Reserve System could
not peg the Government securities market without, at tle same time,
igniing explosive inflationary fuel.

DO RISING INTEREST RATES ADD TO INF"LATON?

We must be clear in viewing these relationships to distinguish
cause from efl'ect and not to confuse them. It is sometimes saidthat
rising interest rates, by increasing the costs of doing business, lead to
higher prices and thus contribute to inflation,

This view is based upon an inadequate conception of the role of
interest rates in the economy, and upon a mistaken idea of how interest
costs compare with total costs. In municipal government budgets,
it is about 2 percent; in many utilities, it is 8 to 5 percent. Thus, as
an element of cost, interest rates are relatively small; but as a reflection
of demand pressures in markets for funds, interest rates are highly
sensitive. 0

As previously explained, rising interest rates result primarily from
an excess of borrowing demands over the available supply of savings.
Since these demands are stimulated by inflation, under these circum-
stances rising interest rates are an effect of inflationary pressures, not
a cause,

Any attempt to prevent such a rise by creating new money would
liad to a much more rapid rise in prices and in costs than would result
from any likely increase in interest rates, Such an attempt, moreover,
would not remove the need for a fundamental ad ustment in the rela-
tion between saving and consumption and would probably fail in its
purpose of stabilizing interest rates.
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I would like to make it clear at this point, Mr. Chairman, as I have
reeatedly testified, that I do not favor high interest rates.
el would like to see interest rates as low as it is possible to have
them without inducing an Inflationary process, because I believe you
will have the greatest formation of capital under those conditions.
but you have to recognize that interest is a wage to the saver as well
as a cost to the borrower, and that Interest rates, when they ignore
the inflationary forces are just adding fuel to the fire, although of
course, they are one of the costs, one of the prices that have to be paid,
but they are a balancing factor in the economy.

BAS0 FAMOUS INs RZNT INFLATIONAR II WSVIW

A major cause of recent inflationary pressures has been the attempt
to crowd into this period a volume of investment greater than the
economy could take without curtailing consumption more than con-
sumers have been v'illing to do.

In fact, there hts been some increase in consumption on borrowed
funds.

Increases in interest rates naturally come about under such con-
ditions; they are the economy's means of protecting itself against
such excessive bunching of investment or the building up or an un-
sustainable rate of consumption.

While the effect of a moderate change in interest rates on the cost
of goods currently being produced and sold is small and relatively
unimportant, changes in interest rates do assume importance as a cost
in the planning of new investment outlays.

These costs do not affect current operations or add to upward price
pressures to any substantial extent.

They do tend to deter the undertaking of new investment projects
and to keep the amount of investment spending that is being under-
taken in line with the economy's ability to produce investment goods.

To maintain artificially low interest rates under these conditions,
without introducing any other force to restrain investment, would be
to invite an unbridled investment boom, inflation, and an inevitable
collapse later.

It is necessary to emphasize that there are many influences, other
than monetary policies and interest rates, that aect the volume of
consumption, investment, and sving and their relationships.

Monetary policies operate directly through the volume of bank
credit and bank-created money.

The volume of current saving out of income and the uses made of
new and outstanding savings have a more important bearing upon
the availability of investment funds than bank credit.
. Interest rates, therefore, are influenced by the relationship between
investment demands and the availability of savings, independently of
monetary policies.

Interference with these relationships through monetary policies, in
fact, may prevent necessary and healthy ajustments Wat help to
maintain equilibrium in economic growth.

IN A X UTOBZ3LL

A. An inflationary spiral is always characterized by--
1. An interaction between rising costs and rising prices; and
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9. An increase in overall effective demand suficient to keep tho
spiral going. As prices generally keep rising a larger and larger
volume of demand (in dollar terms) is needeA to sustain the same
volume of transactions (in physical terms).

As long as It persists, therefore, an inflation will always show evi.
dence of 'both demand pulls and cost pushes with their relative mani.
festations shifting as the inflation runs its course.

B. The tempo of interaction ttween rising costs and rising prices
will be speeded up If the situation is characterized by-

1. The release of a previously created overhang of pent-up money
demand (such as existed when direct controls broke down or were
relaxed at the end of the war). t f

I might just point out there that from tie One regulation W was
taken of, in the course of a year billion more was expended in that
area alone. I am not critic ilng it, but that is a fact.

2. The creation in volume of new money demand through excessive
credit expansion and/or activation of existing cash balances (such as
happened when war broken out in Korea).

8. The widespread existence in the economy of escalators which act
automatically to transfer rising costs or prices into rising prices and
costs (cost-of-living clauses in collective-bargaining agreements, cost.
plus contracts, et

4. The degree to which a speculative psychology backed by effective
demand pervades business decisions.

C. The tempo of interaction between cost and prices will also be
affected by the degree to which administered prices and wage rates
are prevalent in tLe economy. These effects are not always in the
same direction. The net effect of the many and various factors in-
fluencing administered prices and wages sometimes tend to slow up
and sometimes to accelerate price movements, depending upon the par-
ticular circumstances.

D. Whatever the mix of the above ingredients, an inflation once
underway will tend to persist as long as the credit necessary to finance
the rising level of costs and prices is forthcoming. Credit my be ou-
plied through new bank credit expansion or by activation of already
existin money.

E. Wat its antecedent characteristics, an inflation will tend to
feed upon itself and be accentuated once the investing and saving pub-
lic come to think of further inflation as the prospect.

F. It is the nature of inflation hedges to act as aggravating rather
than euilibrating factors.

G. o, one suffers more than the little man from the ravages of in-
flation.

H. A monetary authority dedicated to promoting the public wel.
are must not relax restraints in the face of continuing inflationary

pressures, since any efforts to relax merely add to the forces tending
to keep te inflation in motion.

Mr. Chairman, I want to conclude this phase of my statement with
a call for action.

WHAT MOMtS CAN S9 DON?

How, then, may further inflation be restrained t Bluntly, the an-
swer is to be found in a moderation of spending, both governmental
and private, until the demands for funds are balanced by savings.
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This prudence must be coupled with sound fiscal policy which means
a larger budget surplus as well as effective monetary policy to restrain
the growth of bank credit.

Among the factors influencing saving and consumption are those
flscal policies relating to taxes and governmental budgets. These re-
quire special attention because they are not as responsibe to changes
in the availability of credit and interest rates as are private activities.

Untimely fiscal policies can create or aggravate Imbalance in the
economy and thus dilute the effectiveness of monetary policies. On
the other hand, fiwal meamres that help to maintain balance can re-
tice the degree of r straint that monetary policies might otherwise

have to exert.
Experience over the centuries has demonstrated that there is no

tolerable alternative to adequate fiscal and monetary policies, operat-
ing in an environment of open, competitive markets under our system
ofhuman freedom.

Neither an economic dictatorship nor complacent acceptance of
creeping, inflation is a rational or tolerable way of life for the Americ
can people.
Tere Is no panacea, no magical means of assuring orderly economic

growth, nor are we much more likely in the future than in the past to
achieve perfect performance in the timing and execution of policy
and action.
We have every reason to Ielieve, nevertheless, that we can discern

and follow the right path. Tihus, it is clear that the prent situation
('alls both for a larger budgetary surplus than we have had or have in
)rospect, and ii continuance of restraint upon creation of new sup.

plies of monly.
AMON REQUIRED

Let us not follow te defeatist, path of believing that widespread
imemployment is the alternative to inflation.

There is no question that the Federal Government and the American
peolle, pulling together, have the power to stabilize the cost of living.
'he only question is, whether there is the will to do so.
If the will is there, and it is demonstrated convincingly to the Amer-

ican people, the cost of living can be stabilized, interest rates will
relax and a sufficient volume of savings will be encouraged to provide
for the economic growth needed in this generation atld the next.

I might say parenthetically here that I am one of those who believe
we haven't even scratcled the surface so far as the jmtential develop-
ment and opportunities in this country are concerned.

This committee and the Congress can contribute greatly to that end
by declaring resolutely-so that all the world will know-that stabil-
ization of the cost of living is a primary aim of Federal economic
policy.

The goal of piestability, now implicit in the Em~zployment Act.,
cnn e mae ePlicie by a straightforward declaration and directive to

all agencies of thle Government that anti inflationary actons are to be
taken promptly whenever the cost of living begins to rise.

The executive and legislative branches of Government, in conjunc-
tion, can assure adjustment of Federal revenues and expenditures so
that, in times when total spending threatens to burst the bounds of
capacity and drive up the cost of living, the Federal Government will
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set an example of restraint in outlays and at the same time produce
a surplus to counter inflationary precures from any quarter.

The Congress and the Executive can take steps to assur-e that free
and viuorous competition is maintained in all segments of the economy
as thelbedrock of our free-enterprise system.

The Federal Reserve System, itself a eamtion of the Congress can-
and I assure you that it will--make every effort to check excesses in
the field of money and credit that threaten the cost of living and thus
undermine sustained proslerity and growth of our economy.

In all of these ways we can, if we have the will, set the face of the
Nation so resolutely against inflation as to keep that enemy from our
gates.

No greater tragedy, short of war, could befall the free world than to
have our country surrender to the easy delusion that a little inflation,
year after year, is either inevitable or tolerable.

For that way lies ultimate economic chaos and incalculable human
suffering that would undermine faith in the institutions of freemen.

The CIlAlRmAr;. Thank you, Mr. Martin.
Mr. M^rIN. I would like at this point, Mr. Chairman, if I could,

to ask Mr. Wayne, who is the first vice president of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Richmond, one of the banks that has performed yeoman serv-
ice in explaining our activities to the public through the years, if he
would put on as the concluding part of this presentation this morning
it flannelbWtrd presentation of the structure amd organization of the
systen.. I would ask him to stop at the end of the structure of the
system, and I would like if it is agreeable to you to put on first thing
in the morning a continuation of his show which will take about 45
minutes, which will give our diagnosis of the situation in a little dif.
ferent way, but exactly in parallel to what I have put in the printed
statement that I have here and having completed that, I would then
open myself to questions and I will go immediately to trying to get
the answers to these questions that you have given me here, and try
to get them up here just as quickly as I can.

Tite CHAIRMAN. Youl have completed your initial statement as I
understand it.

Mr. MAr . I have, sir.
The CHAnMwAN. Do you have charts?
Mr. MAWFIN. Yes, Mr. Wayne, will you take over at this point, sir ?

STATEMENT OF EDWARD WAYNE, FIRST VICE PRESIDENT,
FEDERAL RESERVE BAN OF RICHMOND

Mr. WYNl. Mr. Chairman, we would like to place on this flannel-
board a diagram of structure of the Federal Reserve System to illus-
trate what Chairman Martin has been saying.

Certain features of the Federal Reserve System are in sharp con-
trast to those of foreign central banks. Most notable is the apparent
determination of the founders of the system that exercise of system
powers would be based upon a blending of divergent views and experi-
ence. It has been said that in the determination of policy the plurality
of origin is an essential aspect of the competition of ideas which marks
the democratic process.

Representation on the olic making groups within the Federal Re-
serve System reaches into al regions of the country. Balance of
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power within the System rests with the Board of Governors of the
deral Reserve System, but the System organization was so designed

that we might have a single national credit policy based upon informa-
tion drawn from the widest possible practical lay-to-day cont,,ts with
different areas in the national economy.

The structure of the Federal Reserve System includes more than
0,400 member banks. Not quite half of the commercial banks in the
united States belong to the Federal Reserve System, but those banks
hold about 85 percent of the Nation's banking resources. The law
stipulates that these member banks must provide the capital for the
12 Federal Reserve banks. Each member batik may be required to
subscribe to the capital of Its Reserve bank an amount equal to 0 per-
cent of Its capital and surplus, but only half of that amount has been
paid in. The other 8 percent is subject to call.

The 12 Federal Reserve banks operate all told 24 branches, and
with these 86 offices throughout the United States perform many
public services. Among others providing the currency needed to meet
seasonal and other demands of the economy, clearing of checks that
are so essential in the functioning of a highly developed exchange
economy, making telegraphic transfer of funds for member banks
and their customers, making appropriate loans to member banks
temporarily in need of funds, acting as fiscal agent of the United
States Government in issuing and redeeming Government securities
and handling the Treasury's principal checking accounts and so on.

Profits are not the objectof operation of the Federal Reserve banks
and their stockholders, the member banks, do not hive the usual rights
of owners. They do elect six of the directors of the Federal Reserve
banks. Class A directors may be and usually are bankers, but 3 of
the 6 directors elected by member banks may not be bankers. They
may be neither officers nor directors nor employees of banks, and must
be actively engaged in commerce, industry, or agriculture in the dis-
trict which they represent.

Now the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, as
you gentlemen know, comprises seven members appointed by the Pres-
ident with the approval of the Senate. Each member is appointed
to 14-year terms, and the terms are so staggered that 1 appointment
expires every 2 years. No 2 members of t e Board may come from
any 1 Federal Reserve district. The Board of Governors appoints
the remaining 3 directors of the Federal Reserve bank, class C
directors, and from these directors the Board of Governors desig-
nates 1 of these class C directors as Chairman and 1 as Deputy
Chairman.

These class C directors can be neither officers directors, nor em-
ployees of banks. In fact they are prohibited by law from being even
stockholders. These directors together with the 150 plus directors of
the branches provided an unparalleled source of economic information
essential to Federal Reserve policy formulation.

The Board also exercises general supervision over the individual
Federal Reserve banks. The members of the Board sit as members
of the open market committee along with five of the presidents of
the Federal Reserve banks who are elected by the Federal Reserve
bank directors. As Chairman Martin has pointed out, 4 or these a
are on rotation service.
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The Federal Reserve bank directors also elect the members of the
Federal Advisory Council, one from each of the districts, usually a
banker. The Federal Advisory Council advises the Boaid of Gov.
ernors on matters of current Interest.

The basic tools of monetary policy are reserved 1 to each of these
8 groups. The Board of overnors determines the Reserve re-
quirements of member banks. It also administers selective restric.
tions, when they are in effect, determines the maximum interest rates
paid by member banks on time deposits and has many other respon-sibilities.

The open-market committee is responsible for the determination
of open-market policy. The New York Federal Reserve Bank acts
as agent for the system in executing the mechanics of open-market
operations for the obvious reason that the money market is physically
located in New York Cit.

The directors of the 12Federal Reserve banks establish the discount
rate subject to review and determination by the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System. The directors are also responsible
for the discount policy of the Reserve banks within the provisions of
regulations issued by the Board of Governors.

So this, in a diagrammatic form, is the Federal Reserve System a
unique istitution designed by ConTss to assist in meeting the credit
and monetary needs of a large, diversified, and complex economy.
The power of decision over the . basic instruments of monetary policy
are divided among these 8 bodies. The organization of the System
was designed to insure that the vitally important decisions in the
field of monetary policy would be made on the basis of maximum
evidence and informed judgment in the crucible of the conflict of
views and ideas.

(The chart referred to follows:)
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Mr. WArnru Mr. Chairman, that concludes the brief presentation
of the structure of the Federal Reserve System through the use of
visual aids. As Chairman Martin says, with your permission we
would return to the other portions of our presentation tomorrow.

The CuaMMA. We have a half hour yet.
Mr. MAxrax. I would like to hold it over because it will go too long.

Then it would go past 1 o'clock and I would like to bring these up
a little closer & f I could, for the overall presentation, if you
wouldn't mind.

The CHAIRMAN. How long will it take tomorrow to complete it?
Will you have any further statement?
Mr. Mrnx. No I won't have anything further. We can speed

this up a little bit, but I would like to get that whole presentation In
if I could.

The CHsAiRAN. How long would it take tomorrow?
Mr. MAmN. Tomorrow we could do it in an hour, I'm sure, and

then we can take questions.
The CUAivr=A. What is the pleasure of the committee ?
Senator FLmAsm. Mr. Chairman, I hate to stop. I would like to

keep going and if there is an hour's presentation tomorrow, why can't
we have It now ?

Mr. MAYrM. I think it would be better for the continuity if we
could be sure we went through the whole thing, Senator Flanders.

The CHAIMAN. I think the chairman has made his plans and as
far as I am concerned I would be willing to comply with them.

Is there any objection ?
Senator BzNNxrr. Further Mr. Chairman, if an orderly and full

presentation would require a little more than an hour, I would rather
[he time tomorrow than have them feel that they are under pressure
to crowd it in.

The C AiRMN. There will be an hour or more for questionin to.
morrow. Without objection the committee will recess until 10 o'clock
tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 11:85 a. m., the hearing was adjourned, to recon-
vene at 10 a. m., Wednesday, August 14, 1957)



INVESTIGATION OF THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
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WUWNUSDAY, AUOUBT 14, 1957
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The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a. M., in room 812,
Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (chairman) pre-
siding.

President: Senatois B rd, Kerr, Long, Smathers Anderson, Gore,
Martin, Williams, Flanders, Carlson, Bennett, and Jenner.

Also present: Winfield Riefler, assistant to the chairman, Board of
Governors, Federal Reserve System; Woodlief Thomas, economic ad-
viser, Board of Governors, Federal Reserve System; Edward A.
Wayne, first vice president, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond;
George W. McKinney Jr., assistant vice president, Federal Reserve
Bank of Richmond* obert R. Fentress, assistant cashier, Federal
Reserve Bank of Richmond, Richmond, Va.

Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; and Samuel D. Mcllwain,
special counsel.

The CxAmiXN. The committee will come to order.

STATEMENT OF W1llIAN MoCIESNEY MARTIN, ML, O KAIRAN,
BOARD OF GOVERNOR PDERAL BEEVE SYT .- u l

Mr. MAwm. I will turn the floor over to Mr. Wayne, if that is allri htL
she C MMAN. Yes; please identify him for the record.

Mr. MATic. This is Mr. Edward Wayne, first vice president of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond.

Will you identify, Eddie, when you come to it, the two officers you
want to help you I

Mr. WAm i. Yes, sir.
The CaInMAx. All right. You may proceed, sir.
Mr. WANm Mr. Chairman and gentleman, in continuing this rr

sentation this morning It is not our purpose here to forecatthe fu ure
of the dollar nor to predict the course of economic events in the
months that lie ahead.

We propose merely to recall for you certain basic facts and funds-
mental economic principles with which the monetary authorities and
all thinking citizens should be and are vitally concerned.

An American stsman recently observed that$
Within a decade this Nation has been thrust Into a position of enormous m-

sponsibllity in a bisblr uncomfortable new world.
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This Is the first basic fact with which we are confronted.
The free world looks to the United States for security not only in a

political but in an economic sense, and so the value of the American
dollar, your money's worth has meaning, it seems to us, for peoples
throughout the whole world.

7U seond basl ftact Is that In the jRast several decades our scon-
omy has undergone a fundamental shift from an economy with a
deflationary bias to one with a distinctly Inflationary bias.

From the days of the earliest settlers in this country until per-
hag the early part of this century, one of the prime limiting factors
In the Nation's fabulous growth was the inability of the money supply
to adjust itself to a rapid expansion.

As the population grew and spread, the country was plagued with
a series of so-called money panics. Our money supply simply could
not adjust itself with sufficient rapidity to meet the growing needs
of the economy.

As all of you gentlemen know, one of the state objectives of the
Federal Reserve Act was to achieve 'an elastic currency. Our prob-
lem In recent years has been too much money rather than toolittle
money most of the time.

In the past couple of decades we have also accelerated this shift
to an inflationary bias in our economy by certain measures which
have gained wide acceptance, and many of which have been written
into the laws of the land.

In addition to antideflation curbs which have been built into our
economy the Congress has declared it to be the established policy of
this Nation to exercise the powers of Government to achieve and
maintain employment and production at maximum sustainable levels.

In other words, we are now confronted and must deal with a
changed and changing situation. As the economists would say, we
have a new "frame of reference."
.The third basic fact is that in the past several years this Inflationary

bias has been intensified by the pressures of World War II, by the
Korean conflict, and other developments, with the result that your
money's, worth, our money's worth, has been under severe attack.

The esuing inflation has cut the value of our dollar almost in half,
in terms of pre-World War I levels-it is now a 49-cent dollar.

With your pemnission, in making this presentation we would like
to adopt medical terminology. It seems convey the idea satisfac-
torily.

If you would assume with us that the patient we are examining
is the economy of the United States of America, we would like to
explore the nature of the virus that infects the bloodstream of our
economy, and list the prescriptions available in our Nation's medicine

Mr. Robert Fentress, assistant cashier of the Federal Reserve Bank
of Richmond and Mr. George McKinney, assistant vice president of
the Federal f e Bank of Richmond) Will assist In this presents-
Ition.

Mr. Fentrew will undertake to, again continuing the use of medical
terminology, diagnose the patient's Illness; and Mr. MeKinney will
undertak6-t outlims the treatments which are available to us.

Then I shall return to summarize and answer amy questions you
may wMs to present concerning the presentation,
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ThisAvntleman is Mr. MKinney; and this Mr. Pentre ,Mr.Fentrese I
Mr. FPmsss. Much we will say this morning wil be couched in

terms of inflation. This is not necessarily because of the short-run
outlook, but rather, we do it for three reasons:

Firs of all, someone has said that today was born yesteray. If
we are to understand wliere we are now, we must look at the road we
traveled to get here

Second, iii the interest of conserving time, we shall treat only one
side of the picture. Deflation is esentiaUy the reverse of inflation.
As we proceed, we shall see that the causes are but the opposite of
each other; even the remedies are essenially the same medmiie applied
in reverse.

The third reason is that, no matter what the short-run outlook, we
are convinced that the long-run outlook Is definitely for more infla-
tionary pressures.

Well, just what has the patient's history shown I Let's look at in-
flation's fever chart. It Is a little hard to realize, but for the period
since the Japanese surrender in 1946# price consumers pay have risen
55 percent.

Let me say here, however, that rising prices are no more the cause
of inflation than rising fever is the cause of a patient's Illness. Both
are but manifestations of the disorder, but both are pretty good meas-
ures of the extent of the disorder.

Well, let us see just what has been taking place in this postwar
period.

In August of 1945 the Bureau of Labor Statistics' index of con-
sumer prices stood a 78, based on the 1947-49 average as 100. In
the succeeding 10 months, business wa busy converting to peaceime
production. Most wartime controls were still In effect, and the index
climbed only a couple of points.

Then what happened I Well in June of 1948 most direct controls
were lifted. The lids were oft. Rationing was abandoned. Most
controls over priem and wages were lifted. It was then that we got
Immediate proof that controls do not prevent inflation.' They merely
dam up,-ostne the demand. t

When =he oodgtes are again opened, thi pent-up demand burts
on the market wiNt the effect of a tidal wave. Consumers pour Into
the market seeking consumer goods. Business pours into the market
seeking larger plants, new equipment, and to expand inventories, and
prices ar forced hi her and ig er.

Well, the inevitable hap .ne. Prices spiraled. The index reached
105 as of August 1948. That was a 25-point rise in just 28 months.

By then, much of this overhanging consumer demand had been
satisfied. Certain fsal and monetary actions were taking effect. In.
ventory accumulation had about run its course. In fact, many busi-
nesses found themselves in oversupply, and the pipelines were ull.

A short time later a mild s-calle nventor reason got under
waR, and continued through 1949, with the index sliding to 100 as of

ruary 1950
In the first half of 1950, strong upward pren was again evident.

In nitsofdecreased Fed" .t anda substantlaris in pro.
duction the index clinmd anthrpoinit or two; and then, Korea.
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On top of this high level of business activity, we su posed a
huge war and military-sid, budget. With plants already going full
blast, with labor scarce, with consumers mindful of the shortages of
the recent war and possessed of abundant disposable income and liquid
savings, another buying wave was on and pries spiraled once again.

Then, in the spring of 1951, the Federal Reserv and the Treasury
reached their now famous "accord."

Basically, this involved an agreement to permit market forces to
determine ih prices of Government securii s, and permitted much
more effective use of the tools of monetary policy in combating infla-
tionary pressures.

In addition, other monetary and fiscal measures were taken: "Scare
buying" subsided somewhat. The balanced inventory position
bluntid the edge of consumer buying, and higher prices themselves
brought buyer resistance.

Thes and other factors induced a lull in the feverish rise of con-
sumer prices, and the index leveled out in March and April of 1951
at about 110. Then the Nation entered upon the most sustained
period of price stability in its history.

During the next 5 years, the index climbed only 5 points, a con-
trast ofl a point a month in the earlier period with a point a year inthspezio ..

In the sprnMg of 1956, however, consumer prices started to rise
agan, and today our index stands at 120.

Of course, a rise in prices is just another way of saying that the
dollar has depreciated in terms of purchasing power in some base
period.

Since our chart is based on the 1947-49 average as 100, an index num.-
ber of 120 today means that, in terms of prices thon, a dollar today is
worth only 88 cents. However, in terms of prewar purchasing power,
say 1989, a dollar today is worth only 49 cents.

Of course, the real question that all this poses is: How is our fever
chart going to read 6 months or a year from now I Will we be able
to regain tfis substantially sdewise movement which we had during
this period? Will deflation bring about a serious downturn or wil
persistent inflationary forces push our fever chart even higher

(The chart referred to follows:)
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These ar the questions, important uestions for every thinking
citizen. But they are of particular significance for the monetary au-
thorities who are charged with, endeavoring to attain and maintain
economic stability., ,

Monetary authorities are coicernedprlmarily with the cost and.
availability of money as a means of influencing the ending stream,
attemptig to moderate ow in in our economy by indirection, by in.
fluencing the economic climate, and leaving to Individuals the freedom
of choice as to apecifics.

The objectives, of course, are to create easy money conditions when
business I dapres*d and to reptrin the growth in the money supply
In boom time.

Inflation creates such an aura of prosperity and works to unde~mine
our Nation's economy in such insidious ways that confusion is-bound
to result whenever we look only at the effects of inflation, t

Inflation is so per t and insidious, it presents one of the chief
threats to the defense of the dollar and our way of life, and for that
reason I think we should look closely at the nature of the disease and
its spread. Perhaps we should first be&m by defining our terms.

We have adopted a fairly smle, nevertheless sound, deftition of
inflation: "Inflation is a flow o di i of the flow of
goods and services." Conversely, "Deflation is a flow of spndins too
small to support the flow of goos and services."

I find it easier to understand this concept of a flow of spending sup-
porting a flow of goods and services if I remember that one man's ex-
p Tes another's income,

Let us assume that this factory is representative of any and all in-
dustry, and that this machine operator represents not only the factory's
labor costs but all other costs as well. What is expense to the factory
is income to the worker and raw materials supplier.

In turn, the worker's expens his suit of clothes from the mer.
chant, for example, become income to the retailer and others from
whom he buys.

The retailer then pays his clrk, replenishes inventory, with his ex.
p becoming income to those from whom he purchases things. -

So here we have the flow of spading carrying with it the-low of
goods and mrvces If there is no change in the flow of spending, and
no chana in the flow of goods and services, there can tp no presure
on pre
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It is an economic truism that income can never exceed spending.

£4ly that which is spent can become income.
On the other hand, spending may be either more or les than current

income. We can spend more than current income by withdrawing
savings, the spending of yesterday's income today, or by borrowing,
the spending of tomorrows income today.

We can spend ls than current income by saving a part of it or by
repaying de-bt.

What is true of the individual is equally as true of business and
industry.

Government derives its income primarily from taxem It can levy
these taxes at any point in this seding stream Normally, the tax.
ing in and of itnis defllationry It dra-ws dollars from th spending
stream.

On the other hand, expenditures by Govrmuent pour dollars Into
the spending sream.

IA us emphasize that these two 9r1e4e"s t ad spednare
disinct and separate.

Now, just as- the cass of individuals and bu Government can
spend lms than it takes m in taxes, running a surplus and retiring debt,
as it did in the first few -war years .

On the other hand, governmentt can spend more than it takes in
in taxes. Of course, this spendi in excess of taxes, this deficit
financing, puts pressure on prices.

In a penod of mobilization, military buildup, and extensive foreign
aid, such as we have had during much of this period, not only does
this excess spending add to the spending stream, but the diversion
of strategic and scArce materials into the production of defense mate.
rial tendS to limit the flow of goods available for consumers

The result is we have twin presures on prices-more dollars chas-
ing'fw go ods.,
To the extent that this exess spending can be siphoned off into

savings the purchase of defense Wnds, for example, the pressure on
prices is relieved. That is why we say that bond? purchases, defense
bnd purchases, are such effective an~t.imfition medicine. I would
like now to convert this spending flow into dollars and cents figures
for the postwar period.
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Spending. of consumers, business, and Government make up out
total spending flow. By tracing their movements relative to the flow
of goods and service, you get a much clearer picture of the nature and
extent of our postwar inflation.

By looking ihbad to probable future spending of these components,
relative to prospective changes in output, we can make a reasonable
stab at predicting the course of the patient's illness in the months that
lie ahead.

Let us firit take a close look at the first few postwar years.
Our patient's fever was mounting rapidly from year-end 1945

through the first quarter of 1961. During this period of roughly
5 y ears, spending of consumers went up from an annual rate of
$128 billion to an annual rate of $210 billion.

Business spending for investment went up from $14 billion per
year to $67 billion per year.

Government spending at the year-end 1945 was at the rate of $55
billion a year, including $49 billion for national security. Thereafter,
Government spending fell as low as $27 billion or $28 billion. But by
the first quarter of 1951, it had risen again and totaled $52 billion,
including $27 billion for defense.

Total spending had risen from $197 billion to $819 billion, up
$122 billion.

Now, in physical terms, that is, in dollars of 1945 purchasing power,
we were able to increase our flow of goods and services In is same
period from an annual rate of $197 billion t an annual rate of $228
billion. That is a substantial 16-percent increase in our Nation's
production during this period of 5; years.

Now, of this $122 billion increase in spending, $81 billion was
balanced off by increased purchases of goodi and services, leaving $91
billion which spilled directly into prices, and the Consumer Price In-
des went up from 78 to 110, as we have seen on the feer chart.
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Now, that is inflation-& flow of spending which increases faster
than the flow of goods and services. The excess spending inevitably
spills over into prices. There is just no other place for it to go.

Well, we have to look now at what enables this increase in spending
to take place. Of course, I am talking about the money supply and
the turnover of money. I would like to make just a couple of point.
here:

First, this money supply includes deposit money as well as cur.
rency. You can spend by check perhaps even more readily then with
cash,

Second, the most common way in which the money supply is
increased is through the making of loans by banks or the purchase
of securities by banks.

To illustrate this bank creation of money, let us look at what
happens when a bank makes me a loan.

Normally, the proceeds of this loan would be credited to my check-
ing account. This now means that I have more money which I can
spend as I see fit.

But does anyone else have any less money? No. There has been
a creation of deposit money which did not previously exist, and this
country's money supply has been increased in exactly the same amount

Money is created in just the same way when Government bonds are
sold to our banks. From year-end 1945 through the first quarter of
1951, our money supply rose from $102 billion to $118 billion.

But that was not all of it. We were also spending our money
faster.

That $10 bill which we got yesterday and spent again today is
going to be turned over many times during the year. It would be
almost impossible to measure the number of times it is turned over.
But we can measure the turnover of checking accounts, and they are
money, too.

At year-end 1945, the turnover of checking accounts at 888 centersin the country was at a rate of 14 times per year. That means simply
this: For every hundred dollars average lance which I might have
in my checking account at year-end 1945, I was writing, at an annual
rate, $1,400 worth of checks.

By the first quarter of 1951, instead of $1,400 worth of checks, I
was writing checks at an annual rate of $1,900 for every hundred
dollars average balance in my checking account.

Now, these are the factors which permitted the growth in spending.
The swollen spending stream relative to the flow of goods and[services
is the inflation. The inevitable result is a rise in prnes.

Now let us look at another period of just about the same length,
the 6% years since the first quarter of 1951.
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During this period, each of these components of spending for outputincrease once again. These permissive factors went up. The money
supply, $113 billion in 1951 is now $188 billion.

We still have been spending our money faster. The turnover of
checking accounts today Is 28 times &.year.

Each of these components. of spend g for output has increased sub.
stantially. Consumer spending i up from $210 billion to $278 billion.

Business spending for investment is now at $89 billion, while Gov.
emiment spending has gone .up to $87 billion per year. Total spending
is up from $819 billion to $484 billion.

But in this period, we were able to hold our flow of spending to a
more reasonable relationship to the flow of goods and services. This
time our physical output went up from $89 billion to $886 billion.

That is about a 21.percent increase in our flow of goods and services
in 6 years, des pit the fact the flow of spending was not increasing
quite so rapidly during this period.

Of this $11 billion increase in spending, $67 billion was balanced
off by increased flows of g andservices, leaving only $48 billion
to spill over into prices; and the consumer price index climbed only
10 pointso

Aswe saw from the fever chart, 5 of these 10 points have been since
the spring of 1951-

Senator BzNxN . 19586.
Mr. Famw a. 19586, excuse me.
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Mr. FENmTlEss. Whatever the future holds for our patient, the chills
and fever he faces from time to time arise from a common cause: A flow
of spending either too large or too small to support the flow of goods
and services which this Nation's productive capacity can turn out.

With this, we have completed our diagnosis o the patient's illness.
Now George McKinney will list the prescriptions available to treat

the illness.
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Fentress.
Mr. MoKnq-NEY. Let us now take a look at our Nation's medicine

chest and see what prescriptions are available to treat this malady of
instability n our economy. What are our prescriptions for stability?
. Logicaly, the most desirable treatments are going to fall under the
heading o nature's remedies. Most frequently mentioned as an anti-
jnflation cure is increased production.
i But increased production carries with it a certain amount of spend-
i g arising out of the payments for the goods and services, so that it
!also adds to the spending stream and you do not necessarily come out
ahead on that.

We did have, as Mr. Fentress pointed out, a 16-percent increase in
5% years immediately after the end of the Second World War, but it
was not enough to match the rise in our spending.

The real contribution in this area is from increased productivity in-
creased outp <t per every man-hour worked. This increased produc-
tive capacity is pretty generally brought about by business investment,
bigger and beter plants and equipment, better tools to work with.

At the time that business is spending for the acquisition of new
plant and equipment, it is pouring additional dollars into the spend-
ing stream and actually intensifying the inflation process.

But once the additional productive capacity becomes available, the
larger flow of goods and services materially serves to offset the excess
spendings that are bidding up prices.

During the postwar period, we had some unusual increases in pro-
ductivity At times it has been more than double the 2 or 3 percent
traditional annual increase.

The second of nature's remedies is increased savings. By "saving,"
I mean the negative act, not spending. We save, as Mr. Fentress
pointed out, when we build up our liquid assets. We also save by
repayment of debt.

Any dollar that we save pulls out of this spending stream one dollar
which does not continue to go around bidding up prices.

Increased saving also contributes to th long-run solution of the
inflation problem by making available true savings which can be used
to build up the capital stock of our country. That, of course would
increase tomorrow's productivity and offset some of that flow oi spend-
ing when the productive capacity becomes available.

This particular medicine can be too effective. Back in 1933, we
were saving every dollar we could get our hands on, and we saved so
much that it shrunk this spending stream to a point where it could
not support our maximum sustainable flow of goods and services, and
a substantial portion of our Nation's resources were wasted in idleness.

But saving has been very effective in a more helpful way in the
past 6 years. Following the accord between the Treasury and the
Federal Reserve in the spring of 1951, consumers substantially in-
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creased their rate of saving, principally because they cut down on the
amount of dissaving that were doig.

The net rate of savingmthe ring of 1951, the first quarter, was
about 8 cents out of every doIr of income available after taxes.
B th fourth quarter of 1951, that rate had gone up to 9 cents out of
dollar ofincome.

Since then it has fluctuated. Now it is more than 7 cents we ar
sving out o a dollar of Incomo after taxes, more than twice the rate
of sav'Ing when this fever chart was shooting up so rapidly,

Saving. was one of the very effective factors contributing to the
,leveling off of the price idex.

If nature's remedies inadequate to solve the problem of infla-
tion what Is our next logical step? It Is the use of preventive
medicine& s.;-,

These preventive medicines fall under the heading of fisa policy
and monetr7 polio.

Fiscal policy relates to any action of governnentin the feld of
taxing, spending, and the management oftho public debt. That, of
course, includes Feders, State, and local government.

We usually think'in terms of the Federal Governmmt, for a couple
of reasons: One is that two-thirds of this $87 billion total is FedeaW
Government spending for goode and services; and secondly, the Fed-
eral Government is concerned with the effects on the spending stream
of their taxing and spending activities.

Reduced spending is a very effective anti-inflation medicine. To
the extent that you can out down on the number of dollars that Gov-
ernment pours into this spending stream, a contribution is made
toward solving the problem of inflation.

Increased taxes are, within limit., directly deflationary. Of oourse,
too high tax rates can have adverse effects"by substantial diminish-
ing the incentive to produce, but basically,. taxation pulls dollars from
thi spending stream, thereby serving to reduce It and countering in-
flationary pressures.

,The third fiscal poliy medicine: debt management. The manage.
mentof the public debt, tailoring it so that i fits conditions in the
economy at the time, plays a very important role in the treatment of
the virus of inlatin. o the extent that our national debt can be
placed In the hands of nonbank Investors, we avoid creation of ew
money,.
, The most important medicines of monetary policy fall under theheading-of genera treatment, geneA estrions. Thes tratmet.

mark Out the bounds of play. a f . his m
This Illustration is supposed to be a footballfield. Thi maks out

the bounds of play, but does not, restict the actions of the individual

This indirect influence of these general treetments is brougt to ber
ough member-bank reserves. These member-bank reserves are the

key to the money-creating process, and the key to the way in which
banks are able to create money. By affecting the access of banks to
reserves, these general monetary medicine influence the cost and avail-
ability of money, which In turn exert an influence on this spending
straM

Im.-Nu-, a-
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This influence is in no way punitive. No individual Is told what he
can or cannot do. Rather, It seeks to help bring about a flow of spend.
ing just adequate to support our maximum sustainable flow of good
ad serves so that there is no excess spending to be wasted in price
increases, on the one hand and on the other hand, there is no wastage
of our Nation's resources In idleness.

These influences are applied in three ways:
First, reserve requirements. The laws of the Federal Government

and of the several States prescribe certain reserves which must be
maintained by the banking system. These requirements determine the
extent to which banks have access to these reserves, and determine the
extent to which banks can create money on the basis of a given volume
of reserve

Actually, it is these excess reserves, reserves in excess of require.
ments, which are the focal point of these monetary medicines.

The Federal Reserve System, whose member banks hold 85 percent
of the banking resources of this country, can vary these reserve re-
quiremeni, increasing them or decreasing reserve requirements within
limits prescribed by law. .

Increasing them has a double-barreled anti-inflationary effect.
Here is how that works.

Under current conditions, $1 of reserves will support about $6 of
deposit money. Banks usually carry some excess reserves. An in-
crease in reserve requirements will serve to wipe out some of these ex-
cess reserves by making them required reserves.

Secondly, an increase in reserve requirements cuts down on the ex.
pansion potential of new reserves. Whereas the banking system now
can create $86 deposit money if it is supplied with $1 of new r ,
if reserve requirements were ilcreaed from one-sixth of deposit, to,
say, one-fifth of deposits, then $1 of new reserves would permit the
creation of only $5 of new deposit money.

This is a very effective medicine, but changes in reserve require-
ments are drastic treatments. Their impact often is greatest in those
sections of the country which are least able to adjust to the change.
Such Indiscriminate and blunt treatments must be used with extreme
caution.

Then a second medicine: Banks can borrow reserves which increases
their excess reserves and increases their lending power accordingly.

The rediscount rate, then, is our second medicine, the cost to bnks
of borrowing those reserves from the Federal Reserve System. To
the extnt that a higher rediscount rate discourages member bank
borrowing, it also discourages this creation of excess reserves, because
borrowinms fArm the Federal Reserve System are reserves.

Even when banks are not borrowing extensively, an increase in the
rediwount rate has a psychological effect, in that it is usually inter-
preted t a caution signal.
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Banks generally are reluctant to borrow, and they are quick to
repay when they do borrow. Therefore, when the need to borrow
becomes widespread across the country, the rediscount rate acts as a
flexible drain on further creation of new money.

This medicine, the rediscount rate, works very closely with open.
market operations which increase or decrease the need of banks to
borrow.

Under current conditions, open-market operations, the third mone.
tary medicine, are our most effective monetary medicine, and because
of that fact I would like to trace briefly, if I could, how open-market
operations have their effect.

If you will pardon me, I will not stick strictly to the way that this
ccurs literally, but this is more diagrammatic.

Let us assume that institutional i-nvestoWr are dumping large quan.
titles of bonds on the market. Now, this will create a downward
pressure on prices. But this pressure on prices is perfectly normal.
t happen ontinually in any free market when selling pressures

build up.
If those bonds are purchased by nonbank investors, let us sy by the

individual's group, then the immediate effect is a transfer of exisOng
money between two groups. The check given in payment for the
bonds is deposited in the bnk Increasing e eposit account of the
beller. Then it Is charged against the checking account of the buyer,
reducing his checking'account accordingly, and the only 9thig that
happens is a transfer of assets between groups, and a transfer of money
between groups

But if commercial banks pick up the bonds, then again the check
given in payment for the bonds mcreas the deposit account of the
seller, but there is no corresponding reduction in deposits. There i s
rather, a 1-for-1 expansion of the money supply.

So banks create money when they purchaie bonds from outside th
banking system.

If the Federal Reserve System enters the picture and purchases
then bonds .a .. , in effect, we rive a check in payment for tem;
that check w increase the deposit account of the eler. The bank
which receives that check will then present it to the Federal Reserve
System for collection, and collection is effected by crediting the
reserve account of that member bank--a creation of bank reeves
which did not previously exist.

So the Federal Reserve System by purchasing securities in the OFe
market can create bank reserves .

Similarly, by the s of securities, we can destroy bank resrve.
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These three medicines-the reserve requirements, which may be
increased or decreased# the discount rate, which may affect member-
bank borrowing; and tN purchases and sales of securities in the open
market--these 1h;ee medicines can be used separately or in combi-
nation.

In addition to these general restrictions of monetary medicines, I
would like to mention one more.

In recent years, at the direction of the Congress, the Federal Reserve
System has made use of selective medicines, selective restrictions that
are designed to limit expansion of particular kinds of credit.

Theselhave included controls over stock margins, consumer credit,
real-estate credit. Only the authority over stock margins is still in
effect.

There remains one further category of treatments available in our
Nation's medicine chest. In the case of an emergency such as a full-
scale war, we may have a need to resort to the straitjacket of direct
controls, or we may place our patient in this straitjacket even though
lie shows no signs of-oming violent.

Controls--holding the lid on prices, holding down wages, doling out
and rationing allocations of materials-these controls can be made
to work, particularly under the stimulus of patriotic motives, as in
wartime.

However, to the extent that direct controls are effective, they are
very apt to substantially diminish the incentive to produce and may
actually intensify the inflationary problem by cutting back on pro-
duction.

Further, to the extent that these direct controls ar effective, te
day-to-day decisions are taken out of the hands of the 171 million
Americans and are placed in the hands of some central planning
authority.

In any event, direct controls serve to conceal and defer and not to
cure inflationary pressures.

Well, with this, we have completed the inventory of our anti-
inflation prescriptions.

The chart referred to follows:
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We also have here on the board a diagnosis of the patient's illness
in the last 11% years. Mr. Wayne will summarize our discussion.

Mr. WAns. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen in this particular pre-
sentation we have used this morning, I would like to say a word sbout
its origin. This presentation was designed essentially for use before
business groups and students, who are from time to time visitors at
the Reserve bank or who ask us to provide an illustra ed discussion
of monetary theory and instruments.

It was not designed for presentation to the Senate of the United
States, nor have we changed its presentation materially. We have
shortened 1 or 2 phases of the presentation in the interest of saving
time.

We have tried in the presentation to indicate our concept of the
problem with which monetary policies deal. We tried to indicate that,
as we see the situation, all of the instruments of monetary policy ar
dealing with a set of relative conditions rather than absolute condi-
tions; that this stream of spending is a changing stream, the .growth
of which is essential to the expanding economy which is the objective
of all of us.

But the problem arises when there are distortions that enter into
it and when imbalance creeps into the two sides of this equation.
These monetary instruments are balancing instruments in part, and
active instruments in part.

It is not the purpose of our presentation to discuss the use of the
instruments in the recent past at all, but rather to outline them, to
outline the problem, and on yesterday to put beore you in diagram-
matic form the structure of the Federal Reserve System.

If you wish, Mr. Chairman, I can quickly place that structure on
the board so that you can see it. Maybe you could not see it back there
yesterday,.raI  '

The Federal Reserve System includes the 6,400 member banks who
by statute provide the capital for the 19 Federal Reserve banks and
their 24 branches. '

The directors of the Reserve banks, of which there are 9 in each of
the 12 Reserve banks, are elected 6 by the member banks, 8 of whom
traditionally are bankers, 8 of whom by statute may not be bankerL

The coordinating body at the center of the System is the Board of
Governors, and that is ihe body which appoints the remaining 8 of
the 9 directors at each of the Reserve bas and from these Sdsig.
nates a Chairman and Deputy Chairman.

Members of the Board-of Governors sit as member of the Open
Market Committee along with 5 representatives from the 19 presidents
of the Reserve banks, who are elected by these directors.

The Board of Governors supervises the Federal Reserve banks,
exercise general supervision over them.

These directors of the Reserve banks elect the members of the Fed.
eral Advisory Council, 1 from each of the 19 district&

The instruments of the System are divided, their statutory respon-
sibility, between these three groups, the Boar of Governors having
within its sole Jurisdiction authority. over reserve requirement.; the
Open Market Committeet a merger of, the two, hafv within itsJus tion the direction of open.-market operations; and the di.,o,,
tor of the Reeerve banks xi the redisount rates, iubect to review
and determination by the Boar of Governors.
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ThatL, Mr. Chairman, is our presentation. Thank you.
The CuAuuwr. I want to thank the Richmond group for this

splendid presentation. I'm very proud of them.
Senator Kerr desires to defer-his questioning, and I desire to defer

mine.
The Chair recognizes Senator Martin.
Senator MAwrti. Mr. Chairman, again I want to congratulate you

upon the fine manner in which you are conducting these hearings,
Also, I would like to express my appreciation for the very excellent

and comprehensive questions which you submitted to Mr. Martin to
be answer later.

Next, I want to congratulate you, Mr. Martin, on the splendid state.
ment you made yesterday. It was most informative. i fool that it
provides a solid foundation for further inquiry into the many phases
of the inflationary problem.

The committee and the Nation have been most fortunate in having
the benefit of the testimony of the Honorable George M. Humphry,
former Secreta of the Treasury, and the Honorable W. Randolph
Burgess, the Under Secretary. Both are men of outstanding ability,
andhave a thorough understanding of governmental financing. -

One of the most encouraging developments has been the interest
shown by Members of Congres the pres and the general public, in
the financial situation confronting them.

Many of the problems we face today grow out of the vast expansion
that has taken place in the United States in the last half century.
No nation in all history has experienced so great an expansion in a
similar period of time.

We have the most extensive transportation system ever conceived.
Our mthods of communication have improved far beyond anything
thought possible a half century ago. We have many industries and
pianfa located in widely separatodparts of the country; many indus-
tris and plants in distant parts of the world.

All arebrought close together by the modern systems of transport
tion and communication.

We have the greatest prosperity ever enjoyed by this or any other
nation, with our people almost fully employed.

Current income ii at an alltime high and spending has been aug.
mented by borrowing in every field. Publio and private debt have
grown at a rate never before witnessed in this or any other country,
recLg record totals with each passigmonth.

The cost of Government has re unprecedented height& The
demands for credit are pressig harder and harder on the available
supply of funds, ending expresmon in increased interest rates.
INow, Mr. Martin, I would like to ask you a few question. Some

of them you gave answers to yesterday, ut I feel they are of such
gtt importance that it will neceary to repeat thim fmtiine

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I have been very zdih
enoragd by the interest that the people of the United Statei aib
tain i-n this hearing. I think all of them have a better understwd
-Wg of the monetary situation and what fiscal policies mean tan*m
haveeeahdbfor6&
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These first questions, you gave very good answers to yesterday; but,
again, I think they are so important that they must be repeated, maybe
many times.

What are the purposes of the Federal Reserve System as expressed
in the Federal Rerve Act ?

Mr. MAJrrn. Well, the purpose, Senator, Is to produce a monetary
climate which will be conducive to growth in the economy, and to
stable prices and to the well.being of all of us.

Those are the purposes and the objectives which the System is
directing its efforts to at all times.

I stated it here in my prepared statement-
to promote monetary and credit conditions which will foster sustained economic
growth, together with stability in the value of the dollar.

And I emphasized there that we have to translate those into human
terms, which are job opportunities, employment, and at the same time
recognize that the savngs of people, the money' that. they have pre.
served out of their thrift and industry, has to be safeguarded, also,
bemuse that is their nest egg. #

And that applies to older people, people who cannot any longer enter
actively into any business activities, and we must recognize the two
purposes are inseparable in that sense; and we have to recognize that,
particularly now that we have social security and pension funds and
others, there is a twofold obligation here both to provide job oppor.
tunities and to preserve the purchasing power of the dollar.

Senator MARTIN. In the United States, we pass an act of the Con.
gross, and then as we go along we frequently Interpret it in various
walys.would like to ask you, regarding the purposes of the Federal

Reserve System as expressed or implied In other sources, what they
are.

Mr. K x. Well the most important additional piece of legisla-
tion, I would say, is thO Employment Act of 1946, and Isubscribe-fuIly
to the objectives of the Employment Act.

.The preamble is stated f6r us here in the questions the chairman has
given us to answer, and it seems to me that all the efforts of the Govern-
ment should be directed toward achieving, as it says in that statement,
maximum production, maximum employment, and maximum purcha-
Ing pwer.

senator Lurr. I think we all are i agree meant with that. But I
will come back to that, because I think that is a very important thing
that all of us have an understanding of it.

Mr. MAu=. Right.
Senator MAmrn. What are the principal powers or functions of the

Federal Reserve System as expressed in the statute ?
You have covered that to some extent, but I think that is worth
re . 3fi w." Well, I have listed here the ones that seemed to me to

cover the entire act. We, of course, have to exercise continuous
supervision over the Federal Reserve banks. That is a full-time job
for the Board of Governors here in Washington.

We have to fix, within statutory limits, the reserves which the
member banks are required to maintain against their deposit liabilities.
The Congress has given us limits upon that.
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It Is 18 to 2 percent in the aem of central Reserve city banks, 10 to
20 percent in the case of Reserve city banks, and 7 to 14 percent in the
case of country banks. Those ,eographical divisions were given us
in the Federal Reserve Act. moms of us feel those divisions are no
longer particularly important, but in terms of monetary policy we
have been able to adjust within them.

We also have to review and determine the discount rates which are
established biweekly at each Federal Reserve bank subject to our
approval, and we have to consider those and determine whether, In
our Judtent, the recommendations of the local banks are in accord
with national interests and our national policy.

Then we participa~ as shown in the outline, with five of the press.
idente of the Resere nks, in the Open Market Committee, to deter.
mine the purchases and sales of securities that we feel oughit to be
made at a given time, it being clear, of course, that purchases of
securities add money to the market, and sales of securities take money
out of the market.

Alo I ought to make clear there that we do not have unlimited
authority for the creation of money, because the Congress has given
us a limitation there.

The base of our currency is gold and the Congress has stated to us
that our liabilities for the Federa Reserve nofe which are issued,
and for our deposits including the deposits which the member bank
keep with the Ieserve banks, which constitute their reserves, must
never exceed four times our holding of gold certiflcates.

In other words, there is a limit there Our ratio must always be
watched, our ratio at the present time being approximately 47 percent.

Senator MAxnx. As a matter of fact, e matter of currency is a
congressional responsibility y

Mr. M rri. Thatis right.
Senator MARTI. Which is Placed there in the Constitution, and

pernally, I doubt whether Congress has the right to delegate any
of itN responsiblities m o

What are the princial methods or means by which you exercise the
powers in the Federal Reserve Act ?

Mr. MArr. Well we do it through the reserve requirements under
the general restrictions or limits I mentioned earlier. We do it
through the rediscount rates; that is, the rate which is placed on
the borrowing that member banks can make from us, and the discount
window is always open.

Senator MAnrn. Do you happen to have-I was going to ask one
of the men there a moment ago, because I think that is one of the
most interesting demonstrations that I have observed for a long while.
I was going to itsk the question, and then the chairman did not want
us to take the time, as to how much money our banks now have bor-
rowed from the Federal Reserve.

Do you have those flguree I
Mr. KM M. It is about a billon dollars, Senator.
Senator M N. How does that compare with a year ago? Do you

have that information t
Mr. MAMrN. For the latest week-through August 7-it is about

double, I would say, the preceding week and about a tenth above a
yearwa
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Senator Murnx. What is the source of your responsibility to pre-
vent inflation I

Mr. MArrm. Well I think it is our responsibility there, which is
implicit in the Employment Act, to provide maximum purchasing
power; and we have the responsibilty whenever imbalances are
occurring in the economy to do everything within our power to
exercise hese restraints wAich we have, in such a way as to permit
the market forces to make the adjustments that are required to attune
themselves to a stable dollar.

Senator Maixr. Mr. Chairman, the next two questions are most
debatable and if you feel they are improper, I will not ask you to
answer them

Doyou consider your obligation to encourage price stabilit , prevent
Inflat on, as important as your obligation to fostr economic( growth,
prevent unemployment y

Mr. Bwnri. I do not think there is anything improper in the ques-
tion at all, Senator. I think that is the problem we are dealing with
almost continuously.

What I have come to believe in the last few years is that you cannot
completely separate the two.

I think that we have a responsibility for growth. We should in-
crese the money supply to provide for that growth. But I like to
put it in terms of a stream or a river: We should try to get the flow
of money in such a way that the growth factors can be maintained
by a rowing riverbed for that stream without overflowing the banks
on either oile and flooding thd fields; that we should provide for
growth and we should provide for maximum employment and maxi-
mum obopp rtuies.

But I beleve that we undermine the stability of existing jobs and
lay the groundwork for unemployment if we do not recognize the
fact that if that money supply grows too rapidly for the rverbed,
and I am using my illustration on that, it will create imbalances which
will undermine existing employment, and lead to further unemploy-
ment.

Now in terms of the situation that we have been strugglingwith in
the la 6 years, the only possible means of attaining the objectives
of the Employment Act in my judgment are to resilt inflation.

What comes first is inflation and ten deflation. In other words, we
are fighting deflation all the time. But under the growth potential of
expanding population and expanding needs and the pent-up demand
from the war, and the technology and improvements in services and
needs of people, partly resulting from the war, and the worldwide
grouping of needs and the development of raw materials, we have to
recognize an entirely different situation than we had in the thirties;
that te presures hr are for imbalance on the up side, for a swollen
money supply, creating imbalances which will ultimately lead to
serious deflation unless the adjustments which the markets can make
ae made, and made at times when they can be made on a rol ad.
ustment basis, without coming to a cumulative head as they will come

t a cumulative head if excesses just run rampant, and, consequently,
when we reach the precipice we suddenly fid everybody having to
mak an adjustment at the sam time.

Under those circumstaoe, the objectives of the Employment Act
will be completUy destroyed.
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I happen to be one of those who believe that we can have full sm-
ployment and price stability. I am not one of those who believe that
the alternative to inflation is unemployment.

If you are talking about temporary employment, if you are talking
about the expendiency of employment created for a period of 8 or
months which will not be sustained, that is a different thing.

It Is my conviction that, as the future is developing today, the op.
portunities for development are still unlimited, and that we have with.
Ili our kr~asp a substantially higher standard of living with relatively
stable prices-nothing is precise in this area, relatively stable prices,
for many years to come, if we just do not fritter it away by trying to di
too much too fast, and believing that you can ignore excesses or can
indulge In any amount of imprudence and improvidence and expect
that the Government or someone else will pIck up the check for you.

Senator MA rIN. It is going to take a lot of courage on the part
of someone to do that controlling.

Now this question, if you do not want to get Into it, it is entirely
satisfactory to me, but I think it Is one of the great things confront.
mg our country right now. I

If you were faced with the choice between price stability and tem.
porary cessation of economic growth on the one hand, or creeping in-
fation and continuing economic growth on the other hand, which
would you choose I

Mr. M rm. Again, Senator, I think it depends on the point you
are at in the process of inflation.

Inflation is a process. It is a spiral, It is excesses. It really
does not make too much diffemce whether you are talking about
wage inflation, price inflation, credit inflation-you are talking about
excuses that have their origin in imprudence and improvidence, that
take the form of a cancerous growth.

It is not a narcotic that you can just take in small doses and con-
troL It produces a spiral. ,

I do not want a recession of any sort at any time. I do not want
any man to be unemployed in this country if it is possible to avoid it.
But I still think you have to come face to face with the reality that
under conditions of excess, extravagance waste, incompetence, and iv.
efficiency-under those conditions somebody has to take a lose.

This is a loss economy as well as a profit economy, and we have no
way of getting away from the fact that if a child puts his hand into
the fire--I am not saying it is a good thing he get burned-but he
does get burned, and ui tlfnk that we have got to weigh at all times
in answering the question you have propounded, that question oi
whether this economy can take adjustment and take them promptly
and prop ly, without destroying itself, or whether we think we are
all-powerflt, masterful controllers that can prevent any pain or suf-
for in life.

It is my conviction Senator, that we can recgnize the forces of
the market, and that It is ot money and credit policy that controls
the matter.

I am constantly talking to people who sy, "You are balancing on
the thin, raxor edge of inflatioa and deflation, and what the Ied-eal
Reserve does will We terribly important; it may destroy t economy
for yews to come,
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I hope you will not mind my saying, if I really thought those people
were accUrate, I think I would give up the job. I could not sleep any
more. But I just do not believe it.

I think the vitality and the strength and the capacity of this econ-
om is so areat that the Federal Reserve may make a few mistakes-
andh think it has already made a number of mistakes, and I think
the rest of us can make mistakes-without catastrophe. I have more
confidence In the vitality and the adjustability of this economy than
most people have and less confidence In the ability of money or credit
policy or other government policy to work economic miracles.

But fundamentally, I think, Senator, that these adjustments you
are talking about have to be related to our overall objectives, and our
overall objectives are to have maximum production, maximum em-
ployment, and maximum purchasing power. And this is a continuous
process

When you get out of balance, as we are today, we have more dif.
ficult problems. This thing got away from u--I have said this
publicly a number of times, and I reiterate it,-I think that inflation
got ahead of us a little over a year ago, and we now have to pick up
somn. of the pieces.

I illustrate that by saying that of tho increase In the gross national
product from 1955 to 1956, in those 2 years, over $10 billion of it--
some people may say this is a small amount, but I do not think it is,
even on a $400 billion oss national product-over $10 billion of that
increase is a markup in prices with no additional poods and services.

Now, that is an imbalance for which some adjustment has to be
made, and I do not believe that it is money and credit policy that
makes that adjustment. I think the adjustment is made when demand,
although still there-at a price-fades to where either prices have
to be reduced in order to stimulate demand or adjustments have to
be made in the level of inventories; or some businesses have to recog-
nize that perhaps they are expanding too fast, and that they are
developing temporary overcapacity--not overcapacity permanently,
but temporary overcapacity-whic necessitates adjustments

I do not think there is any industry you can think of which in
terms of capacity, has anywhere near enough capacity today for what
I conceive to be the needs of 15 or 20 years from now.
Senator MA.r. Thank you very much.
All of us assembled here this morning-the Chairman of the Federal

Reserve Board said they have made mistakes, in Congress we have
made mistakes, as Americans we have made mistakes.

But is It not marvelous to live in a country where there is no danger
of being purged when an official makes a mistake I And if we all use
a little commonsense, we will come out of it.

That is why I am working so hard in this. I feel that we have
one of the most important jobs in any committee in Congress that has
ever been undertaken; we want to have a stable economy In this coun-
try, and we want our people employed.

Industry is entitled to a profit; the farmer is entitled to a profit
on his production. But in the long run, allof us need a stable dolhi.

Senator OR the recor
(Discussion off the record.)
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Senator MAtrN. Getting back on the record would you recommend
that price stability be set forth as a specific goal in the Federal Reserve
Act?

Mr. MAirrtt. Well, I think it Is implied in the Federal Reserve Act
today, Senator,

In Imy repared statement, and I have thought about this for a lone
time, I sad that It might be made explicit as well as itnplicit, although
I think you have to recognize that this matter of price stability, as an
overall goal, is not our end.

I happen to believe firmly that money should be our servant, and
not our master. I believe inflation makes money our masters

Senator MAwrtt. Money is just a matter of convenience.
Mr. MAM"S. It is just a matter of convenience, and it seems to me

thatr--
Senator Umwr.u. As the Chairman says, it is very convenient to

have.
Senator Kua. What a convenience. [Laughter. ]
Senator MAwrtif. I can remember, Mr. Chairman in the Unitod

States when we did do a great deal of bartering. I lived out in the
country, and when my father and mother needed some groceries, engar,
and salt, and so on, they took some chickens and some eggs in to town
and they bartered.

Now, of course it is so much more convenient to have a medium of
exchange. But tiat medium of exchange, so people may understand
our situation, ought to be stable is that not correctI

Mr. MA.rmt. Tt ouht to be stble. I personally like the definition
that money is a medium of exchange and a standard of value, and
that its basic component is confidence.

And I think tlat is the definition we want to keep in front of us,
at least the confidence aspect of it, all the time.

Senator Mwrmi. I would now like to ask you some questions about
the present, current inflation.

When did this current inflation begin I
Mr. MArsm. Well I cannot state itprecisely, Senator. It is pretty

difficult to say that it began at any precise point
I think those of us lin the System--and mind you, the System is

not a one-man operation, for we have many varying views--I think
we an to met worried about the current aspect of inflation in themiddle of 1955.

Senator MAxn. And that is when you began to recognize it as
a--

Mr.UAw . We b tosreco ie it.
Let me go back jus a little bit, if I may. In the inventory reces-

sion of 1958-94, we pursued a policy, and I think we were quite cor-
rect in our policy, hi the early stage of adjusting promptly, to make
the inventory adjustment as orderly as possible, b easing money.

By the end of 19M and the earl art of 1954, I personally think
that we were overdoing it a bit. We were using the phrase "active

One thing you find out about this is that while your weapons may
be more elective in inducing restraint thantey are in glvanising
the economy, nevertheless it ismore diffcult to get people to reog
aize the need for action when it comes to restraint.
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And I think in retrospect that one of the errors we made was that,
In 1954, when the adjustments that were being made by the market
were culminating an the base was being laid-for the recovery that
we had, we got a little bit enthusiastic about increasing the money
supply, and we lowered our discount rate in February of 1954 from
9W 1 4 percent; and then we lowered it again to 11% percent in April
of tnastyear.

And we were then fomenting a psychology of expansion rather
than letting the natural forces ske their play, and I am Inclined to
think, in retrospect, that we were permitting a validation at that
time of a price revel which probably was not warranted, and that we
therefore laid the seeds for some of our later difficulties.

Now, that is a judgment in retrospect.
The trouble in 195, the place where I began to get concerned, was

when it took us from ApriIof 1954 until April of 195 to move back
from 1% to 1% percent in the discount rato--a whole year--because
the consint discussion In the System was, "Well, better not take a
stp, you had better not do anything to slow things down." You se,
everybody likes expansion.

Then we went up to 10./ We later moved up successively during
1955 in four notches. But it was from the middle of 1956 that we
saw what was happening there was that a decline in farm prices was
taking place on a sup py-and-demand basis, but Inflation in manu-
factured products, end products, some of which were affecting the
farmer, was already begining to take place.

So our price stability in the last half of 195 was, in my judgment,
not the sort of price stability you would seek. It was one end-going
up and the other end going down.

I do not think we can make prices, ever. I think we can help
influence them, but we do not control prices. And I think the minute
we In the Federal Reserve, or any of the rest of us, get the ides we
can completely control this economy or make this economy, we are
asking for trouble.

What we have to do is to make our adjustments within the frame-
work of the flow of the economy.

Senator M xrn. Do you feel you acted soon enough, and do you
feel those actions were strong enough to stave off inflationary pres.
sure then present?

Mr. Miawh. No; I do not think we did. But there are differne
of opinion on that within the System.

I would think we would have been more effective if we had acted
a little bit quicker and a little bit sharper in our movements.

Senator M num. What factors or developments preceded the out.
ward evidence of price increases that you considered as nflationaryI
What brought it to your attention I

Mr. msnx. Well, in the last half of 1955, the price of manu.
featured products began to rise; and then, as we anppread problems
during the guaranteW annual wage negotiations Mlth the automobile
companies, and then the steel contract later in the year, we appr
this problem of the price level during that period tilting upward.

Ad at one point in 1, in the summer of 1956, it was not very
digialt to see that imbalances C~sed aud that the demand was so
much grater thou for certain Item*s-ortain types of stW, at that
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point, at the time of the steel strike-demand was so much greater than
supprl that additions to the money supply under those conditions
could do nothing but run prices up.

It becomes more diflictult later in the stage when the shortages
disappear and the demand then changes. The demand is thel, ItMt
at a price.

Senator MARTIN. What are you doing currently to curb InflationI
Mr. Mb nMi. Our most recent action was merely a recognition of the

money rates that had developed in the market.,
The rate on Treasury bilfis has been higher than the discount rate

for roughly 0 months. We work very closely with the Treasury on
this problem; our purpose is always to assist the Treasury, but not toi
guarantee the Treasury a specific rate.

During this period, we have leaned over backward, I think, not
to lead the market, but to keep in twte with the market. And our most
recent step here occurred recently when, starting in late May, there
was a conjunction of forces in the money market which were gradually
adjusting upward that culminated in the Treury's offering of a
1-year, 4-percent security, followed a little while ago by an increase in
the prime rate by the banks.

And, merely as an adjustment to these pressures that we think were
already here In the economy, we increased our discount rate at 7 of the
12 Federal Reserve banks.

We are not taking any overt actions at the moment. We arm watch*
lng this situation very carefully and I could not forecast what our
policy would be for the future.. iut we still think,,the great majority
of us in the System, that inflation or, put in terms of the man on the
street, the cost of having, is our major problem.

Senator MAMrSr. Do you believe that the inflation will gradually
wear itself out as your act ions produce their intended effects I In other
words, will added production coming from now investments create-the
supplies to meet existing demand at stable prices I

Mr. MAwrir. Well, IFthink in a country as strong and as vigorous
as this, in an economy as strong and as vigorous as tdus economy, that
savngs accumulate surprisingly rapid. It does not take too long for
savings to accumulate. ,

Our problem at the moment is overspending; too much spending
in relation to the available savings.

I believe the trend is in the ight direction at the present time I
believe that savings are going up, and the money supply is going up.
But the demand has incrasdand has outpaced them. I _

I think that the factors are in the right direction, But leti us not
exaggerate the importance of money and credit policy because we have
to. conmder flsecal policy and we, have to consider debt-management
policy as well as money policy in connection with this problem.

Senator MNArx. Yesterday you mentioned velocit- of circflation.
To what extent has this factor nullified or diminished the effect of
your actions in etrieting the increase of the supply of money Il , , ,

Mr. MArnw. It is our judgment that we have bin trying to look.
at the whole econy-each time we have a ope ;market zQnetig.I would like to ist, if I may, the things that we are looking at i

We are looking at the rma-ent bof the Tnoaury., We are look,
ig at the seasonal requl t .busiao. We re locking At a
growth factor in the economy, and we think that growth factor should
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normally be in the neighborhood of 8 or 4 percent. In excess of that
s, we think too much,

We have let tle money supply--of course, thee figures sometimes
are changed, because you add time deposits to demand deposits, but
we usually eliminate time deposits from these figures--we have let
the growth of the money supply slow down to about 1 percent.

We have let the balance of Lite 9 percent on our 8 percent growth
take place out of the velocity of money, the turnover of money, and
we have felt that that was about right, though I think sometimes we
felt that perhaps we have erred a bi on the Asde of letting the velocity
accumulate faster-it is very difficult to measure-than the situation
warranted.

But we do not think that the economy has been starved for money,
and we have not tried to starve it for money. We do not want a
drought of money supply at all. We want the forces of the market
to have play*

We consider ourselves as managers of the money supply. Congress
has delegated to us the responsibility for managing this money
supply. That means there should not be an oversupply or an under-supply.owt within the limits of human fallibility, that is what we are
trying to ga 0'Sefiator W~m H. If you make some mistakes in this, it is really the

Congress' responsibility. We have just simply delegated that power
to you, and it is like a commander in the Army, if he selects the wrong
man to command his left wing, it is his error.

So really, after all, it is our mistake, if you make one.
Mr. MARMT . Well, I do not know. We may make such mistakes

that you should remove us, but we are trying to serve as trustees for
your under the trust indenture which you have given us in the Fed-
eral Reserve Act, and within the latitude prescribed by that act.

The Cmzsta . At least we will not send you to Sib ra. [Laugh-ter.]
enator M4rm. Mr. Chairman, you have referred to the cot-push

effect on prices. The annual report of the Federal Reserve Board
page 5, in discussing wage and pice movements in 1956, states, and
will quote:

Wage Increases were widespread, and increasing numbers of wage agreements
covered a period of more than 1 year and Incorporated costot lvlng escalator
clauses and automatic annual wage increases.

The Increase In average hourly earnings in manufacturing, amounting to 8
percent In 1966, exceeded the rise In output per man-hour. About half of the
gain In hourly earnings was matched by the rise in consumer prices.

Is there any reason, as things stand today, that this will not be
true this year and in the years to comet

Mr. Miwrx. Well that is a difficult question to answer.
Senator MA. w. I know it is a very difficult one.
Mr. MArm. It is a very difficult question to answer Senator.
I can only say I think if we can bring the nature oi this roblem

to the attention of everyone, it is posble that we can get a litte better
rel tionship. , 048

will not say that any one of these thin is the controlling factor
In 'ettn ; thmigs out of line. But I thnk cumulatively we ha¢ s a
problem deal With.

UW0-4?-pt 1 .- -
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Senator MAmnIr. In faot had not wags gains exceeded productiv.
M1s sin 10401

WMas. I just do not know.
Senator MARIN. I know that comes from another.
Mr. Martin, you have referred to monetary and fiscal policies as the

two important anti-inflationary tools of Government. You have also
said that Industry, labor, and individual citizens must contribute their
part.

Just what can anybody do about the income demand on tits price
atd spending by each of these? I would appreciate it if you would
oomnment on-the vernmental side of It first

Mr. MAimiN. Well, on the governmental side I have already pointed
out tie necemity, under current situations, r a larger surplus, a
later budget surplus, than we have had.

ram no critic of anyone on the budgt problem. I do not know
enough about it. But I think what you have got to recognize hers
is that tli is a rich country. We can support tits programs we lve
to support.

But we have to see our way clear to paying for them, and we have
got to provide taxes to cover programs that we think are essertlal or
to fint so means of diluting some other program and keeping
within this spen ding savings stream that is the heart of our problem
and tie heart of our debt,

It seems to me that it is absolutely essential that we recognize that,
and that we try to get across to everybody that the inflation is not
inevitable, that it can be halted, it can ie minimized.

But if we let this psychology which is tie factor that has come in
the past year and a half that has caused us mor , concern than anything
else, this sechology of the inevitability of inflation, carry us awai so
that you impair the saving investment process, then we will no be
able to finance this programs that are essential to the country, and
we will find a steady erosion of our dollar and, ultimately I think,
a change in all of our institutions and the nature of our society.

Senator MAIMS. H1aVe you giveni any thought to the effect this
cutback in defense Spending may have upon our economy I That it
may cause unemployment in certain segments of our industry I Have
you given any thought to that?

Mr. MAWFnx. I would hope that, if it does, the employment could
be taken up in other _snemens of the economy.

Senator MAR.TI. That is what we all hope. Of course, there is now
talk of decreasing the ground forces by at least 100,000 men. We are
bringing many troops back from Japan and other parts of the world,
and those men will be thrown out on the economy, and they must have
Job. Do you feel there are enough of them that it will have any
serious effect on our economy I

Mr. MzAm. I am not competent to comment on the military aspects
ef it, but so far as the economy s concerned, I think there is still,
as I have Maid previously, unlimited opportunity here for development.

I think we have to recognize in this armament field, Senator, as you
know as well as I do, that. there are some people who think that arms-
meat is a great blessing, because if we cut armament we are going
to collapL I think that is a completely false thesis. I think that
is part of the thesis that war per se is a go6d thing.
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We have to protect ourselves, to be sure but the strength of our
economy is not armament, The strength ok our economy s the pro.
duction of goods and services for individuals, apart from armament.

Senator MAiriN. I agree with yoi fully. But I think It is going
to take men like yourself to sell it to the American public, because,
just since this announcement has ben madle, I have had a great number
of Investors say to tie, "Well that is going to cripple certain industries,
it is goilg to put mun out 0o employment," and so forth. That is the
reason I am banking you to commenrton it. What you say will go out
over the Nation nuch more than what a Seunator will have to say.

Mr. MAWn. No one likes cuts. Nobody likes to take a loss.
Senator MAIrIN. I agree with you fully, and I hope the day will

come when we do not have when it is not necessary to have, anybody
uder arms and I have d0Ln about as much soldiering as anyone,
But war Is destructive, It does not create anything.

Now I would like to get back to the wage end again, and I want
to make this statement. I made the statement in an address last
Saturday, that I wanted to see every American, who wanted to work,
employed in gainful wages. I wanted to wee the farmers have a
profiltable sale of their production. And I felt that men who Invested
in Industry ought to have a proper return on their dollar. And I
agree in all of those things.

But there are some of these things that are bothering a lot of us
great deal, and so I want to ask you some questions, because I
feel you are better informed than anyone, to my knowledge.

Are not wage increases continuing year by year, covering larger and
largr re enter of the labor force

Mr. MArtIN. They are; but I think wage increases must be relatedtoprodluctivity.
think judging whether they are actually related to productivityor not is something that you cannot precisely come to an agree.

ment on. That one of the reasons you have collective bargaining
In labor negotiations.

There are some people who say they can never pay higher wages.
There are some labor people who say that there are no cost-price rela-
tionships to be considered, and I think that quite frequently the
truth is in the middle ground.

But it is real wages that we are talking about, and red wages that
we want to see increaml. And we also want to have the produe-
tivity increases.

Senator MAR' r. It the productivity equals the increased cost in
wages, there is no danger, so far as inflation is concerned ?

Mr. MAirnc. That is right. And if we can spread that produc-
tivity. What we want to do is to spread that productivity trogh
the entire economy as far as we can, and not get it imbalinced aid
in the hands of a relatively few people.

Senator MArn. Are not more and more contracts including escal-
tor clauses?

Mr. MAmur. They are; and ot-plus contracts have become quite
common, also.

Senator Mmmm. Are not fringe benefits being extended by both
Government and in industry ?

Mr. MAmn . They are.
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Snoator MAwrIrN. In all of this, has the supply of money and credit
been fully adequate to support those increasing domandls

Mr. MAirni, I do not kow whether it i been fully aduquate to
support them but it is our Intention to keep a steady flow of money
Is steady a how of money as we can have. And if that flow of
money does not cover the increases that are unwarranted, there should
be no presuro on us to Increase the inoney supply just to validate
sonic Imbalance which occurs In the economy wfiheb is not wivnrrautlby productivity.

Agai1, I want to stay I never want aly reeesi41o11, I do not, want
anybody to be tunetnployed, C rtainly ou1r job at, the Fe(leral Reorve
would 6o much better and much easier If we never lad to look at a
decline of any sort. ut., utnfortunately, It is not made that way at
the present time.

Senator MAwrix. It Is trie that, starting with about 1810 we have
had the, ups and downs In almost surprisingly equal cycles, I mean In
qual number of years. It, is amazing how that has worked out. And

Is it not true that most of the deprslons followed too muh borrowed
money

Mr. Mamnmr. I think that Is generally correct.
Senator MaHA~r. Of eourse,inn the early days, It was land specula.

ton; and that was followed by railroad expansion, and dlfterent
things. We had got too much productivity for our consumer capacity,
and so on. But usually It was antedated by too much borrowing.

Mr. MAwrr. Borrowing is not the groat blessing that somepeople
like to make it out to be, Debt is not, We have tended to glorify debt
in recent years, all out of proportion to the benefit that it produces
That is not to say that I do not rocopile that debt is important, and
certainly people shouldd have access to borrowing.

But let us not forget the fact that the greatest slavery in the world
is to have people owe for borrowed money to the point that they are
just breaking their backs.

I have watched plenty of them just breaking their backs to meet the
payments

One of the Interesting things is that people who are always advocate.
ing easier tems are the people who are the least forgiving when it
comes to paying back a debt which has been contracted.

That is one of the human nature fcets that I have observed a good
many times.

The CIHAMMAN. Let me interrupt you to sy that is one of the wisest
statements I have ever heard. You are right.

Senator Marmri. Personally, I feel-
The ChuAnRA. And that applies to a nation as well as pople.
Senator MAimur. Personally I wanted to make this addition to

what you said, Mr. Chairman: lThat governmental debt is even more
dangerous than corporate or Individual debt. Individuals and core
orations have the means of creating wealth. Government does not

Government is just created for the purpose of defending and render.
ing service. Take here in the United States, our first job was to ar-
range for our defense. That was against the Indian'.
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And then, as we became an independent country, to defend ourselves
against other countries.

So debt is a dangerous thing. And, of course, we have got to have
it. But I have been worried, and I wonder what your thought is, as
to whether or not we do not now have in this expansion too much
debt as compared with the equity capital.

Mr. MA rI. Well, I would not want to make a categoric statement
oni it, but I think the trenid has been in that direction.

Senator MAirIN. At. one time I thought I would plut in the record
Mr. Chairman, the amount of debt owed by the I0 largest corpora.
tons in the United States. And, I will tell you, when you study it, it
worries you a lot.

You referred yesterday to the dangers arising from expectations
of inflation. When it is here, how are people to avoid behaving
on the basis of expectation when it affects us, being felt daily and
over a period of time I

I do not know whether I have made that entirely clear or not. Tit
American people are rugged individualists. They want to take care
of their own situation. And when we have thil expectation ot infla.
tion they are worried about it.

agazines and commentators comment relative to it. Congressmen
and Senators make solies relative to it.

I would appreciate a little further comment on that from you.
Mr, MArinN. Well, I would only reiterate the closing part of my

statement yesterday, Senator, and say that I think you can destroy
the cynicism of people on a matter of this sort when they see actions
being taken, and resolute determination.

And when they see, they notice a relationship between stocks and
bonds, for example; that is where the proem does begin to work.
And people t hat the yield on stocks is not as high as on bonds,
and there is a closing of thefgap.

Now, this takes time. This does not happen overnight. And I
think one of the most unfortunate things, and it is one of the things
we have been dealing with, is this psychology that has come into
the picture.

Senator M&,mNr. Do you anticipate any lessening in the demand
for wag increases, escalation provisions, and fringe benefits, in the
foreseeable future f

Mr. MAan 14. I do not know as I do.
Senator MAwrnf. How can prices be stabilized as Iona as labor

leaders compete with one another over who can achieve the largest
wage gains and fringe benefit, irrespective of productivity gains in
the r respective industries or in the economy as a whole?

Mr. M mri. I think there I can only the problem is to reduce
spending and increase savig, and get back to the fundamentals.

Senator MAru. That is what I am trying through these ques-
tions, to do, and you are doing wonderfully weil; what I want to do
is to get these things before the American people.

Wi in the United States, we the people, are still the Government,
and I have always had, Mr. Chairman, great confidence in the Am.r-
ican people when they understand the situation.
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I have great confidence in the labor groups in our country. I have
great confidence in the agricultural groups. I have great confidence
in the industrial groups.

And what I think, Mr. Chairman, will do more good in this investi.
nation is if we get the real situation before the American people.
That is why our questions may seem at times a little cruel, but we do
not Intend them that way, because you and your group are in position
to understand these things, and people have confidence in you.

That is the reason I am asking them. I do not want my questions
to seem cruel, and I do not wantthem to be that way, because I think
probably you and I have the same ideas.

I want, again, to see every man and woman in America who wants to
work, gainfully employed. And then I want a stable dollar so that,
at the end of the year, if they are frugal, they have a little money mi
their savings account.

But a savings account is not worth anything if the dollar is not
stable' is that not correct I

Mr. Wu nxr. That is correct, sir.
Senator Mu W=. Can it be that the cost-push factor in the inflation.

ary pressures will not subside until a better balance is achieved by
negotiations of industry nad labor over wages and fringe benefits ?

fr. Mz.rn;. I just do not know on that, sir.
Senator MARfN. All right.
Do hi her interest rates cause inflation, or do they check inflation I
Mr. MATIN. Higher interest rates, in my judgment, are not a~causeof inflation.,I pointed out in my prepared statement the relative problem. In.

terest is a wage to the saver as well as a cost to the borrower.
Now, no one deprecates more than I do the cost of carrying the

national debt, and I do not favor high interest rates. I stated that
yesterday, and I keep stating it, as I did when I was over in the Houselast week.

I favor as low interest rates as it is possible to have, without pro-
ducing inflationary pressures.

Senator MAmiN. You are saying we want to be able to buy bread
and meat as cheaply as we possibly can, as long as it does not disturb
the economy. 0- course7 you cannot produce meat and bread and
clothing without a profit, in our country. e

Mr. MAmT. The heart of the problem hem is debt. And interest
is one of the balancing factors, it is one of the governors, and I think
that an increase in interest rates will encourage saving.

I do not agree with people that interest rates make no difference.
They take a long time to operate at times But as to interest adjust-
mento-Tyou have to pay more if you want to borrow more than is
available out of savings; you have got to pay more

The way to reduce interest rates is to reduce spending, and to see
the level vf savinggo up in relationship to it: then you have a leveling-
out process. Anlniow of no other device m a free society that can
function better as the governor on the economic flywheel than the rate
of interest.

Senator MRzN. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the an-
swers to the questions made by Cousin Bill, but I would like the op-
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portunity of asking some further questions after he has made his
answers to the questions which you propounded to him yesterday.

The CHAmmaN. Every member of the committee will have that
opportunity.

Mr. MAiTxz;. I would like to have them up here Monday morning,
if that is all right, Senator.

The CuAJmU AN. I want to thank the Richmond group again for
their fine presentation.

The committee will recess until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock
(Whereupon at 12 noon, the committee recessed, o reconvene at

10 a. m., Thursday, August 15,1957.)
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Mr. MAru. Not entirely. I think they have had some success. But
I think, again, we must never exaggerate the nfluenwe of money etnd
credit policy. It cannot do ever 1 thIii, and we have to recognize that
fiscal policy and management of the ebt also enter into it. They all
have to work together'.

We have not been completely successful in halting the. present infla-
tion, but I think it would have been a whole lot worse if we had not
taken the ste)s that we have taken.

Senator WMIIAMS. You think this was one of the essential steps I
Mr. MArri. One of the essential steps.
Senator WLxi^as, Are the rediscount rates in general tendiag to

lead or follow the market in interest ratesI
Mr. MArriN. I do not think you can state that, as oech individual

move has to be considered on its own. There may be circumstances
where it would be desirable for the rediscount market, if we thought
there was heavy pressure building up, to lead the market a little bit.

But generally speaking, we recognise that the market forces are the
ones that are controlling-that we can influence the market. We
never want to take the position that we do not have any influence at
all-that market forces just produce all these changes. Otherwise,
titere would not be any reason for our existence.

We influence them. We lean against the wind when we can deter-
mine which way the wind is blowing. But we never try to usurp the
function of making the wind. Whenever we think we can make the
wind, we think we are in trouble.

Generally in recent years we have tended to follow the market rather
than lead thie market. The last increase in the rediscount rate def.
initely followed.

Senator WiLLTAMS. Was that the same situation a couple of years
agot

Mr. MARnr. It was a moot point of judge ment at that time.
Senator WIm.iAs. It was a point of judgment. It was planned to

increase the rates, is that correct?
Mr. MArnw. That is right.
Senator WILIAMS. That was part of the plan.
Was one of the factors that were giving you concern, the speculative

activity in the stock market at that time?
Mr. MArn. Yes, that was one of the factors that concerned us, and

that concerned us more in 1955 than in 1956.
The stock market was in better control in 1956 than it was in 1955.
Senator WILU^Ms. Then has the leveling off of the market in the

last couple of years and, we will say, the recent decline in the market
been a part of your program ?

Mr. MARn. We have not consciously attempted to Influence-
Senator WmuAzms. I understand that. But I mean, you were try-

instto pt
Mr. Mu--dm . We wanted to minimize speculation.
Senator WnUAXS. Minimize speculation.
Do you feel, so far as the management of the credit is concerned,

that you have the situation under control now?
Mr. MARrW. No I would not want to say that, Senator.
I say we are wooing with it every day, and we are trying to keep

a flexible policy." We want to see to it that the legitimate needs of
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credit are met at all times. I would not want to make the specific
statement that we have the situation tinder control.

I think that we are doing everything within our power to wateh
it and adjust to it as it develops, recognizing that it is a moving
picture; it is a continuous operation.

And I think that, by and large, we have not been entirely unsuccess-
fule let us put it that way.

Senator WILLIAMS. What, in your opinion, are the principal causes
of the inflationary pressures which we have experienced since the
spring of 1950?

Mr. MAUTIN. Well, I would say that the primary force since the
spring of 1050 has been the plant and equipment expansion. We have
had a constant pressure on the capital markets for, long-term financ-
ing, some of which had been postponed for sometime in hopes that
money would get easier or that they could use bank credit in place of
long-term credit for financing.

I just happen to have some figures here which I would like to
read into the record:

Corporate financing for the first 8 months of 1957 was $8.4 billion
compared with $6.6 billion in 1956.

Sfate and local financing, $4.3 billion in 1957 compared with $3.7
billion in 19560.

I had those figures here yesterday in hopes somebody might ask
me that.

Senator WILLIAmS. You mentioned the fact that the control of in-
terest rates was just one phase of the problem, and that budget was
another factor, balanced budgets.

Do you think it is more essential today than perhaps ever before
that we do maintain a balanced budget at this time I

Mr. MARTIN. I think it is extremely essential that we have a larger
surplus as long as we have the spending impetus that we have, than
we have had or presently have in prospect, because that definitely
lessens the inflationary pressures.

I would like to comment on the ebb and flow of this, as I see it.
When I was in the House last week, I commented that the forces

that we are dealing with here are very much like the tides. They are
as large as the tides. We cannot stand, like King Canute, on the shore
and tell the tides to stand back. We have got to adjust to them.

When the spending stream definitely exceeds the savings that are
available for the economy, it is most unfortunate, in our judgment,
to use bank credit to Sup ply the deficiency.

Senator WmLums. Do you feel that Government deficits are one
of the major contributing factors toward inflation ?

Mr. MARTIN. I think tliat-1 never favor deficit financing, although
I recognize that it can sometimes have an impetus on our economy.

But again, it is like debt, that I commented on yesterday: It is not
a situation to be desired. Under certain circumstances it may be
useful, but-and I do not want to make a blanket statement on i
but I never favor deficit financing. I think it is wrong in principle;
and I think it is not really the benefit, even when it is used, that those
who claim it has the benefits think it has.

Senator WIuLAMs. How long have you been in the Federal Reserve
System, Mr. Martin?
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Mr. MAwx. I was appointed on April-I took office on April 2,1951.
Senator Wzums. 1961.
Wall, sine that time, we have had surpluses about half the time,

have we not I
Mr. Mmxr. That is right.
Senator Wu~mMs. Do you think that the deficits prior to that time

were--I will put the question this way: Do you think that the inflation
between 1948 and 1961 could be attribute to the deficit, or partly to
the deficit financing during that period I

Mr. WMzn. That was a very difficult period, Senator, because we
came out of the war period with a heavy backlog of latent pressures,
and even though we had a balanced budget anc-a surplus-I was in
the Treasury with Secretary Snyder in 1049 to 1951 before I came
with the FMeral, and I think he did an extremely good pb on, the
budget, the surplus that he was trying to create.

But you had dammed up through the war years a very heavy back-
log of demand and of n.oney that fad been kept in control by patriotic
moves and by the specific controls that were then in existence and I
think you have got to be very careful on generalizing about those
periods

And I do not think, when you talk about the budget--I think it is
always desirable to reduce debt. I refuse to join the group of those
who insist that an increase in the debt is beneficial.

Senator WiLLiAMS. I recognize the unusual circumstances at that
time. The reason I asked the question was that beginning with 1058,
and through 1955, we did have a rather stable dollar, and during that
period wehad a balanced budget.

Let me ask you this question: Do you think that the prospective
large budget which was submitted to us this year was inflationary I

Mr. MAur. I think the impact of it was, definitely.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do you think that If it were approved as sub.

mitted that it would be a major contributing factor toward inflation I
Mr. Emtrz. Under exist#g circumstances, yes, sir.
Senator WnwAMs. You think it would.
Do you think that it is the responsibility of Congress and the Execu-

tive working together, to trim that budget?
Mr. MAmrrn. I do indeed, sir.
Senator WzwLLas. I think you indicated that you feel your poli-

cies on interest rates are working. Do you think we have reached
the point where you can say that you are satisfied with the leveling-
off process or do you think further increases in these rates are going
to be necessary I

Mr. MAmir. I do not know, Senator. That is forecasting the
future. And I fall back on the clich6 that we are watching the situa-
tion on a day-to-day basis, and trying to adjust to the moves as we
see them developing. I will not forecast the future.

Senator WnuAMs. Of coUre part of your work is to try to picture
and forecast the future as far as you possibly can.

Mr. MA.nr Well, it is, indeed. We have to gage it in terms of
trends.

But whenever we get wedded to a theory, whenever we start
riding a hobby, as I frequently call it, I think we are probably asking

1 9
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for trouble, because the nature of the problem we are dealing with
requires us to be ready to admit mistakes, just as well as to accept
its success i what we are trying to do.

Senator Wuzuxs. When was the last increase in the reserve
r qUirementsa

r. MAriT. September 1954. That was a decrease.
Senator WJAMs. Decrease in reserve requirements.
Mr. MAwrxN. The last'increase, I am sorry, the last increase was in

January of 1951.
Senator WIL.MIAWs. Do you anticipate that this management of

tile credit policy is going to necessitate a change in those reserve
ruirements I
Mr. MAwTi. Well I hope not. I have testified on a number of

occasions that I thin, for the growth that I foresee in the country,
the reserve reqiroments-I will probably be picked up by the news.
papermen on this-I think reserve requirements are too high. That
does not mean we are going to change them tomorrow; but I think
in terms of the long-term growth of the country, reserve requirements'
are on the high side at the present time.

The two reductions in reserves that were made in 1958 and 1954
have helped adjust them in that direction, but it is our objective always
to see that the legitimate credit needs of the country are supplied.

Under no circumstances do we want to completely starve the credit
stream.

Senator Wnx.iAs Would you say this Inflation of today was merely
a continuation of the war born inflationary pressures of 1948 to
19501

Mr. MArTIrm. No. I think the inflation today is in a little different
category than that. It Is hard to put your finger on it, but as I said
yesterday in answer to Senator Martin, we were worried about It,
certainly I was worried about it, from mid-1955 on.

I was not worried about It in the sense that I have been talking
about it now. The spiral, the inflation spiral, it seems to me teems
to have begun about a year ago, in the summer of 1956. Ana there
gen apotan tha t gaduaychology , in the sense that there was

en irlacceptance that gradually rew in the early stages of 1957,
of the inevitability of inflation, knl that is the most difficult thing
to deal with, because now you are dealing with people's epeetations.

I think the inflation which we had iad previously did not have.
quite that spiral effect of expectation. It had the other elements in it,
but the portion that has concerned me the most has had to do with
this pyhological aspect of the expectation of the inevitability ofinflation, .. ..

tjustseemstomewehaegottostopthat.
Senator WwaMs. Do you have any theory to account for that

Psychology on the part of thepeople?
Mr. M srr. Theories, I Ink are very difeult. I think unques.

tionably it was connected, andI do not know what point In time
to place this, but It was connected with, a conviction that spending
was V in to continue on an increasing scale, and a rewgiution' of
the 64tithat savings were not availabTe in amounts to handle that
level of spending.

Now, at wha point that took hold, I do not know. I suspect it
took hold in around the turn of f he year, 1956-57.
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Senator WiLLAMS. Do you think that was the result of a submis.
sion of an extraordinarily high budget I

Mr. MIAwIP. I think that was one of the factors in it.
Senator WILMAMS. Do you think that the inflation in the period

between 1946 and 11)50, or the recent Inflation which we are just
experiencing, was in any way connected with the premature release
of controls?

Mr. MARTni. I think that that was a factor in it, yes. I think that
you cannot-I think it is extremely difficult to analyze the transition
Iromi a controlled economy to it freer economy. It has to be taken
in stages and in degrees.

My own judgment was, and I expressed it at the time to the Con.
gress, we would have been a little wiser, much as I disliked regulation
W, If we had not released regulation W and regulation X quite as
quickly as we did in 1952, along with all the other physical controls
that were being released at that time.

It is very easy to make statements about things that miAgt have
been done differently, but we did have an enormous buildup and
increase in consumer installment credit as soon its those regulations
were taken off.

Senator WILLIAMS. What year was that?
Mr. MAiriN. That was 1952. It was in June of 1952.
Senator WmrJbLrSs. What was your rediscount rate at that period?
Mr. MAwrm. In 1952, it was 1' poeent.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do you think that your low money rates at that

time were it contributing factor, in looking back retrospectively; that
you perhaps mmmde it mistake at the same time ?

Mr. MARTIN. I think you have to put that in perspective. I want
to comment here, Senator, that the Trasury-Federal Reserve accord,
which was adopted on Mlarch. 4, 1951, was a transition to a flexible
money policy.

One of tme elements in that accord was an understanding that in
view of the heavy Treasury requirements the heavy financing needs
of the Treasury for the balance of 1951, tiat except in a cataclysmic
situation we would not change the rediscount rate.

When you are unpegging the market, you do not unpeg it in one
fell swoop, and that applies to controls and everything else. You
have to watch it.

We have the responsibility to see that markets do not go completely
haywire. We do not want the law of the jungle prevailing in markets.
And when we embarked upon the unpegging of the Government securi.
ties market, we faced for a couple of years the very difficult problem
in which the ordinary criteria of money and credit policy that we
are trying to apply toay could not apply, because we had to take it by
Istatas.

eW' had Government securities pegged at par and twenty-two
thirty-seconds on the long end. They came down to about 99;, and
then stabilized there for a while.

It was our hope that perhaps the demand would strengthen at that
point, and they did strengthen for a little while, and then later they
adjusted further, when the demand for credit constantly grew.

The point I am trying to make here is that, in the perspective of
this period, I think probably we did not make a mistake im our dis.
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count rate. I think our agreement with the Treasury there--and we
always have to have the requirements of the Treasury in mind--were
such that It would have been unfortunate for us to have adjusted the
discount rate.

And I think that understanding, which was a part of the Treasury.
Federal Reserve accord, was an Important part of it. I do not think
you can apply the ordinary criteria to that period.

Senator WILJLIA MS. Speaking of that Treasury and Federal Reserve
atccord, the Federtil Reserve has always been an independent agency;
is that not correct I

Mr. MAUT'W. That is correct, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. And the Treasury acts in an advisory capacity.

As I understand, it, even in 1951, the final decision was with the Federal
Reserve; is that correct?

Mr. MArrM. That is correct, sir.
Senator WILIJA.uS. At that time, you were with the Treasury or

the Federal Reserve?
Mr. MA^rn. I wam with the Treasury.
Senator WILLIAMSt. When you speak of the accord you were able

to roach, apparently referring to between Treasury and Federal Re-
serve, would you say that Treasury had more to say about determin-
ing the Federal Reserve policy then than they do today I

In other words, was that change in policy on the part of the Federal
Reserve to suspend the supporting of the Government bonds a decision
of the Federal Reserve alone, or was that done upon the insistence of
the Treasury, or what

Mr. MA Nr. Well, I cannot comment about the period prior to the
accor(j.

Senator WzHATAMS. I am speaking about the accord, at the time.
Mr. MAwr. That is when I am speaking about, too. The accord

was brought together in March of f961. Immediately prior to the
accord period, I had nothing to do with that aspect of finance. I was
an Assistant Secretary in charge of international finance. I con.
suited with the Secretary directly on the matter.

Now what understandings there were between the Treasury and
the Federal Reserve with respect to pegging the market is not a com-
pletely clear picture as far asI can see it.

But during the war period an understanding had grown up between
the Treasury and the Federal Reserve that, in the interests of winning
the war, they would keep Government securities at a certain level.

As we came to the 1951 period, after Korea, the early stages of the
Korean conflict, you had a rather wild, almost hysterical period of
buying and readjustments of everything that went on, and the Treas.
ury was very anxious not to have the Government securities market
u ged.

ajWhat those negotiations were with the Treasury and the Federal
Reserve at that time, I am not in a position to say.

Senator WILLIAMS. I understand that. But I would be interested
in hearing about the part with which you are familiar, because as I
understand it, you were in on the negotiations in 1951-

Mr. MAm. I had a--
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Senator WiUAXzms (continuing). When they suspended the pegging
of the Government market, andl was just wondering whether the hi-
fluenoe of the Treasury wa greater then than It is today.

Mr. MAm. No; Iwould not .ay that. What we worked out with
tite Trasury then was not pomathn ta was entirely stisfatory
to the Treamurs I do not know thai it was entirely satisfactory to
the Federal. I was a compromise.

SenatorM W AMs. You would say that the relationships between
the two departments are still good I

Mr, M Ttm They are still-extremely good
Senator WnUAMS. In working out that agreement to suspend the

Federal Reserve supporting of Treasury, as I understand lt, a partof the a ent was, the treasury Department was to call a previ-
ously floated bond issue of about $10 billion, 2%s; they wore 25-year
bonds, In which they were called and refinanced at 21%, with i proviso
that each bondholder would have an option to convert those bonds
Into a 5-year certiflcate,

I wondered what was the basis or reason behind that of a prema-
ture calling of a long-term Issue, and floating It at a higher interest
rate and putting an option on it which would make it possible to con-
vert the entire iuue into what at that time was recognized would be
a higher interest rate than the other. Because, as I understand it,
that was the beailming of the higher interest-rate policies.

Mr. MAxrnr."ell,-that was to face up to the fact that there was a
peraistent overhanging of Government securities that were pressing
itpn the market; the sales during the period were large, $15 million,

million a day, and they were growing in volume and intensity.
As the demand or credit grew, it became apparent that the entire
flood of these longer-term securities was going to come into the market.

So this convertible issue that you refer to was a device which we
worked out in the Treasury.Federal Reserve accord, to remove that
overhang from the market. In other words, to give an incentive to
these hoders of longterm bonds to stay in, give them a little better
interest rate and stay in.

If the market had firmed up, they would have a longer term piece
of paper with 1 percent instead of 2% percent. If they wanted to
get out at any tihe, they could convert into the 5-year security, and
they would have a lot -percnt marketable issue.

rt was a device tolhandle a speiftic situation that was overhanging
themarket.

Senator WAL.Ms. Well what was there about that bond issue
that made it any different irom the other types of bonds which were
outtandinf! Because there were other 2s outstanding at the same
time, and just what was there about this particular issue that made
it-

Mr. MAwm. Well, the fact that you gave them a 2/'t-percent, in-
terest rate and gave them the privilege of unlocking.

Mr. WnjuAx I understand that. But what was there about this
issue which made it necessary for the Government to favor this par-
ticular issue more so than say other issue? It unquestionably oost
the Government or substantially will cost the Government a xub-
stantial amount of money. You pay more for the extra carrying
edarg on this isue over a 25-year period than you would have aoie
had &ey not called it.
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Mr. MAwr. That was where the pressure was at the time It was
In the long end of the market.

Senator WItmAMS, But there were other long-term bonds out-
standrILI were there not?
Mr. xnz. oLet ms ask Mr. Riefler to refresh my mind on that

period.
Mr. Rttr. I think It was offered In exchange altogether for thefour longest bank-restricted issues tMr. Mimi. It was offer

Mr, Rin .u, They were the ones that were so large.
Mr. MAprx. They were offered for the 2%-percent bonds.
Senator Wa.Lums. Do you know any other instance in Government

financing where they have called a long-term bond issue and voluntar.
Ily refinanced It at a higher interest ra I

Mr. Mmi n. I thin 1" there are some finances, but I will check it
for you, Senator.

Senator Wzumus. And where It was called prior to the 20 years,
prior to the maturity, and voluntarily financed at a higher interest
rate.

Mr. MAnr. Mr. Thomas points out It was not actually a call. It
was an optional conversion.

Senator Wmzuxs. That Is true, but I would say that you had a
100-percent conversion. Anyone who had a 9%-percent bond would
certainly convert It into a 2to

Mr. MAarx. Oh, no, we dfd not got anything like 100 percent. We
did very well on it. I do not have the precise figures, but I can get
them for you. And we did very well, but we did not get all of them
by any means.

Senator Wimus. You mean there are still some of the 2%s
outstanding?

Mr. MAmi. Oh, ye, Indeed.
Senator W=uuxs. But they are ehangeable into these 1js or

kr. MAnm. Yo. They were only at that time.
Senator Wm tzis. According to the Secretary, I understood the

bulk of them were transferred into 28t, and about $8 billion of them
transferred into the 5-year certificate4 i

Mr. MAr,. The transfers to 6-yeor certificats have been sub-
sequent.

enator WLAxMs. That is right.
Mr; M Anr. There were praetically none-.
Senator Whz.ums. At that time.
Mr. M swrn (continuing). At that tim.
Senator WnUAxs, That is correct.
Mr. Mxirwm. But there are still some of those bonds trading in the

market that were not converted at that time.
Senator Wnwuxs. But the conversion rights remained with them;

even tody'they remain?
Mr. W n. Oh, n0.
Senator WziAAX. 'To convert ito 5-year certificates
Mr. MAmT. Oh, no. If you did not take it at that timyou, was

not eligible.
Senator Wruums. I am sure you would know, but I wish you

would put that in the record.
98fl8-S-5--p "&.....
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Mr. MARrns. I will.
Senator WILIAMS. Because that is not the information we received

at the other hearing.
Mr. MARTIN. I will, Indeed. But I am quite certain I am correct on

that.
Mr. Riefler says you can convert the 2%, if you converted them at

that time, into notes. But if you did not convert at that time into
the 2%s, you have just the 2. percent securities.

Senator WWA Ms. That is true. But the 2%s carries a continuing
option.

Mr. MARTIN. Oh, yes if you converted it.
Senator WILLIAMs. That is the point.
I wish you would furnish at this point, if you can, any previous in.

stance wherein the Government called a long-term bond issue and sub.
stituted a higher interest rate.

Mr. MATIN. I will check the records on that, Senator.
Senator WILLIAMS. On a voluntary basis. Because this was a

voluntary calling of a bond issue.
Would you make any estimate as to the extra cost to the Government

on that basis on that issue I ?
Mr. MART. Well, I could take the amount that was actually con.

vested at that time.
Senator WILLIAMS. Could you furnish us an estimate of that?
Mr. MA NrI. We will put that in a memorandum.
(The following statement was subsequently furnished by Chairman

Martin :)
There have been two occasions prior to the offering of the 2% percent Invest.

ment series B bonds In 1051 when holders of United States Government secur-
ites. have been offered a conversion opportunity into higher yielding issues.
These were the Issuance of the conversion 8-percent bonds of 1946 and 1947
(dated 1910 and 1917) and the liberty loan convertible bonds put out during

World War 1.
0ONVUSION 8.POI 01na BONDS Of 1046 AND 1041

Prior to the establishment of the Federal Reserve System, national banks
had the privilege of Issuing national bank notes collateralized by United States
Government bonds deposited with the United States Treasury. United States
Government bonds so utilized were those bearing the circulating privilege. With
the establishment of the Federal Reserve System and introduction of a new
circulating media, provision was made for a shift out of the national bank note
circulation. To reduce national bank note circulation, Federal Reserve banks
were authorized to buy the United States Government bonds bearing the cir-
culating privilege and to use these bonds either as backing for Federal Reserve
bank notes or to convert into other United States obligations without the cir-
culation privilege.

In 1916 the Secretary of the Treasury issued a series of 80-year, 8-percent
bonds and of 1-year, 8-percent notes. According to the Federal Reserve Act of
1918, the Federal Reserve System could buy 2-percent circulation privilege bonds
from national banks at par plus accrued Interest any time during the period
December 18, 1915, to December 18, 198M. The Federal Reserve banks could Issue
Federal Reserve notes against these bonds or convert them, roughly one-half into
the new 8-percent, 80-year bond, and one-half into 1-year, 8-percent notes. The
Federal Reserve banks bought front the national banks $56,256,500 of the 2-per-
cent bonds and converted them Into $28,804,500 of the new 8-percent bond and
$2?M82,000 of the new 8-percent notes. The new 8-percent bonds thus acquired
by the Federal were then sold to the public at prices ranging from 941A to 108-.
This program ended with the outbreak of the war.
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The first and second liberty loan bonds of World War I, which were issed with
coupon rates of 8% and 4 percent, respectively, were each made convertible into
bonds bearing higher coupon rates. The terms of these liberty loans provided
for convertibility If any subsequent series of bonds bearing interest at a higher
rate should be Issued by the United States before the end of the war with Uor.Many,
When holders of the 8%s, dated June 15, 1917, exercised this option, they re-

calved the first liberty loan converted 4-percent bonds of 1982-47, dated Novem-
bar 15, 1917. Those converted 4's were, in turn, made convertible into any higher
rate bond issues during the war. Conversions of these 2 Issues were in turn
converted into to first liberty loan converted 41A percent bonds during the period
May 9, 1918, to June 80, 1925. Holders of the first 8%s were also permitted to
convert into the first-second liberty loan converted 41A percent bonds of 1982-47,
dated October 24, 1918,

The second liberty loan 4-percent bonds of 1927-42, dated November 15, 1917,
were also made convertible into any higher rate bond issued during the war.
This offer was good for the period November 15, 1917, to June 80, 1925. As a
result, practically all of the second 4's were converted into second 44s during the
period May 9, 1918 to November 9, 1918. As in the case of the first liberty loan
bonds, this conversion privilege terminated June 80, 192M.

INVYVTMST sRES n o0NvRTJDML DON

It may be of interest to note the circumstances under which the 2V percent
Investment series B convertible bonds were offered to holders of long-torm
2% percent Treasury bonds.

The fundamental problem which both the Treasury and the Federal Reserve
faced in the postwar period developed out of the serious issue created by the
existence of a huge public debt in a period of growing private demands for goods
and services. Liquidation of Government securities on the part of holders was
an important source of funds for current spending and for credit expansion. In
order to give some assurance to investors that their securities would not be
subject to severe declines in prices and encourage the holding of such securities
and to aid Treasury refunding operations, the Federal Reserve had been follow-
ing a policy of supporting the market for Government securities. In view of the
recurrent heavy demands for funds during the period, these purchases had the
effect of monetizing substantial amounts of Government securities, creating bank
reserves, and laying the basis for excessive credit expansion.

Both the Federal Reserve and the Treasury recognized the dilemma presented
by the conflicting problems of debt management and credit restraint In the Infla-
tionary situation which developed. Various measures were adopted through
credit, fiscal, and debt management policies In an endeavor to restrict credit and
monetary expansion, to retire debt, especially that held by banks, and to attract
the investment of savings into Government securities, without withdrawing sup-
porting pegs In the Government securities market. The problem came to a head
during the Korean crisis and led to the accord.

The following joint announcement was made on March 8, 1951, for publication
March 4, by the Secretary of the Treasury and the Chairman of the Board of
Governors and of the Federal Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve
System:

"The Treasury and the Federal Reserve System have reached full accord with
respect to debt-management and monetary policies to be pursued in furthering
their common purpose to assure the successful financing of the Government's
requirements and, at the same time, to minimize monetization of the public
debt."

It was agreed that there were both immediate and long-run factors which had
to be taken into account in arriving at an accord, and that the purpose of the
negotiation was to reach agreement upon policies that would reduce to a minimum
the monetization of the public debt without creating an adverse market psychology
with reference to Government securities.

Consideration was given to the matter of long-term bonds overhanging the
market and at the time being offered for sale daily in large amounts It was
agreed that a substantial portion of these bonds could be taken oft the market
by a Treasury offer to exchange for them a nonmarketable 2% percent, 29-year
bond, redeemable at the holder's option before maturity only by conversion into
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a 8.year marketable Treasury note. The 84.percent bonds were not called bt
were offered an optional exchange of this kind# The purpose of offering this new
security, as announced by the Treasury was to encourage long-term Investors to
retain their holdings of Government seouritee, In order to mitniuld the monetisa.
tion of the ubli debt through liuIdation'of outstanding holdings of the Treasury
bonds of 1907-1, The federal exorve agreed to help the Trsury In xplaln.
tog to large Institutional Intvstore the nature and purpon of this new Issue,
The eotent of the occptanoe of the offering testified to the success of this Joint
endeavor',

on March 4, 1951, the Treasury oftred the Investment series B loug-termn
nonmarketable convertible Treasury bonds of 197-40 in exchange for $10.1
billion outstanding 2%w.pereent Treasury bonds of June 15 and December 15,
19P-10 . On April 1 101, about $15.6 billion of these OW -Pereent bonds were
exchanged into the SW.peroent investment series I bonds of 10715-.0, In May
198 the lnvtment series B bonds were reoffered for cash or for combined cash
and exchaug ttr a limited time for the June and December 1007-73 2 percent
bonds and in addition for the March 108-70 21,.pereent bonds and the March
1904-41 *Ww.ren', bonds& The latter two 2l.percont iueas were outstanding
In amounts of $5.2 billion and $8.5 billion respectively, Additional exangnes
totaling $1,3 billion were made into the Investment series B bonds from the
June and December 1OOT-72 2%pereent Issues and from the 2%.percent bondN
of March 10M-70 and March 1 100-., In addition $480 million of the 9%.per.
ret bonds wore issued for cash, The Investment series 1B bonds are convertible
Into marketable l.pertent 6-esr notes at the owner's option, A total of

,8 billion of the.$158 billion 2 -percent bonds orignall isued bay been coi
verted into the 1%.poernt notes to date, 'three of the latter issues have ma.
turned and have been refunded Into regular marketable Issu6,

Taking Into account the interest cost of the 2%.perceut bonds, the l1W.pereent
excbaue notes, and the issues Into which 8 Issues of the notes have been re-
funded, the additional Interest cost to the Government through Juno 80, 1057,
amounts to about $15 million. Interest saved in the 2tah.perceut bonds totals

million while Interest cost on the convertible Issues totals 1,2)4 million
through June 80, 195T. These interest costs are divided as follows: 2% percent
bonds, $1,918 million; 1 -percent exchange notes, $258 million; Ank Issues
exchanged tot maturing exchange notes, $58 million.

Senator W1UUMs, As I understand it, at that time this was a pro.
gram which was worked out as a part of a planned program at that
time to promote higher interest rates, on the basis that It would be
better to aid and assist In controlling inflation; is that correct?

Mr. M xirr. No, I do not think so Senator.
This was used as a device to handle a money market situation that

was fast developing into one we could not handle. This wits not it
par of a plan to rais interest rates. It was a specific handling of a
situation that, if the demand for credit had declined in the next 5,
6 monfl, or so, why, this would have been Just something standing
out.

It was merely an adjustment to a market situation at the time
Senator Wulums. When did your program become a part of a

planned program, to raise Interest rates on te basis-
Mr. kvtim. It never became part of a planned program to raise

interest rates
Senator WLTAxM. I understood in the beginning that you were

speaking about part of your plan which was that you were leading the
market on the basi that you felt it needed some restrictive controls,
credit controls, and that you wore at that time promoting more ex*
pensive money in order to curtail some of this excessive expansion.,

Mr. NWmr . Well, the lead, whether we are leading or following the
marke it was the market forces that were the determining actors.
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Now it is my contention that if we lead the market and the do.
mand lor credit falls away, then we are out In front and we have to
fall back after a time to adjust to the market.

Now, that is the fine line of Judgment that we were discussing
earlier with respect to these trends in the economy. But so far at
consciously trying to promote higher Interest rates, that has not been
our aim at all. AndI keep stating this for the record because I
happen to believe it, that I favor as low Interest rates as it is pos-
sib]e to have without producing inflation. I am not in favor of high
interest rate&

Senator WI1,;,xaMs. I appreciate that. I did not mean to put the
question in tlt manner. But you said that you promoted as high
interest rates as necessary to combat inflation. And as I understood
it, your program a few months back was that you felt the inflation
threat was such that you had to combat it with, which you did, with
raisin the discount rates,

Mr. MArIN. We have to permit--yes, we raised the discount rate
because the forces in the market were such that they would have been
borrowing through the discount rate. And since we were keeping
the money supply at about a 8-percent growth factor in the economy,
any additions to the money supply over and above that could have
done nothni but add to higher prices and add to Inflation,

Senator Wn, us. Do you beiee that the current inflation is due
to causes which have developed since the end of the Korean conflict I

Mr, MAwrIz. Yes; I think the current inflation I. After the in-
ventory recession in 1958-5., we had a period toward the end of
1954 where mortgage financing and automobile purchases blossomed
into a full-fledged period of pi ty; and I think a great part of
what we have 1,een having i. prosperity, but the seeds of inflation,
which we presently have, resulted from too much expanmon and too
much exuberance following that period and in that period.

Senator WrAxs. Woid you say that the carrying over of the
authority for issuing these 5-year amortization certificate was infix-tionaryV

Mr. MAirrn. I think in retrospect that It was inflationary. It
was certainly one of the contributing factors to the exuberance in
the economy. I would think that it was perfectly sound to have a
better depreciation schedule than we had; but that taken with all the
other factors it certainly was one of the factors that added to ex-
uberance of go. economy.

Senator Wmzuxs. Well, by the same token, do you think the fact
that Congress bad just recently repealed that authority, would be
deflationary.

Mr. MAxim. I think it will tend that way; yes.
Senator WuZ=Ks. YOU spoke a moment aso about the wide ex-

pansion in the financing of automobiles and fl financing of goods
in oneral through small-oan companes

Inrecent years, I noticed that many of our banks have established
separate departments wherein they operate their own small-loan br4-
ness and financing. Do you think that is a healthy trend to encourage
that

Mr.M irrz. YesI think it is all right. But I think it has to be
watched very carefully. What the terms should be, and the having
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of it has been loft to the individuals concerned. It seems to me that
it is a perfectly sound business provided it does not outrun the ca.
parity of people to repay; and that at that point an element of judg.
ment thathws to be exercised.

Senator WILJLIAM. Are there adequate Federal controls over the
small-loan departments at those bunks ans of today I

Mr. MAIrN. I think that the small loan departments of the bantks
are pretty ad lately covered in our examination procedures. We
don't use exami nation as a control but we know what is going on in
these operations. Our control of the banks is through retirves.

Senalor WIIJIAMM. You have no objections to the banks entering
into this phase of operation I

Mr. MARI X. None whatever.
Senator WIMIJAMS. Do you think there is any danger in the existing

trend of the extension of branch banking I
Air. MARTIN. Well, that is a-branch banking, I personally---
Senator WnIAlf. Iet me put it this way: )o you think it is

behl overextended in mergers?
Mr. MARTIN. I think the merger trend ought to be watched pretty

carefully. I don't think it is necessarily bad(, but I think it has to be
examined on nt ad hoc basis, as we do with our supervisory authority,
and I happen still to favor the dual banking system and believe that
it is desirable to have as many small unit banks as it is possible to
maintain.

Under certain circumstances however, I think that mergers are
perfectly a )propriate. The Atates have supervision over branch
activity Ind there is no question but there has been an activity in the
expansion of branches in recent years. Some of it is because of the
growing need for capital and the inability of the smaller units to
handle it.

Senator WILLIAMS. I notice you called our attention to the fact
that in small towns the banks are being absorbed through mergers by
the larger banks. Do you think that is a healthy trend or do you
think there is nore value in local ownership I

Mr. MfAmN. I think there is more value in local ownership. It is
not a trend that I welcome.

Senator WVLLatMS. Have you done anything about it, in your Fed.
eral Reserve System, to frown on it, or made any recommendations to
your members t

Mr. MAT mN. Well, the Federal Reserve System Is l)resently en-
gaged in administering the Holding Company Act which the Congress
passed, and we have struggled with section 7 of the Clayton Antitrust
Act.

One of my first problems when I came to the System was the famous
Trans-America case which we lost in the courts. But that is a problem
that is on our agenda at least every week, I would say, in some form
or another. It is a problem that we don't have the complete answer
to, but-

Senator WnIAUAMS. Would you say the present inflationary trend
was the result of shortage of goods I

Mr. MA RN. At this particular stage, no. I think that a year ago
that there were imbalances, taking steel as an example, where there
were real shortages in certain types of capacity; and that those short.
ages contributed-at that time to the imbalances which have come about.
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Now, I think that as we have gone ahead in this period, that those
shortages are now-the only really basic shortage today, outside of
certain types of skilled labor, is savings. I think that the principal
shortage today is savings, and that sonio overcapacity has developed
it the current levels for goods; but the demand for goods, at a price,
is still substantially in excess of the supply that is available.

Senator WILGIAMs. )o you think that the recent increase in steel
prices was Inflationary ?

Mr. MARNM. I do not know Senator. I have tried to study that a
little bit and I do not know. I have been reading Mr. Blough's recent
spoch. It is a little bit of a question of which caine firt, t ie chicken
or the egg. ,

Senator WILLIAMs. That is what I was going to ask you first.
Mr. MA RIN. Well t I just do not know. I simply say that when

prices are rising, it (does not make too much difference which came
first, the chicken or tie egg; the end result is that we have a higher
price.

Senator WILLIAM , I noticed that the steel companies attributed the
rise in prices to labor, and labor attributed their demands to the rise
in prices, and each say there is no relationship between the other, and I
was wondering if you would-

Mr. MAuTIN. I ain just not competent to solve that one.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do you think that the escalator clauses in wage

contracts are constructive
Senator 13ENNmr. The Senator has agreed to yield to me, so these

are words I am putting in his mouth.
If we had not been in an inflationary situation, would either the

wage increase or the price increase have been made so readily in the
steel situation I

Mr. MARTIN. I don't think so.
Senator WILIAMis. Do you think the escalator clauses in some of

the wage contracts are good or bad for the economy?
Mr. MAMRTN. There again I do not know. I have no objection to

escalator clauses, but I would say if the escalator clause in the long run
contributes to inflation, it is bad for the worker, and it does not achieve
its objective.

Now, it is a device to recognize an increase in the cost of living; but
if the overall cost of living gets away from us, I think that the person
benefited by the escalator clause suffers also.

Senator WMIUMS. NOW, I am not sure I quite followed you. Did
you agree with me? Do you think they are good for the economy or
not?

Mr. MArnw. I did not say-if they make inflation, I think they are
bad for the economy. I am not certain that they do always make for
inflation.

I think that they have to be related to the individual industry and
to the cost-price factors in that industry.

Senator WXJxAs. In your opening statement, I understood you to
say that you felt that escalator clauses and cost-plus contracts were
both inflationary and should be avoided. Am I in error on that? Did
I understand that to be-

Mr. MBrmr. I said they could be factors in inflation. I did not
mean to take the categoric position that they always are.
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Senator WuwAx& I notice in your statement beginning with par&.
graph 8, under B:

The widespread existence in the economy of escalators which act automatically
to transfer rLng costs or priem Into rising prices and cost.-
end so torth.

Now that Is listed as one of the inflationary cause, and-
Mr. kCrn. I have here under B:
Tb. tempo of lnteartion between rising costs and rising prics will be speeded

up If the situation is ebaractsrlsed by :
senatorr WwAuux.. That is right.
Mr,. MAi x, I think that is one of the factors that can speed it up,

I did not mean to say that it always speeds it up. But it certainly s
one of the factors that can speed. it up.

Senator Wtuums. That was the reason I was asking the question.
Mr. mmx. Right.
Senator WuumLs. Because it was my understanding that you had

stated that.
Do you anticipate a climb of Government expenditures in 1958 or

1959 1 Of course, that is out of your department, if you would rather
pass on it.

Mr. M~m'.i. I would rather pass on it, Senator. I do not know
enough about tle-

Senator WimLux s. 1 will go back into your department. Do you
anticipate a climb in business activity in 1958 or 1959?

Mr. Marnw. Well, 19 649 is too far of for me to make any cal.
culation; but I would say that the longer range outlook for business
is still quite good. _

Now, there may be some dips from time to time, but I am quite
confident on the longer range outlook for business.

Senator W u. AM. You fee4 if the Governmunt can bring its budg-
etary policies under control, we would have a reasonably good chance
of controlling this inflation which is with us ?

Mr. MAuzN. I think it would be very helpful; yes sir.
Senator Wn .tAMs. Would you say that it woulA not only be help-

ful-I mean necessary-but it would be practically essential that
wedol

Mr. Mtirrt. Yes; I think it is practically essential; yes.
Senator WnLLIAms. Do you think one of the methods of doing that

would be to maintain the present ceiling on the national debt?
Mr. M.Aurin. That is out of my field again, the management of the

debt. I do not know what the answer is. There are some real prob-
lems with the way taxes come in and the management of the debt, but
1 certainly favor keeping the debt down.

Senator W zuxs. Well, based upon your experience in the Treas-
ury Department, and, of course, your experience with the Federal
Reserve System.

Mr. Miti . I think a limitation on the debt is a very salutary
thing, generally speaking.

Senator WXuAMs. And a limitation Is not any good unless it is
maintained as a ceiling; is that correct?

Mr. Mi . That is corrcet.
Senator Wmzams. If it is going to be moved every time we approach

the ceiling, then there is, in effect, no limitation I
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Mr. MA~mlr. It certainly trends that way.
Senator WLLAtMXs. Do you think that the fact that in France intla.

tion has reached the point where they have had to recently devaluate
the French currency should be interpreted as a warning signal not only
to us but to other countries at this time ?

Mr. MAr. I most certainly do.
Senator W114LAus. Do you think there is any danger that this

devaluation will extend beyond France 
Mr. MAmw . Well, I would not want to comment on that I think

that any country that spends more than it has is faced with a real
problem, that sometimes the chickens come home to roost I would not
want to make any comment on any foreign country.

Senator WiaAMs. I think you are correct on that, I will not push
the point. But the effect, when one country is placed in a position
where it must devaluate its currency, it inevitably has an effect on other
countries; is that not correct I

Mr. MAsrr. That is correct.
Senator Wn=Axs. Do you not think that the fact that the Canadian

dollar has been in recent months selling at the highest premium over
the American dollar should likewise be interpret as a warning signal
to America?

Mr. MAirnr. It should certainly be interpreted as a warning signal
in the sense there is an imbalance there.

Senator Wruaums. Do you not think it would be just as appropriate
to say that the American dollar has declined 5 or 6 percent below the
Canadian dollar as it is that the Canadian dollar Is 6 or 6 percent
above it? I mean maybe it protects our ego a little more to say that
it is higher; but, in effect, is that not what happened that the American
dollar is worth less than the Canadian dollar by g or 6 percent?

Mr. MAiN. I think that is what the effect of it is, yes; without
getting into the technicalities of it.

Senator WLUAmS. It is only in recent years that that situationhas prevai led IMr. M .ri. Has prevailed. There are reasons for that on the

investment side. But the effect is as you have sfetted.
Senator WIelIA3s. Would you care to give us some of the reasons

in order that we might have them in the record here at this time?
Mr. MARMIN. Well. I think the reason is primarily the tremendous

Opportunity for investment in Canada and the confidence in the oppor-
tunity for developing raw materials and minerals up there that has
attracted a persistent flow of American capital to Canada. That is
the basic cause of it. It has been almost an overwhelming flood at
times. The volume up on their stock exchanges and in their securities
markets in relation t ours has been proportionatly greater, and
that unquestionably has been the major factor in causing the disparity
in the two currencies.

Senator WULXAKS. Canada has done a relatively good job of bal-
ancing their economy, too I

Mr. MArn. They have done a relatively good job; yes, sir.
Senator WriL tus. Their tax rate is lower than ours, too; is it

not?
Mr. MAsmr. That I do not know.
Senator WLXAXA. At least they have been reducing their taxes in

recent months. I know that is the case.
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Mr. MAwriN. T would be glad to have a little memo prepared on the
Canadian situation and put it in the record.

Senator WiuL~LA^Ms. I wish you would.
Would you also prepare for us--never mind.
I wish you wotud do that,
(Mr. Martin subsequently Supplied the following )

IIKVVNT CANADIAN BVIIINK1S DCVaLWoPMKUVNTs

During the last few years, economic developments In Canada have bon roughly
similar to those In the United States, Tie business adjustment of 191-64 was
oene nore limited In Canada than in this country, but the recovery there catie
several months later, In the spring of 105 rather than mid-li5,1, In both coun.
tries, the recent I5mi hins been domilte( by unusually heavy investment In
tusinema plant a11d av4ujlnteit : lit ('atlioda, exploltation of natturil resource-

oil, iron ore, waterpower, uranlum, and nonferrous inefils-l as alt reted
capital front all over the world. In addltiont, COnada has exlmorlenced it higher
population growth, with heavy limnilgration suplenenthlg new births. This has
generated it strong (lemand for housing and ptbile services.

Canada's rapid growth has led to ret-ord ilnlorts, espechilly since the fourth
quarter of 1)5-. These imports, wtich have copte pIrlnililly from the Ullted
States, have provided capital arid coisumler goods for the ("atiadlan expansion
and have Ittodo'ted lllhitlonairy pressures in Canda.

)esplite tin' heavy excess of Imports over exports, the (tliodhin dollar hits
moved to the hllghes prentlun lit recent history. A s1stained4 iIflow of (.alpltil
from abroad, sttily long-terin Iln character, has been more than sufilcient to offset
the trade dellelt : under tle Canadlnan policy of letting the exchange rate fluc-tuate
freely, it i'eslotmse to emand and supltly oit the exchange market, this inflow hasH
boosted the valute of the Canadian dollar In the foreignexchange tmirket.

There have hIeet three principal sources of cit!sital flowing into Catinada : (a)
Direct Investmtent bv foreign Interests lit Canadian firms; (b) new cash issues
floated In New York by local governmental authorities and Cattadian businesses:
and (e) purchases of outstanding Canitdlan securities by foreigners. It thi '18
itonths between Oetolter 1955 and March 1057, Canada showed a current account

deficit of (1Cat$,O4I 1illll1t offset by the following capital movements: Net direct
Investment, CVotiV '9 million; net new security Issues, Can$701 inllllon : trade li
outstanditg securItleR, Can$30) million : other capital flows, Canl$300 million.
Canadian ofliclal holdings of gold and UnIted States dollars rose by Vtn$10 itil-
lion. Appendix table 1 shown the quarterly movements In this flow of funds Into
Canada sbiuce 1954.

Since 1954, the Canadian authorities have made use of flexible monetary,
fiscal, and debt mnnngentent policies to promote eoomic stabilizatlot. In early
1055, both monetary and fiscal measures were designed to aid business recovery,
Credit expansion wits encouraged by it policy of monetary ease Sind hank rate
was reduced front 2 to 1% percent In February. Tito budget for 105-ri0, intro-
duced In April, provided for a treasury deficit at the national Income level
existing at the time.

With the rapid recovery of business activity in the second quarter of 1055,
Canadian monetary policy changed from encouraging to moderating credit expan-
sion. The discoutnt rate wits gradually raised to 81/j percent, and the Bank of
Canada persuaded the chartered banks to adopt a minittmu level of secondary
reserves equal to 13 percent of deposits and to restrict certain types of long-
term lending. The banks' loan expansion cattle to a halt In May 1956, but not
before general loans had Increased by 40 Iercent over their February 1955 level;
this was tle most rapid sustained bank-loan exlnsion in Canadian history. In
addition, the volume of corporate, and local and Provincial government borrow-
ing through the issue of new securities swelled to record proportions, reaching
Can$1.2 billion net of retirements in 1955 and Can$2.3 billion in 1950.

In November 1956, a policy of tying the discount rate to the weekly Treasury
bill tender rate was adopted. As market Interest rates continued to rise, the
discount rate rose correspondingly, reaching 4.28 percent on August 15. 1057.
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At the present thm, market Itereast rates in Canada are at postwar record
levels ond range from 0.4 to 0.8 percentage points above those In tile UnitWl
Saten.

Fiscal policy hits had a less active role In recent Clonadian stabilization efforts
the monetary policy. After the Kormn boom, there were silgilicvat tax rcduc-
tiond for le'al year l953-1M4N ind 155-i4 1l. Tue tax rsliicit!i.s for 10153-5 4 con.
sited mainly In eliminating a surclrgo on individual Income tax nds a 4l re-
ductlon In the corporate profits tax. Similar but small reductions character-
lieu, the rate changes for 10f5-K.0, introduced whela the oxtent and timing of the
pionomnlc recovery was still unknown. For 114741fl4, three were smaller cuts in
Indirect taxes, reducing aggregate tax revenues by about I percent and still
leuavlng fn hlltInremd budget sturphis. (H eP ll)IKtIllx t111e 2.)

Because of dlffetrences In tax bases, exemptions, and Income categories it Is not
fu'mlhlt to eotnporto diretly ('anu!amdloma mi il lied $ti, tlux itructitrs. Csmlil
pirison of the percentage of (JNP absorbed by Federal taxes Is snore meaningful.
In Canada, this percentage has averaged 17 percent for the past 2 years com-
pared to 10 percent for the United States. It must be remenibered, however, that
the United State s has felt It necessary to spend nmore tlin 5lO Ipercent of Its MuiIget
Jn onatlonal defense compared with about 40 percent in Canada. Tile share of

total tax revenue derived from individual and corporate Income taxes Is smaller
11 ('1lia lh1n i11 I he Uite1d Niahtes; Il turn, how-vir, ixcltae emid slto, taxts
III-'o heaviero.

Prices In lhe recent boom III Calnda have bWon much more stable thafn In the
Immediate post-World War It and post-Koremn war periods. Prom 1112 to 1nl-
1150, consume,, prices remained virtually unchanged ; however, In the 13 months
from May 1O9,its through Juno 10ff57, they Increased by 4.3 percent, compared with
an Increase of such prices In this country of 3.0 ierceit. Wholesale prices have
also Increased In the past few years bout at a slightly slower rate than In this
country.

1l' recent months, several soft spots have appeared In the Canadian economy-
In particular, in housing, autonobiles, and lumber products. The percentage un-
employed has been slightly greater than In 1950, and the Index of Industrial pro.
duction, seasonally adjusted, has declined slightly from its high xint In Feoru-
ary of this year. Nevertheless, consumer prices and wage rates have continued
to rise in the face of monetary restraint and a budget surplus.

TAII. I .- Canada: elcctcd balance-of.payrmcnts statitics

Fminanced by--

(urrent
axcOunt Net Net new Trade Olho.r Changes N,.t
deficit direct Nv'urliy In out- capital In vadlinl

Invest- lqRqUes SIAllngt flown ollicial Ow
nalt vclrltles] reserves I

......................... -177 4 149 +20 -10 -4 +171
I ................... -1" I0 s -9 +31 +124 -37 +195

III ....................... +20 .47 -14 0 -15 -35 -21
IV ........ I....... -80 +102 -19 +13 +2V -46 +1M

195:
I ................. -IM +74 +21 -19 +38 -71 +1"-ii ......................... -I 163 +-51 r -I 1 1 +1--61 1153

fIt.... ............ t- ? +8 -1 +10 8+9
IV...................... -Ab - 74 -27 +36 +146 +36 +865196:
I ..................... -303 +5 M -30 .. 1 +17 +29 +--5

4 .......................... + -4 +1 +., +9, -30 +436
.............. _ 2M +: 1151 +80 -118 -5 + AA

IV_ ...... -370 +170 t83 -140 +4 -27 +r10
1957:1.................... -40 +s M 30 +84 +13 +409

IMius denotes Inctose and plus a deorease in official reserves.

Bource: Dominion llt1ueu of 8ttWs .
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TAMa 2,.-OaWa: Ueboeed Ped" budget selemate
1bIWU iof @1Onan dollar)

Ase L Me amutreeta u~q budget
I 9Wt84 mu# usmt b u dp

t I .... .sow.. 4. 4. . + 1
to10 too t.0 +4t V.0..........................

to .............. . 4170 I
loe W o +8

Boomw Budget sposo of the M Wleer of Vuasms.

Senator WILLIAMS. When inflation hits a country, who is it that
is hurt the most?

Mr. MAirriN. I am convinced, Senator, that it is the little man that
bears the brunt of inflation.

The man who has small savings, small income, the white-collar
worker, and the men at the older ages, with the pensions--those are
the people who are almost defenseless.

Now, as to the bigger operators, in the long run, of course, as I
have tried to outline in this paper, everybody differs from inflation.
But in terms of its immediate impact, I think the primary sufferer
is the small man.

I think the best illustration of that is in the way that so many well.
to-do individuals have been able to purchase securities and properties
and one thing or another, and thus participate in the expansion,
whereas the little man has been limited to a fixed income security
largely, unless lie has been willing to gamble pretty heavily with his
small means. lie is not in position to adjust to inflation as the larger
individual is.

Senator Wn.imuZs. As a rule, the smaller individual has his invest-
ments either in a pension fund, life-insurance policies, savings
accounts, or Government bonds; isn't that true?

Mr. MARTIM. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. And the result of the American dollar losing

one-half its purchasing power, is it not the net effect of that action,
the destruction of one-hal f the savings of the American people?

Mr. MARtrn. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAms. As they are invested in those fixed-income

items?
Mr. MA jT ru. That is correct.
Senator WULIAMs. That is all the questions I have.
Senator LoNe. Lookingl at these factors which you said contribute

to inflation, I think it might be well to look at the labor supply. Dur.
ing the first 6 months of tis year, we averaged more than 4 million
unemployed. In the years 1950, 1952, 1955, and 1056, there was less
unemployment and less inflation.

On this basis, would you say that we have too much strain on our
labor force, or too much employment ?

Mr. MArrm. Could I get those figures again, Senator ?
Senator Loxo. Here is a tabulation that I made. Do you have a

ovy of Economic Indicators here?
Mr. MA=N. The most recent figures we have-I see.
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Senator Lem I wil supply for the record her a tabulation of
unemployment as a percentage of the civilian labor force for:the
years: 195,195t,196, and the first half of 197.

(The tabulation is as follows:)
Hore is a tabulation of unemployment as a percent of the civilian labor force:

Year: pore
1962 ---------------------------------------------------- -
l10O0......-----------------------------------................. 8
lot halt of N? ................................................... 4.1

Mr. MARTIN. I would say that the record is quite good during this
period. I am a little bit surprised at tile 4.1 percent in tie fire half
of 1957. I do not know what the precise figure on unemployment
ought to be; and I am sure I agree with you that I do not want any-
one to be unemployed., v

But by and large it is my view that we have had during these
periods, 1952, 1958, and so on, that you cite here, what I would con.
aider full employment.

Senator L&o. Do you have Economic Indicators available to you I
Mr. MArmI. Ye&
Senator LoNG. If you will look at page 11.
Mr. MAmr. I have got it.
Senator LoNG. You will see that, on the third from the last col-

umn, allowing for seasonal adjustment, unemployment during the
firt half of 1957 has been more-has averaged more than 4 million.
There is some improvement in the next succeeding month, I under.
stand. Even so, this is a higher rate than we had in these other years
which I have mentioned, w1en there was much less inflation.

The question I have in mind there is: With approximately 4 mil-
lion people unemployed, do we have any strain on the labor force
that could be reg afled as an inflationary pressure I

Mr. MAwiN.-Well, I have not analyzed these figures, but I feel,
generally speaking, we have had full employment during this period.
I do not mean everybody has been employed, but the-level of em-
ployment has been extremely hih..

Senator LoN. Well, to ilustrate what I have in mind, let us take
the year 1952. We had about 1 percent inflation during that year,
and we had 2.7 percent unemployed, which was about 50 percent
less than the current figure, that is, there is about 0 rreent more
unemployment today than you had at that time. Or i you look at
1953, which was a year in which there was very little inflation--
there was less than 1 perent inflation that year-and then you had
2.5 percent unemployed, which again would indicate about 50 percent
more unein loyment, at least, now. Or if you look at it the other
way around, unemployment then was about one-third less than today.

Would t at all indicate that we have any inflationary pressures
today, as a result of shortage of the labor supply

Mr. MARmTI. Well, you have to recognize tIat we had a-we have
gone through a transition period in which there has been a lot of
shifting of labor, and the removal of controls and shifts in the
military program, and one thing or another, have caused a lot of
shifts in employment of one sort or another that cannot be taken
up quickly in figures of this sort.

im
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But the principal labor shortages that I would see at the moment
are all in skilled types of labor. I do not think there are too many
of them, but I think that there are certain areas where the only way
you can get certain types of technicians is to bid them away from
somebody else.

Senator LeNa. Have we had, would you say, in any general sense,
any inflationary pressure as it result of the shortage of labor supply,
very recentlyI

Mr. MAwrN. I would think that in skilled labor there is, Senator,
some.

Senator LoNo. Would you. make that statement in it general sense
with regard to labor, that thero is a shortage of the labor supply today
which is creating an inflationary pressure?

Mr. MAwnru. I would think so.
Senator LNo. Well, can you support that statement, as compared

to previous years when we had 1 percent or loss inflation, when the
labor supply was as short as 2.5 percent unemployed, or far loss un-
employment than we have now-in other words, here we have the
first half of 1917 a percentage of unemployment of 4.1; in 1952 we
had 2.7; in 1953 we had 2.5. So the percentage now is one-half
greater than in those years. Those were not regarded as inflationary
years. In fact, the administration has taken quite a bit of solace
from those years, in saying those were years in which you had what
night be called stability and that inflation was less than 1 percent
during those years.

Mr. MAirTIN. Well I would say that as indicated on the chart we
had yesterday, that from April 0951 to April 1966 we had a reason-
ably good record. I place this on a completely nonpolitical basis be-
cause that includes a year and a half of the previous.administration.

Now, the point, it seens to me, on these figures is, that without
quarreling with tem, I think they do an awfully good job in putting
t hem together-

Senator L n. W1ell, you are perfectly fe to make your own
calculation.

Mr. M.uNi.N. No: I was not quarreling.
Senator LonO. You and I are looking at the same publication.
Mr. MARIT . I was not. quarreling w ith the figures at all. I was

just making the point that in the shift that has occurred and tile new
OlpJortunlitles that have developedl with the advancing technology,
that unmnest ionably it seems to ine there are at the present time short-
ap,%in aixw, as I say in my statement here, where employers face
rising costs by having to bid employees away from someone else of a
skilled variety in order to hlmidle their expansion.

Senator IA*Nx. Well, of course, have you not always had that prob-
lem with regard to training skilled labor? Did you not have it in
1952, in 19.,3, when we were developing new weapons and things of
that sort.? Did we not have the same problems then we have now in
that respect?

Mr. N LMwr . Well, it is aecentuated.
The period, the post.-Korean period, the period right after Korea

was, in my experience in the Government, the worst I have ever ex-
perienced. You had almost hysteria in the purchasing of goods be-
cause the public had in front of them the recent war experience, you
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se, and we were not adequately equipped to handle it so quickly after
one war.

Now, the early part of the post-Korean period was a period where
we had to use all the weapons mn our arsenal The Congress promptly
granted authority to invoke the price control and wage control mecha-
nism at that time. But the thing got a head of steam on us, and we
had a very difficult problem handnig things through 1950-51. And
then gradually it turned out that the Korean war was a different type
of conflict than we anticipated it would be when we started. And I
think that some mistakes were made in that period, too, by all of us;
and certainly I think that money could have been handled a little
less freely than it was in the early stages of the Korean conflict.

Senator LoNG. I would like to stay with this question of the labor
force lust a moment or two longer, because we always have a problem
of training skilled labor. Even if we did not have any unusual sit-
uation, we would have somebody die, and we would have to replace
him and have somebody to train and take his place. But as long as
we have an ample labor force from which to recruit the laborers and
train them, I would not regard that as being any inflationary pres-
sure, certainly not in a general sense. We may have need of Bome
particular type of technicians, but I do not see that we have an
inflationary situation if we have enough unemployment, or enough
labor available so that labor can be recruited and trained for the
job. Certainly the laboring man is not in any position to make any
excessive demands for wage increases in a general sense when we
have a considerable amount of unemployment, is lie

Mr. MARTIN. That is right. I think it is just a matter of degree.
Senator LoNG. Well now, the point I have in mind is that when you

have a higher degree of unemployment now than you had in these
years that were not inflationary, can we regard a labor supply with
approximately 4 percent unemployed as having any genuine infla-
tionary pressure upon our economy ?

Mr. MAiUTN. Well, I think it has some inflationary pressure at the
present time arising from its origin of a year ago.

Now this is a moving picturehere. We have got from 1951 through
1956, I think from April of 1951 to April of 19560, we did have a
reasonable stability. Then I think the situation got a little bit out
of hand in 1960. And the impact of the very valid point that you
are raising is one that we will see in the next year or so.

Senator LoNo. I just have in mind at this moment the labor supply,
and looking at the published figures in Economic Indicators, I see
that we have had more unemployment during the first 0 months of
this year than we had-that is, over the period-than we had over
any year starting with 1952, with the exception of the 1954; and
that year was regarded as being a recession era when we had 5 million
unemployed.

Mr. MAziN. That is right.
Senator LoNG. That prompts the question from me as to whether

we can regard the current labor supply as creating inflationary press
sures. In January ou had 4.9 minion; February you had 4.7 mil-
lion unemployed March. 4.3. Then down it dropped down to 4 in
April and to 4 in May; then up to 4.8 in June. And I understand it
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is going to come down by several hundred thousand in the next month,
when the next Indicator comes out.

I do not see how you can contend that we have inflationary pres.
sures or a shortage of labor supply, when you compare this to the
years which were not inflationary years, and when unemployment
was a third less than It is now. It seems to me as though the labor
shortage should certainly be regarded as being greater during those
times, less available labor to employ and I (to not see how vou con.
clude on this basis that you have an inflationary labor situation now,
certainly not compared with years where you had little or no inflation
but far greater labor shortages.

Mr. MAWnI. Well, now, I do not have the gross national product
figures, but look at the increase in gross national product in the same
period.

Senator LoNe. It seems to me that the crucial point would be the
rcentage of unemployment as against the amount of civilian-labor

orce available. Now, those are the figures that I gave you for the
record.

Mr. MAwM. That is riu toh
Senator I o. As to ow lonductive thesg laborers are that re.

lates to the kind of machinery they have, or perhaps how long they
are working, or how much overtime employment they are putting in,
and I believe that the overtime is no higher now. We are not working
people any considerable degree of overtime now, are we I

Mr. MAirTi. No. That-has diminished, but the reason I introduced
the gross national product was that you have a tremendous shift in
the whole content of the economy during this period, and I think your
point is perfectly valid, but I do not think itcan be done on a coma
parative basis. 'You have got to relate all this to the achievements
of the economy.

Now, the last year from 1955 to 196, as I indicated yesterday, you
have more than $10 billion of the increase in your gross national prod-
uct that has been merely a marlup in prices without any additional
goods and services. And that is a factor to be taken into consideration
also in this picture. And I still think, as to the labor force, that we
are in a condition of full employment, and certainly in certain skilled
lines there is a shortage.

Now, I agree with you that the availability of labor here and the
educational-I think one of the great things in this country has been
the educational facilities we have been providing.

Senator LoNo. It seems to me, when one asks the question, what is
causing the inflation that we have now, and what has been causing it
for the last 6 or 7 months, you just cannot say that it is the shortage
of labor. There may be a shortage in some particular skills, but in
general, labor is in more full supply now than it hus been for several
years.

You have got to go back to 1954 to find a time when labor was in
more full supply than now.

Mr. MArTIN. I am not contending for a moment that labor is the
only factor at the present time.

Senator LoG. Aside from 1954, you have got to drop back to 1950
to find a time when labor was in more full supply.

You say-you do not contend that-
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Mr. fArnN. I do not contend for a moment that labor is the pri-
mary inflationary factor but I think it is one of the factors.

Senator LoNo. You tlink that a shortage of 'labor is creating an
inflationary pressure upon our economy at this time I

Mr. MAmir;. In certain skilled areas, yes; I think that they have to
bid-I stated it in my statement here. I said:
tbis general pressure has been pressing itself particularly In rising prices for
services as compared with goods. Despite the existence in some lines of reduced
employment and slack demand-I recognize that--many employers now face
rising costs when they seek to expand activity by adding appreciably to the
number employed.

I think that is true Senator.
Senator Lose. Well, in some stances, of course, you have to pay

more. But did you not have the same situation back to the Korean
war? We have been having a shortage of these skills. I have been
on the Armed Services Committee and the Air Force has been com-
plaining they could not get these stilled technicians because industry
was buying them away from them. And did not that same general
situation exist all through these previous years?

Mr. MAwrxN. Yes. But wages have been steadily going up during
that period. So that the price factor, you see, has gotten into that. I
am not criticizing the wages going up.

Senator LoNe. Wages have gone up, but did they not also go up
during years like 1950or 1958 or 1954 or 1955?

Air. MAlrM. I do not think they went up to the same extent.
Senator Los.e. Let us keep this in mind: It is one thing for wages

to go up because.a labor union calls their men out on strike and in-
sists on a pay raise in order to go back to work. That is something
you and I cannot do much about with monetary policy.

Mr. MAIrrn. That is right.
Senator LONG. But it is another matter for wages to go up because

labor is in short supply, and to hire labor-and I do not mean just to
hire a few skilled ones but I mean to hire labor in a general sense-
you have got to bid the price up because it is very difficult to get
labor.

Mr. MAWN. That is right.
Senator Loze. The point I am making is we had years where we

had very little inflation; and the Administration I think properly
pointed to those years, and Secretary Humphrey in his testimony het,
and I think he had a right to pointed to those years as years of very
little inflation. And during those years, there was a greater shortage
of labor than there is now, and I am speaking of it in the general
sense. There were times as low as 2.5 percent for an annual average
for unemployment, which is a very low figure. And the point I have
in mind that there is now no inflationary pressure with regard to
a general shortage of labor and there is no widespread shortage of
labor as far as the availability of labor is concerned.

Mr. MAmzT. I will a .ree with you on a widespread basis, I agree.
Senator LoNq. In fact, it seems to me that, in a general sense, it

would be desirable to increase employment at this time, when you look
at your #June figure of 4.8 million unemployed. I understand that
the July figure will bring that down by 800,000. Even that would be
4.2. And while there may be some ad ustment made in the availa-
bility of labor, reducing or increasing the labor force in ways which

98"S.--pt 5-.---#
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might affect the figure, I should think that even at that figure it would
be desirable further to reduce unemployment. Would you agree
with that statement?

Mr. Mairri. I would like to see unemployment reduced to the
vanishing point, but I want the employment that occurs to be not
of a temporary nature but of a permanent nature. And if you just
got oversupply in some goods or temporary overcapacity--_and it is
only temporary, in the growth of the country as I see it today-you
are going to have pressure then on profits, and there will have to be
some reduction of prices or losses taken to remove inventory accumu.
lated under those circumstances, and then you will be forced to some
unemployment.

Senator Loe. I do not share your hope that we are going; to reduce
unemployment to the vanishing point, Mr. Martin. I think we are
always going to have some unemployment, even if it is people who
have left one Job to try to seek a more desirable job. And- it does
seem to me that there are inflationary pressures, if you try to get
unemployment down below a million, r should think, when we are
above about 2.5 percent unemployed, if labor is fairly well adjusted
to the areas where we need it, that we do not necessarily have infla-
tionary pressures. And I say that is based on years when you did
have .2. percent unemployed, a very low figure, and yet we had very
little in ation. I have particularly in mind the year 1953 which
had that effect. There was a year with less than 1-percent increase
i Ar.lMARTin Well, and by the end of the year 1953 you had an

inventory recession underway, and then your unemployment rose to
5 percent in the following year.

Senator LoNo. That is right* and that was the highest degree of
unemployment that you had; tfiat was regarded as a recession year.
Certainly, no one is going to argue in that year that you had any
inflation because of a shortage of lrlaor supply. That was a year
where you had an excess of labor supply, I would say. Would you
not agree I

Mr. MARru. That was a year where the adjusting process resulted
in an increase in unemployment.

Senator LoNG. Well, it did not result in any inflation ?
Mr. MAsrN. Oh no.
Senator LoNG. Nes. That is the point I have in mind, that we

could operate with a smaller number of unemployed by a considerable
degree than we have now without having in ation, based on our
actual experiences.

I would like to look at production. Here is my tabulation, and I will
hand you a copy of this.

Mr. MA=xN. This is from the President's e(nomic report, page 124.
Senator LoN. iere is my tabulation of production increases, 1949

to date, inclusive, in terms of annual average percentage change over
the previous year measured in uniform 1056 dollars. I would like
to put that tabulation in the record.
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(The tabulation is as follows:)
Here Is my tabulation of production Increases 1949 to date, inclusive, In terms

of annual average percentage change over the previous year, measured In uni-
form 1058 dollars:
Year: Portotafg

1940 to date, Inclusive (average) ................................. +4.0
1049 to date, Inclusive, but excluding 1051 (average) ............... .51058 to date, Inclusive ......................................... . 1
1050~ to date, inclusive ............................................. . .

2d quarter 1 50-2d quarter 1957 +2................................. -
2d halt 1050-lst halt 1057 ----------------------------- +1.2

(See p. 124, President's Economic Report, also p. 2, Economic Indicators.)

Senator Lose. You could find that for all the years at page 124
of the President's Economic Report. That is my own tabulation of
the percentage of change. I believe you can glance over that and check
the accuracy of that calculation.

Mr. MARIN. I will certainly accept your figures, Senator.
Senator ioNe,. I expect you to correct me if you find them wrong,

Mr. Martin.
Mr. MAwrr. I certainly will.
Senator LoNe. Because you have got some better calculators over

there than I have in my office, and I am sure, when your people look
it over, that they can correct it if it needs correction.

Here is what my calculations indicate: From 1940 to date, the
average increase in production, measured in terms of uniform dollars,
was 4 percent.

Now, during that period of time we had the Korean war, and we had
a great increase during the year 1051. It would seem to me it might
be well to drop out that year, if you wanted to arrive at what sort of
increase you could expect in peacetime. And so if we drop out the
year 1951, the average for 1940 to date, excluding 1951, would be 8
percent increase; or 1053 to date, during this a(lrinistration, the in-
crease has been 8.1 percent.

Now, that accords with what you stated to be a desirable rate of
growth, between 8 and 4 percent.

In 1956 to date, inclusive, the increase has been 2.7 percent, which
is less than 8.

If you would refer to the Economic Report on page 2-pardon me,
the Economic Indicators on page 2, the picture can be brought for-
ward. If you allow for the degree of inflation which has occurred,
which is about 8.5, comparing the month of this year as compared to
last year, or is a 3-percent increase if you compare the first quarter
of this year to the average of last year, my calculation is that from
the second quarter of 1956 to the second quarter of 1057, your in-
crease in real production has been only 2.7 percent.

Here is the final figure that I calculate. The second half of 1956
against the first half of 1057, the increase is only 1.2 percent.

Mr. RIZFLER. Is that annual, 2.4?
Senator Lone. Perhaps annual 2.4. Would this indicate any in-

flationary strain on our production facilities ?
Mr. MAwrrx. I would say it certainly shows we are reaching ca-

pacity. Our production index--
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Senator Loo. You say indications are we have reached our ca-
pacity?

Mr. MAMN. We are over our capacity, we are straining against
our capacity* in that sense. What ram trying to relate are these--
well, I cannot relate all of those items here, Senator. These are only
manufacturing.

Mr. ThoMAs. This is more con .,rehensive, his figures.
Mr. MARmit. Well, we certainly have beien straining against the

limits of our production capacity. And do not forget, as i pointed
out earlier-

Senator IkNo. It seems to me quite the contrary, that we are not
producin because we are not consuming.

We cold produce a lot more houses, a lot more automobiles, a lot
more consumer durables in things like washing machines or household
appliances, which we are not doing; and we have 4 million peopleunem11ployed.Mr. iF~ArT. And we have got demand for them at a price. But

at the price level we have gotten up to-
Senator LoNe. Let us se what the strain is on our productive facili-

ties now. That is the point I have in mind at this moment.
I attempted to calculate, for example, as against 1964, allowing for

the price increases, where we stand in the first and second quarters
of this year. It appeared to me, if you adjust your prices upward
from the first quarter of 1956--looking at that, page 2 of the Economic
Indicators, looking at what our production was at, say, $405.2 billion,
do you see that second column there, first quarter 19561

Mr. MARTIN. Yes; I have got that first quarter.
Senator LoNo. $405.2 billion f
Mr. MARTIN. Right.
Senator LO)No. Then compare that to the first quarter of 1957, com-

pure that to $429.1 billion. Now to see where you stand however, you
would have to make a calculation of 3% percent to allow for price
inflation, which would cause yot to add $14 billion to that first quarter
1956 figure, which would give you $419.7 billion, which would show
a 2-percent production increase in real terms from first quarter 1956
to first quarter 1957.

Now during that year, with a 2 percent increase of production, we
had a 1 percent increase in our population. Would you call that a
desirable rate of expanding our gross national product f

Mr. MARTIN. I would say that we are expanding our gross national
product here--you are adjusting on prices there. You are taking
31/ percent; is that right?

Senator LoNO. Yes. You certainly cannot say-I mean by the time
you look at your gross national product to see whether you are increas-
ini or falling off, you have got to allow for the change in prices.

fr. MrriN. Right.
Senator fose. And if.you had a 38-percent price increase, and if

your production figure in current dollars sttys constant, your real
production has declined. When you make that calculation you get
slightly more than a 2-percent increase in real gross national product
in the first quarter of 1957, as against the first quarter of 1966; and
you get even less increase if you compare the second quarter of 1957
with the second quarter of 1956.
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So that would show that our rate of increase in our gross national
product has fallen off almost to a standstill.

You do not regard that as a desirable situation; do you I
Mr. MA IN. Well, I want to see the gross national product ex-

pand, but I also-you have to recognize that business has to earn a
profit, and that,--

Senator LoNO. You are not complaining about business profits at
this time; are you f My impression is they are in good shape at the
present time.

Mr. MAWrIN. They are beg inning to be squeezed, but the main point
here is that you have got to!have demand to take care of the products
that are being turned out; it has to be there, and it has to be at a price
that the conlsumer--who has money today; there is no question of the
ability of the consumer to bty-that he will take. If yot want to say
you can produca--if you want to give away houses or if you want to
give away automobiles, you can do that.

Senator Lxwo. I am not trying to give them away. I am not pro-
posing that. All I am discussing at this point is whether there is
any inflationary pressure upon our productive capacity in this coun-
try, based upon the average annal increase of 3 to 4 percent which
you state is desirable and a showing that the actual increase has been
substantially below that in fact, hardly keeping up with the increase
in population so far as the expansion of our gross national product is
concerned. Do you regard that as indicitting any inflationary pres-
sure upon our productive capabilities in this country?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, I cannot go on your statistical basis here. I do
not think it is a statistical problem.

Senator LoNo. Now, that is not my statistical basis. These are the
facts presented for you and me to look at anl to attempt to see where
we stand, and to help us in analyzing what is happening and where
we are going and where we have beein.

I am lust attempting to convert these matters to constant dollars,
just as tie President's economic indicators do when they make them
available. They make them available right up to 1957, but we have to
calculate ourselves from the year 195 into 1057.

Mr. MAAiri. Well, I cannot do more with it, Senator, than to say
that---

Senator LoNe. Well, there are the figures and they are published
for that purpose and they do not indicate that expansion; do they?
They do not indicate that there is any pressure on our productive
facilities that are exerting any inflationary pressures upon thiseconomy?Mr. MArret. Well, I just cannot concede that. I would have to-

Senator LoNo. Well, you and I know what it is like to have in-
flationary pressures upon our productive capacity; do we not? Youjust take the year 1942, when we increased our real production
by almost 18 percent in a single year, as against this 2 percent this
year.

Now, that is what you would call real inflationary pressure, when
you had tremendous pressures to produce, and that caused great price
increases. We just do not have anything like that now; doFwe In
fact, we are well below, and I should imagine even distresingly
below, what we would hope for, as far as our rate of expansion is
concerned.
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Mr. MAi'. If you had a planned economy, you would seek a
higher level than is projected by these particular figures; but you have
to recognize here that you are quite correct in saying that a year ago
or overyou had this constant pressure in which the supply of goods,
where there were shortages--that is the easiest way to think of it.

Now those shortages do not exist today in that sense, but the con-
sumer is not willing to take some of this supply at the prices at which
they are being offered, and therefore you have temporary overca ac-
ity coming into the economy that will only be absorbed bT, adTVust-
ments in prices of some sort or developing & market, marketing tech-
niques to sell further products.

Senator LoNo. Do you think it is desirable that we should try to
set into action a round of declining prices?

Mr. MAWFU. I do not think we set it into action. I think that 'is
determined by the market.

Senator LONG. Do you think it is desirable that we should have a
fiscal or monetary or tax policy that should contribute to that result?

Mr. MAMr. We should have a fiscal, monetary, and credit policy
that contributes to stability.

Senator Lowo. T mean either.
Mr. MAxnrN. That permits the market to operate; otherwise we

have a completely controlled economy.
Senator Loigo. Wait a minute. I wanted to relate that to your

previous answer, saying that goods are available, but they are at a
price that the consumer will not pay. Do you regard it as a desirable
government policy, in any respect, whether fiscal, monetary, taxa-
tion, or any other way, that we should try to set into effect a round of
declining prices I

Mr. 3fAmrz. I have never advocated recession at any time.
Senator Log. Well you used the word "recession." I did not use

it. I suspect that is what it would mean.
Mr. MAorIN. I think you are quite correct. I do not quarrel with

you as to the use of the word.
Senator Lowo. Therefore, it would be desirable, and I want to know

if you agree with this, that it would be desirable that we should at
this time have higher consumer expenditures at the existing price
levels?

Mr. MA Tmr. No; I do not think so. I think what we need today for
plant and equipment expansion is more savings.

Senator Lxo. First perhaps I should have prefaced that by this
question: Do you believe it would be desirable that our gross national
product in real terms should expand more rapidly than our popula-
tion ?

Mr. Mrmir. I do not think you can relate population and the gross
national product that precisely. But certainly if productivity-

Senator LONo. Why not ? Because in time you have more people,
you have got more mouths to feed, more to clothe, more to house,
more to put in automobiles. Why nott Why should you not be
able to state the desirability of increasing the gross national product
more rapidly than you increase your population, so that living
standards can rise.

Mr. M TmrN. If it can be expanded on a business basis, it is desir-
able to do it. But if it is to be expanded without regard to whether
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the consumer will pay the price without response to market condi.
tions, I do not see how it can be done.

Senator LoNo. I am just trying to understand your answer. You
tell me on the one hand that you do not think prices ought to be
reduced.

Mr. MAwRn. Oh no, I have not said that at all.
Senator LoNo. ou said you did not think we ought to do anything

to contribute to a declining price level.
Mr. MARTIN. I think the forces of the market produces that.
Senator Loxa. Fiscal policy, monetary policy, or any other policy

aside, do you think a declining price level is desirable at this time?
Mr. MARTiN. I do not say it is desirable. I say it is inevitable if the

goods cannot be moved at current prices.
Senator Lowo. You are the one who used the word "recession."
Mr. MARTIN. I will stick to it.
Senator LoNG. Do you think it would be desirable for us to use any

fiscal or any monetary policies that would head off a recession?
Mr. MARTIN. I do not believe you can-there is no way, there is no

magic to this. You cannot just turn on a lever and prevent adjust-
ments. You cannot turn on a lever and crank it up.

Senator LONo. Well, you testified here-and it took you some time
to present it, a very learned statement-that you were using fiscal
and nionetary policies at the Federal Reserve Board level, which you
as chairman-

Mr. MARTx. We have no control over fiscal policy.
Senator LoNg. You were using monetary policies then; is that

correct?
Mr. MAR Tx. Yes.
Senator LoNG. Let us use monetary policies. You were using mone-

tary polcies i your effort to prevent inflation.
Should you use your monetary policies, in terms of your respon-

sibilities as you interpret them, to prevent a recession?
Mr. MARTiN. Why, if we could, we certainly will. We want to pre.

vent either. But the point I am trying to make is that inflation
precedes the recession; and that is just the reason why at the present
time we have to come to grips with inflation. We are always fighting
inflation.

Senator Loo. Here is the thing we are discussing: We are dis-
cussing the fact that, as of this past year, we have had a very inade-
quate increase in our national production. And the question that I
am attempting to get to is whether it is desirable that we should have a
further increase in our national production, or our gross national
product, so that it will increase more rapidly than we increase popu-
lation? And I would like to see us increase it considerably more
rapidly than we increase population. I would like to see us increase
it around 4 percent on the upper end of the 8 to 4 percent that you
say s desirable.

Tow that being a desirable result, the question I have in mind is:
Is it desirable for us to use any efforts at this time to reduce consumer
spending or restrain it ?

Mr. MARTtx. Well, we have to have more savings if we are going
to finance the programs of Government-more savings if we are going
to have to finance the State, local, municipal, county plans, if they are
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going to finance this education we both agree is so essential in terms
of technology for the new type of skilled 1abor that is required. We
htave got to have--

Senator LoNo. But now, on the other hand, if we are going to make
more of the better things of life available-that is, in terms of more
clothes, better food, better diet, better housing, more automobiles,
more household appliances for our people-then we also need to in.
crease our production, and in order to do that, we need to increase
the consumption of consumer goods, do we not ?

Mr. MArrnb. Well, the consumer has to have the wherewithal to
buy the goods. We could not compel him to spend his money. He
is the one who has to determine what he needs and what he wants,
and we can not just force "X" added production on the market with-
out regard to his wishes.

Senator Loea. Now, insofar as, and separating this item of infla-
tion for a moment and looking at consumer spending only, insofar as
a tight money situation, and a high interest rate situation, reduces
consumer spending, is that a desirable thing at this time?

Mr. MAwnri. Well, I contend that there is no tight money situation
that is reducing consumer spending at the present time.

The problem is that the consumer is spending at a colossal rate, and
I think the phrase "tight money" is a misnomer. I think it is really
loose money we have been having for the past year or so.

Senator LoNe. Is the consumer spending at a sufficient rate to en-
able us to expand our production at the normal rate which you have
advocated, between 3 and 4 percent?

Mr. MARTIN. It is not unless we have more savings that come into
it-you have got to have plant and equipment.

Senator INo. I do not think you need at this point to condition
anything. It looks to me as if you can look right there at the facts
before you, and see whether we are doing it or not. You can take the
next column consumption expenditures, and see the extent that it
has increased during the past year.

Mr. MARnN. I would say the consumer is spending quite adequately
at the present time. The thing we have got to do is--we are not earn-
ing enough through our production-

Senator Lowe. .-Iow do you account for the fact that we have had
so little expansion in our gross national product, although we have
built all these new plants and have tremendously increased production
capabilities, and ye we are hardly expanding production more rapidly
than the population is increasing? How do you account for that

Mr. MARmTN I account for part of it by inflation.
Senator LONG. Well now, we Just got through calculating for in-

flation# that is how we found out that we have not gotten anywhere.
Mr. Mkmrrw. Well, Senator, the only comment I can make on that-

and I come back to it-is that inflation is a process; it is not something
that you can calculate here as 81% percent and measure it from this
point to the other point. This is a continuous process that is operatingin a spiral.

If we can project production for a constant level of increase, 8 or
4 percent, without regard to the ebb and flow of markets, why then I
think your thesis is perfectly correct; but I do not think you can.

Senator Loxo. Let me go back to this question I tried to get
answered sometime ago, and perhaps we are ready to get an answer
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to it now: On this showing-and these are the figures I have to show
it, and I hope you can answer this question yes or no, but you do not
have to-do these figures show any pressure on our productive capa-
bilities of a genuine inflationary nature#

Mr. MAmri. Now, in terms of prices, I think it does.
Senator LoNG. Let us not talk about that just yet, let us talk about

productive ability to produce to meet demand.
Mr. MARTmI. Well, the demand is at a price, though.
Senator LoNe. In other words, I wouldlike to separate these things,

and that is the reason I started talking about the labor force. I want
to talk first about our capabilities to produce, and I do not want to talk
about the price at this moment. We will get to that later, and if you
want to make a statement about that now or any other time, I will be
glad to hear it. But I want to know if the facts before us the
acts in the President's Economic Report, the facts in Economic ndi.

caters show any pressure whatever upon our overall productive capa-
bilities to indicate that there is an inflationary strain on our productive
capbilities ?

Mr. MArTIz. Well, if you are talking about can we produce more
than we are producing at the present time, without regard to whether
we can sell it at current prices, I think there is very-

Senator L4wo. That is all I am talking about at this moment.
Mr. MAWFiN. All right. I think there are very few instances where

you can show any strain on our capacity at the moment.
Senator LoNe. In a general sense, the answer is "No," is it not I
Mr. MARTINr. In a general sense, the answer is "No.' But on prices,

I want to come back to it.
Senator LOxo. That is all right. I am not foreclosing you.
Mr. MAlmri. At a price. That is right. I know you are not.
Senator LoNe. We will tackle this price issue. But as far as the

production is concerned, there is no showing here that production is
under any inflationary strain, is there ?

Mr. MARTxn. I would say that you are generally correct at the
moment.

Senator LoNe. Now, I would like to discuss in somewhat greater
detail consumer expenditures- and I have prepared a table, and I
shall refer to how I calculated it, and here is one for the record.

This is my calculation of the trend in consumer expenditures,
annual average growth rate in uniform 1956 dollars.

Trend in ooneumer epenftturee, annual average growth rate n uislorm 1956
dollars

rmr Pdrowmt
1958 to lst half of 1057 ............................................... .7
1905 to low ...............-------------------------- & 8
2d quarter of 19W8 to 24 quarter of 1957 ................................ 117
2d half of 1980 to lot half of 1967 .................................... 1. 4

I derived that from two sources: One is from page 124 of the Presi.
dent's economic report. That is where I derived-the basic flurea, and
I calculated the increases which I do not believe you will-find sub.
stantially in error, if at all, in terms of personal consumption expendi-
tures. You will see that as the second column.

Senator LoNG. On that page--that indicates that from 1958 on
through the first half of 1957, our consumption expenditures increased
at an annual rate of 8.7 percent in uniform 196 dollars.
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Now, that is in line, I have always contended, with the fact that in
order to produce, you have got to consume--you have got to have buy.
I power in order to have production.

ow there you have an average of 8.7 percent, which is within the
range that you referred to as desirable, between 8 and 4 percent.

like the average from 1958 throw h 1956 where the average is 8.8
pecet. Then referring to pag of e Economic Indicators,
and adjusting ?or price change, it appears to me that if you compare
the second quarter of 1956 with the second quarter of 1067, that the
real expansion rate is about 1.7 percent.

Now you can calculate that at some other time if you want to, but
that is Khe information that is available to me.

Mr. MAwn. AU right.
Senator LeNs. And-I would ask you assuming the substantial cor-

rectnese of those figures, does that not indicate that our consumption
expenditures are not increasing at the level that would be desirable?

Mr. MAmrn. No, not a bit, Senator.
I think that it shows that the savings trend is in the right direction,

and that if we can continue to reduce those expenditures and increaseour savings, we will be able to finance this plant and equipment expan-
sion that will lead to a sound expansion.

Senator LoNs. It is not going to do us any good t have a lot of
plants, if they do not have somebody to buy the stuff they are pro-
clueig.,

It takes both; does it not I
Mr. MAnrax. They have got to have the earning to pay, and you

cannot just manufacture savings, you know. We cannot use bank
credit to produce these buildings and plants.

Senator Lo. Let me ask you--over here on about page 11 of the
Economic Indicators, in terms of income, I think it ought to be there-
iUst one second. Let us find disposable personal Income in your

Indicators,
No, it is not on page 11. On page 6, there is a fire that I know

is not satisfactory from your point of view, and it ianot a desirable
figure from mine. If you will look at the second to the last column,

rcapita, compare the second quarter of 1956 with the second quarter
of 195 , you win see in the second quarter of 1956, per capita disposable
income was $1,718.

The per capita disposable income for the second quarter of 1957
was $1,705 and I would like for the reporter to put this particular
column in the record.

That is in terms of uniform dollars, which indicates that income
after taxes for the average person on a per capita basis is $8 less this
year than it was last year.

Now that is not desirable, is it, for this quarter I
Mr. MarZx. Is there an adjustment of prices in that, Senator I
Senator LoNe. That is in terms of constant dollars, in order to

allow for the inflation of the dollar during that period.
Mr. MAMrv. Well, that is an $8 los then, as a result of inflation.
(The table previous referred to follows:)
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Senator LoNo. Well now, you say as the result of inflation; but we
have had some years of inflation, when the real per capita income
nevertheless increased very greatly. In other words, we both increased
our real income and had the ill ation all at the same time, because
the increase in dollar income ran way ahead of the increase in prices.

That occurred all during the years 1989 on tip, in fact, almost up to
the present time.

F'or example, let us just take-if you take the years during this ad-
ministration, under President Eisenhower-let us give credit to the
Eisenhower administration here--in terms of real dollars, every year
starting in, 1053, with the exception of 1954 when there was a slight
falloff zat 7rear and we did not regard the recession as being desira.
ble-but going forward then, 1950 1951, 1952, 1953, 1955, we hadincreases. Then it increased in ll6 until we got to the latter part,
and then it started falling off.

This year we find, comparing one quarter to the other, here is ayear
we M just spinning our wheels so far as making any progress. - That
is not because of inflation, Mr. Martin, that is because of failure
to produce; is it not I

Mr. MARin. No I cannot agree with you, Senator.
Senator Lose. Well, suppose we had produced substantially more.

We would have had more fo share and more for everybody to buy.
Mr. M&mx. We have to come back to our price. If you could

ignore prices it would be, perhaps-
Senator Loxo. Suppose it had begn a case of spending more and

producing more. Suppose the automobile producers had more output,
and the pioducers of household appliances had more, suppose we pro.
duced more automobiles household appliances, homes, clothing, any
particular thing you might want to mention in terms of consumer
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uoods, and the people having produced them, had proceeded to pur-
68e them. We woul not have this kind of showing of a falling off

in al terms, inflation or no inflation; would we?
Mr. Ai Irri. Well, you are completely ignoring the necessity though

for using a port on of our income to come out of savings for the pro.
diction of these items.

We cannot use bank credit or borrowed money for that type of
productive--

Senator Loro. Tt us got around to that in a moment, because you
have discussed that at considerable length hero, and you have en-
lightened us on that, perhaps, not enough, but I will learn more about
that, I nm sure.

B it, for the moment, I want to talk about where we are going and
whether we are making any headway. 0

Here we have a showing that during this last year, without any tax
increase, mind you, income after taxes did not keep up with the
increase in the population; did it?

That is, comparing this quarter to the same quarter of last year,
is what I am talking about. That is the figure. I do not make those
figures. Those figures are made by responsible people who are doing
their job from day to day as conscientious Federal employees, I
assume?

Mr. MArTIN. Absolutely. They do an excellent job.
Well, I think the cause-and-effect relationship which you cite and

that I cite are just the opposite. That is the point.
Senator 4o16. Let me ask you this: Does not that, plus what I have

been saying about the gross national product, indicate a desirability
of more consumer spending!

Mr. MARTIN. Well, but under the present demands for capital, I
earlier this morning mentioned---

Senator LoNo. Lit ius just leave the demand for capital out of it for
the moment, because that might change the answer-and if so, why
you are entitled to prove that. (Laughter.1

But if we just leave the demand for capital out and say, based on
these facts, separating the demand for capital at the moment, does
not the slow increase of gross national product and the actual reduc.
tion of per capita disposable income, without any tax increase--and
that is the only calculation you make to find out what your disposable
income is, you say, "How much did I make What are my taxes, and
how much have I left after taxes" and that is disposable income--
now, without any tax increase, with disposable income going down
rather than up, and with our gross national product hardly expand-
ing fast enough to meet the increase in population, does not that in-
dicate that there is a desirability for more consumer spending?

Mr. MARTIN. No, not under present conditions, because you are
taking out of this wheel-

Senator LoNo. I asked you to separate this thing, that you want to
explain, that makes all the difference, this price matter,

Mr. MARTN. Well, the only point-
Senator LoNe. This industrial expansion that you want to talk

about, lt us separate that for a moment. Let us just say that, based
on those facts, without any reference to other things, standing alone
without any reference to the industrial expansion problem, these
trends are not desirable.
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Mr. MAirI. W0l, If I aceqpt your hy)othois, yes.
Senator IAOtqo. That It Is dimi1lblo to have more c timer slind.

Mr. M riN. Thitt is right, it acIeptw the hypothesis.

lut again, the joint 1 ain tryitig to nnake Is, where we dimaigre is,
that we eittitiot stop) it at it giveill oiit. illuld 5ollto these tlillgs. ''lits
Is a circle, you see, this turtilog aroumd.

8 1eator Al'),. Mr. AMritill, It seimIs to 1110 t11at you feel you are01 bIng
led to all answer ,O do not Want to give, nthat yoll afraid these
facts add lip to it,

Mr. MAwtri, No.
Senator Lowo. Later on, am for as your argueno1t abotli the11 in.

dustrial expansion and the inflatilonluity prolure that. that crtes,
WO call look at these other fltors, aml I think we should. lBut here
are the facts bofrore ts, and it does oe to ule tho answer is fitirly
clear and obvious, its far its this particular point about. eonlli11tt41o1
is concerned.

I know you are not going to say it is desirable in Leaeetlinu to have
a re ductio InII por calila consuner e qxoditures unless there is soie
major factor to account for that.

Mr. MARTIN. I think it is desirable.
Senator .1A3x(. t me ask you this: l)o ou think it is desirablo to

have less consumller speding if the result o it is loss pIroduction V
Mr. MAw1!N. Wvl, there again you tre taking the wheel-if youcoul tak an isoatedpoLtt lnd aret-king

could take any isolated point t.nu project-
Senator L&G. You are the man who told it to me first. You are

the one who told me here that you have les production because of
people not being willinigto buy, you saty, t tesepriew.

I saty"Is it desirable to reduce prices" And you say "No."
tIs I desirable to increase prices" And you say, Yo, if I under-

stand you correctly.
Mr. MAirni. No. I think you are misquoting me a little.
Senator LoNe. Let me ask a second question.
Do you say it is desirable to Increase prices
Mr. MAwnx. To increase prices ?
Senator Loxe. Yes.
Mr. MArzw. No; I have not said It is desirable.
I say that the market force are the ones that are going to control

ultimately these price adjustraents, and that neither you nor I can
make themi; that there you are up against the operation.

Now, if we could plan the economy in its entirety and ignore this
problem of saving and investment, we could unquestionaby just try
to produce more goods, but the people want them at lower prices all
the time. I just do not think you can do that in this prouction,
cobamption, and distribution scale.

Senator LoUxo. We will be through by 10:80 here if you will just
me the correct answer. (Laughter.]

A i am trying to get from you is just the answer as to whether
or not it is deirable, one, to have a reduction In normal times of per
apita disposable income where no tax increase has occurred from
m yar to the other; that means, after taxes.

r. M m. Senator, would you object to letting Mr. Riefler com-
amaton thil
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Senator L)ONo. That is all right with me, provided you will claim
the answers as your own. It is all right with me, Mr. Martin.

Mr. MArIN. I will claim It as my own.
Mr. liartii. This In a computation of per capita income in con.

stant dollars.
Senator IoNo. That is cotn)lVetely correct.
Mr. Jtitsrvn. They take to total income and divide it by per

capita. Then they take out estimated price change, and get per
cill ita,

What It shows, If the figures aro correct, and those are difficult
things to get within 110e margins---

So mentor LONo. ol arel not going to accuse me of falsifying that
tling 1 know that. [Iaughter.]
0.L R uoimy. No; but what it shows is less output per capita this

year than last.
Senator IAmo. You mean less income per capital.
Mr. RUirLxR. Ies output.
Senator imo. Both ways.
Mr. R1 zirtn. 8o that would mean that productivity has fallen off.Now, that would be a very serious thing. I really think thatyou

probably will find the explanation in the difficulty of making thesehtd ustinen ts so finely,
Put to say tat productivity has fallen off during the last year,

that is what it shows-
Senator Loe. It does show that.
Mr. ItticrixR (continuing). That would be a very serious thing, be-

cause it is our productivity increasing that all these growth trends
we are talking about are based on.

Senator LoNe. You are saying that if that is correct, it is not a
desirable thing I

Mr. Rmnz r. If productivity is falling off, then we will not have
growth trends. That is not due to lack of demand. I mean there is
a general thesis that inflation impairs productivity. I do not really
think that when you carry it all through-

Senator LoNG. Well, we have had some of our greatest increases in
production during some of our greatest periods ofinflation.

Mr. Riumzn . When you had slack resources.
This one starts with-well, you quoted 1942. There wore slack

resources.
Senator Lowe. Take the years like 1942. By that time you had-
Mr. Riznax Slack resources were still in existence.
Senator LONG. You had 14 million men in the armed services.
Mr. Rn WUR. But you were-
Senator.LO. And you started the war with 9 million unemployed,

so you had to increase your labor force by about 5 million at the same
time you were taking 6 million men more into the Armed Forces than
you had in the unemployed when the war started.

Mr. RrLnR. And you released an enormous volume of labor from
the sheer process of distribution.

As the Government became the sole buyer or more nearly the sole
buyer, there was a terrific release of personnel there.

Senator LOo, You also had tremendous inc during the year
after that and the year after that, but you had inflation--.

labs
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Mr. RrLn. Yes.
Senator LoNG. You had inflation, but you also had tremendous

increases in your production at the same time.
Mr. RmEmLR. Yes.
You see, that is productivity-when you get into multiplying mil.

jts" items .by millions of times, the productivity factor can come in
quite fast, but that World War thing is a very different kind of

usinesAs
Senator LoNG. This thing of having an inflationary year, a year of

inflation, where you had so little increase in production, is a very
unusual thing; is it not ?

Mr. hzrz- Well, it is something that accompanies
Senator LoNo. Can you tell me when it happened before ?
Mr. Rnnv. It is characteristic of a hyperinflation, and it is a

phenomena of a hyperinflation.
I would be very surprised if the final figures when they all get

corrected, if they would bear this out because what this seems to show
is a decrease in productivity during the past year, and at a time when
so much plant imp rovement has come in.

Senator Lowo. It is a threatening sign; is it not ? It is a bad sign.
Mr. Rmnm. It would be a sign inflation was more widespread than

I think it has been.
Senator LoNo. Can you point to any other year when you had

inflation and a reduction, a falling off of production at the same time ?
Mr. RizrLm. Oh, yes. That is usually true of all extended periods

of inflation.
You see, people are not interested in producing the most efficient

things. They are interested in making inflation profits because when
you actually get a reduction in productivity, there is an inflation profit
involved.

Senator LoNo. I am Just trying to get the answer to this question,
and so far I cannot seem to get it, whie seems to me obvious enough,
and we wander all over the lot, but there is never a direct answer to this
question.

All I want to know is this: With 4 million people unemployed, our
production increased-

Mr. Rurun. Three.
Senator LoNo. Well, the last flgurs--
Mr. MAriw. It is 4 percent you are quoting. It was 8 million.
Mr. Rrzrw. The number was 8 million.
Senator LoNo. Let me now see whether it is 8 million. I am just

referring to the last published figure. I understand it came down last.
Mr. )!mN. Your% would be 8.8 million, then.
Mr. RIznm . 8.7 million.
Senator LoGo. June 1957, 4.8 unemployed, seasonally adjusted 4.5.
Did I s million, or percent? I thought I said it was 4 milhon

unemployed . .
4.8 percent unemployed, as of now ?
Mr.'R.ma. Yes. It is 4.2 in July.
Senator LoNo. I do not have the July figure. I only have the pub-

lished figure here.
I have been asking for it, but I have not been able to receive it; 4.2

percent unemployed, which works out to 8 million.
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Four and two-tenths percent unemployed, an increase in production
slightly more than the increase in the population, and an actual drop
an actual decline in disposable personal income, would it be desirable
to have additional consumer spending if that meant additional pro-
duction I

Mr. Rv xRn. Well, those figures do not exactly jibe. They are a
little inconsistent there.

Mr. MArtIN. I still come back, Senator, to the poin* that under
current conditions, the real need is for savings, not 14 r consumer
expenditures.

Senator LoNe. You are familiar with Prof. Sumner Slichter are
you not? You either know of him or you know him, one or the other?

Mr. MArms. Yes.
Senator Lozro. He is well regarded by a great number of people in

the field of economics. Here is a letter on August 8 of this year that
he wrote to the New York Times. He says that:

The figures--
which I assume refer to these figures we are discussing here-

The new figures show that the weak spot in the economy is now consumption,
especially consumption of durable consumer goods-
and I assume that relates to automobiles, household appliances, and
things of that sort--
and that this weakness exists in spite of a fairly good increase in personal in-
comes.

For more than 6 months the American economy has been merely marking time.
Physical production in the second quarter of 1957 was virtually the same as in the
first quarter, and between the last quarter of 1986 and the first quarter of this
year there was only a negligible rise in physical output.

As a result, total physical production today is only about one-halt of 1 percent
greater than it was in the last quarter of last year. Industrial production is
even less today than it was 9 months ago and is not even 1 percent greater
than it was in the spring of 1956-in spite of large outlays by factories and
mines on new plant and equipment.

He goes on down and I will not read the whole letter, but it is all
along tat line, and he makes this statement:

But the fact that the American economy has made virtually no progress In
increasing production for over 6 months shows that the number one economic
problem Is not inflation-it is the problem of restoring expansion to the economy
by persuading Individuals to Increase their spending, thereby creating markets
for a larger volume of production.

Do you agree with that statement ?
Mr. MAiniN No, I do not agree with it. He has got a billion

dollar error in there. That is not terribly important, but it is true,
but I do not agree with the statement at all.

There is an answer to it from a life-insurance president today that
I think is rather good. He says:

In a time of relatively full employment as is the present, to state as does
Professor Slichter in his letter of August 8 that the number one economic
problem of the moment is "to restore expansion to the economy by persuading
individuals to increase their spending" is to argue for an increase in the forces
making for inflation.

Senator LoNG. Let me ask you this question: Do you think a life-
insurance president can be an unbiased .witness

Mr. MAnln. This is from an economist.
0868-51-pt. 8-o
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Senator Loto. I thought you said he was a life-insurance presi.
dent

Mr. RFrLER. lie was an economist and a professor of economics a
few years ago, and lie has become the president of this life-insurance
company.

Senator LoNo. He is president now. lie is not their economist; he
is their president.

Well, I repeat the question, do you think that the president of a
life-insurance company can plead from a position of an unbiased wit.
hesS in this situation ?

Mr. MAWrIN. I think so. I think he has got-
Senator Loo. Do high interest rates substantially increase the in.

come of a life-isurance companyMr. MA^r'r. Yes. But the depreciation of the dollar destroys
entirely his business, and no one has more concern about the deprecia-
tion of the dollar than a life-insurance company.

Senator LoNe. Nor has anybody more concern about the increased
rates, do they ?

Mr. MAArrt. No, I do not think that follows, Senator. I think
the No. 1 problem for a life-insurance company, is making good-

Senator LoNe. You say the witness would not be biasea; that the
increase in his income would not relate to his judgment ?

Let us go ahead and hear the rest of it.
Mr. ARTIN (reading):

With the level of expenditures for investment as high as they have been during
the past year, where would industry have obtained the materials and labor to
produce a higher volume of consumer goods?

The really phenomenal thing is not that consumer expenditures have not
expanded during this period, but rather that it has been possible to increase
expenditures for investment so much without causing their decline.

Perhaps later, when the current investment has resulted In an enlarged plant
capacity, the need may then be to increase consumer expenditures in order to keep
the enlarged plant running full capacity. But not now, when our economy is
practically bursting at the seams.

Senator WILIAMS. May I break in for a moment ?
Senator LoNG. Yes.
Senator WLLIAMS. I would just like to make the observation that

this letter was written by one of Delaware's outstanding economists.
Senator LoNe. That may very well be.
I know the cigarette people hired themselves a mighty fine doctor

to testify that cigarettes cannot give you lung cancer-and he said it
was not conclusive, after he made a study of the findings.

I would like to put Dr. Slichter's letter in here.
(The letter from Dr. Slichter follows:)

(Now York Time, Ausust 8, 19571

FALL I OosNaUPTION No~mn

STILATIIG SlZrIDINO D)ZOLAMD OUR PRIMAaY ROONOMIC PaoBLrM

The writer of the following letter is professor of economics at
Harvard University. He is the author, among other works, or
What's Ahead for American Buiness?

To the Enrro or TUB NXW Yoaz Tzims:
The figures on the state of the economy in the second quarter of 1957, recently

released by the Joint Economic Committee, show important changes that should
be of interest to businessmen and Government poicaymakers. The new figures
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show that the weak spot in the economy is now consumption, especially consump-
tion of durable consumer goods, and that this weakness exists in spite of a
fairly good Increase In personal incomes.

For more than 0 months the American economy has been merely marking time.
physical production in the second quarter of 1951 was virtually the same as in
the first quarter; and between the last quarter of 1950 and the first quarter of
thls year there was only a negligible rise In physical output.

As a result, total physical production today Is only about one-hailf of I percent
greater than It was in the last quarter of last year. Industrial production Is
even less today than it was 9 months ago and Is not even 1 percent greater than
it was In the spring of 1950, in spite of large outlays by factories and mines on
new plant and equipment.

ACCOUNTINo FOR LULL

The present lull In business was originally brought about by the wise decision
of many enterprises to reduce their inventories. But this cause does not explain
the continuation of the lull through the second quarter of 1057.

The unsatisfactory production record in the second quarter occurred in face
of the fact that Industry was producing more than It was selling, with the result
that the physical volume of Inventories rose In the second quarter by $1.5 billion
a year.

The crux of the difficulty has been the reluctance of consminers to spend their
growing Incomes. Personal Incomes after taxes rose by $4.2 billion a year
between the first an(i second quarters. But personal consumption expenditures
increased by only $1.1 billion a year and buying of durable consumer goods
actually dropped by $900 million a year.

The small rise In consumer expenditures was not enough to offset the rise In
prices, so that Americans actually consumed a smaller physical volume of goods
In the second quarter than In the first.

IXDUOSMXNTB TO BUY

Sooner or later Americans will undoubtedly spend nearly all of the Increase in
their growing personal incomes. But at the moment, many consumers are evi.
dently paying off old debts while waiting for industry to offer better goods at
more attractive prices.

The job of getting individuals to spend a larger proportion of their Incomes,
and thus ending the present stagnation of the economy, is obviously not one that
the Government can do. Only business firms can persuade people to spend a
larger proportion of their Incomes.

But the fact that the American economy has made virtually no progress in
increasing production for over 0 months shows that the No. 1 economic problem
of the country Is not inflation-It In the problem of restoring expansion to the
economy by persuading Individuals to increase their spending, thereby creating
markets for a larger volume of production.

SVUuna H. ScOUT.
MADISON, Wi.,, JuIf 81, 1967.

Senator Lose. I take it, then, you do not feel there is any desirabil-
ity for increasing consumer spending? I take it that would be your
view even if that should mean increased production f

Mr. MAwnTI. I think the important thing at the moment is to in-
crease savings. That has to come out of the consumers.

Senator ono. Since you mentioned that subject of increased sav-
ings, do you believe that it would be desirable to increase consumer
savings even in order to finance plant expansion even though this
means a considerable reduction in consumer spending resulting in a
considerable reduction in production of consumer goods at a time
when we have a large amount of industrial expansion, that is, indus-
trial facilities, to spared

Mr. MAnra. I do not think we have a large amount to spare. I
think you have got to recognize the size of this economy.

Senator LoNG. Let us consider this.
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Here we are producing 2 million automobiles less than we are capa.
ble of producing. We are prolucing far less than we are capable of
producing in terms of household appi iances.

We are producing 20 percent less houses than we are capable of
prol uecg, and reallneome is not increasing because the public is not
buying, and you pointed out yourself that seems to be one of the
reason it is not increasing.

Do you really feel that, even if it means that there should be a fur.
ther reduction in real income-that it, income after taxes, income of
the individual-we should nevertheless try to take from consumer
spending additional savings, even though That means a reduction in
production and a reduction in personal income?

Mr. MANr"K. I do not think it would mean either of those, Senator.
I think that the problem here is the turn of this wheel that we are

talking about. Now, I put down here in my statement, and I will
stand on it, that the volume of savings id investment permits con.
tinued expansion of productive facilities at a rate consistent with
growing consumption demands.

Now, this population is growing-
Senator Long. Let us just refer to that statement for a moment

since you want to use that.
You say you are talking about permitting us to expand our plant

and equipment, as I understand it, relative to consumption demand;
is that correct?

Mr. MAriN. Well, your problem here is that people have to-there
is a time element in it, with a growing population and a growing con.
sumption demand-#--

Senator LoNe. That is just it. There is no growing consumption
demand. You are the one to say that here it is lower than it was on
a per capita basis, and it ought to go still lower.

Mr. MAwnuX. No- we are talking now about real income.
Senator IT)No. That is riglt, because if you use the inflated figures,

it looks as though it might have increased, but it has not.
Here we are at a standstill showing the actual reduction in per

capital income in terms of reai dollars-that is, in terms of constant
dollars-and here you are saying that it would be good to further
reduce it and that this would meet growing consumer demand.

I do not understand that. There is rwing consumption demand,
I believe is the term you used. Well, it is not growing; I mean, it is
getting less rather than more, according to this.

Mr. Mh-nri. No; it is growing, but the demand--the problem
that you have here is that the demand for these products is offset by
an enormous requirement for plants and equipment expenditure for
the production of these products in all lines, not just the lines that
you mentioned, but across the board, and that is in excess of our avail-
able saving, so that if you create bank credit to supply that, why, you
are just endangering the deposits of everyone.

Senator LONG. Well, now, let us just look at this for a moment.
If you make additional funds available for the expansion of these

plants and facilities, then you must have more funds available to pur.
chase more gods and commodities than are being produced today;

must you not?
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Mr. MAwr;. But the price factor comes into it. This money sup.
ply, then, if you are going to say that the way to increase production
is to increase the supply of money, when there is an inadequacy of
savings-

Senator Lowa. Let us take it step by step.
Mr. MARtIN. There is no other way to do It.
Senator Loro. You are the one who told me the way to increase

production is to increase consumer spending.
Mr. MArr-r. No.
Senator LoNo. Didn't you I
Mr. MARTiN. No, I have never said that.
Senator LooG. Did you not make this statement here that this

failure to expand our gross national product to any considerable de-
gree, and this failure to increase our per capita total income, related
to the fact that consumers were not willing to bu at present prices

Mr. MARTin. Do you want to comment on this, Mr. Riefler I
Mr. RrzMRn. Yes.
He brought in the fact that when you talk about a specific line, like

automobiles or appliances, or something where you have more capacity
than current demand, you must remember that there the consumers
were not buying that larger output, potential output, because possibly
of a price factor. But, for the total situation, not at all. The point,
in general, is that the labor force, employed labor force, is very much
larger than ever.

We do have output at capacity. Now, some of these things are
curious.

One of the things that has happened this last year apparently is a
tremendous or a very appreciable shift in demand toward services.

If you look int9 the employment figures, it is the service sector where
the growth of employment is.

If you look at the price series, it is the service component where
prices are going up faster. So that it looks as though there is a shift
toward the services in what the consumer is demanding at the present
time.

Now, it may be that that helps explain your other dilemma also.
It may be true-and I do not know this-it may be true that pro.

ductivity has not increased in the provision of services as much as it
has in the output of factories. It is in the output of factories that you
get the effects of the new machines, increasing productivity.S enator Lowo. Well, productivity has fallen off because of lack of
demand for the product.Mr. Rnumt. No.

Senator LNog. Lack of money to buy. it, one way or the other.
Mr. Rzmria. The consumer is opening his money, and prices are

going up. There is no question that prices are high. Prices could not
go up unless they were spending.

Senator LoNo. You are producing 20 percent less homes.
Mr. Runu. But the prices are up.
Senator LONo. At their peak.
Mr. Rnuism The prices are up.
Senator LONo. I know prices are up.
Mr. R mrxe. That shows that people are spending their money.

PriQes could not go up if people were not spending their money.
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Senator LomG. But they are buying les.
Mr. Riv um. Because the prices are higher.
Mr. THoMAs. They are buying less in constant dollars.
Mr. Rnwrim. They are buying less in constant dollars, but not less

in actual dollars, It may be that these figures that show a decrease in
productivity, after correction for price changes, may represent a shift
of demand to an area where there has been loss increase n produce.
tivity. The thing you were bringing up earlier about 1052 or 198,
and the last part of 1061, where you had this abnormally low per-
centage of unemployment at a time when prices were not rising, that
was a period in which you were getting a very rapid increase in the
efficiency of merchandising, that was the twriod in which the discount
house was coining in, and that sort of thing, cutting the distributive
margin, and part of the fact, part of the explanation, of that period
that you coulA have rapidly rising wages without a reflection in prices,
was Ahe increase in the efficiency of distribution that was taking place.

Now, at tile present time, these figures sort of seem to indicate that
you are getting a revermo effect in the efficiency of distribution; that
as demand shifts toward services froni factory output, you get,--when
you divide through you get a general productivity factor, you get a
decrease in per capila income in constant dollars. That may be an
explanation.

Senator LoNm Well you can answer this question if you want to,
or your assistant can, but my iiprVeion is, perhaps, we are talking
about a different definition of productivity.

To me, when you have got tile ability to produce 20 percent more
houses than you are producing, the definition that I would ordinarily
use of our prodte ivity would not cause me to think-

Air. Rtruim. Physcal output per capita.
Senator Lo.o. You are not able to sell them or move them. But

you certainly have the ability to produce them.
Mr. RixNF.LR People are always shifting their demands, according

to what it costs. They could buy houses or vacations. This year
they are buying more vacations tian ever before, even though they
are buying less houses.

Senator LoNe. If you look at the overall figures, they are very
revealing. The overall figures are, so far as personal consumption is
concerned, show that it has not expanded the way that you would
expect it to, even when you include your increased purchase of per-
sonal services in there.

Mr. Rnrntx. Well, the necessity for increasing savings to finance
these larger capital expenditures, must necessarily be reflected in a
decrease in the rate of expansion of personal spending. That is just
mathematics.

Senator Lose. Well, the hour of 12:85 having arrived, Mr. Martin,
I assume .

Mr. M wrN. I have plenty of time.
Senator LoNs. I was hoping we would be through at this time, but

I still have several things I had hoped to get to, and I hope we will
be able to cover them tomorrow in, perhaps, a half hour or so.

Mr. MAr~ni. I will see you at 10: 80 1
Senator LoNG. We will recess until 10: 80.
(Wh ereupon, at 12:85 p.m. the oommitta recessed to reconvene

on Friday, August 18 19o, at i: 25 a. mI.)



INVESTIGATION OF THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
THE UNITED STATES

IRAT, AUGUST 1, 195?

UMTWO STATO SZNATU,Comir ox FWANG&,

The committee met, pursuant to reces, at 11: 25 a. m.l in room 812,
Senate Office Building, Senator Rissoll B. Long preiding.

Present: Senators Byrd (chairman), Long (presiding), Carlson,
Bennett, and Jenner.

Also present: Winfield Riefler, assistant to the Chairman, Board
of Governors Federal Reserve System.

Elizabeth . Springer, chief clerk; and Samuel D. McIlwain,
special counsel.

Senator LOwO. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Martin I would like to talk a little bit about the independence

of the Federal Reserve Board. You made the statement your pre
pared statement that the Federal Reserve Board apparently had an
obligation to follow the administration with regard to administration
policies, and that it was not independent of them, but that it nonethe-
less exercised its own independent judgment with regard to the way
that those policies should bi implemented. Would you elaborate upon
that, as to your understanding of the de to which the administra-
tion fixes its policy with. regard to employment, and with regard to
direction of our economic and fiscal police$ and ti degree to which
the Federal Reserve Board exercises its judgment

STATEMENT 0P WILLIAM MoY MARTIN, f., 1,HAIA
3OAD 01P GOVUORB, nDEAL RESERVE BZT8TM-.Resuw4md

Mr. Mb~z;. Well, we feel ourselves bound by the Employment
Act and by the Federal Reserve Act. And in the field of money and
credit we consider ourselves to be, regardless of what the decisions of
the administration may be-we consult with them but we feel that we
have the authority, if we think that in our field, money and credit
pollies, that we should act differently than they, we feel perfectly at

ryto do so.
Oenator. Low. In other words, you feel that you have freedom

in promoting what you believe to be the full employment policy of the
lawt I O

Mr. MJITIW That is right.
-Senator Loso. To aop0t policies that may not be the policy of the

administration itself I
Mr. Mixrm. That is right. I1
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Senator LoNo. And you feel that there is the right within the Board
to adopt a policy that may be completely at variance with the attitude
and the direction of the policy of the administration I

Mr. MATRrN. Well, r wouldn' say that--we will discuss it at con-
siderable length.

Senator LoG. You have the right to disagree with them I
Mr. MAIN. Exactly.
Senator LoNe. And you believe that the Federal Reserve Board, if

it does disagree, has the rilit to ursue a policy that is completely con-
trary to the policy that & administration proceeds to follow, not
meaning that you are doing this or that you have done it, but that you
feel tha under the law you 4o have that right ?

Mr. MArruz. Under the law we feel it is our prerogative; yes, sir.
Senator LoNG. At the same time you believe if Iunderstand it

correctly, that you should in a sense persuade them that the policy
that you are puruing is the correct policy, and that their policy should
be consistent with yours, and that you should make your views avail-
able to the Executive for the Executive to persuade you if possible that
the policy that the Executive is pursuing is the policy to which you
should direct your activities?

Mr. MArnN. That is right.
Senator LoNG. At the present time, if I understand it, the testimony

from the executive branch has been that their policy is consistent with
the policy that you are pursuing ?

Mr.. MAArIN. Well, ?think in a broad sense that is correct. We
have differences of opinion.-differences of judgment with respect to
our actions.

Senator LoNG. Yes. Has the administration of recent date, the
spokesmen for the Treasury Department or the President in any
other capacity, been urging you to take a position or adopt a policy
contrary to the one that you have been pursuing?

Mr. MAerr. Well, over the last year there has been no pressure,
Senator, such as saying, "If you do not follow this policy, we will
drop you out of office-"

They have tried on a number of occasions to persuade us that we
should not take action which we did take, but it was a perfectly
friendly discussion and honest disagreement, not about broad policies
so much as about timing and judgment with respect to whether it was
a wise course for us to pursue under present conditions.

Senator LoNG. Could you give us some indication of recent deci-
sions and recent actions that the Board has taken which you feel were
not the policy that was recommended or was, perhaps, contrary to
the attitude that you believed that the administration would have
taken if it had been charged with the same responsibility that you
have?

Mr. MAstrr. Well, I think the most glaring instance of that was
in April of 1956. Pursuing our method of cooperation I began dis.
cussions with Secretary Humphrey. In Februar of that year Gov-
ernor Balderston and I had a meetinuwith Secretary Humphrey
and there was a disagreement as to ahe nature that the economy
was developing. We were so convinced * we discussed it with
various people and in a series of meetings from about the middle of
February until the last week in March.
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By the last week in March the position in the Federal Reserve-
which was not a 1-man operation; you see, the 12.bank directors were
considering all aspects of this--was that it would be wise for us to go
up in the discount rate.

I think Secretary Humphrey subsequently testified that his judg-
ment, at that time, was that the timing was poor, but that he was not
opposed to the long-run objective.

We finally reached a point where there was no meeting of the minds
that could be had, and there was nothing for the Federal Reserve to
do except to go and act. And we acted.

Senator LoNo. Since that time, the discount rate has been advanced
several additional steps, has it not ?

Mr. MArnw. It has. And it has been discussed persistently with
the Treasury and with the Council of Economic Advisers and others
in the administration. And we benefit a great deal from these dis-
cussions with them, just as we benefit from the meeting here before
this committee, getting the different points of view.

Senator Lozo. Are you free to say whether there was a divergence
of opinion on the subsequent increase in the rediscount rate?

Mr. MAr. In some degree I think there was. There was no pres-
sure put on us not to do what we did. Everything was very friendly
and amicable, but I am inclined to believe, to be honest, that if it had
been handled by the administration it would have been handled dif-
feetly.

Senator LoNo. Are you inclined to believe that the administration
would have been more rapid in advancing the rediscount rate or lessmapidtr. M~AT~i. They would have been less rapid, although I want to

be Very fair in this and say at one point, early 1955, 1 think, the
administration probably would, if they had had the authority, or
might have gone up and at that time we were opposed to going up.
It has not been a one-way street.

Senator Lowo. As of yesterday, the Government paid more than 4
percent interest on their 90-day indebtedness?

Mr. MAmN. That is correct. The rate was 4.17.
Senator LoNo. 4.171
Mr. MAUr . Yes.
Senator LNoG. Can you tell me when was the last time that the rate

on a 90-day indebtedness was that high I
Mr. MAmI. To be correct, it should be noted that this 4.17-percent

issue was not for 90 days--it was 287 days.
Senator LoNG. 237 days?
Mr. MAmN. Right. We will have to look up the "last time." It

has been a number of years.
Senator LoNG. Do you have any off-hand recollection, just an im-

pression that you could give us, for the moment, how long-back it has
been since you paid that much?

Mr. M rnx. It would be probably in the 1980's. Mr. Riefler says
the newspaper account said 1988. We haven't checked it. We will
check an give it to you for the record.

(The information referred to is as follows:)
On March 6, 1988, a 98-day Treasury bill was auctioned at an avera Interest

rate of 4.X,
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Senator Loto. That is an extremely high burden for this Nation to
assume, to pay interest tit that level, is It not I

Mr. MAnmrI. It is a hihI rate; yes, sir.
Senator LONo. And 1t we had to finance our entire national

debt, recognizing that the long-term bonds draw higher rates than
the short--term obligations, do yon have any idea. as to how much
that would increase the cost, so far as the interest charges on the
government t debt are involved I

Mr. MAtwrit, I haven't, Senator. You soe you cannot say that the
lona-term, rate will e or becouto the overall rate, but what, we amr
dealing with here is a rate that may well be the high for a long time
to come, It also may not be. 114, by and large if you are talking
about refinancing, the wholo debt and making an estimate of the
cost, you are making a )rojection of a rate of activity and a flow of
spod ing in money that just may not be in existence a year from now.

Let me Just close on hat by saying that this particular rate was
not set by the Treasury. It was bid for in the open market,

Senator LIUo. Let us just return to some of the matters we were
discussing yesterday, with regard to this item of inflation. I didn't
expect the point to be made yesterday when I said that per capita
personal disposable income has (leclinknmi the second quarter of 1057
as agAinst the first quarter of 1951, and when you suggested that Mr.
Rliefler should comment on that subject, that the slowdown of produc.
tion might. be explained and thte the ritual decline of per capita
income n ight be explained on tle bmsig of a decline in productivity. I
do not think that was the cause in any respect, and if you are at all
under that impresion I believe we ought to nail it. down right here
and now.

I have preparel a statement on that subJect, which I think it might
be well for you to read. You might ad it, and then I will read it to
you, lause I think it analyzes this subject natter. I do not believe
it leaves aty doubt whatever, and I have the facts here to prove it,
that there has been no decline whatever in productivity.

Productivity is the output per manli.hour worked, and therefore
productivity is a measure of efficiency or technology. If the slow-
down in total output and the corresponding decline in per capita
consumption was due to cessation of growth in productivity, then we
would not hav the steep increase in unemployment, the virtual aban-
donment of the overtime worked, and the greatly excess plant capac-
ities in almost every major line.

All of these trends show that productivity is continuing to increase.
Biut total production is not increasing accordingly, with conse-

quent unemployment of manpower and of plant because consumer
demand is not growing rapidly enough to make tuhl utilization of the
increasing productivity.

It is just because productivity is increasing that we have the eco-
nomic power to continue to raise the standards of living, and it is just
because productivity is increasing that the only alternative to a
corresponding expansion of production and consumption is rising
unemployment, unused plants, and ultimate recession.

I cannot understand the confusion on the part of the Federal Reserve
Board as to the distinction between productivity and production.

Is there any inclination on the part of Federal Reserve to, believe
that there has been, or is a decline in productivity ?
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Mr. Rirrjai. I think I stated I doubted whether it was that. What
I said was that there had been a shift toward services in the expendi.
ture of disposable income, and it might be that that would have that
effect In the aggregate..

It might be that services had not been increasing their productivity
over the past yar. I questioned the validity of the whole position
In using statistics quite so finely as they were being used. Statistics
actually show that there was a very big increas in money demand
over the past year, even on a per capita basis. It Increised from
$1,703, dIdit not, to $1,74 4

Kw, that is an increase in money demands. It showed that money
demand was much larger even on a per capital basis than last year.

Senator LoNo. First, let us settle this matter of productivity.
Mr. 1IuvMZr. I think I said I doubted whether productivity had

decreased. I doubted if the flguresshowed that.
Senator Ti . You suggest that might explain-
Mr. 1Ritiwrii. I said-
Senator LoNe. That that might explain the fact the disposable in.

come on a per capita basis has declined. I would like to ask Mr. Martin.
Mr. Ri iL.R. Disposable income is not down. It i only when you

divide it by the price index that you find a decline. The figures say
here disposable income, per capita income, has increased from $1,703
to 11,745. That Is what the figures show.

Senator Lowo. We will have to go back to page 6 of the economicrep~ort.Mr. Riz~vn. Disposable income, second quarter 1056--

Senator Loe Do you want to take credit for the inflation-I
take it?

Mr. R FP'LIR. Disposable income has increased,
Senator Lowe. Disposable income ?
Mr. RIEFLE R. On a per capita -
Senator LoNe. Measured in terms of constant dollars?
Mr. IEYia.. Then you are taking-
Senator LoNe. Listen, just wait until I ask a question, and after I

ask the question, answer. It is more difficult to direct a question
toward Mr. Riefler because Mr. Riefler insists on talking while I am
talking. After I get through asking my question answer.

I am trying to examine the Chairman of the Board. If you want to
comment on it, that is all right, because you are the one that suggested
here that there was a decline in productivity. The Chairman said he
would accept your statement.

It seems to me that is one of the worst misstatements you have made
yet, but let me just nai this down. Here is page 8, where we have the
computation of per capita disposable income, and those who prepared
it in about three differentplaces in the Economic Indicators have gone
to the trouble of calculating it by making the correction to allow for
inflation, or deflation. So that you can look at the thing in terms
of constant dollars.

That is why we have this second column on per capital, one in
terms of current prices which can be completely misleading because
it does not take into account inflation which has occurred or deflation
that might have occurred in one period against another.

Then a second column is prepared for a very good reason, so you
can see what happened in terms of constant dollars, what hap.
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pened allowing for the difference in purchasing power. There you
lave in the second column, which I put in the record soe time

ago, your second quarter figure of the personal disposable income.-.
second quarter 1050, $1,708, second quarter 195T, $1 706, which is an
actual decrease. That takes into account increase 1n population; it
also takes Intq account inflation as it occurred during the last ear.

Now it was you who suggested, Mr. Riefler, and the Chairman
adopted that as his*answor, t tat perhaps this could be explained by
a decline in productivity. I think that we better dispose of that to
see if there Is any decline in productivity. You suggested It. You
did not offer any support of it, other than to talk about services. I
think we had beer got the facts in the record on productivity.

Here is one phase of it, but first I think we ought to put in the record
the f0iures on productivity so far as labor is concerned. Here at
page 148 of the report of the Joint Economic Committee, 85th Con.

Mse% t session, is the record of the output per man-hour in manu-
noturina. And I will make these figures available to you here:

from an Index of 111.0 in 1951, based on 100 as of 1047 to 19J average,
the index rose; 1952, 115.3; 1953, 119.7; 1954, 123.0; 19551 130.0;
1056, 133.5. And the information I have is that from early indications
in 1057--the figures are not yet available--it will show a continuing
increase. There is a steady increase in productivity so far as man.
hours in plants are concerned. Here is the record so far as production
per man. hour in agriculture, which shows a similar increase.

And I will put these two tabulations in the record, and those are
taken one from page 148 of the Economic Report and the other from
the Department of Agriculture.

That indicates a steady rise in productivity per man-hour of labor,
does it notI

(The tabulation referred to is as follows:)
Output per mon-hour, man#faocturing (Jolist Ioonomio oommttee, June i957,

p. 148)

(1947-49=1001

1951 ................. 111.81 193 ....... 119.71 1055 ........ . 180.0
192..............-- 115. 8 194 .............. 125.81 16 ..........-- ... " 188.5

No'r.--arly 195? figures Indicate much faster gain than from 1955 to 1950.

Real output per mo-hour (Department of Agrfoulture)

[194? =100)

1951 .............. 120.41 1963 ........ .. 182.91195 ............. 149.?
1902 .............. 1 9 l64 ............. 1---- -143.9 96 8- ------ - 154. 8

NoT.--Based on (1) agricultural private product, as appearing In President's Economic
aport. p. 12S, and (3) adult male workers in agriculture, apearinf at various places in

Departinent of Agriculture publication entitled "Agricultural Production and Mclonc."

Mr. RizrLP So far as these industries covered by the computation
is concerned, ye.

Senator Lolr. One covers "all manufacturing" and the other covers
"all agriculture," and that I think pretty certainly indicates, so far as
all manufacturing and all agriculture is concerned, there is a steady
increase in productivity per man-hour.

Here is an article from Business Week, July 18, 1957, which is
pretty current, which shows that "Output lags as capacity grows,"
With regard to practicafly every major industry. In fact, this general
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statement is made with regard to industry, and I would like to read an
excerpt or two from it:

Industrial production Is down, industry's productivity is up, and the growing
gap between the two is made up of expensive manufacturing plant that Isn't
fully used, some of which may be obsolescent and expensive to operate, perhaps,
but unused nevertheless.

In a few industries, the gap has been growing for more than a year. In most, it
has increased largely in the last 0 months. Before the beginning of the year, the
chief factor causing the growth In the gap was rapid addition of extra productive
capacity. But, since the beginning of the year, while industry has kept adding
to Its capacity, production itself has slipped.

Is that in accordance with your understanding of the economic facts
of today? I will ask Mr. Martin that,

Mr. MArzwx. That production has slipped It slipped slightly
on our index, but not on the longer run. We could put into the record
our general index, but we have just readjusted our index for June, I
think to 144, wh, h is about 8 points higher than a year ago. It is
about three points higher than a year ago,

Senator Lowe. Is that after allowing for the price increase-that is
after you allow for inflation, I take it I

Mr. MAiTRN. That it is real I
Senator Loe. That is in terms of dollars.
Mr. MAwruN. It is in real terms--actual physical output.
Senator LoNo. Let me just go forward wit this:
Industry generally prefers to operate in normal times-periods other than

war and similar emergencies-at about 00 percent of productive capacity. The
extra 10 percent of Its plant In normally under repair or in reserve. But since
the end of 1050, Industry's overall production has slipped from an estimated 85
percent to 81 percent of capacity.

Does that accord with your understanding ?
Mr. MARTwn. Well, I do not know on the precise figures, Senator,

but production has held at a very high level. I do not think that there
can be any doubt of that.

Senator Lo~e. How about the unused capacity-do you have the
impression at the present time we have more than a normal amount
of unused plant capacity ?

Mr. MAmxrN. No, I do not think we have more than a normal amount
of unused plant capacity. I think the situation is one in which the
people are trying to spend more than they have, which means there
is demand for more goods than in the ag ate Is available. That is
the controlling factor. Otherwise, we would not have the constant
price rises thathave been going on.

Senator LONG. I think we should make this correction, between
discussing a genuine classic inflationary situation such as occurs in
wartime, and the type of situation that we have now. In wartime,
we have business requiring funds and making expenditures, we have
Government requiring expenditures, enormous expenditures for war
purposes, and we also have consumers requiring funds and making
expenditures.

The demand becomes so excessive that you simply do not have
enough production available to meet all of those requirements. And
that Es the situation such as we had back during World War II, where
the productive facilities were simply not able and not capable of

Yplying goods to meet all of the enormous amount of purchasing
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ower that was being turned loose, and we made every possible effort
build up savings on that basis, consumer savings, to postpone

purchases until the time when the productive facilities were available
to meet consumer demands.

By contrast, this situation that we have now is one where the require.
ments of business, and I can include all industry in that, consumers and
Government, are not in excess of productive capacity, in fact, are far
below our productive capacity. And the figures are here to demon.
strate it. Can you appreciate the difference between those two sit.
uations?

Mr. MARTIN. I appreciate the difference between the two situations,
but I cannot agree with you in your analysis of the current situation.

I think we have obviously a situation where the cost of living has
risen for 10 consecutive months, and where prices are moving upward.

Senator toNo. Right.
Now we are trying to explain that. We are trying to see what

is causing it.
Yester-4ay we did dispose of one thing. I hope we are going to

dispose of all of them. But yesterday we did dfispo of one. The
current inflation is not caused by shortage of labor that is, by a general
shortage of labor. And I thought we disposed of that.

What I am trying to settle now is whether the inflation is being
caused by any shortage of productive capability or productive plant
and facilities, plant and equipment. And here is a general statement
from Business Week. Let me read specifically, and see if this accords
with any of your understanding of any of these industries:

Steel mills worked at about 87 percent of capacity through the first half of the
year--

that would mean, I take it, this year-
though the rate has been around 80 percent lately. (The preferred rate: 96
percent.)

There they are producing at 80 percent, when the preferred rate is
D0 percent. Is that in accord with your understanding I

Mr. MARTIN. I do not know enough about the steel industry to know
what the optimum rate of production would be. But, of course, it
takes-it costs more money to increase your production, and in terms
of a situation that we are dealing with today, there is no inadequacy
of purchasing power. The inadequacy is this: demand, the total
demand, including the demand for new plant and equipment ca.
pacity-that is part of the spending stream here, is above our available
rate of savings.

Now, the money supply we have kept rising.
Senator LoNo. Let us check this answer as you make it.
You have made a statement here with which I find myself in dis.

agreement. You say there is no inadequacy of purchasing power.
Let us apply that to the steel industry.

They are operating at 80 percent of capacity. Their preferred
rate is 96 percent. Do you contend on that basis that there is adequate
purchasing power to move from the market the articles for consumer
use that the steel industry is capable of producing I

Mr. MArIN. Unless you increase the prices across the board. You
cannot get away from the fact that the cost of living is persistently
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rising, and disposable personal income made a new high, I think, this
last month. Have not checked it.

Senator Log. You say "disposable income." Well, did it make a
new high in real dollars ?

Mr. M*rm. Well, one of the problems is that the dollars do not
buy as much as they did before. I do not know the figures, but that
is really what the problem is and-

Senator Loxo. Per capital disposable income has not increased. I do
not think you want to take credit for any increase in disposable income
based on inflation that has occurred, when the fact of the matter is that
in terms of constant dollars the income has actually, gone down.

I do not think you would want to give the public the impression
they are better off, when they are actually worse off, would you .

Mr. MA rxN. I certainly do not; that is why I am so against infla.
tion.

Senator Lowo. So if we look at it in real terms, it is down as of
the lart figures we have; and if you have any figures which would indi-
cat, in real terms it is now up above, to an all-time high, I would like
to have those figures available. I have not seen them.

Mr. MAwrN. We will get you, the last figures on disposable per-
sonal income. But the overriding problem that we are dealing with
is one where prices persist in rising, where there is adequate purchas.
ing power, in my judgment, unless you want to say that people should
just borrow-this is borrowed money we are talking about here in
large measure.

Senator LoNo. Here is the point we are trying to settle at this
moment: Whether there is any inflation-whether inflation is in any
degree being caused by the inability of this country and its factories
anT labor to produce sufficient goods to meet consumer demand.

Now, we have gone over the labor situation. There is adequate
slack in the labor supply. Now we are looking at the steel industry,
which is capable of producing, in fact prefers to produce, at 96 per-
cent, and is now. producing at 80 percent.

The question is, Can you say with regard to that industry that
there is any inflationary pressure because of the inability of the steel
industry to produce to meet the demand of consumers?

Mr. MArrix. Well now, a year ago there were definitely shortages in
some lines of steel, and this thing has been going on for about a year.

Now I cannot accept completely the statement that there is no
labor shortage. We discussed skilled labor yesterday, and I think
the labor situation is better today than it was a year ago. But I do
not think you can completely say you can get all of the labor you want,if you want to increase production, or plant and equipment capacity,
unless you want to bid flat labor at a price away from someone else,
today.

Senator Lowo. You are the person who made the statement that,
with retard to the housing industry,,production was down 20 percent.
but tha looking at the overall situation--and you said that the Boardhad to look at the overall situation-that construction as a whole-

Mr. MAnIN. That was in the building industry.
Senator LONo. It was down. Yes. You were looking at the over.

all problem. You said it was your responsibility to looki at the over.
all problem
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Is it not your responsibility equally to look to the overall problem
as far as employment is concerned I On the whole, you have got more
slack in employment than you have had for quite a while and you
certainly have got more slack in employment than you had back d ur-
Ing noninflationary years or when the inflation was 1 percent or lew.

Would not your statement about looking at the overall have the
same logic applied to the labor situation that it would have applied to
the construction industry I

Mr. MAwn. I just would like to make one comment on the low
level of unemployment with stable prices. That is one of the points,
it seems to me, that confirms the view that I have expressed here, in
my opening statement-that unemployment 'is not necessarily the
alternative to stable prices, as is frequently said by some people.

I think we can have the two but we have to recognize both job
opportunities and the situation ol fixed-income people, and we have got
to have a stable dollar so that the saving-investment process can'be
continued.

Now, the plant and equipment expenditures are still going ahead at
an amazingly high rate, and it is the inadequacy of saving to finance
those that is causing us our basic trouble at the moment.

Senator LOo. I do not want to just, wander off into these fields, be.
fore we pin each point down. I find if we do not watch out, we never
solve anything, and never get the information that we are seeking, un-
lea we stick to each point until we settle it.

And the question-perhaps you have attempted to answer it, but I
do not believe you have given me a direct answer to the question-
is whether, with the steel mills operating at 80 percent of capacity asagainst an optimum rate of 96 percent, which apparently seems to be
the mot desirable rate for operation of the steel industry, there is any
general or even any considerable inflationary pressure with the steel
people operating that far below their capacity.

In other words, can you say that we have inflation in the steel indus-
try because the steel Ieople cannot produce enough steel to meet the
demand at a time whi e they are operating at 80 percent of capacity ?

If you want to say that, go ahead and say it, and we will pass on to
the next point. Bu I just do not see how you can make that conclu-
sion.

Mr. MA=w. I do not know what, as I said before, the optimum rate
of steel production is, but-.

Senator LoNo. You know it is well above 80 percent, do you not ?
Mr. MAmRT . No, I do not. I think you have got to relate it to the

market for their products, and to the cycle. When I point out that a
year ago or a lit le over a year ago there were any number of steel
Items that it was virtually impossible to acquire, and then--.

Senator LoG. Did you not say in your statement that bottleneck
had been broken?

Mr. MArzr. Why, certainly that bottleneck has been broken, but let
me point out we lost over $10 billion in inflation in the interim. That
is one of the adjustment problems we have to deal with.

I was just coming back to the point that I think it is very signifi-
cant that from 1955 to 1956,.we lost over $10 billion in a mere markup
of prices, without any additional goods and services being supplied to
nyone, which seems to me quite a serious situation.
Len:tor LoG. That is not the question I asked, Mr. Martin.
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Mr. MArnx. But It bears directly on the question, in my judgment.
Senator LoNG. It perhaps bears on it, but the question I asked was:

As of this date, with the steel industry operating at 80 percent, and as.
sumig the correctness of this Business Week statement here that the
d irable rate is 96 percent of capacity, do you see any reason there to
believe that there is any inflationary pressure upon our economy--.

Mr. MArm. Well, now, Senator-
Senator LoNo. In the steel industry
Mr. MARTN. Yes. Let me say this: I do not want to appear evasive

or to be ducking your question. That is not my point at all here. But
I really do not think you can pinpoint a given point in the business
picture and say that as of this point a given industry is not operating
to its full ca city.

It has got t be related to the whole business cycle, the whole business
principle.

Senator LoNG. We are getting ready to do that but it seems to me
we first have to settle this one. In fact, the steel industry is so im-
portant that it is the one on which the Government keeps productivity
figures, and attempts to keep them in terms of constant dollars
and for various analysis purposes.

That is the reason, perhaps, why Business Week leads off with the
steel industry. The Government tries to keep figures on it, so does
Business Week, because this is one of the principal industries, one
of the basic industries, and one of the largest, which is oftentimes
the bell cow as far as the trends in employment, industry, and financial
conditions are concerned.

Mr. MAurn. Right.
Senator LoNG. A that is the reason I asked you about the steel in.

dustry first.
I have some information about some of the others, but I would first

like to get your answer with regard to the steel industry.
Mr. M.wm'n. Well, I can only say---
Senator LONG. That, standing alone. You say it would not be safe

to generalize. Let us just take that one and recognize it is not safe to
generalize.

Mr. MARTx. All right. I say I do not know what the capacitT sit-
uation in the steel industry is at the moment in relation to the businesscycle

Now, steel was subjected to terrific pressure in late 1954 and early
1955 by the upsurge of automobile and housing expansion, along with
all the other demands.

Senator LoNe. But during those times-there you say you had great
pressure on the industry, anl during those times we had no particular
inflation, did we, in 1954 and 1955? The steel industry apparently met
that demand against considerable pressure, but we had no general in-
flationary situation did we#

Mr. NR. Well, it is pretty hard to pinpoint-I think we cer-
tainly had an excess that was created then.

You must remember that we had an expansion. We had not only
the wage-cost-price push, but we had the record levels of consumer
credit and mortgage credit going on coincident with that. We had
full employment,

And then, on top of that, we superimposed an unprecedented ex.
panion of plant sad equipment, and as that gathered momentum it
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developed this spiral that we have been discussing here. Otherwise,
we would not have any problem.

Now, I think it wotild be nice, I mean if you want to take this thing,
and say In 1958-54 if the Government ust ke t cranking out money,
we would not have had any recession in 453-4'

The point I have been trying to make is that it would be nice if we
had some magical formula or device by which we could crank this
thing up or crank it down. We would have discovered it a long time
ago if we had it.

But when waste and extravagance and incompetence and inefficiency
come into the picture, they have to be adjusted for from time to time.
To just increase the money supply when you have rising prices--and
the cost of living is our major economic problem, inmy judgment,
at the moment--when you have that cost of living going up to sug
est that you just add to the money supply just compounds the probe.

em, as I see it,
Senator LoNe. Mr. Martin, were you an attorney before you went

with Government I
Mr. M3AwIr. No, I am not an attorney, and I am not an economist,

Senator. I just have worked as you have ...-.
Senator LoNe. I just asked that question because I sometimes gain

the impression it is more difficult to get a direct answer from an attor-
ney than almost anyone else that you have testifying before com.
mittees, especially if you just ask a simple question where you want
a simple answer.

And if you are in position to supply the facts, and all I am asking
you to answer is just the question of whether there is any inflationary
pressure-and I would be satisfied with a general answer from you-
assuming the correctness of these figures that steel is operating at 80
percent capacity with 96 percent being their preferred rate, if there
is any inflationary pressure in any general sense because of the inabil.
ity of the steel industry to produce to meet consumer demand ?

Mr. MAmms. To produce at a price so that the consumer will take
it, yes, I think there is still inflationary pressure in steel.

Senator LoNo. Well I have been trying to analyze that statement,
Mr. MArn. Could Kr. Riefler-
Senator LoG. On yesterday-let me just make this statement.
On yesterday, you understood to explain the failure of consumption

to expand adequately in real terms by saying that there was not
enough buying power at current prices.

This is another way of saying that there would have been enough
buying power, but not in an inflationary amount, if prices had not
risen.

If this is the case, why did prices rise? This illustrates the very
point I was making, namely, that prices did not rise because of exces-
sive consumer expenditures or consumer buying power. The Federal
Reserve Board introduced the price factor in a way that put the cart
before the horse.

The fact is, and it is the only point that I was making and am
making now, that prices rose although consumer buying power at
the lower level was not imposing an inflationary strain upon produc-
tive capability, and consumer prices are still rising even now, when
consumer buyi.g power at the current price level is far short of pro.
duotiv cpabili s
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I thought that over sufficiently so that I thought, after I dictated it,
I decided to read it back a time or two for my own purposes, and I
would like for you to read that statement, and Mr. Roefler can readit, because that, to me, is a problem that we are facing, it seems tome. You are finding a different way of saying the ame thing I am
me. Yo u s ina the answer am seeking to obtain from you.

)r. M wnr. Could he make a statement first F

Senator LoNg. If you do not mind, I would like for you to answer
that, and if you want to, you can consult with Mr. Riefler. He talks
in much more technical terms than you do, and he talks while I am
talking, which makes it very difficult when I seek to get information
through Mr. Riefler.

Mr.-MAzn. All right
Well, you cannot take consumer buying alone--what we are talk-

ing about is total expenditures, business and consumer expenditures,
and total spending has exceeded the limits of availabilities now for a
good many months.

That is the point that I make.
Senator LONo. Let us analyze this statement I have handed you

here. What I am saying is that prices did not rise and are not rising
now because of excessive consumer expenditures beyond the ability of
ourlants to produce.

ow ou say that the plants could produce a lot more, you con-
cede tha, I believe. And if not we will go into more figures on it.
And you say .that the public will not buy at these particular prices,
these hig h prices.

To whici I ask the question: Then why did the prices rise? The
point being that they did not rise because of any inability on the
part of our plants to produce more consumer goods.

Mr. MAurrm. We1, the shift from consumer goods for some
time -

Senator Loo. I thought-
Mr. MArni (continuing). For some time, soft goods have been in

growing supply, but the plant and equipment the expenditures for
plant and equipment, have so far ex eeaed the bounds of available
savings that pressure has been for rising interest rates all through
this.

Senator LoNo. We can get around to that latter factor later on, you
see. You have not been hiere testifying contrary to what I am seek.
ing-the answer I am seeking to obtain from you. You have not
testified here that industry cannot produce these goods to meet con-
sumer demand, and I am not seeking to obtain from you any an-
swer in conflict with what you said in your prepared statement.

All I am seeking to do, at a time when you say that the inflation oc-
curs because of this investment boom, is to nail down the point that
it is not occurring because of excessive consumer buying.

You did not say it is in your prepared statement, so far as I know.
Perhaps you did, but I did not fli it there. And I am attempting
to nail that point down, that it did not occur because of excessive con-
sumer buying or because of inability of the American economy and
it. productive facilities to meet consumer demand.

Now can we agree upon that statement I
Mr. iGbr. Well, do you include in "consumer bu purhas

for plant and equipment? To what are you limiting it-
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Senator Tomo. Oh, no. I am talking about thing that ordinary
people buy , that cousumers buy for their use, things like food, clothing,
automobile, transportation, household appliances, consumer items4a ainst industria'liteins.Ata. AlAiriN. Well, there has been a shift that we pointed out

here, from buying toys .in the corner drugstore to taking vacations
and services The service industry has expanded enormously, and
that is all---

Senator LoNe. That is all fine.
Now perhaps we #nre prellml d to gt the answer to the question-.-

in other words, if people are buying mnore vitcations and spending more
time buying things other than the manufactured articles and farm
articles, mnore vacations, more recreation, more luxury items, spending
more on haircuts and beauty parlors and things of that sort, that even
hlhltghs the point I have ln mind, that we are not having any
inflation because of the inability of the plants of America to produce
the manufactured articles that the people of this Nation want.

Now, can we agree upon that I
Mr. MARTiN. Well, iv ill agree with you that there are no specific

shortages of consumer goods at the moment, that I know of. But
I will not agree with you that people are not spending. They have
to earn this nioney, .mind you, and they have to keep this.

You have had "this terrific increase in consumer installment buying,
and in mortgage borrowing, and it Is earned money; we want tthe
people to be ble to have these goods and to retain them.

But I insist that, as I see it, they are spending more than they have
earned in order to try to buy more goods in the aggregate than are
readily available, aols and services in the aggregate.

Senator Loxa. You just got through making a statement that you
want to explain inflation based on two thing: One, that there was
an excessive expenditure for plant and equipment; another, that
people tend to be shifting expenditures more to services as against
manufactured goodst meaning that they would spend les on manu-
factured goods than they had in the past.

Here you have a showing, here you make the statement that people
will not buy manufactured goods at these high prices, which is an
apparent explanation of the fact that you have a vast amount of
plant capacity idle.

Here are the figures, and here are all the business writers explaining
that there is a vast amount of plant capacity idle, and you are still
declining to acknowledge that we do not have any inflation because
of inability of the American productive facilities to manufacture and
produce goods sufficient to meet consumer demand.

Mr. MARx. Now, I have great respect for Business Week. I have
read it for a long time. But if you will take Business Week over the
last 4 or 5 years, and pinpoint the times they have stated that a given
industry was in a state of oversupply or undersupply, and then see
what happened in a period of 6 months, you will find that their errors
of 1jdgment have been pretty high, also, as will all of us in this.

low, this is a continuing cycle. I have never intended to imply
in anything I have said at this boom in plant and equipment; Is
unwarranted. What I have been trying to say is that this boom in
expenditures for plant and equipment is moving too fast, too rapidly
for the resources that we have available.
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Senator LoNo. Mr. Chairman, I will be glad to discuss this boom
in plant and equipment at great length-

Mr. MAwriw. I am not against the boom in plant and equipment
at all.

Senator Low (continuing). At the time when we get around to
that, but it seems to me there Is too much difficulty in agreeing on
certain specific Items, where I think all the facts and figures are avail-
able to establish what I have In mind or what you have in mind. It
seems to me that we ought to be able to settle some of those simple things
before we get around to perhaps some of those more controversial
things,

You just got through telling me you knew nothing about the se
industry, had i1o idea what their productive capabilities mi $ be
or should be. And now you proceed to tell me that Businem Week,
which does think it knows something about the steel industry, does
not know what it Is talking about.

Mr. Kurri. No, no. -[ am talking about--that is the point they
make at a given time.

Now, the point I am trying to make on figures, let me just make
that on figures, and then I will stop on this.

Senator LoNo. Ye&
Mr. MAmWx. When I first went to Wall Street, I lost my shirt all

the time because I studied figures too hard, and I am not a figure
expert today. I do not pretend to be.

1u3t I say they can be extremely misleading. What you have got to
do is to apply your commomsenso in terms of the overall picture. I
am not challenging the validity.of any of these figures, buf I say this
is a moving oration, this business cycle. This business movement
that we have does not stop at a given point, and therefore you
cannot say at this given point there is overcapacity, and at this point
there is undercapacity.

All of these factors are coming into the aggregate.
Senator LoNG. It sers to me, Mr. Martin-
Mr. MAnraN. I am not criticizing your use of the figures at all, but I

am simply saying that from my point of view, as I-learned early in
my experience, that you can certainly lose your shirt in business if
you depend too much on that type of analysis.

Senator LONa. Let me just see if we are going to get anywhere here.
So far as I can see-I do not object at all to your elaborating on your

answer, because I would like it to be an answer that you are satsed
with, but I would like also to feel that you have given a responsive
answer to the question I have asked.

Now, I have asked the same question several times here this morn.
in , and you have discussed a rat number of things which, so far
0 am concerned, are not at all important as an answer to the ques-

tion I had in mind. Perhaps you want to sty by the only com-
mitment you have made to the question asked, and I think it is
wrong if that is your answer. But I do want to ask this question
and Ir will limit it to this one specific situation based on what I
quoted to you:

In the "l industry, with that industry operating at 80 percent
capacty as against d assuming that 96 percent is a desirable rate
for the operation of that industry--a opium of 98 perutj could
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It be said that we at this time have any Inflation because of the Inability
of the steel industry to produce to neet consumer demand I

Mr.,Mamr. Well, 1I ai not trying to invoke the fifth amendment,senator-
Senator LoNo, I would suggest that you commit yourself one way

or the other.
Mr. MAmvr, I do not know.
Senator LoNo. And even If It is wrong, let us get on to the next one.
I think we ought to settle that one way or the other.
Mr. MAWr'i. "Well, I can only answer that I do not know,
Senator Ioxe. Very well. You do not know. All right.
I would like to ask about the petroleum Industry, and here is a state.

Inset made in this July 18 Issue of business Week:
Ptroleum refiners generally aim to run their plants at about 08 percent of

eapieity. This time last year they were ahead of that mark, running at about
901 percent. Out since this year's first quarter, they haven't been able to keep
going at this preterred rate. in the last 2 months, after a series of refinery
cutbacks. the rate has been dipping steadily until today refiners are producing
at about 88 percent of capacity,

Would your answer be "I don't know" with regard to that sme
question again? In other words, If I asked you the question whether
or not there is an shortage with regard to the potrolemnrefining
industry, and any Inflation reeultiig from the inability of the indus.
try to meet consumer demand, wouldyour answer in that instance also
be "I don't know"?
Mr. MAnits. My answer would be "I do not know."
Senator Loe. Now, the sane thing In the cse with similar state.

ment made with regard to the machinery Industry the electrical.
machinery industry, the fabricated metal industry, hie nonferrous.
metals industry, the rubber-products Industry, the chemicals indus.
try the paper and pulp industry, autos, trucks and parts, textiles
Wnd I assume that your answer would be,"I don't know," with regard
to those I

Mr. MAwntt. We have a review of all of these at at least every
11. or &week period; we are going to have one on Monday in the staff
of the Board, and these tings shift in the periods that we havereviews.

Now, obviously there are periods when they are moving up. Then
there is a dip. Ve do not go up in a straight line; we do not go down
in a straight line, as a rule.

The point I am trying to emphasis is that at a given point, I do not
believe it is a profitable thing to say positively that there is no short-
ageor that there is.

Senator Lo Well all I am pointing out to you-and I would
smgst you take a look at this arcle, because I have been referring

Mr. Mamzr. Yes; I would be very glad to.
Senator Loxo (continuing). Is that insofar as industry is con.

srvmed, both specifically with regrd to those Industries and generally
with regard to manufacturing industry as a whole, there is a widen.
Iug gap, demonstrated by Business Week, as to industry's ability to
prodio and actual induitrial production.

In most instances there is shown to be a reduction in the produc-
tiom of those indust although their productive capabillUes aeem uing to rim
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Mr. MArrn Right. And this is something that we sre watching
very carefully, and reviewing each week in the Board.

enator LONG. Yes.
The poCint I am making here-and as to whether you agree with it, I

understInd your answer to be that you do not know-but whether
you agree With it or not, the point here is that here ar the facts
and the figures available are analyzed by Business Week, which I
re d as being one of the better economic publications-

Mr. rAzx. A fine publication; i agree.
Senator LoNe (continuing). Pointing out quite clearly that there

is no pressure of tn Inflationary nature as a result of the inability of
American industry to produce to meet consumer demand. I would
like to ask the reporter, if possible, that this article be reproduced
at this point in the record with the charts insofar as the Printing
Office can reproduce those charts.

(The article referred to is as follows:)
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On these pagS you see the evidence of what's to be one of Industry's major
pbobl ems through at least the next several months. Industrial productics is
d industry's productive capacity is up, and the growing gap between the
two Is made up of expensive manufacturing plant that Isnt fully sed (some of
which may be obsolescent and expensive to opmte, perhapA, but umused never-theess)

In a few industries, the gap has been growing for more than a year. In mst,
It has Increased largely In the last months. Before the beginning of the year,
the chief factor can= the growth of the gap ws tbe rapld addito of eztra
productive capacity. But, since the beginning of the year, while industy has
kept adding to its capacity, production itself has slipped.

Industry generally prefers to operate In normal tume--peods other than war
and similar emergenes-at about 00 percent of productive capacity. The extra
10 percent of Its plant. to normally under repair or in reserve But min"theend
of 100O, Industry a overall production has slipped from an estimated 85 permt
to $I P"ret at caiy.
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Not since 1964's dip to produetion and employment h industry had to face
a situation like this.

Now lons will this gap between capacity and production be one of the Major
son of anotou attention for United States economists? from Industry to

Industs- often from company to company, the answer varies. Bay some:Te
S wld diminish and the proper balance between production and capacity will

return by tbe end of this Iear." Others guess the gap will remain until the

early 19W#s. "Were in an interim period. There'll be a slowing of growth until
new products appear, and the enlarged markets that are expected to grow trom

the rapidly Increasing adult population, arrive in the 190s.1

Supplementing those views economists for congressional committees in Wash.

itagton have noted the recent rise In the ratio of capital investment to output,
and they're wondering If It's becoming a trend, and whether that trend to da-
gerous for the ecnnomy. They supply no answer,

Meanwhile, business is preparing to learn the answer by experience.
What follows is a report on how the major Industrial groups are faring.

Index Dec. 1930=100 .... .... ..

19M i95$ 1955 M96 1i5" 19t?

Steel mills worked at about 8T percent of capacity through the first half of

the year, though the rate has been around 80) pervent lately. (The preferred rate:
90 percent ) But the Sap Isn't worrying the Industry as a whole. Though their

mills have more often than not run at 100 percent of capacity In the last 1? years
of war and inflation , steel's leaders still hail this year's production rate.

The dik they say. is part of the price they're paying for the 8-ear no-strlke
contract they signed last year with the United Steelworkers. That contract
freed sotee's big customers from the need to build inventories against the threat

of a strike before 1969. Tight money and the weaker 190? auto market helped
customers reduce inventorlse, too.
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Now steelmen gums their customers have cut inventories about as far as they
can. Until late next year, when a new inventory buildup is likely In anticipation
of a strike in July 1910, steel production should ca.r pond closely to general
business activity.

In short, steel guesses Its dip Is short-term, and It doesn't regard It as serious.
While it lasts, steelmakers are still pressing their expansion plan, which call

for 15 million tons capacity to be added bry 190.

Ind"* Dee. 1950O100
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Petroleum refers generally alm to run their plants at about 96 percent of
capacity. This time last year they were ahead of that mark, running at about
96.1 percent. But since this year's first quarter they haven't been able to keep
going at their preferred rate. In the last 2 months, after a series of refinery
cutbacks, the rate has been dipping steadily until today refiners are working at
about 88 percent of capacity.

Their perennial problem, the heavy wintertime growth of gasoline inventories,
has caught up with them to a greater degree than usual this year. Outside fao.
tors have helped oilmen to reduce those large start-of-summer inventories in
most postwar years: the Korean war demand, closure of the Abadan (Iran)
refinery, the Sues crisis and strikes In United States refineries. This summer
there have boon no such upheavals.

sHoaw TiM

Rising oets have forced the industry to increase prices, but now leaders are
wondering if they can make the increases stick. Refinery cutbacks could help:
Total demand In June was estimated at &8 million barrels a day* refinery runs
totaled 7.9 million barrels a day.

The refinery see their troubles as strictly short-term. By next year, industry
economists say, the capacity-production equation should be closely enough be 1-
aeod to let refineries run at near preferred rate.
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Ttart'o little rotun btta soneiraIlsina abuat this broad Indaistriot category. Its
Prodiucts vary trona acineh tools e(Proiuctioaa high 110 flit this yoar blit HOW
twelors dwiudlins), to coiestrietIo.f 111401taerY (produwtio up hilt for below

#14wtatino),andoek tuaiehiuery (production eloueo to Caa ueity).
It,*also imulh t to judigo aweal tor this poop.11 Maieaoolm makers, for

lustasme can add heavily to catacity In a few weeks by calling in subcontractorN.
Btut It io possible to vtllmato that inaclainery niakanw as it whcole are working

at more then 5I points under their preferred operating rate of about 81) poreont
ot capacity. Htaehinestool, makers liti artioular, are caught In a decline that
threaten to lost through IMK& They Iblaue, part of tits dip on at slowdown of
oinaison In the auto industry, holm fot gain. as the auto makers begin to
Weool their plants to IMO model Production,
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Two groups of product--vastly dIffrent In use, cost, and ale performance.-
make up this Industrial category: appilancem and the major electlcal apparatus
that's sold to utilities and to Industry. Appli are laglging about as far as
they ever bevel the makers of major electrical machinery are having their
best year ever.

Overall, electrlcalmachlnery makers have a preferred operating rate of about
90 percent of capacity. 'oday, due to slackening appliance production, their
operating rate is close to 88 percent. There's no sure figure on appliance mak-
era' operating rates alone, Htough estimates put the rate at between 0 and T0
percent of capacity.
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A vast range of products ils this Industrial category, and some are booming
while others are depressed, Instrument makers, for instance, have rarely had
it better, new orders Indicate the second half of the year will be Just as good,

But business for fabricators of nonferrous metal products-tubes, pipes, wire,
and so on-is down. In many brass mills a 4-day week is common, Producers
ut some of the blame for their lagging sales, and production, on the decline In
ousbn starts, and appliance and auto production. But they reserve a good
part the blame for competition from lower priced Imports from Europe.
Economists aren't guessing about the prospect of an upturn for nonferrous

joduct& Many manufacturers of those products are presdu for steeper taro
s against European competition. That may mean that they believe the dip Is

likely to last more than 0 months.
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The four major products in this soup are aluminum, copper, lead, and sine.

Through most nf the year's first half, production of all but aluminum climbed
above last year's rate. Now slnc has gone Into a tailspin. Its trouble is over-
production.

Meantime, copper and lead producers turned out only between 2 and $ percent
more between January and June this yekr than in the first 0 months of last
year.

OVUlR5UlLT

At midyear, aluminum production was 5 p9rcent less than at the end of 1906.
Simultaneously, aluminum's productive capacity has increased, go far, the In-
dustry isn't worried about the dip in production. The decline stems from tem-
porary inventory reductions by customers, say the producers.

For the short term, the producers need not worry about oversupply.i Xurin
the Korean war, the Government encouraged expansion by signing "put or take"
contracts with producers. These contracts require the Government to buy cer-
tain percentages (up to 100 percent In some cases) of plant output If the pro.
ducer can find no private market. A few outside economists foresee a rapidly
growing gap between production and capacity. In the next 8% years, almost

million tons annual capacity will come Into production, raising 1900 capacity
to 2.0 million tons. This, the economists believe, will be too much for the
economy to absorb. Digestion of the extra aluminum capacity may be delayed
a year or so.

in the 15 months since they began exercising their rights, producers have sold
the Government 144,000 tons of aluminum under these contracts. Meantime,
the Government slowed Its direct stockpile purchases of aluminum, and 4 months
ago decided to halt entirely purchases other than those made under "put or
take" contracts.

In the next 2 years most of the "put or take' 'contracts expire.

Indx De. 1950.100
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Rubber Products
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The rubber Industry Isn't up to its 90 percent of capacity preferred rate
of operations, but It's close to It. The backbone of its sales gains this year Is
auto tire manufacturing. In the first 5 months of the year, the industry shipped
14.9 million passenser-car tires to Detroit, turned out replacement tires at a
record rats of 59 million a year.

This year's big replacement business stems from 1955's record number of auto
sales. The average auto owner replaces tires when his car is 2 years old.

In the midst of all this, the rubber Industry I little worried by the overall
dip In its production. As of now, the industry is running ahead of the economy,
and Its economists say, "The dip is no more than a short-erm readjustmnt."
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There's the prospect of 2 or 8 years of continuing growth in the pp between
production and capacity in the chemical industry. Today, It's operating at about
88 percent of capacity.

This year and last the Industry budgeted a total of $3.8 billion for new and
modernized plant. -Next year, it will probably spend at about the same rate.
Just about all that extra plant will be on stream by 1960. Then, say Industry
economists, there'll be excess capacity for perhaps 2 years.

Index Dec. 1930=100
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Pulp and paper mills last month ran around 90 percent of capacity, compared
with a rate of almost 90 percent at the same time last year.

Bales dipped In mid-190 and though they gained spin by the end of the year
they didn't come up to expectations. Since then, the industry has been talin
a second look at Its expansion plans, which called for addition, by 1960, of
I million tons. Now the plans aim to add 1.8 million tons annual capacity by
1960.
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The auto Industry (p. 28) , just winding up Its second-best 8-month production
period, turned out 8,870,100 passenger cars from Januar% to June this year. That
was 5% percent more than In last year's first half. ut It was still about 20
percent below the 4% million cars produced In the first half of 19M5, and that
reduced number of autos was turned out by an Industry whose productive
capacity has been enlarged some 10 percent In the last 18 months.

Index Dec. I 950 1I00
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Teutile companies had expected a MISS Ja In the fist halt of the year. It
came, but It lasted only a few weeks.

The broader picture of the Industry Is one of long-term recession that started
about I years ago and Is persisting, Industry economists are not predicting
when their market wil undergo a real chaz 9, But they do argue that the
Industry has shrunk about as far as it she*W4, that capacity Is coming Into
better balance with demand.

mentor Loxo. With regard to productivity, perhaps I can find those
figures, we have the industrial production index, both in the Pres.
dent's Economic Report and in the Economic Indicators.

What is your Imprwion with regard to the industrial production
indexes during the l at several years? Do you believe that .at the
present time as of this time, they are on the upgrade, or on, the
town del

Mr. MAw--w. We have bn pretty steady here recently, Senator.
We reached our peak, 1 think, last December, last November or De-
cember, at 147, and it Is now 144. It has been a plateau, more or less,
for some tine.

Senator Logo. So It is actually now below what it was during the
last quarter of 1956

Mr. MWrn. During, the peak But higher than it was this time
a year ago, you see chc e .Senator IL)Na Lot us elock that and see whet Economic Indicators
shows. I will attempt to hoeck that, and perhaps Mr. Riefler will
find where that is in the Economic Indioators, to show where it
is most recently.

Mr. MAurx. Her* we are December.
Senator Lo~o. I am looking at page 18 of Economic Indicators

myL Does that accord with your figures? Thoe ae your figures
W tUwm. Yes; they an our figures.
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Senator Lorio. And they are supplied for Economic Indicators,
which I find reproduced m this pub hcitim of July 1957.

Mr. Mutnu. Re is just one correction.
Senator LNoG. Just looking at that column-and I will ask that

that column, that the figure for 1956 be reproduced, that the remainder
of that column as shown here be reproduced. That is on page 18 of
the Economic Indicators. I would suggest it might be well to repro.
due that entire column there startin 1989 and coming forward.

(The material referred to follows:)

I
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Senator LONo. That column shows that, with the exception of the
recessionary year 1954, there has been a steady increase in industrial
production, with the exception, with the possible exception of this
year, which, of course, is not yet complete.

Now, we have a showing that the industrial production was at
the level of 148 on the average for 1956. It reached 144 in Sep.
tember of last year, it reached 146 in October and November 147 n
December and 146 in January and February of thi year. Then it
fell off in Maroh to 145, in April down to 148, and in May to 148, and
in June to 148.

So it is lower now than it was during the last 4 months of 1956, and
durb te first 8 months of this year.

Now, the question is ask is, toes that indicate again any inability
of American Industrial plant and facilities to meet consumer demand I

Mr. MAwRnv. In my statement, I made clear what our thinking on
it was, which is that there are no specific shortages or bottlenecks, but
there is a broad, general pressure on all of our resources.

Senator LOG. There you are, you said broad, general pressure;
and here is a fact, that far from expanding our production, we are
moving in the wrong direction we are contracting, and we should
be able to expand our production at the rate of at least 8 percent
a year I should think that is a reasonable rate, it is the kind of rate
you advocated. Yet here we are going backward, going downhill atthe rate of 9 percent a year based on the fptres hemr owhlla

Mr. Marrux. Well, the year is not over. And I would like to
correct, if you do not mind, that June is 144 instead of 148, and July,
which we have now got, is also 144.

Senator LOso. That should be 144?
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Mr. MAnnN. One hundred and forty-four in July, which we now
have also, and 144 in June. I say there is a pretty good plateau at a
very high level.

Senator LONo. In your prepared statement you would have ap-
peared to be one of those who believes in a steadily expanding economy,
and one who would not be satisfied with a stagnating economy.

Now, I should not take it that you would be satisfied with a plateau
of industrial activity in a Nation where the population is expanding.
Would that be correct I

Mr. MAwrzn. You and I are in complete agreement on that, but we
do not want to get that expansion by inflation; and expansion does
not occur necessarily in a straight line. This .er is not -inished and
the levels of our production here are substan ially higher than .May,
June, and July a year ago; and yet our price level, the cost of living,
has gone up for 10 successive months.

Senator LoNo. Let me ask you this question: Can you tell me of
anything that tends to provide the answer to inflation any more than
the production of goods to meet demand ?

Mr. MArri. Well, if you are going to-
Senator LoNo. In other words if you are trying to find a cure for

inflation-we had a lecture here about the disease and the cure. Now,
if you are trying to provide a cure for inflation, can you suggest
to me any better cure than to increase production to meet the demand ?
It is certainly a better cure than rationing, is it not? It is a better
cure than credit controls, or is it ?

Mr. 3MAmTN. Well, you cannot cure inflation by supplying more
money.

Senator Loo. Well now, wait a minute, I am not talking about
supplying more money here; that is not what I am talking about. I
am talking about supplying goods.

Mr. MARMN. I luiow. Butin order to supply more goods at the
present time-

Senator LoNo. That is not the question I asked you, and I am just
afraid we will go round in a circle or a while Iongr to get back to our
starting point. What I am talking about here-is the production of
goods: f6od, fibers, housing, transportation, automobiles, anything,
tangible gods. Question: Do you know of any better cure for infla-
tion than the production of goods to meet demand ?

Mr. MAurz. You want these goods to be held when people acquire
them, and we have an economy thiat is an earning economy. If people
cannot pay for the goods out of earnings, they cannot retain them.
You can give houses away, but the Government then will have to
supply the fundsL

frnator LoNo. Now what you are saying is, if I understand it, you
want to make aqualifcation, you want a qualified statement, and I
would suggest that you make* the statement and then qualify it, be.
cause how can I anticipate your statement by your qualification?

In other words,.I am saying this: Do you know of-any better cure
for inflation than increased production, or the production of adequate
goods to meet consumer demand ?

I would suggest that first you give us the answer and then you pro.
video the qualfcation that you would like to add to it, because to
qualify without giving the answer makes a qualification rather mean-
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ingless. If your answer is yes, if people have the money to buy, or it
no, even if they do have the money to buy, why, that is all right,

that is a satisfactory answer to me. But I would like to Ket the
answer and then the qualification. Would you mind answering in
that fashionI ,

Mr. M.nw.r. Well, I want this production that you are talking
about, and I think that there i-

Senator Lowe. The question is: Do you know of a better cure for in.
flation than that of providing goods to meet demand in an adequate
amount to meet demand I

Mr. MArr. Do you want Mr. Riefler to take that I I cannot
answer that.

Senator UoMG.' I would suggest you answer the question. If he
wants to consult with you, I would suggest that you consult with him.

Mr. M wr. All right, I will consult with him.
Senator LoNG. Then you can answer the question I
Mr. MArw. Well, there is no limit-I have consulted with Mr.

Riefler and I am not sure that he and I see eye to eye on it, so far as
that goes. I

Senator Loi.o. You see, that Is a good reason why Mr. Riefler
should not answer the question, because you would have been in a
position of vouching for that answer with which you would have
been in disagreement.

Mr. Marri. I understand that, but he is extremely valuable and
I need any advice I can get.

Senator Lowe. Let me ay there: If there is any other man who can
take us around in circles without answering the question, I do not know
who it is, because lie is supplying more teclnical information that leads
contrary to the answer to a question I am trying to get than anyone I
have examined here yet. He got us off on ths prductivity thi g, and
I think it took us about a half'hour to get back on the right track after
that.

Mr. MArmx. Well, I will say that I think that the production of
consumer goods, is certainly one of the basic cures for inflation, pro.
vided it is not an inflationary operation which creates additional de.
mand for goods, because demand are unlimited. I do not know any.
body who does not-well, I will not say "anybody--but people of
my acquaintance always want to spend more and more and more

The question is whither they can earn it, whether they have means
of paying for it.

Senator LIo. The typical inflationary situation is a situation where
you have the public with money that the public wants to spend, the

urchasing power is there, and the public wants to spend that money
faster tha industry can reduce goods. And against, the classic
inflationary situation whic I ink that would be, do you know of
any better cure for it than to provide the goods in trms of additional
production?

Mr. MAmmx. If you can provide the goods in a way that they can be
paid for. If they ae just provided by largesse, they just add to the

stream, and you do not come out any differently than at the
start.

Senator Lose. So that answer could have been prefaced by a ques-
tion: if you can provide the goods that the public has the fundsto
pay for?
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Mr. MAwrnr. That Is right.
Senator Lowo. All right.
So with regard to inflation, that happens as a result of risingprice,

people wanting to buy more than there are goods available. e Not
answer to it is to Increase the production of those goods and make
them available for the public to purchase; is that correct?

Mr. MAwrir. Make it available for them to purchase in a way that
they can hold, and we cannot by creating debt-debt is not the answer
to te problem.

Senator LoNe. Well now, let us get to the next point., You are advo-
cating, if I understand your correctly, an increase In consumer savings
in order to finance the expansion of plants and equipment at this time;
is that correct I

Mr. MA=wr. I am, and any other capital expenditures.
Senator LONo. Now, if this increase in consumer savings must re-

sult-in order to build additional plants--must result in a reduction
of consumer expenditures, which is the only thing that could happen,
is a reduction in consumer expenditures and additional idleness in

lants that are producing for consumer use, a desirable nrwlt at
is time I
Mr. MAmirrn. Well, that is the only way you are going to get the

#austment.
Senator LUzo. Well, could you tell me why can we not have both?

Why can we not go right on ahead producing additional consumer
goo--in other words, anything from a face towel to an automobile--
for the public and at the same time, known we have vast additional
productive capabilities in all of these flela and knowing we have
more slack labor supply now than we have had for a considerable
period of time, at the same time go on producing industrial items the
Industry wants, especially in view of the fact that our production
now in the overall is below what it was 0 months ago?
v Mr. MA==. Well there is a plateau there, but what you have got
is a situation in which the pricelevel continues to rise. And against
a rising price level, why, the expectation of additional price rises
causes speculative activity; and more and more people, insad of
looking at the sound holding of property and goods, look at it on a
speculative basis and this wheel just goes on and on and on.

Senator Lone. Let me ask you this=---
Mr. MUAurT. Printing money is not the answer.
Senator Loxo. Why s overall production down as of the present

time? Why is it down even when you look at this investment-boom I
Why is it down from what it was 6 months ago I

Mr. Mia . It is not down very much.
Senator Loxo. But It is down, and it Is down by 1 percent; and you

are one of those who advocates that it should mcrease by $ pmest a
year.

Mr. XMwm. Now, there is no magical way, Senator, of inreamin
this 8 percent or 4 percent--

Senator Lon. Why is It down ?
Mr. Mom (continuing). In X months
Senator LoNG. Why ie it down I
Mr. MA&=. Why is it down now? This is only manufacturing

reduction, iu4ustral production, and I doubt very much whether
oveal

it0!
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Senator LON. Why Is industrial production down Iet us just
talk about whatyou have there.

Mr. MA ar. Because we have boon going ahead too fast. I think
thor has been a shift to sorvim. And we havo gono and developed
plant capacity faster than we can absorb it.

Senator UxoG Now, did you not just answer the question I tried to
get you to answer about a half.hour when I asked you If there was
any inflation because the plants could not manufacture to meet the
consumer demand I

Mr. MA TI. No, I do not think so, Senator. That is what I said In
my prepared statomnont, and I do not back away from that at all. I
think that we have no aleifla bottlenecks at the moment. But I do
think that, as I stated tetv causing prices of individual comnodl.
ties to be bid up because of limited availability--rathor it is a prob.
Ion of broad general presure on all of our resources anid I think
that broad general pressure is there; otherwise I do not think ru
would continue to sto up and the cost of living would keep culibing.

Senator LONG. I your prepared statement, you say you had this
broad general presure upon all of our remur es with regard to
industrial plant and equipment. You make this statement, that we
are below what we were producing (1 monalu ago because we built so
much plant that we do not havo enough consumer buying to keep
those plants busy. ..

Now that is the statement you made just a moment ago when I
asked, Wiy is industrial activity and industrial production down I

Mr. MWr. Well, I do not think it is down for that reason. I
think it is down for financing reasons.

Senator TANG. Perhaps you would like to take back that answer
you made just a moment or two ago,

Mr. MARN. No; I do not want to take it back, but I want to keep
it in the persL etive of the current situation, and I just do not think
that taking X figures for 8, 4, or 5 monflts is relating it to the cycle
that we are dealing with.

Senator LNoG. I suppose we could deal with that subject in greater
detail some time hereafter, but it does seem to me that the answer you
made a moment ago is the obvious answer; and perhaps you might
want to take it back: that we do not have any inability of the plants
to produce far more than they are producing at the present time to
meet consumer demand, and now--

Mr. MA m. At a price.
Senator Lose. And the fact is, again with regard to this statement

you made about price, I thought about it enough to analyze the state
mert that I gveyou.The question is: Why did the prices risel
They certainly did not rise bieause industry could not produce to
meet the demand. Is that not correct I

Mr. MAsr. They rose because the price spiral was in operation,
and the manufacturer, wants to'pas it on to the consumer, and how
i the consumer ever jgom to get tht back I

Senator Loxo. That is just fine. I am glad you made that state-
meat, because I can ask the same question agai. They did not rse
because of the inability of 0e plant to produce. Here we have been
B hours getting that answer; ve we not?

irf. ."a No. WeU, I just cannot put it in a simple term U
that
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Senator Loxa. You are saying they rose; you are saying that there
Is plenty of production available at a price, but that the consumers
lire not will ing topay the price?

Mr. MArIN. Well, I asume at some point--we cannot compel con.
sumers to buy or to save.

Senator Loeo. 1s that not what you said a moment a go Did you
not say, In fact, a moment or two ago, in fact, repeated it here, that
there are plenty of goods available at a price, but that the consumers
cannot pay that price--

Mr. MAtins. No; I said-
Senator LoNe. Or at least are not willing to pay the price.
Mr. MAIMN. There is plenty of demand for the goods at a price,

not goods available at a price.
Senator LoNe. At a lesser price?
Mr. MzArzx. At a lessor price-.--
Senator LoNe. But that consumers are not willing to pay the present

priceI
Mr. MA=N. In a number of instances. I have watched 1 or 9

plants this spring where a reduction in price stimulated demand.
Senator LoNo. Let us just analyze that statement then. Assuming

no reduction in prices, your answer would then mean, and could lead to,
only one conclusion: that industry can produce more consumer goods
than consumers are willing to purchase at existing prices; is that
correct?

Mr. MAmru. At a moment
Senator LNoe. At this time?
Mr. MAwrN. At a moment. But I do not think you can take a

moment and isolate it. That is where we dinagrm.
Senator LoNG. All right.
Would you care to say that the answer would be any different as

of a week ago or as of. a month ago ?
Mr. MAmN. I think it is changing every day. I do not think you

can pinpoint it on aday.
Snaior Loo. We now, do you think that-is there any time

durng the last 9 months when you would have said that the answer
wou-l have been different, that industry could not produce more goods
than the public could buy at existing price levels ?

Mr. KfABT. Well, we are talking about industry in general and
I think that that is a pretty broad concept.

Senator LONo. That is right. But you are the man who came here
with a prepared statement saying we should not talk about thee things
in specific examples, we ought to talk about them in general, beauss
that Is the way you feel Tou should exercise your r p1nubilftiss

Mr. MA&ri. No *that is not the way I-
Senator Lox id you not say with regard to cont i of

bousing-
Mr. Lit. I said with r to housing-
Senator LoNe. Did you not say with r to the c0nStrion of

housing that housing starts wer down to a considerable degre but
that on the whole the construction indust was uP and that you felt
that your responsibility had to be exercised by losing at the ovmeall
icture?
MrM~rrx TUtisrighL ThatrighL
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Senator Lozoi. Yes,
Mr. MAiRru. Overall building is up.
Senator LoNo. So that the overall building was up I
Mr. Mqn& . Overall building was up.
Senator LoNo. So therefore you did not feel you should adopt some

policy that would encourage te addition of housing starts inasmuch
as building activity as a whole is at a high level.

You made the general statement that the board had to look at these
overall items and it could not be too much impressed by a specific
wheel within a wheel I

Mr. M 'm. That is right.
Senator LoNG. Now, looking at the same situation with regard to

consumer goods and industrial production, do you know of any time
during the last 2 months when your general statement, which I think
is a satisfactory general statement ftr these purposes, that industry
oould produce more and substantially more than the public would
buy at existing prices, do you know of any period witin the past
2 months when your statement in that regard would not be orrect
or any time during the past 2 months at which you felt that the
statement should be-the other way around ?

Mr. MUa if. No, I do not know of any time in the last 9 months
or at the moment, but we are talking about a broad plateau.

Senator LoNo. Good.
So here we are on a broad plateau, and not just on a pinnacle for

1 day. Now, that being the case, is not that statement tantamount to
saying that industry can produce substantially more consumer goods
than the public can buy at existing price level

Mr. Miurrn. Well, no' I do not think so, Senator.
Senator LoN€o. What is the difference?
Mr. MAMr. Well-
Senator LONo. Why would not that follow? You are sying that

price are so high that the consumers will not buy that which in ustr
Will produce, and that there is plenty of production and plenty of
productive facilities available, and that there is a shortage of con-
sumer demand at existing prices. Does it not follow that at this exist.
Ing price level industry can produce far more goods than the public isread y to buy I

Mr. MiaJiN. Well, the cost goes up as they produce more, and v
the cost goes up, why, then there is less buying power even than there
is at the moment. And this is just a clear case of a cost- price opera.
tion that industry wants to pass on to the consumer and It Is gti
more and more difficult to dn it.

Senator Lox. Well, the hour of 13.40 having arrived, I am willing
to suspend at this time.

Senator Carlson, If you wanted to ask some additional questions,
you are at liberty to do so.

I would sugest that we recess on call of the Chair. I would like
to continue this examination because there are quite a few additional
things that I would like to cover.

I regret, Mr. Martin, that I have such dilculty in getting the an-
wers I want, or perhaps it is my fault that I do not put the ques-

tions so that-
Mr. Minm. It may be my fault, Senator.
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Senator Loto. You can convey the meaning that you would want to
convey, but in any event, I would like for us to attempt to get these
matters for the record, and perhaps we can meet again before the
Senate adjourns, at which time I could ask my questions and if I can
get my information for the record, I will be glid to yield to Senator
Carlson.

Senator CARwoN. As I understand it from the session this morning,
you would conclude and I was to follow.

Senator LoNo. All right.
(Whereupon, at 12: 45 p. m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.)





INVESTIGATION OF TPE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
THE UNITED STATES

XONVAY, AVGVTS? 19, 15IM

UNx 8'ru oNxrATE,

The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10:80 a. m., in room 812
Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (chairman) pr-
siding.

Present: Senators yd err, Frer, tong, Marti, Williams,
Malone, Carlson, and Bennett. . I

Also present: Winfield Rieler to the
of Governors, Federal

Elizabeth B. Springer oef clerk; and Samuel D clwain, specal
counsel. ••

The C 3"N. e committee will to order.
Senator Long e and wil ttioi.
Senator Lo Mr. ai d o kuow ewam this

mornma I j did not the ae ay tine
The u x. Iw like t

possible to rue at th 'ao zg w' tinue h* ex-IV.ination, I would ougges r t record w
that it is a ntinuation o you
Senator o. T ou1dThe CHA en rmt in e

hasreturn andhd roeto usti ch he i wil
about 2 ho ndh has to at a o
afternoon.

Mr. .Ta
The OB Am x. Shoul that

will then to the call of,Mr. M_ nw. , e.tr
The Inn~rw iy po

Senator Loxo. I hope I an get hhere in a hal bourthis
morning, Mr. Chairman.

I wil-eay that to both chairmen, the chairman of the committee and
of the Board.

In the testimony of Mr. Humphrey and Mr. Burgess, they both
indicated that they felt this invest boom was gmg ahead too
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rapidly, and that it was not good that it should be going ahead that
fast.

My impression from your testimony thus far is that you believe
that the current rate is a good thing, and perhaps should be going
ahead at this rate.

Do you agree with their point of view, or do you feel this invest.
ment boom should go ahead as rapidly as it is I

Mr. MATM. No. I think it is going ahead too rapidly at the
present for the level of savings which we have.

Senator LoNe. And do you believe it is desirable that it should be
slowed

Mr. MARN. I believe that the rate of investment ought to; that we
ought not to be supplying bank credit to cover the deficiency in savings
that I think is there.

Senator LoNe. Yes. Now, the fact of the matter is that these high
interest rates, and even this tight-money policy, have not prevented
this rapid increase in investments in plant and equipment, and it seems
to me that one of the main reasons is that, in most of the major indus.
tries, the interest expense is less than 1 percent of the expense of doing
business. Do you agree with that statement ?

Mr. Mwnriw. That is a small percentage; yes, sir.
Senator Lowe. We all know it is less than 1 percent of the cost
Mr. MAreri. Yes, sir.
Senator LoNe. The conclusion I draw is that, since it is less than

I percent of the cost, an increase in interest rates would have very
little effect on major industry insofar as a decision to expand plant
and equipment.

Mr.X uHrr. It has had very little direct effect that we can find to
date, but I believe that there are a great many plans that you cannot
put your finger on which have not only been sloved up but have actu-
ally been )aid aside for the time being because of the expectation of
interest costs rising, and a tendency toward wondering if it would
not be better to wait until the financing situation was a little bit
better. But it has not prevented-

Senator LoNo. The facts are that this tight-money policy, which
has been accompanied by high-interest rates has not at all slowed
the investment Iom as far as the figures would indicate. I have here
a cmpilation-I will supply you with a copy of it-which I ask be
plaed in the record.

Senator Fuaia (presiding). Without objection, it will be placed in
the record.

(The table referred to I as follows:)

Iwsem.4 4. pwofleUO' edarbla ewpPwntt, osual RI , ev e prowA ftee is
wntfornm 159 4oltrt

Year:
1958 to 1st halt 19057 ..................................-. 8
1906 to 1st half 19.57--------.----------------------- - 10.1
2d quarter 1906 to 2d quarter 190- ................................. 9.6lat half =06 to lot half 1957 ... ......................... 11. 1

(Derived from p. 124, President's Economic Report, and August 190? Economic
WIdicstors)

Senator LONo. This indicates the average investment in terms of
constUnt dollars. I derived this from page 124 of the President's
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Economic Report and from Economic Indicators, which are my source
materials.

The average annual increase from 1953 to date was 3.8 percent.
That is the growth rate in producers' durable equipment. But from
1956 to the first half of 1957, the annual growth rate was 10.1 percent.

In the second quarter of 1956, as against the second quarter of 1957
it has increased by 9.6 percent, or, comparing the first half of 1956
with the first half of 1957, the increase has been an 11.1-percent
increase, in terms of constant dollars.

That is certainly a very rapid increase. According to Secretary
Humphrey, this rapid expansion of plant and equipment more than
any other one thing, has led to the inflation that we are having. Do
you agree with that statement I

Mr. MAwnN. Well, I think that plant and equipment expenditures
have been the primary move in the last-.

Senator Lown. We have had these high interest rates and this tight.
money policy during that period of time. The fact is that this rapid
expansion has taken place in spite of that. How much more rapid
do you calculate it would have been if you had not had high interest
and tight money I

Mr.-MARTiN. I have no way of calculating it, Senator; but I think
it would have been substantially more rapid.

Senator Lowo. It stands to reason that a decision to expand plant
and equipment would also be hastened if the companies could take a
more rapid depreciation allowance as a tax matter, would it not f

Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator Loxe. And the bill passed in 1954, which made it posble

for people to take their depreciation more rapidly during the first
year or 2 or 3 years that they had the equipment, undoubtedly did
contribute to this rapid expansion of plant and equipment.

Mr. MArTIN. That is correct.
Senator Lom. If we were trying to think of what we might do

that might slow it down, perhaps we might very well have made this
depreciation law flexible, so that it could have been changed or so that
it could have been terminated in the event the investment was going
on too rapidly. That occurs to me as one thing that perhaps we could
do even now; we could slow dowh the rate at which we permit people
to take depreciation on equipment, if we wanted to slow down the
investment boom. We have had a steady increase of interest rates
during the last 5 yearsej although I believe there had been some
instances in which there has been some slight downward fluctuation.

Can you tell me when the downward fluctuations have occurred and
how long those fluctuations continued, during the last 5 years

Mr. MaNU . I could prepare a paper for you and put it In the
record. I could not do it out of my head, Senator.

Senator Low. Very well.
Do you have that at the present time ? Is there a chart available

for it? Perhaps that could also be placed in the record.
Mr. MArm. Yes, sir; we could put the chart in the record.
Senator Lowo. Yes. So there have been some motions in that,

doubtlessly.
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Senator Lotiu. I understand you do not believe high interest is
g wd pr so. You Imlieve it is something that you have to put up

fro time to tine, but that it is bad for the Government and
it is not mood for tie economy, aside from other factors,

Mr. MARTIm. That is right. I would like to see as low-interest
rues ts we can have without producing these inflationary pressures.

Senator Loto. That brings me to this point: The cost of Govern*
neujt, is up more than a billion and a quarter dollars because of these

increases in interest rates, and If we refinanced the entire national
debt tt ie present level, it would increase the cost of Government
by nore thaui $4 billion.

I'at lads me to this question #Assuming that we get past this in#
veotowmnt boom, and that the inflationary pressures subidde so that
we do tiot have inflation to contend with would you then propo to
use the powers of the 14 deral Reserve iloard to'bring these interest
rates down to a level where they were in 195t or even lower than
thuat

Mr. MAVArN. I do not think we would have much trouble, Once
the demand for funds declines substantially, you will find that the
interest rate level begins to decline,

We would not be the slightest bit averse to using our powers, once
deflation is clear, to ease money. We have got to make a judgment
of when the timse comes and what the right time is.

In 1058, we started easing money, and we got a little bit overen.
thusiastic about it I think, toward the end of the year, but we actually
pursued a policy 01 active ease during that period.

Senator Lono. How low did interest rates go during that time?
Mr. MANIrs, In 1954 to around one-half of 1 percent on the bill

rate, Senator, in about the middle of 1954.
Senator Iomo. Were you using an open-market operation at thattime?
Mr. MArN. Yes. We were supplying funds by purhasing Gov-

ernment securities.
Senator LoNo. The use of the open-market operation by the Federal

Reserve Hoard can be used as a very powerful factor to brng interest
rates down, can it not I

Mr. Murrn. It is an extremely powerful operation. But it cannot
make people borrow money if tWey do not see an opportunity for
profit.

Senator Lowo. The point is, that you have this supply-and-deand
situation, you have competition for money, andy the reverse
of that, competition for securities. If the F eeral Reerve Board
were using its power to buy Government securities, it could tend to
bring the general level of interest rates down by entering the field and
competing with private lenders, could it not?

Mr. MiMm. t can-
Senator Lowe. So my question is, assuming that we get this infla-

tion under control, do you then propose to use the power* of the Fed-
eral Reserve Board to bring these Interest rates back to where they
were?

Mr. MAM. Bringing them back to where they were-
Senator LONG. Back down, I mean, to a level of where the were

several yearm ago-
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Mr. MA SN. We would use--
Senator Loe (continuing). At a time when the interest rates were

low.
Mr. MARTIN. We will use the power of the Federal Reserve to lean

against either deflationary tentlencies or inflationary tendencies.
Senator IoN. Here is another question I have in mind: Leaving

out this matter of inflation, is It not true that high interest does In.
crease the cost for a great number of people in this country I In other
words in many respects It increases the cost of living for many people,
in and of itself.

Mr. MAirriN. It is one of the factors in increasing costs s as I pointed
out earlier, it is a minor factor in relation to the cost of the goods and
services that they are buying, but unquestionably it Is one of the
costs.

Senator LNo. The point was made by Under Secretary Burgess
that for a major industry the intorost cOME was l8e than one-half of 1
percent, and tlereforo an increase in interest rates of 50 percent would
only Increase its costs of doing business by perhaps one-quarter of 1
Percent.

On the other hand let us see what It does to home building. Here
is a tabulation that i have made to show, on a 10-year and 20-year
mortgag--no, put it on at $10,000 and $20,000 mortgage based on the
)riod 'of years for which that mortgage is outstanding--the differencein costft

Now, I notice this: that the monthly payment and the final interest
cost is almost 9 percent higher on a g0-year, mortgage if you increase
interest rates from 4 percent to 5 percent; the same 1 percent increase
would increase the cost of buying a house on a 25-year mortgage by
more than 10 percent, almost 11 percent; and it would increase the cost
of buying that house if bought over a 80-year period, by 12.4 percent.

I would like to make these available for the record.
(The information referred to is as follows: )

lew of te desree ofI p1rew (. t., from 4 peroe to 0 percent) on interee#
p.#metat for wortgaeoe of t'arow principal 0mou, and m~atur4t.e

Monthly
Zntergt paym~en Tot

1ulaaoW ras ~.te p~zt Intomt
(per ower P~Ian ymepnt

-*%-o%- -300* 80 O000 30,828.19 *0opv,6.................................... ....... 40 IlIM01

D1Umt ....... ... .......................... .0 1.. 9

.... .m. i M W ........ ............................ ...... 951.00. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .I IlL..8...8........ . 88 ''"+
82MO......... .... ...................................... 1..0 82181

................................................. 70 13.04

Pmts.... ... - .....- - _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -t ,INW..................... ..... ..... ........................... 4... 4...0 .1;.
8.3
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Senator Lox. That does increase the cost of living for tiow peoplebrVing ]tomies, does it not I
Mr. biret. Well, it certainly is a factor in incretiming the cost

of living to them.
But putting It against the cost of building supplies and Imildin

equipment- do not have the figures here, but I would be ld to work
up a table for you and show you that cost has gone up in fitdely Inore
tan this cost
Senator Loio. Well, if a person Is buying a house, his cost is

10 percent higher than it would be If you had interest rates I pmeent,
less, is it not There leeis verge monthly ptyment. 'o1en perent
would be a fair average depending on those figures.

Mr. Murr;. I do not know-well, the Increase in monthly ayi
ments heir would be 10.8 percent more# Now what the cost of the
house would be on the idgher cost, that would be.

Senator Uoa. There it is, right there. There it is on the right.
land tabulation; you can see the final payment in interest, and tat
works out to about 10 percent additional interest costa.

Mr. MA am. Yes. -But the point I am trying to make Senator is
that you are neglecting the rim in building cost that is occurring
coincident with this.

Senator Loe. I am just saying, in and of itself, let us leave out this
argument about inflation for a momenb.---

Mr. MAwnrr. Well, but I-
Senator Lon (continuing), And I am eging, how much does the

additional interest cost Increase the cost of buying a house I
Well, a 1-percent increase i interest works out to about a l0-percent

increase in the monthlIT payment on the house, does it not f
Mr. MNU=N. Assuming Lhat you can keep the cost of the house

static.
Senator Loiw. I got those figures from the t3anking and Currency

Committee, by the wity. I did not compute them mysel.
Mr. MAwrn. All right.
But that is assuming you can keep the cost of the house static. The

point I am making is, you just cannot make the assertion in a vacuum
that it costs this amoun4 an increase in this amount. It has to be
related to what the cost of the house is.

Senator LONG. Well, if I want to buy a home, ordinarily, let us say
there is a $10,000 house I want to buy. If I can get a 4-percent mort.gage, theny payments would run about 10 percent less than they
would If I have to take It on a o-percent mortgage; would that not
becorrectl

Mr. M M. Wel, yes But what about the $109000 house maybe
costing $19 t because of the current inlatonI

Senator owo. What I am saying is, and I hope you will agree with
this, that in and of itself, leaving out all other faors, a increase
in Interest cost inreaes the cost of living for a homebuyer as 1 is to 10.

In other words. eoser 1 percent increase in interest increases the
cost of buying the house byaboutl0poent.

Mr. Mim. Well, the point Iam tryn! to make is that in and of
Itself, you cannot Leparate this price. just do not think you can
make a statement-I meaN I do not think I can agr that in a vacuum
you can say that the cost goes up by 10.8 permnt Th certainly

u8 -- L-pt s -- S
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will be an increase in costs; if you eliminate the factors of inflation
and if current business factors were static, you would be correct. But
I do not think that is so.

That is where you and I have a disagreement.
Senator LoNe. Mr. Chairman, there is the tabulation, and if you

are buying a house, you have got to think about the same thing I am
thinking about, and that is, Tow much do I have to pay in total
when I pay the mortgage off ?

Even though I just computed how much my new mortgage is going
to cost me, it is now going to cost us for the same mortgage $50 a
month extra, or $600 a year more than we were paying beMore, be.
cause of the increase in interest costs on a $20,000 mortgage.

The same thing would be true of rent, would it not?

Mr. MArN. Oh, yes. Rent would fall in the same category.
Senator Lowo. In other words, a landlord has to think in terms of

the cost of money on his investment, and when interest costs go UP
then of course it is necessary for him and all other landlords To ad-
vance their rents is it not I

Mr. MAmrN. i doubt very much whether that is true in the press.
ent market, but it is certainly a factor that he has to consider, like.
wise.

But I think that a good many vacancies are appearing.
Senator LoNe. Even in the supply of housing, if a person is trying

to decide whether to build one of these large apartment buildings
around Washington, or anywhere else in the country, to supply more
housing, he las to think in terms of charging rents which will enable
him to pay the interest on his money and to amortize his investment;
does he not I

Mr. MARTis. He doel indeed.
Senator LoNe. This being the case, an increase in interest means

that, certainly for rental new housing, the housing will not be con-
structed unless the landlord feels he is in position to get the interest
plus a fair profit and an amortization of his investment.

Mr. Mzmirx. That is correct.
Senator LoG. In and of itself, standing alone, the increase in in-

terest rates also increases the cost of a sma -business man doing busi-
ness, and to a much higher degree, on th. average, than the cost of
large business; does it not ?

Mr. MAm. No I cannot say that. We have discussed that a good
many times, and I am not at all certain of that. It increases the
cost- -

Senator LoNG. You think that with businesses which have an
equity investment, equity holding of, say, less than a quarter million
dollars, that the interest cost Is less than 1 percent of their costs of
doing business ?

Mr. MARTx. Well now, rates on small loans have not gone up as
much as on large loans.

Senator LoNo. That is not what I am asking though. I am just
skin if an increase in interest does not increase he cost-of doing busi-
ness for a small-business man even more than it does for most of the
large industries I

Mr. Min=. No; I cannot say I agree with that.
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For the marginal borrower and, it is not a matter of whether he is
small, medium-sized, or large, it certainly makes it more difficult for
the marginal borrower to obtain credit.

.But Inam unconvinced-we are going to nake a careful study of
this---but I am unconvinced yet that you can demonstrate that the small
person has been discriminated again st during this period.

Senator LoNe. Can you undertake to get us some figures, some in-
formation, to show us what percentage of small business' expense is
represented by interest costs? The figures were provided with regard
to basic industries by Under Secretary Burgess.

I wonder if you might be able, either directly or through some of
your interdepartmental committees, to provide us with material to
show us what is the percentage of cost represented by interest ex.
pense for small businesses ?

Mr. MAwrjr. We will do our best on it, Senator.
Senator LoNe. I believe that Is just about all the questions I wanted

to ask, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

SUAI Urss IN49 ITT COST SO9T5

The latest detailed Information on business expenses available Is the Internal
Revenue Service tabulations of corporate Income tax returns for 108. These
tabulations Indicate that Interest Is a relatively smaller cost for small businesses
than for large coneerna. Thus, Interest payments as a proportion of total com.
piled deductions (total expenses allowed In computing net income) averaged
one-half of 1 percent for nonfinanclal companies with assets under $250,000, but
amounted to a full 1 percent for corporations with astsw of $50 million or
more. Unfortunately, no comparable Information Is available from the tabu-
tItions of tax returns filed by proprietorships and partnerships.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes Senator Carlson.
Senator CALSOSi. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the grant.

ing of this opportunity at this time. I will want to complete the
statement, as you have just stated; otherwise, I would have been
pleisod to wait until Senator Long was present, because I talked with
hIm Friday, and he had not conclu-ded.

Mr. Chairman, I have appreciated your very frank statements in
regard to our monetary policy. Your opening statement seemed to
me to stress the fact that the Federal Reserve -had but one goal, and
that is to give this Nation a stable and sound monetary program which
would provide our economy with sufficient money and credit to furnish
high employment, expand production, and prevent inflation from
robbing our pople of theirsavings . _

It is my ntention to ask a hi; questions in rerd to labor, the
gross national production, and the effects of employment and unem*
ployment on our economy.

My first question is going to be: Is there a shortage of labor ?
Mr. MArnr. The labor supply has fluctuated Senator. In the last

few years, as was evident in my colloquy with Senator Long, I think
that in certain skilled areas tay there is a shortage of labor.

A year ago, I think the short of labor was greater than It is
today. But in certain skilled areas and In certain areas of the 0oun-
try, there is definitely, in my judgment, still a shortage of labor.

Senator Cim . I noticid us recently, I believe rast week where
the Secretary of Commerce and the Secreary of Labor, Mr. Mitohell,
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stated that we had an alltime high, I believe, of 67,200,000 employed
during July.

The question then gets to be, if we have a shortage of labor do you
think tiat we are faced then, with the choice between price sebility,
a higher level of unemployment and a slower rate of economic growth
on the one hand, or creeping inflation and continued economic growth
on the other hand I

Mr. MATIN, Well Senator, I am convinced that the alternative
to inflation is not widespread unemployment. I think we can have-.
and that is evidenced I think by the years in which we have had
lower unemployment than we have presently, and also less inflation
than we have currently-we can have very high levels of employment
without inflation.

The employment that we want is stable employment. It is employ.
ment that will be sustained and maintained, not temporary additions
to the labor force which will be out back as soon as excess capacity
develops in the line.

And[ it is my conviction we can have the goals of the Employment
Act in a country that has the growth potential of this country if we
will recognize th at if we try to do things too fast, we are going to
have needless unemployment.

Senator CAxLsoN, And following that suggestion and statement if
it should develop that we had to mike a choi c between creeping infta.
tion or some unemployment, which would you choose?

Mr. MARTN. I think it depends on the point that you are in the
cycle. I think that any employment which wnuld develop as a result
of a creeping inflation of the sort you are talking about would be
very temporary indeed, and I think you cannot separate price stability
and growth in the economy. I think that you have to recognize that
they are very closely related. It is not possible to completely isolate
one from the other.

Now r would not make a conscious choice in favor of unemploy-
ment at an time. I would not make a conscious choice in favor of
price stability. But I think on an ad hoe basis, you have to gage the
position in the cycle of the operations,

Senator CAnuox. If the Federal Reserve had pursued a much easier
credit policy over the last 18 months, what would have been the
result I

Mr. MAric. You would have had in my Judgment more Inflation
than we have had. You would havehad inflation feeding upon itself
in a way that it has not fed upon itself, and I am confident that you
would have had greater demands upon our resources than we could
have met without rather sharp further increases in prices.

The cost of living has gone up for 11 successve months as it is.
Senator Cxuso#. Well, am I to understand if we would have had

easier credit policies, there would not have been more people em-

ir. MATlM. I do not think there could have been more people
employed except temporaril here and there. I think'you were
prsing agaist capacity all through the period."

Senator OazMA0. Are the decisions the free market makes about the
allocation of savings, in line with the economic welfare of our people e?

.or is it consistet with our economic welfare for wealthy
corporations like the A. T. & T., General Motors and many others, to
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be able to borrow money, while school districts, housing, and other
worthy enterprises have unsaified demands for credit?

That has been one of the problems, I know, which has been discussed
for some time before this committee.

Mr. MAMrN. Isay in a free economy, of course, if a corporation
has retained earnings just as if a wealthy man has wealth, they can
be used. If we had had additional savings recently and lew exuber.
ance in our economy, there would have been more funds available for
schools and highways and churches and playgrounds and the type of
financing whiei ought to be done out of savings and not out of bank
credit.

Senator CArwox. Did I understand from that statement that the
funds under this economy are determined or will be determined -bysavings?

Mr. MAirrzN. Until there Is a bettor balance between spending and
saving, I am confident that it should be.

Senator CAmRox. Would you recommend Government measures to
assure that a larger propori on of the savings go to States and lties
school districts, and to housing

Mr. M^am, I think allocating the funds should be left primarily
to the market. I do not think we can very readily maintain a free
economy and take these funds and specifically allot them, except by
congressional action; that, I think, is within the province of tye

Congress.I senator CARMIr. Well, do you consider the current rise in prie.
is at least partially independent of monetary developments.

Mr. MAM'ur. I tink iris partially, because I think that spending,governmental and State and private sending, is a factor. There are
the three factors here, money and credit policy, budget policy and
management of the debt, all of them working other, and I ihink
that money and credit policy is just one of those three factors.

Senator CARLSON. We have been discussing some of these phases of
employment and grow national production as it affects our economy
as a whole. I want to get back to employment sain.

Do you think employment is (a) over full I mean by that, if we
are employing 96 percent of our employable people or labor force, is
that about as high as we can get?

Mr. MiAxr. I would say it is about as high as we can get. I would
say we have had a condition of full employment for roughly the last 9
year s

Now I would not want to be dogmatic and say that the dgr of
unemployment which is onsistent with a stable price level ii ne.
sawily an accurate definition of full employment. But I think that
you have to bear in mind that at all times when employment isrising
at the expense of pri stability, you are one step removed from di-
flation. ' And our battle should constantly be against deflation.

I think that is our objective in resisting flation. First you have
inflation, which is followed by deflation. When you have a strog
growing economy such as we have had--

Sena or Cmi~ow. Well now, with this 1nfiation, Is it the natural
tendency for a short, o? labor to cause prices to re I

Mr. Maru. Well, labor is just one factor in It. If you have to
bid labor away from one industry to put it in another idustr and
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you snre already otrliing igin .t ca jwivty, In it genral mi(n8e, why, I
~Hik that lit tielf eontributax to it r~i o In prices

8ent1110P CAIMN, You have ju. stated, 1 believe, tht t hortage
of labor is not iesmitrily the cause of it rim in jioheos, mid thit we do
have, not neeomarily full eniployimnt, but certintly very hi ulnploy.niient. Tlhet re tiO eople ~O Owho (1do.t agre wli the p,1ofleics ofto
Federal twori'e, nid ,ontelld that, your pet, lliolt% are l)l'veolly
full 011iployllell?, Inerelloed grom 1 nltinal wlOctiion, 11Ill inereae(l
Inflation. I have here it oli pphil from thie VAsliigton Post of Au glt
14, the heading of tlie artle be ing l jeolnlon de h111nilhering lai to
Ike." It Isdated "Chicago.1
Tihe API-+rA I ot' 'vtitio collivil tothly h1IIit'IuIIh Alil IIUl-ollt Iithllck ol l Olse1.

hower adminltratlon %exiiontlo polle!le with a charge that thly were deigold
ti halltell i nxP,4t*8illl.
The tlullt Itt1igiit I aII I11111111or sion here, Ibstio4 I IteudIIstyio isttelUont

Cotidenlll tlght t.lOiuy poliles nlid aettiosig btlsinow sal ed stliiiIIIdIItratiIti
leaders of "blundering dRgorously,"

Do you coneodo thlt you are blundering datngerously it the ipresent
timeI

Mr. MARIN. Well, obviously, I do not, think the Federal Roervo
Board Is blundering dan1gorously. I think thiat to t4tke the i)osition
that the way to cure an inlttion ie by additions to the I otley supplyUSkingt for liOr'e infltion lind 11111t eonvineodlethalt tueo 0
c donic problem today is to direct all of our ener11gies to lrlucillt
orl~ding anrod i tInereili savings. We have within ourl grami, 1A as

s acted earlier, I think, a higher studitrl of living on a mnind bIass
if wve just do not try to do too iawny things too falst, and If we give
swings a chance to itccultthte to be utileid in the way they should
I, instead of defending upon the creation of Iwnk credit to kl)l)ly
a% detielcy in savings.

Senator CARtLoN. Well, now, just following on in this same article,
and I read:

The statement was hammered out last night at a meeting of the APl"OI0's
economle policy committee, headed by Reuther and attended by Koysering.
It was organised labor's most blanket Indictment to date of llsenhower economic
policies

They state here, and I read:
"A thorough reappraisal of all public pmliles and private actions that affect

the stability and growth of the American economy to long overdue," It added.
The statement attacked decisions to raise Interest rates by the Wederal Reserve

Board and the PW~eral Houslng Administration and the oftering of Government
bonds at 4.percent Interest by the Tmury Department.

Such aMtiom the statement said, were designed to hasten a recession.

Am I to understand that the Federal Reserve has in mind to hasten a
recession I

Mr. Mu.n There is no intention on the part of the Federal Re.
serve to hasten a recession. I do not want recession at any time.

I have pointed out that, if there are excesses which develop, corre.
tions are necessary from time to time. The actions, the overt actions,
we have taken-we influence the mono supply, but do not control it-
have been as a result of reflections of the demand, the terrific, over.
whelming demand for credit that has occurred persistently in the
economyfior the last a2 Team

It sms to me that it is tantamount to a California gold rush in its
intesity, and that the forces which we are dewing with cannot be
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equali od in any Monmo without the uM) of tile p)rh'' j(nehl.an , and
interest riton 11-0 meiely i 141liction of this ol, a'Ition.

Interest is i wit o to the saver as well.a i4 coot to the borrower, and
It will, over a Ier o0d of time, have aui equalixaig effect.

fentor CAloN. I have juet read a recent article entitled "Cracks
in the National lHeonomy," by Lmo 11. Kporling, whioh appeared
In the July imuo of the Progressive mnagatino published in Madison,
Wit. Leton Koymorling Is a personal friend of mine, and I have
listoed to him on many occasion, but I want. to read 2 or 8 srate-
ments from this article which appear d in this magazine,

'J'1 facts of our economic life #howI
Our overall economle ayowth In real tertax, which averaged 4% percent a year

for several years after World War Il, has averaged only 21Apercent during t
past tew y ors, and even lew during the past 15 months, This slowdown baa
caused almost $(0 billion In lost production within 4 ytoarx, Total production
during the past few months hae been at an annual rate of ubout $20 billion below
full production, By the first ?nartr of 107?, the true level of unemployment
was 40 percent higher than In M

First, I would like to ask you, what would have hapned to our
economy had we poured out $0 billion more in gross national produce
tion in th lst 4 years

Mr. MAirriz. You would have had an acceleration of the point that
I have commented on, that between 1051 and 1956 we lost more than
50 percent of the increase In our gross national product in a markup In
prices, without any additional Oos and service, and I think that
would have been acceleratel substantially if what you said had
occurred.

Senator C~nmrux. Well, now, by the first quarter of 107, and I am
reading now-
By the first quarter of 105?, the true level of unemployment was 40 percent
higher than In 1908.

I am not familiar with the figures in 1958, but I believe you stated
that we have fairly high employment at the present time.

Mr. MARmnr. We do have fairly high employment. I had not pro.
pared it for that purse. Senator but I have an analysis of current
unemployment here, which I would be glad to put in the record. made
by our saff recently, which, certainly, I think would be at variance
with those figures you read. I think you could analyse these figures
a great many different ways, and I would not offhand want Yo-I
would be glad to put this in the record.

Senator CAUSON. Mr. Chairman, I am going to ask that it go in the
record. I have not seen it.

The CinAmAN. Without objection.
Mr. MAwnr. It is an analysis of the unemployment situation.
Senator CAAOlI. I think It would be appropriate.
Senator BxzrNTr. Is it in such shape that it could be read for the

information of the committee, to follow the questioning?
Mr. MzArm. I will read this.

]'A(RS5 ACCOUNTING OR D17F XCO MI UI MWYOTS 1981TO
M-II1968 A") 195?

Current Uf~pO~~

First, in terms of perspective, it is worth while examining Cur-
rent levels of unemployment.
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In July 1957, unemployment totaled 8 million, or 4.8 percent of
the civilian labor force, band on new definitions which were adopted
starting January 1957. If old definitions were used-and data on
the ol[ basis are the only data comparable with earlier periods-un.
employment, in July would have been reported as 9.7 million, or 8.8
percent, of the labor force.

The summer months tend to be the high months in the year in
respect to unemployment because of a larize influx of students and
graduates looking for summer Jobs. As students leave the labor force
in September and as the usual fall expansion in industrial activity
gets underway unemployment drops rather sharply .

Between Jly and October, unemployment can usually be ex.
peted to decline by 700 000 to 800,000. Thus if only seasonal fae.
tore af&ot unemployment between now and fall, the number of work.
ers seeking jobs in October of this year will be only about 2.9 mil
lion under the new definition,

SWnce early 1955, seasonally adjusted unemployment has remained
virtually unchanged, with the unemployment rate moving within a
one-half percent range and with no consistent trend in either direct.
tion.

I just made this up for my own information.
During this period, over 8 million workers were added to the

labor force, a much larger increase in the labor force than would have
been expected on the basis of growth of the population of working
ag reflecting the continuing strong demands for workers.

-This fact aso Indicates the frictional nature of current unemploy.
ment, in that it has been necessary to go outside of the labor force
to meet demands for additional employees.

Other indications of the current low level of unemployment are that
about two-thirds of the unemployed have been looking for work less
than 6 weeks, and that only 500,000, or less than 1 percent of the la.
bor force, were reported as having been unemployed for 15 weeks
or more In July.

Except for the very young age groups who are just starting their
work careers or looking for summer work, unemployment rates among
adult workers are very low. In each agegroup 25 years and over,
the unemployment rate was substantially below the average.

For married males with wife present, the unemployment rate in
rUlY was only 2.8 percent.
Whie there are a number of areas which report substantial labor

surpluse-unemployment rates of 6 percent or more-they consist
mainly of textile towns and mining areas in which the age, sex, past
work eeience and gerphica location have m large part prm-
vented the absorption of these persons into gainful employment in a
period of expanding demands for workers.

In contrast, there are still reported shortages for engineers, teachers,
and other professionals along with some kinds of skilled workers. •

Senator C uso.. That was certainly a very interesting statement.
If I understood it correctly, in July the unemployment had reached

only 2 or 8 percent, less than pcet of our national labor force.
Mr. merm. I will continue this a little bit further, if I may.
I have here comparison of current unemployment with 191 tomtd-19"....
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In the first half of 1957, average unemployment was about 800 000
to 1 million more than in comparable months in 1952 and in 158.
The old definition was used in both instances for purposes of corn-
parabill .

Since 1952, some 6 million people have been added to the labor
force. If the data is standardized to take account of increases in the
labor force and differences in age and sex distribution in the two
periods, unemployment would have increased by 900,000.

The major differences In unemployment in the two periods pri.
marily result from the Korean hostlities. Between mid-1950 and the
defense peak, the Armed Forces increased by 2.8 million. This re
suited in a sharp reduction in the number of unemployed males under
25 Yeas of age

since mid-158, however the Armed Forces have been reduced by
800,000 men, from 8.6 million to 2.8 million, and this to some extent
accounts for a slightly higher unemployment rate among younger
men in 1957 than in the earlier period. I i

During the period of the Korean conflict, there was a well.adver-
timed manpower shortage. Public agencies and many employers ton-
duoted an active and extensive drive for workers. Ths apparently
had a number of effects.

It tended to reduce unemployment as well as the length of unem-
ployment for those seeking work On the other hand, it led to hoard-
mg of workers and use of less efficient workers on the part of em-
ployers who feared that sufficient manpower might not be avawilab
in the future.

On the whole. in this period it appears that there was a good deal
of underutilization of manpower, and there was very little growth in
productivity. It was not until after cessation of hostilities that output
per man-hour started to rise again.

It seem likely, although it s difficult to prove, that during periods
of hostilities-World War II and Kor"-people interviewed in the
census household sample surveys, may have been reluctant to admit to
being unemployed, on the assumption that unemployed persons were
not contributing to the defense effort in view of stories of worker
shortages deaing war efforts and other patriotic appease During
World'ar I I, reported unemployment fell to the very low figure of400 000.

eince 1958, there has been a reduction in manpower requirements in
the railroad, mining, and textile industries which has resulted in some
increase in longtime unemployment and is reflected in somewhat higher
ra of unemployment among older workers now than in the 190148
period.

As mentioned earlier in this memorandum, this has resulted In what
might be called some chronic unemployment; but the number of such
personsap Apears, to be small.

In 1956 and 1957, there have been k number of mixed trends in the
employment situation resulting in some layoffs In 1956, the rduo-
tion of automobile production was definitely reflected in the unem-
p1qyMnt toal but was offset by other gains.

d19t whi e unemployment among automobile workers delied
reductions, in residential construction, lumber, electrica uobaW
an m recently aircraft eMPlomns have t(nae to keepthu-
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employment totals fairly constant, but probably slightly higher than
if all activities were currently rising.

The unomploynent series is based on a Fample s rvey and has all
the dificulties of sueh data Inelding sampling error. A difficult fac.
tor to evaluate has been the Improventin in unenployment data re.
suiting from two change in the census sample since 1

In FOOT census interviewed about 8,000 houspholdi in 830 areas
each month, In 1952-28, only 21,00 households were interviewed in
68 areas each month, SanipiI ng erroit for Itnt)injd(loytpit lit 1962 was
0alculated al 190,000, lIn II)S7, the svillplitag Ple' I 100t000 for
iuneml)loyment,

The census saniple wim increased from (18.alsa mIiple to i 2#10-aa'ei
Iami)lo |in January 11)4. Tie results of the new mamplo showed that
for January 1954 unenplnoymient exceedel the old sainplo figure by
some 700,000, or 81 percent1 a considerably large, dlifTerence than could
reasonably be attributed to sampling variabillty,

An examination of the evidence by the Consuis llireap' staff and a
special technical committee led to the Con8lusion that the old smahnIe
Igure was understated, partly because of inade iuncles in interviewing
during the period of transition to the new sam pie.

On tHie basis of conaparing the total unemployment statistics with
the number of persons receiving unem)lo lnent Coel isation, It wis
concluded that the understatement started in September 1058.

On tits basis, ai adjustnent wits made by arbitrarily gra(iating
downward ite percentage differente between the old and nOw sample
estimates of unemployment from ,sanuary 1954 to September 1963, and
no change was made for prior months.

In April 1956, the sample wits again expanded, this tinie to 880 areas,
but the unemployment figure was reported its approximately the same
for both samples.

(Tabulation on unemployment and labor force submitted by Mr.
Martin is as follows:)

VUomP01WWR* ado labor foroe, Jnly of ea4 eor

6 ........4 e an ...................
45t0 44 7*1......................

Mr. MtArn . I had that made up, Senator, because I wanted to on
over the data on unemployment. It is not a completely soientific
anlysts iyou can s .

Senator OARXW. Mr. Chairman1 I think you made a very valuable
stwibution this morning, becas it is one of the problems confront.
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Ing this committee, the percentage of unemployment, and whether
we have full employment.

The gross national production we have at the present time, which
I understand Is very high, is based on this 96 or 97 percent of full
employment.

Then I would ask again-1 still have this article before me of Mr.
Keyserling's-who would have produced-and I am quoting now:

Total production during the pat few months has bea at an annual rats of
about $25 billion below full production.

Who would have produced those goods, $25 billion worth, with
th is employmentI

Mr. AIrrix. Well, I do not know who would have, and I think it Is
perfectly obvious that prices have been rising during this period, and
hoy would have risen more, if you had had further editions to debt,

which is largely what we have been dealing with here: we never want
to forget the fact that of recent additions to purchasing activity, a
good percentage is accounted for by debt. : deplore the Idea of spend-
ing more titan you have to try to ouy more goobds than are available.
Tre creation of money to add to the spending stream under such cir-
cumstances can do nothing but put prices up, as I see it.

Senator CAnh18so. I want to read another section from this same
article by Mr. Keyserling, and I do not do this because of anything
personal against Mr. Key serling, but It i a philosophy that he evi
dently has advocated and there is a conflict between different views
in this Nation, and I think we ought to analyze it a little, and I
quote:

The slowdown In economic growth has resulted largely from an even pester
Nowdown in consumption growth. Purchases by Aamriean consumer, measured
In 1006 dollars, grew only 1% percent from the fourth quarter of 1ow to the
fourth quarter of 19M5. The deficiency In this consumption now accounts for
70 percent of the deficiency In total production.

From that statement, may I inquire about the purchasing power
of our American people. Do they have the funds to buy with, or what
is our situation I

Mr. MWmN. Well, purchasing power has been high; if you take dis-
p.osable personal income, this last month it made a new high $302.5
billion-personal Income was $845.5 billion.

I might read here what I have on consumer disposable income.
The assertion that consumer dis ble Income has not Increased

during the past year disregards the inflation which Is our problem by
stating It in terms of ex-inflation dollars.

This is the colloquy I had with Senator Long. I am sorry he is not
here.

Consumer personal income available for spending has grown ap-
preciably, both in absolute amount and on a per capita b*s duringthe past year.

Iis the largest single component, by far of the total spending
stream that has sustained the continue rise, both in wholesle prices
and in the coat of living. If consumers had saved a larger proportion
of this income, which 9 the point I made earlier, it woeld have been
available for the financing of schools, highways, and capita) plant,
without contributing further to inflation and- the redudion 9n the
value of their spending dollar.
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As It is, the inflation that has actually occurred has offset in largepart thie buying power of the Increase in consumer disposable income.There Is just no pericentap in increasing dispoable personal incomeIf you are going to lose more than 60 percent of th, increase fromone year to the next in a markup in price without any additional
goods and services.

Senator CAureo. In other words, a reduction of the dollar's pur.
chasing power would not increse the amount of goods the consumer
got but h e would pay more for them
Mr. MmairN. That is right.
Senator CArso. As I. read this, I was concerned about it, because

it states In tOs article, and I will read again now:
The doecenoy In tls consunwptio now amounts for To Pernt of thedoeuc2' In ta P"rductiUo.
In view of your statement, it seems to me we have been producingpretty well at capacity, and any additional production to be pur.

chase by the consumer would have been bought at greatly inflated
prices would that not be correctI

Mr. Gaixrn, That 1s correct.
I have a comment on production here I would like to read, if you

would permit it, Senator.
Senator CaAnuo. You may.
Mr. MA mTnr. Increased production per so does not cure inflation,

Money income is generated in the process of production, and becomes
part of the sending stream.

As was poited out on Tuesday, one man's expense is another man's
income. Consuently, iners in production in themselves add tothe flow of spending as well as to the flow of goos

Increased output to the full extent permited by our capabilities isgood, provided, of course, it is the right production and is financed in
such a way as to promote continued prosperity.

However if there is excess money demand p reent in the economy
at a time whenresources are actively employed, that excess will causea rise in price& Ipcreased production under these circumstaces
will add to the spending stream as well as to the stream of goods and
services.

It will not, therefore. eliminate the excessive money demand that isthe cause of rising prices. For inflation' to be curbe, excess money
demand must be a lorbed from the spending stream.

This may come about by the development of a budget surplus, byincreased planned savings, by curtailed borrowing from banks or by
a slowing down in the growth of the money supply or in its turnover.

It does not ieult automatically from inctease production.
No. one would maintain that a cessation bf production, the reverse

of this proposition, would stop a deflation. Lkewise, an increase Inproduction does not in and of itself stop an inflation.
The unhacpp o cndition of France today is a standing example ofthis fact. It sarply increased its production as well as Its produce.tivity, but It failed to take measures adequate to reduce the exoes

money demand that was necessary to avoid a crMsis,
Seiator CAnso. Mr. Chairman, that is an answer to a question I

expected o get into, because I am getting Into foducttvity, so I willask question now that I feel you have an=~e X"t !
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Do you consider the current inflation Is due to i-nIrU -, In profits
or wages greater than increase. In productivity I

Which-s about what you have sated Inlht sttement you Justread.
Mr. MAsoN. That is correct.
Senator C( Axo. I notice that Dr. Gardiner C. Means, an econo.

mist for the Committee for Economic Development, who Invented the
term, I think, "administered prices," has come up with a theory that
the current inflation is an "administered" inflation. I

As I read the statement, he contends that the sellers of commodities
can administer pricesto any level they choose, and labor, in view of
its great brgalninf Iower, can increase wages in any amount they
care to and that this is "administered" inflaion rather than a aone
tary inhation.

Do you agree with that theory I
Mr. MA=wr. No, I do not agr, with that, Senator. I have om-

mented from time to time on aduninistered prk.A and I reognise thst
there are such things, and that they can be effective for Jeriods of
time. " ; I

But I insist that in the long run, you cannot get away from the
fundamental forces of supply and demand, and that is what we are
dealing with here. When we talk about iflation, it really does not
make too much difference whether we are talking about cost infation,
price inflation, or how It comes about; the fact, remains it is stil n-
fiation, and we have got to do everythmg within our power to stop it,
or the expectation of further inflation will become one of the ele.
ments of psychology in the country in such a way that saving and in-
vestment, which is at the heart of a growing economy, will be erode.

That, in essence, it seems to me, is where the problem lies
Senator CAmz;oN. Then I believe your answer to that would be that

it would not be correct to state rising prices cause Inflation, but that
they are the result of inflation1  

4 1

Mr. MKA=Xr. That is correct.-
Senator CAMuoM. Well now, if we should agree with Dr. Means'

theory, and there are some who do, would it not mean that It would
take a national buyers' strike to end or retard inflation, if we followed
through in his theory

Mr.-Mair. I do not know about a, national buyers' strike, but, tn
a free economy, you cannot make consumers either spend or save or
increase their spending by fiat, by decree. It has to come about by
their recognition of the business process and their want i ddesi
and the satisfaction of them.

I do not think that you will have a buyers' strike per sein this
country, from business caused It would be more liely a buyer
strike, if you want to put it that way, would come from a sort- of
poychologica frustration.

And one of the psychological frustrations that could become over.
whelming would be just general frustration about the course of our
fiscal and monetary affairs .

Senator CAzwzi. Would you Indicate statistically or graphically
the relative rates of increase in profits, wages, and productivity, in
manufacturing, and such other segment. of our economy for which
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figures are available, for the periods beginning in the year, for in."cm I9OM to the preson*-
Mr. MArnicr. I would be very glad to have that prepared.
Senator CAansom, Prepared, and )ut it in the record.
Mr. MA WFm. Prepared and put N in the record.
Senator CARtSO. Do that, and then take 1980 to the present, 1040

to the present, 1940 to the present, and 1958 to the present, and 1956
to the present.

Can the agrate of profits and wags rise more rapidly than pro.
ductivity wifloutcausing it rise in prices I

Mr. MArN. I do not think so.
Senator CARIISoN. Is it resotIabie fo' the jlulA C to expect that

with proper Federal Reserve policy and a huilamed budget, wage
Inclses will be compatible with a stale dollarI

Mr. MAtrrN. I think so
Senator CARLSON. Do you have figures there whih would show the

rate of increase in productivity since the end of 19451
Mr. MARTiN. I will beglad to get them for you.
Senator CARIMON. If thiey are available, I would like to have theinl.
Mr. MAwrit. Why do we not get them and put them in the record?
Senator CARLSON. Place them in the record.' And if you do that,

would you get them since the end of 19541
Mr. MAwrm. I would be glad to.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

QUsITois RUATIrO TO l'ROUOTIVITT, WAOs, PIOVITS, SM'.
It should be stressed that available data relating to output per man-hour (pro.

duetivity) am subject to significant limitations. Furthermore, for 1957 the
available data relate only to manufacturing, and these are as yet quite tentative.

In Chairman Martin's answers to No. 9 of the questions submitted by Senator
Byrd, It was stated:'Unfortunately, the available data on output per man-hour do not allow us
to say with any degree of precision what the short-run changes in productivity
or in unit labor coats have been from month to month, quarter to quarter, or
emvn year to year. There is first the problem of accuracy of the measurement
of output per man-hour which requires relating output and man-hour series to
each other, each with different weighting factors, seasonal movements, and
many possible, but unknown errors. Then there a's problems of concept, includ.
Ing questions relating to the inclusion of various categories of workers, the
measuring of changes in quality of product, the use of physical output versus
deflated dollar output, the weighting of respective series, etc. While these prob.
lems are difficult and controversial, progress is being made in measurement. At
present, however, there is no one official series pertaining to productivity.

"In the nounianufacturin sector, measurement of output per man-hour is
subject to even greater qualification than in the manufacturing industries, be-
cause It Is so difficult to measure output in physical terms * * *.

The committee staff of the Joint Economic Committee, In Its productivity,
price and Incomes (published In 108) has compiled a great variety of Infor-
mation relating to the above questions. The Joint Committee staff is fully aware
of the difficulties engaged in measuring these variables and is careful to caution
users about their limitations. Thus, on page XI of this report it is stated: "We
submit these data with some hesitancy, since many of them are subject to all of
the lmitations and frailties of statistics in general, Data covering long p.
nods of years collected by different agencies and for varying purposes mustbe
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used with great cauUon since concepts, coverage, consistency, and degree of ac-
curacy make their Interpretation uncertain and the drawing of Inferences and
relationships hazardous. On the empirical evidence of statistics alone It Is,
moreover, dangerous to ascribe casual relationships where correlations, no mat-
ter how close or how elusive, appear to exist." On page 6 It Is stated: "The
problems of measurement have been particularly troublesomt In studies of pro-
duetlvity, prices, and incomes."

IA)r the purpose of answering Henator Carlson's questions, Some relevant data
have Wen selected from this report.

The following table is reproduced from page 2'2 of Uiis reollrt:

Average annual percent noreaae in real private product pe man.hour'

110riod Totl Parm Noiifann Pe Iriod otatl Vaoii Nonfum

1910-19 ........... . 0.? 0.4 0. I IOA M.. 22 4. 1.9
191-2..... . l.A 3,0 1 .4, I II0-A*9. . ll.AI..
!10-1 ........ 2. 2.0l 2.4I,/, .. II 103 . LA 2.0 '
194,-5.1.......... . 2. ., 3.4 1910GM ... ... 2 .2 2. 0 2.22. Z23 1.4 1 V47-M.. 3.0 4.0 Z

i Oomi'utjt from beat squarnr , rlt Walt of I 111 I1duui numwra of tabu 3 (p. S014 he report)
and A (p. 01),

On Iage 18 of this report it is stated: "Tho long-run average rate of Inreamse
in outptt per mian.hour uns been about 2,2 percent per year for total real private
nonfarm product, about 2 percent for farm product, about 8 percent for manu.
facturniig, 2.4 percent for farm production (gross), over 21 percent for mining,
and about 8 percent for steam railroads.

"The rates of increase In each segment have varied widely over shorter periods.
F'or example, in manufacturing the average rate of Increase per year (computed
from a least squares logarithmic trend line) was about 2.9 percent from 100
to 1014, no change from 1014 to 1010, about 5.8 percent from 1919 to 102, about
2.2 percent from 1929 to 1980, less than 1 percent from 199 to 1947, and about
8.7 percent since 1947. Oross agricultural production per man-hour increased
by only about 1%h percent per year from 1010 to I99, but rose at a rate of 4 to
4% percent per year from 1069 to 1900.'

The accompanying table 1 shows for manufacturing ndustres, for selected
years:

(aI Real output per man-hour, 194-49-100.
Hourly earnings of production workers In both current and 191 prices.
Payrolls (1947-49-100).

4) Corporate profits In manufacturing before and after tax.
(e) The BLB Consumer Price Index, In addition to the data relating to manu-

facturing industries only.
These are a complex set of data to analyse, quite apart from the Umitations

of the statistical measurement of output per man-hour. It should be noted,
however, that the changes In corporate profits and In total payrolls reflect, among
other factors, changes In pries, In total output, In employment, and In the lengt
of the overage workweek. Between the terminal years 1914 and 1806, the data
suggest that hourly earnings after allowance for changes in consumer price,
have shown about the Same Increase as has real output per man-hour. Within
this long period, however, there have been Intervals when hourly earnings, after
allowance for changes In consumer prices, have apparently Increased faster than
output per man-hour and other Intervals when they have increased slower.
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cetgso nati+iiiionincoe.It shoul entdta h at npouto e
ma-hurar bse onl~mrl+al deflate estmae o olnlt wheeasth.etmates oflll

60NYM1  option and profits reflect price Changes as wellsite eoim as wholet tas st not real production per man-hour for the
prae eonomyas an bilios as urrentdonsmaller than the increase in pro.
activity for the manufacturing sector (shown In abe 1oboth for the entire
period from 1w90 to 1956 and for the last decade of this svan. On the other hand,
t estimated pin since* World War U in eal average hourly earning in the pri-
vate nonagricultural area. as a whole (not shown In the table) was about the
same as the Increase In read average hourly earnings of production workers in
manufacturing (Se estimates and discussion In Bureau of Labor Statistes
study, Productivity, arnlg Coste s and Prices In the Private Nonagricultural
Sector at the Uconomy 1r4e-to May 18, 195?1)

!be relative shares of total national income accounted for by employees'
omestion and by corporate profits before tax showed relatively small changes

from 1958 to 195 and wer at levels well above those in 19h and in 10.
Ra~ctl~ghigber rates of taxation on corporate income, corporate profits after

tax mat years a e been a smaller percentage of national Income than In
the Immediate postwar and In prewar years. Thus, while employees' compensa.
tice ad before pnrots both increased by over 860 percent from 1940 to 106
afhrax pofts rose by about 2 pnt Taxes on Individuals' Income bow-
ever, hae also, been Increased a0 on an after- i the increase In em
ployees copnsation would also be considerably smaller than the before-tax
data in the table Indicat. EstImts of personal tames paid by employees are
noo avalabl separately from the total of such taxes.
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Senator CAMUBO. What in the cause of the relatively lower rate of
the increase in productivity in the past 2 year I And I believe we
had testimony to that effect here from Sedtary Humphrey and Seerm.
fy Burgess, and maybe yourselfI W M AnS. Well$ I do not know. I cannot answer that specifi-
call I think there has been some tendency perhaps to compare,
but ' cannot explain.

Senator CALoN. Woul4 you be willing, if you can prepare some
statement on that matter, to present it for t]is record I

Mr. M, rJ I. I would be very glad to prepare it.
(The information referred to ig as follows.)

The tables submitted for changes In productivity indicate that (a) Realprlvato
prMuction per mn-hour changed little from the year 16 to the year 1906; ad
jb) output permnan-hour In manufacturing activities showed a much smaller rwise
:om the year 1935 to the year 19M6 than in most precedinS postwar lrm.
Any persistent decline in the rate of productivity Increase would, of eours be

a matter of concern. It should, however, be stress that pins In output p
man-hour have In the pest been uneven from year to year. For ezsamle frm
1950 to 1951 real private production per man-hour showed about the ine Inerease
as from 1955 to 1900, while output per manhour in the manufacturing Industrus
changed little-and may have declined. Developments In late l and early
198 cannot, of themselves, be taken as Indicative of a significant lowering of the
long-term rate of productivity gain. furthermore , these data give no Indicatiou
of ehanges in productivity in 1952. Thus, to quote from Chalrnm Martin's
answer to question 9 sbmitted by Senator Byrd, "Th pre Wiwry data for

ring, based on production workers only, sugests that In the tA half
Of IM and the first half of 1 output per manhour was reatvely sta"e
mid-19er, It appeal that output per man-hour aion began to Iase
with the rise In output per man-hour betwe m*1W aMnd W piebWmore In line with historica treds."

seas-Pst S.-14
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The reasons for the slowing up in the rate of productivity increase in the
second halt of 10(15 and the first half of 101 cannot be stated with certainty,
The slowing up may In part represent the intensive utilization both of manpower
and industrial capacity during this period, Thus, plants may have been used
beyond their most efficient operating level. The effects of the large investment
program on which industry embarked in early 105 would not be felt until later,
The tight labor market may well have been reflected In hiring new workers in a
number of occupations who were not as experienced as the bulk of the work
force. Furthermore, shortages of labor may have resulted in excessive work
forces (in effect, hoarding) in many companies. Finally, the strong demands of
the period and the fact that profits were at advanced levels may have put some.
what less pressure than usual on employers to push for productivity gains.

Senator CARLSON. What is the basic cause of a continuous rise in
productivity over the post 50 years I

I think our economy has been growing, expanding. What is basic.
ally the cause of It I

Mr. MARrix. I think the worker has performed more efficiently, and
I think technology has played a very important part in it.

Senator CARLSON. What about the increased skill of workers I
Mr. MAWnNrr. I think that has been a major factor. That is one of

the reasons why we need to keep our educational facilities abreast of
the things, particularly in technical schools and that type of thing.
We need additions to the skilled labor force in every way that we
can get them.

Senator CAaSrON. What about increased capital investment in more
efficient machinery ?

Mr. MArTnz. I think that has been a mayor factor also.
Senator CAnrsoN. I recently read an article which stated-I thought

it was so interesting I copied a paragraph or two of it-which stated
that today our labor force numbers (7 million and supports a popula-
tion of 170 million by producing goods and services at the phenomenal
rate of $425 billion per year.

The article also stated that it required a capital investment of about
$12,000 to give him a job and furnish him employment over an 8-hour
day. Now, this same article estimated that by 1905 each factory
worker's job will represent an investment of $18,000, and that we
should have at that time 76 million workers.

Now, is it your contention that our savings must be expanded to
take care of this increased job of furnishing labor with obs I

Mr. MARTIN. I do indeed. I think that, and I believe we can pro-
duce the savings for that. I think that we ought to devote our energies
in a period like this to reducing spending and increasing savings so
that we can properly finance this expansion which is required, and
desirable.

Senator CARLSON. Well on that basis if we have a gross national
production now of $425 billion or $47 bTillion, by 1965, where are you
going to have us at that time?

M1r. MARTiN. I am not good on forecasts, Senator. But I think it
will be higher than it is presently.

Senator CARLSoN. I think I read sometime back that Dr. Burns who
was the economic adviser to the President sometime back,.stated that
we would reach $600 billion but I do not know whether it was 1970
or 1976. I have forgotten the figures.

Mr. MuArn. He 'is a ve able economist, and I am not, but I have
great faith in the future of this country.
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Senator CAzsow. You may not take credit for being an economist,
but you work with this everT day so I am sure you follow it closely.

Should the source of the increased productivity influence the dis-
tribution or the benefits accruing from such Incr&sed productivity?

Mr. MA N. Yes, I think so. I think there should be wide distribu-
tion of the gins that there are to all of us. Gains from increased
productivity should be spread through the economy as widely as it is
possible to s read them.

Senator o. Well now, in distribution, that takes effect, I
assume, in the normal operations of a free enterprise system or is it
going to require congressional action to move some of these benefits I

Mr. MAWN. My conviction is that we will get wider distribution,
assuming that competition is maintained, through the free-enterprise
system than through congressional mandate or action. In fact, I
think the size of the economy and the nature of the economy is such
that, even with congressional action, it is very difficult to effectively
direct the flow at any time.

Senator CAvtLox. It seems like when Congress starts tampering
with the economy, and we have-I have been here 22 years, and I
have observed some of these controls; not only wages, but allocations
of materials-that it may work temporarily, but, over the long term,
we get into difficulty. Is that not about right?

Mr. MAm. That is right.
Senator C.soxo. If increased productivity is due, primarily, to

increased investment, is there any reason why so much of such benie-
fits as is in excess of that claimed by capital should go to labor in
higher wages rather than to the entire public in lower prices I

Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think it should b shared by everybody; as to
the excess that you are talking about, I think, sometimes, that the
consumer is the forgotten man in most of our discussions, and I think
he ought to be given a very prominent role. It seems to me we are
all working, in a sense, for the consumer, and we ought to do what
we can to see that he gets some of these benefits.

Senator CARsoN. Some contend, Mr. Martin, that the taxpayers
have been forgotten, too.

Mr. MAmrN. Well---
Senator CARIJoN. What was the increase in rate of increase in

productivity since the end of 19451 If you do not have that, I would
ike for you to get it.

Mr. MAznm. I will be glad to get that.
Senator C OAVo. Make it since the end of 1954, also.
Mr. MArxN. All right.
Senator CAu*soN. What is the cause of the relatively lower rate

of the increase in productivity during the last 2 years? If you do
not have it-

Mr. MARN. I do not know, but I will work up a memorandum
on it.

Senator Cmaoi*. How can continuous increases, in the aggregate,
ofprofits and wages be prevented from exceeding increases n
productivity

Mr. Miriw. Well, we have collective bargaining, and I think that
both management and labor have got to study that. It is not a one-
sided operation. I think that, as you approach most of the labor
negotiations, management is inclined to claim they cannot do any.
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thing and labor is inclined to ask for the moon, and I think the answer
is probably in the middle ground.

Senator Ca xis. You have been much concerned for some years
about the need for maintaining a stable dollar. In your testimony
the other day, you said that monetary and budgetary policies ire only
part of the answer. As you see it, what part of t is problem is not
susceptible to monetary and budgetary policy, and along what lines
are solutions to be foundI

Mr. Mmrn. Well, I think that the management of the debt is some.
thing that should be borne in mind at all times, and I think that it
Is very difficult for money and credit policy to operate against a debt,
for example, such as we had at the tiine of the pegged market, when
marketable Government securities virtually were interest-bearing
money because you could get par and twenty-two thirty-seconds for
them anytime you wanted. And I think that if jou are faced with
a constant increase in spending and, during a period of high utiliza.
tion of resources and generally favorable employment, if the Govern.
ment does not contribute to a budget surplus and use that period as an
oRortunity to reduce its debt, I-do not know when in the world it

I do not think money and credit policy can do much except to put
its little finger in the dike against that. I think it is important to do
that; I am not saying it is helpless; I say it is important to stick your
finger in the dike. But, if you have a flood of spending that threatens
to overwhelm the bounds of available income, I would not want to
depend too much on money and credit policy to stop the leaks.

Senator CARLoN. Well, ever since these hearing started with Sec.
retary Humphrey and Secretary Burgess, and, I noticed, in your
own statement, there has been some discussion about the accord, as
of March 1951. If I understand the Federal Reserve policy correctly,
after the accord of March 1951 you abandoned that policy of con-
tinuous market support in order to assure artificially low levels of
interest rates, but you did from time to time aid the Treasury in re-
funding by buyingsubstantial amounts of maturing Treasury issues.
In other words, while you ended that in 1951, as ? understand it, it
was not completely ended; is that correctI

Mr. Mimrzc. It was a gradual process, Senator, starting in April
of 1951-March actually--with the unpegging of the Government
market. We had to recognize that you do not stop something that has
gone on for 10 years with just 1 jolt. You have got to recognize
that we have a responsibility for a market. Free markets are not
markets that participate in the law of the jungle,

We recognized our responsibility to make-the transition. During
the period of 1951 and early 1952, we intervened in the Treasury
market. We always wanted to help the Treasury finance, but to try
to help them gradually move toward the time when we would not be
monetizing a large portion of their new issues by direct purchases.
We finally cease& that direct intervention in November of 1952, and
there was a Treasury issue floated in the latter, part of 1952 without
any Federal Reserve intervention whatever.

In 1958, we went through the entire year without intervening in
the Treasury market, and 1he Treasury financing was conducted not
perfectly but quite successfully.
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We did the same in 1954, and in 1955 we had one difficult period.
The demand for credit wa growing constantly, and in late 1955,
Novembr of 1955, we raised the discount rate. That was pretty olose
to the Christmas season, which is one of the difficult periods in the
money market. The transfer of funds at the Christmas period is. a
colossal undertaking at that time of year, and the increase in the dis.
count rate and the general situation in the Treasury at tbo time led to
considerable appreohision about an issue that the were putting oift.
And after a long debate, all of which you have the record of ii our
annual report, we decided to buy up to $400 million of Treasury w
curities. We only had to buy $187 million of them. But that is the
only instance of intervention in the period since the accord up to the
present time.

The xww. When were you made Chairman I
Mr. Mrnr. April 2, 1951.
The CiUwMnx. During practically all of your tenure there has been

no real support of the bond market by the Federal Reserve I
Mr. MAowr. That is correct, eir.
Senator CARuos. Then, as I understand-and the chairman has

brought in a question there that I think is very appropriate at this
time, because there is some criticism of the Federal Reserve because
of the inflexibility of it-in other words, you have a very rigid pro-
gram and you stay with it, but you did follow that program in 1-51,
9 52 and in 1958 you began to change it, anO in 1954 you continued,

and in 1955 you again eased up and purchased some of these securi-
ties. Is that not rightI

Mr. Mirn. We did; and under unusual circumstances we would
beprepared to do it again.

Wee do not intend to be inflexible. But we do think that as a general
principle, both the Treasury and the Federal Reserye should work
to see that Treasury financing is achieved with a minimum moneti.
nation of the debt. And while we want to help them in every way
we can, we want to see that their securities stand on their own feet
in the market.

Senator CAmox. Then am I to conclude that it is now your policy
not to assist the Treasury in any way whatsoever except by reframiingfrom demanding cash payment for your maturing securities%

Mr. MAmw.-Well, we help theni-if you are talking about that
in a general sense-we work with them just as closely as we can,
advise them, help them, do everthing we can to see that their isues
are adequately financed, but so ur as -lirect intervention is concerned,
we do not p prices

Senator AzRmsor. That was not true back in 1951 and 1952, then
when you had an accord? That would be a direct intervention, would
It not I

Mr. Mir. I would say that,the accord provided for moving as
rapidly as we could in the direction of halting the monetization of
the debt, but recognized that we had a very difficult transition period
ahead. You do not spend 10 years in a pegged market and their come
out of it the da after tomorrow without confronting some problems
that require a different attitude. Let me put it ths way; you had
to reeducate the entire business and banking community to what the
ingredients and requirements of a free market were.
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Senator CAtasox. Well, do you believe that your anti-inflattiona"
polioy requires such a completely negative and unhelo ful attitude
owaid the financing of the obligations of the United 8tatw I

Mr. MAwrr. Well, I would not want to sity that It Is completely
negative our present policy, I think there In much to be desred In
improving the Government securities market and we are working
constantly in that direction. We have not always agreed on whal
the best way to do that Is, but it seems to me that we can work out
with the Tresury ome way in which we can put then itn a position
where they won' be under the pressure that they have been in the
last couple of years, and we Intend to work with thein in that direction
ritlhout pegg(ng tlhe governmentt securities market.

Senator C5mtAmpt, 1 believe at aboutthe l st day that Seretary
Burgvss was at the stand, one of the last, that they increawl the
discount rate In the Federal Resorve Banks in Kansas City, Minne.
apolis, Chicago, and I believe, Philadelplhia.

tr. Mwritt. Tlat is right, silt".
Senator CARIAOx. And 1, I would not say I complained bitterly,

but I did ask a question or two as to why they would increase the
discount rates out In the rtt agricultural Midwest and I know there
Is some problem with cred

Now, since that time I understand that several other banks have
done the same but I noticed here in last Friday's issue of the Wall
Street Journai the headlnu says, "New York F'ederal Reserve Bank
Afimn Declines To Hike the Discount Rate," and I eould read some
other section here but I am sure you are familiar with it.

What interpretation can you place on that situatilont
Mr. MArrxr. I think that there has obviously been some difference

of estimate between the New York bank and some of the others as to
the desirability or necessity of increasing the discount rate at the
present time.

Now, on the economics of the situation, I do not think there is any
disagrement between the New York bank and the Board or the other
banks in the System. It may well be that before long the New York
bank will raise its rate.

Now, we have the authority in the System to order rates but we have
not exercised it, because we have tried to make this operate as a System.

This is a technical problem, in my judgment, andit seems to me thatthe problem is thatr the banks that are closer to the loan demand than
we are--we follow it very closely, but after all, banks are the first line
on the matter of judging loan demand, and they decided to go up in
their prime rate to 4T percent.

Now, with a 4'-percent prime rate and a discount rate of 8 per.
cent-and we have ad a bill rate in excess of 8 percent for nearly 9
month--it means that the policing of the discount window 4y the in-
dividual Reerve bank has a goodbit more strain with a l -percent
spread than it had with a quarter of 1-percent spread.

I believe you can police the window effectively, but our judgment
in the Board and throughout a good portion of the System was that
this was a technical situation; we would have just us much difficulty
explaining not going up in the rate as we would explaining going up in
the rate; and we recognized it as it technical operation and therefore
increased the rate.
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Now, if the expected demand for loans this fall does not materialize,
then the commercial banks were in error in raising their prime rate,
If there should bo a decline in loans of a substantlil amount this fall,
and business should taper off, we might want to consider reducing the
discount rate

I am not saying we are doing so; I am just saying that is one of the
problems we have to deal with continuously at all times, and I am
aellghted that the boards of those individual Reserve banks give as
mch time attention as they do to these problems, and we have
never tried to insist that they do our bidding unless we should reach a
point where we felt that na ional policy required that a decision hadbol made.

Senator C(mUoN. Well, the Reserve bank, a regular National Re.
serve bank then has an economy in its own right, they determine their
own operations and action without pressure, so to speak, from Wash.

r. MARTIN. We want them to, and I believe that is in the legis.
14fire record of the Federal Iteserve Act: That the hazards of a man.
aged currency are such that you should have, as far as you can, a
decentralized central bank and not have just a little group of men in
Washington to decide, at the drop of a hat to do something, and then
wove,

Senator CAiUsxO. Well, of course we folks out in the Middle West
will be very ha ppy when we are able to reduce the diwount rate out
there and certain y not have it go up any higher than It is.

Mr. MARTIN. Well, I would say the soundest and the surest way to
get lower interest rates, to get a reduction in the cost of money today,
is--to use this phrase that I am getting tired of sylng--to reduce
spending and increase savings. I- believe that doing so will bring
about that effect much faster than people realize; and I think the
capacity to increase saving in this country is very, very strong. I
think it does not take as long as some people thing for savings to pile
up. I think in the last year we have had overspending and under-
saving.

Senator CAmRso. Well, that is the question I was going to get into
now, and I think maybe you have answered this.

Have you caused interest rates to rise I
Mr. MAxwr. We have not. The "demand for credit," to use the

phrase I have used several times now, is, I think, tantamount to a
alifornia Gold Rush; it has been persistent, at times overwhelming.

I put some figu res on corporate and State and local securities into t1Te
record a few days ago. There never has been a tine in the hwitory of
the country when there have been as many capital flotations as have
been occurring, or a time, in my judgment, when money in the overall
sense has been as loose u it Is

We have a misnomer: tight money. The reason interest rates have
been rising is because unless there were some governor in the crlit
mechanism, you would have just been creating money and pushmg
prices up, and there ought to be some incentive to save and some di-
ienntive to spend. The only thing we have is interest rates.
Senator C mrs. I think you have made the record clear at least

for me, that we do have sufficient money in this country. ihere has
been some criticism over the fact that we did not have suffcient quan-
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tity of actual money In this Nation for the growth and expansion of
our economy in peaceful employment.

As I understand, there is sufficient money, and the velocity of this
money has been higher than it over has ben--or for some years at
least.

Mr. MAmrr. Higher than it ever has been at any time in my experi.
once in the System. I think that we have an overriding responsi.
ability to see that the legitimate credit needs of the community are met,
I do not think we oughit ever to lose sight of that. We do not want
to starve this strewn this money stream; but although we ought to
allow for some additions to the money supply, we have got to reco.
nize, I think, that all inflations are in largo measure connected wif
the money supply, define them any way you want

Senator CA 0Nz. These hearings, of course, have been built around
and much of the testimony has been around, first, tight money, and,
second, high interest rates, so that we are going to discuss Interest
rates now for just a little bi.

Thinking o in terest rates now, do you consider your attitude has
been passive, and that you merely have freed interest rates, with the
result they have fluctuated with market influences I

Mr. MAkR-n. I don't think, with varying degrees of eniphasis, our
attitude has been passive. We do have an influence on the money
market; there would not be any reason for our existence if we did
not. But we do not control the money market. And I am fond of
saying that whenever we think we can control the market, the money
market, whenever we think we can make the trend, I think we are
attributing to ourselves more power than we have.

Now I think that the influence that we have been exerting clearly
in the last few years has been directed toward not interfering with
the forces of supply and demand in the money market, and no forc-
Ing interest rates up, because-I want to keep testifying to this be.
cause I happen to believe this-I think that for the growth of the
country an the development of the country we ought o have as low
interest rates as we poss ibly can have without prod-cing inflationary
pressures, because I think that will make the major contribution to
the formation of capital. But we cannot just make interest rates low
against the forces of supply and demand when we are not only not
adding to capital formation, but we are adding to a spending stream,
particularly in the form of borrowed money that is just pushing prices
up.

Senator CAImoz;. You just stated that you did not think your atti-
tude in regard to interest rates had been passive. Do you consider
that you have affirmatively acted in such a way as to cause an upward
movement in interest rates I

Mr. MAmx. No, I do not think we have acted affirmatively to cause
an upward movement in interest rates.

I l k we have permitted the forces of the market to operate;
and insofar as we can influence them at particular times, we have
not discouraged the movements that were in the economy.

Senator CAHhsox. Has this upward movement been the incidental
result of your action in limiting the availability of credit!

Mr. Mix=. yes.
Senator CARtaw. Have you intentionally caused interest rates to

rise for the purpose of discouraging borrowing I
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Mr. MAIn. We have not bfen disappointed that interest rates
have moved up to discourage borrowing, because it seems to me that
discouraging borrowing is one of the policy objectives that we have
hoped would come about, but we have ried to keep the money stream
fluid and aduate. In fact, I am inclined to think, as I said here
the first day, that we have probably contributed a little bit too much
money to the streAm, in terms of availability.

If we had been a little bit less free in supplying money to the
stream we might not hav had the inflation get ahead of us to the
extent that it has. But still I would rather err on the side of seeing
that there is no starvation in the money stream than be dogmatic or
rigid in contracting the money supply.

Senator CaSioN. Well is that not your hope: That as the interest
rates have risen-and I th ink we are all agreed to that-it will dis-
courage some borrowing, at least temporarilyI

Mr. Mm r. That is correct.
Senator CAto. Do you consider higher interest rates are an

effective deterrent to borrowing?
Mr. MAimrr. I think they work in that direction. I do think that

if people are convinced that they can make money, interest rates are
a small charge and they are not the compelling cost; and one of the
things about-inflation is that when people are convinced that inflation
is taking place or that they can make a speculative profit out of in-
flation, then interest gets smaller and smaller as a factor.

I remember being on the floor of the stock exchange just at the
time of the collapse and interest rates had gone up and up, because in
terms of stock prices, people thought they mlghf make 5 points in a
day, so they dd not mind paying any interest rate. But that is a
situation that comes at the end of a move, and it is not a controlling
factor.

I think interest rates have much more effect than people recognize.
They do not have it immediately, but I refuse to believe that they have
no effect, a thought prevalent in some quarters.

Senator CA.sox. Now, do interest rates at 4, 5, or even 6 percent
discourage industrial borrowing in a time of substantial profits and
rapidly sing prices I

Mr. MAMrr. Well, they make the borrower, as they go up, stop,
look, and listen. I know you have corporation executives and others
who say they do not pay any attention to it if the outlook is good.
I do not believe that. I think that is one of the factors that they
consider, and I think that its consideration means that they have to
make a business judgment that they would not make if rates were not
moving up.

Senator CAwos. Now, under our present tax structure is it not
true that an interest rate of 4 percent today, which the Government
is willing to pay those who buy its notes, does not really yield a cor-
pration investor anything like that amount, actually, because of the
52 percent corporation tax rate ? The Government takes back 2.8 per-
cent of it from the lender and the lender retains only 1.92 percent
of the so-called 4 percent interest rate. Is that actually a practical
statement?

Mr. XWM . That is correct.
Senator Ctrsoz. Does that not have some effect in the financing of

some of these large expenditures for production ?
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Mr. MA(mn. It dow.
Senator CAreeN. Is it not true that the individual never pays I

percent on mortgage ioney lie borrows I For If hio Is in the lInltsi
niono-tax bracket, his interest rate autliTMtlcally becomes 4 percent

Mr. MArnx. That Is right.
Senator C AAot. Let us go back a few years when 8 percent was the

usual rate for niortgages. There was little incometax doductioa
for the borrow whi Io for the lender 0 percent meant 0 percent
Income and the Government had no take, Thorefore, Is it not trust
ttat interest rates bsed on actual cost to the borrower wore much
hitter at that timot

r. MAwrq. I think that Is right.
Senator CARAOr. Let us take during the 1020's when corporate*

tax rates were around 11 percent so that thero was no such deduction
as there is tolay to benefit the borrower im a business expense. It
sems to ine that with the Governniwnt taktlug 52 percent of all income
from corporations and businosmss we are virtually on a 50-10 partner.
hip basis with the Government on these loans.

Then would it not be trie that the actual interest. rate for corporal.
tions and Iusiomtes is about 50 percent, of the ,ctual rate lpaid I

Mr. MAwrfN. I think that is alout right,.
Senator CARIAt5N, Would it not be true that if we had an intares

rate of 0 percent (or Government bonds--mnd I hope we never get to
that place, Mr. (Thairman-.---

Mr. MhAit,. So do L
Senator CAMLOr (cc0tinuing). Which would be regarded by most

leoplo as slhrming-yet in reality because of the tax deductions, such
rate for corporate investors would give them only 2.88 percent income
in the way of inter.t. Is that about right

Mr. MAIN. I think that is about right.
Senator CAaluox, It M' an interesting study when you got into it

and begin to realize the importance of taxes on the present economy
and the inconie of individuals.

Do you think excessive rates of income tax are Inherently inflation.
ary, tfrst because they prevent accumnlation of now capital in the
hands of individuals and businesses, and, second, thus force excessive
reliance on bank credit as a means for business expansion, which--I
think all are agreed, a corporation that wants to expand does not nec-
essarily go out and sell stock because they can borrow money If they
can borrow it at only 50 percent of the regular interest rate--is what it
actually costs them I

Mr. MfArTn. Yes; I am inclined to think that is correct.
Senator CARsSoN. Would you agree that the neutral income-tax

system would be one which first provided a minimum interference
with economic decisions of indiviauals and businesses, and second,
did not penalize hard work, success, and business expansion, which
is about what I believe we are doing at the present time

Mr. Mzrr'I. Well, I think I would agree in general with that,
Senator. I am not a tax expert, and I have not been devoting much
attention to taxes. But it seems to me that along the lines of what I
have been testifying to here, that our tax policy should be directed
toward reducing spending and increasing saving also; and whatever
can be done in that field, to produce what I believe to be the desirable
goal, should be done.
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Senator CAnmsoN, Well, now, we discussed borrowing of corpora.
tions and businesses.
Do you considerr that higher Interest rates would doter large expend.

itures by the Cloverninnt, whose outlays now equal 10 percent of the
go national prodluc t, ans long is the budget is balanced I

Mr. MArrIN. Yes. I think it discourages outlays by the Govern*
mont. I think that If we could provide 2 percent interest for the ov.
ernmont in now issmuesthat thure would be considerably more Infla-
tionary presures than there are, There are plenty of pressure now
but I think thuIt is onis of the things that we have to deal with, and
the (lovernxaunt has to compete in tbis money market, als,.

Take the early jiurt of 011 iy ear.0 On o thli ngs that was easing
thie money market wits the return from Y and G bonds and savings
1Mon(IH which was going into the monoy market and financing private
ezlannsion.

Aenator CAft1oz. Well, now, we discussed borrowings by corporal.
tions and businesses and by Governmnt.

Do you consider that consumers will borrow less at the current rates
a long as the repaymient can be spread over long periods with no great
iticreame in the amount of (he monthly installment?

Mr. MAwriN. Well, I wish the consumer understood better what he
was paying than he does. I am not against consumer installment
credit, but we have gotten in the habit of quoting prices on things
in terms of how much down and how mucli per month instead of
what the actual price and cost is.

We have had record levels of consumer installment credit and mort-
gage credit for a long time, and a great many people have not ade-
quately figured what their cost is. -

I am confident, however, that availability of money, as well as in-
terest costs, (oo; have s)mo impact on consumer spending.

Senator CAMlON. Well, do you consider that home construction
is reduced by reason of higher interest rates despite reduced down.
payments and extended termsI
9r. MATN. Well, I think that higher interest rates on mortgages

make it possible for money to be attratel to the mortgage field.
They have a better chance of competing as a result of it, but I do
think that the cost of housing has gone up substantially, and the vol-
ime of housing in relation to the cost, I think, is extremely high.
I think the problem is to get housing on a cost basis that the con-
sumers can pay, and after they have paid it, kt*p the house and
not just have something that may be foreclosed the first time they
have the slightest bit of adversity, because we are going to have someadversity sometime; we are not going to have perpetual prosperity.
Senator CAmRsox. Do you consider that higher interest rates have

a psychological deterrent?
Mr. MARTzi. I do.
Senator Cwuusox. Really out of proportion to the additional money

cost?
Mr. Mhrrxn. That is very difficult to measure. I think at differ-

ent times they do. I think there is a psychological effect.
Senator CAimvo. Well now, if you have considered higher inter-

est rates a desirable deterrent to overexpansion in the past, do you
consider that interest rates even higher than at present may b nec-
6mar in the immediate future?
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Mr. MAIwriN. I do not know, Senator. I lIopo dat we ar reach.
III a leveling out place. I do not witt to forecast the economy at
1i4, but there are certainly soft mpot. in the economy Is well as strong
spots iII tho toKloo!y Ott tht l)rim tile tnd I think Oiat saviigs
are increasin , and I aim Inellned to think that we may have a leveling
out pr s hero and we mty find that Interest raWto will stabilize
mild my even deolitt. But If that is a foreelawte-4 do not want to
mIa ko a forecast.

Sector C(AnmAt. Well now, (loe the history of interest rates in.
dicato any long-term tr dt I

Air. MAIrx'IN. It is pretty difficult, to make a history of Interest
rates but here is a chart we can put in the record. It is pretty hard
for io to se any specific trends.

(The chart refotl to Is as follows:)
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8onator ('CAUE.sm. Mr, Martin, you have lben very careful about
making prelietio,,H, but I notited just a few months ago you stated
you did not wnt to lok very far ahead. You are very cautious about
tolocluxtilig the twoliouiay, I lnow, But I have here an article written
by J A. ivilgton, andt he in been quoted several times around here
wo this ering t .il, so I am not starting something new. It

is a ur 04n. eticl Itled, "l'r(MlXrity (lets vet for Anothier Year,"
It is a very intoromtilg article.

I ain not going to road It, Mr, (Clhairinma, but I do want to read a fw
extracts from it:

Aft er 12 yors, I am ali.ut i, tnko a "amalfpllaf" from the Iuaine Outlook
it) lflilsh a book (in th Amnerlcan stfkholder. Fortunately, I can do so In good
Conle'lisil(O, NIIoo ( (of 10 ('conomists oxisre trio that when I retan to my
column in the fall, Wall treletrs will not be seekinX crash sbeltrs, belp.wanted

dn will still bring In good revenue to newpspers0 consumers will have spending
ihoey, fnd proxlperity will Im Atnrlea's lot,
ifty-two out of the fifty-soven economist who replied to mry semiannual qe.

tionnatro on the business outlook confirm my feelings. My bunch has been that
business would slip In the first half of 1901 and that recovery would be under.
way In the second half. The economists go further. They're optimistic fit 106
ams well. 'rh y do not anticilpato a sharp slump In capital sp*nding--lxntrue-
tion of new factories, Installation of new equipment, and erection of ntw ofcm
and commercial buildings.

I wanted to road that, and I am asking, Mr. Chairman, that we
have it placed in the record, because there are some folks who seem
to be contending we must be approaching a very serious recession and
probably look forward to a depression.

While you have been cautious, 52 out of 57 of our economists-I
do not know who they are, butI assume they are substantial--em
to think there are going to be good times through 1958.

The CIIA1RM . Without objection, the insertion will be made.
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(Tie article in a follows :)
IProm Washington rost and Tims Herald, $n 80, 1ool

1tVOooI-P6 OUrLOOK-.-l6sI'saza1 s Sm' Yon Anoorna YrAx
(By $. A. Livingston)

After 12 years, I am about to take a "sabbatical" from the Business Outlook
to finish a book on the American stockholder, Fortunately, I can do so In good
conscience. Nine out of ton e-oionlts assure rue that when I return to my
column in the fall, Wall Streeters will not be seeking crash shelters, help.wanted
ads will still bring In good revenue to newspapers, consumers will have spending
money, and prosperity will be America's lot.

Feifty-two out of the fifty-seven economists who replied to my semiannual
questionnaire on the business outlook confirm my feelings, Mly huncii has bten
thet business would all pIn the first half of 1057? ond that recovery would be
underway In the secondhalf. The ecoitomists go further. They're optimistic
for 1058 as well. They do not anticipate a sharp slumip lin capital spending.
construction of new factories, Installation of now equipment, aind erection of
new offce and commercial buildings.

TuOs OOMO5(IO n1UllnCt DATfl

And these are men strategically Iposted for business nnalysls. They're asso.
elated with banks, Industrial corporations, investment firms, Government agen.
cies, labor unions, research organizations, and universities. They not only are
influenced by business decisions, they also Influence such decisions.

And yet there is a remarkable, perhaps alarming, conformity In the forecasts.
A popular delusion has Iben creeping up on us-the delusion of "2 percent a year
Indatlon"-tbe feeling that bit.by.bit Inflation can occur without culminating In
a seculative bust.

Although the economists exlxet industrial production to rise 2 percent from
current levels to the end of 1958, they expect the dollar value of all goods and
services to rise by more than 4 percent. In short, a little more little.by.little In.
fiction. Sucl thinking leads to pol)ultr delusions n(d economic bubble baths,
such as lloland's tullpomania in 1084; John Law's Mississippi failure In 1720;
Wall Street's new era crash In 1029. When human minds converge onto a
single track, beware.

This 2.percent inflation theory Is often said to have a "laboristic base." Labor
unions are powerful. They can wrench annual wage increases from employers
above increases in productivity. Yet, It has an "Industriallatle base," too. If
it weren't profitable for businessmen to avoid strikes, they wouldn't raise wages.
They'd take strikes. But the market-the consumer-has paid the tab.

Thus, the economists predict that wages In manufacturing, which were $81.78
In May, will climb to $83.80 by the end of this year and $85.71 by the end of
16M. That, in tqlte of an expected increase In unemployment from 2,715,000 to
3,M32,000 workers.

And wholesale prices will advance from the current level of 117.8 to 110.5 by
the end of 10M$ The cost of lIving will push up further from 110.0 to 122.1. But
farm prices will go up hardly at all--from 243 to only 244. Industrial, not farm,
prices tilt tho Index.

In summary, the economists expect that:
Expenditures on new plant and equipment-business investment-will hold

steady throughout the next 18 months, at Just under $38 billion a year.
Housing starts, now running at a 900,000 annual rate, will climb to nearly

1,100,000 by the end of 196&

00nsuEs W Lo VNSUM9

Defense spending will increase slightly. It's now running at an annual rate
of $45 billion; It will hit $47 billion by mid-1958; then slough off to $46 bIllio,
reflecting recent budget-cutting efforts of Conaress.

Consumers will do what consumers are expected to do: Spend, They won't be
bothered too much by tight money or low bond prices. Result: Department
store sales will increase 5 percent-from 124 to 180 in the Federal reserve Boardlade&
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And no, Industrial production, as measured by the Federal ItU rvo loard
Index, will climb from current levels of 143 to 140, not quite up to the high
r*orded in Decemnber last year-147. And total output of goods and services,
measured In dollars, will rise from $427 billion to $434 billion by the eud of 10,57,
and to $440 billion by the end of 19t8--sue(essive new highs.

What makes no hopeful, what makes me "absorb strength" from the con.
seusus. is that slack is now appearing in the economy. ine D.eem!ber, hours
of work are down from 41 to 30.7 per week. Steel, aluminum, copper, newsprint,
and other commodities, long In short supply, are readily available. And the drop
In the hond market has wrved notice that new financing Is going to be costly and
more difficult. There's less talk of inflation and some talk of deflation. The 2
percent Inflation theory hits had a setback.

0001 TIM S THWAOY01 X105

That's the consensus of M96 of the Nation's top-ranking econoinimts.
not alarmed by tight money. lfere's the way they see things:
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Senator CAWAoX, They have here a table showing the anticipated
gross national production for December of 1957. They 'have it
$427 billion in July, $434 billion in September, $489 billion in June
of 1058, and $446 bill ion In December 1958. And they go through
here with industrial production, prices, and unesnploynitent. And
frankly, I think it is an article that ought to be encoulliaglng to those
who night feel we have some troubles It the ininediate future.

Then I would like to ask, Mr. Chairman, that an editorial that
appeal in tho Washington Post ont August 15, Go, d New -and
1lWd, be placed in the record.

It reads-I itn not going to read the entire thing:
The recent further increase in bank interest rates, quickly followed by a

rise in the rediscount rate of several Federal Iteserve banks, i "good" news
In at least two reslpcts. It indicatem that bankers do not believe that any
business recession Is inmetlately in sight; rather they seeiu to expect that
the demand for credit to expand plant and inventories will take Its customary
autumn upturn. This Judgment Is not universally held in the financial world,
but the doublters are a minority.

I will ask that be made it v:i - of the record.
The CIAIRMAN. That wii be made it part of tile record.
(The editorial is as follows:)

[from the Washington Post, August 10, 10?

Goon NxWs-AN0 IAD

The recent further increase In bank Interest rates, quickly followed by a
rise in the rediscount rate of several Federal Reserve banks, is "good" news
In at least two respects. It Indicates that Iankers do not believe that any
business r'icession is immediately in sight; rather they seen to expect that
the demand for credit to expand plant aud Inventories will take its customary
autumn up urn. This Judgment is not universally held in the financial world,
but the doubters are a minority.

Moreover, the rather courageous action by the "Fed" to close the widened gap
between the prime bank rate and the rediscount rate ins to show that there
is no disposition In the administration to be Intimidated by the political clamor
for a return to cheaper money. In fact the steam sens to have gone out of
this movement In recent weeks, after all the Initial fuss attending the launching
of the Senate Finance Committee's "grand investigation" of money matters.

At the same time. it must be reeogndzed that a strong reason for the further
and unexpectedly large Increae itn Interetst rates is the continuing price In-
flation. The marked rise in money costs of the past year has not been a total
cure for this alarming allmtent, although falling wholesale Indexes iay fore-
shadow an improvement. This suggests that, while no weakening of Interest
rates is called for now, further doses of this remedy may uot be what Is needed.
A more diligent search for other "medicine" is in order, including, perhaps, a
more symlthetic and unprejudiced consideration of consumer-credit controls.

Senator CARLSON. I thank you for your kindness.
The CutAUIMA. On Senator Carlson's time, the Chair would like

to ask one question.
As I understand your testimon this morning, Mr. Martin, you

think too much spending and too little savings are among the chief
factors in the current inflattion ?

Mr. MA Tsis. That is correct, sir.
The CHARvS. Now, the Federal Government owes, as you know,

approximately $275 billion and it is ipeiding from 98 to 11 percent
of its current income. Would you agree with me that perhaps the
Federal Government is perhaps the chief offenders

Mr. MA*Tzw. I do agree wit that, sir.
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The CUAIRMAN, Would you agree that reduction in the public debt
would be one of the best things to do to avoid any further inflation I

Mr. MArtin. I do indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. hark you.
(Discussion off the record)
4ouator FPum, (presiding). All right.
As you unlerstood the chairman to say we will recess until 2 1). m.

this afternoon, at which time Senator MAione will ask questions. We
stand in recess until 2 p. m.

(Whereupon, at 12:20 p. in., the hearing was recessd until 2 p. m.)

ArrYVJIXNo SeSSioN

(Also present: Arthur IV. Marget, )irector Division of Inter.
national Finance, Federal Reserve hoard; Guy koyes, adviser, Divi-
mion of fesearchli and Statistics Federal Reserve Board.)

Senator B]NiX'T (presiding$. The meeting will come to order.
Senator Malone is recognized.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM XoCHESNEY MARTIN-Resumed

Senator MALONE. Mr. Martin, I am glad to meet you.
Mr. M,%wri. Thank you, sir.
Senator MALONJ. I think that this heai'ing now being conducted by

the Senato Finance Committee, if it is properly pursued until com.
pleted and hears the witness that should appear, could prove to be
one of the most important hearings ever hel dly a Senate committee.

I think the Secretat of the Treasury made a line witness. He
knew exactly what his field was, and lhe wits very reluctant to step out
of it, and I think he had a point there, althong I I was disappointed
because I was always led to believe of course, that the Secretary oi
the Treasury know exerything everybody was doing under him or with
him, who had anything to do with the good of the Nation in the way
of conducting its fim'al policies.

The Secretary said he was for our managed-currency policy, started
in 1934. lhe sa d that he would not change it now.

It is difficult for me to understand how this Nation can have a
"managed currency" and avoid a "managed economy."

We criticize foreign nations, including Rumia, for their "managed
eConomy"--their socialistic tendency. 1111t hlultgalin said, in answer
to my direct question, that socialism wts the first step to communism.

The Secretary left many of my questions for you to answer.
Ihe said and probably properly so, that you knew more about it

than he did, and I hope that is true.
Mr. MAMrr.N. I question that, Senator.
Senator MAtoF.. Well, you are very complimentary, and I like

that because George Humphrey is one of the best men we have ever
had in the Cabinet.

I think a lot of George Humphrey. But, of course, this country is
bigger than George Humphrey, William MeChesney Martin, or Sen-
ator Malone, or anybody else for that matter, and that is the reason for
mynquestions to you. .

For those of us who pass in review, like the Scretary and you, as
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, and all the rest of us, it is
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not so much a question of how long we stay here; it is what we do
while we are here that counts.

Do you agree I
Mr. Mrrir. We do-I do.
Senator MAWNz. We are all replaceable.
Mr. MA'rim. Thut is correct.
Senator MAt ON. Some of these questions, Mr. Martin, several based

on your testimony, I1 hope you will bear with ae If some prove to
be repetitious, and some questions that may seem simple to you will
tend to complete the reeotll so that the public and the committee may
have the comlete picture available to them.

You understand.
Mr. M rmrn. Yes.
Senator MALoNK. Now, I note from your testimony, or at least it

was suggested during your appearance here, that some economists
have said that we should have at least 2 percent inflation a year.

Now, should we, or should we have any percent of inflation a year
for the good of the country?

Mr. MAarIN. We should )lot hRve tiny percent, Senator, for the
good of the country.

I think I made a computation here thatshows at that rate of 2
percent a year we would have the purchasing power of the dollar
halved in ii generation.

Senator MAANP,. We have already done that; have we not?
Mr. MAlntI. We have done it once.
Senator wALON.. And deliberately I
Mir. MARTIN. Well, I would not say it. was doe deliberattely.
Senator MAf.mx. Why wouldn't you say so f We went off the gold

standard deliberately; did we not?
Mr. MArIN. I do not think that we went off it in order to halve

tie price of the dollar.
Senator MALONE. Halving C'ie price of the dollar is inflationary.

Why do yu think we went off the gold standard?
Mr. A, RTxN. Why ?
Senator MAIAM.. Yes.
Mr. MArIN. I think it was partly experimentation, partly a new

period that we were coming into, and many conflicting views and
ideas as to what would actually happen, and a certain amount of
experimentation.

Sector Mm.oN'E. It is a dangerous thing to experiment with; is it.
not?

Mr. MARTIN. I think it is.
Senator MAL .N. What were these different ideas?
Mr. MAIrriN. Well, there are constantly people who think if you

adjust the price of gold that you will get monetary relationships that
will improve the purchasing power of the mass.

Now, I do not think it works out that way, but the move in 1934 was
directed to-when we changed the price of gold from $20.07 an ounce
to $35 an, ounce there were some people who sincerely thought it would
validate a level of dlebt that would be beneficial to everyone.

Senator MALONX. Let me ask you, as long as we quit using it for
money and forbade, anyone to have any gold, what difference would
it make what the price was?
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Mr. MARrMN. Well, it would have the same value then as any other
commodity. The fact that it is used for money gives it a different
Perspective than if--.

Senator MAwNS. Where is it used for moneyI
Mr. MAMRIN. Where is It used for moneyI
Senator MALwNX. Yes.
Mr. MAMrrN Well it is used in this country for money.
Senator MAON,. low I Tell us about it.
Mr. MArIN. Well, we have a modified gold standalud today. The

base of our currency is gold.
Senator MA~Um,. Tell us about it.
Mr. MArIN. Well, at the present time our money supply is made up

of, the base of our money is gold. We have rouglidy $ 2 billion.
Senator MAWNE. We do?
Mr. MAwranr. We do.
Senator AW'^bNoE. Where f
Mr. MA^RTN. We have it in Fort Knox and in various Federal Rle-

serve banks around the country.
Senator MAWONF. You mean it is nice just to have it stored here;

the people who really own it are not charging us to keep it in the
United States storage, so we can say that it is in fact stored in the
United Stattes, and that makes it all right; is that it?

Mr. MArIN. Well we own it.
Senator MA^ON.F. I)o youl Explain that to me.
Mr. MARIN. We have purchased it at $35 an ounce.
Senator MAwoN. We went all through this twice now. The Secre-

tary of the Treasury maid, and the Under Secretary not only confirmed
it and was more positive, that if we followed our well-established long-
range policy to honor a dollar balance by payment in ol when pre.
sented by a foreign nation-and foreign private hol ings were con-
verted then our gold holdings would be less than $6.5 billion. That is
the poI icy ?

Mr. MAurI. That is correct.
Senator MAWWPI. NoW, the Secretary of the Treasury testified that

he could refuse to give theni the gold on their legitimate dollar bal-
ances, but if he did, it would have a tremendous adverse effect on tie
market value of our dollar; is that trueI

Mr. MAirrIN. It would. I would hope lie would never refuse.
Senator MiAWNo,. All right.
Now, if you understand this, it will take less time if you want to

just tell me. The table is in the first volume of the printed hearings.
I would like to say to you that it was established that the foreign

nations' dollar balance was somewhere around 91/ billion. 1)oes that
ring a bell?

Mr. MARTIN. About $13 billion, I think, Senator.
Senator MAloNrF. The foreign nations' balance?
Mr. MAmrrur. These are foreign dollar balances, sir.
Senator MALwN. I am talking about foreign nations now. Do not

get it confused.
Mr. MbARor. Do you mean-I am just questioning to get the facts.

Do you want the monetary authorities ?
Senator MAwNE. What is your name, sir?
Mr. MARGrr. My name is Marget, sir.
Senator MAWNE. Will you identify yourself for the record?
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Mr. MARoET. Arthur W. Marget, Director of the Division of Inter-
national Finance.

Senator MAwz. Then you should know something about this.
Mr. MAuoEr. I want to be sure, sir, I have understood your question.
The figure for dollar balances owned by foreigers-
Senator MALONE. By foreign nations, now. Let us not get it con.

fused.
Mr. MAROXT. Do you want to distinguish between the monetary

authorities and individualsV
Senator MALONE. Yes, because the next question will be about in-

dividual holdings,
Mr. MARo'r. Yes; the amount held by monetary authorities is $7

billion, sir.
Senator MALoNz. Well, I think you had better take another look.

It required a full day to get this correct amount from the Secretary
of the Treasury, and I hope it does not take that long to get it from
you.

Mr. MAR ET. I hope not, sir.
Mr. Novws. Are you referring, sir, to the table on page 4821
Senator MALONH. I think that is true. "Fmoeign official short-term

dollar holdings are $9,108 million." That is the figure I finally was
given after considerable correspondence with the Under Secretary of
the Treasury. He seemed reluctant to give it. If there is any differ-
ence, I want you to go into some detail.

Mr. MARoiH. If you include among these foreign official holdings
what we call international institutions, there is about $1.7 billion heTd
by foreign institutions such as, for example the--

Senator MALONE. What was that-
Mr. MAiotr. Such as, for example, the Internationial Monetary

Fund-
Senator MALONE. Wait just a moment.
What are these international institutions
Mr. MAOi'. Such as the International Monetary Fund, chiefly.
Senator MALONE. Is that the World Bank?
Mr. MAiiF(IT. No, sir. The World Bank is a separate institution.

As for its dollar holdings, I do not, happen to have them right here.
They are relatively signal.

Senator MALoNk. The International Monetary Fund?
Mr. MARwOFr. It is the main holder.
Senator MAL.ONE. How much do they hold?
Mr. M4AR(r'. I do not have the exact figure of tlat portion of the

$1.7 billion but they hold most of the $1.7 billion.
Senator MiALONE. That is $1.7 billion?
Mr. MARtoET. Something over $1 billion of that $1.7 billion is held

by the International Monetary Fund.
Senator MNALONE. All right.
Now, give us the others.
Mr. MARoET. The International Bank-the World Bank that you

referred to-is the other one which would be holding the balance of
these.

Senator MALONx. What are the other two international organiza-
tions?

Mr. M.ozr. Those are the two main ones.
Senator MALoN. There is another one recently organized.
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Mr. MAnoET. The International Finance Corporation.
Senator MALor . Does it hold any of this goldl
Mr. MARow. It holds a small amount of tbese dollar balances.
Senator MKALOw. International what?
Mr. Muiorr. International Finance Corporation, the IFC.
Senator MAwN. Well, let us confine ourselves to the words, be.

cause I am not going to memorize several hundred initials of foreign
organizations financed with American taxpayers money.

Now, there is the International Monetary Fund, the International
Bank, which corresponds tothe World Bank-

Mr. MARof'. That is right.
Senator MALox . The International Finance Corporation, and the

Import-Export Bank.
Mr. MARoET. No, sir. The Export-Import Bank is not an inter-

national institution. That is an American, United States Govern-
ment institution.

Senator MALONE. I understand that, but we are speaking of gold,
it does not hold any gold?

Mr. MARor. That is right.
Senator MALONE, Now, tell us the individual holdings in the $1.7

billion of each of these organizations. All four are organized to pro-
mote American capital investment abroad.

Mr. MARoET. I do not have the breakdown of that $1.7 billion.
Senator MALoN'. Will you provide it for the record at this point?
Mr. MAROm. Yes, sir; we will provide it.
(The information referred to follows:)

As of May 31, 1057, short-term dollar holdings of International institutions
were as follows:

M112i10
Of dolaro

International Monetary Fund --------------------------------- 1416
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development -------------- 224
International Finance Corporation ------------------------------- 14
Other International institutions --------------------------------- 47

Total -----------------------------------------------1,
Senator MALoNz. That is important when we analyze the objectives

of each one of these institutions.
Mr. MARtoET. All right. We will provide the breakdown of that $1.7.
Senator MAWzNx. Now, they have $1.7 billion.
Mr. MAuor'r. That is right.
Senator MALONE. That is included in the $9.108 billion?
Mr. MAno-r. That is right
Senator MALONE. Alre Ay included in it?
Mr. Munom. Yes.
Senator MAWLONI. What does that leave them for the international

banks, the countries, the nations I
Mr. MARoET. The official holdings; the latest flgure I have in front

of me, sir, is from the Federal Reserve Bulletin for the end of May
1957, which gives the holdings of the official institutions as $7.8 billion.

Senator MALONE. The two together, then should equal the $9.108
billion should they not ?

Mr. il:ARG. Yes, except for variations in date. Obviously there
would be some slight difference.
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Senator MALONE. That corresponds to the $9,108 million in the table
submitted by the Under Secretary, does it not I

Mr. MARKET. Yes.
Senator MALoNE. This corresponds then to table I, pae 482, part 1

of the official hearings we are now conducting, table I, entitled "United
States gold stock, monetary gold reserve requirements, and foreign
dollar holdings, 1984-57." That is on an average, I suppose?

Mr. MAR OIT. It could be. I do not have that in front of me.
Senator MALONE. Right now, in 1957, as of this date, it is $9,500

million.
Mr. MARorr. Yes.
Senator MALONr. It continually fluctuates, does it not?
Mr. MARPoT. Yes.
Senator MALONE. It is confusing to the committee to give partial

figures which may not be inaccurate, but do not include the whole
story.

The second question then: How much is owned by foreign individ-
uals apart from foreign nations? "Total Foreign Dollar Holdings"
are listed in the same table as $16,246 million. Does that correspond
with your information?

Mr. MAROJT. Yes, sir; roughly. These are again different dates,
and it depends whether you include-

Senator MALONE. As of this date, what is the total ?
Mr. MAROET. As of the latest date we have a record of ?
Senator MALONE. Yes.
Mr. MARG;FT. The corresponding figure would be obtained by adding

$1.7 billion to $13 billion.
Senator MALONE. That does not make very much sense, does it?
Mr. MARGET. Why not, sir?
Senator MALONE. Because it was $16,246 million, the best figure the

Secretary could (ive us when he was here.
Mr. MAJGET. It must be a discrepancy because of the date, sir, or

because of a difference with respect to the components. All I can do,
sir, is this: I can tell you what goes into the figures which we publish
currently.

I do not know how these figures were arrived at these ones here
in the book, but we shall study them and then, perhaps, we can see
what discrepancies there are.

Senator MALONEp. I will just ask you then if you will do this, and
do it for this point in the record, take the same kind of a table-this
comes up to March 1957-

Mr. MARoET. Yes.
Senator MALONE. And bring it up to August.
Mr. MAROEr. Yes, sir. We would be glad to do that. It may not

be up to August because our figures are not necessarily that late, but
as recently as we can bring it up.

Senator MALONe,. How late ?
Mr. MAnmRr. The next issue of thebulletin which would be the next

published figure, would give the figure for the end of June.
Senator MALONE. When is that published ?
Mr. MARGET. It should be published very soon.
Senator MALONE. Those figures are available to you today; are

they not I
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Mr. M oir. Yes, sir. We can provide that.
Senator MALONw. Then you can give them

ular day ?
Mr. MARGET. Yes, sir; for our latest date.
(The information referred to follows:)

to us for this partic-

Poremgn dollar holdiw, 193.47
(In millions of dollars)

Short-term dollar holdings Holdings of U.S8. Govern.
meant bonds and notes

Total
End of period dollar Foreign countries Inter- Inter-

holdings national For- national
Total lnstitu- Total elga Institu-

Total 011. Pri. tons tons
olal vate

1 9 34 ....... ........ ... . I .. ...... I .. .. ..
19 3 8 .................. I 1 ,301 1,301 ) ...... .. .I
19 3 ................... 1,6 ..........
1937 ................... 93 1,893 .......... ..........
1 9 8 .. la5 %1 .......... ....

13 1 ................... 3221 3,221 .) ..........
1940 ................... $M , 3 S ---------- ..........
1941 ................ . 3,679 3,679 (.) .I ......
l19a- .................. 4205 0 t ........,IM ................ . , , , ,3 ,76 , 0 i '" ' " " ......

1044~~~~ ............... , I,97 . ( I, '  .. ;.'.
194 3- a ,37 W 7 3,33 W 25 - ------

IM4- .............. I ,883 0 888 4,7 I ? - - - ..........
IN.- ...... 0.... , 0 7 ,0 63 474 (

1947 .................. 7,116 4S854 1,832 3,022 2262 l ( )
194 8 .................. a 72 ,718 5,854 2,8368,017 1,864 ' 9 ()9
1949 ................... ,618 2,9 0 8 ,052 1,68 44
190 ................... 1,197 ,645 7,117 8, 620 497 1 528 1,552 1, 276 276
191- ................... 0 -17-1-9,302 7,661 -,84 113 1,641 871 610 261
1952 .................. I,719 - 10,4 961 4, 64 4,307 1585 173 903 270
195 ................... 2,7- 11,848 10,019 5,667 4,352 1,629 1091 86 285
1954--------------------12,1%919 149 ,770 4,379 1,770 100 746 354
IN1 .................. 15,230 13,601 1,720 8,953 4,787 1,881 629 1,308 321
1956.... ....... e433 14, 939 13,487 8,045 5,442 1,452 1,494 1,103 391
197-March...1....... 1 2101 14, 53 13,005 7,55 5,485 1,558 1,638 1,242

May----------.. 15,402 14,791 13,091 7,803 5,288 1,700 1,611 1,240 371
June ............ t1,488 1,8 13,260 7,92 5,331 1,573 1,5 1,2 371

i Not available.

NoTI.-(1) Details may not add to totals because of rounding.
(2) A table showing the United States gold stock monetary reserve requirements and foreign dollar

holdings, 19I4-57 has been submitted by the Unde secretary of the Treasury and publshed as table Ion
p 49t pt. 1, of ihese hearings. The column "Total foreign dollar holdings" of that table I corresponds

rt r 1934-48 to the column "Short-term dollar holdings total" of this table, and for the years
1949-467 g the column "Total dollar holdings" of this table; the column "Foreign omcial short-term olar
holdings" of that table I corresponds to the sum of the columns "Short-term dollar holdings foreign coun-
tries, official" and "Short-term dollar holdings, International Institutions" of this table.

(3) F Igures for "Total dollar holding" for Dember 1958 and March 1957 have been revised.

Senator MALONE. I see nothing wrong in this table-it says "United
States gold stock, monetary goId reserve requirements, and foreign
dollar holdings 1934-57," it begins with 1934 and it ends with that
part of 1957 ending with March.

Mr. MARarm. Will, sir, if I may predict, because we will have to
study this table, I suspect there are various things that you can put
in or leave out.,

There will be no discrepancy, It will, just mean our explaining
why this table differs from the table that we publish in. our bulletin.

Senator MAwxv. But you see I do not get to you again. -I do not
want an explanation. I want a table as of the later date, but like
this on.

Mr. MAnowr. We will provide the explanation for these tables.
Senator MAwxE. I do not want, an explanation. 1 want the facts.
Mr. MA r. Yes, sir; you will have them.
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Senator MALONE. I want them cold on each year.
Mr. MAROET. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONe. If you say that Mr. Burgess gave me the wrong

figures I want you to just tell me that.
Mr. MARopT. Yes.
Senator MALONE,. Because I had to write him twice, and phone the

Secretary 2 or 3 times, to get this far.
They seemed very reluctant to just give me the facts. No wonder

the public is all messed up about it.
You and the Secretary of the Treasury should get together oin the

information you give out. The public cannot get the explanations.
They are working for a living. And we do not have time, either.

Mr. MARG OT. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. So, I want them cold, just like Burgess gave

them to me in the second letter. He did not give me anything in the
first one I thought, purposely. No one could understand it.

Mr. VARTIN. We will give them to you cold.
Senator MALONE. All right. If the do not correspond we will,I hope, call you again. Now, 483; following that was a table show-

ing exactly where this money is, by nation up to the $1614 billion.
Do you agree with those figures?

Mr. MAROET. It means not where the money is, sir, but whom it
belongs to, whom these dollar deposits belong to, to which countries.

Senator MALONE. Let us not split hairs. If I have $1,000, and
it is in the bank in Rieno, then it is my money; it is not the bank's
money. And it would be wrong for the bank to claim it; is thatriffhtr. MAOFT. That is right, sir.

Senator MALONE. Well, then, does this money belong to these for-
eign nations and to the foreign individuals ?

Mr. MAROET. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONe. The custom is to pay in gold for the dollar bal-

ances when properly presented to the Treasury of the United States;
is that true r

Mr. MARoET. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONEP. Up to the $16,246 million, or whatever it is at

the time they are presented -is that right I
Mr. MARTIN. That is ri ht.
Senator MALOzE. Now, te Secretary of the Treasury said that there

is a certain amount of this held by individuals; the difference be-
tween the $9,108 million and the $16,246 million, whatever that is.
It is $7,100 million, roughly, which would be held by these indi-
viduals, who could not demand, as of themselves, this money; is that
true?

Mr. MAioE'r. Yes, sir.
Senator MALON1. And he was to put the details in the record, and

I suppose he did. I have been in al of these nations examining their
industrial strength and their manipulations of the price of their money
in terms of the dollar. They have ways and means of transferring
individual dollar balances into the Nation's dollar balances, do they
not?
Mr. MAmRu. They do, sir.
Senator MAwoE. There are no exceptions, are there ?
Mr. MAIMM. None that I know of.
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Senator MALONE. None that I know of either. The Secretary would
not say that, because he just said that you would know, and that he
would try to find out of course. We know that whenever they want
that golddelivered to their countries the transfers will be made. I
made %a point, the first 10 years I was here, to visit all the foreign
nations of the world and that was one of the things I was very par-
ticular to check.

The other was to examine their industries and determine what
they were manufacturing, and what they were digging out of the
ground, and what they were raising, and how the people were dressing
and eating, and how they liked their work and their government.

So, if you will take that particular table and you will say in your
testimony now that it is the custom to honor these dollar balances up
to the $16,240 million, whatever the foreign balances currently are,
that is satisfactory when presented in proper form; that will be your
testimony.

Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MALONE. How much gold is there altogether stored in Fort

Knox and Colorado and New York and other Government deposi-
tories?

Mr. MARTIN. $22 billion, roughly.
Senator M .AoNE. Roughly, $22 billion?
Mr. MARTIN. That is correct, sir.
Senator MALONE. I think we had $29.4 billion, but that fluctuates.
Mr. MARTIN. Yes.
Senator MALONE. From day to day, I presume, since you honor

foreign dollar balances in gold?
Mr. MARnT N. Yes.
Senator MALONE. Due to whatever dollar balances you have honored

and gold you have purchased?
Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MALONE. That is very reasonable. Now, taking that $16.246

billion, that leaves $5,754 million of the gold in the United States that
we would still have in such depositories after honoring all of these
dollar balances; would that be a out right ?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes; that would be right, Senator. Of course, you
have our reserve requirement listed in table II of this table.

Senator MALON. Table II; what page?
Mr. MARTIN., 482. I am taking those figures.
Senator MALONE. Where?
Mr. MARTr. The second column, United States monetary gold re-

serve requirement, $11,761 million, the last one.
Senator MALONE. Yes. But that is not your requirement; is it?
Mr. MARTIN. That is figured on our requirements,
Senator MALoNE. What is your requirement based upon I Twenty-

five ercent gold?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, in the Federal Reserve Act we have to hold re-

serves against our deposit liabilities, including the reserves of our
member banks that are deposited with the Reserve banks, and against
our Federal Reserve notes outstanding; there the liabilities must not
exceed four times our holdings of gold certificates.

Senator MALoN&. In other words, you have to have 25 percent gold
reserve.
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'Mr. MAM.WI That is right and the ratio today is about 47 percent.
Senator MALOE. Of what you actually have in the United States

depqsitories
Mr. MAMN. That is ri.ht.
Senator *MAlONE. But what percentage of gold would we actually

own if the dollar balances as described were demanded and paid 1?
Mr. MmAWr. Can you figure what that figure would be ?
Senator MAxo,. $5,754 million left aer we paid off'all of the

foreign dollar balances of today I
I Mr. MAntOrT. The free gold, f you take this reserve requirement of
something over $11 billion, and deduct----

Senator MAIoNN. That is not the requirement; is it ?
Mr., MAingn. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. How much money is there in circulation I
Mr. MARoET. Well, this would be-. I
Mr. MARTIN. There is about $30 billion in circulation at the moment.
Senator MALON,. Is that the amount you have to have 25 percent

serve in gold?
Mr. MArTIN. No; it is not just the currency in circulation. It is the

currency in circulation plus the deposits that are outstanding.
Senator MALONE. What would tliat amout be?-
Mr. Murnx. I would say it is about one-hundred-and-sixty-odd

billion dollars.
.Senator MALONE. What is it, plus the $30 billion now actually in

circulation ? That is paper money; is it?
Mr. MAgrIN. Yes; that is paper money.
Senator MALONE. How much, then, is to be added to that $30 bil-

lion? You say the obligations to the banks, the member banks, 'the
outstanding deposits, is that it?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes; that is right.
Senator MALONE. What you owe the banks or they owe you I
Mr. MATN. What we owe the banks; they have deposited with us

as reserves..
Senator MALON1. How much is that ?
Mr. MAMTI. I do not have the figures.,
Senato wMxLo NI.As of today I
Mr. Nomts. Federal Reserve iotesg are $.5 billion, sir; deposits'

at Federal .Reserve banks are roughly $20 billion in round figures,
$19.7 billion; so you have $46.5 billion.

Mr. RIEFL R. That was June 96, 1957.
Mr. Noyms. 'June 26, 1957,
Senator MJONE. What isathe answer to that question, then 1r
'Mr. MAIMVN. $46.5 is the amount.
Senator MAL ONz. $46.5 billion, is it not?
Mr. MArIs. That isright.
Senator MAWNIE. $46.5 billioki
Mr, ~r~r Yee.,
Senator MLo*. Does that include the $80 billion?.
*,Mr., MAarT, Well, I remembered that be $28.5 .bllioi .e the

Fedetal Reserve n6tes outstanding. q
Senator MALONz., Ohj yes.' It i not $80 billion

SenatOk MAWONE. The Secretary testified it was approximately $2,7
billion, and, I suppose, it fluctuates ?
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Mr. m xn, That is right.
Senator MAwNi. So you do have *46.5 billion as of this date2 ap

proximately, with any fluctuations, minor fluctuations, that may have
occurred since you added it 11 up, outstanding against your Yederal
Reserve#

Mr. Mowrri. That Is right. ,
Senator MALONe. And you have listed here $11 billion ?
Y. MAR'xN. $11,761 million.
Senator MAwNZ. $11,261 billion of gold reserve you have in the

bank-have that much gold?
Mr. MAwm, That isright. That is our requirement.
Senator MLLONi. Oh, yes; that is your requirement.
How much do you figure you have ?
Mr. MATMNM We have $22 billion, roughly, all told.
Senator'MAxxo . Let me ask you a question that bothers me and I

know it bothers a good many just ordinary citizens of the Kited
States.

As long as we have possession of $11,761 million, whether or not
we actually could retain it if it were demanded, you believe that the
law is being complied with

Mr. MAIM. es; I
Could we retain amount, do you mean ?
Senator MAWO. I did not ask you hat question,
Do you belie the law is being 6e with as Ion you have

in your poss ion $11,761 6 n in od reg les of -w er or not
it could manda d o orei doll r balan . inth

Mr. M . wen, oarethe ui ettweh int,
Federal rVe Act are

Senate M oza. s long as ei our ion 'that ount

Sena MX"N . th o li d o would h ve to
be paid ut if de and na sor foreign n ions'
res 10i ile .or these, 180 ears,

whether ou owni ort tis yyou would y to
it the c were loare

with th la ?
Mr. N. We could en i into t reserve requIr-

mmnt without oming.ba o a for chge the law.
That is ourly oinimu

Senator e Wat wou o if. you sudd y,,over the

months ahead f ere were enough requests- have already,
testified that uder, custom you dohonor the uests an4 I sup-
posewhen there islegi dollar bala n-dollar balance,
and- ppose, ea, y thatif, yo iwere to* ra
fuse suddenly t honor such guests i goin that it wouldhave a
severe effect on ri price of our money.on the excninge parotI

Mr: AWVXio, ~deid,.Senator Ai. Then, suppose that this money pr evely w.g,
reque on legitmate dollar balances from forgn, nation or in

such s w tha t it followed the ctop;. wh t wou!d ou dV you.
~d'cop ,9 th. poin W~ry~~o~y$17iluio, 4
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Mr. MArTix. I think at that point we would have to come back to
the Congress if the situation -

Senator MALONE. Suppose the Congress asks you what you did with
the gold? Then it would be a demand request from Congress, would
it not, since the gold would already be in foreign vaults?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, Congress would have every right to think we
were violating the law if we-

Senator MALONE. Maybe we would think you have already violated
the law since you only have less than $6 billion that you can rightly
call the property of the United States.

There are very few Senators, and I am one of them, who understand
entirely all the machinations that you go through in international
exchange.

I know considerable about it since I have visited all the foreign
nations and watched their manipulations enough to know that we
gave them the money to build up a dollar balance. That is the reason
I was looking forward with much interest to getting these answers
from you.

Mr. MARTIN. Well, this is the law, and we would abide by the law.
Now, of course, you get into the-

Senator MALONE. Go ahead.
Mr. MARTIN. I was just going to say that if we conduct our monetary

affairsproperly, I see no likelihood of the situation you are suggesting
occurring.

Senator MALONE. In other words, these people are most likely to
think that this gold is safer in United States vaults than it would be
over in tieir own countries that might be overrun by another country,
so they just leave their gold here?

Mr. MARTIN. I think that is correct.
Senator MALONE. But suppose there happened to be a conflict of

interests, which happens in dealings between foreign nations-you
are aware of that, I suppose?

Mr. MARTIN. Oh, yes.
Senator MALONE. Every day you pick up a paper and some country

has changed its mind. It believes that its best interests lie in another
direction.

Here is the list of countries: Asia; the China mainland has $38
million.

What makes you think they would not demand it if it would em-
barrass you and the Congress, the Congress of the United States?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, I would think we would be able to pay it out.
I do not think they are likely to demand it on the scale you suggest.

Senator MALONE. Well, here is Thailand. I was there. They are
a nation of little people with men weighing about 110 pounds wring-
ing wet, and the women about 80 pounds, and they do not even know
who is running their country.

I hear all this talk, these wise, smart remarks that the State De-
partment makes about these countries-that if we just continue to put
up the tax ayers' money everything will come out right.

I was in Tailand in 1948 for a considerable time; even went down
their little canals in their boats or sampans; they are using the
water for domestic purposes and waste disposal, sewage disposa, and
bathing in it and it is all very interesting, but the point is they don't
even know who is in charge of them.
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The Chinese businessmen were running the country, as you prob-
ably already know.

So what about Thailand? They would be very likely, if they
thought it would embarrass us, they would come in; would they not I
They have $168 million.

Mr. MARTIN. Well we would be prepared-
Senator MALON. ou would pay it, of course.
Mr. MARTIN. We would pay it; yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. What about GermanyI We are giving them

money all the time and they have piled up $1,777 million in credit.
What would you do if they demanded it?

Mr. MARTIN. I would pay it.
Senator MALONE. Well, you would pay it all; would you not?
Mr. MARTIN. I would, indeed.
Senator MALONE. Until you come down and bounced on the $11,761

million balance in the depositories--and then would have to rush
madly up to Congress and just stop payment on the checks until we
acted; acted under duress, that is because the money would be gone;
is that correct?

Mr. MARTIN. That is correct.
Senator MALONE. What got us into this position ? How did we lose

that part of the $22,400,000 in the last 24 yearsI How did we dis-
tribute it so well and fast? What did we get for it ?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, this has been-these have been deposits. We
had roughly, what is it, Arthur, 60 percent of the gold?

Mr. MARGET. We have about 60 percent of the world's gold.
Senator MALONE. You mean you had about 60 percent of the world's

gold. What is the total amount of the world's gold?
Mr. MARoET. We have the figures for you; we will get it in just a

moment I can give you the precise figure in just a moment. I would
say that it is-

Senator MALONE. Roughly.
Mr. MARGET (continuing). Let us say around $40 billion.
Senator MALONE. Around $40 billion; and we own 60 percent of

that?
Mr. MARGET. That is right.
Senator MALONE. That was $22 billion when ?
Mr. MARGET. That was as of June 1957.
Senator MALON. We just got all through with that, so you would

modify that to the point that the foreign dollar credits against the
$22 billion--

Mr. MAROET. $22.7 billion, actually. I would say that that is 60 per-
cent, roughly, of the world's monetary gold; I would have to give you
a precise figure of the gold holdings of the other countries.

Senator MAI0,oN. $22.7 billion in gold is what you have in the de-
positories now?

Mr. MAoEr. As of June.
Senator MALONE. We have gone all through that, and with foreign

dollar balances against it that leaves us clear and aboveboard, with
no mortgage on it or with no claim to it, of $5,754 million; that is just
roughly it, because as I understand you to say, it varies from day to
day; is that true ?
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Mr. MAarr. Well sir, again: Are we making a distinction between
the governments anA the nationals of other countries I Because it
does make a difference you see, Senator.

Senator MALONE. We went all through that. You sat right there
while we went through it with Mr. Martin, and you read the Secretary
of the Treasury's testimonyI

Mr. MATIN. Yes.
Senator MALONE. And then the testimony of the Chairman-you

are with the Federal Reserve?
Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MALONE. He would honor them and, so far as he knew,

he thought, as I do, that the nationals could transfer it in a very
short time to the Nation's obligations. Why go all through that
again Answer my question.

Mr. MAaoFr. I may have misunderstood your question.
Senator MALoNE. Iguess you did.
I asked you if, then, instead of your having $22 billion today, as

you said, 60 percent that we ownedin 1934, instead of that amount,
what we actually own and control free of obligations through the
customary method of honoring dollar credits, is roughly $5,754 mil-
lion-

Mr. MABOET. Making the assumptions you make; yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. What assumption would you make?
Mr. MARorr. I do think there is a distinction, an important dis-

tintion-
Senator MALONE. Go ahead and make it. I want you to make it.
Mr. MARoET (continuing). Between the official, foreign official hold-

ings and the holdings of private individuals.
Senator MALONE. Is your testimony different from the Chairman's?
Mr. MARorr. No, sir.
Mr. MARnN. No.
Mr. MARoET. I am trying to clarify it.
Senator MALONE. You are not clarifying anything. You are mess-

ing it up for me, and I am working against time.
Say it again and do not tangle it.
Mr. MARorr. I think, Senator, we are all trying to find out what

is our position as against calls that might be made against the United
States gold reserves.

Senator MALOne. All right, make it.
Mr. MARGrr. What I am saying is, if we want to get a realistic

appraisal of our position in terms of demand obligations against us,
it is important to distinguish between official dollar holdings---

Senator MAwi'u. 'You go ahead and do that. I gave you an oppor-
tunity awhile ago, and you did not do it. I am giving you another
one and then I want you to keep out of it.

.lr. MARano. The reason why I make that distinction,, Senator, is
that the existing practice, which was described by Secretary Hum-
phrey, and confirmed by Chairman Martin, is to honor requests from
monetary authorities abroad.

Senator MALONE. Who are they ?
Mr. MAutor. They are the accredited monetary authorities in all

these countries, either the central bank, if designated by the Tresury,
or the treasuries of those countries.
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Senator Miwrnu. Whatever it.may be.
Mr. MAROr. Therefore, I say, in asking how much we are likely to

be forced to face- .--.
Senator MALONE. You go ahead and use your own language, and

then I will ask you a couple of questions.
Mr. MARorr. Yes, sir.
I, simply am saying that I think the relevant figure for dollar

claims is the ofilcia holdings, as opposed to the total holdings, which
include private claims, private dolar deposits here.

Senator MALONU. Are you through?
Mr. MZaARG. Yes, sir.
Senator MAtoza. Now let me ask you a question. Do you think

there is any difficulty in transferring these individual dollar credit
holdings claims in a foreign country to official government claims?

Mr. Hanorr. I think there might be-it depends on what foreign
governments choose to do in relation to their nationals.

If the question is, sir, whether the foreign governments could
mobilize dollar claims from their nationals, I think that is perfectly
true.

The only-well, I would like to add a comment to that.
Senator MAwNz. Add it.
Mr. MNAiIOET. For a foreign government to, in effect, appropriate

the dollar holdings of its nationals means that that government is in
a very serious state, and it would not be normally likely to do it.

What that adds up to is that while it is perfectly true, as you have
been arguing, Senator-

Senator Mroxzr. I have not been arguing. I am asking the
questions.

Mr. Mauiom,. It has been implied.
Senator MAw . Andyou are not asking them.
Mr. MiuRoWr. It is perfectly true that if all these-
Senator MA xo1. I just want to stop you at that point. My argu-

ing will be done in committee after we start writing up the report.
DO you understand that?

Mr. MAuowr. Yes, sir.
Senator MX&LON All right.
Mr. MmwA r. My point was only that it has been admitted by the

Chairman that if all these demand claims were suddenly called, we
do not have enough to meet these claims without violating the existing
la* withh respect to the reserve ratio.

But as I have understood the Chairman, he has said that it is not
likely to happen in anything but an extraordinary kind of crisis.

Senator MAwN. Mr. Martin, said that he agree with the fie
balance of gold of $5,752 million less all foreign dollar balances. I
asked him the question, and he did not. make a speech like you are
making. Go ahed 4nd finish.
Mi. 'M1 ix 'I am finished, sir.
Senator Mbwov. Then a question or two now.
Is there not any way that the (ovrnment could get these dollar

claims without confiscation?
Mr. MAwir. Confiscation f It depends what one means by confis-

cation. These countries may have exchange-control laws which would

90$68--6T-pt. 8--1-
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require their citizens to deliver the money against a payment in their
own local currency.

Senator MALONZ. Most of them do; do they not ?
Mr. Mao=. Yes, sir; they do.
Senator MALONE. Most of them?
Mr. Mfuo'Lr. In recent years, sir, the tendency has been to leave

more in the hands of their nationals as these countries have relaxed
their foreign-exchange controls.

Senator MALONE. I think the Secretary of the Treasury was to
prepare a table. I am not sure that he did. He said he would, if he
could. He said he would prepare a table that would show what the
present practice was of each of these nations. Do you know what
it is?

Mr. MAoGir. It would be a book about this thick. We can deliver
it; that is, I think we can ask permission of the Monetary Fund to
give it to you.

Senator MALoigN. I do not need a book that thick, and it is not
necessary to have a book that thick. What you can do, there are only
about 60 or 70 of these nations, and you can tell me what the practice
is now.

Mr. MAROET. As of now.
Senator MALONE. Yes, and it does not need a book.
Mr. MARGAT. All right.
(The information requested is as follows:)

A list of countries requiring the surrender of dollar receipts to the monetary
authorities, or to banks subject to control by the monetary authorities, has been
submitted by the Secretary of the Treasury and published on page 461, part 1,
of these hearings. The book mentioned by Mr. Marget is the Eighth Annual
Report on Exchange Restrictions of the International Monetary Fund; the report
is filed with the committee.

Senator MALONe. Thatis what is the matter with about 90 percent of
you people who sit on these soft cushions here and get to liking it.
You write a book and no one reads it so you are in the clear. You
have not answered my question. Any foreign nation under discussion
could exchange its own money on the free market for these individual
dollar credits, or property, or for this money without confiscation?

Mr. MA EOT. The ordinary practice is for them to give their own
local currency.

Senator MALON. That is the practice. I am not so sure it is
altogether the practice, but, if they wanted to get the dollar balances
from a national of their own country, it could be done without confisca-
tion. It might be concessions of various kinds. It is not possible that
they could be paid off very liberally, and the nation get this dollar
balance without any confiscation at all.

Mr. MAROGET. Well, sir, my only point is, if the Government has
the power, and it certainly has the power-

Senator MALONE. We have the power right here to condemn any-
thing, do we not?

Mr. MAitRET. Yes, sir.
Senator MALOwx. Why would they not have it ?
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Mr. MA RoJT. Yes. But if the Government has the power, I do
not see why they should give them anything more than the local
currency.

Senator MALOz.. Well, of course, you know they have the power
but if the man owning the dollar balance is influential enough, and
many of them are, many of these governments are run by top people,
and I am not so sure that we are entirely immune in a monetary
way-is it not possible, without using their currency, to compensate
them adequately for the dollar balances?

Mr. MArwrr. I do not know of any case, but I do not know why it
is not possible.

Senator M3Lo w. Of course, you do not. It is not something I am
asking you at random. I have asked it in these nations, and I have
been in all of them. I suppose you visited some of them, As long as
you have such an important job, have you not ?

Mr. MirT. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONU. Well, did you find anything that is contrary to

what I am developing?
Mr. MARGET. Mo. I just do not happen to know of any case in

which it was done that way.
Senator MALOwz. Don't you know of any case; are you not familiar

enough with these nations to know the kind of concessions that are
given top people in the government in mining, in concessions in prop-
erty, n Iand?

Mr. MA RET. Again, I could not write a history of that. I just
do not know of any such cases.

Senator MALOxE. I am not asking you to write a history. In fact,
I am trying to get you to condense your answers.

Mr. MAfRG . Yes, sir. I know what the official practices are' and,
I repeat, sir I know of no case corresponding to the kind of case
you have adduced. That is, maybe, because of my ignorance.

Senator MAw. You do not see any reason why they could not
do it?

Mr. MAwnr. No.
Senator MALONE. It is helpful for you to get down to words of one

syllable. I do not want to shut you off. Any time you Want to talk
I want to let you talk, because I do not want anybody to say afterward
they did not have an opportunity to explain. I know, if I can get
it in language that I understand, that some of my neighbors are going
to understand. I am asking you in deadly earnest about how we
dissipated our gold reserve. If it sounds simple to you, it ought
to be very simple to answer it. You told me that there were about
$40 billion worth of gold in the world today that you know about.

Mr. MAnGoT. I can probably give you a more accurate figure, sir,
if you will just let me look for it.

r. MART. We will get you the figure.
Mr. MAR Er. We will got you the exact figure.
Senator MALOE. Get it for me.
Mr. MARnwr. It will be exclusive of Russia, because the Rus-

sians never give any official figures.
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(The information referred to follows:)
World gold reervee (ewoluditg U. . S. A.) as of! Jtune 30, 1957

[Is millons of dollars]

United States a te------------------------ ---- -.... - 22,7 82
Foreign countries ----- t----ie-----. 15,111
International Monetary Fund ...................... " ---......... 1,147

Total --------....-------------- .- ......- 3--------- " ------ 8,990
Senator MAONE. I spent 2/ months behind the so-called Iron

Curtain. I traveled 1,1000 miles in Russia, and I would not be
surprised, from my observation, if they have a couple of dollars in

Mr. gn. I think that is right.

Mr. MARGET. I have the figure published for March 1957. It was
something under $40 billion. It was $38,765 million, and that is the
figure as of March 1957.

These are the reported gold reserves of central banks and gov-
ernments.

Senator MAONe. Do you have it by nations?
Mr. MARoET. Yes. We have the principal nations here, and we

can give you a table on that.
Senator MALONzE. How many nations are there, roughly?
Mr. MARGET. I will have to count them up, sir. There are 35.
Senator MAM.oN Well, you can add or detract -from that table, but

prepare it for-us, if you will, because it will correspond roughly with
the table on ppge 483 of foreign dollar holdings.

Mr. MARozr. No, sir.
Senator MAxoNE. I do not mean the amounts will correspond, but

they will include the same nations.,
You are giving me then not only how much gold there is known

to be in the world-today, but where it is.
Mr. MAmTr. Yes, sin
But may I make one point clear?
Senator MALONE. Yes.
Mr. MAxomT. There is a distinction between the gold holdings of

these countries and their dollar holdings. The gold holdings--
Senator MALxE. I understand that. There need be no connec-

tion.
Mr. MAROET. All right; that is all.
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(The information referred to follows:)

Oo reserves o central banbs and government, by ooumrjee (eeoluding
?. 1. 8.8A.) as of Mar. 81, 1957

[In mllions of dollars)

Europe:.
Austria ----------------- 72
Belgium --------------- 848
Denmark --------------- 81
Finland ---------------- 85
France ---------------- 861
Germany, Federal Republic

of --------------- 1,756
Greece ---.------- ------ 11
Italy -------------------- 850
Netherlands ------------- 814
Norway ---------------- 45
Portugal ..--------------- 461
Spain 56
Sweden -.-.------------ 252
Switzerland --------------. 1, 8
Turkey -------------- 144
United Kingdom ......... 1 1v 925
Yugoslavia -------------- 18
Bank for International Set-

tlements (including Euro-
pean Payments Union).._ 867

Other ..---------------- 484

Total --------------- 7103 168

Canada -----------..... 1,112
Latin America:

Argentina ----------- 194
Bolivia ---------------- ()
Brazil ----------------- 824
Chile ------------------ 46
Colombia ---------------- '57
Cuba ---------- ---- 18
Dominican Republic. ..-. 11
Guatemala ...... 27
Mexico ---------------- 166

As of Feb. 28 1957, latest date available.s Estimated gold holdings of British Exehang
total holdings of gold and of United States and
Government

$ Less than 6500.000.
' As of Oct. 1, 06, latest date available,

Latin America-Continued
Peru ------------------ 85
El Salvador --------------- 82
Uruguay .......... 188
Venezuela ---------------- 669
Other ------------------- 51

Total -------------- 1,981

Asia:
India..............
Indonesia ----------------
Iran
Israel --------------
Japan ------------------
Korea ..................
Philippines..........
Thailand
Other ...................

Total

247
48

188
10

128
1

23
112
249

951

other countries:
Australia --------------- 113
Belgian Congo ------------ 12
Egypt ------------ 188
Union of South Africa---.- 233
All other ---------------- 104

Total --------------- 761

Total foreign countries.. 14,921
International Monetary

Fund --------------- 1,488
United States -------- 22,406

World total (excluding
U. S. S. R.) --------- 8%765

eualisation account, based on figure for
anadian dollars, as reported by British

Senator MALOxE. I might ask a question right there of you, Mr.
Chairman; is it customary for these other nations to honor their trade
balances with gold ?

Mr. MA=N. It is.
Senator MAwN. All of them I All of them that have this gold ?
Mr. MArN. Most of them. There have been some that have not.
Senator MAwN. Will you also give me a list of the nations that

are honoring their foreign-money balances in gold when presentedI
Mr. MAwmrx. Right.
Senator MALON. Give me a list.
Mr. MA xxri We will give you the list.
Senator MALONz. I think that is very important.
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(The information referred to follows:)

CONVERTIBILITY or FomoN-Hva CuRRZNwiz

The following tabulation shows primarily the absence or presence of restric-
tions on the conversion of currencies into dollars. Dollar holdings in turn can
be converted into gold, not only through transactions between foreign govern-
ments or central banks and the United States Treasury, but more generally in the
world gold markets, primarily the London gold market (see below, under "United
Kingdom").

I. COUNTRIES PERMITTING CONVERSION OF FOREION-HELD CUIIENWIES

(a) All accounts converted at uniform rates:
Canada
Bolivia; Cuba; Dominician Republic; El Salvador; Guatemala;
Haiti; Honduras; Mexico; Panama; Venezuela
iwtzerland (restricts conversion of accounts held by residents of
countries that restrict conversion of their Swiss-held accounts)

Lebanon; Liberia
(M) Some accounts (mainly those derived from capital transactions) con-

verted at free-market rates which in some cases are at a substantial
discount:

Costa Rica; Ecuador; Paraguay; Peru; Uruguay

U. COUNTRIES RESTRICTING CONVERSION OF FOREIGN-i ELD CURRENCIES

A. Latin America
Argentina: Conversion permitted at various exchange rates for holdings de-

rived from current transactions within limits of import licensing system, from
profits earned after June 1055, and from investments made after October 1955.

Brazil: Conversion permitted at varying exchange rates for accounts with
authorized banks within limits of import licensing system.

Chile: Conversion permitted at varying exchange rates, except that con-
version of company accounts requires license.

Colombia: Conversion permitted at varying exchange rates for accounts aris-
ing from current transactions.

Nicaragua:I Conversion also permitted for accounts arising from current
transactions.

B. Continental Europe (except Communist countries)
Austria 1: In practice, conversion of foreign-held accounts generally possible

at a discount.
Belgium-Ltwembourg: Conversion of virtually all accounts permitted at free-

market rate, which is practically identical with official rate.
Denmark.'
Finland: Conversion permitted for holdings arising from sale of convertible

currencies.
?ranoe -': In practice, conversion of foreign-held accounts generally possible

at a discount. Affiliated overseas countries: Morocco, Tunisia.
Germany: Conversion of most foreign-held accounts permitted at free-market

rate, which is practically identical with official rate.
Greece.
Italy.I
Netherlands: Conversion of virtually all accounts permitted at free-morket

rate, which is practically identical with official rate. Affiliated overseas coun-
tries: Netherlands Antilles; Surinam.

Norway.'
Portugal.
Spain.'
Sweden.
Turkey.

0. Sterling area
United Kingdom: Conversion permitted without restriction for "American,"

"Canadian," or "registered" accounts, arising mainly from current transactions

Countries permitting conversion of holdings arising from ale of convertible foreign
currencies or from authorlsed foreign Investment.
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with residents of countries with convertible currencies or from sale of gold
or dollars; these accounts can also be used without restriction to purchase gold
in London gold market. Conversion into other foreign currencies permitted
without restriction for virtually all other foreign-held accounts ("transferable
accounts") ; in practice, these accounts can be converted into dollars at a discount,
which in recent years has been less than 1 percent. In practice, domestic hold-
ings ("resident accounts") also can be converted into dollars, but at a substantial
discount.

Australia.$
Burma.'
Ceylon.'
Ghana.'

India.'
Iraq."
Ireland.'
Jordan.'
Libya: License required for all conversions.
New Zealand'
Pakistan.'
Rhodesia.'
Union of South Africa.'

D. Rest of world (except Communist countries)
Afghanistan.%
Cambodia: License required for all conversions.
Egypt ': Conversion of "authorized" investment accounts subject to limits.
Ethiopia,'
Indonesia: License required for all conversions.
Iran."
Israel: 'Conversion of "authorized" investment accounts subject to limits.
Japan."
Korea: License required for all conversions.
Laos: License required for all conversions.
Philippines: License required for all conversions, except for limited amount of

profits.
Saudi Arabia: License required for all conversions.
Sudan.'
Taiwan:' Conversion of "authorized" investment accounts subject to limits.
Thailand: Conversion permitted for holdings arising from current trans-

actions.
Vietnam: License required for all conversions.

Senator MALONE. How many of these nations right at this point
allow their own nationals to have the goldI

Mr. MARoJr. There are several that allow them to have it.
There is none that undertakes to redeem it, redeem their currency in

gold at a fixed price.
In other words, there is a distinction in these countries between allow-

ing the nationals to hold gold domestically--on the one hand-and
then the governments' undertaking to redeem in gold any currency.

Senator MALONE. Redeem their own money in gold I
Mr. MAROET. That is right.
There are several countries which do allow people to hold gold inter-

nally. One is France, one is Switzerland, recently Belgium, and
Germany.

Countries permitting conversion of holdings arising from sale of convertible foreign
currencies or rom authorized foreign investment.

' Countries permitting unrestricted conversion into pounds sterling, and thus indirectly
conversion Into dollars -to the extent permitted or possible in the United Kingdom.

NoTD.--Countries that are printed in italic are members of the European PaymentsUnion, which also Includes Switzerland (see above). Union members (including overseas
countries belonging to their currency area) settle balances with each other 25 percent in
credit, repayable by agreement or at the time of the dissolution of the Union, and 75
percent in gold or dollars.
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Senator MALona. Would you give me a list of those nations that
allow their nationals to hold gold?

Mr. MAorr. Yes.
Senator MAwNE, And let them transfer it, buy it and sell it ?
Mr. MAxtrr. Yes.
Senator MALONz. In these nations, is there any limit on the price for

which they can sell it, if they can get it, if they can sell it for $20 or $50
or whatever amount they can get for it, or is that price controlled by
the government ?

Mr. MAROsr. The price is not controlled by the government.
(The information referred to follows:)

According to available information the following countries allow their na-
tionals to hold, transfer, buy, and sell gold domestically:

Argentina Greece Pakistan
Belgium India Peru
Brazil Iran Portugal
Canada Italy Saudi Arabia
Chile Japan Thailand
Colombia Lebanon Tnrkey
Egypt Mexico Switzerland
France Morocco Uruguay
Germany

Senator MALONE. That is free gold?
Mr. MAXorT. Yes. Where they are allowed to hold it, they are

allowed to trade internally. There may be restrictions on export and
import.

Senator MALONE. But internally they can buy and sell?
Mr. MARoEr. That is right. This is not true, sir, of all countries.

I am just talking of those countries where they are allowed to deal in
gold.

Senator MALONE. Yes.
Now, how many countries are there which will allow export or

import of gold by nationals or by their own citizens ?
Mr. M&iIaGr. There are very few. We will give you a list.
Senator MALOne. Yes give us a list of those nations for the record.
Mr. MARorr. As opposed to the monetary authorities; as opposed to

the treasury, let us say, or the government I
Senator MALoNE. Independent of it.
Mr. MA orr. Free export and import.
Senator MALONE. Yes.
Well, it might be they would have to have a permit, it might be,

but if they do, let the record show whether they can do it without a
permit or whether they have to have a permit for import and export
of gold, and whether the price is fixed, if they do export or import, or
whether it is a free market.

You think it is a free market ?
Mr. MAxor. There is no case I know of in which the government

-will deliver old to its nationals at a fixed price for domestic holding.
Senator LOzE. They can if they want to ?
Mr. M orr. In practice they do not.
Senator MALONE. In practice they do not generally do it ?
Mr. Maor. That is right.
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(The information referred to follows:)
According to available information the following countries permit unrestric

imports and exports of gold: Canada, Lebanon, Morocco, Switzerland, and
Uruguay.

Senator MALOne. Do you know, then, with these nationals in various
nations buying and selling gold, or nations buying and selling gold
what the price has been, what has been paid per ounce for this' gold
over the past 10 or 15 years?

Mr. MAJRORT. Oh, yes, sir; we could give you a table on that. I
happen to have with me somewhere in these papers it paper on the
current free prices of gold.

While I am fishing for the paper, the generalization that I would
make about the price of gold in these free markets is broadly this:
That-here it is--that in what I would call the effective free gold
markets, which are typified by, for example, London, the London free
gold market or the Zurich free gold market-

Senator MALONE. The what
Mr. MARGET. Swi.9.
Senator MALONE. Hlow many free gold markets are there?
Mr. MAROET. Those are the two principal ones, Switzerland-
Senator MALONE. How about Hong Kong?
Mr. MAMGE.T. There is a market in o Kong, too, and the general-

ization I was going to make--your question was, what is tile price?
Senator MALONE. Generally speaking, over the past couple of

decades.
Mr. MARoI;r. Well, that has varied very considerably.
Senator MALONE. I understand that. at is what I want.
Mr. MARor. If you ask me over the past decade, it has been

varying from a very considerable premium over the $35 price to what
is now the state of affairs, which is that in London, for example, as of
now, as of July, for example, the dollar price of gold in the free market
is in fact $35. That has not been true throughout this period.

Senator MALONE. I[ow high did it go, and how low, over the past,
sayk20years, if you know

Mr. MARGET. Well, the London market opened only in the post-
war period.

Senator MALONE. Post-Second War?
Mr. MARowr. Post-Second War, and only relatively recently, sir.
Senator MALONE. You have that information?
Mr. MAROET. I do not have the date, but I can give you the date. It

is within the last 2 or 3 years that they have opened it.
I say the price since that gold market has ben opened has been, in

effect, around $35.
Senator MALONE. How high did it go during that last 2 or 3 years?
Mr. MAROT. Not much higher. It has just been around--just a

little under below-
Senator kALOXE. When I was in South Africa, I think in 1948,

there was as high as a $75 .per ounce market for gold in Europe.
Mr. MAR oET. Yes, sir.
Senator MALoNE. Do you know anything about these prices overthe pa-st 24 years •Ar. MAso. We can--since they are in many cases unofficial prices,

they have to be approximate-but we can get you the price during this
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period of, shall I say, of distrust of the local currencies, and the pre-
mium was quite high.

Senator MALOw . About how high ?
Mr. MAJIGET. Seventy dollars, a premium of as much as that.
I was going to-lest I mislead you, Senator, I would like to complete

my statement about what the current prices are.
Senator MAirNE,. Go ahead.
Mr. MAROrr. I said that in the typical, the principal functioning

markets namely, London and Zurich, Switzerland, the rate is in fact
effectively around $85.

Now, there are some divergencies as between other markets, which
are not so important because free import and export is not permitted.

For example, in Paris there is a market for bar gold, that is slightly
higher, that is $36.50; and indeed in one case,but it is really an
exceptional case, namejy, the case of Bombay, the premium, the price,
is about $60. But that-

Senator MALONE. Bombay, India?
Mr. MARoGr. In India yes, sir.
Senator MALOwE. Is that $60 in American dollars, 60 American

dollars?
Mr. MARGrr. That is the equivalent of 60 American dollars.
Senator MALONE. What do they use for money there I I was there

in 1948-
Mr. MARomT. Rupees.
Senator MALONE. Rupees. That rupee varies quite widely, and

generally is getting cheaper?
Mr. MARGvr. It Is shown some depreciation on the free market.
Senator MALONE. What is it now, to the dollar, roughly?
Mr. MAGET. I do not have that figure here, but I would say it de-

pends on which free market. The black market, perhaps as much as
10 percent discount, or something of that kind. I would have to check
that.

Senator MALONE. Do you know what the official rate is?
Mr. MARGET. Yes, sir. It is about five to the dollar.
Senator MALONE. You think it would vary about 10 percent?
Mr. MAtoEr. Yes. Mind you, these are black market quotations.

You will not find them officially quoted.
Senator MALONE. I am familiar with what you mean there. I

understand perfectly.
And that is, generally they have an official rate, and some of them

have what they call a bank rate. It might be a little different than
that. And then they have a street rate. You just walk out on the
street and look uncertain where you are going, with American-cut
clothes, why, you can get just about anythifig you ask for the dollar.
That is about right; is it not?

Mr. MAnorT. Yes.
Senator MALoNE. I remember in France in 1947, i think it was, I

think the official rate was 850 francs to the dollar.
Mr. MAuiomr. That is right.
Senator MALONx. That was quite a while ago.
If you went out on the street, you got whatever you asked for it,

because they wanted that dollar in their little hot hands.
None of these countries, no country in the world is on the official

gold standard today, is it I
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Mr. MARoET. In the sense of redeeming for domestic circulation
for its own nationals-

Senator MALONE. Yes.
Mr. MAnowr. At a fixed price, there is none, sir.
Senator MALONE. Are there any of them besides us--yes, you did

say, and you did, I think, Mr. Chairman, that these countries and
you are furnishing me a table of the ones that do make up their foreign
balances in gold on request you will give me a list of those nationsI

Mr. MARTIN. That is rigit.
Senator MALONE. And a list of the nations which do not do it, be-

cause there are so many of them it is pretty hard to remember the list.
Mr. MARTIN. Right.
Senator MALONE. You understand, I want this information for the

record, since we will need it when we start adding it up.
Now, I would be very much interested in your statement-why are

we not on a gold standard ?
Well, I will ask that question first: Why are we not on a gold stand-

ard, if that would stop the inflation and keep the money somewhat
stable, or a metal standard, whatever you want to call it ?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, we got off the gold standard in the dislocations
that came following World War I; and to get back on full redeem-
ability of currency-and I hope some day we will get back on it-is
a pretty hazardous undertaking at a time when you have got irre-
sponsible countries, such as our Russian friends that you mentioned
earlier, but who might make irresponsible demands through individual
citizens in this country, if we were redeeming for individual citizens.

Senator MALONE. You are not doing that.
Mr. MATNn. No, we are not, but I am saying if we did, they might

make difficulties for us that I do not see any particular reason for
us to run the risk of.

Now, over recent years, I think the management of our currency
and finances has been such that the risk would be at a minimum.
But we still have our Russian friends at all times as a threat, and
we have probably some of them stirring up individual citizens in this
country needlessly.

Senator MALoNE. You mean our own citizens ?
Mr. MARTIx. Stirring up our citizens, yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. I liave a good idea who is stirring it up. But I

will not go into that with you now. I
What do you think--do you think it is going to get any better in

the future, as far as our Russian friends are concerned
Mr. MARTIN. I really do not know, Senator.
Senator MALONE. Do you think they are going to be less dangerous

when they increase their own supply of gold t
Mr. MARTIN. No; I do not think they are goin to be any less dan-

gerous if they owned gold. I hope that the world can look forward
to a more peaceful period at some time, but I do not have to much hope
of it at the present time.

Senator MALoNv. Do you have any idea that Russia is the only na-
tion which might give us trouble if they had enough gold to do it
with?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think all of the Iron Curtain countries would
cooperate with them.
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Senator MitLzn. Do you remember where the "Iron Curtain"
phrase was created f

Mr. MARTIN. No; I am afraid I do not.
Senator MALONE. I will tell you, and I think it is time some of our

American citizens start to analyze where they hear these catch wordsand phrase.
Mr. Mg.zN. Right.
Senator MALwOw. Mr. Churchill created that catch phrase when he

made a speech for Mr. Truman in Missouri.
Mr. XmimN. Westminster College, Fulton, MWo.
Senator MAwmNE. You remember?
Mr. MAmN. That is right.
Senator MAlz. While we are on these catch words and phrases

byWhich we have run this country for 24 years, do you remember
were the "dollar shortage" was created?

Mr. MARTIN. Where the dollar-
Senator MAL oE. Where the phrase "dollar shortage" was created.
Mr. MARIN. No, I cannot say, offhand, that I do.
Senator MALONE. It was created by the London bankers to sell a bill

of goods to our tax ayers that they should give them money. There
are two ways in which a nation can have a dollar shortage; there is
only one way you and I can have it.

When individuals spend more than they make each year, they have
a dollar shortage.

But a nation can have it in two ways: By spending more each
year than they earn, which are all doing including ourselves, but we
can still sell bonds to our citizens for our shortage or by printing money
as you are allowed to do; but the foreign nations have a dollar short-
age by simply fixing a price on their money in terms of the dollar
higher than the market price and no one will take it at the official
rate.

No one will buy it but a silly Congress. It has been picking up the
international check since World War II.

Have you been aware that almost every nation in the world fixes
a price on its money-higher than the market price in terms of the
dollar? You have not been aware of that?

Mr. MARGET. Well---
Senator MALON . Wait just a minute, will you, please?
We will call on you in a minute.
Mr. MARTIN. I am not sure that I follow you there.
Senator MALOxE. I will ask it again.
Mr. MARTIN. Yes.
Senator MALONE. Do you have knowledge that nearly every nation

in the world fixes a price-let us leave it at that now--on its own
money in terms of the dollars You know that, do you not?

Mr. MAwRI -. That is right.
Senator MALoxi. Well, are you aware that nearly all of them fix

a price above the market price of their money in terms of the dollar ?
Mr. MArntN. Ido not know how you determine the market price on

that.Senator MALONx. It should be ver easy for you. i went to Hong
Kong, a free port. I have seen all of the foreign nations. I even
Went to Lithuania. There 'is hardly room to land a plane there.
In 1948, I walked up to a bank window in Hong Kong and laid
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down a dollar, and I got six Iong Kong dollars for it, I might be
off a little;, it might have been 51/2 or 6i.; and walked to another
window and laid lown about 15 or 16 Hong Kong dollars and got
a British pound and, being a free market, I could spend it anywhere
in the world. Did you know thatI

Mr. MmrIN. Yes; I did know that.
Senator MALONE. All right. At that time, what do you think the

price of the British pound was fixed by Britain ? That was 1948,
remember.

Mr. MAmrrir. About $4.06.
Senator MAtoNx,. $4.03. Your memory is good. Well, you could

buy it for $2.60 in Hong Kong, if my computations are correct,
or any other free market.

Mr. MARTzN. Sure.
Senator MALONE. Well, there is a good deal of difference between

$2.60 and $4.03, is there not?
Mr. MARTIN. There is indeed.
Senator MALONE. Well, we were picking up the check for the dif-

ference with gifts of taxpayers' cash to Britain. There was the
$334 billion loan in 1946. Do you remember that?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes.
Senator MAwNE. So-called loan; of course, it was a gift.
Mr. MAnTiN. I was--
Senator MALONE. If I had been in the Senate I would have voted

against it. I was not here. I was here the next year, when Mr.
Marshall made his famous speech, and had a simple paragraph
that the Secretary of the Treasury wrote into it--the old man prob-
ably did not kInow it was in there--that we ought to pick up the
check for 3 years internationally. And the Prime Minister of
England took the ball on the first bounce and told us in 30 days
what it was going to cost us for 3 years; $17 billion. I was here
then, and I did not like it. That was in 1947. So, as soon as we ad-
j turned, I went to Europe, and inspected almost every nation in
Europe. You are familiar with that transaction, are you not?

My. MARTn. I am. You are talking about black-market transac-
tions.

Senator MALONH. No; I am talking about walking right up to a
bank market at Hong Kong, and I suppose you can do itrin any free
market country in the world, including Switzerland. I went into Italy
in 1947, and an Italian banker there-it was a branch of the Bank of
America, as a matter of fact-one of the bank managers that I con-
stilted and lie was literally going nuts, because he had a balance of
British pounds, £25 million of credit, and he thought his bank
was in good shape; and on paper it was.

However, lie said the English blocked the currency; would not
honor the payments unless for goods purchased in England. He could
not spend it unless lie spent it in England, and there was nothing in
England hewanted to buy, so he was just walking around in a cirle,
tearing his hair, a rich man, and could pot get a dime, about to get
fired, Ithink because that had happened to him.

Now, is England the only one that blocked its currency?
Mr. MArTIN. No; there were other countries, Senator. '
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Senator MALONE. DO you have some knowledge of such nations
over the last 10 or 12 years, say, the years during and since World
War II

Mr. MARTIN. We can give you a list of the countries.
Senator MALONE. The ones that blocked their currencies at differ-

ent timesI
Mr. MARTIN. Right.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

According to available information, the following countries have either com-
pletely blocked foreign-held balances or imposed substantial restrictions on their
use at different times since 1980. Except where noted, controls were imposed
or were already In effect at the beginning of World War II. In recent years,
some countries have eliminated all restrictions, and most countries have sub-
stantially relaxed controls. Communist countries are not listed. Current limi-
tations on convertibility of foreign-held balances are shown in the insert for
page 2981.
Afghanistan France Nicaragua
Argentina Germany Norway
Australia Greece Pakistan, 1947
Austria Honduras Paraguay
Belgium-Luxembourg Hong Kong Peru, 1945
Bolivia Iceland Philippines, 1949
Brazil India Portugal, 1948
Burma Indonesia Spain
Cambodia Iran Sudan, 1956
Canada Iraq Sweden
Ceylon Ireland Switzerland
Chile Israel Taiwan, 1950
Colombia Italy Thailand, 1942
Costa Rica Japan Turkey
Denmark Jordan Union of South Africa
Dominican Republic, 1942 Korea, 1940 United Kingdom
Ecuador Laos Uruguay
Egypt Lebanon Venezuela
Ethiopia, 1942 Netherlands Vietnam
Finland New Zealand

Senator MALONE. But you are aware that practically all these na-
tions fix a fictitious price in dollars on their currency-Canada does
not, because her dollar is worth more than ours, and that is because
they have more horsesense than we have. They do not give their
money away. They do not give anything away. We have financed
projects in Canada up to several hundred million dollars for our own
citizens and others with our tax payers' money. What is the Canadian
dollar worth now, in terms of the dollar, on the market?

Mr. MARTIN. About a dollar and six cents.
Senator MALo&z. Ours is getting a little cheaper all the time.
Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MALON1E. Do we have any prospect, as long as we keep

up our present unbusinesslike methods, to slow up the increased
premium on the Canadian dollar?

Mr. MARN. I do not know, Senator. The volume of new invest-
ment, American money that is flowing into investment in Canada be-
cause of their more businesslike methods has been tremendous.

Senator MALoN.. Do you know how much it is 1

Mr. MAR IN. No; I do not. We could probably give it to you.
Mr. MARoCr. We can give you some figures on that.
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Senator MAwwi. I wish you might. We added it up here-I tell
you what ydu might do-we added-it up with Burgess. There were
$46 billion now of American capital in foreign countries, and you
know our Department of Commerce which is a very great organiza-
tion, built up by former Secretary Hoover, I knew h im when he was
in there, I think he did a marvelous job, and I think there have been
good secretaries since--however, they are now and have been spend-
ing a good part of their time promoting American investment abroad.

You know that do you not T
Mr. MNArmri. That is right.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

United States outflow (-) to oatzaa
(In millions of dollars]

1962 Ion 1984 195 19 97n,
March't

Total net outflow (-) ............... -431 -412 -423 -301 -902 -260

Private, net, totall ......................... -425 -408 -425 -310 -967 -260

Direct investments ................... -420 -413 -469 -270 -544 -160
New Issues ............................ - 168 -209 -187 -8 -379 -87
Redemptions ....................... 108 89 180 go 9
Other long-term, net-----------------90 93 145 -71 -115 -10
short-term, net ................ . -25 18 -23 -82 -28 -12

Government, net, total -- _--------------- -6 -4 2 9 5 (3)

Long-term capital, outflow ............ -7 -8 -8 ) (3)
Repayments --------- _---_------- 1 9 11 9 5
Short-term, net ...................... -() -1 (-) (3) ...

IPreliminary.
ILess than $500000.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business.

Senator MALONE. The promotion of American capital invested
abroad by the Department of Commerce is in addition to the four
organizations, the Import-Export Bank, the International Bank-
the World Bank-the International Monetary Fund, and the Inter-
national Finance Corporation.

Mr. MA r;n. The International Monetary Fund and the Interna-
tional Finance Corporation.

Senator MAwON. That is right.
And the one reason for their existence is to loan money, to encourage

American money to invest abroad, using the foreign cheap labor and
avoid American taxes and throu our free trade policy import the
metals, textiles, and manufactured goods into this country in competi-
tion with the American higher wages workingmen and investors.'

Mr. MARz. To encourage -yes.
Senator MALONw. And we finance the Import-Export Bank exclu-

sively, up to $5 billion; is that not right I
Mr. MAMi . That is right.
Senator M~ r. And we guarantee 85 percent of the capital for

each of the other three organizations' is that right
Mr. MAmrN. That is roughly rigiit for the International Bank-

yes, I would say that is about right.
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Senator MAwNRE. That is about right for the three of them. If
there is any difference, will you detail such difference when you cor-
rect your testimony ?

Mr. MA . Right.
Senator MALzO. It is approximately correct.
Mr. M~rrm . That is right.
Senator MA.orx, Now, there are 60 to 70 nations that are members

of each one of these three international organizations, each having
a member of the Board of Directors?

Mr. MA=zN. That is right.
Senator MAo1z. The three international organizations besides the

Export-Import Bank, which is exclusively our own. All, however,
promoting, through loans, American investments abroad?

Mr. MAE'rN. That is right.
Senator MALON. And those directors vote in accordance with that

nation's stock of money put into the organization.
Mr. MAmriN. That is right.
Senator MAzONS. It means that 65 percent of the voting power is

in foreign nations' hands and 85 percent in American hands or con-
trol does it not .

kr. MAmzN. That is right.
Senator MALNe.. In other words, in encouraging American capital

investment and spending abroad, determining to whom the loans are
made and under what conditions the Board of Directors is 65 percent
foreign-controlled.

Mr. M1rnxi. In those institutions; yes, sir.
Senator MAwLom. Those three.
Mr. MA~rN. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. Do you believe-and you must have knowledge of

these countries before even World War I.-do you have any reason to
believe that these small countries throughout Europe and Asia are
going to be any better off permanently unless we continue to divide
our own wealth with them? We are now dividing our cash, gold
and markets with them.

The President organized the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) in 1947 under the 1934 Trade Agreements Act and
transferred their operations to Geneva Switzerland. At this time 84
competitive foreign nations are dividing our markets between them
through continually lowering our duties or tariffs. Also they pile up
dollar credits for which they can demand our gold through the
Marshall plan, ECA, mutual security, and so forth. That is how theyare better off.Mr. MA=N*t . I think these smaller countries are developing new

products.
Senator MAwNz. How do you mean, new products ?
Mr. MAn. Principally raw materials.
Senator MALONE. What are these'raw materials?
Mr. MArTi;. Copper, lead, zinc, gold, silver-all of theminerals.
Senator MAxo. Tungsten? Aid shut our own mines down.
Mr. MAMr. Tungsten.
Senator MA.N. "Thhey are mining these materialS--:minerals and

selling them in our market--and American investors using American
higher standard-of-living workingmen cannot compete with them.
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Mr. MA=Nr. Well, they are selling it not only here, but all through
the world.

Senator MALON. We are the principal market in all of these min-
erals.

Mr. MAzmN. In some of these items, yes; not in- .
Senator MALOwz. Of course, we are the principal market for all

minerals and the only guaranteed market price for gold.
Mr. MAaTxir. Why-
Mr. MARopT. We could give you-
Senator MALowN. Just a minute. I am asking the chairman and the

chairman may turn to you.
Mr. MARowr. Yes.
Mr. MARTIN. I could not call off-I have not given any thought to

it. I used to live in this field.
Senator MALON&. Do you not know, as a matter of fact, we are the

principal market in the world, period and paragraph I
Mr. MART N. We are a major market in tie world, no question

about it.
Senator MALoNe. And is it not our market that is being dividedI

When we take our markets out of the pot at Geneva there will be
no Geneva--it is our markets they are after.

Mr. MAIrz. Well, multilateral trade is not our market. I think
that we-

Senator MALONE. It is our markets that they are dividing at Geneva
through "multilateral trade" agrreements? I am very much interested
in your slant on the market division. The division of our markets
among the nations of the world is an integral part of the plan to
destroy us.

You see, our citizens of this country trust Congress, or did trust
Co..ress,' ond they almost worship the President, no matter who is

President, or the Members of Congress. But the people know that
something is wrong; however, they are not yet convinced that Con-
gress would do these things to them. The monetary system is only one
aeet of the whole plan to destroy or divide the wealth of this Nation.
We went off the gold standard n 1933, and started a deliberate in-

flation cycle. To cheapen our dollar. To lower wages. To price
ourselves out of the world markets. We started printing money.

In 1943, we passed a free trade bill, the 1943 Trade Agreements Act,
transferring the constitutional responsibility of Congress, article 1,
section 8, that says Congress is to regulate our foreign trade, to the
President, did we not ?

Mr. MARTN. We did.
Senator MALozN. Giving the President full authority in that act to

transfer that responsibility of Congress to Geneva or to any point on

earth, did we not ?
Mr. MAmz;. I do not think I follow you there.
Senator MALONE. I will ask it again.
Mr. MARTI. Yes.
Well now, what is there in that bill that gives the President au-

thority to transfer?Senator MALoNE. That is what I asked Mr. Dulles, the Secretary
of State. Mr. Dulles says the 1934 Trade Ae ents Act (so-called
Peeiproeal Trade) gave the President authority to transfer the con-

98688-.?7-pt. 8,---
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stitutional responsibility of Congress to regulate foreign trade to
Geneva. The President made the transfer in 1947--did you know
that 1-transferred it to Geneva under the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade.

Mr. MAitTrn. No; I am sorry. I was not familiar with that.
Senator MALOWNe. I think you ought to study it. Your job is only

a part of the plan and you are vitally affected by the 1934 Trade
Agreements Act and by the four organizations you have described
to encourage American capital to invest abroad.

I do think that, unless you understand it, you are not quite up to
it; I am sorry.

Mr. MARTzN. I think it may be that I am not well up to the lob,
Senator.

Senator MAJxz. You are up to your own particular job, but I
am trying to tell you that you are only one factor.

Now, in 1947, under the 1934 Trade Agreements Act (so-called Re-
ciprocal Trade) as extended, the President caused to be organized,
through the State Department, the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade. You heard of it?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes; that is right.
Senator MALONE. And you heard the State Department is respon-

sible for that; they claim it ?
Mr. MARTz. Right.
Senator MAwxNE. He located the organization in Geneva. Any for-

eign nation that passed muster-and remember, now, just what the
qualifications were--could join.

Mr. MART N. Right.
Senator MALONE. And then they were empowered, through the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, to make multilateral agree-
ments on tariffs and trade, dividing our markets among themselves,
which they have done.

I have been in Geneva. I took the British secretary of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade organization to lunch, and found
him to be a. fine, congenial fellow, as he would be, and a Britisher,
as he would be, because there is where the whole division of our wealth
is based.

Now, using the authority granted the President under the 1934
Trade Agreements Act, the transfer to Geneva was made to operate
under the newly organized General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
You know that was done, do you not I

Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MALOzNE. Secretary Dulles, sitting right where you are now,

in 1955, and under my direct questioning, said that the 1934 Trade
Agreements Act gave the President full authority to organize the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and locate the operation
in Geneva.

Are you aware that he testified to that fact ?
Mr. MARTIN. I may have been, Senator. I would have to refresh

myself.
Senator MALOwNz. I am reminding you; and, if you will check it,

I think it will be very helpful to you.
As a result of Mr. Dulles' testimony and other pressures, the Con-

gress did exactly, in 1955, what they have been doing for 24 years;
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they extended the 1934 Trade Agreements Act for 3 more years-it
now expires in June of 1958.

I was able to persuade this committee to hold it to 1 year at one time.
I never did vote for it because it is a free-trade act, and puts the
foreign cheap labor in direct competition with American workingmen
and investors. The original act in 1934 allowed the tariffs or duties
to be cut 50 percent, The second extension allowed an additional 50
percent, making the allowable duty cuts 75 percent.

In 1955, this Congress allowed them to cut it another 15 percent
under certain conditions, 5 percent a year. They are busily engaged
in doing that very thing in Geneva at this time.

Now, the 1934 Trade Agreements Act expires in June 1958, next
year, and I hope to God this Congress has the gumption and the guts
to let it expire. The regulation of our foreign trade through flexible
duty or tariff adjustment reverts to the Tariff Commission, an agent
of Congress, under the 1930 Tariff Act. That act directs the Tariff
Commission to determine the difference in the cost of production of
an article in this country and the product or a like article in the chief
competitive foreign nation, and recommend that as the duty or tariff,
which simply takes the profit out of the low-cost wages at the water's
edge.

Now, it is a fact is it not, that it is against the law for any of our
nationals, as we call the citizens of foreign nations, our own citizens
to have possession of gold?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes, unless they have it for adornment or for some-
thing of that sort.

Senator MALoN. They can buy jewelry. They can also buy gold
from the Treasury for manufacturing purposes, under certain condi-
tions?

Mr. Mwrnz. That is right.
Senator MALONE. That is already in the record.
Do you know what those transactions amount to each year
Mr. MARTIN. No; I do not have the figures on it, but I can get them.
Senator MALoNE. I wish you would, and just for each year, say, 10

or 15 years.
Mr. MAmN. Right.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

A table showing the sale of gold by the mint to United States industry and net
industrial consumption of gold by United States industry, 1947-55, has been
submitted by the Secretary of the Treasury and published on page 456, part 1,
of these hearings.

Senator MALONm. After the Treasury had sold the gold for this
purpose presumably for ornaments and jewelry, what is-known about
this gola afterwards, what becomes of it, whether it is sold or whether
it is melted up and sold i or it goes out of the country as jewelry
and then might be meltedup

Is anything known about it after it has been sold by the Treasury
for that purpose ?

Mr. MARTIN. I think the Treasury does have some general ides of
what happens to it.

Senator MALONE. Could you give me the regulation?
Mr. MArIN. Right.
Senator MAxo lr. Just as a matter of information.
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Senator MALONE. You cnn insert it in the record. Now then, what
(1o yoU think would be the matter with allowing our nationals as we
valf then, in this country citizens, to have possession of gold and
transfer it among themelves, and if they sold it--first just confine
it to the United States and our possessions. What would be the dis-
advantages I

(The following was later received for the record:)

SIPA'RT 1.-CoNDrIroNH UJNDzt WHICH GOLD MAY Bn AcQUi.RE AND) llira,, TtIAtS-
I'OWIIMD, MELTEi Oil T.IIATED, IMP, 'OWlTCD, B0XVOUITED, On HAIiMAItR IED

S5,1.12 Conditions under which gold may be acquired, held, melted, te. Gold
in any form nitty b at(pilired, held, transported, melted or treated, Imported,
oxportod, or earmarked otily to the extelit ierlnitted by and subject to the con-
ditions preseribed In the regliitions In this port or licenses Issued thereunder.

§114.13 Tratisnortatlon of ;old. (old nay be transported by cnrrierm for per-
sons who are li'etised to hold and transport silcll gold or who are permitted by
the regulations In this part to hold and trlilnslort gold without a license.

S54.,14 Gold sittiated outside of the United States. Gold in tiny form situ-
tiated outside of the Uiltedt St:'tes hilly be acquired, transported, melted or
treated, or eaiiorked or held in clstody for foreign or dotnesttc account with-
(lilt the iie(,essity of holding a llelroe,

§ 54.15. Gold sitatcd in the ,Iossessionts of the United State8. Gold in any
form (othir thnn United States gold coin) situated In places subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States lieyond the limits of lie continental United
States umny e acquired, transported, melted or treated, Imported, exported, or
earniariced or held tit custody for the account of persons other than residents of
the continental United States by persons not domiciled in the continental United
States: Provided, however, That gold may be trnnsported from the coltis'lental
United Sltates only as authorized by §§ 54.25, 5,1.32, 54.83, or 54.34, or licenses is.
sued pursualnt thereto.

§ 54.10 Fabricated gold. Fabricated gold as defined in § 54.4 may be ac-
quired, held, transported within the United States or Imported without the
necessity of holding a license therefor. Fabricated gold may be exported only as
authorized in § 54.25 or In a license Issued pursuant to that section.

§ 54.17 MHtals containing gold. Metals containing not more than 5 troy
ounces of fine gold per short ton may be acquired, held, transported within the
United States, or Imported without the necessity of holding a license therefor.
Such metals may be melted or treated, and exported only to the extent per-
nitted by and subject to the conditions prescribed tit or pursuant to § § 54.21 to
54..27, inclusive.

§ 54.18 Unmelted strap gold. Unmelted scrap gold may be acquired, held,
transported within the United States, or Imported In amounts not exceeding at
any one time 50 line troy ounces of gold content without the necessity of holding
a licence therefor. Persons holding licenses issued pursuant to paragraph (a) of
* 54.25, or acquiring, transporting, importing or holding gold pursuant to § 54.21,
may not acquire, transport, Import or hold any gold under authority of this
section.

§ 54.19 Gold in its natural state. (a) Gold In Its natural state, as defined
in § 54.4, may be acquired, transported within the United States, Imported, or
held in custody for domestic account only, without the necessity of holding a
license therefor.

(b) Gold amalgam which results from the addition of mercury to gold in Its
natural state, recovered from natural deposits in the United States or a place
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, may be heated to a temperature sufficient to
separate the mercury from the gold (but not to the melting temperature of
gold) without a license by the person who recovered the gold from such de-
posits or his duly authorized agent or employee. The retort sponge so re-
sulting may be held and transported by such person without a license: Pro-
vided, however, That no such person may hold at any one time an amount of
such retort sponge which exceeds in fine gold content 200 troy ounces. Such
retort sponge may be acquired from such persons:

(1) By the United States;
(2) By persons holding licenses issued pursuant to paragraph (a) of § 54.25;
(3) By other persons provided that the aggregate amount of such retort sponge
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acquired and hold by such other prsons does not exce*4 at ,any ,on, tMe O0
fine troy ounces of gold content,

(C) Persons acquiring retort sponge under paragraph (b) (8) of this section
are authorized to dispose of such retort sponge only to the United States and to
persons holding licenses issued pursuant to paragraph (a) of 1546

(d) Except as provided in 1154.12 to 54.20, inclusive, and in #154.82 and
54.88, gold In Its natural state may be melted or treated or exported only to the
extent permitted by, and subject to the conditions prescribed In# or pursuant toi
if 54.21 to 54.2, Inclusive.

I 4.20 Rare oohu, (a) Gold coin of recognized special value to collectors of
rare and unusual coin may be acquired and held, transported within the United
States, or Imported without the necessity of holding a license therefor. Such
coin may be exported, however, only In accordance with, the provisions of
154.25.

(b) Gold coin made prior to April 6, 1938, Is considered to be of recognized
special value to collectors of rare and unusual coin.

(c) Gold coin made subsequent to April 5, 1968, is presumed not to be of roe-'
ognized special value to collectors of rare and unusual coin.

BUPAXT 0--OLD VON INDUBSMhALt PROWA5JONAL AND ATISMiO UE

154.21 PfO11 ounce exemption for prooeesore. (a) Subject to the conditions
in paragraph (b) of 'his section, any person regularly engaged In an industry,'
profession, or art who requires gold for legitimate, customary, and ordinary
use therein, may, without the necessity of obtaining a Treasury gold license:

(1) To consign gold bullion, Including semiprocessed gold, to other persons
authorized to hold and dispose of gold In such form and amount under the reg-
ulations in this part or a license Issued pursuant hereto;

(2) Hold, transport, melt, and treat such gold;
(8) Furnish unmelted scrap gold to the United States, to persons operating

pursuant to 1f 54.18 or 54.21, or to the holder of a license Issued pursuant to
paragraph (a) of 1 54.25; and

(4) Furnish melted scrap gold to the United States or to the holder of a li.
tense Issued pursuant to paragraph (a) of 154.25 whlch authorizes the acquio-
sition of such melted scrap gold.

(b) The privileges of paragraph (a) of this section are granted subject to the
following conditions:

(1) That the aggregate amount of such gold acquired, held. transported,
melted and treated, and Imported, does not exceed, at any one tlnw, 50 fine troy
ounces of gold content (not Including gold which rri y b* acquirwi, held, etc.,
without a license under any other section of this pa,, f, exop I Y 8):

(2) That the aggregate amount4 of such gold a.quired, held. twausported,
melted and treated, and imported, does not exceed, in any Jun u tntil 3(ar)
fine troy ounces of gold content (not including goid wt.i mar e* IK mld,
etc., without a license under any other section of this part, ex v" I 54. W

(8) That such gold is acquired and held only for prwevoeg aat*
gold, as defined In 154.4, by such perSon In the indusiy, W O to
which he is engaged; and

(4) That full and exact records ae kpt tdm nlain is M
154.26.

(c) Persons acquiring, holding, t:rapt , meeting sad taoS, =4 l-
porting gold under authority of this sectia are mt authorsd:

(1) To consign gold bullion, Including gdmidVwceskd gi, t otbr person
for processing, except that scrap gold may, for oesng sad mtr Is semi.
processed form, be consigned to the bolder of a lwmoe Issued purseant to pars.
graph (a) of I 54., whick a the I i - a
of such gold.

(2) To furnish melted scr-p gold to pem snag purpoma to the prW
visions of this section or § 541M

(8) To dispose of gold held under authority of t setionearvi tham a
the form of fabricated gold w scrap gold.

(d) Persons holding lmss ilssil pursuant to paragraph (a) of s4.25 at
acquiring, holdiai, tranqpotnug, or i ug gold pursuaft to 1I418 may
not acquire, hold, trapo melt or treat, or import any ged undw anosity
of this section.

1 54-22 , Zoesm repfe& Xxcept as permitted in 115_12 to 54.2, Inds-
OWe and 15K41 gold may~ be acquired and hpI14,Optrt4 Mowted 4eWe or$0
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imported, exported, or earmarked for industrial, professional, or artistic use only
to the extent permitted by licenses issued under 1 54.26.I 54.28 Isuanoe of licenses or general authorization#. The Director of the
Mint may Issue or cause to be issued licenses or other authorizations permitting
the acquisition and holding# transportation, melting and treating, importing and
exporting of gold which the Director is satisfied is required for legitimate- and
customary use in industry, profession, or art by persons regularly engaged In
the business of furnishing or processing gold for Industry, profession, or art, or
for sale to the United States.

1 54.24 Applioatiote. Every application for a license under paragraph (a)
of 1 54.25 shall be made on Form TG-12 (except that applications for export
licenses shall be made on Form TO-i5) and shall be filed In duplicate with the
Director of the Mint, Treasury Department, Washington, D. 0. Every applicant
for a license under paragraph (a) of 1 54.25 shall state in his application whether"
or not any applications have been filed by or licenses issued to any partnership,
association, or corporation in which the applicant has a substantial interest or,
If the applicant Is a partnership, association, or corporation, by or to a person
having a substantial interest in such partnership, association, or corporation.
The Director of the Mint shall not issue any license to any person if in the
Judgment of the Director more than one license for the same purpose will be held
for the principal use or benefit of the same persons or Interests. Any person
licensed under this subpart acquiring a principal interest In any partnership,
association, or corporation, holding a license under this subpart for this purpose,
shall Immediately so Inform the Director of the Mint.

1 54.25 Lenses--(a) Licenses for the acquisition and holding, transport.
Ifon, melting and treating, importing and disposition of gold. (1) Upon receipt
of the application and after obtaining such additional information as may be
deemed advisable, the Director of the Mint, shall, if satisfied that gold is neces-
sary for the legitimate and customary requirements of the applicant's Industry,
profession, art, or business, and that the applicant Is qualified in all respects to
conduct gold operations In full compliance with the provisions of this part and
the provisions of a Treasury gold license, Issue or cause to be Issued to the appli-
cant a Treasury gold license on the approved form for the kind of industry,
profession, art, or business In which the applicant Is engaged.

(2) Licenses Issued under this section may authorize the licensee to acquire
and hold not to exceed a maximum amount specified therein; to transport such
gold, melt or treat it to the extent necessary to meet the requirements of the
Industry, profession, art, or business for which it as acquired and held, or
otherwise to carry out the purposes for which it is held under license; and to
import gold so long as the aggregate amount of all gold held after such importa-
tion does not exceed the maximum amount authorized by the license to be held.(8) Licenses issued under this paragraph do not permit the exportation or
transportation from the continental United States of gold In any form. Such
exportation or transportation is permitted only to the extent authorized in para-
graph (b) of this section or in a separate license issued pursuant to such
paragraph.I(b) Zicenses and authorizations for the exporting of gold-(1) 0emiprooessed
gold. Semiprocessed gold, as defined In 1 54.4, may be exported or transported
from the' continental United States only pursuant to a separate export license.
Such licenses shall be Issued by the Director of the Mint upon application made
on Form TO-15 establishing to the satisfaction of the Director that the gold
to be exported is semiprocessed gold and that the export or transport from the
continental United Stated Is for a specific and customary industrial, professional,
or artistic use and not for the purpose of using or holding or disposing of such
semiprocessed gold beyond the limits of the continental United States as, or in
lieu of, money, or for the value of Its gold content.

(2) Fabricated gold. Fabricated gold, as defined in j 54.4, may be exported or
transported from the continental United States without the necessity of obtaining
a Treii.ury gotd license: Provided, however, That the Bureau of the Census
Schedule B statJstical classification number of each specific commodity to be
exported shall) be plainly marked on the outside of the 'package or container, the
shAper's export declaration shall contain a statement that suh gQld is ,fabricated
gold as deftned in 954.4 and tI being exported pursuant to tle an horisation
contained In this subparagraph, and such additional documentation i': all be
fwwnish4ed as may be required by the Bureau of Customs or any other govern-
mint ancsy charged with the enforcement of lawsreatin, to

at msdiso from the United StAtes.
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(8) Rare cotn (1) Rare gold coin as defined in 1 54.20, made prior to April
5, 1938, may be exported or transported from the continental United States
without the necessity of obtaining a Treasury gold license: Provied, however,
That the shipper's export declaration shall contain a statement that such coin is
rare gold coin and is being exported pursuant to the authorization contained
in this subparagraph and such additional documentation shall be furnished as
may be requested by the Bureau of Customs or any other government agency
charged with the enforcement of laws relating to the exportation of merchandise
from the United States.

(i) Gold coin made subsequent to April 5, 1983, may be exported or trans-
ported from the continental United States only under license on Form TGL-11
issued by the Director of the Mint. Application for such a license shall be
executed on Form TO-l and filed with the Director of the Mint, Treasury
Department, Washington 25, D. 0.

(4) Other eoporte of gold. Export licenses may also be Issued upon applica-
tion made on Form TG-15B in the same manner as prescribed in subparagraph
(1) of this paragraph, authorizing the exportation of gold in any form for refining
or processing subject to the condition that the refined or processed gold (or the
equivalent in refined or processed gold) be returned -to the United States, or
subject to such other conditions as the Director may prescribe.

154.26 Investigation*; records; subpoenas. (a) The Director of the Mint Is
authorized to make or cause to be made such studies and investigations, to
conduct such hearings, and to obtain such information as the Director deems
necessary or proper to assist in the consideration of any applications for licenses,
or in the administration and enforcement of the acts, the orders, and the
regulations in this part.

(b) Every person holding a license issued under paragraph (a) of 154.26, or
acquiring, holding, or disposing of gold pursuant to the authorizations In 1 54.18
and 54.21, shall keep full and accurate records of all his operations and transac-
tions with respect to gold and such records shall be available for examination by
a representative of the treasuryy Department until the end of the fifth'calendar
year (or if such person's accounts are kept on a fiscal year basis, until the end of
the fifth fiscal year) following such operations or transactions. The records re-
quired to be kept by this section shall include the name, address, and 1.reasury
gold license number of each person from whom gold is acquired or to whom gold
is delivered, and the amount, date, description, and purchase or sales price of
each such acquisition and delivery, and any other records or papers required
to be kept by the terms of a Treasury Department gold license. , If the person
from whom gold Is acquired, or to whom gold is delivered, does not have a
Treasury gold license, such records shall show, In lieu of the license number
of such person, the section of the regulations In this part pursuant to which such
gold was held or acquired by such person. Such records shall also show all
costs and expenses entering into the computation of the total domestic value of
articles of fabricated or semiprocessed gold as defined in I 54.4.

(c) The Director of the Mint (or the officers and employees of the Bureau of
the Mint specifically designated by the Director) or any department or agency
charged with the enforcement of the acts, the orders, or the regulations in this
part, may require any person to permit the inspection' and copying of records
and other documents and the Inspection of Inventories of gold and to furnish,
under oath or affirmation or otherwise, complete information relative to any
transaction referred to in the acts, the orders, or the regulations in this part
involving gold or articles manufactured from gold. The records which may be
required to be furnished shall Include any records required to be kept by this
section and, to the extent that the production of such. information is, neessary
and appropriate to the enforcement of the provisions of the acts, the orders, and
the regulations in this pArt, or licenses Issued thereunder, any other records,
documents, reports, bookl accounts, involce*,ales lists, sales slips, orders,
vouchers, contracts# receipts, bills of lading, correspondence, memoranda, papmrs,
and drafts, and copies thereof, either before or aftef the completion of the
transaction to which such records refer.(4) The Director of the Mint may administer oaths and affirmations and may,
wh*bnever necessary, require any person holding a license under. 15425 or ac-
qodring, ,holding, or disposing of gold pursuantto the authorzations of 54.18
or 50:, or, *ay of1ceri director, or employee of such person, .t appear and.tes-
ty or to appear and'produce any of the rcos in paragraph (c) of
thi Wetlz. or beth, at any designate plaoe
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t 54.27, Reports. Every person holding a license Issued pursuant to paragraph
(a) of 154.25 shall make reports on the appropriate report form specified in such
license for the six months' periods ending on the last days of June and December,
respectively, and shall file such reports with the Director of the Mint, Treasury
Department, Washington 25, D. 0. Reports shall be filed within twentr-five days
aiter the termination of the period for which such reports are made,

Mr. MAnrT. I think, in the last few years, there would have been
no disadvantage. I think the disadvantage would come if somebody
like our Russian f&-ainds stirred up a conversion from dollars into gold
on the part of individual citizens; that would be only a troublemak-ing operation.

Senator MALowim. How would it make trouble?
Mr. MXAnIr. Well, I think the mere conversion of dollars into gold

just for the sake of saying that you are safer that way would cause
trouble; do you not ?

Senator MALOxv. No.
Mr. MA Wrz. You do not?
Senator MALoNz. I am for returning to the gold standard, of

course, and using a little horsesense and taking the lead in that move.
We are a powerful nation, and it has been the record over the years
that a powerful nation took the lead in establishing sound money as
a matter of fact, we did do that ourselves one time, did we not I "Was
it not 1889? Is that right?

Mr. MARxlI. Aroundthat time.
Senator MAwz". Probably our trouble in going on the gold stand-

ard now would be that we have given foreign nations dollar balances
that could demand all but about $6 billion of our $22.4 billion in ld.
We did take the lead in going on the gold standard in 1889 or
ever year it was.

Mr. MArnwx That is right.
Senator MAwNz. And is it not the fact that weaker nations follow,

they do not lead ?
Mr. MARnN. No. But you have a situation-
Senator MAONz. Please answer me. Over the history, has it not

been the powerful nations which took the lead going on a metal
standard, or whatever was used for stabilizing money?

Mr. Miimx. I think that is true.
Senator MALos. Are we not the most powerful nation now ? Let

us leave Russia out for a minute. Are we not the most powerful
nation in the world ?

Mr. Mhnirnq. I think we are.
Senator MALoNz. Well, are we not, including Russia, too ?
Mr. MArIN. I think we are, even including Russia. But I think

Russia is powerful enough to cause us real trouble in this.
Senator MAtoNz. I spent 2/ months behind the so-called Iron Cur-

tain. * While I was traveling more than 14,000 miles in Russia, they
would not even let our Ambassador out of Moscow, or any memberof the Embassy. I know Bu1 nm and Khrushcher better than:I
know you, and I let them drink that "vulcanizer special" they call
vodka, and I took . few drinks of wine. Bulganin and Khruhchev
finally letzme go into all of; the 16, Socialist Republics. I am writing
a mpqrt on te, asteri Hemisphere that will e available toy0u.There are two "reports 6h the Wetern emisvher that are now.
available to you. One of them is Senate Repor 1827 of the 8&i Con-
gress. The other one is Senate Document 88 of the 84th Congress.
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The first one covers the accessibility of critical materials in the
Western Hemisphere. The second one, the economic structure of each
of these 42 entities and nations,, showing exactly how they manipu-
late the value of their currency in terms of dollars for trade advan-
tage and how trade between the nations of the Western Hemisphere
can be facilitated and be made self-sufficient in the production of
critical materials for war or peace.

Mr. MARTiN. Did you get any indication from them as to the
amount of gold they had, the Russians, on your trip f

Senator MALoNE. Not accurate information, but they can mine it
pretty fast.

Mr. MARTIn. Right.
Senator MALoNE. And, according to mining engineers, one of them,

as a matter of fact, the chief, ex- President Hoover, can tell you con-
siderable about one of the large deposits of gold in Siberia that one
of his companies owned at one time. There are tremendous mineral
deposits in Russia. All this poppycock that you are going to surround
them and keep them from industrial development, or arming them-
selves, is just that.

I went into the Urals, one of the greatest mineralized areas in the
world, and I saw mining machinery, some of the largest in the world
being "poured" there. hope our report will be ready by the first of
the year.

And there will be no effective revolt. All that is poppycock. They
are living so much better than they were under the Czars, or that they
were 5 or 10 years ago.

But now back to our own citizens. Personally, I do not think Russia
is going to have any influence on any good American citizen, and
999%0o of them are good American citizens. The few traitors are not
the most dangerous. The many good, honest people who mouth
these catchwords and phrases that are created by the few traitors,
and by foreign nations are really doing the most damage. I I-"

These catchwords and phrases, such as "dollar shortage," "trade
not aid," catch on and become popular to repeat. i i

You say you do not think Ainericans should be allowed to own
gold and buy it and sell it among themselves. Tell me, now, why
again? I was not too clear on that answer. You only mentioned
Russia.

Mr. MArrnr. Well, I mentioned the generally upset condition of
the world.

Senator MALONE. What has that to do with it?
Mr. MA wrn. Well, I think it has a lot to do with it. There are

gold markets that we have already referred to, in Paris, in London,
and in Switzerland. They are good gold markets.

There are gold markets in Kuwait--
Senator M2twoNE. You mean for much above the $35? .
Mr. MiAuzr. Well, the trade that we are talking about would be

endeavoring to try to Set more for the gold; otherwise, there would!
be no particular point in- _ ....

Senator MLON. Let us confine this question right now to the
United States of America. Let us say they would have to have an
export permitto send it an l else, but among ourselves why could'
we not take the lid off and-say you could not put nme in jail- if you
caught me with a $5 goldpiece. You could now, could you not?
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Mr. MAR . We could now, ye.
Senator MAWNN) All right, what is the reason we could not raise

that curtain I
Mr. MAmr . I do not think there is any reason why we cannot raise

that curtain. I think it is purely a policy question that it seems to
me it would be unwise to raise it.

Senator MALON Whyf
Mr. MARTIN. Because of the unsettled international situation.
Senator MALONs. What has that got to do with it, if you just buy

and sell and trade it in our own county. .
Mr. MAiRnI. Well, if you could hold it for just around the country,

it would not make any difference.
Senator MALo. How could you export gold through the regular

channels without knowing it if you had to have an export permit.
Mr. M~Aan. Well, it is a matter of judgment, Senator. I would

think you would have great difficulty in controlling it, limiting it.
Senator MAL*N. You think our citizens would export it, regard-

less, and that is your only objection to it?
Mr. MARTIN. That is my princi al objection.
Senator MALONE. Otherwise iit cold be controlled, you think,

as far as locally is concerned, that they ought to be able to own their
own gold if they produced it or bought it, and sell it for any price
it would bring, or sell it to the Government if they want to, for the
$85 an ounce. You would then know what our people thought it was
worth per ounce.

Mr. MARTIN. That is right. I would favor ultimately the redeem-
ability of the currency in gold. I would not see any objection to it.

I would like to see us get there some day.
Senator MALONE. What do you mean my "some day"?
Mr. MARTIN. I do not see it in the foreseeable future, because you

must remember we have been off of the gold redeemability now for
over 20 years---.

Senator MAwNE. How long; 24 years, is it not, 25 years?
Mr. MAmR. Twenty-four years.
Senator MAO"u. Next year it will be 26.
Mr. MARnr. All right.
Senator MALN.. Wat has to happen I
Mr. MARnIN. To put us back on itl
Senator M[AwlO. Yes.
Mr. MARrN. I think you have to have more stable world condi-

tions than you have today and we have to be certain that we are
managing our monetary affairs in a -way which will warrant confi-
dence, and I think we are making progress in that direction.

Senator MAwNr. There have been unsettled conditions in the world
for 2,000 years. Do you have any idea there has ever been a condi-
tion such as you describe in the world ?

Mr. MAwriN. Well we know there have been periods which have
been less strenuous, I would say, than the present. .

Senator MA&wN. Well now, you must know this,, but just for pur-
poses of the record I am going to refresh your memory. For 800
years, 2 or 8 or 4 European nations have controlled colonial systems
and quashed the revolts have they not?

Mr liln. ht is right.
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Senator MAw, i4. And they would send a warship or cruiser, for
example if England had trouble in the Malayan State, you would
read in the paper a cruiser was on the way.

Mr. MzAns. Yes.
Senator MA z. And the cruiser arrives in about a week, and they

throw a little grapeshot over in the jungle, and there is no more in-
surrection; is tatnot right# Do you not remember reading about
that in the old days?

Mr. Mam . Yes, sir.
Senator MALO N Of course you do.
The difference now is that the colonial system is deader than Julius

Caesar. We were the first Nation to break away from England's co-
lonial system 180 years ago. Is that not right ?

Mr. AGR. Yes.
Senator MAww. Why did we break away from it? I guess you

would know that they would not allow us to build any manufacturing
plants or produce anything but raw materials. We sold them the raw
materials and were forced to buy their manufactured stuff, were we
not?

Mr. MATI. Right.
Senator MALwS. We were treated exactly like the Malayan States

until our people got tired of it, and one day the so-called tea party
broke up the act. Isn't that right?

Mr. MzWrnz. That is right.
Senator MALONE. The tea tax did not cause it, but it was the last

insult that broke the camel's back.
Mr. MAirn. You are probably right.
Senator MAwiN. It had been buildng up.
We were the first Nation to break away from the colonial system.
Mr. MaTn. We were certainly one of the first.
Senator MwN. Well was it not the well-disciplined colonial

system that kept an armed peace until World War I and you might
say up until World War IIIr

Mr. M . Colonialism was a factor.
Senator MAwnz. What else was a factor?
Mr. MARN. I think the whole currents of world trade. I do not

think just colonialism.
Senator MAoz. Do you not thin the world trade was directed

largely through that colonial qsteml
Mr. MAroN;. A large part of it but not all of it.
Senator MAwi. Do you remember the history-when Spain lost

South America ?
They lost their South American colonies; did they not? They had

practically every nation in South America under their control except
Brazil -did they not ?

Mr. &Zr;. Right.
Senator MAlON. I have been in every nation in South America.

And most of the nations have a statue of a fellow named Bolivar.
Ever hear of him I

Mr. MAWr. Simon Bolivar.
Senator MAwzr. That is ri*ht; and he rode a horse all over South

America arousing them agais Spain. He is always on a horse, that
statue.
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Mr. MAIx. Ye,
Senator MAtLOa. And they worship him I do they notI
Mr. MArN, Hight,
Senator MAtONIq, Iocatso Ito freed them from Spain, that Is what

thy say, Ito Is their George Washinfton 1It he not
MAmI In, 'He is it areltt nitiolnal tero,

Sector MALONHI All right.
In S1ai1, wh.paIn "ince they lost South America, has no power

at all; o thy? is hat not right
Mr. MAnTwru I would not go that far.
kenator MApwio?. Have you been in SpainI
M. MAwrtx. Unfortutately I have no, been i S pain,
86ePat O S AIO, i hftv, it IN a teribly poor, proud little nation,

It does not have anything, When It lost Iti colonies, It was deader
thian Jtlis (acsar, and, of coure, neither IHngland nor Franse have
any more power than Spain now Necalse they have lost their colonies,
They are still making a pretonse to hold nat ions in Africa with mate.
rial and mtoley we f rnislied them, France ts Using our money, and
the muntions we gentd there under a jayet clamor tit we are saving
the world to kill those colored people by the thousands in North and
French West Africa; Its that notright I

Mr. MAwrtx. I do not---*",,
&ntor MALowx, 1)o you not read the papers?
Mr. MAnryt I read ti papers.
Senator MAmomx. Do you not read about it I
Mr. MArTN. I read about It.
Senator MAWN11. Where do you think they are getting munitions

and money to carry on the fight in these colonial possessions
Mr. MAirn. I do not know*.
Senator MAmoz; I am simply tolling you this because you are talk-

i.a about stabilizations. It was stabized under a colonial system-
tM Far Bast, the Middle East, Africa, all divided between about 4
or 5 nation& And Spain in South America at one time. Is that notrigthtl I

M r. Mkwt. I will agree with you that thing are not stable.

Senator M xou. Will you aoree with me that they were stable;
whatever stabilizing effect they mad was under a colonial system for
several hundred years?

Mr. MAwr. There was some stability under that system; yes.
Senator M~wN&o. That is right.
Now Africa was simply divided among 8 or 4 nations; was it not ?
Mr. iZurU. Right.
Senator MAwxi. South Africa belonged to the Dutch. The Brit-

ish took it away from the Dutch. They fought each other, fought over
an arma that did not belong to either one of them, of course.

I took occasion to visit every nation in Africa, which is a tedious
thing, starting in Egypt, Cairo, went up the Nile, stopped at each
of te nati G-Khartoum where the Englih had their headquarters.
Khartoum; is that it?

Mr. M~awrl.Khrun
Smator MLwwm. Khartoum. You are right. . Talked to the Brit-
h over no there. 'He was not expecting to see a Senator, I know,

and ispecifly one like me that was not favorable to the colonial ys-
but just trying to find out what was going on.
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I continued through the TAke Victorla country into Johannesburg,
the Cape, and back through the lDelghin Congo, the Gold Coast, thi
Ivory Coast, French Wes Africa, and Morocco into Portugal,

Mr. MAWIII, I envy you the trip, It must have been very interest.

Lnator MAowii. It was interesting however, I did not make the
trip for social purposes, I inado thetrip to see and judge the idus.
trial development and possibilities. It is not easy since the people do
not talk your language,,

But back to your Idca of waiting for more stabilization before going
on the gold standard; It was stable underr the 4 or 6 European Coionia4
nations, France, England, Spain and Ielgium-4here is a Belgian
Congo you know. Africa was very stable for ma,.y, many genera.
tions under the Colonial minded European nations. Do you think we
should return to the colonial system for stability At the moment
the colonial system is dead.

Mr. MAn"N. No. I hope we will never go back to the colonial
system.

Senator MALO1s. Well, you must know that those little rations,
many of them, cannot make a living and exist if they were free,

Mr. MAw1I. It is going to be difficult for them.
Senator MAwIo It is not onlygoing to be difficult, but impossible,

If we make our system work the influence of Russia on us in greatly
exaggerated. It is vastly overrated. My personal opinion is that ff
all these American citizens who take the fifth amendment or refoMw
to take the oath of allegiance to this country should be kept off the
Federal, State, municipal, or school payroll, we would be in little
danger. If they can actually be disloyal without violating any law
of the United States of America that is their business, but they should
not be on a public payroll.

But that is where the influence of Russia is felt, if they have any,
through disloyal people in the public service.

Mr.M rNq. I think that is one of the places.
Senator MAwin. Of course it is, and we are lust gutless wonders

letting them do it. In almost every other nation they chop their
heads off or put them in jail and throw the key away.

This country may wake up quicker than you think.
Now, then, if the influence of Russia that you mention could be

minimized, do you see any reason why the people of the United States
within the borders should not own and buy and sell gold You say
it is a commodity. We have minimized the value of gold in trade.
Our Government since 1938 will not pay it to a national, a citizen of
our country, so why should they not establish a market for it in
this country,,

Mr. MAnm. Well, I think the present market is a little different
operation, but I see no reon, aside from the international reason-I
am only giving you my-

Senator MALoxz. That is only Russia you are talking about, Rus-
sian influence f

Mr. MAum. Russia and there may be others; it is Russia and her
satellites. It is the division of the world.

Senator MAw .Are you now confining itto the Russian satellitest
Mr. MArru. Well, I do not want toco ineit to anybody. I would
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say any unstable area in the world is a source of pull, perhaps, on
Senator MAtz. How are you going to stabilize everything in the

world I You have England now as helpless as a babe in arms. For
800 years they lived on a colonial system, and it is gone and they have
twice as many people there as can ever eat regularly again unless they
can become the production center and sell to us with tlieir cheap labor
under the free trade fostered at Geneva. Our high wage standard of
living was developed under article 1, section 6 of the Constitution,
with Congress adjusting the duty to take the profit out of sweat-
shop labor at the water's edge.

Mr. MAirlN. I do not think you and I are in disagreement on this
matter of redeemability. It is just a question of judgment as to when
exactly.

Senator MALoNE. What has to happen ? We are the strong Nation,
the Nation is a stable nation, or was before we started giving ever-
thing we have which includes markets and cash and gold to foreign
nations. It can easily be made stable again if we stabilize our cur-
rency, quit giving our gold away, and let the 1934 Trade Agreements
Act expire next year. I think Congress is about to take over its
constitutional responsibilities again. I only have one vote, but it
will be cast that way. There are 485 Members of the House. I think
the people are going to instruct them to get back on the job.

We are the most stable nation in the world; are we not?
Mr. MARTN. I hope we are.
Senator MAWNIP. Well, if we are not, it is our own fault, is it not,

through distributing our wealth to foreign nations ?
Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MAWNE. Then are we not the ones to take the lead in any

stabilization of currency?
Mr. MARTN. I think we are. And I think the only difference that

we have is this matter of judgment as to whether now is the time.
You have traveled very extensively in Africa and pointed out very
clearly-I wish I could have taken that trip-the ferment and change
that is going on in that great continent.

S, ator MOLoN. That is only my judgment, you know. I was
trying to tell you what they thought of the price of gold.

Even in Johannesburg they wanted a free market for gold, but they
were also very certain that they wanted us to continue to guarantee
$35 for it.

Mr. MARTI. That is right.
Senator MAwiON. They were very friendly, and on further question-

ing they were not sure it would require very much additional gold to
satisfy the market above $85 per ounce.
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They thought the price might come back very close to the $85 per
ounce if a free market were to be established. Speaking of chromite,
I could have gotten a concession to produce manganese and chromite
in South Africa. Their wages are about one-tenth or one-fifteenth of
American wages, and with this virtually. free trade we have now
through the Geneva operations, the American market for chromite,
manganese, zinc, lead, and tungsten is furnished by foreign low-cost
labor. That is what is the matter with the domestic market, imports
from cheap labor countries?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, I would not say t'at imports are what is neces-
sarily wrong with our market.

Senator MALONE..What is wrong with it I
Mr. MARnTI. I think you have to have efficient production and you

have to have, you have to deal in the price mechanism. I do not think
we can fix prices the world over. I believe this country can produce
more efficiently and effectively and meet competition.

Senator MALONE. You do?
Mr. MARTrN. I do.
Senator MALONe. My friend, I know you are not going to study this

lesson, but I am going to give you one.
Mr. MAwRN. I appreciate it. I am glad to have it.
Senator MALONE. And that is when this American capital, $44.5

billion, that has gone into foreign nations, promoted by our own De-
partment of Commerce and the four organizations financed largely
by American taxpayers go abroad with our machinery and know-Eow,
then the American working men and investors have no chance to com-
pete.

Mr. Mm N. We would be glad to put in the record a table we have
on this investment capital if you would like to have it.

Senator MALONE. I already asked for that and you have agreed to
do that. That is right; is it not?

Mr. MAIIor. Not that particular one, but we will be glad to do
that, Senator.

Senator MAzLON. I asked for the American investments abroad and
understand that they were about $44.5 billion.

Mr. MARTI. A little bit more than that. I did not understand
you to ask for that, but it gets up to nearly $50 billion.

Senator MALONE. Let us clarify it now so there is no question
about it.

Mr. MART[N. Fine.
Senator MALONE. That is what the committee needs.
Mr. MArm. That is right. We will be glad to put it in.
Senator MAroiB. Total amount and by country.
Mr. MAnm. Right.
Senator MAL;zE. That is to say, all investments, whether private

or Federal investment, and designate it in each case.
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(The information requested is as follows:)

U0Utet4 Btates invee emen abroad, by area
A. INTERNATIONAL INVk8TMENT POSITION OF THE UNITED STATES

tin mll"ons of dollars)

End of year

1982 t98 O4 108 19to

I. Private Investments:
Westen Europe----------------------.. 4,071 4,o0 O ,ff 8lS ,880 61108

Western European dependence ......... 04 0447 e 81 874
Other urop ............................ 14 18 14 29

ad........ 8t 8471 9%739 10,62 12,070
Latin merlean RepublW .....------... --- ,0l oat 70 8,81Other forst countries .................. 11 487Intena l Institutons ........... . 401 4247 420

T o ........................... . 2829 28,147 26,88 29,04 82,977

1. U. N (overnmont credits and claims:, Europe .... ..... .... 8.............. 9 ,787 9,884 9,02 9,028
Western European dependence ............ 60 63 3 21

ter 8uropo ............................... M 8 M 810 804 298
tr1ads ............................. 1........ 9t 18 7 8

Latin Amerioan Republics .................. 886 030 0 1,010 1,104
Other foreign countries ...................... 1,147 1,178 1,28 1,807 1,98
International institutions----------------8,448 8,448 8,448 8 8a , 443 8476

Total---------------------------..... 14,424 18,720 15,020 18,898 16,488

U?, Total private and Oovernnient:
Western Europe ............. 1............. 2 ,910 1,974 14,407 14,95 2 18,728
Weste' European dependencies ............- 887 710 682 711 8o
.t .r urop--...............................43 84 31 818 sr
Canada 6---------------- ---8848 8,790 9,764 10,882 12, 8

Latin American Republics .................. 7 7,981 8 68 9,292 1, 410
Other foreign countries ...................... 8907 4, 42S 5,123 1 M
International institutions----------------8,59. 49 8,871 8, 949 8, 919 8, 896

Total............................. 87 2 8%M7 42,20 4 4 ,97 49,48

1Preliminary.
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UnftieJ Htare. investment abroad, by area-Continued

D. NET OUTFLOW (-) OF UNITED STATES CAPITAL

1952 196 94 10-18 n

1. Private Investments:Weste tues a ...o............. -116 188 --11 -191 -742 -144
Western European dependencies. 10 -81 1 7 - -9
Other Europe ............... A ..................... (3) ( -10 (
Canada ... ............. -425 -406 -425 -310 -97 -260
Latin American Republics ....... -418 162 -VI -39 -826 -06
Other forelg countries ........... -90 -124 - 6 -406 -118
International Institutions ........ -119 -09 -184 12 -62

Tot . ................. -1,1.0 -877 -1.61 -1,18 -2. 0 -799
1. U, S. Government credits and claims:

Western Europee................ -110 151 M -47 -058 .,7
Wtorn European dependencies. -30 -4 7 4 2 (1)
Other Europe .................... _ 4 4 8 1
Canada .......................... - 4 2 9 a (3)
Latin American Republics ....... -8 -4 -84 - -97 -
Other foreign oountres ......... -0 -28 -90 -221 -448 -10
International Institutins ........ -6 2 1 2 -38 ......

ToW .......................... -420 -220 9 -802 -828 ' -2M

IM. Total private and Oovernment:
Wester Europe ................ -226 284 -236 -900 -219
Woetern European dependencis. -20 -85 1 11 -34 -9
Other Europ8 .................... . 0 4 4 -12 1
Canada .......................... -431 -412 -428 -301 -9" -260
Latin American Republics ....... -483 -188 -a3 -0 -92 -219
Other forelim countries ........... -966 -149 -435 -24 -804 -281
International Institutions ........ -128 -7 -183 -28 -21 -82

Total .................. .1,078 - i97 -1,8 -1, 40 -806 -1,049

I Preliminary.I Less than $M,000.

source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Busines.

Senator MALONE. Now, what kind of machinery and workers do you
think these American companies use in these foreign countries I Do
you think we and our efficiency here with our $17, $18 and $19 a day
labor in mining zinc and lead and tungsten and about 15 other metals,
do you think our great efficiency would compete with the $2 labor, 50
cents-a-day labor, and $2.50 labor with our machinery and know-how I

You said that, did you not?
Mr. MumrrN. I think over a period of years it is surprising how--
Senator MALONm. I am glad to get your point of view. You assume

they are not efficient I suppose.
Well, you are just two decades late. In every one of these countries

that I inspected, beginning in 1947 in Europe and ending last year, I
think, 1956 in Ireland. In 1955 I was in.Russia, in the Iron Curtain
countries 2 months and a half, traveled 14,000 miles in Russia. I
thought I had to see our star boarders first, and then I just went in and
finished the job behind the so-called Iron Curtain, They would not
let our Ambassador leave Moscow. We have destroyed our ambassa-dors by putting them on civil service. They do not dare crcss a dic-
tator of a country or they may get sent h9me, and that is a black
mark and they do not get promoted to another grade in pay.

• , .. .. ..+ + , . + + +. ++ • .

; t, + ,

98638-47-pt. 8-48+ , "
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We are back on this reason why we cannot own gold in this country
until we stabilize all these countries again. How many of them do you
think have to be stabilizedI

Mr. MAwnr;. I do not think it is very many on that.
Senator MAwN. How many?
Mr. MANR . Why1 T should say 8 or 10.Senator MAmoN Who are they?
Mr. MRArwN. Well, I would say France, Germany, Britain, Italy,

the Far East.
Senator MoW)iq. Far East, they do not even have an economic sys.

tern or a standard of living there; did you know that I They do not
know what you are talking about.

Is that what you are talking about?
Mr. MmaRN. Well, I think that is part of the problem today, as long

as you have the East and the West, the division between the East and
the West. Have you traveled in the Far East, Senator ?

Senator MALON. Yes throughout China, Malayan States, and other
nations. I went through the oil plant at Abadan, Iran, in 1047 with
a fine-toothed comb. They were training Iranians in a school there
for jobs in the plant. About 350,000 Iranians were profiting by that
oil operation of the British. The British were paying 18 to 20 cents
a barrel royalty and we were paying 50 or 60 cents just across the
line. Everybody knew the British were going to get run out of Iran.
It was a question of time. So when it happened we paid the bill and
gave it back to them.

I inspected all of the oil areas in the Middle East. I stopped with
King Ibn Saud for a while. The old king.

Mr. MAwzr. Can I ask you a question on this because I am in-
terestedI

Senator MALON. Yes.
Mr. MAnTEN. Do you think there is less likelihood in the foreseeable

future of these being a world war ? I do think we pretty well put that
back of us.

Senator MAW Nz. No. We are moving toward a world war only
because we insist upon controlling areas as near to Russia as Cuba is to
the United States. If we had the gumption to make our system
work, which we are not doing at the moment--and simply retain the
lead in bombs and ability to deliver them-we would not have a
war in 50 years. We are destroying our currency through inflation,
the route of every unstable nation in the world. Germany went that
way until it required a wheelbarrow full of money to buy a pair of
ham and eggs, so they pay their debts with worthless money, then took
a new start. That Is the way we are now headed, and I think you
know t, unless we reestablish a sound basis for our money.

Do you know any way out except to reestablish the gold or metal
standard so that when you exchange money with a nation you receive
paper or credit representing the same number of grains of gold or
ounces of silver that our money represents.

You know that was a factor a long time; do you not?
Mr. N sMi . Right.
Senator MALokm Do you not have to reach that status again in

order to have fair dealingif
Mr. Marw. No. I think the important thing is to not have hifla-

tion, which you and I are both against equally.
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Senator MALoNr. How are you going to prvet it unless by rebuxu-
ingto the gold or metal standard?

Mr. MArnr. Well, you are going to prevent it, as I have been saying
in these hearings, by reducing your spending and increasing your sav-
ing and getting a better balance in your general activity than we have
had; andI think that the last few years we have been akingagood bit
of progress; but you and I are not in disagreement on this redeem.
ability of gold. It is merely a matter of judgment as to whether in the
foreseeable future-and you have traveled much more widely &D I
hav-

Senator MALONE. This is your business. If you were talking engi-
neering and we were discussing foundations, darns, or electric power,
then I would take o ver.

But I have been in all of these foreign nations-I have seen them
manipulate the price of their currency for trade advantage. So when
I hear men like you talk, I can try to evaluate it.

Mr. MARTiz. Right. I was just making the point that I would hope
that we can have ultimate redeemability of gold, but I do not think
it is likely in the foreseeable future, and I do not think we should run
the risk-that is just a matter of judgment--of returning to it imme-
diately as long as the war clouds that you foresee are as--

Senator MALON. I do not foresee it if we have to settle all of the
problems of the world first. There has always been a war in Europe
and Asia. Many of these nations have never had an economic system
or a standard of living. There will be no war as long as we are able
to win any time it starts. That is the effective preventive, not dis-
tributing tha taxpayers' money all over the world and weakening our
own economic structure.

Mr. MA WN. Right.
Senator MALONE. If we keep dividing tax money and the nations

of the world, we are asking for an economic slump and in that event
the foreign nations win without a war.

Mr. ]mirx. I am not unduly optimistic about the possibilities of
peace in the world at the moment.

Senator MAwixi. Peace? Let us talk about our economic system.
If you make our system work, you do not have to buy anybody. Theywill all be with you. But if our economic sstem does not work--
and at the moment I think you will agree with me it is not working
too well-then no-one will be with you.

Mr. MAIrrn. It is not working as well as it should, but I am a bit
more optimistic about it than you are, Senator.

Senator MALOmz. Well, if you keep up 3 percent per year, then any
savings will decrease in value as they have the past 24 years. How
much was the inflation last year I

Mr. MAN. It was over 3 percent.
Senator MAwmr. All right. How much was it the year before
Mr. MA RnT. It was not quite that much. I
Senator MALOwz. How much was it beginning in 1933 until 19571

It is admitted to be 53 percent. Could you prepare a table for the
record # .

Mr. Mmix. I can get you a table on that, yes, for the record but
lou and I are both opposed to inflation, and I want to do evwthg
.can*
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(The information requeoed is as follows:)
The Consumer Price Index of the Bureau of T*lir Stat ist les for January 1088

wlat 55.1 percent of the 1947-49 average; Ik .Jnily 1917, the lIi s was 120.8. This
Is an lucreame of 119 percent, It might be mentioned, however, that the CP at
the beginning of 133 was down 24.0 percot from January RW0 and was at its
lowest level since July 1917.
The DtLS index of wh leiwuie prices fo.r all comzuodittoi other than farm

products and foods was 48.1 In Janui Tt 1ti8; in luly 1957, It was 125.0. The
rlm In these primes amounts to 161 percent. In early 1938, of course, wholesale
prices were also at very depressed levels.

The increase in average consunier prices from July 1O to July 1957 was 8,2
percent; in the preceding year It was 2,0 port.it. Average prices of all whole.
sale commodities wtoe 8.6 percent front wid.-10641 to ild-195T, as compared
with 8.2 percent frout mid-l05 to told.IU19. OxOxcmlilg farm products and
foods, the rise In wholesale prices was 8.5 percent from July 1)54 to July 1057;
in the preceding year these prices Increased 4.2 Dercent. (See accompanying
tabis.)

Ooaewmer ad Wholeeale prices, July 1955, 1986, and IR7

Wholesale Whole.aa
Conmsumr Prioe Index, Prime Index,

July of sub year Price I dex, all mnted- other than
all Item itie farm prod.uctm and food

196.-----------------------------114.0 110 fIM
105---------------------------------112)0 11841

.................... . .......... ................... 0 8.2 4.

m , ......................... ................... ......... 3.2a

S...............--------- ............... -. ...... . . 8

OWM sumou ot lo* $"tWtUO&

Senator MA.&wz. I think you are doing sts good a job, and I think
the fine Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. iItimphroy did a wonderful
job of keeping that bunch of boxes--they are so high now nobody can
see the op o them--balanced. Th t is all he did while he was in
there, ht 'fid not cure anything; and ou are never going to cure any-
thing un al you agai create a sonm batsis for our money system-
when yvo eehange ow money with Englitd, France, or the Argentine
and the paper or the promise to pay represents the same number 0f
grsins of gold or ounces of silver that you give them, then you are
making progress.
Do you agree that you will never stop inflation or slow it up sub.

statially intil you do that?
Mr. MAkn. I am more optimistic about getting there than you

are.
Senator MAtw. I think you could do it right away if Congress had

not given away all our gold through foreign dollar balances built up
by gifts of taxpayer' money. I certainly do not have to explain that
to you. We started with the $3.75 billion American money, to Eng-
land in 1946, did we not, then continued with the real giveaway plans?

Mr. MmaniN. That was the British loan.
Senator MAwNpo . And you could take that money and build up

dollar balances with it.

Mr. MAr. . Well, they bought goods with it.
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Senator MAwLOm. I did not ask that.
Mr. MARTIN. Well, they could have bought gold with it, but they

would have used the mold to buy goods. t
Senator MALWNI. Well, now, England has $1,175 million piled

up in dollar balances, which you would pay them tomorrow if they
presented it; would you not I

Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MALON. How did they get it?
Mr. MARTIr. Well they got a lot of it by trade.
Senator MAWNo. bid they?
Mr. MARIN. Yes, sir.
Senator MALON. How much money do you suppose we have given

tLlem since World War IIf
Mr. MAn.' It is a very sizable amount.
Senator MAWrNo. Much more than that--several billion dollars,

is it not ?
Mr. MAnTiN. Yes, it is more than that.
Senator MAoNz. The State Department says we have $15 billion

worth of trade. We always had 4 or 6 percent of our exportable
goods exported over the years. Today we have exported a less per-
centage of our exportable goods than we did when the 1934 trade
agreement was passed. Goods that are paid for, not goods you give
away. This silly stuff that we are manufacturing like tanks and
sending over there for foot soldiers nobody is going to use in a third
world war. However, we are afraid to quit manufacturing it because
of unemployment them.

But if you deduct-and this Senate Report 1627, 8d Congress.
did that for you-deduct the amount of gogds that we give them, and
deduct the money and subsidies we give the foreign nations, we are
now exporting a less percent of exportable goods than we were in
1934 when you passed the act.

Mr. MARTiN. I will be glad to check it, Senator.
Senator MALONz. The Assistant Secretary of State was testifying

on the sugar bill extension, how much surplus we were allotting Cuba,
how much we are going to give Peru, how much to other nations.
I would have liked to see Cuba's allocation slightly reduced in favor
of other nations.

During that cross-examination of the Assistant Secretary, I asked
him, for example, why the State Department was so adamant that we
keep such a large percentage of this surplus sugar coring from Cuba.
He said because Cuba buys our wheat. I said that is very inter-
esting. What price do we get for the wheat? Do we get our sup-
port price for it or the world price? There was some hesitation,
not much. He said they pay the world price for it. I said, when we
buy their sugar, do we pay the support price for the sugar or the
world price, where they sell the rest of their sugar and m ae money.
Considerable hesitation. He said we pay the support ce for the
sugar. I figured right at that moment, and the record will show-that
every hundred pounds of wheat that we sent to Cuba costs our tax-
pavers $1.35.

Did you ever hear of that I
,'Mr. NMrr. No; I did not.

Senator MA.. You are talking about trade in ey learned terms
to me. I was in the engineering business 30 years bere I came here,
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and I do understand those terms, and I know how to separate the
wheat from the chaff. We are faking it to our taxpayers. We are
buying our foreign trade-subsidizing our exo rts$ Secretary Ben.
son said that when we peddle our surplus grain at or below world
prices the nations which had been furnishing these foreign markets
write us off their list.

Now, you say, and I want to'get this clear, you are for going back
on the gold standard at some uncertain future time when everything
irons out and it is all peaceful and nice in the world and there is no
danger of a war, although there has never been such a period except
by f6rce through the colonial system.

Mr. MA xN. We are on a modified gold standard now, and I see
no reason-

Senator M oz; . What is a modified gold standard? Keep that
out a minute and answer my first question. You are in favor of going
on a gold standard, not modified or anything, when the millennium
arrives; is that what you said ?

Mr. MAIrN. Ultimately; yes.
Senator MAwwN . And that has nothing to do with 1 year, S years,

orS or1, orSO?
]W MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MALro. In the meantime, you are for what?
Mr. MaRTIN. In the meantime I think we are doing very well on

our present understanding that gold is the base of our currency. We
use it for all of our international transactions. We purchase it freely
at $85 an ounce, and we permit it to go into jewelry and for legitimate
use by artisans through licenses by the Treasury.

Senator MALomp. And you pay give the foreign nations cash to
build up dollar balances. Then any dollar balance held by a nation
can without question be converted to gold by presenting them here.

You have already testified that the nationals of these nations who
hold dollar balances can with little trouble convert their dollar
balances into the nation's dollar balances, central banks, or whatever
they use for the purpose. Then such dollar balances submitted by
such foreign nations would be honored in gold. You could .refuse the
payment in gold I suppose, or could you ?

Mr. MARiiN. Wel, we could. I would hope we would not.
Senator MAWNLU What would be the effect, in your opinion, if we

suddenly refused to honor these dollar balances in gold ?
Mr. MamN. I think it would be most unfortunate and might pro-

cipitate a panic.
Senator MALoNU. Well, this next panic will probably make the last

one look like a colt?,'Mr. MAR N. Itmay very well.
Senator MALOza. I believe that such refusal to pay in gold could

very well precipitate a panic, if we suddenly refuse to honor these
dollar balances.

Mr. MAw N. I do not see any reason why we would not.
Senator MALoNr. If we did not pay in gold?
Mr. MARIN. If we did not.
Senator MALowz. That was a question ?
Mr. MA . In my judgment.
Seator MaAwi Well i your j judgment is wh at I want. Tis i

field and your jU 'oent isni your

1 f
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I think if a man becomes an authority in one field, like an engineer,
or a lawyer, he is pretty lucky.

Mr. MATIN. Right$
Senator MALown. And in private practice, you only have to do that

a couple of times and the sign comes down off the door because you
cannot pay the rent. So we earn better.

Working for the Government, very few people learn that important
lesson. They think when elected or appointed they suddenly know
everything, and it works as long as Congress picks up the check.

Now, it is a fact that pretty near any -fool system works as long as
somebody picks up the check?

Mr. MKArN. That is right,
Senator MAi wrn. Who has been picking up the check interna-

tionally for the last, say, since the beginning of World War It What
nation has been picking up this check in exchanges; and trade and
various other ways I

Mr. MAwrN. r think the United States has been.
Senator MALONr. That is one of the things that is the matter with

our debt; is it not?
Mr. MwTirN. That is one of the problems.
Senator MAroli. How long do you think we can continue to do"

that I
Mr. MARTix. I think we have got to watch our step very carefully all

of the time.
Senator MALoNE. Well, are we?
Mr. MAR N. I believe we are making progress.'
Senator MAwNE. I am about to give you' a little information on

that.
Mr. MnARnr. We would like to get it.
Senator MALONE. There is a bill in here now that I do not myself

think will work. I have told the Secretary of the Interior that it will
not work.

It is the lead-zinc bill-the American mines are closed or closingx .
The workingmen are on the street. You know that,; do you nott

Mr. MArTInN Yes.
Senator MAwimu. So the Secretary presefited this long-rang, min-

eral plan that the administration talked about for 2 or 8 years. The
Secretary of the Interior presented it to the Senate Interior and In-
sular Affairs Committee, of which I am a member the ranking Uep.b-
lican member as a matter of fact. I listened to lhe Secretary saying
that they had figured out 17 cents for zinc and 14 for lead and that
when the price went below those amounts that' 1,2, or 8 cents a pound
tariff would be, added--nd would go oft when the price went above
that amount. We have been all through that on copper. And there,
is one advantage being older than anybody else-there are not very
many. But one of them is you have seen all these theorists come and.,
go and they do not worry you very much. They make their cycleand disappear completely.

So when the Secretarygot through, I said does the White House
agree with this? He saicthey do. I said, Yr. Secretary, I am for
you. It will not work, but the reason I am for you, you are the first
man in 24 years who has broken through the "soundT barrier" at the
White House and got them to admit that there must be tariff or a
duty to makeup the difference inthe wages and costs of doing b ginea,.
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including taxes# here and in the chief competing countries on each
product.

As long then as they have adinitted principle, I ain going with you,
because ontce y ou aduiit. the principle, ti it is only it question of who
should do the job and the latitude they should have,

Would you say that?
Mr. Mw'ri4r , I think so,.
Senator MALoNs. All Congress needs to do is to sit still on those

soft cushions and not extend the 1984 Trade Areenionts Act when it
expires in June of 1058 and the American workmnjenion and investors
are back In business, The 1980 Tariff Act mist bo amodod then to
give the Tariff Commission tli necessary latitude to adjust the flexible
import fee to take the profit out of the sweatshop wages at the waters
edue.Then do you understand that if you had never interfered with the

flexible tariff adjustment in 1934, and had not cheapened the dollar
58 percent, lowering to that extent the fixed duties or tariffs you would
not need the ad utment now I

Mr. MARnUX. I follow you.
Senator MAN1, I boliev it, is nearer 06 percent that the dollar

has been cheapened when you consider the entire market range, never-
theless if you can keep people believing it is only 53 percent, that is
bad enough.

In any case what you did was to cut the tariffs a little more than half,
any fixed tariff; did you not?

Mr. MRTiN. I assume you are right.
Senator MAW.Nx. All right.
All we need in Washington-it might not be all we need but it is

the first thing we need--is a little common horse sense. And as far
as I am concerned I have found very little of it here in the 11 years
I have been in the Kate, and I am sorry.

I want to get your idea of the gold standard straight in the record.
You believe we ought to go back to a gold standard just as soon as it is
possible, but you do not say whether it is to be 1 or 50 years ?

Mr. MAmnrz. That is correct.
Senator MAxoxN. You believe 5 or 6 of the principal nations of

Euro pemust be stabilized and getting back on a profitable basis before
it can done I

Mr. MAnRi. That is right.
Senator MALoNE Of course7 that statement alone makes returning

to a sane money policy impossible for a century of time, because these
nations are gone economically. They lived for 800 years on a colonial
slavery system. They have lost their colonies. The radio and air-
plane kQled the colonial system.

We are now furnishing the money and military equipment to kill
the people in the colonial systems to subdue them. The greatest harm
done to this country was that somebody told us that there were definite
answers to all economic problems. If we had any gumption at all,
we would know that there are no definite answers to all economic prob-
ISms.

You do not think we ought to have a free market for gold?
Mr. MASTS. Not at the present.
Senator MAwv . Where do you think the price of gold would go if

you had a free market tomorrow ? Just leave the law of supply and
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demand alone so the Government would buy it at $85 if they brought
it in; if they did not, they could sell or trade it to anybody.

Mr. MARTIN. I do not know, Senator.
Souator MAYONN. Would It go above or below $85
Mr. MAnvN. It Is a pure guess.
Senator MALOW 1. In this country I am talking about now.
Mr. MARwN. In this country, Ithink it would probably go below,

but I do not-
Senator MA1,ICN. What makes you think It would go below I
Mr. MAHUIu'. Just guesswork.
Senator MAJON m. Well, I am going to give you a little more infor-

mation so that you can use it for guessing purposes.
Mr. MARTIN. Fine.
Senator MAW^;x. There is only one mine in the United States of

ny consequence that can profltab1by produce gold and it Is threatened
with a shutdown; now the mine is in North Dakota, the Homestead.

Mr. MARIN. Homestead.
Sonator MAt4NO. That is right. Eery other mine has closed down

unleo they have a byproduct. The gold being produced now, you
will find, is a byproduct of copper or some other metal that they are
selling which helps in the price of that metal. They are not in the
gold-mining business at all except the Homestead. You have shut
them all down through inflation. The Government made it illegal
to run a gold mine during. World War I. Executive Order T.012,
shut down all the gold mines on the theory that the people who
are working in the mines would go to defense work. Of course, they
never saw a gold miner. You know that, do you.not?

Mr. MArnr. That is right.
Senator MALOsN. They did not get 10 men for defense work under

the order but they shut the gold mines down, which was their objec-
tive. When I say they, I do not know exactly who they are, do you I

Mr. MATrur. TIe gold miners, you mean?
Senator MAwON. -No. I know who the gold miners are. I am

acquainted with them. But who are the people who wanted us to
go off the gold standard and wanted us to quit mining gold Do you
know anyfting about that I

Mr. XA=rJ. No.
Senator MATwx. You have no way of finding out, no sources of

information?
Mr. MArmN. No.
Senator MAowz. You do know you cannot produce gold profitably

now under the increased wages and the decreased purchaaig power
of the dollar at $35, do you nof

Mr. MARaN. I have not gone into the production costs.
Senator MAwNz. If you are going to testify about gold, that the

gold might decrease in this country if we had a free market, you ought
to know something about the cost of mining, should you not?

Mr. MArrr. Abiut the production costs ? -Well, I am just putting
it on the basis of supply and demand.

Senator Mw.oiuWeUl, there is no demand untilyou are using it for
money is there I

Mr. kaiTi. Well there is some demand for it by artisans.
Senator MAWI. ou are sellingthat to themat $
Mr. MAM. Rights
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Swdtor MAWoN1, 1 it you think It might go below that price ?
Mr. MAnns, I do,
Senator MAwLN. WhyI
Mr. MARn,. It Is just my Mtuts on illprIj and demand relations.
Senator MALONA, T wit tot talking about to world supply. I wis

talkitng about the United Sttts etuation hwing a freo market,
Mr,-MAitif, I do not think you can isolate gold in the UnitedState &
Senator MALONRI, You mean that if ou lot American citizens have

It, we might sell it to foirotnmu sturrep itlously.
Mr. MAiTt. That is rig ht.
Senator MAL.omm. Every other nation allows their citizens to haveit?
Mr. MAwsix. Not all nations. Some do.
Senator MAroNN. You could soll it in any nation if you could own

it here?
Mr. M^ qix. Well, we promised a table, I think, Senator indicat.

Ing in which countries it wan'permitfted to deal in gold. There are
many countries which do not permit it.

Senator MAONz. Why do you think that they could control their
nationals any more than you could control our own citizens# They
would probably deal internttionally regardless. Do you think for-
eim nations could control their citizens better than we could our own ?

Mr. MfArwrr. Well, sit, we at not speaking now--are we speaking
of a old market, the existence of a gold market, or the convertibility
of 9od the redemption of gold I

SmNor MAr,oM. You know exactly what we are talking about.
Let the Wl per ounce'law stand so that an American may sell an ounce
of gold for $85, but they could also sell it to each other for any price
offerd.

Mr. MXAwr. You are speaking of a gold market. And your ques-
tion is why can other countries tolerate a gold market I

Senator MaWN. No, I did not ask that at all. The chairman just
testified if we had a free market here among ourselves we could not
kee our people from sending it out of the country; that is what you
said, did you not?

Mr. MAwri. That is right.
Senator MA .W . If we cannot keep our nationals from sending it

to a man in South Africa, how is South Africa going to keep a national
there from sending it to another nation ?

Mr. MARGxT. As a matter of fact, I do not think those export con-
trols are effective in those countries.

Senator MAwixx. Do you think there is quite a bit of it imported
here then ?

Mr. MARo . Well it would have to come to the Treasury. I have
no information that it comes to private purchasers.

Senator MAmLo.m How do you know that it could not be smuggled
into this country and never go to &'bank I'

Mr. M& orr. I do not know that it could not.
Senator MALO . Do you not think we could have a better system

than any other nation that you know about
Mr. I Arr. You mean in terms of controlsI
Senator M . Yes. YoU. could control it from being shipped

internationally if any other nation could do it.'
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Mr, MAnoyr. I sunpet we do, as a matter of fact,
Senator MArIAMn. Well, could not we, If we had a free market here

so that Jim can sell It to John for any price per ounce that John
wanted to pay--John might sold some to hIs Cous n in another nationo-
you are itfrald that you could stop the transaction. But no other
tntion seems to fie afraid of that procedure.

Mr. MAnoWr. May I state whit--this Is not my own opinion but
wlhat I have heard--some of my friends say their position is on the
gold market. They say thi-s-now I am not saying whether it Is
right or not, but I Cink this is the argument that ought to be faced-
they say if you start pernittin gold market, you]Save, a situation
In which a gold premium would emerge, not necessarily tomorrow
but some other time. The prie might go over $85 an ounce.

Senator MA NoZ. What would be the matter with that result?
Mr. MAw.rT, Then, they say, there would then be great premure on

the United States Government to keep that premium fiom rising,
that Is to say to kee the dollar price going from above $85 an ounce,
so we would have take the next step, namely, internal gold e-
deemability.

Senttor WArLN. You mean raise the price I
Mr. MA^IrIw. No. They say you would have to paw from the free

gold market stem, which is what we have been talking about, to
the next, what they would regard as the inevitable step, the "gold
standard" as you have been using the term, namely, internal gold
redeemability.

Senator MAWNE, What would be the matter with that procedure?
Mr. Mmior. Well, the arguments are those which the chfrirmn

has stated from his own standpoint as to what the risks might be.
If your question, Senator, is why does-why do the other countries
tolerate-

Senator MALWNE. No. My question was not that at alL My ques-
tion is: How is it that foreign countries can control the export and
import of gold and allow their citizens to own it and buy and sell
it where we cannot, according to the testimony of the chairman?

Mr. MAEO r. I think we do in effect right now control the export
and import, under the existing restrictions. I do not know what de-
grem of success we would have if we had a free market,

What I was going to try to answer, Senator, was what I took to
be your question, namely, how is it that other countries take the risks
associated with permitting the existence of a free gold market.

Senator MAwNE. How can they do it? How can they control the
export of gold if we cannot ?

Mr. MAiulr. I do not think they control the export of gold. I
do not think any Government is-

Senator MALONE. Do you think it injures their system I
Mr. MAwoT. That was the point I was going to come to.
The argument of those who do not want us to go to the gold mar

ket, because they think it would lead to internal gold redeemzability,
is this: That it does not make much difference, they say, whether a
small country even like Switzerland, does or does not see a premium
develop in a ee market on its currency, but the suggestion is that it
does make a great deal of difference to the United-State; and that
therefore, the United States would be forced to tak an acton with
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respect to a free market which these small countries are not neces-
sarily forced to take.

I am merely stating the argument, Senator.
Senator MU~wi. You do not believe it yourself I
Mr. MARGoET. Well it is a question of judgment, honestly.
Senator Mroz;. What is your judgment, as long as we are talk.

ing to you?
Mr. MAiwrnr. Honestly, I do not know the answer.
Senator MALOxz. Well, I did not think you did.
Now, all these other little nations are running wild in manipulating

the price of their currency, are they not ? They fix a price on their
moneys in Bolivia; three times its value, for example. When I was
there, a little nation, the Indians sitting out on the mesas herding
a few sheep or 6 or 7 llamas--they have nothing else in the world;
nothing visible to live upon. So the government manipulates its
currency value in terms of the dollar for trade advantage.

When you got a dollar, if you are a trader there, the rule of the
treasury or central bank was that you turned it in within 80 or 60
days, under penalty, at the price set by that central bank.

Mr. MARo 'r. Yes.
Senator MAToNi. Do you know what it was in 1054 when I was

there? Five hundred bolivianos is what you got for your little
dollar. You know what the market price on the street for a dollar
was? Seventeen hundred bolivianos.

So they stole two-thirds of it in the first goaround, so profitable trade
with them was out of the question.

Mr. M&n or. Eventually it went up to 14,000 Senator.
Senator MALOw& All ri ht. You know exactly what I am talking

about, and that is where t e dollar is going one of these days if we
just keep a managed currency long enough.

Mr. MARxn. We are trying to manage it so it will not go that far.
Senator MAWEz., I know that you will pass out of the picture one of

these days and be gone and forgotten, just like all Senators and
Cabinet oflials.

But while we are temporarily in these positions, my opinion is it
is necessary to leave a factual record.

Then as long as these people refuse to do anything but take ad-
vantage by fixing a fictitious price on their currency in terms of the
dollar for trade advantages, you do not think we can go gack on the
gold standard ?

Mr. MATI. That is correct.
Senator MAwi-. England manipulates the price of the pound.

Nobody thinks it is worth $2.80 fora pound. It was only worth $2.60
in the Hong Kong free market when they held it at $4.08.

So as long as they do that, and they are going to do it forever until
we stop honoring or tolerating it, you just do not think we can return
to an honest currency in this country ?

Mr. N[ArIN. I think we are making a move toward honest cur-
rency by managing. Now, we may abuse this management of the
currency, as you rightly say, but I think we are managing our affairs
pretty well.

-Senator MA1O_ xI I thhd you are doing a marvelous job under the
conditions. But no human ieing can manage it except with continued
inflation. You do not think you can stop inflation, do you ?
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Mr. MARTIN. I do.
Senator MALONE. When do you think it is going to be stopped ?
Mr. MARTIN. I think before too long.
Senator MALoNi. Would you set a date I
Mr. MARTIN. No; I cannot set a date.
Senator MALONE. Is it 2 years or 5 or 10?
Mr. MARTIN. I think we have got to stop it, and I think we will.
Senator MALONE. How are you going to stop it ?
Mr. MARTIN. I think you are going to stop it by refusing to print

money, which is where the root ofit comes from.
Senator MALONE. Of course, you and I know that, but you have not

refused.
Mr. MARTI. We have been doing the best we can.
Senator MALoNE. Well, I will get to that pretty soon.
I am going to ask you one of fie $64,000 questions. The Secretary

was very careful to keep out of your business. I did not think he
should have, because I thought he should understand it, and I think
he did, but that was his judgment, and I bowed to it, because I like
him and I did not want to have any cntroversy with him.

He was very frank, eventually, that he set the interest on Govern-
ment bonds, that it was his responsibility. Of course, he made quite
a speech about it. Said lie consulted a lot of people.

But in the last analysis, it was his sole judgment as to what interest
they should carry so that they would sell. Is that true?

Mr. MARTIN. That is correct. We consult with him, but it is hisresponsibility to set the coupon.
Senator MALONE. After giving him all the best advice you can give

him, and he has talked to everybody else he cares to, eventually he
puts the finger on it, whether it is 5 or 6 percent or 2 percent, or wh at-
ever it is or10 1

Mr. V3iN. Unless he decides to do it at auction, that is, permit
the market to set it without setting a coupon rate.

Senator MALONE. Does he often do that ? -
Mr. MARTN. He has done it increasingly in the last year or so, be-

cause it has been very difficult---
Senator MALot. What percentage of the bonds, of the $280 bil-

lion or thereabouts have been sold under those conditions
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I would-about 10 percent.
Senator MALox. There you are. You see, it does not amount toanything. .inety percent of the time he does fix the interest on issues coming

up, after getting whatever advice he wants to get. If he did not want
any advice, he still has authority to fix it, has he not ?
, -Mr. MARTz. He fixes it by making a judgment on what the market
is.

Senator MANE. And he does not have to take anybody's advice,
does he ?

Mr. Minim. No; he does not.
Senator MALoNE. I will come to you. He finally did tell me that

you with'your Board (seven men) determined how much money there
is to be in circulation. Is that true I

Mr. Manmr. The money supply is in our--is one of our preroga-
tives.
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Senator MAwNn. Well, that "our" is used courteously, but it is
really in your hands, is it not I

Mr. Mirn. That is right. We have the responsibility.
Senator MAizi. You are the Chairman?
Mr. MATN. Well, the Chairman alone cannot do it. I am just 1

man on a Board of 7.
Senator MAwNz. How many Board members?
Mr. MNArrn. There are 7 Board members, and each of the--there

are 12 Reserve banks and 24 branches.
Senator M~wNo. Would you put a list of those banks in tho record?
Mr. MasrN. I will. I will put a list of the banks and the directors

of the banks.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

DIRECTORS OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS AND THEIR BRANCHES
[A majority of the directors of a branch are appointed by the board of

directors of the Federal Reserve bank and the remainn directors ae
appointed b the Board. Directors appointed by the Board are indicatedbi an asteriskj

FznuL Rssvz BANK ov BOSTON
Class A:

Harold I. Chandler, president, The Keene National Bank, Keene, N. H.
Oliver B. Ellsworth, president, Riverside Trust Co., Hartford, Conn.
William D. Ireland, president, Second Bank-State Street Trust Co., Boston,

MasClass B:
Frederick S. Blackall, Jr., president and treasurer, the Taft-Peirce Manu-

facturing CO., Woonsocket, R. I.
Harry E. Umphrey, president, Aroostook Potato Growers, Inc., Presque Isle,

, Maine.
Milton P. Higgins, president, Norton Co., Worcester, Mass.

Class C:
Robert C. Sprague (chairman), chairman and treasurer, Sprague EiM&tric

Co., North Adams, Mass.
Harvey P. Hood, president, H. P. Hood & Sons, Inc., Boston, Mass
James R. Killian, Jr., president (deputy chairman), Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

FEanAmL IuMavm BANKC OF Nzw YORK
Class A:

Ferd I. Collins, president and trust officer, Bound Brook Trust Co., Bound
Brook, N. 7.

Howard C. Sheperd, chairman of the board, The First National City Bank
of New York, New York, N. Y.

Charles W. Bitser, president, City Trust Co., Bridgeport, Coun.
ClaSS B:

Augustus C. IOng, chairman The Texas Co., New York, N. Y.
Clarence Francis, director, General Foods Corp., New York, N. Y.
Lansing P. Shield, president, the Grand Union Co., East Paterson, N. 3.

Class C:
Forrest F. Hill, vice president (deputy chairman), the Ford Foundation,

New York, N. Y.
Franz Schneider, consultant to Newmont Mining Corp., New York, N. Y
John I. Bierwirth, president (chairman), National Distillers & Chemical

Corp., New York, N. Y.
Buffalo branch:

Vernon Alexander, president, National Bankof Geneva, Geneva, N. Y.,
Leland B. Bryan, president, First National Bank & Trust Co., Corning, N. Y.
Charles H. Diefendorf, chairman of the executive committee , the Marine

Trust Company of Western New York, Buffalo, N. Y.
*Raymond E. Olson, president, Taylor Instrument Con., Roehester, N. Y.
*Ralph F. Peo, chairman and president, Houdalle Industries, Inc., Buffalo,N.Y.

'1
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John W. Remington, president, Lincoln Rochester Trust Co., Rochester, N. Y,
*Clayton 0. White (dairy farmer) (chairman), Stow, N. Y.

JZDzRAL Rusiwv BANK or PIZuWJ3w A
Class A:

W. Elbridge Brown, president and trust officer, Clearfield Trust Co., Clear.
field, Pa.

Lindley S. Hurt, president and trust officer, the First National Bank of
Milton, Milton, Pa.

Geoffrey S. Smith, president, Girard Trust Corn Exchange Bank, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Class B:
Bayard L. England, president, Atlantic City Electric Co., Atlantic City,

N.J.
Charles E. Oakes, president, Pennsylvania Power & Light Co., Allentown, Pa.
R. Russell Pippin, treasurer, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilming-

ton, DeL
Class 0:

William J. Meinel (chairman), chairman of the board, Heints Manufacturing
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Henderson Supplee, Jr., president (deputy chairman), the Atlantic Refining
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Lester V. Chandler, professor of economics, Princeton University, Princeton,
N. 1.

.EDER L REsOLvu BANK or CLVEA"D
Class A:

Edison Hobstetter, president and chairman of the board, the Pomeroy Na-
tional Bank, Pomeroy, Ohio.

King E. Fauver, director, the Savings Deposit Bank.& Trust Co., Slyria,
Ohio.

John A. Byerly, president, Fidelity Trust Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Class B:

Joseph B. Hall, president, the Kroger Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Charles Z. Hardwick, executive vice president, the Ohio Oil Co., Findlay,

Ohio.
George P. MacNichol, Jr., president, Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., Toledo,

Ohio.
Class C:

Frank J. Welch, dean, College of Agriculture and Home Economics, UnIver.
olty of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.

Arthur B. Van Buskirk (chairman), vice president and governor, T. Mellon
& Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Joseph H. Thompson, president (deputy chairman), the M. A. Hanna Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Cincinnati branch:
Roger Drackett, president, the Drackett Co., (CininnatL, Ohio.
Bernard H. Geyer, president, the Second National Bank of Hamilton, Hamil-

ton, Ohio.
*Anthony Haswell, president (chairman), the Dayton Malleable Iron Co.,

Dayton, Ohio.
*W. Bay Irvin, president, Marietta College, Marietta, Ohio.
*Ivan Jett (farmer), Georgetown National Bank Building, Georgetown, Ky.
Franklin A. McCracken, executive vice president and trust officer, the Ntew-

port National Bank, Newport, Ky.
William A. Mitchell, president, the Central Trust Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Pittsburgh branch:
Frank C. Irvine, president, First National Bank In Tarentun, Tarentum, Pa.
John H. Lucas, chairman of the board, Peoples First National Bank & Trust

Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
*Douglas M. Moorhead (farmer), North East, Pa.
*Ben Moreell, chairman of the board, Jones & Laughlin Steel Corpq Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
Sumner E. Nichols, president, ecurtyPeoples Trust Co., Urie, Pa.
*John a Warner, president (chairman), Carnegie Institute of Technolog,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
hring W. W11son priodentq Aluminum Company of America itsburgh, Pa.
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F]%paAL RuIVNn BAtIX or Itiomorn

Class A:
Daniel W. Bell, president and chairman of the board, American Security &

Trust Co., Washington, D. 0.
Joseph 1. Healy, president, the Citizens National Bank of Hampton, Hamp-

ton, Va.
Robert Gage, president, the Commercial Batik, Chester, 8. C.

Clas B:
Robert 0. Huffman, president, Drexel Furniture Co., Drexel, N. C.
To. Vinton Hershey, president, Hagerstown Shoe Co,, Hagerstown, Md.
W. A. L. Sibley* vice president and treasurer, Monarch Mills, Union, S. 0,

Clasm a:
D. W. Colvard dean of agriculture, North Carolina State College of Agri-

culture and £hginering, Raleigh, N. C.
John B. Woodward, Jr. (chairman), chairman of the board, Newport News

Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co., Newport News, Va.
Alonso 0. Decker, Jr. (deputy chairman), executive vice president, the

Black & Decker Manufacturing Co., Towson, Md.
Baltimore branch:

*Gordon M. Cairns, dean of agriculture, University of Maryland, College
Park, Md.

$William Purnell HUll (chairman) executive vice president, Maryland Ship.
building & Drydock Co., Inc., Baltimore, Md.

James M. McElroy, executive vice president, First National Bank, Baltimore,
Md.

Charles A. Piper, president, the Liberty Trust Co., Cumberland, Md.
John W. Stout, president, the Parkersburg National Bank, Parkersburg,

W. Va.
Stanley B. Trott, president, Maryland Trust Co., Baltimore, Md.
*Clarence R. Zarfoss, vice president, Western Maryland Railway Co., Balti-

more, Md.
Charlotte branch:

*William H. Orer (chairman), executive vice president, Rock Hill Printing
& Finishing Co., Rock Hill, S. C.

Charles D. Parker, president, First National Bank & Trust Co., Asheville,
N. 0.
Ernest Patton, chairman of the board, the Peoples National Bvtnk of Green-

ville, Greenville, 8. 0.
1. W. Stewart, president, the Commercial National Bank, Charlotte, N. C.
*Paul T. Taylor, president, Taylor Warehouse Co., Winston-Salem, N. 0.
0. 0. Watts, president, the Merchants & Planters National Bank, Gaffney,

S.C.
*T. Henry Wilson, president and treasurer, Henredon Furniture Industries,

Inc., Morganton, N. 0.

F=ZUAL Rawwtav BANKC OF ATLANTA

Class A:
W. 0. Bowman, chairman of the board, the First National Bank of Mont-

gomery, Montgomery, Ala.
William C. Carter, chairman and president, Gulf National Bank, Gulfport,

MIs.
Roland L. Adams, president, Bank of York,.York, Ala.

Class B:
Pollard Turman, president, 1. K. Tull Metal & Supply Co., Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
Donald Comer, chairman of the board, Avondale Mills, Birmingham, Ala.
Joseph T. Lykes, chairman and director, Lykes Bros. Steamship Co., Inc.,

Tampa, Fla.ClassO(:
Henry 0. Chalkley, Jr., president, the Sweet Lake Land"& Oil Co., Lake

Charles, La.
Walter M. Mitchell, vice president (chairman), the Draper Corp., Atlanta,

Ga.
Harllee Branch, Jr., president. (deputy chairman), the Southern Co, At.

lanta* Ga.
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Birmingham branch:

*l0dwin 0. Botteher (farmer) chairmann), Post Office Drawer 885, Cullman,
Ala.

Robert M. Cleckler, president, First National Bank of Ohlldersburg, Chil.
dersburg, Ala.

John R. Downing, executive vice president, Cltizen-Farmers & Merchants
Bank, Brewton, Ala.

a. W. MeLood, president, the Morgan County National Bank, Decatur Ala.
Malcolm A. Smith, first vice president, Birmingham Trust National Bank,

Birmingham, Ala.
*John 10. Urquhart, president, Woodward Iron Co., Woodward, Ala.
*Adolph Well, Sr., president, Well Bros..Cotton, Inc., Montgomery, Ala.

Jacksonville branch:
Linton 10, Allen, chairman, the First National Bank at Orlando, Orlando, Fl.
W. N. 1lls, chairman and president, the Commercial Bank A Trust Co.,

Ocala Fla.
James 4. Garner, president and chairman, Little River Bank A Trust CO.,

Miami, Fla.
James L. Niblack, president, the First National Bank of Lake Clty, Lake City,
Fla.

*Jr, Wayne Reitz, president (chairman), University of lorifd, Goaiaewlie,Fla.
*Harry M. Smith, president and manager, Winter Garden Ornamentol

Nursery, Inc., Winter Garden Fla.
*Mc~regor Smith, chairman o the board and director, Florida Power A

Light Co Miami, Fla.
Nashville branch: .

Jo H. Anderson, president, Park National Bank of Knoxville, Knoxvlle,
Tenn.

Stewart Campbell, president, the Harpeth National Bank of Franklin,
Franklin, Tenn.

J. R. Kellam, Jr., executive vice president, Commerce Union Bank, Nash-
ville, Tenn.

*Ernest J. Moench, president, Tennessee Tufting Co., Nashville, Tenn.
*A. Carter Myers treasurer (chairman), Knoxville Fertilizer Co., Knox-

ville, Tenn.
*Frank B. Ward, dean, College of Business Administration, University of

Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.
C. L. Wilson, chairman and president, the Cleveland National Bank, Cleve-

land, Tenn.
New Orleans branch:

William J. Fischer, president, Progressive Bank & Trust Co., New Orleans,
La.

*Joel I. Fletcher, Jr., president, Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Lafay-
ette, La.

3. Spencer Jones, president, the Citizens National Bank in Hammond, Ham-
mond, La.

*G.. H King, Jr., executive vice president, King Lumber Induxtries Canton,Miss.

D. U. Maddox, president, the Commercial National Bank & Trust Company
of Laurel, Laurel, Miss.

H. A. Pharr, president, the First National Bank of Moble, Mobile, Ala.
*]0. X. Wild (rice grower) (chairman), Midland, La.

NFwmAL Rm=Zs BAXX or Omcao
Class A:

Walter 3. Cummings, ohalrman, Continental Illinois National Bank & Trust
Co. of Chicago, Chicago, IlL

Nugent I. Oberwortmann, president, the North Shore National ank of
Chicago Chicago, IlL.

Vivian W. Johnson, president, First National Bank, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Clss B:

Walter n. Hawkinson, vice president in charge of finance, and secretary,
Allh-Chalmere Manufacturing Co, Milwaukee, Wis.

William J. Grede, president, Grede Foundries, Inc., Milwaukee, Wi%
Wiliam A. Hanley, director, l Lilly & Co. Indianapolis, lad.
968 7--pt 8----1
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Class 0:
Sort . Prail (ehairlati), W8 ltide Ituad, Wimietka, Ill,
Robert P. Brigj, executive vice president, Cohsuners Power Co., Jackson,

Mich.
J. Stuart Rtutioll, farm editor (deputy ebsIrmau), the Des Molnes Register

& Tribune, Lks Moinlev Iowa
Detroit branch :

*John A. Hanmah president (chairman), MI chian state University, East
Lansi119 Mich.

Ia A. Moore, chairman of the board, Peoples National Bank of Grand Zapids,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Rowar P, Parahali, president, Bank of the Commonwealth Detroit, Mich,
*C, V. Patterson, elective vice president, the Upjohn Co,, galawasoo, Mich,
Raymond T, Porrlng,roesident, the Detroit Dank & Trust 0o., Detroit, Mich.
5xset W. Potts', president, OitiUses Commercial & Savings Bank, Flint,

Mich.
*J. Thomasmith, president, Detroit Harvester Co., Detroit, Mich,

5',Aw PAssva DANx or STr, LovIs

Phil W. Chappell, president, Platnteris Hank & Trust Co., Hopkinsvillo, Ky.
J. V. Utherton, president, the Carbondale National Bank Carbondale, Ill,
XentOa R, Cmven., president, Mercantile Trust Co., St. Louis, Mo.(3IassB:
L J. Wieck vile presdent and treasurer, the May Department Stores Co,,

SL Louis, io.
a. J. tauchamp, Jr., president, Terminal Warehouse Co., Little Book, Ark,.
Varaid 0. MaOutchan, executive vice president, Mead Johnson & Co., Evans-

yfl, lad,
classC:

J3oeph H. Moore (farmer) (deputy chairman), Charleston, Mo.
J. H. Longwell, dean, College of Agriculture, University of Missouri, Colum-

bla, Mo.
Pierre a McBride, president (chairman), Porcelain Metals Corp., Louisville,

KY,
Uttle Rock branch:

Donald Barger, president, Peoples Exchange Dank, Rlussellville, Ark.
OT. Winfred Bell, president, Bush-Caldwall Co., Little Rock, Ark.
I. C. Benton, president, Fordyce Bank & Trust Co., Fordyce, Ark.
B. C. McKinney, Jr., president, the First National Bank of El Dorado, El

Dorado, Ark,
*Shuford . Nichols (farmer, dinner, and cotton broker), Des Arm, Ark.
J. V. Satterfield, Jr., president, the First National Bank in Little Rock,

Little Rock, Ark.
*A. Howard Stebbins, Jr. (chairman), Post Office Box 1418, Little Rock, Ark,

Louisville branch:
*David F. Cocks (chairman), vice president and treasurer, Standard Oil 0o.

(Kentucky), Louisville, Ky.
*Philip Davidson, president, University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky..
Mag aus J. Krelsle, president, the Tell City National Bank, Tell City, Ind.
W., tt Mcntosh, president, State Bank of Hardinsburg, Hardlnsburg, Ind.
M. Q Minor, president, the Farmers National Bank of Danville, Danville, Ky.
J. D. Monin Jr. (farmer), Oakland, Ky.

Merle 3a Roiertson, chairman of the board and president, Liberty National
Bank & Trust Company of Louisville, Louisville, K.

Memphis branch:
*Henry Banks (farmer), Olarkedale, Ark.
J. H. Harris, president, the First National Bank of Wynne, Wynne, Ark.
'A. N. Hohenberg, president (chairman), Bohenberg Bros., Memphis, Tenn.
John A. MXcall president, the First National Bank of Lexington, Lexington,

'ohnD. Williams, chancelor, the University of Mississippi, University,

John IL Wilson president, the First National Bank of West Point, West
(a cy
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ftwcaAL ltr-syvs BANC Of MzNNW OLAPoII
Class A:

Harold 0, Iteling, cashier, First National Bank In Bottinean, Bottineau,
N. Dak.

Joseph F. Ringland, president, Northwestern National Bank of Minneapolis,
MinneapolIs, Minn,

Harold .Thomson, vice president, Varmers & Merchants Bank, Presho,
8. Dak

Class B:
Ray C. Langs, president, Chippewa Canning Co, Inc., Chippewa calls, Wis.
Thomas 0. Harrison, president, Super Vain Stores, Inc., Hopkins Minn.
John 10s Corette, president and general manager, Montana Power 6o,, Butte,

Montt
ClamO :

D. Jesnes, head (deputy chairman), department of agricultural ow
nomics University of Minnesota Institute of Agriculture, St. Paul, Minn.

F. Albee lodin, president and general manager, Lake Shore, Inc., Iron Moun.
tin, Mieh.

Leslie N. Perrin, director (chairman), General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Min.
Helena branch:

A, Wo Heldel, president, Powder River County Dank, Broadus, Mont.
J, Willard Johnson, financial vice president and treasurer, Western Life

Insurance Co., Helena, Mont.
George N. Lund, chairman of the board and president, The Firt National

Bank of Reserve, Reserve, Mont.
* Carl McFarland, president (chairman), Montana State Univeasity, Mis.

soul, Mont.
* George It Milburn, manager, N Bar Ranch, Grass Rangs, Mont.

FwvO.AL ItOuVn BANK or KAitsAs CrrY
Class A:

Harold Kountse, chairman of the board, the Colorado National Bank of
Denver, Denver, Colo.

W. S. Kennedy, president and chairman of the board, the First National
Bank of Junction City, Junction City, Kans.

W. L. Bunten, president, Goodland State Bank, Goodland, Kans,
Class B:

Max A. Miller (livestock rancher), Omaha, Nebr.
V. M. Dodds, chairman of the board, United State. Cold Storage Corp.,

Kansas City, Mo.
K. S. Adams, chairman of the board, Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartleoville,

Okla.
Clam C:

Joe W. Seacrest, president (deputy chairman), State Journal Co., Lincoln,
Nebr.

Raymond W. Hall, (chairman), vice president and director, Hallmark
Cards, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

Oliver S. Wlllham, president, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Okla.
Denver branch:

Merriam B. Berger, vice president, the Colorado National Bank of Denver,
Denver, Colo.

Arthur Johnson, president, First National Bank In Reaton, aton, N. Mx.
Ralph S. Newcomer, executive vice president, First National Bank In Boulder,

Boulder, Colo.
*Akiel Nielsen, president (chairman), the Tite Guaranty Co., Denvero, Colo.
*Ray Reynolds, (cattle feeder and farmer), Longmont, Colo.

Oklahoma City branch:
*Davis D. Bovaird, president (chairman), the Bovalrd Supply Co., Tulsa

Okla.
George, t. Gear, president, the City National Bank of Guymon, Onymon,

Okla.
*Phil H. Lowery (owmwr), Lowery Hereford Ranch, Lees, Okla,
R. Otis MeCilntock, chairman of the board, the First National Bank & Trust

Co. of Tulsa, Tulsa, Okia.
C. L. Priddy, president, the National Bank of MeAlester, McAlester, Okla.
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Omaha branch:
C. Wheaton Battey, president, the Continental National Bank of Lincoln,

* Lincoln, Nebr.
George J, Forbes (ranching and investments), Laramie, Wyo.
*Manville, Kendrick (rancher), Sheridan, Wyo.
William N4 Mitten, chairman of the board, First National Bank of Fremont,

, Fremont, Nebr.
*James L. Paxton, Jr., president (chairman), Paxton-Mitchell Co., Omaha,

Nebr.
FUZAL RXEava BAx oF DALLAS

Class A:
Sam D. Young, president, El Paso National Bank, El Paso, Tex.
4. Edd McLaughlin, president, Security State Bank & Trust Co Ralls, Tex.
John M. Grtlfth, president, the City National Bank of Taylor, Taylor, Te.

Class B:
D. A. Hulcy, chairman of the board, Lone Star Gas Co., Dallas, Tex,
3. B. Thomas, president and general manager and director, Texas Electric

Service Co., Fort Worth, Tex.
John R. Alford (industrialist and farmer), Henderson, Tex.

Class C:
Robert 3, Smith, president (chairman), Slick Airways, Inc., Dallas, Tex.
Hal Bogle (rancher and feeder) (deputy chairman), Dexter, N. Mex.
(Vacancy).

El Paso branch:
F. W. Barton, president, the Marfa National Bank, Marfa, Tex.
John P. Butler, president, the First National Bank of Midland, Midland, Tex.
Floyd Childress, vice president, the First National Bank of Roswell, Ros.

well, N. Mex.
*James A. Dick, president (chairman), James A. Dick Investment Co., El

Paso, Tex.
Thomas C, Patterson, vice president, El Paso National Bank, El Paso, Tex.
OD. F. Stahmann, president, Stahmann Farms, Inc., Las Cruces, N. Mex.
#E. J. Workman, president and director of research and development division,

New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Socorro, N. Mex.
Houston branch:

1. F. Bette, president, the American National Bank of Beaumont, Beaumont,
Tex,

L. R. Bryan, :r., vice chairman of the board and chairman of the executive
committee, Bank of the Southwest National Association, Houston, Tex.

W. B. Callan, president, the Victoria National Bank, Victoria, Tex.
*A. E. Cudlipp, vice president and director, Lufkin Foundry & Machine

Corp., Lufkin, Tax.
*John C. Flanagan, (chairman), vice president and general manager, Texas

distribution division, United Gas Corp., Houston, Tex.
S. Marcus Greer, vice chairman of the board, First City National Bank of

Houston, Houston, Tex.
*Tyrus R. Timm, head, department of agricultural economics and sociology,

Agriculture and Mechanical College of Texas, College Station Tex.
*Clarence E. Ayres, professor of economics, the University of Texas, Austin,

Tex.
J. W. Beretta, president, First National Bank of San Antonio, San Antonio,

Tex.
E. C. Breedlove, president, the First National Bank of Harlingen, Harlin-

gen, Tex.
Burton Dunn, chairman of the executive committee, Corpus Christi State

National Bank, Corpus Christi- Tex
V. S. Marett, president, the Citizens National Bank of Gonzales, Gonzales,

TeX.
*Alex R. Thomas (chairman), 1425 Wiltshire, San Antonio, Tex.
*Harold Vagtborg, president, Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio,

Tex
FwuZ RUTSua BANK oV SuN FAwws0o

Class A:
Carroll Z, Byrd, president, the First National Bank of Willows, Willows,

Calnt-
John A. Schoonover, president, the Idaho First National Bank, Boise, Idaho.
M. Vilas Hubbard, president and chairman of the board, Citizens Commercial

Trust & Savings Bank of Pasadena, Pasadena, Calil
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Class B:
Reese H. Taylor, chairman of the board, Union Oil Company of California,

Los Angeles, Calif.
Walter S. Johnson, chairman of the board, American Forest Product; Corp.,

San Francisco, Calif.
N. Loyall McLaren, partner, Haskins & Sells, San Francisco, Calif.

Class C:
Philip I. Welk, president, Preston-Shaffer Milling Co., Walla Walla, Wash.
Y. Frank Freeman, vice president (deputy chairman), Paramount Pictures

Corp., Hollywood, Calif.
A. H. Brawner (chairman), chairman of the board, W. P. Fuller & Co., San

Francisco, Calif.
Los Angeles branch

Anderson Borthwick, president, the First National Trust & Savings Bank of
San Diego, San Diego, Calif.

*Leonard K. Firestone, president, Firestone Tire & Rubber Company of Call-
fornia, Los Angeles, Calif.

Joe D. Paxton, chairman of the board, County National Bank & Trust Com-
pany of Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, Calif.

James E. Shelton, chairman, Security-First National Bank of Los Angeles,
I Los Angeles, Calif.
(Vacancy.)

Portland branch
*Warren W. Braley, partner (chairman), Braley & Graham Buick, Portland,

Oreg.
J. H. McNally, president, the First National Bank of Bonners Ferry, Bon-

ners Ferry, Idaho.
John B. Rogers, president, the First National Bank of Baker, Baker, Oreg,
E. C. Sammons, president, the United States Natlonal Bank of Portland,

Portland Oreg.
*William A. Steiwer, Sr. (livestock and farming), Fossil, Oreg.

Salt Lake City branch:
Harry Eaton, president, Twin Falls, Bank & Trust Co., Twin Falls, Idaho.
George S. Eccles, president, First Security Bank of Utah, National Associa-

tion, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Russell S. Hanson, executive vice president, the First National Bank of

Logan, Logan, Utah.
*Joseph Rosenblatt, president (chairman), the Eimco Corp., Salt Lake City#

Utah.
*George W. Watkins, president, Snake River Equipment Co., Idaho Falls,

Idaho.
Seattle branch:

James Brennan, president, First National Bank in Spokane, Spokane, Wash.
*Lyman J. Bunting, president, Rainier Fruit Co., Yakima, Wash.
Charles F. Frankland, president, the Pacific National Bank of Seattle,

Seattle, Wash.
S. B. Lafrombolse, president, the First National Bank of Enumclaw, Enuin

claw, Wash.
*D. K. MacDonald (chairman), chairman of the board, D. K. MacDonald

& Co., Inc., Seattle, Wash.

Senator MaLONz. Do those banks have a certain capitalization in
each area#

Mr. MA sn. Each of the banks is formed as a corporation, and
all national banks have to belong to the System, and State member
banks can belong to the System, and the capital is made up of 6 per-
cent they purchase stock n the bank-6 percent of their capital and
surplus.•• • •• !

Senator MALoxz. Six percent of their own capital is the stock purt,
chased from you ?

Mr. MAir . Purchased by the member banks in the Reserve banks.
Senator MALori. In other words, the 12th district comprises what

area, is that the Far West
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Mr. MAILTM. That is right$
Sensttor MAWNI. What States are included in it?
Mr'. MARlTIN. WashiIgton, Oregon, California,

tUtah-I cafl put the ma p int0 record.
(Tlh. xnateilo referred to follfowo:)

Nevada, [daho,

11%4
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Number of member bank# and capital of Federal Reserve banke, June 80, 187

Paid'1n
Number of oai-in

Federal Reserve district me hor

. ...... W. ... * . . . . .... ... 10... g O1 Q
N ~Yor&.... # ........ A6 *-4 ... 716 9177: D

ldphi...................................... ................ 2 000
oveland ...................................... 8190,000
tihmnd............................................. 409 lAX M0

........................................................ 81 18 000

san anea ...................................................

Total .......... 046 U f 0

I Rvcry member brnk st reqplrod to subscribe to the Federal Reserve bank c.pital In an mount equl to
0 poroontof ts own d al an fldtOUnd to py Iof s subscription; the bl a1nc Is subject to call by
t Go eroard of ovoo the Srv tem,

Senator MKAwN. I hope you will make that a part of the record
here.

Mr. Mona q. Very glad to.SNenator M az~. To be accepted and printed published, along
with No. 2 volume or part 2; and also together with the names of the
banks, their location, their boards of directors, and what percentage
of stock they have purchased, what they own currently.

Mr. MARTIN. Right,
Senator MATON. It might be well if you could give a 10-year

period of variation; or is there any variation I
Mr. MARTiN. There is not a great deal of variation. It is largely

a growth factor.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

Paid-in capital ot the 1t federal Reserve bank, combined on June 80, 1#48-7
I (In thousands of dollars)

Paid -in?ptal of

Ine 30- federal
reservebanks'I

............................... I

1I4....... .......
.........................

A% oI

219,380

244 i7

ruM 80-

-1

1958................ a.........
14.. ....... ....... "..0

19w8......o..........,... ... ..
195.........................
19 .................................

bed4

baks I

20, M
2M S51
2K 70
as$,1

I very member bank is required to subsclbe to the Federal Reserve beak capital In an m
bo a end dor on HI of its subscrlpton;o th Wow Is sbec to a
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Senator MAioemo. Let me ask you-4 did aik you under another sub.
LOt whlon we diarmotsd mwoelntally--lhow luch OloOey Is In lroula-
li lat this porft Let us Just Include It here,
Mr. MA itrU, Twent -six and a half billion dollars.
Mr ,Noym, That Is M1odoral Resorves notes only, Thirty Is closer

to the total airulation.
Mr, MAn'rur, Motey in Oirculation consists of Federal Reserve

It o and toin and--A
Senator MAtoV.. That I silver coin I
Mr. MAITir, YO&
Senator MALoU.It Dollair anzd sinaller coil . .
Mr, MAmnm. Yea; that Is right. And the Treasury $1 and $9 bills,

which are Treasury currency.
I It ilk the rela on is nbout 8b poretint, of tho ourrenoy in clroola.

tion are Federal Reserve note#; about 0 percent, roughly, In 1. nnd
9.dollar bills and about 6 percent in coin.

Senator M'ALOmm Could you not ptlpare a table with Just a short
Statement, and give us the detail oi all of it I Because you are the
final authority.

Mr. MAUimm. I will be very glad to give you that.
Senator MAwIMS. It is not necessary we have it exactly right here,

it will submit the table.
M Trts. Right,.

(The Information referred to Is as fbllows:)

1806
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Senator MAw nt What do you mean by redeemable notes this $1
and whatever notes you mentioned that are redeemable; redeemable
in what

Mr. MAwrIN. Well all of our notes are redeemable.
Senator MAWes,. In whatI
Mr. MAsnx. They are backed-
Senator MALJONS. By what I
Mr. MAnRN. Gold.
Senator MAwoN0. We have gone all through that. Let us not de-

stroy that record, unless you want to start all over,
You have between 5 and 0 billion dollars worth of gold that you

can call your own, If you continued to honor everything that could be
turned into foreign nation dollar balances. Therefore, you do not
have the money to do it and it does not back It.

We all knew that but I wanted you to say it.
I do not want to destroy the record; just let it alone.
Mr. MARTIN. All riaht.
Senator MAW Sn. You would have to reaffirm the record if we took

time out and went over it again.
Mr. M.m z. Sure,
Senator MALOxx All right.
In what, then are these notes redeemable ? I have a few banknotes

here. I just got back from a trip so there cannot be many.
Mr. MARxN. Well they are legal tender.
Senator MAwNx. For what I
Mr. MARTIN. They are legal tender for all debts and for payment

of all obligations.
Senator MAoxr. According to law.
Mr. MARTIN. Right.
Senator MALNSn. I have a note in my hand, I have not read it. It is

a $5 note, with Lincoln's picture, and it says, "United States Note,
United States of America will pay to the bearer on demand five dol-
lars." In what ?

Mr. MARN. Well that is just the credit of the United States.
Senator MAWNB. You will give me another note just like it; will

you not?
Mr. MARTIN. That is right, that you can use as legal tender.
Senator MAWN. But another note just like it is ill I can get--no

gold or silver ?
Mr. MrTIrN. By law.
Senator MAWKON. You do not live me silver for this
Mr. MAmN. That is right. But you can get silver for that.
Senator MALOwn. It does not say so.
Mr. MARTN. No.
Senator MALzO. Would they have to pay in silver since the note

does not say so ?
Mr. MA.Rin. I do not know that they have to.
Senator MALNqo. It just says "United States of Amerca, five dol-

lars " on one side.
The other side, "United States note. United States of America wll

pay to the bearer on demand five dollars." It does not say in gold,
copper, silver, tungsten or anything else. If they paid me in silver,
it would be just out of the goodness of their heart; iould it 9ct4

Mr. MAriNr. That is right.
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Senator MALoI. They do not have to. It will save time if you
would just let me know about this. So the Treasury would just give
me another piece of paper.

This $10 bill says the same thing.
This $1 bill says "Silver certificate, United States of America, one

dollar in silver payable to the bearer on demand." I can demand
silver for this note; can I not

Mr. MArIN. That is right.
Senator .MAw . How many of these notes, and of what denomina.

tions, are there in circulation
Mr. MARIrN. I will have to get you the figures,
Senator MAws. You can do that. It is not important in the testi.

mony right now but it is important to the record.
Mri. M A n. Right.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

The only kind of United States currency as to which a holder can demand
redemption In silver is silver certificates.

There were 2,161,58984 of these notes In circulation as of June 80, 1007.
The denominations are shown in the statement inserted at page 8008.

Senator MALON. I have a hundred dollar bill here. I never got
home with that much money before in my life. It says: "Federal
Reserve Note, United States of America, No. B17242748A. Will pay
to the bearer on demand one hundred dollar."

Does that mean just another piece of paper if I turn it in?
Mr. MARTIN. It is a little bit more than just a piece of paper, but

that is so.
Senator MALOx. What makes it more than just a piece of paper if

that is all the United States Treasury will give me for it ?
Mr. MARTIN. It is legal tender but it is backed-.
Senator MAwx. But you will not give me anything but another

piece of paper for it.
Mr. Xmir. That is right.
Senator MAxz,. I cannot demand silver, can I I
Mr. MAm. I do not think you can demand silver for that, but I

think they would probably give you silver dollars if they had them.
Senator MALOx. But I cannot demand it and I certainly cannot

demand gold, because it is ill al to have gold in my possession
Mr. Trri. I think-well, will not say you can-
Senator MALTxz. Will you answer that specifically in the record?

If I could go up to the Treasurer of the United States and demand 100
silver dollars for that bill and get it, regardless I Is it the law or the
goodness of his heart if the Treasurer paild me in silver ? That is what
I want to know.

Mr. MaRin'. I do not know what the law on it is, but I will get you

Seator MAwm. How long haveyou been head of this Board ?
Mr. MARN. I have been head of it since April 2,1951.
Senator Muxowz. You do not know what the law is on this money

M(r. fMarr. I do not'
Senator MAw Well, for your own information, as well as mine,

Think we ought to make it of record, do you not ?
Mr. Mm i We will be glad to put the law in.
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Senator MLLox. All right, then put the law in the record-
Mr. MAtmN. I have been over thelaw many times.
Senator MAWzL Yes, I know that, and Ido not blame you for not

remembering it. Tlere are many things done here that are not thor.
oughly understood o.' they would not be done.

Would you, then, make it a part of the record, the amount of paper
money in circulation and the!kind, and what it is redeemable in by
law if anything-the greater part is just redeemable in more paperI

Mr.A x. All rig1.t .
Senator MALON. Whether it's in silver or just another piece of

paper.Mr. M Tnx. All right.

(The information referred to is as follows :)
Under the Silver Purchase Act of 1984 silver certificates are "redeemable on

demand at the Treasury of the United states in standard silver dollars"; and
silver certificates state on their face that there is on deposit in the Treasury of
the United States "one dollar in silver payable to the bearer on demand." Con-
sequently, the holder of a silver certificate has a legal right to present it to the
Treasury and demand $1 in silver in return,

Federal Reserve notes were at one time redeemable In gold but since 1M64
the law has provided that they shall be redeemable in lawfuli money." This
means that the holder of a Federal Reserve note, upon presenting It either to the
Treasury or to a Federal Reserve bank, has a legal right to demand In return
only that which may be lawful money,

The term "lawful money" is generally regarded as meaning any medium of
exchange which frequently circulates from hand to hand as money under sanction
of law. There was a time when it was necessary to make a distinction between
"lawful money" and "legal tender." Prior to 1988, only certain types of cur-
rency were declared by statute to be legal tender that is, currency which i
creditor is legally obligated to accept in payment oi a debt. At that time, Fed-
eral Reserve notes and silver certificates were not legal tender. However, by
the act of May 12 1988, as amended by public resolution of June 1%, 1983, it was
specifically provided that "all coins and currencies of the Ulted States (In-
cluding Federal Reserve notes and circulating notes of Federal Reserve banks
and national banking associations) heretofore or hereafter coined or isue
shall be legal tender for all debts, public and private, * * *."

Accordingly, while the holder of a Federal Reserve note who presents 1; for
redemption may ask for a particular type of currency in exchange, and while
the Ieasury or the Federal Reserve bank may, if it desires to do so, comply
with that request, the holder of the note has no legal right to demand a particular
type of currency and must accept in exchange for the Federal Reserve note any
lawful money in circulation, whether coin, United States notes, siver certcates,
or other Federal Reserve notes.

Senator MRAwm. I wish you would do something else.' I asked the
Secretary about the law on the silver purchase. Will you check it end,
if the record does not already cover it adequately, w you do it
* Mr. MAuim. Be very glad to. • $ .

Senator MALizm. I know in 194,I had some hand in it. I was
State engineer of my State at the time, and I was here on the proposed
Boulder.Dam prject act, now named Hoover Dan, and when we
were building hat structure I was consultant to the Secretar of
Interior on power. I worked on silver money bill. The law finally
passe~provided for the purchase of silver at a specified price up to
a certain percentage of e god in the Treasu , was there not, aind
that silver certificates would be issued redeemable in silver?

Mr. MAN=I. COrroCL
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(The information referred to is as follows:)
The requested material regarding silver.prchame laws was rend into the

reord by tho Seeretary of tho Treasury, and i to be found bogilting at pa
512 of part 1 of the printed hearing,

Senator MAwxx, Explain the provisions of the law, including the
price.

Mr. MA'rxi. I would be very glad to.
Senator MALoNE. If there has been any variation in price, note

it in the record.
Mr. MA=xn. Right
Senator MALONH. It is 901/. cents now, is it notI
Mr. MA -ri., That is right.
Senator MALWNE. Y outhave not yet purchased silver up to the

required percentage, have you?Mr. M-knorix. No.
Senator MALONIC. So until you do that, you do purchase silver at the

established price whenever offered, domestic silver, is it not?
Afr. MARTIN. That is right. I will review the entire silver pur.

chase.
Senator MALoNIO. I will approclate it, Part 8 will include your

testimony. I think you are doing a great service to the public in
completing this record.

Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MALONe. There is a great public interest in just how our

economic system is managed. People are beginning to suspect that
the whole economic system is being juggled to fit a preconceived plan,
but they are still hazy about the plan.

More about money. Several hundred years ago different forms of
money were adopted. One hundred and eighty years agot as far as
America is concerned, the United States Congress adopted a money
system as the Constitution says it should.

Mr. M NAi . Yes.
Senator MALoNE. Why do you suppose this country and nations

generally used gold and silver for money or to back up the paper in
circulation I

Mr. MARTIN. It was practice, and-
Senator MxoN. Practice over the centuries?
Mr. MArIN. Over the centuries. And it was convenient. It was

easy to handle and easy to coin, and it had the qualities that were
adaptable to money.

Senator MALoNn. About half of the world, roughly, had always
used silver for money; the other half of the countries used gold; hadthey not#

Aii. MARTn.' That is right.
Senator MA~wz. So far as the memory of man spans the history

of nations.
Mr. MA nrN. Right.
Senator MALoNz. That is, the Orient and the Asiatic nations gen-

erally used silver' is that not right ?
Mr. MARTIN. Right.
Senator MAwNz. And Europe and Africa--about half the world

had used gold; is that right?
Mr. MAxn. I think that is right.
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Senator MALoWr. That was Europe, Africa, and many other areas.
Mr. MARTIN. About 60-60.
Senator MAr.oN1,. In those nations in the Orient, including China-

I was in. Peking in 1948 when the Communists were 8 mlk out-
you can buy anything with silver, whether it had the stamp of any
nation on it or not.

Mr. MARTIz. I do not think it is legal tender.
Senator MALON. The legal tender may not be quite the term. The

people will take silver for anything you want to buy; would they
not I

Mr. MARTIN. You can use silver, and he will probably take gold,
too.

Senator MAwNx. You know he will take silver, because they have
been doing it for 2,000 years of recorded history; do they not?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, you know the same about gold.
Senator MALoN. You do not in the Orient& do you?
Mr. MRTIrN. Well, I am not as familiar with the Orient as you are,

but I think that gold--
Senator MALoNi0. Of course, they will take gold for money, but they

had little gold compared to the amount of'silver for a couple of
thousand years. If you have silver bullion, and they know it is pure,
you can buy your way with; can you not ?

Mr. MARTIN. Right.
Senator MALoNE. Is that not one of the fundamentals ?
Mr. MAnTix. It is one of the fundamentals.
Senator MALoNE. You can buy anything with it; can you not?
Mr. MARTIN. Right.
Senator MALONE. They will take it because they have used it for

centuries.'
Mr. MAnT N. They will take it.
Senator MALONE. Is that not the reason we established silver as

money as well as gold, because half of the world had used it for
centuries?

Mr. MARTIN. Anything that people will take can be money.
Senator MALONE. Is there not another reason that both silver and

gold had a very limited production and, therefore, had an intrins'c
value as well I The stamped value was generally in accordance with
the amount available and the rate of production ?

Mr. MARTIN. Correct.
Senator MA*. You do know, like you do with gold, about how

much silver there is in the world and the rate of production? f ' '
Mr. MARot, We do not have any figures here, sir. The diilculty

really is this: The reason why we can have a flre for gold, and we
do not have a figure for silver, is that in most cases the silver is not
legal tender, as the chairman said, and, therefore, even when we have
figures with respect to the amount of silver production, it runs im
terms of ounces rather than a certain number of dollars. It just fol-
lows from the fact it does not have a fixed price at the mint, so I am
afraid we cannot give you the figures. I do not know of any figures.

Senator MALON. You do have a fixedprice at the mint?
Mr. MARolEr. In this country we have it at 90 Cnts
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Mr. MAwxw. 901h cents at the mint. What you said was not ex-
actly true. We should know the approximate amount of silver in the
world and the rate of production.

Mr. M wwr. I would say this, that, speaking generally, the silver
does not play the role that gold does in terms of a guaranteed fixed
price to all comers, regardless. I am just merely saying that as a fact.

Senator MALONe. Was that the reason we made it against the law
for an American citizen to own gold I

Mr. MARazT. No, sir. I just state that we are on the gold standard,
not on a bimetallic standard, which would permit anybody to bring
any amount of silver and be guaranteed a priso.

Senator MA. ". We are, of course, not on a gold standard. The
price of silver is guaranteed up to a certain percentage of gold held
in the Treasury. You have never reached that percentage, have you?

Mr. MAiaoT. Well, it is the limitation that constitutes the differ-
ence between this system we have and the bimetallic system.

Senator MALomo. Will you make a part of the record here, so long
as you have definite ideas on it, what is the percentage of gold, that
you must buy the silver at 90 cents per ounce? Will you just make
it a )art of the record ?

Mr. MARJorT. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. And over the years, since we passed the Silver

Act in 1934 the Treasury has purchased silver at the fixed price. I
helped pass the 1934 act.

(The information referred to follows:)
The roles of gold and of silver in the United States monetary system differ

from each other as follows:
1. Price.-The United States Treasury buys and sells gold in transactions with

United States producers and users as well as with foreign governments and
central banks, at the fixed price of $85 per ounce, minus and plus a handling
charge of one-fourth of 1 percent. The Treasury buys silver from United States
producers at the fixed price of 90% cents, but is not generally prepared to buy
silver from foreign producers at this price, and it sells silver to United States
users at a price that may-and currently does-exceed the statutory buying price.
Consequently, the price of gold in this country-and generally on the world
market-does not deviate from the fixed price of $85 per ounce, but the market
price of silver may-and currently does-exceed the fixed price of 90% cents per
ounce in the United States, and may be either lower or higher than that price
on the world market.

. Pree4om of market traaotione.-United States residents are not permitted
to acquire, transport, import, or export gold-except under Treasury license or
in amounts or forms that are economically insignificant. In contrast, they are
permitted to acquire, hold, transport, import, or export silver in any way they
wish. United States producers sell silver to the Treasury only when the price
offered by the Treasury (see above) is higher than the market price, or when
a sale to the Treasury is more convenient (e. g., because of the place of delivery)
than a sale In the free market.

8. Mowtarv a#4 reserve funton.-Gold is the statutory reserve of all Federal
Reserve notes, all Federal Reserve deposit liabilities, and certain minor types
of United States currency. Silver is used in the coinage of subsidiary coins and
silver dollars, and is the statutory reserve of silver certificates. On May 81, 1957,
the face value of United States currency In circulation based on silver totaled
only $8.6 billion, while the face value of United States currency in circulation
based on gold totaled $26.4 billion, and Federal Reserve deposit liabilities totaled
$20.8 billion. Similarly, the value of silver held as reserve against currency In
the United States Treasury amounted to $2.4 billion, while the value of gold so
held amounted to $221 billion.,''-

4. I ternattonal function.--Oold Is Internationally used as a residual means
of settling foreign balances; silver Is not so used. For this reason, the United
States Treasury is prepared to buy and sell gold fgr legitimate monetary pur.
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poses in transactions with all friendly foreign governments and central banks,
and, in fact, such purchases and sales form the bulk of all gold transactions in
the United States; in contrast, the United States Treasury as a rule does not
engage in international silver transactions. Furthermore, the par values of
all major world currencies are based either directly on gold or on the statutory
gold parity of the United States dollar ($85 per ounce) ; the statutory silver value
of the dollar ($1.29 per ounce) does not play any international role.

Senator M.tox. Let me repeat; I helped put it on the books. I
worked with former Senator Wheeler at that time. How long have
you been in Government?

Mr. MARorT. Relatively recently, as these things go.
Senator MALOwv. How long$
Mr. MAJiGrT. Counting my Army years--
Senator MALOa. Leave those out. I was in the Army, too, but it

does not count for seniority in the Senate.
Mr. MARqaT. I have been in Washington since 1950. I have been

with the Federal Reserve Board since January 1950.
Senator MALOW . What did you do before that I
Mr. MARor. Immediately before that, I was with the Marshall

plan organization in Paris.
Senator MALON, The what I
Mr. MqtGor. The Marshall plan organization in Paris; prior to that,

with the Army, and, before that, I was a university professor for many
years,

Senator MhwmN. Spending money for Uncle Sam all the time.
[Laughter.) I never voted for the Marshall plan; I never voted for
ECA. I stood on the Senate floor 4 hours on August 18, opposing
billions to Europe and Asia.

I had intended to talk about 20 minutes, but the longer I talked
the madder I got, remembering the puzzled look of the taxpayers
at home when they read that they must support foreign nations in the
interest of peace. Were you here all the time with the Marshall plan.

Mr. MARGET. Actually, no. I was there. I was in Paris shortly
after it got organized. I might say, Senator, just as a matter of per-
sonal defense, that one of my jobs was trying to keep money from being
spent.

Senator MAzLor'z. Well, you were not very successful.
Mr. MARow'. I will rant that. [Laughter.]
Senator MAxNE. I-hope you are more successful in your present

job. But you can help me by giving me the actual record, separate
from your ideas. Give me your id-eas, if you must, but I do not
want them too mixed with the facts

Mr. MAw . Right.
Senator MALo~x. I want to study the facts to adjust my own own

conclusions. My conclusions may be different from some other mem-
bers of the committee, but we ought to start with the same set of facts

You agree with me?
Mr. M I do.
Senatot-MAwN. The only way to get facts is from men who have

them, and the Secretary of the Treasury has great confidence m you.
That is a compliment. So this $26,5 billion, I think we settled that.
The Federal Reserve+ notes, that is- where this 25r percent of goldmust be maintained; the coins, that is about $8.5 billion, which are
either silver, nickel, or copper, and that is represented by those metals;
is that rightI

98688-7--pt. 8-20
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Mr. MArqI. That is right. . I
Senator MALONE. You are going to put that in the record I
Mr. MARTIN. I will put that all in the record; the breakdown.
(The following was subsequently received for the record:)

Untted States ourrency in circulation, June 80, 1057's

[In millions of dollars
Gold certificates ------------------------------------ 88
Federal Reserve notes ---------------------------------------------- 26,829
Standard silver dollars --------------------------------------- 258
Silver certificates and Treasury notes of 1800 ------------------------ 2,168
Subsidiary silver coin -------------------------------------- 1,815
Minor coin -----------------------------------
United States notes ----------------------------------------- 821
Federal Reserve banknotes ------------------------------------ 183
National banknotes ------------------------------------ 62

Total --------------------------------------------- 81.082
2 Outside Treasury and Federal Reserve banks.
AThere are maintained In the Treasury (1) as a reservoir for united_tates note. and

Treasury notes of 1890, $156,080,481 In gold bllon 2) as secr iy foro Treasry notes ao

1890, an equal dollar amount In standard silver dollars (these notes are being canceled
and retired on receipt) - (3) as security for outstanding silver certificates, silver In bullion
and standard silver dollars of a monetary value equal to the face amount of such silver
certificates: and (4) as security for gold certificates, gold bullion of a value at the legal
standard equal to the face amount of such gold certificates. Federal Reserve notes are
obligations of the United States and a first lien on all these asserts of the Issuing Federal
Reserve bank. Federal Reserve notes are secured by the deposit with Federal Reserve
agents of a like amount of gold certificates or of gold certificates and such discounted or
purchased paper as is eli ib e under the terms of the Federal Reserve Act, or of directoblijations of thle United 8totes. E~ach Federal Reserve hank must maintain a reserve in
gold certificates of at least 2 I1 percent against Its Federal Reserve notes In atual circula-

n. Gold certificates deposited with Federal Reserve agents as collateral, and those
deposited with the Treasurer of the United States as a redemption fund .are counted, as
reserve. Gold certificates, as herein used, include credits with the Treasurer of the united
States payable In gold certificates. Federal Reserve banknotes and national banknotes
are In process of retirement.

Senator MALONE. And, as a matter of fact, cold turkey, under cus-
tom of meeting foreign nation's dollar balance with gold payments,
we do not have the !5 percent of gold to back up the $26.6 billion
according to law; is that true ?

Mr. MARTIN. If it were all drawn at one time.
Senator MALONE. Or over a reasonable period; we'd not have it?
Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MALONE. And so you would have to rush madly up to Con-

gress and it would have to reduce the required percentage. The gold
would be gone before you got here. That would be right; would it
nott

Mr. MAlrm. Well if we had not paid it out, it would not be gone.
Senator MAwz. fut you do not own it. It is like a banker calling

his deposits capitalization. You do not say that a bank could claim
the deposits simply because they were in the bank?

Mr.VMARTiN. No, that is correct.
Senator MALONE. Why do you then claim we own the gold when the

foreign dollar balances can get it according to custom.
Mr. MARTIN. I think it is correct in that sense.
Senator MALONE. I think it is deceiving Congress and the people,

because they had no idea that out of the nearly $70 billion in gifts
to foreign nations that they have built up credits to claim all but $5%
billion of the $24.2 billion that the United States owned in 1083.

W56
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I want you to understand this is a most friendly cross examina-
tion, but tile people have a right to know what the Congress and the
Treasury aud the Federal Reserve Board have done with their money.

Mr. MARTIN. Right.
Senator MALONE. Personally, I think you have done as well as could

be done under the circumstances which have been very bad and
deliberately so starting in 1983 when we left the gold standard and
deliberately started an inflation period. It did not start yesterday.
Since that time Washington has swarmed with people giving away
Uncle Sam's assets.

We have given about $107 billion. If you would have subtracted
that amount from the national debt, it would not look so bad.

We buy these nations every year with taxpayers' money-buying
agreements they will not keep.

If we would concentrate on making our economic system work, and
remain strong instead of dividing our wealth, no nation would start
a war.

You know, nobody jumps on Jack Dempsey if they know who
he is. That danger of losing a fight is what does it. Do you agree 1

Mr. MAnTIN. rdo.
Senator MAwLiO. What is the difference between nations and in-

dividualsI
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I cannot make a distinction on a personality

basis. I think some of the same elements exist; I agree with you on
that.

Senator MALONE. Well, the further you go, the more you are going
to think they are alike, and Russia or no other nation is about to start
a war with us while we can win it. You are dividing the American
markets of the workingmen and the small investors among the low-
wage foreign nations.

ou have milked them through their tax money, sending it to for-eign nations.have news for you. When this economic dip comes this time you

might wake up with the kind of government you think you are
fighting,
-Do you have any idea I could be too wrong f
Mr. MARTINr. All I can say, Senator, is I am going to do every-

thing within my power-
Selator MALONE. I know you will.
How often do you review the territory west of the Potomac River I
Mr. MARTIN. I get out quite frequently.
Senator MAONE. Do you ever talk to anybody in business, or some.

one who has a job he is afraid of losing through loss of American
markets to foreign low-wage nations ?

Mr. MARTIN. I talk to quite a few of them.
Senator MALONE. I am glad you do.
I just returned from the west-I do that every month or oftenor,

because if you do not see the people making a living the hard way
this Potomac fever is fatal.

In the beginning of your testimony you stated the objective of
the Federal Reserve System operation is to "promote monetary credit
conditions that will faster sustained economic growth, together with
stability in the value of the dollar."
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Can you eits such statement of objective# in the Federal Reserve
Actt What m4e you decide that should be your objective

Mr. MAsimi. I think if you read the Federal Resrve Act, and take
it in conjunction with the Employmot Act o L946, which was also
the law, that those objectives are quite explicit.

Senator Mmx~ozm. You go beyond the Fodoeral Resevo Act. The
1946 Employment Act is whore you got this objective. You did not
get it out of the Federal Reserve Act, did you V

Mr. Mhmix. Well, not line for line out of it. I supplemented

Senator M{xzjm. You read something in it that is not there I
Then you coupled it with the 1946 Full Employment Act. How long
have you been there? Since 1950 V

Mr. M.AwRn. I have been there since 1951.
Senator Mmow. Was the policy followed before you, generally,

the same I
Mr. MAwrm. I think so.
Senator MALLNU. So the Chairman before 1946, was doing practi-

cally the same thing-had the same objective. That would really
be adding a managed economy to a managed currency. Where did
he get the power to do that I

Mr. Mkinx. I think he got it out of the body of the testimony on
the law, and the evolution of thinking, generally.

Senator MaJLio . The evolution of thinking, but not an amend-
ment of the law.

Mr. Maatix. Not a specific amendment of the law.
Senator MZroNz. Will you just cite the authority for what must

have been the reason for adopting this as an objective, the objective
of the System, which is to promote monetary conditions as you say,
that will foster sustained growth of the economy, togetlier with the
stability of the dollar ?

Tell me just where that occurs in the Federal Reserve Act.
It is a very strange and dangerous power to put into 1 man's hands,

or in the hands of a '-man board affecting 170 million people.
It may come as a great shock to the people to find you have that

power, or even to Congress that it gave you the power if in fact any-
thing shocks the Members of Congress. You will put it in the record;
will you not?

Mr. MARIn. I will.
Senator MAW". Then you can tell me for the record how, taking

the two acts together that you arrive at conclusion that you can man-
age the currency and the entire economy too. It may shock the count.
try into a sense of responsibility to find that you are also managing
the entire economy. You will put the explanation in the record.

Mr. MAI nr. I will.
(The information referred to follows:)

The Federal Reserve Act does not contain any provision specifically stating
that the objective of the Federal Reserve System is to promote conditions that
will foster sustained economic growth and stability in the value of the dollar.
However, this objective is implicit in the title of the act and in policy directives
contained in various provisions of the act; and, taking such directives together
with the declaration of policy contained in the Employment Act of 1946, it ts
clear that the promotion of credit conditions conducive to economic growth and
the maintenance of the stability of the dollar Is one of the most Important, ob -
Jectives of the Federal Reserve System.
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The Federal Reserve Act Is entitled "An act to provide for the establishment
of Federal Iteserve banks, to furnish an elastic currency, to afford means of
rediscounting commercial paper to establish a more effective mupervlion of
banking In the United States and for other purposes"

The law provides that discount rates shall be established by the Vederal
Reserve banks, subject to review and determination by the Board of Governors,
"with a view of accommodating commerce and business" (12 U. S. 0. 857).

The Board Is authorized to change reserve requirements of member banks "in
order to prevent injurious credit expansion or contraction" (12 U. S. 0, 462b).

The operations of the Federal Open Market Committee are subject to pro.
visions of the law which require that the time, character, and volume of all Pur
chases and sales In the open market "shall be governed with a view to acommo
dating commerce and business and with regard to their bearing upon the general
credit situation of the country" '12U. 8C. 208).

The board of directors of each Federal Reserve bank, In extending credit to
member banks, is enjoined to consider "the maintenance of sound credit condi-
tions, and the accommodation of commerce, Industry, and agriculture"; and each
Reserve bank Is required to keep itself Informed of the general character and
amount of the loans and investments of its member banks "with a view to ascer
gaining whether undue use is being made of bank credit for the speculative carry.
Ing of or trading in securities, real estate, or commodities, or for any other pur-
pose inconsistent with the maintenance of sound credit conditions" (12 U. 5. 0.
801).

In prescribing margin requirements for purchasing and carrying securities,
the Board is required by the Securities Exchange Act of 1984 to consider
whether such requirements are "necessary or appropirate for the accommoda-
tion of commerce and Industry, having due regard to the general credit situation
of the country" (15 U. S. 0. 78g).

The various policy directives which have been given by Congress to the
Board, the Open Market Committee, and the Federal Reserve banks are more
fully discussed in Chairman Martin's replies to the 1952 questionnaire of the
Subcommittee on General Credit Control and Debt Management of the Joint
Committee on the Economic Report These directivek as previously indicated,
implicitly place upon the Federal Reserve System a responsibility for promoting
monetary and credit conditions conducive to economic growth and maintenance
of stability of the value of the dollar. That objective is supported by the
declaration of policy contained in section 2 of the Employment Act of 14,
which reads as follows:

"Stc. 2. The Congress hereby declares that it is the continuing policy and
responsibility of the Federal Government to use all practicable means consistent
with its needs and obligations and other essential considerations of national
policy, with the assistance and cooperation of industry, agriculture, labor, and
State and local governments, to coordinate and utilize all its plans, functions,
and resources for the purpose of creating and maintaining in a manner calcu-
lated to foster and promote free competitive enterprise and the general welfare,
conditions under which there will be afforded useful employment opportunities,
including self-employment, for those able, willing, and seeking to work, and to
promote maximum employment, production, and purchasing power" (15 U.S. or
1021).

Senator MALoNE. Are not the basic purposes of this act stated in
the long title which reads:

An act to provide for the establishment of Federal Reserve banks, furnish an
elastic currency to afford means of rediscounting commercial paper, establish a
more effective supervision of boankng In the United States and for other p1m.
pose-

and also in section 12 (a), part 8, devoted to general principles,. in
which it is said-
that time, character, and volume of all purchases of sales paper described
in section 14 of this act as eligible for open-market operations shall be
governed with a view to accommodating commerce and business with regard
to their bearing upon the general credit situation of the country.

Now isthatwhat it says
Mr. kui . That is what it says
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Senator MALON-. And you believe that?
Mr. MAnTIs, Right.
Senator MALON. But your interpretation of it i that you mmt

"promote monetary credit canditions that will faster " 0d
nomic growth" ?

Mr. Miwrn. Right.
Senator MALONE. Would it not be more desirable s state t.at the

objective of the System is to maintain tie integray of th United
States dollar, its honesty and soundness s

Mr. MARTIN. I think you mould have stOW it moe uxpliitly than
in the present act.

Senator MALONE. You think it would be a good addition to the act ?
Mr. MAnTzN. I do not think it would be necessary.
I thiztk the most necessary amendment is to make clear what I

believe to be implicit in the Employment Act but there has been
some question about making explicit the stability of the dollar as
well as devoting all of our energies to promoting employment, be-
cause I do not think you can separate the two.

Senator MALoNE. When you promote employment, does it indicate
toyou that you shall print money to make it more available f

Mr. MARTIN. No, it does not.
Senator MALONE. To promote employment?
Mr. MArN. No. The phrases in the Employment Act "maxi-

mum production, maximum employment, maximum purchasing
power" to me have to be--

Senator MAONEa. Tied to a sound dollar?
Mr. MARn'rn. That is right.
Senator MALONe. Your difficulty is that maintaining the honesty

and soundness of the dollar and promoting full employment may not
be compatible. Let me ask you, right at that point, if, as has been
the case during the past 24 years, 53-percent reduction in the pur-
chasing price of money is acknowledged, have we not really stolen the
insurance value and the value of savings and lowered wages and
pensions to that extent ? Have we not done that ?

Mr. MAmNTI. I do not think our record is very good.
Senator MALoNE. You do not think we should ddo that?
Mr. MAxrr. I do not.
Senator MALONE. Some complain bitterly. The administration

complains about the raising of wagesi the rise in pensions.
The President has on his desk today a pension bill for utterly dis-

abled men, wheelchair cases, men who cannot walk.
We kicked it out of this committee, a 10-percent increase in those

pensions, so that they could eat, because of this inflation.
So some White IHouse spokesman indicates he might veto it. The

President will never veto such a bill if he understands It, but if he
does, it will pass over his veto, because it is right.
S'We have continued the inflation,

I say "we," simply because of my inability to stop it, since we took
over in 1953. I have never voted for free trade, billions to Europe
or a raise in the debt limit. The inflation has continued; has it noti

Mr. Mzurr. Right.
Senator MALON. And there is no sgn of slackening it up, is there?
Mr. MAmN. I think some progress ha been made.
Senator ANE. How? Tell us about it.
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Mr. MAitwn. I think, in the last couple of years, I think we.iv#
brought the problems of inflation to the attention of the pbi. I
think-

Senator MALONE. There is no question about that.
The public is catching up with you. I agree witl you, and nayle

you do not know it, but the people are getting ready to rov*ss tl*
trend.

Mr. MARTIN. Well, I am glad to hear it.
Senator MALoNs. It might affect your job, because you he Xw4

stopped it, either.
Mr. MAkTi. That is correct.
Senator MALoNE. My personal opinion is, for whatever it is worth,

that we do not stop inflation, go back on that gold standard; stop
this free trade with low-wage nations by refusing to extend the 1934
Trade Agreements Act in June next year; and stop this centralization
of power in Washington; if we do not accomplish these things in the
next 2 or 3 years, there will not be another Republican President in
the life of the youngest Republican voter today. That is how serious
it is, in my opinion.

They cannot touch you for 2 or 8 years.
Mr. MATIN. Well the Congress can abolish my job.
Senator MALN . What does the Constitution say about the coining

of money and the fixing of the value thereof?
Mr. MAirTN. The power is in the Constitution.
Senator MALONE. Where does it put it ?
Mr. MaTIN. It puts it in the Congress.
Senator MALzNE. Where is it now I
Mr. MA=N. The Congress has delegated authority over the money

supply to the Federal Reserve System.
Senator MAwNE. In the Federal System I
Mr. MAnTIN. That is right.
Senator MALONE. By virtue of the Federal Reserve Act I
Mr. MAmzr;N. That is right.
Senator MALoNzE. But we can abolish or amend the Federal Reserve

Act any time we want to.
Mr. MAxT N. That is right.
Senator MALoNE. Well doyou think that is a good idea?
Mr. MATN. To abolish it?
Senator MALONE. Yes.
Mr. MAsTm. No. We are trying to perform in the System so that

you will not want to abolish it.
Senator MALONE. But Congress has nothing to do with it unless

you amend the act, do they ?
We can talk to you, but we cannot do anything through it. Your

judgment cannot be questioned for anything done under that act, un-
less we amend it ?

Mr. MARTiN. That is correct, but the act itself can be changed at
any time..

Senator MALoNz. Of course it can. But at the moment,- Congress
has not one iota of authority, except the authority to change the act,
in the coining of the money and the fixing of the value thereof do
they I
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Mr. W rn. Well, the Congress decided this was a problem, that
money will not manage itself, and so they set up this means of han.
dling it.

Senator Av. l. They decided, too, that we should divide our
markets with the nations of the world. Through the 1934 Trade
Agreements Act they transferred the constitutional responsibility of
Congress to fix the duties imposts, and excises, to the President, with
full authority to put it in beneva, which he did do in 1947.

Now 84 competitive forei' nations are busily engaged in Geneva
dividing the markets of the United States among them.

You said you did not know that, but you should know it I
Mr. Mlifir , I said I would study it. I did know it, Senator, but

I have not reviewed it recently.
Senator MALoN. You did know it ?
Mr. MAm. I did know it.
Senator MAtwwz. You think the act transferring that responsibility

of Con/gs to Geneva is all right. It now expires in June 1958?
Mr. HaTr. I would have to give it more study.
Senator MAw w. I wish you would because I think we are going

to see more of you later this year or eariy next year.
Mr. MATz;I. I am at your service.
Senator MALOwNz. I know you are.
I am friendly toward you. Like George Humphrey, I think you

are doing the best you can. Who is responsible for the money system ?
You say Congress is responsible. What does the Constitution say

about it- do you remember I-
Mr. VL;4N. I have not got the Constitution.
Senator MZw"O. Would you quote it in the record exactly together

with the act f
Mr. Mavmr. I would be glad to quote the Constitution for you,

yes"
(The information referred to follows:)

Among other powers, section 8 of article I of the Constitution of the United
States confer upon Congress the power "to coin money, regulate the value there-
of, * * V. This provision, however, is not the sole basis for the power of
Congress to legislate with respect to monetary and credit matters. That power
is derived not only from the authority of Congress to coin money and regulate
the value thereof, but also from the following provisions of the same section of
the Constitution which authorizes Congress--

"To lay and collect taxes * * *
"To borrow money on the credit of the United States.
"To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several

States * *

Senator MAwn. I will tell you what it says, but I want you to
quote it because it will have more weight. It says in article I, section
8, that the Congress shall' coin the money and fix the value thereof
and of foreign coin. That is what it says; does it not I Is Congress
doing it ? .

Mr. MArTIN. I think Cone is certainly watching the Federal
Reserve System very carefully.

Senator MAt wi u I do not think they have watched it at all. I
think this is the first time Congress has looked at it for 24 years.

Mr. Maw.. v. That is only the Finance Committee, Senator.
Senator MU.o0u. Yes; know. We have done nothing about it,

and we are doing nothing about fixing the value of foreign com.
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All I would like to see, as long as we are off the gold standard, s
they are, is that when you buy their currency or trade with them,
you do it on the market value of their money in terms o1 the dollar.

Does that make any sense I
Mr. MARTIN. It makes good sense.
Senator MALoNE. We are not doing it, are we I
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think, generally speaking, we are trying to.
Senator MALONE. How are you trying, diverting on that fore

minute?
Mr. MARTIN. We have been working as hard as we can toward

general convertibility of currencies.
Senator MALONE. Of what ?
Mr. MARTIN. All currencies.
Senator MALONE. Of paper?
Mr. MARTIN. Yes. I am talking about paper.
Senator MALoNe. How would you have the convertibility of paper,

and what would you convert it into, another piece of paper?
Mr. MARTIN. We are talking in terms of-yes, to dollars.
Senator MALONP,. Just another piece of paper ?
Mr. MARTIN. Yes. That is, in the parlance we are talking, that

is all that is required as long as it is legal tender.
Senator MALONE. Why, of course. So any schoolboy could do that,

until it took a wheelbarrow load of it to bu aplate of ham and eggs.
Mr. MARTIN. As Mr. Marget points out, the internationall Monetary

Fund has been working hard to abolish the differential between the
black market and the olleial market, and we think that considerable
progress has been made.

Senator MALONE. Of all the nations of the world.
Now did you borrow some gold from the World Bank not long ago?
Mr. MARTIN. No.
Senator MALO;n. About $100 million in gold, or something. Where

did you borrow it?
Mr. MARGIT. We did not borrow any gld.
Senator MALONE. Let us not get crosswise, because I am going to ask

you to look that up.
Mr. MARTIN. We can get you the full transaction.
Senator MALONxE. Well, you know there was a transaction ?
Mr. MARTIN. Oh, yes, indeed.
Senator MALONE. Butyou got the gold from the World Bank?
Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MAxwNz. How did you get it?
Mr. MARIN. From the Monetary Fund. Not the World Bank.
Senator MALONE. That is a technicality. You knew where you got

it: you knew that, did you not?
VMr. MAROUT. Whenyou said "got it," it is the sale of gold from the

Monetary Fund to the Treasury.
Senator MALONE. I am one of these people who asks questions until

I get the facts.
'Mr. MARTIN. We want to give you all the facts in the world.
Senator MALoNIz. As a matter of fact, you do know there is not an

honest currency in the world, except Canada. Their dollar is priced
above ours in the market?

Mr. MRTz.., Well, Senator, I could not say there is not an honest
currency i 4e world.
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Senator MALONE. WeE, they are not honest when they fix the value of
their currency in terms of tile dollar higher than the market price.

Mr. MARTIN' Well there are managed currencies all over the world.
SeOator MALONE. Answer that question.
Mr. MARTIN. What I
Senator MALoN. It is not an honest currency if the price fixed in

terms of the dollar, according to their law or executive decree, is higher
than the market price I

Mr. MAmTIN. Well, that is a definition that you are giving. I think
the word "honest"-

Senator MALONE. Well, you make your own definition. What is it?
Mr. M RTIN. Well, I say that the currency that is convertible, and

has a legal backing and can be used for legal tender in a country, is
perfectly sound as a currency.

Senator MALONE. I am talking about exchange in trade. For exam-
ple, in Bolivia, when I was there in 1954, they said the dollar was
worth 500 bolivianos. When on the streets you can get 1,700, do you
say that is not a dishonest currency when they require all dollat'rs to be
turned in to the central bank at that price ?

Mr. MARTIN. I would say that is currency that is being depreciated.
I do not like to use the word "honest" in that. I am not trying to

quibble with you, but I think it is the depreciation of the currency.
do not like it at all, and youi and I are in complete agreement.
Senator MALONE. It is a simple depreciation of the currency. It is

a way of fixing the value for trade advantage..
If we want to trade badly enough with Bolivia, we make up the dif-

ference and call it a "dollar shortage." We give them an amount of
money that makes the difference between the 500 and 1,700 bolivianos;
isn't that aboat it?

Mr. MAnrJTN. That is right.
Senator MALONE. What do you call that except a dishonest currencyI
I worked wn the open range for ranchers in 1914, surveying and engi-neering; and II had a 'heckbook to buy a waterhole if we needed it, and

the price wa3 right.
Finally, the rancher said, "I don't mind buying them once, if they

would stay bought, but somebody else comes in and files on the spread
and you have to-keep buying them every year."

That was his objection, and it was the soundest thing anybody could
ever say; is it not

Mr. MARTN. That is right.
Senator MALONE. We are buying them every year; are we not?
What is that $3 billion or $4 billion foreign aid to be used for-to buy

them every year?
I have never voted for billions of taxpayers' money to foreign na-

tions. I am opposed to buying treaties and agreements that will be
broken when the tugs tighten.

But, of course, your assistant would not have had that first job after
he got out of the Army if Conress had not passed the Marshall plan.
He might have to do to work. TLaughter.]

I would let all these people--these point 4 people--go back to work.
Ninety percent of them could not hold a job in private business. It is a
_Soyou think it is an honest currency when nations fix a price on

their currency in terms of the dollar higher than the market price?
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Mr. MARTIN. I deplore depreciation of the currency just as much as
you do, sir.

Senator MALONO. Would you think it is only depreciation of the
dollar if we said a dollar is worth a pound by law? What would you
call it? Would you call it an honest dollar because a pound actually
is worth $2.10 or $2.20, so we could sty, by act of Congress, or we gave
the President the power to say that a dollar is worth a pound.

Do you think that would be an honest dollar ?
Mr. MARTIN. You have to subject that to the test of the market.
Senator MAw)NE. Well, if the market says that the pound is worth

$2.20 and we passed a law saying that the dollar was equal to the
pound, would that be an honest dollar I

Mr. MARTIN. I would not-I hate to use the word "honest," but it
certainly-

Senator MALONO. What are we going to use in all this world mess?
Maybe we ought to tell the people the truth once in a while. It would
not hurt and might help.

Mr. MARTIN. I want to tell the truth.
Senator MALONv. Tell us what we ought to do. We might do that

sometime.
Mr. MA rTIN. I think it would be a mistake-
Senator MALONE. Do you think it would be a dishonest dollars
Mr. MARTIN. I think it would be a dollar that could not be main-

tained.
Senator MALONF. Well, you could maintain it if there was another

nation big and strong enough to pick up the difference, could you
not, and that is what we are doing, and we have been doing it now
for 12 years, picking up the difference between the market value and
the value the foreign nations fix on their currency; we pick up the
check.

The reason the system works is because we give them the money to
make up the difference; to pick up the check; do we not?

Mr. MARTIN. We have been supplying some foreign aid.
Senator MALONE. Was that all you cared about it? You know more

than that. Why not give me an answer?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I simply cannot give you an answer that this

has been a dishonest operation.
Senator MALONE. ou just hate to say that; do you not ?
Well, I do not. And if we fixed the value of the dollar and said

it was worth-well, you say now boliviano-, are 14,000 to the dollar,
suppose we said in a law or gave the President power to say that a
dollar is worth 100,000, and on the streets it was 14,000, would you
say it was an honest dollar?

Mr. MARTIN. You could not determine the value of the dollar by
decree.

Senator MALONz. Congress can do it-we just have not done it--
and we have signed a contract with the Monetary Fund not to change
anything without their consent. However, foreign nations do it to us.

Mr. MAroN. It changes all the time.
Senator MALONE. The foreign nations do get away with it under

the provision of the Monetary Fund exceptions on account of dollar
shortage or dollar balances. And we gave them the $70 billion since
World War II with which to do it. Your man was with the Marshall
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plan giveaway. We give them the money. You know that, do you
not I
Mr. MArrn. I never thought of Arthur as the man who gave it

away.
Senator MAWNE. Of course. How else would he eat, unless some-

Save him a job? [Loughter.]
w, tell me. We are just wasting time. I know you know more

than that.
Mr. MAwRw. Well, I am sorry, Senator, but I cannot agree with

you that this is a dishonest transaction.
Senator MAoNz. It is not dishonest to have a dollar turned in for

500 when there are 1,700 coming for it it is not dishonest?
.Mr. M&mri. You are talking about the boliviano, now; I am talk-

ingabout the dollar.
Senator MALONE. I am asking the questions.
Why do you not get the number of bolivianos for the dollar or in

trade what it is worth on the market in trade, or in terms of gold
or silver, instead of the price fixed by the central bank of Bolivia ?

Mr. MARTIN. I think over a period of time the values are determined
by the market.

Senator MALONE. You must know better than that. It has not
happened since World War II at all, and really since we went off
the gold standard. You are in the business. You are top man in the
great Federal Reserve Board. I am just a bystander. Even I know
better than that.

What do you think the trick phrase "dollar shortage" was created
for by the London bankers, the catch phrase to sell our people the
$17 billion Marshall plan in 1948? That, you remember, was going
to be the end of all such gifts--just as was the $33/ billion to England
in 1946 the first time.

Do you know what the Secretary of State testified to right here
before the committee in 1955? He said it had to be permanent. That
is what he said, and you did not know that ? Tell me, did you?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes. Well, I knew that the Secretary of State was
up here testifying.

Senator MALONE. Did you kmow what he said?
Mr. MARTIN. I have not reviewed his testimony.
Senator MALoNE. Will you take my word for it, that he thinks it

ought to be permanent? He wants it for 3 years now-this year.
You did not know that?

Mr. MATLR. You are talking about the Marshall plan.
Senator MALLow&. All of the plans--from the $334 billion gift to the

International Cooperation Administration (ICA) all to make up the
difference called the dollar shortage by the London bankers.

You did not know what it was for?
Mr. MAwnIN. I followed all of the debate, and all of the discussion

as carefully as I could.
Senator MALOia Well? I will give you an idea. They were and

are fixing the price of their money in terms of the dollar higher than
the market prpim Their money meant nothing in grams of gold, or
ounces of silver. We have been giving them god rfor dol-ar bal.
ances--and billions to make up the difference in the value they arbi-
trarily fix on their money in terms of the dollar, and the free market
price
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Do you know that with Marshall plan gift money they could buy
our old by building up dollar balances 1

Mr. MARTN. Ye.u
Senator MALoo. Then we deliberately gave our gold away, did

we notI
Mr. MARTIN. Some of the Marshall plan aid went into the reserves

of the foreign countries.
Senator MTwom. Well, it is not the Marshall plan now; it is Mutual

Security and ICA-International Cooperation Administration.
Mr. MARTiN. Right.
Senator MALoNE. I have news for you; this is exactly what happens:

our Government sent this money to foreign. nations-who in turn
fix a price on their money in terms of the dollar greater than it is
worth on the open market, therefore they cannot get a dollar at the
market price for it; then they call it dollar shortage. You know that;
do you not ?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes.
Senator MALONE. All right.
Senator BENNv'r. This witness has been here for 3 hours and a

half, Senator. Do you want to give him a little recess?
Senator MALONE. Yes, I would like to.
Senator BENNETr. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Senator MALONE. By the stability in the value of the dollar in this

reference I made to your testimony, do you not refer to a stable index
of prices rather than the value of the dollar ?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes, I think so.
Senator MALONE. In other words, if it is going to be a managed

dollar, what you really mean is that you have no method of measuring
it on anything else, because you will not pay anybody but foreigners in
gold, you will not pay an American citizen in gold, you will put him
in jailif you find him with a piece of it in his pocket; that is right,
is it not I

Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator BENNErr. Senator, for the record, did they not change

that, allowing him to have $100 worth?
Senator MALONE. They may have, but it would only be a token

gesture.
Senator BENN'r. Would you like to ask the witness that?
Senator MALONE. Yes.
Did they change it, so that a small amount might be retained ?
Senator BEmNNETr. A small amount; I think it was $100.
Senator MALONe. What was that change for, just so they could not

put you in jail if you had a pocketpiece?
Mr. MaRTIN. I think so, under the rule of.reason.
Senator MALONE. What difference does it make for the purpose of

this examination?
Mr. MARTIN. I do not think it is very pertinent.
Senator MAwLON. It makes no difference. You make a jail bird

out of an American citizen for having something that you gave away
free to a foreigner.

Mr. MAw r. That would be a mistake.
Senator MALONa. Well, we do it, do we not Are we not giving the

money to them, money, handing it to them, as we did Marshall plan
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money, as we did the ECA money, and 8 or 4 other funny names, and
through those giveaway organizations they built up a dollar balance?

Mr. MARTIN. They Id.
Senator Mamome. All right.
And we give foreigners something g then and make it a jail sentence

for tn American to buy; is that rightI
Mr. MAnrIN. We do. Tho Congress (loes it as part of a policy.
Senator MAuIOi. Of course, I do not blame you. Do you think I

am blaming you for this?
Mr. MAIMrtN. I do not.,
Senator MALxoNM. You know better than that.
All I want. you to be is frank and make a good record, so that a

fellow out there in the cow country my country, who wants to read
this record, ald some of them may 4o if, will have some idett of what
is going on, and will not have to retd t book, as your partner suggested.

I guess that is the reason most all of these ex-Cabinet officers and
others have written books when they got out. They write t book,
nearly till of them. Very few read the books, and if they do, they
would not know anything about the subject, because the so-called
editors (to not themselves know.

If somebody would write it real book about this monetary system
and tell the truth, they would do a great service to this country. That
is what we are trying to do in the record.

Now, it is the index that you are tying all of this to.
How many commodities are there in this index?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I do not know the index. Do you know the

price indexes that we use?
Mr. Noy s. I assume lie is referring to the consumer price index.
Mr. MARTIN. Yes. We tare talking about, purchasing power?
Senator MAiNEr. When you say it is worth 47 cents, as was testified

to here 47 5, what is it based on, the commodity index?
Mr. idARTIN. We will put the description of our index completely

in the record.
Senator MALAONE. All ri ght. That is all we need, just what it is,

how many commodity s, and how you weight it.
Mr. MARTIN. Rigl ..
(The information referred to follows:)

THE CONSUME R PRICE INDEX

The Consumer Price Index prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics meas-
ures the average change in price of the goods and services bought by families
of city wage earners and clerical workers. The complete title of this index,
popularly referred to as The Consumer Price Index, is Index of Change in Prices
of Goods and Services Purchased by City Wage-Earner and Clerical-Worker
Families.

The index reflects retail price changes of foods, clothing, housefurnishings,
fuel, and other goods; fees paid to doctors and dentists; prices in barbershops
and other service establishments; rents; rates charged for transportation,
electricity, gas, and other utilities, etc. Prices are those charged to consumers,
including sales and excise taxes.

Prices for these goods and services are obtained in 46 cities so selected that
their populations are representative of the entire population of the 8,000 cities
in the United States. Prices in all 46 cities are then combined into the national
index.

The index measures the effect of price changes on the cost of the goods and
services in the family "market basket." The contents of the "market basket"-
that is, the quantities and qualities of goods and services that represent what
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families bought in 1951-52--is assumed to remain the same, so that the change
in cost from month to month is the result of changes in prices, The index does
not purport to measure the changes In spending of families that result from
changes In their standards of living, It measures only the change in spending
caused by changes in prices,

The index covers approximately 800 Items, with food and apparel accounting
for somewhat more than half of this number. A recent tabulation prepared by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics Indicates the relative Importance, In December
1950, of major groups of goods and services represented.

(Jomposition of Consumor Prico IndeRl Re lat t'e
Oroup importanse

All items -------------------------------- 100.0

Food ---------------------------------------- 28.7

Apparel -------------------------------------- . 2

Housing ------------------------- 83.1
Rent --------------------------------------------- 5.0
Other shelter ------------------- ------------- 12. 4
Fuels, gas and electricity - ------------ ----------- 8. 2
Mousefurnishings ------- --------------------- .2
Household operation -- ------------------------ 5. 4

Transportation ---------------------- - ---------- 11.2
Medical care ---------------------------------------- 5. 4
Personal care .---------------------------- 2. 2
Reading and recreation------------------------- 5. 1
Other goods and services----------- --------------------- 6, 1

The price changes of the various items from 1 month to the next are weighted
by their relative importance in the preceding month. The calculating Is done
for Individual cities, and each city is weighted in proportion to the wage-earner
and clerical-worker population it represents in the Index, based on 1950 census
figures.

Retail prices used In the calculation of the Index are for detailed specifications
of goods and services, and Include sales and excise taxes. When an article can
no longer be priced, a substitution is made (1) of another article which is
adequately described by the same specification, or (2) of an article serving the
same purpose but described by a different specification.

Revisions in the index have tended to improve Its usefulness as a measure
of price changes affecting the families of wage earners and clerical workers.
The most recent revision, in January 1953, consisted mainly in the addition of
small cities, the updating of the "market basket" to a more recent and hence
more representative period, and an increase In the number of Items priced.

Among the Important uses of the Consumer Price Index two have attracted
considerable attention. One is in connection with labor-management contracts
involving automatic wage adjustments to changes in the price index. The other
is the use of the index to estimate changes in "purchasing power of the dollar."

The notion of the "purchasing power of the dollar" is really just another
way of looking at price changes. If, for example, measurements of prices show
a doubling of average prices over a period of time, the same fact may be stated
In terms of a reduction of one-half in what the dollar will buy. Measurement
of changes In the dollar's purchasing power must be based on an index of average
changes in prices and the Consumer Price Index published by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics Is probably the index most frequently used.

To calculate the purchasing power in 1056 of the 1929 dollar, one divides the
price index for 1929 (73.3) by the index for 19.56 (116.2), which equals 0.631 or
63.1 cents. It is apparent that this is the reverse of the procedure to calculate
the change in consumer prices from 1929 to 1956-which would be 116.2 divided
by 73.8, an increase of 58.5 percent.

Calculated in the same fashion, the purchasing power in 1956 was 47.6 cents
for the 1933 dollar, 54.1 cents for the 1941 dollar and 82.2 cents for the 1947
dollar. Stated in terms of average change, prices in 1956 were 110.1 percent
higher than in 1933, 84.7 percent above 1941, and 21.7 percent above 1947.
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Senator MLo.x. Another thing was, a very smart thing you are
now basing this index price of the dollar on 1948, is that right I

Mr. MAnriw. 1947-49.
Senator MNAwra. What was the idea of changing it from 1934, to

make it look better?
Mr. MATIN. To bring it closer to contemporary times.
Senator MAwoNE. Sure.
If you changed it to 1950, it would be still closer to contemporary

times and the index would probably show a purchasing power of
around 80 percent or more, would it not? It would fook pretty
good. I guess you will do that one of these days, will you not I You
can fool the young people and the older ones won't count.

Mr. MARTiN. We put into the record that the stability from April
1951 to April 1956 was pretty good, a pretty good record, generally
speaking.

Senator Muwom. What was it? What was the decrease in value
of the dollar ?

Mr. MARTN. It was about 1 percent a year during that period.
Senator MALONE. What has it been since then until now ?
Mr. MAxRTI. Well it has gone-it has gotten away from us there,

that is what I was talking about earlier.
Senator MaoNE. About 3 percent ?
Mr. fARN. Yes; it is over 3 percent.
Senator MALONE. What has it been since we took over in 1952 until

today, that is what I am interested in getting into this record.
Mr. MArI N. I think we have got a table in the record already, but

we will put 1952 in.
Senator MALONn. That is all right, put it in the record.
Mr. MARTN. Certainly.
Senator MALON2. Complete the record.
Mr. NM N. We will be glad to.
(The document referred to follows :)

In December 1952 the BLS Consumer Price Index was 114.1 percent of its
1947-49 average; in July 1957 it was 120.8. In this period, then, average con-
sumer prices rose 5.9 percent. The wholesale price index for all commodities
in December 1952 was 109.8 and in July 1957 It was 118.1; this is a rise of
7.8 percent. The index of wholesale prices for commodities other than farm
products and foods rose from 112.9 in December 1952 to 125.6 in July 1957, or
by 11.2 percent. In other words, the purchasing power of the dollar for city
wage-earner and clerical worker families (which is the group to which the
Consumer Price Index relates) has declined 5.6 percent in the past 4% years.
In markets for all wholesale commodities the purchasing power of the dollar
has declined T.2 percent, and In markets for wholesale commodities excluding
farm products and foods the dollar now buys 10.1 percent less than at the end
of 1952. Most of this price Increase has taken place in the past 2 years.

Senator MALONz. What do you say it is offhand from 1952 to 1957
at the present time?

Mr. MARTI;. I think it would be 5 percent, about 5 percent.
Senator MALoNz. Well is that 5 years, four and a half
Mr. Mmxri. That is from 1952 to 1957, which would be 5 years.

Most of it is in the period from April 1956 to-.
Senator MALONE. It is not 5 years, because 1957 is only half gone.

It would be four and a half years, would it not?
Mr. MAMN. Four and a half years.
Senator MAwoN. You say 5 percent?
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Mr. Noys. Just about.
Senator MALONE. One and a quarter percent a year?
Mr. Noys. There was practically none from 1953 to 1955.
Senator MA.LONxz. I do not care about that. I am talking about

what we have done since we have been here. Is that higher or lower
than from 1934 to 1952?

Mr. RimmF . It would be lower.
Mr. NoYs. It would be a lot lower than from 1934 to 1952; yes,

sir.
Senator MALONE. Well, 1934 to 1952-
Mr. Noyms. Per year-wait a minute; I will have to ched, that, I

cannot figure that that fast, sir.
The index increased from 57 to 113 from 1934 to 1952, and that

is-
Senator BiNNErr. It is double, if it were 114, it would be exactly

double.
Mr. NOYES. It has doubled in 18 years.
Senator MALONE. How much is that a year, then?
Mr. NOYES. About 2 years-
Mr. RIEnLER. It would be double in 35 years, if it were 2 percent,

so that it would probably be 3.
Senator MALONE. Twyo percent; so we cut it to about 1 percent

per year have we not?
Mr. iATIN. Right.
Senator MALONE. And it is getting bigger. The last year climbed to

.3Y percent. Have you any reason to suppose it is not going to be
bigger next year ?

Mr. MA RTIN. I find these hearings encouraging, of course, as an
indication it will not get bigger.

Senator MALONE. Hearings are not going to have anything to do
with it unless the top men change their ways.

Congress has nothing to do with the Federal Reserve Board unless
they amend the law. That is right, is it not?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, Congress,has a great deal to do with how much
is spent by the country.

Senator MALONE-. I went all through that once with the Secretary,
and if you want to bring it up again, you may do it. The White
House dictates what Congress appropriates within 3 percent, accord-
ing to the 24-year record. We do not have the guts to do anything
about it.

Mr. MAR TN. I will take your word for it.
Senator MAiLONE. No. Look it up, and I will be very happy to have

your comment. I have commented on it a good many times on the
Senate floor and elsewhere.

Now, can a highly stabilized index of prices rest upon a multitude
of economic maladjustments, or would that result in an unstable index
of prices f

ir. MRTIN. I do not know how good our index of prices is, con-

sumer prices.
Senator MALON.. I am talking about the change, not what you use

as a foundation or any criterion, and then, of course, that is only a
reference.

When you change from 1934 to 1947, why, you are just fooling the
public that much more, but it sounds a little better because the deterio-

9868--pt. 8 -_1
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ration is less. When you are ready, you can move it up to 1950, and
say that compared to 1950 we have an 80-percent dollar, and that will
sound even better.

It looks like we are improving it, but we are not, and I believe the
public is catching up with you, and if we do something about it soon,
there may be blood, political blood, all over the place.

Mr. MARTiN. I hope we will educate the public and they will get
it exactly.

Senator MALONE. You do not need to educate the public. They are
10 years ahead of you already-you need to educate the officeholders.

Mr. MARTIN. That is fine.
Senator MALONE. What you need to hold this inflation is it stand-

ard-an international yardstick-so that whe you trade money with
a foreign nation, you trade on grains of gold and ounces of silver.

If you know a better standard than gold and silver, you have not
suggested a better way.

Mr. MARTIN. You certainly need standards.
Senator MALONE. Now, you need what?
Mr. MARTIN. Standards.
Senator MALONE. Good. You do, but you have none, do you?
Mr. MARTIN. Well I think we have got some standards.
Senator MALONE. What are they V -I would be very much interested

in knowing about them.
Mr. MARTIN. I think gold is a standard.
Senator MALONE. A standard? It is nothing but a commodity now.

You are not on a gold standard except with foreigners, after you give
them the paper dollars to buy gold.

You print money and give it to them, or give them the credit. Then
they can take that credit, or dollars, and come back and get the gold.
That is all you do. .

You will put me in jail if I have over $100 of it, or any American
citizen. That is right; is it not?

Mr. MARTIN. That is right; it is a relationship that you use.
Senator MALONE. What is your relationship, and how do you say

you are on a gold standard? I just cannot go for that.
Mr. MARTIN. Well, our relationship is to $35 an ounce, which is an

arbitrary-
Senator MALONE. That is right; yo buy the gold for that, but you

know nobody in the United States can produce it for that, so you are
safe. Foreigners can produce it for $35 an ounce. You would, of
course, buy Russian gold if it came in? You, would buy it, would you
not?

Mr. MARTIN. We would buy it, probably.
Senator MALONE. Well, they can produce it at $35 per ounce. I

have information for you; they do not pay very much in the way of
wages. They are paying about 700 or 800 rubles per month, and that,
according to the proper exchange of 16 rubles to the dollar, would be
about $50.

Mr. MARnN. Rubles.
Senator MALONe. Rubles per month, and while it costs me $40 a day

to stay at a hotel and eat with my wife, they had a 4-to-1 rate on a
dollar, just about as honest as Bolivia, not quite as honest as England,
but on the same principle.
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It is worth about 16, which would have made it about $10 or $12 a
day and would have made some sense.

"Phey are eating well, wearing warm clothes.
Mr. MARrIN. Te standard of living seems to be rising?
Senator MAwNic. Yes. It is so much better than it was under the

czars and much better than it was 5 to 10 years ago. There will be
no effective revolt.

Further, no one thinks about it, but the little Balkan countries have
never been free. They have been between Turkey, Germany, and
Russia about 2,000 years, and if you turned them loose, it is like
turning a minnow loow in a catfsh pond-it is just a question of
which one gets him.

Mr. MARTIN. Right.
Senator MALoN.. Turkey controlled Bulgaria for 500 years. Swe-

den controlled Finland. Poland controlled Moscow. Turkey has
overrun the Georgian and Armenian Republics many times in the
last 100 years.They have controlled each other all over these years. So now we

are going to furnish plenty of money so everybody is going to eat
well and be happy. That is everybody but our own people.

These index prices depend upon a number of factors, do they not,

including rate of production, but not on gold at all?
If you want to value your managed dollar, on the weighted price,

you might have a drought which would change the relationship, is that
not right?

Mr.MARTIN. Well, the price of gold still remains at $35-
Senator MALONE. I am talking about the index prices. Gold price

has no effect since you cannot get it.
Mr. MARTIN. Well, the index has to be related to something, and

it is related to gold.
Senator MALONE. I agree with you, it must be related to some-

th. MARiNi. It is related to the price of gold.

Senator MALONE. No, it is not, except that the price of the dollar
is related to the index price, and you will buy an ounce of gold if
somebody offers it, even if it is Russia, for $35, but you will not
let a citizen of this country have it--so it has no effect on commodity
prices. We went all through that, did we not?

Mr. MARTIN. We did.
Senator MALONE. All right.
Then the index, the prices, what are there, approximately 36 or

40 of these commodities?
Mr. Nom.-s. Much more than that.
Senator MALONE. How many ?
Mr. RrIEpEiR. Well. the Wholesale Price Index now is several hun-

dred; it has been revised.
(The following was subsequently received for the record:)

WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES

The Bureau of Labor Statistics regularly complies and Issues three measures
of price movements In primary markets: (1) The comprehensive monthly Index;
(2) a weekly esthnate of what the monthly Index would be If all the prices In
the monthly Index were collected and tabulated each week; (3) a daily index
based on the prices of 22 commodities traded on organized markets or exchanges.
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MONTHLY INDOX

The Wholesale Price Index is a general purpose index designed to provide
a continuous monthly series showing price changes, singly and in combination,
for all commodities sold in primary markets of the United States. Tite Index is
based on a sample covering 2,000 separate commodities.

"Wholesale" as used in the title of this index refers to sales in large lots,
not to the prices paid or received by wholesalers, distributors, or jobbers. The
price data used in constructing this index are those which apply at primary
market levels-that is, the first important commercial transaction for each
commodity. Most of the quotations are the selling prices of representative
manufacturers or producers, or prices quoted on organized exchanges or markets.

Transportation costs are Included in the index only insofar as they are directly
included In the primary market price. Usually, prices are selected f. o. b, pro-
duction or central marketing points, in order to avoid direct reflection of changes
in transportation costs in the index. Delivered prices are included only when
the customary practice of the industry is to quote on this basis. Subsidies antd
direct excise taxes are "imilarly excluded from the index as far as possible;
these are not consilared part of the "price" as defined above for purposes of the
Bureau's index.

New Items are not Included in the index until they have become established
both tewhnologically and in the market. During their first few years of pro-
duction, the changes in the price of such items may reflect product changes
rather than those price changes which the Index is designed to measure. In the
developmental stage, too, the sales volume of these new Items is usually too
limited to influence the index appreciably.

In general, the prices used In the index are selected to conform with the
concept of seller's net realization per unit of precise specification. As far as
possible, the commodities are priced at the focal point of price making. Machin-
ery, therefore, Is priced f. o. b. factory; grains on the organized exchanges;
fresh produce at central auction markets, etc. Net realization, as defined by
market practice, means actual sales of precisely defined commodities, less normal
discounts, in approximately similar quantities to similar classes of buyers--it
doea not mean an average realized value per unit for a range of similar com-
modities. In other words, net realization means the price for a steel girder of
precise size, shape, and quality to a precise class of buyers at a precise shipping
point-not for a range of girders, buyers, or shipping points.

The classification system of the Wholesale Price Index Is essentially based
on products or commodities rather than on industry, source, or end use. It does
not exactly match either the Standard Industrial Classification, the Standard
Commodity Classification, or the United Nations Commodity Classification.
However, regroupings of the current classification can be made which will
closely approximate any of these three classifications. The basic index Is
divided into 15 major groups and 88 subgroups.

The index can be recomputed in accordance with other classification systems.
A special regrouping for market analysis developed by the Federal Reserve is
published in the Board's monthly chart book. As currently constituted, the
indexes shown are, in effect, summaries of the rather detailed "economic sector"
indexes which were recently developed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

As in all official United States index measures, the base period for the Bureau's
Wholesale Price Index is the average of of 8 years, 1947, 1948, and 1949. The
basic weights for the index are total transactions as reported In the Census of
Manufactures for 1947. Data for agricultural and extractive Industry products
were obtained from the Agriculture and Minerals Yearbooks for 1947: import
data cover the year 1947, as reported by the United States Department of
Commerce.

It is the Intention of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to review the entire
weighting pattern approximately every 5 years. Benchmark data from the 1954
Census of Manufactures will be utilized when It becomes available. In 1955,
BLS introduced revised weights based largely on the limited information of the
Census of Manufactures Annual Surveys. In addition, the BLS reviews detailed
weights within the product classes and whenever necessary introduces new
weights at the beginning of any year. New weights are not allowed to affect the
level of the Index In the month in which the change Is made, and index users are
notified of changes; an overlap index using the old weights is computed In order
to measure the effect of the new weights. Beginning with the final Wholesale
Price Index for January 1955, weights are based on the average of the estimated
dollar values of primary market transactions In the years 1952 and 1953.
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The relative importance of the major groups of the Wholesale Price Index in
December 1904 based on the latest weighting structure is shown in the following
table.

Oomposition of Wholesale PrIc Inde
reso
ipor

group Deomb
All commodities --------------------------------------
Farm products ..............
Processed foods .............................................
Textiles and apparel
Hides, skins, and leather products ------------------------------------
Fuel, power, light materials ------------------------------------------
Chemicals and products ..........................
Rubber and products -------------------------------------------------
Lumber and wood products..............................
Pulp, paper, and products .................
Metals and metal products ........
Machinery and motive products--
Furniture and household durables ...................
Nonmetallic minerals .........
Tobacco manufactures and bottled beverages-
Miscellaneous

tive
tanoeor 19$4

10.8

8.8
1.4
9.0
6.5
1.8
2.7
3.7

13.6
17.1
4.1
2.1
2.4
2.8

WEEKLY INDEX

The weekly index represents the Bureau's best estimate of what the compre-
hensive index would be if all 5,000 individual quotations for the approximately
2,000 series were collected each week, and if the complete index were calculated.
The weekly index is based on actual prices for fewer than 200 commodities and
estimated prices for all others. It Is calculated as a percent change from the
latest monthly index and converted to index form for publication. As soon as a
comprehensive index is published for any month, all weekly indexes falling in
that month are replaced by the monthly index. No attempt is made to maintain
a continuous series by correcting these indexes.

DAILY INDEX

The Bureau of Labor Statistics, as part of its general program for maintain-
ing the currency of its various price indexes, maintains a daily index designed
to measure the price trend and movement of these commodities which, as a re-
sult of daily trading in fairly large volume of standardized qualities, are partic-
ularly sensitive to factors affecting spot markets and trade's estimates of cur-
rent and future economic forces and conditions. The daily index is based on the
prices of 22 commodities, including 9 foodstuffs and 13 industrial materials.

Senator MALo.n What is the other indexI
Mr. R PFL=. The cost-of-living index. I do not know, they have

a great many prices in there.
Senator MALONE. You are going to give me both of them for the

record?
Mr. Rin'-ER. Yes.
Senator MALONE. I am glad it was mentioned, and how it can be

changed.
Mr. RmILmx. But they have added commodities to them over the

years.
Senator MALONE. And how you change it by adding commodities

from time to time. How often do you make this computation, maybe
once a year or twice a year ? Whenever you do?

Mr. MATiN. Right.
Senator MALONe. But the index of those prices, whatever those

commodities are, is affected by a lot of things besides any price of
gold or anything else, are they not? I mean, their production, the
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amount and rate of production, and general economic conditions are
in-.olved?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes, indeed.
Senator MALO E. Many factors?
Mr. MARTIN. Many factors.
Senator MALONE. That is right.
Now is not the concept of economic equilibrium a better criterion

as to the proper trends of an economic system than is a sustained
economic growth? In other words, is there not a better concept, is
not the concept of economic equilibrium correct, to let there be a gold
standard, or something back of it, so an Americin can share in it?
Would it not be better than trying to follow the will-o'-the-wisp of
an index price that is affected by so many factors?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, it is just a measurement that we use.
Senator MALONE. I know that. But what you are trying to do, and

I asked you that first, what you consider the objective to be, and your
said you judged the amount of money in circulation to sustain economic
growth.

The objective of the system is always the same, you said, to promote
monetary and credit conditions that would foster sustained economic
growth, and establish the stability in the value of the dollar. I hope
we do not have to cover that again. It has nothing to do with tie
index. You have tied a managed economy to the managed currency.

The index is probably the result, but whether conditions, and work-
ing conditions, are involved. There are so many other factors, too, are
there not?

Mr. MARTIN. There are.
Senator MALoNE. You are going to tell us why you are trying to

manage the economic system as well as the currency, under what au-
thority, and whether the Federal Reserve Act gave you that authority.

Mr. MARTIN. Right.
Senator MALONE. Now, you have said that price stability is essential

to that sustained economic growth.
Now, is not the nature of business expansion such that prices tend to

rise, particularly if the expansion follows a business recession or a de-
pression?

Mr. MARTIN. Y-s, there is-I think you are trying to get the maxi-
mum stability here. This is not a precise mathematical formula.

Senator IIALONE. Here is where you and I part company, and I want
you to know that for the record.

Mr. MARTIN. Yes.
Senator MALONE. And that is Congress should set down a, principle

under which its citizens may operate. Then they according to their
individual judgment, can invest their money, sell their property or
stock and do anything they want to do with their money and time.
Cumulatively then the judgment of 160 million people, maybe 170
million now, their collective judgment would, in that event, determine,
the economic structure and conditions, if it were based on a principle
of law and not the judgment of one man or of seven men---to change
the rule while the ball is in motion, would it not?

Mr. MARTIN. In the overall.
Senator MALoNE, Yes,
Mr. MARTIN. Y63.
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Senator MALONE. Vhat we are doing, we have one man sitting hero
as chairman of the Federal Reserve Board who is judging and making
decisions on how much money ought to be in circulation at a given time,
for something lie is pleased to call "sustained economic growth"-
when that very objective may not be compatible with the real objectives
of the Board, stability in the value of the dollar.

Is that not a cause for instability in business rather than stability,
because after he has invested his money on his own judgment on a
principle, then you change the rules while the ball is in motion, and
he is dead?

Mr. MARTN. I do not think we are very far apart, Senator.
Senator MALONE. Well, I am against anybody any one man, or any

seven-man board, having the authority to turn the managed currency
into a managed economy-and nail down all the "safety valves" of a
free competitive economy.

If aprinciple is adopted by Congress as to the amount or percentage
of gol or silver behind the money, any citizen can read and judge
hisbusiness accordingly. Let the market be the barometer with the
principle of law behind it. HIMoweVi"ru'ii'uder.vpresent conditions you
invest your money, ther,tlfh Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board,
here in Washington,dys that more or less money miistbe put in cir-
culation and the 1trest rate changes nd breaks him. H, could make
a profit paying percentt, but he is br ke'ayin 5 or 0 per. nt.

So the man An Washingtp ink it woul4 promote stability of
industry if heAvould prii4atnoth r $1 billion he puts it out\ That
is what you l2Zve testifipw to. . / /'A,

Mr. MARrN. But if he print andothcr.$1 billion, and thereby de-
preciates tbk currency--- ,, :j ,' \

Senator VALONE. Th%4 is wl)atou are dony ;Js it not,?
Mr. MArIN. No; do not tliiil so.
Senator MALONE. (W t .it as eprecite4,5 pearcentin 24 yearF*
Mr. MA4'TIN. No,V[ think' e are s plyitx some additions to the

money supply for gpwth in the econ, 4iy, bA-I do not think wet can
hope to have, stabilit\ if w o"not re igniyb what the price rekkion-
shis are. / . /

senator LONE. TYu are managing-the ec nomy as,4ell as t*fe cur-
rency. Who "we" in that regard I d not F

Mr. MARTIN.,Well, I mean everybody I do rof mean th,"ederal
Reserve Board he or the Congress.- ., /

Senator MAL0oN.You are the one who does it; are you pd?
Mr. MARnT. No. N,, ^ /

Senator MALONE. Whodoes it? Who recognixesthis great factor
that you need another $1 billion in circul4ion--"

Mr. MARTIN. 7[ think--
Senator MALONE. Under the law?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, under the law we have the responsibility for

managing the money supply.
Senator MALONE. You have the responsibility of reducing it or

increasing it; do you not?
Mr. MARTIN .We have the responsibility.
Senator MALONE. Because you think that in 1946, they added a law

that added to the Federal Reserve law that allows you to judge the
amount of money they need in circulation to expand industry; do you
not?
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Mr. MRTnxI. No. I think we had the authority before 1946.
Senator Mzwxwrl But anyhow you have that authority now cou-

pling the two acts.I
M. MA . Right.
Senator MALONE. If you judge the monetary system the business

system--economic system of the country needs $1 billion more of
printed money or $2 billion more, $1 billion less or $2 billion less, you
can do that, can you not ?

Mr. MAmnN. 'That is what a managed currency system is.
Senator MALONE. You are in favor of it ?
Mr. MAmr-n. Yes. I think the history of the 1860's, the 1870's,

the 1880's, during which the people finally agreed to accept the hazards
of a managed currency in the Federal Resreve Act, were such, I think
we ought to put all the safeguards we can around the exercise of
those hazards, but you and I disagree as to whether they are necessary.

Senator MALONz. The Federal Reserve Act was passed in 1913;
and there is evidence that many people who thought the Federal Re-
serve Board was good in the beginning changed their minds, but too
late. I do not say there should not be a Board as yet-but they cer-
tainly should not manage the economy.

I am trying to complete this record so we can study it.
Mr. MkRT&. Right.
Senator Mx.om. There will be 15 Senators sitting around the

table discussing the evidence after it is all in.
I will be one of them.
Mr. MA rin. And if we should not be in existence, why, I am the

first one
Senator MaLoz. Right now you raise considerable doubt whether

you should be. 0
Mr. MARTIN. Well, it is entirely your prerogative to have those

doubts.
Senator MALON. It is. You just answered the question to my sat-

isfaction that you now have the power to judge the adequacy of the
money supply in circulation, and that you can regulate it, reduce it, or
increase it in accordance with what you think may bo the future
demands of the economic system.

Mr. MAnmrI. The Congress gave us that authority and the Con-
gres can take it away from us.

Senator MAwom. That is right. That is just what I wanted to
know.

Congress, of course, is to blame. They are to blame for free trade,
"funny money," and billions to Europe. They can blame nobody else.
You cannot blame the White House, because the Constitution does
not say that Congress, not the White House, has the power to appro-
priate money.

The Constitution says that the President shall report to the Con-
gress the state of the Nation; that is what it says.

Mr. MA N. Right.
Senator MALwwi. And it does not say he shall write any legislation.

It does not say that you have to vote for anything he sends up here.
That is something thought up during the last 24years. That was
not thought up under our administration, but we just have not had
the guts to stop it.
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You have also stated here in the prior record, that the price stability
is essential to sustainable growth.

Now, in the nature of business expansion, such prices do tend to
rise, particularly if expansion follows a business recession or depres-
sion.

I asked you something about that before, but do you believe that
the Congress of the United States, and the Federal Reserve Act of
1946 gave you full authority to judge, through your own Board as
to the amount of money in circulation, needed to support what you
called substainable economic growth?

Mr. ARnN. I think that the Federal Reserve Act, and the Em-
ployment Act, both, gave us that authority. I think we have a man-
aged currency, and the Congress can take it away if they want to.

Senator MAoNz. And you have parlayed a managed currency
into a managed economy. I am glad you are throwing it back in
our teeth. You can document it, as you said you would.

You also have said that inflation is the rising cost of living. Of
course, we just generally make that remark. But why confine the
inflation to a rising cost of living, rather than apply it to a rise in
prices in general, as measured by the index of so called wholesale
prices?

If inflation is to mean a rise in the cost of living, why not use those
words, the latter words, and discard the confusing word "inflation"?

Is that clear what I am trying to ask you f
Mr. MAR7iN. Not quite.
Senator MAwwz. Let me go over that again.
Now, what do we call it ? We call it inflation, and it covers a mul-

titude of sins.
That means when you buy a pound of meat, that should cost 50

cents a pound and it costs $1.25 and the wages are not quite up to it
that is an example of the cost of living.

We are living on a war economy now. That is the way we are
holding our standard of living.

$40 billion a year, $37 billion for the national defense spending,
and $3 billion or $4 billion or $5 billion, to go to foreign nations to
buy our goods. It is a good system, as long as somebody can pick up
the checl but folks at home are getting tired of it.

Now, this rising cost of living, why confine it then to inflation?
Why don't we just call it, just use the rising cost of living so as to
indicate what the dollar is worth?

Mr. MNURN. I think that is perfectly proper.
Senator MAoww. You also indicated, or seemed to imply that sav-

ings should equal investment demands.
So long as the banks operate on a fractional reserve system, can

an investment properly exceed savings, so long as the borrowers repay
the loans when they mature? Just what did you mean that the
investments must equal the savings, if you did say that?

I have read the record you made.
Mr. Maqwm. I did not say that it should equal.
Senator MA . The investment demands, as I understood -
Mr. MAnTn. But I said yen should not use hank credit, which is

using new money to replace, so take the place of a deficiency of sav-
ings when it comes to long-term investment,
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.Senator MAo , Why shouldn't you, if I suddenly make up my

mind to goback into business and and can

signmy note to borrow $10,dO "Why could I not invest that in my

businesagain1 What is the matter with it?
Mr. M rnx. Well, I think the simplest way of pun it

differec between long-term capital and short-term cap.i .

The banks, the commercial banks of the country are in business,

they receive your deposits, as well as create deposit by making loans

to you, and they should not be using short self-liquidatins pape r

They should not be using it to put up a factory or a build .tat

will reqmre 20, 25 years to pay out. That should come outof savings.

Senator MAwLON, That may be true. but suppose amortization pay- ,

ments take care of it-you are familiar with amortizatioin
Mr. MArnx. That is nht.
Senator MAO" As a1n engiers and lawyers are-,- suppose we,

put up a plant that is going to take 25 years at 4 percent a year, and

o n w to pay 4 percent, or 8 percent interest, th

b .is.wling tooangthat money to me, or any other citizen, with

proper safe ke other signatures to the note. What is the

matter with it?
Mr. MA=rr. I do not think that is what the bank is for. I think

you ought to go to the capital market and sell some bonds. If you

want to engage in that type of activity I think that when the bink

is using the deposits of al of us, and I tink that it has to be in busi-

ness to turn this money over, I think what we are trying, to do here

is to get some capital, which is capital formation, which comes from

the flow of savings.,
Senator MA E. All right.
Suppose I have good credit I hare savings of 25 percent, or what-

er it is, back of this business ' What makes your state met hold,

water that you should not loan a man money wh en they, know t.y

cannot lose on the loan. thattheyhave theirnotes secured? , ..

Mr. MRMha. You wil etthat mone in the capital market.

Senator MAIN. I used to-build roas, and. I would get a bond,

mtybe I did not have that much p rty, or did not have savings
an Iadtout up bon foY1000,te other signers-of the bn

would make • safue
What is the matter with itI
Mr. MART=N. I do not sir~ that it matters. I say there is Salimit

beyond which you cannot stretch bank capital, and you can get this

money,and we have in this country-we are ve fortunate this

country in having a ~good capitalmarket, "a we -dveloped. %apil

market. i
Senator MAWONA. It is better sine they, found out if they' leave, it

in th. bank it decreases in valu6 every, year; does it -tot f

MrI. M49Mx. -The capital market? t
Senator MALON& Ys
Mr. MA~tTS. Itik
Senator' MA~wNiz It -would encourage people who. sell" securities,

becausinvstr know -they are gon ols oney ifthey evt

Mr.M~wr. t i because e o not'want you to lofe inOney iyon'

leave it ti the bank that we 'do not want, th6 banks ~to enAg ne

/
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Senator MANo. Who is "we"?
Mr. MAiW. I am talking about everyone.
Senator Mmioxx. You are talking about the Federal Reserve that

does not want people tq do that; are you not ?
Mr. MAz=z. No, I ahi talking about a whole community.
Senator M oWiim. Did Congress say that in the act?
Mr. M..rnr. Congress has not spelled out short-term and long-

term. capital, but I think it is implicit in the Federal Reserve Act.'
Senator &&wxru. Tell me howl
Mr. M"". I am going to tell you in this statement how, but I

think the statement ay
Senator MaLw. I understand that, and that you have the au-

thority to keep the banks from making a safe loan on that basis, so
there is no chance of losing a depositor's money at all, whether it is
10 days or 10 years. 1 I

But I referred you to a job, because I have gone through it many
times, and I did not have the money to put up a bond, butsomebody
thought I knew how to build the road, and they were wiin tosign
it, and they had the fro erty, so the knew it was goingto to done.

So what happened 0 0w . Whether it was $10,.
000, $200000: $50, or whatever t was, i there. What isthe
matter with it?Mr. a ' nks of theco ryhadnothinSupposi mg at, hmn , a f

but 20-year oans? Where wou t the pay OR the
deont? MALI oba w d'en its posi*on. 'Leave

Someth to the ners' j gm tocon
l 1am knga, 0 eo Piec tveindm toc -

trol th market for money ie.
t r.M xri. I think p ]ela nnin the maret on a::n " hekaket may doing
st. ornllaheMr. ~ ~ ~at it, . .....

r atou g ay "s doet
wantt banks osnaheon wn u but
you, a chairman, n detemi th the omic y m n
$2 -billio or $5 bili, bi ion re oess mo for what
you belie in your ent r enceis a ulike
theSecrt of the terest a er
d e is ill in) ou make the decision, do y6u not?

r. ii eW have today in tis country rre eyo
and the -Congress. authored and appr ral. R we
Act

Under the Federal Reserve -

Senator MaLOws. Answer my question.
Mr. Mirn.x That is the only *ay I can answer it. 4

Senator MAIO . "Yes" is the answer; is it not?"
Mr. MaAr "Ys" is the answer, exactly." Senator MAwN Of coUrse. That saves oui'time. ." '

That is.al-man board. you told me, and you are the' Chairman,
and it I hear right, that m 4h Boai, n0en.
you4 decide. e~ er ee lnpet
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Mr. MA=N. You do not hear right, then, Senator. (Laughter.]
Senator MALONE. I heard the Secretary of the Treasury here, and

I have heard a good deal of testimony and I have been watching you
for a long time at a distance, anal for about 11 years pretty closely,
but you do have the authority to judge what the industrial structure
of, the economic structure of this country is going to need for its
proper future growth, and issue the money that you consider necessary;doyo u n ot IMr. dTIN. We have, under the Federal Reserve Act, taken into

account the needs of commerce, industry, agriculture, for money, and
we have a responsibility to manage the money supply.

Senator MALONE. And the Treasury has the right to fix the interest
on Government bonds and you have the right to fix the amount of
money in circulation f

Mr. MArtIN. No. We and the Treasury together have to use the
market, which is made up of the thousands of individuals in this coun-
try, as to whether they will or will not-

Senator MALONE. I hope you do not tear down what the Treasury
finally, after about half an hour, said, "Yes," to "Are you the sole
judge of what interest should be fixed on these bonds?" Mr. George
Humphrey finally said he was the sole judge.

The Secretary of the Treasury said he received information from
many places and people, but he was the sole judge, and you have al-
ready affirmed that. That is right; is it not ?

Mr. MARTIN. But supposing his judgment turns out to be wrong,
then he does not sell them ?

Senator MALONE. All right. He does not sll them. His judg-
ment is bad, but nevertheless it is his judgment alone in the final
decision ?

Mr. MARTIN. He exercises judgment, but if he fails-
Senator MALONE. He may be out of a job.
Mr. MA=TN. He is out of a job; that is right.
Senator MALONE. He did fail to stop inflation and he is gone. How-

ever I think he did well with the bad deal we took over when he
came in.

Mr. MATIN. He did very well.
Senator MALONm. I would rather you did not make a speech now,

because I am going to stay here until you answer these questions.
Mr. MArnN. I will stay here all night, Senator.
Senator MALONE. I know you will.
It is his sole judgment as to what interest finally, after he has asked

you, if he wants to, and everybody else he wants to ask, but he finally
ixes that 5, 4, 3, 6 percent or whatever it is, on an issue of bonds, does

he not?
Mr. MnIN. It is his sole authority to place-
Senator MALONe. That is right.
Mr. MA=N (continuing). To place on the Treasury issue a rate.
Senator MALONE. Now that is settled azain. It is you and your

seven-man board who have the sole authority, after all of the factors
you take into consideration are completed, as to how much money
should be in circulation?

Mr. MArm. To regulate the money supply.
Senator (Awxz. You are the sole judge?
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Mr. MNArTN. Well, the Federal Reserve System has the responsibil-
ity of managing the money supply.

Senator MALONE. I do not care how long you stay here. Unless
you answer the question as to whether you have the sole authority to
fix the money supply-

Mr. MARTIN. I said that the Federal Reserve System.
Senator MALONe. Yes. That is good enough. That is very much

to the point. The Board has the final say.
Now you said, you referred to, the current demand pulls, the cost

push o rising prices. I do not understand that too well.
Is it not a simple fact in economics that prices, except when fixed

by Government, are the result of forces of both supply and demand I
Mr. MARTIN. They are.
Senator MALONE. What are these demand pulls, and cost pushes

that you use I They are new to me.
Mr. MARTIN. Those are phrases that I thought were descriptive, and

I said earlier that I do not think it makes any difference whether it is
the wage push or the cost push or the price push. It is the interaction
of costs and prices, w!ich is the factor that makes for inflation.

Senator MALONzE. Now, then Mr. Chairman, what you probably
mean is the law of supply and demand, if allowed to operate.

Mr. MARTIN. I will not quarrel if you want to discard those phrases.
Senator MALONE. That is much better.
The factors are supply and demand, which, if left alone, will take

care of it.
Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MALONE. The facts are now, however, with $37 billion a

year, we are buying much of the American output, much of which
would be on the civilian market, for national defense; are we not?

Mr. MARTIn. We are buying a great deal of this material.
Senator MAN. Sure we are; and, therefore we have what you

might call a synthetic market and the supply and demand in civilian
life is completely upset.

Mr. M"nN. There is no question of the fact that we have this
large armament plan-

Senator MALONE. We are living on a war economy. We have not
let the water settle in 24 years-starting with WPA; WPA in the
early thirties. It merged into World War II, then Korea, and simul-
taneously the worldwide "WPA" starting with the $334 billion loan to
England, the Marshall plan, and preparation for war.

Mr. MARTIN. All right. War economy means that there are no off-
setting civilian goods for the purchasing power that is created through
those expenditures.

Senator MAwN. That makes it a little complicated, but I think
your statement adds up all right. In other words, if suddenly start-
ing tomorrow we stopped spending national defense money for
60 days, what do you think would happen in this country ?

Mr. MARTN. I do not know. If you had a sudden cessation of-
we have gone through this--a sudden cessation on anything in the
spending stream-

Senator MAwoz. Not on anything. I am talking about the $40
billion we are sending abroad and spending here for national defense,
half of which we are wasting maintaining foot soldiers in 73 nations
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throughout the world, 5 air corps, and terrific waste in other de-
partments. But the $40 billion a year that we are putting out for
goods, if you quit spending it, what do you think would happenISMr. M Txm. There would be a decline in business and an adjust-
ment in business.

Senator MALOxL You think there would be just a decline and just
an adjustment ? I

Mr. MARTIN. I think we would absorb it. It depends upon how
long you are going to do it and it depends upon how permanent the
operation is.

Senator M&wNz. Well, according to the Secretary of State, he
wants the billions of taxpayers' money to Europe and Asia to be per-
manent, all the taxpayers' money all over the world, a division of the
wealth, presumably to the point where the nations of the world are
living alike, including the United States.

Ofcourse, when I think that out of the 2.5 billion people in the
world, we have 170 million or thereabouts, that to distribute our wealth
is like pouring a glass of water in the city reservoir, that is about
what it is like; don t you think?

Mr. MARTIN. I think there is some of that element in it, but the
point you are making about dropping $40 billion out of the spending
stream at any given time means a dislocation in the stream.

Senator MALON-. That is right. It would just be a question of the
extent of the dislcation.

Mr. MAirrin. That is right, in my judgment.
Senator MALO;E. And it might be pretty severe, might is not?
Mr. MAsTN. It could be pretty seve-e if it came in one big drop.
Senator MAwoN. Well, if it came in a year or 2 years, it could be

very severe, could it not?
Mr. MARTiN. It could be very severe in that time.
Senator MALONr.. Couldn't it result in a panic ?
Mr. MARTiN. It could; yes. If you dropped that amount out, it

could. It is very difficult to make adjustments in a spending stream
of that magnitude that quickly.

Senator MALONE. Now, in another place you said that aggregate
demand is in excess of the aggregate available of these resources at
existing prices. What is the effect?

Mr. MARTIN. That is why prices are going up.
Senator MALomE. How is the general law of supply and demand go-

ing to operate and control when someone is sitting at the top in
Washington judging if you need another billion dollars in circulation
or take a billion out of circulation which may at any time dislocate
the whole principle of the law of supply and demand.

Mr. MARTIN. If we managed this money supply reasonably well we
won't be precise in it. You will find that supply and demand on the
edges will always be perfectly apparent.

What would be happening if we were supplying more money than
has been supplied to the extreme today we would have a substantially
greater increase in prices than we have had,.and it would therefore be
much more apparent to everyone than it is now, and it is already
apparent to you, Senator that we have inflation which is reducing
the purchasing power of te dollar.

Senator LALok, That is a matter of judgment.
Mr. MAR IN. That is right.
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Senator MALONZ. I am not judging that part of it now. I am try-
ing to clarify the record. If Congress laid down a principle like it
did 180 years ago and the principle carried through 1988, that a
definite adequate percentage of gold must be behind the issued cur-
rency, 40 percent for a long time, then individual citizens could judge
what to do?

Mr. MLAmrN. Until 1945 it was 40 percent, and in 1945 it was re-
duced to 25 percent.

Senator MALONX. It was a little later than 1945; wasn't it?
Mr. MARTIN. No, it was in 1945. i will check it.
Senator MALONT. 1945; you are correct. I thought you meant the

same time we went off the gold standard. You are correct about the
time the gold reserve was reduced.

Mr. MARTi. Right.
Senator MALoNE. Didn't we then abandon the only principle we

ever had that 40 percent in gold must be behind the currency?
Mr. MARTIN. From the start of the Federal Reserve Act to

1945-
Senator MALONv. To 1945?
Mr. MARTIN. It was 40 percent against notes and 35 percent against

deposits and it was changed in 1945.
Senator MALON . To 25 percent?
Mr. MARTN. Right.
Senator MALoNz. Because we were running short of gold?
Mr. MAriN. That is right.
Senator MALONE. If we keep shoveling out the gifts in money to

foreign nations we are headed for another reduction to 10 percent or
less one of these days; are we not?

Mr. MARMN. I hope not.
Senator MALONE. The testimony looks bad; doesn't it
Mr. MARTIN. I don't think it looks as bad as you think.
Senator MALONE. We established the amount of gold we can rightly

call our own. If the demands are made for gold in the regular man-
ner by foreign-dollar balances and you paid it out as you customarily
do, and you say it would be a debacle, probably a depression, if you
stopped such payments; the foreign-dollar credits outstanding, you
would have under $6 billion of go d in the Treasury of the United
States.

Mr. MARm. That is right.
Senator MALONE. It is anybody's judgment as to what these so-

called allies might do if and when they suddenly decide that their in-
terests have changed. That happens every few days in Europe and
Asia--you are aware of these changes; aren't you ?

Mr. MArzr. I am.
Senator MALONE. Anyway, to clear the record, you had the 40 per-

cent of gold behind the currency from the time the Federal Reserve
bank was created in 1918?

Mr. MA RN. That is right.
Senator MALONE. What principle of banking utilizing gold was in

use prior to that time ?
Senator MArnN. Prior to 1918
Mr. MAw May I answer this question ?
Senator MAwxU. Yes.
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Mr. MARGET. We had no central banking system prior to that, and
the only type of banking that was under national legislation was the
national banks. We had no central bank. The backing of the cur-
rency then was basically certain specified issues of Government bonds
except for a small cash reserve.

Senator MALONE. There was no gold required at all
Mr. MARGET. The gold certificates of course always were in the Sys-

tern. Gold certificates were issued against gold which was sold to the
United States Treasury.

Senator MALOxa. Did you have to have hundred percent gold for
each gold certificate I

Mr. MARGrE. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONi What percentage of the money issued was gold

certificates t
Mr. MARotR. I would have to look that up as of 1918.
Senator MALONE. Would you do that for 25 years before 1918?
Mr. MAsoR. Yes, sir. We can do that.
(The following was subsequently furnished for the record:)

Percentage of total currency in circulation consisting of gold certificatee for
25 years before enactment of the Federal Reserve Act

Ratio (pr. Ratio (per-Total cur. Gold cer cent) of Total cur. Gold ocr- cent) of
renoy in tificates in gold oar- rengy in tificates in gold cer-

Juno 30- circulation circulation tificates to une 30- circulation circulation tificatesto
(millions) (millions) total our- (millions) (millions) total cur-

rency in renoy in
circulation circulation

1889 .......... $1, 380 $117 8. 48 1902 .......... $2,279 $30 13.43
1890 .......... 1,429 131 9.17 1903 .......... 400 377 18.71
180 .......... 497 120 & 02 1904 .......... - 853 466 1.25
1892 .......... 01 141 .81 .......... 623 485 18. 40
1893 .......... 1,97 03 &82 1908 .......... 2775 517 IS .3
1894 .......... 1681 66 8.97 1907 .......... 2814 800 21.32
1895 .......... 1602 48 &00 1908 .......... 3070 783 28.43
1896 .......... 1,80 42 2.79 1909.......... 3,149 815 . 25.88
1897 .......... 1641 37 2.25 1010 .......... X149 803 2A580
1899 .......... ,838 88 1.96 loll .......... ,263 030 28.50
189.......... 1,904 33 1.73 1912 .......... 335 943 A 28
100.........2081 201 9.68 1913 .......... 3,419 1,004 29.37
1901..........2,203 247 11.21 1

Souree: Banking and Monetary Statistics, published by Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System.

Senator MALONE. My point is, to build this record that until 1933
a gold certificate and a silver certificate, if we hal them, was re-
deemable in gold and silver?

Mr. MAIoIr. Yes, they were.
Senator MALoz. You could go to a bank and get the silver or the

gold coinsI
Mr. MAnoIr. Yes. Either the bank or the subtreasury would give

them to you. This is prior to 1983, sir.
Senator MALoNz. You could get the hard money, the gold or the

silver?
Mr. MA nir. Right.
Senator MALoNz. Then people had confidence in their money sys-

tem-you could get a $20 gol1 piece for a gold certificate if you had
the money, and rub a couple of them together in your pocket and you
felt like it was good United States money.
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Mr. MAnRTI. You have a lot of them out in your country still V
Senator MALONp,. Not gold pieces.
Mr. MARTIN. Silver dollars
Senator MALoNic. They give you the paper stuff and you can get no

gold at all-and silver for only a part of it. It is nothing. It
promises to pay you-and you testified to it, just another piece of
paper. Yet you can put out another billion of it if you believe it is
needed for "sustained economic growth."

Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Senator MALONE. So there is really nothing behind the money but

promises to pay in more paper and you are the judge as to how much
paper is to be in circulation. An American citizen cannot get gold
and can only get silver for silver certificates.

And you a1so know that foreign nations can get the gold with the
dollar balances built up through gifts of taxpayers' money. If an
American citizen takes any o their money now, he cannot get the
corresponding grains of gold and ounces of silver represented. Up
to 1933 he knew he could do that. We don't know that now, do we?

Mr. MARTIN. We still have a currency that is based on metal, on
gold.

Senator MALONE. On what?
Mr. MARTIN. On gold.
Senator MALONE. In these foreign countries?
Mr. MArIC. I am not talking about foreign countries.
Senator MALONE. Our currency is not based upon gold when you

cannot get gold for it. However, I am talking about dealing with
an individual in a foreign country. I deal with him, I go to his
country and I give him some American money or I give it to the cus-
tomhouse or I give it to the bank. I get a piece of paper in return, a
rag or piece of metal; it represented before 1933 a certain number of
grams of gold or ounces of silver.

Mr. MARTIN. Right.
Senator MALONE. I could come back to'the United States with pieces

of foreign paper and go to a bank and the might take it at a severe
discount. You know what you can do with thep aper money of most
foreign countries now. I could tell you, but it might not look nice in
the record.

Mr. MA^rnm. There are different types of paper money from abroad.
I brought back some Swiss francs the other day and I converted them
in New York.

Senator MAroxx. You can do that. The Swiss have been smart.
They have a little more horsesense. I might as well let you answer
this now. Do you have any way of knowing how many numbered in-
vestments and how much money is represented, brought into the
United States in Swiss francs and invested in American stock I

Mr. Mir. No, I don't.
Senator MALON. Does anybody know?
Mr. MARGET. The Federal Reserve bank acts for the Treasury in

trying to get figures with respect to investments here, but we are
not able to go beyond any information that the Swiss choose to give us.
You may know that we provided some answers just on that point;
perhaps we might insert that in the record.

Senator MLx I remember that. I am coming to it again be-
cause the Secretary of the Treasury said you would- have to get the

986B"-57-upt. 8-22
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rest of the information from the Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board. I have a long memory.

Mr. MAnor. When the vice chairman of the Federal Reserve Board,
Governor Balderston was testifying before another committee.

Senator MALOxN,. I did not sit with that committee.
Mr. MARor. We can provide for this committee, sir, the answer

to the questions on that point.
Senator MAwoxi. What was the question ?
Mr. MARorG. The question was, Wat role does the Federal Reserve

System play in collecting information with respect to investments-
Senator MALoNE. Can you demand that information from any re-

liable source?
Mr. MAROW. Well, we simply ask the banks and the brokers who

handle those things to give us the information, and we cannot go
beyond what they choose to give us.

Senator MALONv. If they do not choose to give it to you, you can
not get it?

Mr. MA RI. No, sir.
Senator MALONE. I wish you would expand on this, Mr. Chairman.

Do they handle their deposits, from which these investments mainly
are made in numbers and not names, so that all you know is a number?

(The following was later received for the record:)
The statement of the Vice Chairman of the Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve System, Mr. Balderston, has been published on pages 95-97 of
the hearings before a subcommittee of the Committee on Banking and Currency
on S. 594, S. 1168, and S. 1601 (May 22, 1957).

Mr. MARTIN. I think that is correct.
Senator MALONE. You can't get the name of the depositor?
Mr. MARTIN. We can't compel the Swiss to give us that.
Senator BENNETT. Just for the record as a member of the Banking

and Currency Committee, we have verified this situation. The Swiss
banks are forbidden by law to reveal the name of anyone having an
account in a Swiss bank.

Senator MALONE. I knew that. I wanted the Chairman to say it for
the record.

Mr. MARTIN. I do, indeed.
Senator MALONE. They have sense enough to protect their own

economy and as a result of that law and many other protective devices
their franc is worth par or more and may be worth a good deal more
even in dollars before we are through?

Mr. MAmiN. It is a very strong currency. a
Senator MALONE. There is something else we all know, we just do

not know the extent of it. Every dictator in the world, everybody
who thinks he might have to move out fast and maybe a good many
people of the United States who have more confidence in Swiss money
than United States currency, have money in those banks; isn't that
right?

Mr. MARTiN. That is right.
Senator MALONE. They have been smart enough to stay out of every

war and become a depositor a central banking system for all people,
including the dictators andhinds who are liable to have to make a
quick move.

Mr. MNArN. They have become the depository for the world.
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Senator MALONE. They are smart and they are always neutral.
They know nobody will drop a bomb on them because they would de-
stroy the money they have deposited there; isn't that about right?

Mr. MARTIN. I don't know that.
Senator MALONE. You have told me enough to show that you do

know it.
They are smart enough to stay out of these cock-eyed trade wars inEurope that have been going on for 2,000 years. We got into one in

1917. That was my war. We went in on England's side in a 40-year
trade war with Germany. We have utterly and completely destroyed
the only nation on two different occasions that could hold Russia in
check. We do not need a pound of anything through the Suez Canal.
We can produce everything we need in the Western Hemisphere we
need for war and peace. But what we need to know about our own
system now is whether it is good to have one man sitting in Washing-
ton at the head of a Federal Reserve Board determining whether the
business in Nevada or New Jersey or any other State should have more
or less money in circulation for what he is pleased to call "sustained
economic growth," or whether there should be a principle by law such
as we had before 1933. People can read and understand a principle
set down by law.

They can then invest their money on their own judgment of condi-
tions without having a bureaucrat making a decision in Washington,
destroying them while the ball is in motion. The record in thi in-
vestigation should help. Do you think it has any merit?

Mr. MARTIN. I believe in free enterprise.
Senator MALONE. Of course you do. But we do not have it any

more.
Mr. MARTIN. I think the Congress decided-and I think they were

wise in it-that the growth of this country required some management
of the money supply, that money would not manage itself.

Senator MALONE. I understand what you think. The Federal Re-
serve Board has very clearly parlayed managed currency into a man-
aged economy. Congress can do something about it should we so
decide, and that is what this hearing is about. Personally, the more
I see of Washington, the less authority I want here to make arbitrary
decisions.

What I like to see is a principle established by law, then if a busi-
ness does not work out under that principle after a citizen has invested
his money, time, or work, he wiU take it. But it is bitter medicine
to have it destroyed from here by the decision of an allwise office-
holder. That is why I am in the Senate because I did not believe
in a lot of the managed economy and international division of the
taxpayers' money that Washington has been conducting for 24 years.

Mr. MARTiN. I think the responsibility of managing the money sup-
ply is a very real one and a very important one.

Senator MALONE. I think it should be done on a principle, not the
judgment of one man. You cannot stop with a managed currency, it
continues into a managed economy.

Mr. MARTIN. I think we are trying in the Federal Reserve to operate
it on a principle.

Senator MALoNE. No, you are trying to do what you have testified
you were permitted to do under .the act, and that is to judge how
much money ought to be in circulation for a sustained economic growth,
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which is a very different thing. The amount of money in circulation
determines its value; you agree with that, do you not?

Mr. MAtUR. In accord with the principle of the laws of supply
and demand we don't think we can force values or make values.
. Senator .AO. My friend, I have news for you. Anybody that
is able to judge the effect of the law of supply and demand ahead
of time is a rich man. He does not have to hold some funny job.
That is where we leave the track. People buy and sell stock on their
judgment of the supply and demand; don't theyI

Mr. MA z. They do.
Senator MALON-. And they take into consideration somebody might

be promoting it, so they buy a herd of cattle or steers to feed and
they take a chance that they are going to make money. But if some-
body in Washington decides there is too much or too little money
in circulation and breaks the market he is broke. Maybe the judg-
ment of the buyer was right, but h judgment would not mean
anything in the face of Was ington juggling the money supply.

Mr. M3Lrni. I think you have it out of perspective.
Senater MALONE. It could be, but investors in mining, livestock, and

general producers cannot anticipate what a man in Washington
may do.

Mr. MARTIn. That is all I am trying to comment. The Congress
has placed a very real and very important responsibility on the Fed-
eral Reserve for managing the money supply.

Senator MALONE. That we know, but it did not stop there-
Mr. MAniTim Maybe they were unwise in doing that I
Senator MALONE. I think they well may have been.
Mr. M3RTIN. But it is here. We try to exercise the authority which

the act gives us and we believe we can only be successful in exercising
it, when we jcognize that the law of supply and demand is operating
and we don't try to-

Senator MALoNz. Now my friend, you know that I realize that
what you say is true, and I believe you to be an honest man. You
are doing the best you can, but you cannot by any manner or means
judge what the law of supply and demand will be, considering all
these factors for a year ahead. No one can. But a principle laid
down by Congress where people can invest their money on their own
best judgment, and with a hundred million people doing that, it adds
up to an economic structure, a systerV.

Suddenly we want a managed currency, a managed economy. Wash-
ington wants free trade so that when a citizen invests his money in
a zinc mine in Utah, or a tungsten mine in North Carolina, or a textile
plant, 34 foreign competitive nations sitting in Geneva can break
these investors by the simple procedure of continuing lowering the
duties or tariffs formerly used- to equalize the domestic and foreign
labor costs.

So the investor is broke through no fault of his own, is he not?
Mr. MAmRIN. That is correct.
Senator MALoNz. I doubt the advisabilit of leaving the American

investor at the mercy of a Washington oflfceholder, or in the hands
of foreign competitors.

I had a visit with the British Secretary of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade organization containing the 34 foreign competi-
tive nations. I had a nice visit with him. They are regulating our
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foreign trade in Geneva-dividing the American markets between
them.

As long as you can sit in Washington and regulate the amount of
money in circulation-and 84 competitive foreign nations can sit in
Geneva and regulate the amount of protection furnished an investor
or working man from foreign sweatshop labor-then Americans are
just about up the creek without a. paddle, are they not?

Mr. MARTIN. But our intention is never to that point.
Senator MALoNE. Your intention is good. Hell is paved with them.

I never intimated your intention was not right. I say you cannot do
it. It is impossible for any one human to judge the future for 170
million people. The Constitution never contemplated such a thing.
It was written to prevent just such a situation.

Mr. MA-rIN. go far as the money supply is concerned, Senator,
prior to the Federal Reserve Act we had a series of money panics.

Senator MALoNE. Of course, we did, and we are riding for a worse
one. You know it as well as we do.

Mr. MARTIN. We will certainly do everything we can in the Federal
Reserve to prevent it. I don't think we will-be unsuccessful.

Senator MALONE. Instead of preventing it, you are hastening it by
inflation, trying to judge the amount of money needed for "sustained
economic growth."

Mr. MAmRTN. I can't agree with you.
Senator MALoNz. I live 3,000 miles west of the Potomac River. I

just returned from a visit there. What do you think I went out
there for I To see for myself the effect of the actions of Washington
and Geneva on the economy of the United States. I can show you
whole communities dependent upon mining, textiles, pottery, chemi-
cals and hundreds of other products.

Zr. MARnN. Dried up by lack of money I
Senator MALONe. Dried up because they cannot operate on inflated

prices in competition with $2 foreign labor.
The Federal Reserve Board can print more money because they

think it is needed for a "sustained economic growth.'"
In Geneva they can lower the duties or tariffs to assist undeveloped

nations.
The two of you are invincible in the destruction of the American

workingmen and investors. The State Department says that Mexico
buys more from us than we sell to them and, therefore, if we try to
save an American miner by adjusting the tariff to equal the differ-
ences in the wages and the cost of doing business here and in Mexico,
Mexico might not approve if we try to keep our own people employed.
We must give them the imerican market to hold their friendship.
We must keep our own people unemployed. Then the State De-
partment proposes to appropriate more of the taxpayers' money, so
that when these communities dry up, on account of the "free trade"
policies then they would train these workingmen for other jobs and
compensate stockholders. That is the way they do it in Russia, only
they don't ask for a congressional act.

Your Federal Reserve Board prices American producers out of the
world markets through a managed currency and a managed economy.

In Geneva 34 foreign competitive nations are busy dividing the
American markets among them by continual lowering of American
duties or tariffs through multilateral trade agreements.
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Congress is sending the American taxpayer's cash to European and
Asiatic nations through the Marshall plan, ECA, mutual security,
and ICA.

The Import-Export Bank, the International Fund, and two other
international organizations largely financed by Uncle Sam are busily
engaged in promoting American investments broadd to use the sweat-
shop.labor and import the goods here. It is tough for an American
worklingman or investor to win.

Senator Bmixvn'r. Senator, it is 6: 80.
Senator MAboNPI. I told the chairman I would finish today. Mr.

Martin is willinti to stay. If you are iiot, I will guarantee you we are
not going to burn the building.

Senator BENNPnVFr. How much longer do you think you will be?
Senator MALONi. I have several questions and the simpler they are

answered, the sooner we will complete the hearing.
Mr. MARTIN. I am perfectly agreeable.
Senator IIENNmrr. -Do you want to recess?
Mr. MARTIN. I am aireeable.
Senator BcnN-rr. Do you want to recess?
Senator MALONE. No, sir; I don't want to detain you or anybody

else.
Senator BENNEITr. 0. K.
Mr. MARTIN. I have complete confidence in Senator Malone.
Senator BEiNNETT. It isn't a question of confidence.
Mr. MARTIN. I know that.
Senator B.NNTr. I have been thinking of the convenience of the

witness and the fact that he has been here now about 7 hours.
Senator MALONI. If lie would like to come back in the morning, I

would be agreeable.
Mr. MARTIN. I would rather finish tonight because I have a meet-

ing tomorrow at 10 o'clock where the Reserve bank presidents are
coming from all around the country.

Senator MALONE. We are all bus tomorrow and would like to
finish today.

Senator BENNETT. I will leave the gavel in Senator Malone's hands.
Senator MALONE. Thank you.
Senator BEmNNETT. And assume that before you and Senator Malone

die of hunger-
Senator MALONF. We would not mind if we missed a couple of

dinners; it might keep our weight adjusted.
Senator BENNETT. As long as it is not a drain on the money supply.
Senator MALONE. We will manage.
Now we are ready to complete the hearing.
Now you also said in your former testimony that "there is no

validity in the idea that inflation once accepted can be confined to
moderate proportions," that was your testimony wasn't itI

Mr. MARTIN. That's correct.
Senator MALONz. What do you think will have to be done to re-

verse the trend that you have already -testified has been increasing
during the last year?

Mr. MARnT. I spelled that out in my opening statement, Senator.
Senator MALONE. Yes. Just condense it.
Mr. MAar. Yes, sure. I think we have to have a larger budget

surplus than we, have had. We have to cut Government expenditures
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and have a larger budget surplus than we have had or have in pros-
GCct and I think we have to have the Congress and the Board an the

Treasury, all of us, constantly looking at every Government program
that comes up in terms of the fact that we have an inflationary period
that we are in and definitely convince people that we are going to do
something about it.

Senator MALON. What do you mean by a larger budget surplus,
appropriate more money?

Mr.MA rI. No, I mean not appropriate more money.
Senator MALON. You mean cut down the appropriation and cut

down expenditures?
Mr. MnAnrTI. That's right.
Senator MArTo . Are you talking about expenditures within the

United States?
Mr. MAnrIN. I'm talking about all expenditures, public and private.
Senator MALONE. I have been talking about useless public expendi-

tures in foreign nations.
Mr. MARTIN. Public expenditures. It is overall.
Senator MALNizv. You want us to cut down in domestic spending as

well as the foreign?
Mr. MAwnw. Right.
Senator MALONE. What would you do with this expenditure-

since World War II, we have put out about $70 billion to foreign
nations, starting with the lend-lease and the 1946 "loan" to England,
it adds up to about $107 billion. We are still supporting these na-
tions, that is what I called visiting our star boarders first, you know?

Mr. MARTN. Right.
Senator MAloNE. What would you stop spending first Would you

stop spending building projects in this country under the 55-year
principle of irrigation and reclamation-and flood control projects,
under the 75-year principle under the Army engineers? Wouldyou
cut down domestic expenditures for the benefit of the American
peoplk-in favor of continuing payments to foreign nations?

Mr. MARTIN. I am not competent to answer that. I am talking
about the necessity of having a larger budget surplus in a time of
high activity and intense utilization of resources such as we have had.
I haven't reviewed the program of the Government and I don't
think-

Senator MALONF. I think it would be good if you reviewed the
whole picture.

Mr. MARnz. I don't think I am asked in my job to tell the Budget
Bureau or tell the President, or the Congress what they should or
should not appropriate.

Senator MALOwi. You made a statement that these expenditures
should be cut. Before you make such a statement, I think you ought
to know what the administration is doing.

Mr. MARTIN. I am talking about it as a general principle and we
agree that general principles are important.

Senator MAWNB. What we have left, if any.
Mr. MAnw. I am little more optimistic than you are.
Senator MAwxz~o. You have just testified that there is none in your

business, it is a matter of the judgment of the Board. That is not
a principle. Suppose you accepted- a better job tomorrow and some-
body else came m, you know there might be a very wide difference in
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policy, might there not? And you are very likely to be supplanted
S1000 if we keep this up.
Mr. MANrIw. I-am likely to be supplanted at any time.
Senator MALoe. Of course.
Mr. MAwnI. That's right.
Senator MALOrn. And you are not likely to be there too long
Mr. MARTri. That's right.
Senator MALOxE. Suppose someone came in with a different judg-

mnent that more or less money ought to be in circulation, the citizens
of this country would be subject to quite different conditions; would
they not?

Mr. MANTIW. There would be a change.
Senator MALONE. Is there any reason why he couldn't do that un-

der the law I
Mr. MAMRTN. You mean if he had my job?
Senator MALONi. Yes.
Mr. MARTIN. None whatever.
Senator MALONE. I think we are getting closer together. In other

words, the Government of the UnitedStates should be run on principle,
not on individual judgment, and subject to the current whims or
judgment of the current officeholders.

Mr. MAnTn. I think the Federal Reserve Act is a combination of
government by law and government by men.

Senator MALON,. In such a case the government by man dominates.
For the last 25 years we have definitely drifted toward a government
by men. The President judges whether we ought to be in the zinc
business in the United States or not. He is the judge as to whether we
ought to be in the textile business in the United States or not, with the
State Department working through Geneva dominating the situation.
The State Department has 1 member out of a 35-member committee
sitting in Geneva and they agree upon multilateral agreements lower-
ing tariffs, each with 1 vote. You are not in the zinc-lead business.
You are not really in the textile business. Five thousand products
will be injured when we substantially reduce the war economy.

You are saying there is $50 billion of American capital already in-
vested abroad using the cheap labor and importing the Roods. In
addition, we have put in $0 billion of taxpayer moneys to iuild these
plants in low-wage countries so they can manufacture this stuff with
$2 labor and brine it in here and put the American workingmen on
the street and the investor out of business.

I do not believe we will extend the 1984 Trade Agreements Act
when it expires in June of 1958. The regulation of our foreign trade
will then revert to the Tariff Commission, an agency of Congress, to
adjust the duties or tariffs to take the profit out of the low-cost foreign
labor at the water's edge.

You say you do not accept the idea of inflation but you go along
with it on a managed currency.

Mr. mArn. We not only don't accept it but we do everything in
our power to resist it.

Senator MALONE. But you have it.
Mr. MrniN.. We have not been entirely successful.
Senator MALoi'x. It is increasing, isn't it f
Mr. MAN=. No.
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Senator MALoNE. You testified that it has increased by 8 percent last
year.

Mr. MA z;. I don't think the record of the last year is very good;
I agreed with you on that.

Senator MALONE. Neither do I.
I do not think any man in the world could exercise such judgment

successfully. We have an official in the White House, the Director
of Defense Mobilization. He determines the short amortization tax
writeoffs. It is his sole decision to make. I don't think any man in
the United States should have that authority. And we did arrange
to stop it in 1959. It came out of this committee. That office ap.
prove more than $40 billion of such tax writeoffs.

Probably not more than 10 percent of the Washington employees
could make a living in business--in a private business. You know
that better than I do. But they can make the rules for the man who
has his blood money in a business under which he must succeed or go
broke.

This is out of your field. But it is just another example of Govern-
ment by men.Now, is it a fact that prices couldn't get so far out of hand, even
with poor management and the use of credit, when a currency is
redeemable in gold as they can under a managed currency when the
currency is not redeemable; isn't that a fact?

Mr. MARTIN. I don't think that the redeemability in gold is the
controlling-

Senator MALoE. Any kind of hard money?
Mr. MAnRTIn. Is the controlling factor in whether prices get out of

hand or not.
Senator MALONE. You don't believe it is.
Mr. MARTIN. No. I think you can have a collapse--when we went

off the gold standard it was fundamentally because of the collapse
that was imminent because it was too great for people to accept.

Senator MALONE. What do you think it is going to be next time?
Mr. MAr.nN. I have no idea, Senator, but I assure you that we

will do everything we can in the Federal Reserve to have ft money
supply that will retain its value and contribute to stability. That's all
I can give you. It is a pious hope, a pious wish.

Senator MALONE. You don't thifik it helps it any to have it re-
deemable?

Mr. MARTIN. I don't think that would alter-
Senator MAoNz. You see, Mr. Chairman, maybe you forget it, you

have been here east of the Potomac for quite a while. If you have a
shortage of some product, the price goes up, making it profitable;
people will enlarge their plants if they know the principle, the rules
are going to be the same.

But if they knew that after they invest this money that you, sitting
in Washington, can destroy the feasibility of the business y printing
more money or decreasing the supply, then their investment is gone
and with it the confidence in the system.

I am talking about 6,000 different products. If there is a shortage
of anything, and people know the principle under which they are
operating, they soon make up the supply. No matter what it is, it may
be corn or wheat; isn't that right I
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Mr,, MArnr;. That's rilght, ,
Senator MALTMN0. If t. 1e Oovernmeint officials stay out of it, the law

of 514pply and demand takes over if there Is it principle of law. But
to have a Government official aribitrarily changing the rules while
the ball Is in motion-thore is a difoeronce, isn't there?

Mr. MAwrTN, I think there is a differences. It might be wise to go
back to a laisse faire system.

Sonttor MALONN, what is that?
Mr. MAIrIN. I 1110 that loosely; Just let II1t1l'0 filtke its c'01ZCM O.
Senators MAt,ox. That is not what T have sidd. What I have said is

have it standard and it prlnille and have r'ed vnitl)le curouecy. Do
you call that hitisse fiaire, or whatever It is

Mr, MARTI N, What are you going to redeen it, its at some price.
Senttor MATAoNN. 1et (Congress fix the redeomablo figure as they

always did, They represent the people. You do not represent any.
body.

lr. MAtrriN, I represent the Congress.
Senator MAILoNN. You do. Maybe you think you do,
Mr.' MAU'i. We were appointed by the.-
Senator MALONH. By whom ?
Mr. MATI N. By the llres ident with the conment of the Senate, under

tilt flet.
Semtor MALON. Who (11i1114 the VIesident down We approve any

pir.idential tl)pointnwnt if his character is good.
M'. MRT'N.1 Uu 11e Rd a NIpssd by the Congress of the United

States.
Senator MArom, That is right. What is the use of borrowing

money and going into the zinc business when a imiltilateral trade
ageenlent made in Geneva can break the husiness We used to Mwo.
duce two-thirds of the zinc they use in this country. We produce
about a third of it now, or did until recently-now the mines are down.

We have a State Departtment with one thought, and that is to dis.
tribute the markets of the United States among the low-wage nations
of the world. The testimony is there. Dulles said, sitting in that
chair, that if in the President's judgment the international situation
would he bettered by allowing an American industry to go broke
through low-wage, foreign competition, then it would be shut down,
under the 19,34 Trade Agreements Act. Foreign trade should be
regulated on the principle of fair and reasonable competition and let
the Tariff Commission recommend the tariff to do the job. But the
Tariff Commission should not decide whether they believe a certain
American business ought to operate--like you are deciding how much
money ought to be in circulation for "sustained economic growth."

You do not believe that redeemable currency would affect the situa-
tion?

Mr. MAMRIN. Not as you have outlined it; no, sir.
Senator MALON.. Then, in another place, you say you "do not favor

high interest rates." Why should we not favor the high interest rates
that the Secretary has fixed I That is a question to you.

Mr. MAmzI. I don't think there -was any alternative to his raising
the interest rate. My point was that I would hope that in the long
run that the interest rates would not have to rise.

Senator MAwzNE. You would hope. But what would you do about
it, if they did not buy your bonds on the market?
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Mr. MAWrr. If the Treasury didn't soil its bondsI
80enator MAv'r1n4, Yes.
Mr. MAirrIN. You wouldn't do anythbig aboit it?
Senator MAtONS. You would raise the rate of interest until they

wore sold on the market ?
Mr. Marrim. That is the Secretary of the Treasury's.
Senator MALON. That's right. But my question was You don't

favor the hiIth Interest rate, so what do you favor in order to sell
the bolds? Print more money?

Mr. MARrtN. No. I was merely talking about It as a general idea,
Senator.

Senator MALONx. Well, of course, we can Just make a flat statement
nd walk away from it, but they have to sil the bonds, do they not?

Mr. MAWrIN. Thley have to sell the bonds and, tinder present condi-
tions, they have had fo pay higher interest rates.

Senator MAwNI. You ngreo with that, wo why do you say you are
not in favor of it ?

Mr. MAnvI. I was talking that it would be my hope that they
would be able to soll bonds at lower interest rate.

Senator MAtN),. That is a bettor word. But you don't know they
can't.

Mr. MAwir. Not at the present time; that is correct.
Senator MALONE. We watched this thing from the beginning.
You remember when they, our Government, went off the gold stand-

ard immediately the dollar started to cheapen, didn't it?
Nr. MAnTIN. Yes; I believe it did.
Senator MAiNz . They started to print money. The worst kind of

inflation. People began to complain when the money bought less.
The propagan dV came from Washington by the ton that a dollar is a
dollar, do you remember?

Mr. MAirrIN. That's right.
Senator MALoNE. The only people to whom a dollar Is a dollar is

the bank; isn't it? They loan you $5; all they want is $5 back. If
you deposit $5, they will give you $5 back. Whether it buys 20 per-
cent of what it would purchase when you gave it to them, makes no
difference to them, does it ?

Mr. MAirriN;. No.
Senator MALONE. A dollar is a dollar?
Mr. mrxN. That's right.
Senator MALONE. But is it a dollar to the man who put it in and

left it a few years and then takes it out to buy something or to put
the children in school?

Mr. MARmN. No. That is why we want to preserve the purchasing
power of the dollar.

Senator MALoNE. Do you remember the propaganda 10 feet deep
all over the country in the thirties that a do lar is a dollar, what are
you complaining about ?

Mr. M TIN. I don't remember.
Senator MALOz. How old are you?
Mr. MAmN. I am 50.
Senator MALoNe. It came along in the thirties. You should re-

member. I remember it I was State engineer in xiy State then.
I said yeak a dollar is s dollar in paper money but if it will just buy
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half as many groceri es, it won't do you very much good unless you get
your wages raised. That was a correct statement; wasn't it IMr. MWrrix. Yes.

Senator MAw0m. We are still using these catch words and phrase
such as the "dollar shortage," "trade not aid," and destroying our own
country.

You treat inflation in another place as a rise in prices rather than
it rise in cost of living. What is the use of the word inflation when
you can describe it a manifested by the forces with which we are
dealing, that is the prices I

Mr. MARTIN, Right.
Senator MAWNxa. In your judgment it would be better to recognize

what is happening? I
Mr. MAfrihT. eight.
Senator MALoiN. Get away from this general termI
Mir. MARTIN. Right.
Senator MALONE You say there is no question that the Federal

Government and the American people pulling together have the power
to stabilize the cost of living? J ust how would they 4o it on managed
currency I

Mr. MARTIN. On managed currency ?
Senator MALONE. Yes.
Mr. MAIrFIN. By holding the line on the supply of money.
Senator M.o, ;z. Who isgoing to hold it?
Mr. MAirr N. The Federal Reserve Board.
Senator MAlo0. Have they done it?
Mr. MARTIN. Not as effectively as they should.
Senator MALON. What are you going to do about it?
Mr. MARTIN. Try to do better.
Senator MAoNE. How long have you been in there?
Mr. MARTIN. Six years.
Senator MALONe. Since 1950?
Mr. MARTIN. Six years..
Senator MALONE. It is qute a while; isn't it?
Mr. MARXIN. That's right.
Senator MALONE. What has been the matter?
Mr. MArrIN. We have been doing the best we can.
Senator MALONE. What defeats you?
Mr. MARTIN. There were other things besides credit and money.
Senator MAON!. What was it?
Mr. MARTIN. We referred to the budget. We referred to the man-

agement of the debt.
Senator MAloNE. That is up to the Treasury; isn't it?, Their ramis-

in of the interest rate threw you out of gear; is that right?
Mr. MARTIN. That is a relationship.
Senator MALwE. Well, now you -now as a matter of fact, it is

impossible to hare a free economic system under a managed currency
and a managed economy. As a matter of fact, under p resent condi,
tions unless a young man inherits the money, he can't borrow it and
pay it back even if his business makes money, with the income tax and
everything the way it is, you know that; don t youth

Mr. MARTIN. I follow you.
Senator MLoNp. Then we fixed our young people up, so there are

only two things for them to do. They can either get on civil service
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and a job with the Government or a State or they can go to work for a
corporation that is big enough and spread wide enough so it can
write off enough of these income taxes to keep in business?

Mr. MArnN. I think you are unduly. p.simsti es.

Senator MAwOnz. I am not pessimistic. I am talking about the
actual condition.

Mr. MAwmN, I think there are thousands of people today that
are now in neither category that are making a pretty good living.

Senator MAwp.m. I wish you would describe one of t em. How
would you do it, if you don't inherit the money and must go to a
bank and borrow the nioney you need to go into a business, how will
you pay it back I

Mr. MA Nro. Out of your business.
Senator MAwNx. Yes.
Mr. Mamner. By engaging in a business as thousands of individuals

have done and earnin the wherewithal to pay it back.
Senator MALONz. HOw are you going to get it out of the income

after the Government takes its cut V
Have you ever studied itI
Mr. M AamrN. Yes; I know a great many individuals who have

done it.
Senator MALONE. You know a great many individuals who have

made deals on a capital-gains basis. But I doubt very much if you
know of anybody running a straight business and borrowed all the
money they needed for it, paid the interest and principal back without
some Lind of a deal-probably legal but getting a capital gain or
getting into a deal in a foreign nation where you don't have to pay
the.American taxes. You deduct the taxes you pay to the foreign
nation from anything you might have to pay here. You know that,
don't you ?

Mr. MArnN. Right.
Senator MALONE. Maybe you better study the possibility of a young

man going into business for himself. That is one reason I ran for
the Senate. I got so mad at what was being done. I am madder now
than I was then. It is worse for us to do it. We ought to know
better.

You stated, too, that Congress should declare the stabilization of
cost of living as a primary aim of the Federal economic policy. How
would they do that.

Mr. MAkm. 1 have already commented on the budget rlus and
I think that if all of these proams that come before the Congre.
are examined in terms of what they do to the price level or might do
to the price level, I believe there is the power in the Federal Govern-
ment to stabilize things.

Senator MAoNa. But we should declare in a law-why do you have
to declare it ? Wouldn't common horsesense make it an objective tokeep the dollar stabilized so a man working hard for his money could
put $2 in the bank and next year it is worth $2 in purchasing power

Mr. MaxTN. Common horsesense would certainly declare it.
SSenator MAL.NE. Why do you want to pass aniother law? You

have about 10 times as many laws now as you need.
Mr. 3MARM. Perhaps another law would not do it. I was mery

making a hortatory statement on this point. The point I am trying
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to gft at was recently popie have doubted whether the Government
re, ly 11101111t business with resp)et to-7-

Sena1t1or MALO. TO it11ltiot, 1 thitlk we are going tho way Oer.
many wont and it may not be too long unless Congress reinsta tes the
sound money stantdard. Otherwime we will pay our debts like the
N. e lit h1orist Will Rogers, said who foil lit a plane up In Alaska,

uW p will ai t the 1ortgago off oNIossutith" 'Tile $280 billion debt that
way. That s wheoe i looks like we are headed with our managed
eturrenvy.

Mr lAt n'I. T hope yol are wrong, Senator.
80utoer MAhWNI, l11t is the e tO lig wh101 nobody s80011s to

be (ding1 anything about it o n rcil . Tley want to get it in their
own little hot hairds to ntumipllate it, nitage it. Youl testified that it
should continue until the world settlos down.

What is thmis money btsims for V Wht is the purpose
You have c11rrtt1oy.
What is it fort
Mr. MAIN .1 For mods antd services, For exchange.
Senlator MAOt.N, "So if you wiant to buy at bottle of milk you don't

have to IeAd the old cow along, you can bity it with something we call
money. Tieni money reprosetnts stored labor.

Mr. MARtim. That's right.
Senator MALON&. Then if a tan is working hard and hie wants to

take a vacation and wants to go into a bls1itms 10 years ahead or 20
years or whtetver it is, and he is saying noney for a purpose and all
the timeo the Glovernment, is cheapenig it through inflation; what
are yot doing to him?

Mr. ,.AIrrt. You are talking about him saving money and you are
cheapenin it.senator ALO. Yes.

Mr. MARTIN., You ar malting it less valuable; you are taking money
away from him.

Senator MALmo. You are stealing himI
Mr. MARfTI. You are stealing it from the thrifty; right?
Senator MAANE . Then we understand each otier perfectly. Late

in World War II, I was consulting engineer to the Senate Military
Affairs Committee. I am the one they sent in behind the Japs in
itch Harbor and then out to MacArthur in 1943. I watched this

silly procedure start in 1933 in Washington and continue for 24 years.
They gold Government bonds. They at one time sold a 10-year $1,000
bond for $750; remember that ? Your memory isn't very good.

Mr. MAwN. I have a poor memory.
Senator MALoN.. You don't remember that. Have you got any

advisers here that remember it
Mr. Nom. It. is the straight E-bond.
Mr. MWrn. You are talking about E-bonds.
Senator fALorE. Government bonds.
Mr. MA nxr. Right. $750 for a thousand-dollar bond. We still do

that, incidentally.
Senator Mzioz. Are you aware or do you know that at the end of

the 10-year period the thousand dollars wouldn't buy as many gro-
ceries as the $750 did when the investor put his money in it.,

Mr. MAw.& , I am aware of that.
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Senator MA norn. We stole part of their money through a deliberate
managed ourreny,

Mr. MAIMrN. 1 think "stealig" wis a strong words Wo were fight-
iII a war and we took out part of the cost of the war in inflation,

Senator MALONI. Deliberately?
Mr. MAi'riN. I don't think we did it deliberately,
8o0tor MAWON1. 1 think they were stealing part of it, and I think

we still are stealing part of the investor's money in the same manner,
I don't think you want to, But under the system you support we
are doing its it doesn't make any difference whether you have good
intenions I ou 1%re still stealing if

Mr. MAnwri. There's less money than there was before, I think
the word "steal" is too harsh with respect to what happened during
the war.

Senator MALON, I have to use the language that I understand my
people understand and there is no excuse of continuing a system that
adds up that wa.

Mrs MA'rMr. uight_
Senator MAorz. If a man figured out a private business on that

basis, he would go to Jail. If you carry on the same way for another
10 years, how much are you writing off that bond in purchasing
power, at 3 percent a year --30 percent it sounds like, and you are still
doing it.

Mr. MArsoN. That's right.
Senator MALONn. That saves us a lot of time.
Mr. MAIMrs That is what we want to stop.
Senator MAuNI,. Don't elaborate and we won't have to go into it

again. If you do, we will have to go through it again. I think it is
worse for a government to take the money from its people in peace -

time-you said we were wining a war. There might be some ex-
cuse then, but not now. Without going into the things I saw in the
South Sons and in Alaska and later in 1947 in these European coun-
tries-the waste. It hias gone down now. No use talking bout it. I
am talking about the future. And we haven't helped it much.

Now you said the goal is price stability. It is a desirable goal. Why
isn't a desirable goal the maximum economic harmony resting upon
an honest and sound currency ? Still talking about the possibity of
having a backing for the currency so you know the purchasing power
you can get at the bank window when you go back 6 months or 6 years
from the time of deposit. Why isn't that the best way?

Mr. MArT i. I think the end result is the same. You are just
defining it differently than I do.

Senator MAwoim. You testified that you can't go back on any real
money standard, gold standard, until 7 or 8 of the main nations in
Eubope have straightened out. If you studied it, you know they will
never do that.

Mr. M.urn. I merely stated that we can go back on redeemabilitY;od
that I don't think it would be wise to go back to redeemability of go d
at the present time.

Senator MALONz. Redeemability of currency in gold? You now
redeem paper money in other like paper money.

Mr. MARI. All right. I don't think it would be wise and I don't
think it is necessary. I don't think it is essentiaL You think that it
is and I think we just-
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Senator MALONN. I am not arguing with you. I am just asking the
questions.

Mr. M,&rrlw. Right.
Senator MALONs. You don't think it is necessary.
Mr. MAnwri. No, sir.
Senator MALON1. But you are doing it with foreign nations. You

are paying out the gold to them for the paper monoy and credit that
we give them without any payment at all. Aren't we

Mr. MARTIN. We are settling our international balances in gold.
Senator MArON1S. So you are on a gold standard with everybody

but the American peopIe
Mr. MARrI. I used the phrase "modified gold standard."
Senator MAwLNvo. You modified it only with your own citizens?
Mr. MAwrxN. That's right.
Senator MATroxi. You are paying off your dollar balances in gold

just as you did for more than a century and a half; aren't you ?
Mr. MARTIN. That's right.
Senator MALONE. What is the matter with an American citizen?

What happened to us in America so we are no longer trustworthy,
we can't be trusted to have the gold money? What is the matter with
us? Why do you want to separate us from the real money and only
pay it to t1i foreigners?

Hand them the paper money and credit to start with and then they
build up credit balances and come back and get the gold. Everybody
knows that and you have substantiated it. What is the matter with
Americans?

Mr. MARTIN. I don't think there is anything the matter with
Americans.

Senator MATONn. Why can't you treat them at least as well as the
foreigners ? After all, you have to get back to bedrock on this thing.

Mr. MARTIN. We made a conscious decision in the Gold Reserve Act
and subsequently I think we could go back to redeemable at the pres-
ent time, if you will, full redeemability in gold and it wouldn't make
any difference.

Senator MALONx. You could do it right now if you wanted to.
Mr.' MARTIN. That's right. I don't think it would make any par-

ticular difference at the moment. I would not advocate it as a nec-
essmary policy at the moment.

Senator MAtox. Why, if you could do it, why not?
Mr. mTN. I think it is a matter of judgment. A lot of people

think you couldn't. I have only one judgment on it.
Senator MALxON. Go ahead.
Mr. MARTIN. That is all I want to say. I am just talking about

my judgment.
Senator MALONz. That's right. I want your judgment-you are

the one managing the currency.
Mr. MAnTrr. If you took the circle of the advisers in the Federal

Reserve Board you would find differences of opinion among them.
Senator Malone. Yes. I am afraid you are pretty close to right

since you have dissipated your gold supply; but you started with
$22 400 million worth of gold-didn't you ?-and you are ending up
with $5,700 million right now that we really own, if we are honest vith
ourselves. You say we have possession of it. Suppose a banker told
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you "I have $15 million that I own in this bank"; and that is the
amount of deposits; what would be your next question# What is
your capitalization, paid in I Then, what makes you think you own
the depositors' money? The remainder is simply deoit'mone
Then it doesn't make much sense. You have really less than $6 bil-
lion worth of gold against $28 million of deposits. That is one of the
reasons you cannot go back on the gold standard; is it not I

Mr. MaT€iT. I don't think the amount of gold you have as a reserve
is what makes it possible to be on a standard or not. Reserves are
not figured in mathematical terms. I think that is one of the dif-
ferences between us, Senator.

Senator MAWNE. You are the banker-I am asking the questions.
I am trying to find out what you believe.

Mr. MAwrIN. T have told you what I believe. I do not believe that
it isthe amount of gold that is required. I think it is the stability
of your currency and the confidence that there is in your currency.

Senator MA~oxu'. We do not have stability. Suppose you have
$20 billion-is it $28 billion or $30 billion in circulaton--$26 bil-
lion against $6.7 billion in gold, the rest is silver or other kind of
money. You have $261/a billion of money in circulation and to be
safe you need enough gold so that the folks know they can get it
for the paper and are not likely to demand more than you have, isn't
that what the 40 percent or 25 percent Is for, if you are on gold stand-
ard-redeemable in gold?

Mr. MARTn. But if you don't have confidence in the currency of a
country it does not make any difference how much gold you have.

Senator MALOwn. How can you have confidence if you ]mow the
gold is not there. What inspires confidence in the currency?

Mr. MA.Rn. It is one of the elements in the confidence.
Senator MAWoE. The people haven't any confidence now. So if you

wanted to go on the gold standard and everybody knew you had40
percent back of it in gold and maybe some of us would go in and get
a hundred dollars or a thousand dollars if we could raise that much
paper money just to feel it and see it. We woulO soon get tired of
that and put it all back. All we would want would be a couple of
$20 gold pieces to rub together if you knew you could get it any time
then you would leave it in the bank. I have news for you. If they
don't think they can get it they will all come in at once and you
couldn't' pay it. That is the difference.

Mr. Miumrf. No, not if they all come in at once.
Senator M.Ao-. And if 25 percent of them came in you couldn't

payit, could you, with your own gold, if you were on a gold standard ?
Mr. M nAiN. We would have to suspend the reserve requirements,

but we could.
Senator MALOw. You would come to Congress and it wouldn't be

a question whether we wanted to do it or not. It would be a situation
that we are facing

Mr. MAW,~r Right
Senator MAwNi. I must get at it and it will save your time and

mine. Isn't that a good reason why you can't go back on the gold
standard. You don't have it. You would either have to turn us or
the foreigners down and under the present policy you know who YOU
will turn ,down, the citizens of the United States. The State Do.
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partmient will raise-- if you turned the foreigner down. But they
would like very much to turn a citizen down-and put an industry out
of business such as machine tools, zinc, lead tungsten, textiles, chem.
icals, crockery, and hundreds of other products in favor of foreign
cheap-labor imports. It certainly wouldn't make any difference -t
the State Department if you came to Congress here and asked to stop
payment to American citizens, but they would never let you stop pay-
ment in gold to a foreign nation until the last gold dollar went down
the drain.

I can hear Mr. Dulles sitting there begging with tears in his eyes,
begging, "Don't stop payment to Yugoslavia in gold. Tito would notlike 10"

Mr. MAirriN. I have not heard the Secretary.
Senator MALONE. I have told you what lie testified to on the subject

of foreign trade-that in his judgment-the President's, of course, but
lie is the one doing it-if it is for the overall good of the United States
in the President's (Dulles)-if the President believes that it is to
his best overall foreign interests of America, to shut American in.
dustry down in tile United States and import the goods from the
cheap-labor countries, he can do it. Do you know he testified to that?

Mr. MAWTN. No.
Senator MALONE. Then you testified that all but $5.7 billion of our

gold had foreign-dollar balances against it-and to refuse to pay it
might cause a depression. That is what you testified to. The two of

ou together make a good team. Not because of you and Mr. Dulles,
ut it is because of the power that Congress gave the two of you.
Now it is beginning to catch up with us. It isn't your fault. There

is no man in the world who has that kind of judgment or any com-
bination of men. It is only when Congress lays down a principle
for the country and 160 million people investing their money on their
judgment under a principle that you can have a free economy.

You have safety valves under the principle, there can be receiver-
ships, there can be bankruptcies but we closed all the safety valves a
long time ago and left the Washington bureau to judge what should
be one. Do you still think we have a free economic system ? Do you
still think it is, with the safety valve tied down?

Mr. MARTiN. We haven't had a completely free economy for a long
time.

Senator MALONE. That answer saves time and we are not headed for
a free economy now either. Do you think we are Unless we get
down to bedrock and realize what we are doing and go back to the
Constitution of the United States, do you think we are headed for a
free economy?

Mr. MA ;RT. I think we are headed for a freer economy than we
have had.

Senator MAONE. You stated too that Congress and the Executive
can take steps to insure that free and vigorous competition is main-
tained in all segments of our economy, is a bedrock of our free-enter-
prise system.

Are there not areas such as those occupied by national monopolies,
including public utilities, competition that cannot operate to a social
benefit? Isnft that true also m areas occupied by the Government,
post office, other things, conservation of natural resources, what do
you mean by that statement I ?:
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Mr. MAn-iN. I refer specifically to the antitrust laws.
Senator MALON . I am glad you do. Because if they are properly

enforced that is the way to do it. If the antitrust laws are properly
enforced, then untie the safety valves and install a sound base for our
money. I am glad you made that explanation.

How do you believe that you are still under a free economy when
Congress transferred its constitutional responsibility to regulate for.
eign trade in the haads of the President, with full authority to put
that responsibility under 84 foreign competitive nations in Geneva,
Switzerrand, where it ntow resides? That means the flexible duty or
tariff adjustment to regulate foreign trade; article I, section 8. How
is a free United States economy to operate in Geneva I

Mr. MARTIN. I can't define it for you.
Senator MALONE. You can what
Mr. MARTIN. I can't define it for you, sir.
Senator MALONE. Nobody else can either, except that it leads to

utter destruction. It affects your business, whether you understand
it or not. Then we have 4 organizations--you have testified to that;
so did the Secretary; so did Burgess; 5 with the Secretary of Com-
merce, who are making it their business to encourage American capi-
tal to go abroad and build these plants, ship the cheap-labor goods
back here in competition with our high standard of living produced
products.

You know that; do you not ?
Mr. MARTIN. Right.
Senator MALONE. Do you like that?
Mr. MARTIN. I think they serve a useful purpose.
Senator MALONE. In what way ?
Mr. MARTIN. These institutions, I think, the International Bank,

the Monetary Fund, the International Finance Corporation now, the
Export-Import Bank have all contributed to the development of a
sound, two-way foreign trade.

Senator MALONE. What is the second way? I know about the
first way. The cheap-labor goods coming here, but we subsidize
much of our goods going abroad through cash payments and selling
at the world price with our taxpayers making up the difference.

Mr. MARTIN. I meant purchases and sales by two-way. I think
we have been earning money as well as-and the loans are being repaid,
and will be repaid, in most cases, to these institutions.

Senator MALONE. Do you know that American workingmen are out
of work throughout the United States the minute the Government quits
spending the $40 billion national-defense money; they are on the
street because they are already supplanted by the low-wage countries'
products. Do you know that is not a fact ?

Mr. MArzIN. I do not know it is not a fact.
Senator MAWXZ. If that is a fact, do you think it is good?
Mr. MArn. If it is a fact it is not good.
Senator MALONm. You will find out soon enough that it is a fact.

The President of the United States--determined by a Secretary of
State.sitting in with 34 foreign competitive nations in Geneva-has
the authority to continue to lower the tariffs or duties, already far
below any equalization of wages.

Now, you said "in all these ways" which you have outlined, and
we have discussed most of them today, "if we have the will to set
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the face of the Nation so resolutely against inflation as to keep that
enemy from our gates." That is a fine-sounding phrase. Do you have
anything to add to what you said?

Mr.M Airrnq. I am afraid not.
Senator MALONE. I think that seems to imply that the enemy is not

already within the so-called gates. What are we doing? Do we shut
our eyes to the fact that the index of wholesale prices started at 50.1 in
1989 and is 118 for June 1957 f

Mr. MA Tnr. No; I don't want to shut my eyes to that.
Senator NIALoNn. That is a fact; isn't it?
Mr. MARTiN. That is a fact.
Senator MALONE. Still going on.
Mr. MArTxN. Still going on.
Senator MALomz. Hasn t reduced the rate much in the last year; in

fact inflation increased more than 3 percent?
Mr. MARTIn. It could have been a lot worse.
Senator MALLONE. If we Republicans hadn't taken it over and man-

aged it it would have been a lot worse.
Mr. Si/rriN. I can't put it in political terms.
Senator o ro . That is what you better start doing. I have news

for you. If you think Republicans ought to stay in office, you had
better start.

I am curious about how the economy operates under your organiza-
tion. No one below an officer in your organization or a bank under-
stands how the banks handle the money with the Federal Reserve.

Now, in the general discussions, the reasons for and effects of the
rising discount rates of the Reserve banks, does not much of this dis-
cussion overlook the fact that member banks obtain a larger proportion
of their reserves by means of the float--reserves against uncollected
checks and draft--than by rediscounting with and obtaining advances
from the Reserve banks?

Mr. MARTIN. I think they obtain some of their reserves that way,
but float is only temporary.

Senator MALO". That is your answer?
Mr. MARTIN. That is my answer.
Senator MALo z. Would you like to enlarge on it? I would be

happy to have you do that when you correct your testimony.
Mr. MAimu. All right.
Senator MALONE. Is it a fact that you can deposit Government bonds

and you will advance a certain amount of money on the face value oi
those bonds to a bank, and those bonds may be paying 2, 3, or 4 percent,
or whatever they bear, and when they get the cash for the bonds, they
loan them at the current rate of interest for loaning money; is thatri ht IrMArriN. That's right.

Senator MALoNx. Then they can bring in certified loan paper that is
judged to be good. If the bank has a good reputation and you trust
the bank, or its evaluation is high enough so that they are responsible,
they can deposit those checks and notes and other material and get
further money that they can loan and collect 6 or 8 percent, whatever
the rate is; then they bring their notes in and get the money again and
loan it again; is that right I

Mr. Mi2mzi. They cae't do it twice.
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Senator MALONz. Bring the notes in after they have deposited the
bonds and secured the money for them. Then they can bring the notes
in and get further credit?

Mr. MA&rn. They can bring in paper, commercial paper; they can
bring in loans. They can bring in Government securities, and they
can get advances from us throug-hi the discount procedure.

Senator MALONE. I want to understand it. First, if a bank with suf-
ficient capitalization has a hundred thousand dollars in Government
bonds, they bring it in. and they get a hundred thousand dollars?

Mr. MARTIN. Roughly.
Senator M wox. If they are paying 4 or 5 or 3 percent to you;

they can loan it at their going rate of 6, 7, or 8 percent, can they not
Mr. MARTIN. Whatever they charge.
Senator MALONE. Then when they get the notes for those loans and

that bank is responsible-I will ask the next question to determine
how you do that--but up to a certain amount they can leave the notes
and the paper and get additional money, can they not.

Mr. MARTIN. They can't leave it there permanently. They have to
take it back.

Senator MALONE. I didn't ask you about permanency. They can do
it, can they not?

Mr. MARTIN. They can do it only for a limited period of time.
Senator MALONE. What is that limit?
Mr. MARTIN. Fifteen days is about as long as we advance though

the discount window. Usually 2 or 3, as Mr. Riefler points out.
Senator MALONE. That opens up a new field. How long do you

advance the money on Government bonds?
Mr. MARTIN. Same period of time. There is no difference.
Senator MALONE. Then you return the Government bonds in 15

days and they give you the money?
Mr. MARTIN. That's right.
Senator MALONE. What interest do you charge?
Mr. MARTIN. That is, at the present time, we are charging 31/ per-

cent in some banks and 3 at some banks.
Senator MALONE. Who sets that interest rate?
Mr. MARTIN. The interest rate is set by the board of directors of the

in-lividual Reserve bank but it must be approved by the Federal
Reserve Board here in Washington.

Senator MALONE. In other words, you are in control?
Mr. MARTIN. We are in control.
Senator MALONE. Whatever you want that interest to be, that is

what it will be, if they want to do business with you.
Mr. MARTIN. It is our decision.
Senator MALONE. That saves a lot of time. I am interested in that

short term. I didn't understand that there was any such short term
in Government bonds; let's start that way. If they are deposited with
you or with a Federal Reserve bank, the bank then can use that money,
or do they issue some kind of money against it?

Mr. MAWrI. No.
Senator MA.LONE. How does it work?
Mr. MARTIN. They get a credit for their reserves with us, and they

can, therefore, expand their loans by that amount.
Senator MAONE. But only for 15 days.
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Mr. MArm. Only for 3 days, in most instances; 15 days. We have
a fractional reserve requirement. If they have these reserves, they
can expand their loans by up to-

Senator M,WNz. What good would that do them, to have the money
for 15 days to loan to somebody else F low does it work I Tell me.
How does a bank loan money against these Government bonds I

Mr. M m. To the customer?
Senator MALOxz. Yes.
Mr. M&ArN. It is not loaning them to the customer against the

Government bonds. It needs additional reserves. It comes to us
because we are a reserve institution, and we supply them a credit
which is reserves which they can then use for loans to their customers.

Senator MALONE . What is that,credit? What is it against?
Mr. MARiN. The credit that we give them ?
Senator MALomm. Yes.
Mr. MAjrrxz;. We can create that credit within the limits specified

in the Federal Reserve Act.
Senator MALONE. What is that ? Suppose there is a bank capital.

sized at a million dollars. They have the Government bonds and
good collateral. How do you furnish them money, and up to what
extent and under what conditions?

Mr. NoYs. Well, if they want to-if they need additional reserves,
they can come to the discount window and we will lend them, if they
have suitable collateral, and we give them a credit on our books for the
reserves.

Senator MALON. Up to what amount on a bank capitalized at a
million dollars?

Mr. RIMnXR. There is no strict rule. The bank is supposed to pay
it off very quickly.Senator MALONE. Give me an idea.

Mr. Rmnma. Usually, it is a small part.
Senator MALOXE. What is your name?
Mr. REFLER. My name is 1iefier.
Senator MAyN. What is your position?
Mr. Riw m. I am assistant to the Chairman.
Senator MALONE. Good. Go ahead.
Mr. RxwFLF. It is usually for a small part of their reserve account.'
Senator MALONE. What is a reserve account ?
Mr. RunFLm. Every bank is required to hold reserves against its

deposits.
Senator MALOvx. What is the percentage that they are required
Mr. Rr. F. Eighteen in the central Reserve city banks, 16 in the

Reserve city banks, and 12 in the country banks.
Senator MAONE. Like the gold used to be. A certain amount of

gold to back t up, on the theory that there wouldn't be more than
t at many depositors ask for their money at one time?

Mr. rimm. That was the idea in the beginning. They have to
hold that reserve as a balance in the Federaf Reserve bank .

Senator MALONE. How does a bank operate Suppose they take this
money. They are capitalized at a million dollars. Does that mean
there is a milion dollars paid in ?

Mr. RuFs.M. Sometimes they have a million. A bank capitalized at
a million dollars would probably have $15 million to, $20 million of
deposits. Against those deposits they would have to hold reserves.
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Senator MALONE, They hold a reserve of 16 percent against $20
million I

Mr. RnEtnz. Against their demand deposits. On time deposits,
5 percent.

Senator MAwNz. How do they pay it ?
Mr. REFER. They have loans and investments.
Senator MALOwe. You have to have money to have loans and

investments. How do they get their money from the Federal Reserve
against which they work?

Mr. RTI ,.r. They bring into the Federal Reserve a piece of eligible
paper, Government securities, usually, but it can be a promissory note
of a good firm.

Senator MALwO?. What do you do ?
Mr. RiEFLER. The Federal Reserve will lend to them at the discount

rate.
Senator MALONE. Three and a half percent.
Mr. RizmrR. Yes. And that will be credited to the deposit account

of that member bank?
Senator MALONE. For how long?
Mr. RTrLc.R. Practically all of them are on a 15-day maximum,

but they are allowed to pay it off before the 15 days, and they usually
pay it off quickly.

Senator MALONE. What about a long-term loan, say a year's loan?
Mr. RmFrLR. There is never that.
Senator MALO.E. Is there any way at all that they work against

this Federal Reserve credit in issuing any kind of money? I

Mr. RurLm. There is this deposit money, if you call deposits
money, which we do frequently, because the checks are used in place
of money in paying bills and things. We call deposits money. A bank
can go out and lend as long as it has reserves that meet its reserve
requirements.

Senator MAlO. m Sixteen percent.
Mr. ROMFLE. Yes; so, in the system as a whole, there is a buildup

of credit at six times roughly the amount of reserves, but any in-
dividual bank can't do that; that is something that happens because
various banks are making loans and receiving deposits. d

Senator MALONe.. You mean only a member of the Federal Reserve
System can do that?

Mr. RNFER. No; all the banks can do that.
Senator MALONE. They can all do that ?
Mr. Rnrew.R. Yes.
Senator MALO.i. So, if they are capitalized for a million dollars,

they have, we will'say, $15 million for deposit; that is what you said?
Mr.. Rnrnaa. Fifteen to twenty.
Senator MALONz. How much money could they loan ?
Mr. Rnawn. They can loan-they would have then, say, $15 mil-

lion of deposits, plus a million of capital. That would be $16 million
of liability. They would have to carry against that 2 to 21 millions
of reserves, depending on where they were, and the rest would be
loans and investments.

Senator Mhx.za. Then you could loan $12 million to $13 million in
investments againstthis $16 million of deposits ?

r:Mr. RmnFLE. It would be something like that.
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Senator MAIAMIt. How doea the Federd ewrve bank work, then I
What go it to this bank I That Is, to have these deposits to do this
business V flow do yot operate V

Mr. Ittiaxiit, Tho bitti gets a defeleney of i s rfe, for any number
of roa@on; usually bwause the depositors have written checks against
the depositO and they have gone to another hatk and they have to
inks good tmiodilately to tie other bank. That coined out of the
reserve account. Theni they will coic Into the Federil Reerve to
got thtt tonoy to keep thiit ritserve legal. Tley will tiirmedittely
try to pity offtllot lioliey, TihIT will Co ct lolilsl 1A they colie due,
or they will sell 15om1ie other p cc of liper lit tho miilrket and do
sometihit to pity thit ofl. Hleiame It, is uiderstood those discountis
shild be it itpornrty.

Soitor MAiLoNt1. If thy hiivo to come btelt i l ditys, do you
reload It, It It, Is i tssuity, Iit e ise they itre sound I
Mr, ltttiimt. It canii hapoin, but It in understood that these loaiis

should be te porary for the econitnodatitin of ill the bitis, The
Federal Hesterv funts tire not supposed to ti tiode lih1cc of the capital
of tie baik.

SOnatort MAtNi. A million dollars, you etli haove iny etnount of
deposits with a mllioi.dollar capitlbitton

r, Ritriut, The exiiiitiitrt1s are cairefil though not to have tie
equity gt too thin.

Senator MAlOI,10. You eall got $50 11ilion of deos,its if youl hive
tie illdetico of the publile.

Mr. Rtirru,, The extinhtters would Insist on their raising moreoa; ital,

!oiatoir MtALON . WhAt is the capitid lercenta jX 1
Mr. Riith"i The old rule of thumn 1ised to be 10 pel rent, It

iNAt that any longer.s It is lower tian that, It is 1l nid Y in a greatmatlny cases.
Senator MAI.-Niot. It is like the gold reserve, ehaind fiom 40 to

pr t, What is the insurvnce on the depositors Is it $ ,000?Mr~l~r~ta.$10,000,.
.nator MALMaNL That s the limit. If a batik with a million

dollar--
Mr. Ria tiR, $10,000 each depositor.
Senator MALONo&. Anyone over that loses that if it doesn't come

out in the wash.
Mr. Rtri.u. Yes.
Senator MAox. But each depositor is up to $10,000?
Mr. Rnmrv.a, Yes.
Senator MAowi. And there is no pat of it cumulative payments;

that much or less whatever the individual depsit happens to be I
Mr. RIwmu *. An individual depositor can have deposits in more

than one bank. If he splits his deposits among several banks he can
get protection for more than $10,000.

Senator MAWN& If a man has $5,000 as far as the credit to that
deposit there is only $5,000, they don't hold over another five .to go
to otlier depositors I

Mr. Rxmruu No.
Senator MuAoxxr Let me ask you a question that many p 1oe do

as What is the reason sinoe- am asking this for the recor, Mr.
Chairman-what is the reason that we issue bonds and pay interest
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on the bonds, If these bonds are handled as you say ais collateral for
these banks and all this sort of thing, what would happen if the bank
if the Government of the United States took up a certain amount o
these bonds by simply issuing money to take up the bonds under the
Federal Reserve as you say you can do. You can issue a certain
amount of money.

You have no authority to Issuo money in lieu of bonds, There is
no suoh authority in the Federal Reserve, is thereP
Mr, Rism~, We can buy bonds in the open market,
Mr. MAIrIN. We can buy them In the open market at any time.
Senator MALoXV. You cal issue more money if you want to No the

effect is there is a certain amount of bonds you cn buy. But they pay
interest to you when you buy them I

Mr. MAUrru. That s right.
Senator MAWs. Which would be the same as if they didn't bear

Interest at all I
Mr. MARnT. Right.
Senator MAoS, Suppose you did that on a hundred million dol.

lars what would be the effect on the monettj system ?
ir. MaRr IN, It would definitely be inflationary, you would remove

that amount from the stream,
Senator MAwo, Explain it to me for the record.
Mr, RUhiamr, You would be paying for them with reserves.
Senator MALoNN. Printing tie money and bringing in the bonds,
Mr, Ruminin. And that would be inflationary
Senator MALox. Howl
Mr, RrtxLit. Because there would be more money out,
Senator MAWOSi. They do deposit bonds and loan more money In

any case. That Is to say-
Mr. RItrttn. They caii borrow for a very few days.
Senator MAwrnc. They can bring in notes and do the same thing

and the whole structure Is based on deposits of confidence in t1e
banking business and the Government guarantees it, $10,000, that is
the way it works.

Mr. Rmnrizc. Yes.
Senator MAtONx. Tell me exactly how it would be inflationary If

we retired $10 million worth of bonds a year by judging the amount,
even if you needed an amendment to the act to u h a Rh many bonds
arid take them off the market each year, how would it be inflationary

Mr. MAwnt. These bonds are issued by the Treasury because thy
have a debt. They want to spend the money. If we purchased the
bonds and canceled the bonds we will have created tiat amount of
money without in any way affecting the Treasury debt. That could
do nothing except to add to the money supply and wouldn't In any
way minimize the debt which the Government has.

Senator MALroi. If you printed the money and took up the bonds,
it would reduce the debt. But what Tou are saying is that the Govern.
meant must sell the bonds and pay interest on them to stabilize the
mon e stemI
Mr. lmrnic. Exactly.
Senator MaLom. Just like any individual?
Mr. MAms'z. Exactly
Senator MaWsi. What does it mean in this n that you are

going to get exactly and I have quoted it the way Irenember it, tht
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the Government can issue money and fix the price thereof according to
the Constitution. When was this system adopted of issuing bonds and
paying interest?

Mr.MArnTN. Oh, yes; right from the early days.
Mr. Riz -an. From Alexander Hamilton.
Senator Mk.Lowx. Didn't we do it differently in the Civil Wart
Mr. RnElE. They printed some money there, the greenbacks and

then they had inflation.
Senator MAo". Wasn't it worse than we are having now?
Mr. REnER. It was a bad one.
Senator MALONE. Would you when you review this testimony if

you could make it a little clearer Mr. Chairman, as to just the system
used in the Federal Reserve banis-and there are banks that are not
members of the System; aren't there?

Mr. MARTir. Right.
(The following was subsequently furnished for the record:)

BANz BORaOWiNG AT FEDEvAL REsErvE BANKS

Commercial banks are required by law to hold minimum reserves equal to a
stated fraction of their deposit liabilities. Member banks of the Federal Reserve
System, which have about 85 percent of the demand deposits of all banks in the
United States, must hold their legally required reserves in the form of deposits
with Federal Reserve banks.

The occasion to borrow from a Federal Reserve bank usually arises from the
need to replenish reserves when they have fallen below the required level. In
effecting such borrowing, a member bank may rediscount one or more of its
customers' notes with a Reserve bank, or it may give its own note to a Reserve
bank, using paper from its own holdings as collateral. The second procedure,
known as an advance, has become the usual method for extending credit to a
member bank. It differs from the first in form but not in substance. In either
case the Reserve bank gives the member bank credit in its reserve account for
the amount of the accommodation and thereby increases the reserve deposit which
the member bank holds at the Federal Reserve bank. For this service the
Reserve bank charges interest at a rate known as the discount rate.

In recent weeks, member-bank borrowing at the Reserve banks has averaged
about $1 billion. Such loans generally take the form of advances on the promis-
sory note of the member bank with a maturity of not more than 15 days and
secured by the deposit or pledge of United States Government securities.

There is no specific quantitative limitation on the amount a member bank
may borrow from its Federal Reserve bank. However, access to the Federal
Reserve discount facilities is a privilege of membership in the Federal Reserve
System granted in the light of the following general guiding principles, as set
forth in the foreword to regulation A of the Board of Governors:

"Federal Reserve credit is generally extended on a, short-term basis to a
member bank in order to enable it to adjust its asset position when necessary
because of developments such as a sudden withdrawal of deposits or seasonal
requirements for credit beyond those which can reasonably be met by use of the
bank's own resources. Federal Reserve credit i also available for longer pe-
riods when necessary in order to assist member banks in meeting unusual situa-
tions, such as may result from national, regional, or local difficulties or from
exceptional circumstances involving only particular member banks. Under or-
dinary conditions, the continuous use of Federal Reserve credit by a member
bank over a considerable period of time is not regarded as appropriate."

'Under the last paragraph of see. 18 of the Federal Reserve Act, a Federal Reserve
bank has authority to make advances for periods n9t exceeding 90 days to Individuals,
partnerships, and corporations (including member and nonmember b aks) on their promis-
sory notes secured by direct obligations of the United States. However, It is not the
practice to make advances to others than member banks except in unusual or exigent
creumstances. In the last 10 years, advances to nonmember banks under this authority
have aggregated only $1 million. See. 19 of the act prohibits a member bank from acting
as thq medium or agent of a nonmember bank In applyfng for or receiving discounts from a
Ft4erai Reser#e bank except by permission Of the board of Governors. No request for such
pep!ei d hn" been made since t: early 1920's.

i f
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Member banks generally are reluctant to borrow from a Federal Reserve bank,

or to stay long in its debt. In part, this reluctance results from the disposition
of depositors, especially business and financial depositors, to be critical of bor-
rowing on the part of Individual banks. Another consideration is a purely oper-
ting one, namely, that borrowed funds are more expensive than funds obtained

Rough deposits, and usually cost a bank as much as, or more than, it would
ye up in earnings through the sale of some of its holdings of prime short-term

paper. Accordingly, when member banks are obliged to borrow, they feel under
pressure to restrict their lending or to readjust their investment positions in
order to pay off such indebtedness as soon as possible.

Member bank borrowing from the Federal Reserve bank for the purpose of
expanding loans and investments, therefore, would seldom be encountered.
This does not mean, however, that the effects of discounting are localized and
do not reach outside the borrowing bank to influence total bank credit. Such
borrowing adds to the supply of reserves for the banking system as a whole.
Therefore, use of the borrowing facility by member banks has an important
bearing on the effectiveness of system credit policy.

The policy of the Federal Reserve with respect to member bank borrowing ex-
presses itself not only in granting or discouraging loans but also in the rate
charged for discounts and advances. As a general rule, when the Federal Re-
serve is of the opinion that expansion in the flow of credit and money should be
encouraged in the public interest, it reduces its discount rate in relation to pre.
vailing market rates. When it believes that expansion should be checked, it
raises the rate in relation to these rates.

Senator MALON. Can they deal with you if they are not a member
of the System?

Mr. RzmFLF. If they are not members of the System, they can't
except in an emergency but they can borrow from correspondent banks
that are members of the System.

Senator MALONE. Then it is like our dollar balances, they really
come home to roost in the last analysis if they get in trouble

Mr. MATIN. That's right. I will put that in the record in the
running statement.

Senator MALONe. Just how a bank operates, just what this matter
of Federal Reserve loans to banks and banks to customers amounts
to, how they can borrow against deposits, what the capitalization
has to be?

Mr. MA IN. All right.
Senator MaoN. And I would like this very much for a public

that I am very sure is going to read some of this testimony.
Mr. M.ATN. All right.
Senator MALoi. There is nothing more mysterious than money

to anyone that is not connected with the System.
That is, when you get into the detail as to how the matter is handled

through te banks and your organization.
What authority is there in the Federal Reserve Act for the creation

of reserves for member and nonmember banks against checks and
uncollected drafts, what is that authority in your Reserve Act?

Mr. Nor-m. I think we better submit that.
Mr. M&nh. I will have our legal department get that for you.
Senator MALoNz. They can do that right soon so that it will be part

of the printed testimony I
Mr. 3ATI. Surely.
Senator M.woz. In all the specifications in the act as to how

member banks can add to their reserves or have them add to it, is
there any statement that they be given reserves free of charges against
uncollected checks and drafts?

Mr., M~wi, That's the same question.
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Senator MALoNz. In its annual report for 1916 the Federal Reserve
Board stated at page 170:

It Is manifest that items in process of collection cannot lawfully be counted
as part of the minimum reserve to be carried by a member bank with its Federal
Reserve book.,

Are you familiar with that provisionI
Mr. MairN. Right.
Senator MAwxz. How do you explain the connection ? How are

those things done?
Mr. MARTN. That is the same thing. We will cover it.
Senator MALoNz. All right.
Now has the act been amended in any similar way since 1916 to

make that statement inaccurate today That is what you are going
to give me.

Mr. M r mn. Right.
Senator MALOmN. Cite the amendment if there is any.
Why are not the schedules of deferred availability items, deferred

reserves made to conform to the average time requiredto collect checks
and draft, thus also eliminating what is referred to, is it, as the float ?

Mr. MARTIN. We are having a real study of that made at the present
time, Senator, to see whether we can improve those schedules.

Senator MAioN. Would you elaborate on that business in your
correction of the testimony f

Mr. MARTIN. We will be glad to.
Senator MALoNE. The status of the investigation and what it is

pointing toward.
Mr. MA=;. The status of the investigation and what it is pointing

toward?
Senator MALONE. That's correct?
Mr. MArTN. Right.
(The several preceding questions are covered by the attached insert.)

In 1988 the Federal Reserve banks' deferred availability schedules for the
crediting of checks received for collection ran up to a maximum of 8 days.
Member banks were required to sort their checks according to the days of avail-
ability given in the Federal Reserve banks' time schedules. Most checks, how.
ever, were collected and credited within 2 days. Federal Reserve float in 1988
amounted, on a daily average basis, to $9 million.

In September 1939 the maximum deferred availability period was reduced to
3 days. This action was designed to give member banks more prompt credit
for checks deposited for collection and to reduce substantially the amount of
work required in sorting and preparing checks for deposit with the Federal
Reserve banks. In 1940, the first full year after the maximum 8-day deferment
schedule had been adopted, Federal Reserve float averaged $57 million.

During the war years, float rose quite rapidly to a maximum daily average of
$4 8 million in 1945. This increase was the result of factors not directly related
to the adoption in 1989 of the maximum 8-day deferment. For one thing, between
1988 and 1945, the volume of checks handled bsy the Federal Reserve System
(excluding -Government checks) increased greatly; the dollar amount (which,
of course, Is directly reflected in the amount of float) Increased 'from $282 million
to $58 million, or nearly 150 percent. Other Important factors In the increase
of float were the rapid turnover of personnel during the war period and the
difficulty of obtaining and training adequate and qualified replacements, the need
for additional equipment, and various delays and Irregularities in transportation.
:In the postwar years Federal Reserve float declined substantially in spite

of the continuing increase in the volume of checks handled. In 1949,the Federal
Reserve banks handled 1,848 million checks (other than Government checks)
with a face value of $758 billion, representing Increases over 1945 of about 40
and 85. percent, respectively., Federal Reserve float in 1949 averaged'$8 mil-

/
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lion, a reduction of 21 percent from 1945. This decrease in float, despite an
ever-increasing Inflow of checks, was made possible by speedier collections, which,
In turn, reflected increasing availability and greater use of air transportation, a
much improved personnel situation, and increasing availability of needed equip-
went.

In 1949 System officials began studying the possibility of further simplifying
the collection process, reducing further the amount of work required of member
banks in sorting and preparing checks deposited for collection, and bringing
about a greater degree of uniformity In the Federal Reserve banks' collection
schedules. After extensive consideration and discussions with representative
bankers, it was concluded that the System would be justified in adopting a
maximum deferment availability period of 2 days, and this was put into effect
in January 1951.

Following this action Federal Reserve float increased substantially, and for
the year 1951 it averaged $1,016 million. From this relatively high figure, float_
declined to $787 million in 1954, and then rose to $9 million In 1965 and $1,188
million in 1956.

The Federal Reserve authorities have been concerned with this rise In float,
primarily because it creates problems In connection with very short-time fluctua-
tions in the supply of reserves. Over any period of time of more than a week or
two, the effect of a sustained increase or decrease in float can easily be offset by
open-market operations. To the extent possible even short-term variations in
float are taken into consideration along with all other factors affecting the avail-
ability of member bank reserves. By means of open market operations Systeni
authorities endeavor to adjust the supply of reserves-no matter what their
source (or the need for member banks to borrow to obtain reserves) in accord.
ance with the degree of monetary ease or restraint deemed appropriate at the
time. Thus, the average volume of float outstanding over a given period
is largely balanced by adjustments in the System's open-market portfolio. How.
ever, wide and unusual variations in float occasionally supply or absorb more
reserves than may be considered desirable and thus raise difficult operating prob.
lems for brief periods.

For these reasons the System authorities in the fall of 1958 instituted a special
study of foaL The study group has submitted its report and findings, together
with a suggested program, which is now under consideration by System operat-
ing oficlals. One of the significant findings is that the average level of float
and day-to-day variations are related in such a complex fashion that any one
step directed toward reducing the average level of float might result in wider
fluctuations and aggravate operating problems. This situation reflects the
fact that float Is not the result of any single factor, It is the net result not only
of differences between availability schedules and actual collection times, but
also of other important factors which differ from one- day, week, or month to
another, and from one Federal Reserve bank to another. For example, because
of the widely fluctuating volume of checks deposited in the Federal Reserve banks,
there is a piling up from time to time of a tremendous volume of checks at dne or
more of the Reserve banks. This necessitates holding over a substantial number
of checks for processing on the next day, with a resultant increase in floatAdue
simply to sheer physical inability to handle the volume even with an around.
the-clock operating staff. The very arrangements which, on the average, result
In more expeditious collection of checks and which underlie the earlier avail.
ability schedules, sometimes give rise to serious operating problems. Thus, air
transportation, which is now in general use and reduces average collection time
between Federal Reserve districts, makes day-fo-day performance much more
dependent on weather conditions than when railroads carried the bulk of checks
between distant points.

The program suggested by the study group for reducing the level and, fluctua-,
tions in Federal Reserve float includes examination into the possibility of more
direct and expeditious routing of checks from the time they are deposited by
payees in their banks to the time they are presented to the drawee banks -'the
possibility of further development and use of electronic equipment for the proof.
essing of check; the cost and feasibility of providing sufficient staff, space, and
equipment to avoid holding over checks until the next businessday; a review
Of the present deferred availability schedules of the Federal Reserve banks to
determine to what extent It would be practicable and desirable to have,6 1POconform moire nearly to actual collection timeS. / / i
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That the task of reducing the volume and fluctuations in Federal Reserve
float is a big one and not susceptible of quick and simple solution may be surmised
from the fact that, on an average business day In 1956, Federal Reserve banks
and their branches handled around 15 million checks and money orders amount-
lng to well over $4 billion, One Federal Reserve bank alone (New York) had a
daily average cheok volume approaching In number 2% million Items and In
amount $1 billion. The problem is greatly magnified by the wide fluctuations in
the daily volume of checks deposited In the Federal Reserve banks.

Senator MALOxi. Now are these schedules shortened beyond the
average time of collection as a part of the easy-money programs of
the Federal Reserve System, particularly after 1940 and 1950? You
had a chart, page 82-b in the pamphlet that you submitted. Bank
reservation, Federal Reserve Bank in New York, November 1958, and
what is this method, to ease the money by this method ?

Mr. Mixrx. It was not designed to create easy money. It is a
collection operation, and this study that I am telling you about that
we are working on now is designed to improve those schedules so there
won't be the amount of the float that there has been.

Senator MALoNE. You are going to elaborate on that?
Mr. MAmN. Right.
Senator MALONE. Were not the time schedules for deferred avail-

ability items so well matched with the average time required to col-
lect checks and drafts before 1989 that the float was an item of very
small importance? In other woris, did this develop after 1939?

Mr. M"nr. In recent years that is gotten--the spread has become
greater and that is one of the reasons why we are having this current
review.

Mr. RmnER. Part of the problem is just the terrific volume of
business being done. It is getting the checks through the machine.

Senator MALONE. I can see how that would be. There is some of
it fictitious. Government business and everything else. If the float
then could be kept down or eliminated, is it not a fact that it can be
kept down or eliminated now by lengethening the time schedules ondeferred availability items until they eual on an average the uncol-
lected items, that is something you are finding out; is it ?

Mr. MArI. That is what we are working on, to improve the
schedules.

Senator MALNz. And you will elaborate on that when you come
to it?

Mr. MAMN. Right.
(The following was subsequently furnished for the record:)

LUAL Au ,TEox= m03 "FOAT"

The legal basis for the Inclusion of the amount of uncollected checks in the
reserve balances of member banks Is to be found in provisions of the Federal.
Reserve Act relating to the clearing and collection of checks by the Federal
Reserve banks.

The deposit balance carried by a member bank with its Federal Reserve bank
serves a dual purpose. It includes the minimum reserve balance required by
the law to be maintained by the member bank with Its Federal Reserve bank;
but at the same time It constitutes a checking account through which the member
bank Is enabled to arrange for the collection of checks.* This dual aspect is
recognized by the provision of the Board's regulations which is the immediate
basis fto the inclusion of float in a member bank's reserve balance. Section
2 (e) of the Board's regulation D, relating to reserves of member banks, pro,
vides that "cash items forwarded 'to'a Federal Reserve bank for collection and
credit cannot be counted as part of the minimum reserve balance to be carried
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by a member bank with its Federal Reserve bank until the expiration of such
time as may be specified in the appropriate time schedule referred to in regu-
lation J."

The Board's regulation J which governs the clearing and collection of checks
by the Reserve banks, requires each Federal Reserve bank to publish a time
schedule showing the time as of which any item sent to it will be counted as
reserve and become available for withdrawal or other use by the sending bank.
The regulation provides that the sending bank will be given either immediate
credit or deferred credit in accordance with such time schedules. Pursuant to
the regulation, all Federal Reserve banks have time schedules outstanding which
indicate those items for which immediate credit will be given and those for
which credit will be given on a deferred basis. The present maximum deferment
time is 2 days.

The authority for these provisions of regulation J Is derived from sections 16
and 18 of the Federal Reserve Act. Under section 16 each Federal Reserve bank
is required to receive at par from member banks checks and drafts drawn upon
any of its depositors; and under section 18, the Reserve banks are authorized to
receive checks and drafts from their member banks and also from nonmember
banks that maintain balances sufficient to offset items in transit. In addition,
section 16 expressly provides that the Board of Governors "shall make and
promulgate from time to time regulations governing the transfer of funds and
charges therefor among Federal Reserve banks," and that the Board may
exercise the functions of a clearinghouse or may "at its discretion * * * desig-
nate a Federal Reserve bank to exercise such functions, and may also require
each such bank to exercise the functions of a clearinghouse for its member
banks."

Pursuant to these provisions of the law, the Board in its regulation 3 has
authorized the Reserve banks to prescribe rules governing the details of their
operations in the clearing and collection of checks and, as previously noted, has
required the Reserve banks to publish time schedules. The time schedules,
including the present 2-day maximum deferment time, are for the primary pur-
pose of facilitating and expediting the collection of checks through the Federal
Reserve System; and it is apparent that such provision for availability of credit
to member banks after the 2-day deferment time is distinctly for the benefit, not
only of the member banks, but of the business community and the public at
large.

It is clear, therefore, that the provision for the 2-day maximum deferment
time is a valid exercise of the collection and regulatory powers of the Federal
Reserve System. To the extent that this provision results in the Inclusion of a
certain amount of uncollected items in the reserve balances of member banks
the result is merely an incident to the proper exercise of the System's collection
functions.

The reserve provisions of section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act require each
member bank to maintain with its Federal Reserve bank "an actual net balance"
equal to its prescribed reserve. Whbn the term "actual net balance" was first
Incorporated in the law in 1917, Representative McFadden stated during the
debates that the amendment would require member banks to "carry the float";
and in its 1916 Annual Report the Federal Reserve Board referred to the amend-
ment as preventing items in process of collection from being counted as part of
the minimum reserve required to be carried by a member bank with its Federal
Reserve bank. In 1926, in the case of Pascagoula National Bawk v. Pedera5
Reserve Bank of Atlanta (11 F. 2d 866 (C. C. A. 5th (1926)), cert den. 271
U. S. 685), a Federal circuit court of appeals declared that "so far as a balance
is represented by uncollected checks on other banks received from a depositor
it could not well be considered to be either actual or net." This statement of
the court, however, was clearly, dictum, since the only question at issue before
the court was whether a Reserve bank could be required to give immediate
credit for checks sent to it by a member bank.

Whatever significance might once have been attached 'to statements made
in Congress with reference to the 1917 amendment or to the dictum of the court
in the Pascagoula case, the legal situation has been materially altered since
that time. Later enactments of Congress have definitely recognised a sub.
stantlal change in the concept as to the purpose of bank reserves Their
orgnal purpose of providing liquidity and enabling banks to meet withdrawals
has been largely overshadowed by their purpose as a means of credit control: and,
as :an-incident to this change in concept, the Board has been vested, with broad
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authority to regulate reserves in order to accomplish their present objectives.
By amendments to the law in 1988 and 1085, Congress has conferred upon

the Board express authority to define certain terms contained in section 19 of
the lederml lieservo Act and "to prescribe such rules and regulations as it may
deem necessary to eflectuate the purposes of this section and prevent evasions
thereof," The Board has further been authorlsed to change reserve require.
ments of member banks in order to prevent injurious credit expansion or
contraction and the report of the House Banking and Ourrency Committee on
the Banklng Act of 1086 stated that the Board was given this increased author-
Ity because it was felt that "it Is essential to give the Board more authority
in controlling credit conditions." These and other provisions broadening the
authority of the Board over reserve requirements of member banks did not exist
at the time of the 101T amendment to the law or at the time of the decision in
the Pawgoula ease.

In the eleumstancem, the present purport of the phrase "actual not balance"
must be considered in the light of the broad regulatory authority xiven to the
Board for the purpose of accompllshing, the objectives of the resrve provisions
of the law. Considered in this lIght, the present practice of allowing the inclu
sion of float in reaerve balances as an incident to the exercise of the Bystem's
unquestioned collection and regulatory powers--a practice which has been fol-
lowed since 180 with the knowledge of Qongress-does not contravene the
reserve provisions of the law.

Senator MALox. Did not the drafters of the Federal Reserve Act
intend that reserves of member banks should be real rather than
fictitious reserves resting in part on uncollected checks and drafts ?

Mr. MWrN. I think they did, that is one of the reasons we are
making the study.

Senator MWrok,. Does not corrected administration of the Federal
Reserve Act require that the float be eliminated and if not why employ
deferred availability schedules at all I

Mr. Maurr. I w1l cover that in this statement.
Senator MAWix. June 16, 1988, Congress amended section 7 of the

Federal Reserve Act dealing with the division of earning of the Re-
serve banks terminating the right of the United States Treaauy to
participate in earnings of those banks. Since 1946, that is beginning
with 1947, the Reserve Board has been turning over 90 percent of
Reserve bank earnings to the Treasury despite the provisions of section
T. Now, where do you find the authority to do that, or in fact are
you doing it ?

Mr. MNrFiN. That was discussed with the chairman of both the
House and the Senate Banking and Currency Committees by one of my
predecessors and he had their assent for this method. However, we
prefer now to return to the franchised method and in the Financial
Institution Act which has been passed by the Senate we still revert--

Senator MALOtm By the Senate I
Mr. MATnx. By the Senate of the United States.
Senator MAwi. How can it become a law without it passing both

Houses?
Mr. MATwIr. It is in the House now. It has already passed the

Senate.
Senator MAwIx That would make this legal, would it?
Mr. MAMN. That is right.
Senator MALOE. Do you think it is a good thing, that it ought to be

made lemal.
Mr. Wow. I think it would be desirable, it would be better.
Senator MAwNE, You think that prior to this they thought they

found their authority in action 16, paragraph 4; is that the correct
reference notice?,
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Mr. MAniryi. I believe that is the correct citation, air.
Senator MAwIB. Relating to interest levied on issuance of Federal

Reserve notes I
Mr. MAimr, That is right
Senator M,%wNr. The Board calls this gift of earnings interest on

Federal Reserve notes under section 10; is that right?
Mr. MAnrrv. That is right.
Senator MAWN1., Is there reason to think that Congress intended

to use section 18 to nullify section 7?
Mr. MAm'. I don't think that is reasonable. I think the proposal

now adopted by the Senate will correct any question on this.
Senator MALWN. It will give you additional authority to correct

this situation?
Mr. MAim. That is right.
Senator MAtNu. Was it not the purpose of section 16, paragraph

4 to give the Board authority to put a burden on the issuance of the
Federal Reserve notes as a companion instrument of credit control
to a raising of discount rates of the Reserve banks ?

Mr. MAMNrI. I don't know what the original purpose was, but I will
cover that In reviewing it.

Senator MAwNj. Alright. Does not Counsel for the Reserve Board
state in a memorandum to Paul M. Warburg of the Board on October
1b, 1915, that the nature and purpose of the authorized interest charge
on Federal Reserve notes was one of the instruments of credit control ?

Mr. MAWrn. T assume he did if you have a reference there. We
will check it.

Senator MAWx. All right. I don't expect you to remember every
provision but I want the record built up correctly. Did not the
Reserve board up to 1947 speak the intended meaning of section 16,
paragraph 4, if you know f

Mr. MARTI. I am not familiar with the period. I wasn't in the
System at the time.

Senator MAtwNo. Is there anyone here familiar with it?
Mr. Rnznm. I wasn't with the System either, but I think all the

queion means is that the interest rate was not levied on Federal
Reserve notes until it was decided after the consultations you spoke
about.

Mr. MArmN. Right.
Mr. Rzruam. To return surplus earnings to the Treasury.
Senator MAtwu. Then you can enlarge on that subject
Mr. MArTI. Right.
Senator M&wxr. When you look it over.
Mr. MARrr. Right.
Senator MAwo. When Chairman Eccles stated that he intended to

use section 1.6, paragraph 4, to override the intent of Congres as
written in section 7 of the act, did he not say--

Although the authority in the act to charge a rate of Intereat on
notes in circulation that was un0eu a b gold, was not =eant far thatparticular puroe

I am still quoting-
our lawyers advise us that the Board could ue that authority.

98635-ST--pt. a---".
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I have a memorandum here from one of the lawyers on that quest.
tion. Was trt statement made and was that a principle that was
adopted at that time ?

Mr. MARTI. Yes. Chairman Eccles consulted with the chairmen of
both the House and Senate Banking and Currency Committees and
elaborated at that time what the position of the Board was. I will
have to review what he actually said.

Senator MALomt. Will you do that I
Mr. MAIN. Yes.
Senator MAuWrs. Does not Mr. Eccles state that he recognizes sec

tion 16, paragraph 4, was not intended to be used for the purpose
of giving away 90 percent of the earnings of the Reserve bank; did
lie say that 

Mr. MARlTn. I do not know whether he did or not, but I will
check it.

Senator MALON. Now, will you, Chairman Martin, supply the
committee with a memorandum that Mr. Eccies referred f

Mr. MAIRM. All right.
(The following was subsequently furnished for the record:)
From a review of the Board's files, we believe that the material on this sub.

Ject referred to by Mr. Eaceles at a hearing before the House Banking and Cur-
rency Committee in 1947 was the following internal memorandum prepared by
the Board's General Counsel:

"IMPOSITION OF' IqTXrST CHARON Olt OUTSTANDIIN0 FEDERAL RESERVE NOrXe

"Legal outhodtV.-The fourth paragraph of section 16 of the Federal Reserve
Act provides that a Federal Reserve bank 'shall pay such rate of interest as may
be established by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System on only
that amount of such notes [Federal Reserve notes] which equals the total amount
of Its outstanding Federal Reserve notes less the amount of gold certificates held
by the Federal Reserve agent as collateral security.'

"It is true that the primary intent of Congress in placing this provision in the
law seems to have been to provide a means of controlling the expansion of Fed.
eral Reserve notes, but the legislative history indicates that a minor considera-
tion at least was possible revenue to the Government. At any rate, the provision
of the law is explicit and appears to give the Board full authority to Impose an
interest rate on outstanding Federal Reserve notes (less the amount of gold cer.
tifleates securing them) whenever it considers it advisable to do so. The law does
not specifically state to whom the interest shall be paid by the Federal Reserve
banks, but it is reasonable and logical to conclude from the legislative history of
the matter that the payment is to go to the Government."

Senator MWu.or Is it not a fact that the banks have given $2,49,-
620,651 or 90 percent of Federal Reserve earnings to the United
States Treasury during the years 1947 to 1956 despite the 'fact that
Congress in section 7 terminated the right of the Treasury to par-
ticipate in those earnings.

Mr. MArnm. Will have to check the figure, but we did it under the
authority that I have cited, and which we will review.

Senator MALoi You can elaborate on it. You will note the capital
accounts of the Reserve banks have $8,658 889,651 instead of $1,209,.
219,000 at the end of 1956 had the Board administered the act as writ-
teiior without checking tiose figures I

Mr. MARTM. I will check those figures.,
Senator MALONz. Is it not a fact &hat the Federal Reserve earnings

rven the Treasury are not interest in any proper sense as provided for
m secin 16, par*aph 4, or is it?
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Mr. MAres. No, I think that is right. That is why we are glad
that in the present Financial Institutions Act that the law is being
changed to provide specifically for-

Senator MALONe. Does that mean if we do not pass that act that you
have been violating the law I

Mr. MAnTIr. No, I don't think so. But we are going to review this
whole thing now. But I think it is perfectly clear that Chairman
Eccles on the advice of his legal staff at the time conferred with the
Chairman of the House and Senate Banking and Currency Commit-
tees, and decided that this was a proper way to do it.
Senator MAWIWN. I don't see how you can decide the thing by con-

ferring with the committee that wasn't in office when you pissd the
act, because they have no authority to say what was meant or anything
else. The authority, if any or intent of Congress can be studied, isn'
that about the limit of the latitude you can use beyond what the law
says or in interpreting what it means?

Mr. MAwrn. Think so.
Senator MALONE. What would this committee have you do with it

now if we don't amend the law ? Why would you go with what the
committee advised that it would like to see you do I

Mr. MAsTiN. I merely cited the fact that he conferred with the two
committees that are the closest allied to the Federal Reserve activities,
but he did it on his own authority after he consulted with the legal
advisers.

Senator MALOw.. Now what interest charge so levied would there be
anyway to make it equal 90 percent of the earnings of the Federal
Reserve banks each year since 1946?

Mr. MArN. So levied-not exactly on the notes, but I will put in
the record how we figured that.

Senator MALONE. Give us the principle of how you are doing it.
Mr. MAwFN. Right.
Senator MA N . Has such a so-called interest charge as that

paid to be levied, ever acted as a restriction on the issuance of Federal
Reserve notes ?

Mr. MAmTN. No.
Senator MAwzn. Is it not a simple fact that an interest charge on

the issuance of Federal Reserve notes, as provided for in section 16,
paragraph 4, has never been levied by the Board I

Mr. MTiN. I think that is right, but I will have to check it.
Senator MAwm. Make any correction that you care to make in your

testimony there. Is it not a fact that the Board decided in 1947 and
since to amend section 7 to suit this purpose, and is thst what you are
doing now?

Mr. mmr. That is what is being done at the moment in the Fi-
nancial Institutions Act.

Senator MAwiz. If it doesn't pass, would that make any difference
in what you are doing?

'Mr. MArzn. If it doesn't paw Iprume, we would, use th
authority. I presu.e. w w u

Senator M~wANz. You would continue to do what you are doing"
reardless of whether it is amended or not .

M.MAWrrn.We would have no alternative until we got additional

158i
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Senator MALoNE Aren't you now in a position that Mr. Eccles was
in don't you have to make the decision yourself and stand or fall on itI

Mfr. M RTrn. That we are doing. We have already decided that it
ought to be done.

Senator MALONE. If you don't get the authority, then you would
review it and see what you should dQ on your own account?

Mr. MAMTN. We are reviewing it. We have reviewed it and are
convinced that we have the legal authority.

Senator MALoNr. Why do you want it amended ?
Mr. MNwrnr;. There are some differences of opinion on this, and we

wanted to clarify it so there would be no doubt whatever about it.
Senator MALON. Did not this procedure on the part of Mr. Eccles

in 1947 arise from the fact that nearly all the earnings of the Reserve
System arose from investment by Federal Reserve banks of the United
States, securities, and from the desire to avoid an airing of the fact
which would have been necessary to ask Congress to amend section 7f
He didn't ask for an amendment; he went ahead and did itfMr. MAwRN. That is right. . .

Senator M uo N. Youhave aired it. You have had a hearing be-
fore the Banking and Currency Committee; they asked you the nec-
essary questions and then got the bill introduced; is that it ?
Mr. Mrm. That is correct.
Senator MALONE. Does not correct administration of the Reserve

Act require that the Board adhere to the provisions of sections 7 and
16, as written by the Congress, until Congress should alter them?
That was the purpose of my question of what you would do if you
don't get it.

Mr. Maxrm. We will continue to utilize the same procedure that
we have been utilizing.

Senator MAwim Would you ask your attorney to look it overagain?
Mr. MaRN. I will be glad to, and have that commented on in the

record.
Senator MALONe. I mean if you didn't get the amendment ? If you

do everything according to law, would you feel it necessary to go into
it again legally to get the legality of it as interpreted by your own
counsel if you didn't get this amendment#

Mr. MAirN. We have already had our counsel review it, and he
believes it is legal at the present time,

Senator MA7wN. But he also believes that he ought to be fortified
by an amendment f

Mr. MATN. That is right.
(The following was subsequently furnished for the record :)

IrIvTEaPT ON FnDXRL RtEvE NorTs

In connection with section 7 of title 11 of the proposed Financial Institutions
Act (S. 1451)# questions have been raised as to the purposes of the provision
of section 16 of the Federal Reserve Act authorizing the Board to levy an inter-
est charge on outstanding Federal Reserve notes and as to the legality of the
action taken by the Board under this provision in 1947 and in succeeding years
for the purpose of providing for payment of excess earnings of the Federal Re-
serve banks to the United States. Questions have also been raised as to the
amounts which have been paid by the Reserve banks to the United States as a
result of this action during the years 1947 to 1956, aid as 'to the methods used
in calculating the interest rate established by the Board for this prpose.
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The fourth paragraph of section 10 of the Federal Reserve Act (12 U. S. .
414) provides that, in connection with the Issuance of Federal Reserve notes
to a Federal Reserve bank, "such bank * * * shall pay such rate of interest as
may be established by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
on only that amount of such notes which equals the total amount of its out-
standing Federal Reserve notes less the amount of gold certificates held by the
Federal Reserve agent as collateral security." This provision was a part of the
original Federal Reserve Act, although as first enacted it provided that the
Interest charge should be imposed upon the total amount of Federal Reserve
notes issued; by an amendment in 1917, the provision was changed to make the
interest charge applicable only to the amount by which outstanding Federal
Reserve notes exceeds the gold held as collateral security for such notes.,

The legislative history of the provision indicates that the framers of the
Federal Reserve Act regarded it as a means of preventing inflation through undue
expansion of the volume of outstanding Federal Reserve notes. At the same
time, however, there is evidence that they also regarded the provisions as a means
of providing revenue to the Government.

The report of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency with respect to
the original Federal Reserve Act stated:

" * * The emission of these notes is controlled by the Federal Reserve Board,
which is authorized to control the volume of these notes and the terms upon
which they shall be advanced to the Federal Reserve bank and the conditions of
retirement.

"The Federal Reserve Board is authorized to tax the Issue of the notes and
also to fix the rate of interest on the discounts of the Federal Reserve banks,
and in this way keep a double check on the Issuance of the Federal Reserve
notes" (S. Rept. 188, Nov. 22, 1918, p. 25).

When the bill was under discussion in the House of Representatives, Mr.
Barkley stated that the proposed "tax" on Federal Reserve notes would "pre.
vent an inflation of the currency" (50 Congressional Record 4788). On the floor
of the Senate, Senator Swanson, after pointing out that the tax on Federal Re.
serve notes was modeled after a similar provision in the German banking system,
declared:

"* 0 * The tax or interest charge upon the currency issued under this bill is
regulated by the Federal Reserve Board. This Board can increase or decrease
this tax or charge as the requirements of the situation demand. Dy being privi-
leged to fix the tax or charge upon currency they can retard excessive inflation
or in time of gloom or depression give needed encouragement and stimulation.

S* .,, (51 Congressional Record 481).
in response to a question as to whether the purpose of the tax on Federal

Reserve notes was to provide revenue or to impose a check upon inflation, Ben.
ator Owen, the sponsor of the bill, stated that the provision was designed 'to pre-
vent the possibility of expanding thosenotes to excess."

Despite the above indications that the provision was regarded as an instru-.
ment for the control of the volume of Federal Reserve notes, there were also
Indications that the provision was considered as a means of providing revenue
to the Government.

The report of the House Banking and Currency Committee on the Federal
Reserve Act observed that the plan for retiring national bank notes secured by
bonds bearing the circulation privilege would cost the Government approximately
1 percent per annum, since under the, bill is was proposed that 2-percent bonds
should be exchanged for 8-percent bonds without the circulation privilege. To
meet this cost, however, the committee report stated:

The committee has arranged to give the proposed Federal Reserve Boar4
power to tax the new currency at such rate as it might deem best, and should it
impose a tax of 1 percent the Government would be reimbursed for any excess
Interest payments which it might be required tomake on the new bondW (aep.,
69o Sept. 9,1918, p. 25),

'Although, as previously Indicated, Senator Swanson referred to the provision
as a means of preventing inflation, a few minutes later in the same speech he
made the following statement which clearly indicates that he' regarded the pro.
vision as also designed to give the Government a part of anYprofts rusting
from the Issuance of Federal Reserve notes:

"* * * Another benefit accruing to the Government on account of the method
of issuing these note is that, being Governmet notes, the benefits derlvd from
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their issuance will go to the Government and thus to all the people. All the
profits of these Reserve banks which issue these currency notes, after the pay-
ment of 6 percent interest on their capital stock, will go to the Government.
In addition the Federal Reserve Board Is given the power to fix the tax which
would be Imposed upon the Issue of notes, thus giving them ample authority to
look after the Interests of the Government In this respect" (51 Congressional
Record 482)).
In the circumstances, It can fairly be said that the legislative history of the

provision In question indicates that, while its primary purpose was control of the
volume of Federal Reserve notes, it was also regarded as a possible method of
afordlng the Government a certain profit from the issuance of Federal Reserve
notes.

Not long after the enactment of the Federal Reserve Act, counsel for the
Federal Reserve Board, in a memorandum to Mr. Paul M. Warburg, then a
member of the Board, stated that the Intent of this provision was "to enable the
Federal Reserve Board to control, as far as possible, the conditions governing
the demand for credit and to enable the Board to adapt not only rediscount rates
but also the volume of Federal Reserve notes to the varying needs of different
sections of the country." In 1910, In a public statement, the Board stated that
,"one of the primary purposes of this provision was to enable the Federal Reserve
Board to control the volume of notes of this character placed in circulation" (16
Federal Reserve Bulletin, p. 278).

These statements, however, are not necessarily Inconsistent with the position
that one of the purposes of the provision may have been to raise revenue. It Is
to be noted that the Board's 1916 statement referred to the control of the volume
of Federal Reserve notes as one of the purposes of the provision. Actually, there
would have been little reason before 1988 for invoking the provision as a means
of diverting excess earnings of the Federal Reserve banks to the United States,
since the payment of interest under the provision would have been an expense
which would have reduced the net earnings of the Reserve banks and therefore
the amount of the franchise tax which the Reserve banks were required to pay
to the Treasury prior to 1983. This point was mentioned when, In February 1987,
Chairman Eccles was testifying before the House Banking and Currency CoM-
mittee, At that time, Representative Patman, after criticizing the Board's
failure to levy an interest charge on Federal Reserve notes, stated that appar-
ently the reason for which the Board had not levied such a charge before 1988
was that, because of the franchise tax, excess earnings of the Reserve banks
went "into the Treasury anyway."

MALMO TH US OW T= PSoVsowe "oR M URP Oosu

From the date of the original enactment of the Federal Reserve Act until
assage of the Banking Act of 1988, section 7 of the act required each Federal

Reserve bank to pay to the Treasury, annually, 90 percent of its net earnings
after expenses and dividends. However, in setting up the Federal Deposit Insur.
ance Corporation, the Banking Act of 1988 required each Federal Reserve bank
to subscribe an amount equal to one-half of its surplus to the capital stock of that
Corporation. These subscriptions reduced the surplus of the Reserve banks to
considerably less than one-half of their subscribed capital; and consequently
Congress deemed it desirable at that time to eliminate the franchise tax in order
to permit Federal Reserve banks to build up their surplus accounts from future
earnings.

During the 10 years following the Banking Act of 1983, the earnings of the
Aeserve banks were relatively small After the war, however, their earnings
substantially Increased, largely because of their holdings of Government securi-
tieS. Accordingly, in 1947, the Board concluded that it would be appropriate
for the Reserve banks to pay to the Treasury the bulk of their net earnings
after providing for necessary expenses and the statutory dividend on stock held
by member banks. For this purpose, the Board acted under section 16 of the
federal Reserve Act to levy an Interest charge on outstanding Federal Reserve
Piotes at such a rate as to make it possible for the Reserve banks to pay to the
Treasury annually approximately 90 percent of, their net earnings.

Before taking that action, the proposed Imposition of an interest charge
on 'Federal Reserve notes was discussed by Chairman Eccles, of the Board,
before both Banking and Currency, Committees of, Congress, at open hearings.
An announcement of the Board's action was published in the Federal Reserve

tor 17,, T4 ord action was reported to. onsrq .in the
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Board's annual report for 1947; in each annual report from that time the Board
has informed Congress as to the amounts paid by the Federal Reserve banks
to the Treasury as interest on Federal Reserve notes.

As heretofore indicated, the legislative history of the provision of section 16
of the Federal Reserve Act here under discussion contains evidence that one
of its subsidiary purposes may have been to permit payment of a portion of
the earnings of the Federal Reserve banks to the Government. In any event,
however, the language of the provision is so clear and unambiguous as to make
it unnecessary to resort to any extrinsic aids in its construction, including
its legislative history. It explicitly gives the Board discretion in establishing
a rate on Federal Reserve notes without qualifying that discretion by any
indication of the purpose for which the provision may be used. The repeal of
the franchise tax provisions by the Banking Act of i938 did not affect the
authority of the Board to establish rates of interest under section 16; aud
it may be noted that, while the franchise tax was payable by virtue 9f a manda.
tory provision, the authority to impose interest charges under section 16 is
committed entirely to the discretion of the Board.

In its recommendations to the House Banking and Currency Committee with
respect to the proposed Financial Institutions Act, the Board expressed the
opinion that "it is clearly authorized to require the Federal Reserve banks to
take the action it did in 1947 and annually since that time." However, since
this authority had been questioned in some quarters and since the procedure
involved is somewhat awkward and complicated, the Board recommended that
the law be clarified so as to provide specific direction or authority for payment
to the United States by the Federal Reserve banks of a percentage of their net
earnings after expenses and dividends.

AMOUNTS PAWD BY FDAL SRMV RNKS TO VNrM STATES

The total amount paid by the 12 Federal Reserve banks to the Treasury of
the United States from 1947 to 195, inclusive, in the form of an interest charge
on Federal Reserve notes, was $2,450,650,887.

UETROD OF COMPUTNO SATZ Or INTEST

In utilising its authority under the fourth paragraph of section'16 of the
Federal Reserve Act, the Board has established the interest rate as an arith-
metical device which will result in payment to the Treasury of approximately,
90 percent of the net earnings (after expenses and dividends) of the Federal
Reserve banks. Thus the amount that is to be paid to the Treasury is known
and Is used as the basis in working back to the interest rate which i necessary
to accomplish the desired result. The computing procedure Is outlined below:

1. Net earnings.
2. Deductions-

(a) Dividends.
Mb Allowances to build up surplus to 100 percent of subscribed capltaL'

8. Net earnings subject to interest (item 1 minus item 2).,
4. Desired interest payment (90 percent of item 8).
5. Daily average of outstanding Federal Reserve notes not collateraled by,

gold certificates.
8. Interest rate (item 4 divided by item 5).
Senator MAwNz. The question then is whether the Treasury should

be required, to return -to the Federal Reserve bank that proportion
of the earnings which the Board has diverted since 1946. ; But youi
have already reviewed that, and you would not consider that neoes.
sary even if thi amendment did not pass

Mr. MurIN. That is right.
Senator Miza. When Mr. McKinney was discussing how member

banks get reserves, he mentioned borrowing from the Federal Reserve'i
banks and open-market operations, but he omits the float, which could,
be more important than the rediscounts and advances. Why w nt
this incuded I Do you have any information on that mater? I

Mr.- MAMxr. I thought he mentioned it, Senator. , , -"
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Senator MALoin. I didn't notice it in the review of the testimony.
Mr. Mimr. I think he mentioned it.
Senator MAwi. Now his inventory of anti-inflation prescriptions

does not include the elimination of the float. We have already re-
viewed that and your going into it again.

Mr. MAmz;. Right.
Senator MALo. Now you have said that the Employment Act of

1946 plus the Federal Reserve Act, considering the two together, you
think* they give you the necessary authorty-the general rule you
have adopted is correct ?

Mr. WM Trx. That is correct.
Senator MAwxz. That you can take into account the amount of

money in circulation necessary for "sustained economic growth."
You can consider the economic system and carrying the con-

tinued advance of the investments and economic system, you can
take all that into consideration ? On March 18, 1989, the banks issued
the statement in respect to proposals to maintain prices at fixed levels
through the monetary action in which it was stated that experience
has shown that prices cannot be controlled by changes in the amount
and cost of money. The Board's control of the amount of money is
not complete, and cannot be made complete, that steady average of
prices does not necessarily result in lasting prosperity-what do you
have to say there that the prices cannot be controlled by changes in
the cost of money I

Mr. MART . I will have to review that statement, Senator. I am
not familiar with it. That is March 18, 1989?

Senator MAwJxz. Yes, March 18, 1989. Now, a steady level of
average prices is not nearly as important to the people as a fair
relationship between the prices of commodities wihi they produce
and those they must buy. The relationship you know is what counts.
Will you discuss that

Mr. MzA r. I will.
(The following was subsequently furnished for the record:)

I was not a member of the Board In 1989 and the present Board has not had
occasion to review the statement of March 18, 1989. It is quite clear, however,
that the conditions which confront us today are quite different from those of 18
years ago, to which that statement was addressed. At that time a major con-
cern was a decline in wholesale commodity prices, primarily in the prices of farm
products, which had continued for about 18 months and which appeared to
threaten recovery from the secondary depression of the late thirties.' The ease
in credit conditions then was unprecedented, yields on United States Government
securities were at new record low levels, the excess reserve position of member
banks exceeded $4 billion, and consumer prices were relatively stable.

My statement with respect to the Employment Act of 1946 is addressed to a
situation where there has been such a persistent rise in the cost of living at a4
time of high prosperity that business and individual decisions begin to be made in
the expectation that the cost of living will continue to rise. This, we believe,
can only lead to ultimate economic chaos and incalculable human suffering

Senator MALON. Now, the Board then at that time was opposed
to the steady average of prices as a criterion of economic health. heY
did not wish Congress to make a prerequisite of Federal Reserve
policy. -You seem to disagree with items 8 and 4 of that Board state-
ment. What lessons have we learned since 1989 in that regard which
would indicate that your opinion as. to desirability of stable prices is
correct, and their judgment erroneous in 1989? Have yOu.t ought
Of It In that light?
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Mr. MARTzN. I have, and I will be glad to get that statement of
1989 and--

Senator MALONE. All right. Now may I ask you a question that is
bothering a good many people. You are in a position to know. Did
the Treasury furnish oil companies, that is through the banks, the
members of the Reserve System, like the Chase National, the National
City banks and others, to pay oil royalties in the Middle East or In-
donesia in the past 5 years?

Mr. MAMrZr. I don t know.
Senator MALONE. Is there any way of finding out I
Mr. MAnoir. I think I know, Senator, the problem referred tn.

I will try to provide the information.
(The following was subsequently furnished for the record:)

I know of no such transactions during the past 5 years. In 1948, a foreign
government released gold sovereigns, held under earmark at the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, to enable an oil company to make royalty payments in the
Middle East. This was an agency transaction and did not involve the account
of either the United States Treasury or the Federal Reserve System.

Senator MALONe. Fine. You can provide it.
Mr. MA zr. Yes.
Senator MALONE. How much gold has been provided in foreign

tradeI It is my impression that we have a table in volume I of the
printed testimony.

Mr. MArTIN. I think we have it, but we will get it for you.
(The following was subsequently furnished for the record:)

A table showing United States gold' transactions with foreign governments,
central banks, and international institutions, 1984-&7, has been submitted by the
Secretary of the Treasury and published on page 457, part 1, of these hearing.

Senator MALONE. That is a matter of judgment. You are familiar
with the fact that a good many Treasury bonds are bondS issued by
the Treasury and are-being cashed in pretty fast, as a matter of fact;
isn't that a fact t

Mr. MARTN. Yes.
Senator MAwoN_. Why do you think that has taken place ? Does it

have anything to do with lack of confidence in the money system, the
bonds, as to what their value is likely to be, market value I

Mr. MArTN. Well, in the case of E bonds, it is not market value,
but I think it is an opportunity to get a better return on some other
investment.

Senator MLoNzx. In other words, they think their money is safer
in stocks than it is in bonds ?

Mr. mtN. I don't think it is a case of safer. I think they think
they can git a better return.

Senator MALONz. In other words, they can realize on the inflation.
Mr. MAMN. That is right.
Senator MAwNE. That the price of the bonds, if they are sound

bonds to start with, in sound companies, will advance with inWation.
Mr. MAr. That is right.
Senator MA LoN. And the Government's security will not#
Mr. MAnm. That is right.
Senator MALON. So you think that is more the reason than lack

of confidence?
Mr. MAnTra. I think so.
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Senator M]ALoNE What is the price of these bonds on the market
right now I What are the various rates of interest that are being paid
on the bonds that are on the market at the present time?

Mr. MARTzN. The E and H bonds that are being sold now pay 814
percent interest. They are not marketable. They can be cashed
at any time for the same amount of money that was put into them.

Senator MALoE. Plus the interest up to date ?
Mr. MAIz;. Yes. There is a table on the back of each bond that

shows how much you can get if you hold it for a specified period of
time.

Senator Ml&LN. And that approximates the amount of interest up
to that dateI

Mr. MARn. That is right.
Senator MAzoNz. What-is that bond worth on the open market?
Mr. MARTiN. They are not marketable, you see. -The E and H

bonds are-if you buy the bond, a $1,000 bond for $750, you can, after
holding it 2 months, always get your $750 back. If you hold it for 6
months you will get $756. If you hold it for another 6 months, you
get-

Senator MALoNt. So if you hold it over a 10-year period, you get
the $1,000 regardless of what it will buy, less or more at that time ?

Mr. MAwri'I. That is right.
Senator MALoNE. What bonds are there that are marketable?
Mr. MAnw. There is quite a list of them here.
Senator MALoNE. Would you make that just a part of the record.
Mr. Mummn. Yes; we will be glad to.
Senator MAWx, What are those bonds quoted on the market, a

$100 bond, what is it quoted on the market-there are different rates
of interests on these bonds, are there not.Mr. MAmxr. I will get you recent market prices on all of them
and put them in.

(The following was subsequently furnished for the record:)
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Proe8 and yfeld, 17. H. Gvernment marketable eeurtime, Aug. 19, 1967
(In millions of dollars]

Amount Yield Price In
Issue outstanding (percent) ponts

and 82ds

Treasury bills:
Aug. 22, 1057 ....................................
Aug. 29, 1957 ............................................
Sept 1957.Sept: 13, 1957 ....................................
Sept. 19, 17 .....................................
Sept. 28, 1957 ............................................
Sept. 26, 1957 ...........................................
Oct. 31 97 ...-........................................
Oct. 16, 197: :............................
Oft. 17, 1957 .............................................
Ot. 24, 1957 ..............................
Ct*. 3, 1957 ..............................................
Sov. 7, 1957 .......... .......M0V 14, 1957 .....................................

Mar. 24, 1958 1 ...... .......................
Apr. 16, 1958 ...........................................

Total Treasury bills ..................................

Certificates:
33, Dec. 1s 1957........................................
ON: Dec. 14, IN ........................................Apr. 16, IM8.....................
4, ug. 1i,158

Total certificates ......................................

Tream notes:
1I, Apr. 1, 195 .........................................
2J, unel 15 98 .......................................
1, Oct. 1, 198 ..........................................
14 Feb. 15, 195 ............ .................
1I4, Apr. 1, 1m ..........................................
11 Oot. 1, 1959 ..........................................

1, pr. 1, 1960 ..........................................$Ma y 1, ow0 ........................................
SL 1e... ...............................

'j, Apr. 1. 1961 ............. *......... ...................4, Au. 0191 ...........................................
Ij Oct. 1, 1961 ..........................................
3 Feb. 15, 6 ..........1.62...........................

Apr. 1, 162 .........................................

Total Treasury notes ..................................

Treasury bonds:
2 March 19-5 .......................................
2 , September 1956- ........... .............
2 March 1574 ......................................
2 Yana IM .....................................
2 , December 1958 ..............................
2 June 1 8 ............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 June 195942t .........................................
2 December 195-2 .................................
2 , November M ....................................

December 1960-65 ...................................
2 September 1961 .......................................

, November 1061 ......................................
2 June 19-07 ...................
2 August 1963 ....................
2 December 1963-6 ...................................
2 ,Tune 10-6 .................................
2 December 1964- ..........................

, arh 106-7 ........................................
2 Marh 19-7...... ...............
Sun17-7 .......................................

2 iSeptember 1967-72 ..............................
2 , December 1967-n ....................................

J Tune If78- ............................
8 february 19 .................. ..........

Total bonds ......................................
Panama Canal bond: , June 1961 .......................

Total marketable direct debt ...........................

$1,8001,801
1,9001,800

1,501
1,6021,509
1,6001,6e01
1,601
1,700
1,7001,700
3,002

9 1,750

&.05
&00
8.00
&00
&06
&07
&02
& 10
& 12& I$
&.20
&4

4.00
I425

------........-

..............

.... 0........ 0

..............

.. .........

..............

..............

(2)

-. 28,157 ...... ..............

i0,071 56 100.00+
10,851 0.w g9.2

2,851 8.08 99.22
10, w & 96 100.01

,772...........................

883 8 .58 024
4,892 4.05 09.02

121 & 64 97.22
1 5102 &98 97.00

N119 &80 96.14
so 0 83 05.10

. 198 8.08 4.00
% 2,406 8.0o 0124

. 278 &91 08.00

. 144 4. 0 1.18
x 28& 0o 100.12

S 832 4.10 90.08
. 647 & 76 90.16

1 176, 4.22 88.22

* 16,906.......................

. 1,449 &86 09.08
3, 8,81 4.01 ,g17

027 3.09 .18
. 4.24 8.04 K.24

w 2,8 897 0104
. 910 2.85 99.14
. 270 4.04 92.08

8.459 &97 01.26
s 806 8.05 94.16
1,4865 288 0.02
X.239 4.00 9I2

11,177 4.06 94.00
2X114 &9 8.16
.,76 4.01 ' 02
2,822 .. 18
3,749 8.88 87.00
8,824 86S&28
4"708 & K26
2,064 8.76, 8K26
1,w &67 .26
2,716 &09 S.12
3o770 &68 8&26
1,605 &.70 01162744 & 61 87.16

90,78 .........
50 & 12 1010-8

15748 ......

,Tax anticipation Issue.
8"Whenistued."*,ally taxexmpt.
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Senator MALoN. All right.
Do you of your own eowldge know that they are under 100

percent I
Mr. MA=x. Oh, yes. There are a number of them that are under.
Senator MALOW. How low are they quoted, some of them ?
Mr. MARTIN. I would say about 83, 84 is about as low as it is.
Senator MAwO1. What is the reason for that ?
Mr. MAwnn. The reason for it is the increase in interest rates and

the-that is the method by which the increase in interest rates is
reflected in the bonds of current holders.

Senator MALO. I just wanted the record to show it. You can
elaborate in this list, if you will.

Mr. MARN. Ys.
Senator MAWmN. For a long time--your memory wasn't very good

before-for a long time when this debt was going up by leaps and
bounds the propaganda from Washington was that it does not make
any diKerence because the interest is so much lower, so the cost of the
additional amount is really lower than the original amount. Do you
remember the propaganda that used to go out, that lowering the
interest rate would result in a lower cost of carrying the increased debt
even though the debt was greater ? Do you remember that argument f

Mr. MARIN. Yes.
Senator MAzONz. You do remember it?
Mr. MaRTIN. I remember that.
Senator MALioz. Since we got ourselves in this fix, many of us

knew and stated that it would happen, when we reached around a
$280 billion debt, Mr. Chairman, that the interest would be raised.
What is the debt today ?

Mr. MARTN. About two hundred and seventy-three.
Senator MAwNE. $273 billion. It varies from day to day, doesn'tit?
Mr. MArnN. Right.
Senator M wn. Whatever it is, if we are successful in selling all

of the bonds, Mr. Chairman-what is the last issue offered at, what
rate of interest I

Mr. MAuTD. That last issue was a 237-day bill in the amount of a
billion and three-quarters, and it sold at 4.17 percent.

Senator MAwNE. Haven't some been put out at about five ?
Mr. MARTm. No. That is the highest.
Senator M&oi. Not yet. So that is the highest If you are

able to float everything as you go along during the next year, there
are quite a few maturities as you go along, aren't there ?

Mr. MARx. Yes.
Senator MaLONE. Suppose we come to the end of all of them ? We

refinance, and it is 4 or 5 percent, 4Y2 percent average, times $273
billion. What would be the interest charged to the (iovernmentI

- Mr. MAma;. That is an almost impossible computation.
Senator MALoN'. After it all happened, if there was an average of

4Y percent, it would be easy; wouldn't it!

Senator MALOne. What would it amount to ?
Mr. MARm. I have to compute it.
Senator MaroNz. Just make it a part of the record. It would be

around 13 to 14billion; wouldn't it?

15i0
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Mr. MARTrv. It would be very high.
(The following was subsequently furnished for the record:)

Four and one-half percent of $278 billion is about $12.8 billion. Of the $2
billion of public debt about $160 billion is marketable debt, of which lm than
one-halt matures within a year while $2.7 billion does not mature until 1905.

Senator MALows. What was the cost of running the Government in
1983 or 1984, the total cost of everything ?

Mr. MAmrwr. It was relatively way down. We can check.
(The following was subsequently furmished for the record:)

Budget expenditures In 933 were $4.7 billion and in 1984, $6.7 billion.

Senator Mi . For your information, it was about $3 billion
a year. Times have really changed, haven't they? The interest on
the debt is four times that now, or coming up to it.

What was this about the German Government loaning a hundred
million dollars to the World Bank? Are you familiar with that?
Mr. Chairman, do you know about that ?

Mr. M&mzi. Mr. Marget can answer that.
Mr. Mmonrr. Yes, it was simply this. The German Government

has a large reserve. It has been the custom for many of the European,
indeed foreign central banks all over the world, to keep some of their
reserves invested in short-term securities in the New York market.
They invest, for example, in Treasury bills on a considerable scale.
What they have done here since the German reserves are very com-
fortable, is simply this. They thought they could invest this sum in
securities of a slightly longer maturity, with a higher yield.
SenatorMAONX. Rey did loan them the money ?Mr. MAR(ovr. Yes.
Senator MALON_. Where did they get the money to loan $100 mil-

lion back to an outfit that we largely financed ?
Mr. MAlalr. We financed Germany-let me put it this way-we

financed it at a time when its level of economic activity was very low
indeed, when there was hunger in the country, when the whole eco-
nomic apparatus was smashed. Since that time, Germany has staged
a very remarkable recovery and one of the aspects of this recovery
was that she was not only a l to import considerable commodities, so
to speak,, to pay her way, but also to do some saving in the form ofbuilding up reerves.- - •

That is the answer, I think. She has built up a very sizable reserve.
Senator M wou. Germany has 1,777 million in dollar balances; is

that right, I
Mr. M"G. That is the dollar balance part of it. If you include

her gold holdings, it is much more. She -has not far from $4 billion
in gold and foreign exchange holding .

Senator MAwiz. What are her gold holdings ?
Mr.MAno r. I wi llook that up.
Senator MA ONE. I think we have asked for it table of gold holdings

for each nation. If you have it handy, you caw supplement the record
here.-

Mr. MA&Rin. That is right.
Mr. MAnRG. I can give you that German figure.
Senator M4ALoz. Just give round'figures, snd then correct it in the

record. Youdon't have to. find it.
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Mr. MARoET. We do have it separately broken down. Gold and
short-term dollars together are over 3 billion, 8.5. The rest of it, the
rest of the 4 billion, is made up of convertible currency.

Senator MALONE. What would that make the gold holdings?
Mr. MARorr. Something under the 8.5 billion figure I just gave

you because that includes also the dollar balances.
Wr. MA=N. I would think they would be, roughly, a billion and

three-quarters.
Senator MALONE. Where did they get this goldI
Mr. MAnonr. They accumulated it out of trade basically. It came

basically from excess of exports over imports, and some capital move-
ment. There has been some recent strong speculative movement of
funds to Germany. Money has gone to Germany because the specu-
lators think they will appreciate their currency.

Senator MALoNE. That means raise the value in terms of the dollar?
Mr. MARGor. That is right. The figure for reported gold reserves

of German is $1.8 billion.
Senator MALONE. Let me ask you: Do they still use the mark ?
Mr. MRoxr. It is the mark reestablished after the war.
Senator MALONE. They just cut loose from anything they issued

before. Haven't they done that twice now over the span of years-two
wars?

Mr. MARGET. They call this the deutschemark as opposed to what
they called the reichamark. The reichsmark was the currency that
depreciated so considerably during the war, and then they had a
conversion.

Senator MALONE. How much money have we given Germany since
the war ?

Mr. MArr. Something about $3 billion in relief of various kinds.
Senator MALoNz. It corresponds roughly to the dollar balance and.

the gold they have?
Mr. MAnozir. It happens to work out that way.
Senator MAL*". I don't see how it could do otherwise.
Mr. MARoKr. Some other countries haven't come out with such an

equal balance.
Senator MALoN . I don't suppose Congress and the Secretary of the

Treasury and the Federal Reserve think of it, but I have. I thought
of it in 1947. German people will work and they will fight. That
is different from most of the European nations.

Now, what I would. like to leave roughly with you, Mr. Secre-
tary-we have covered most of it, I think-is that the plan-and I
believe there, was a plan-in 1988 and 1934, and from there on for a
numbe' of years to depreciate our currency through inflation, price
ourselves out of all world markets, which we did, all this po ppycock
about our methods and know-how, being able to compete with cheap
foreign labor, of course, doesn't stand up. If you would look it over,
you would know better iM 5 minutes.

The United States investors-and I do not blame them, they are
smart, and if I were handling one of their companies, I would do
exactly the same--I blame a silly Congress and a policy of an admin-
istration that makes it profitable--under this free trade where there
is no duty or tariff to equal the difference in the wage standard of liv-
ing and the cost of doing business here and in the chief competing
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nation on each product. Through the 1934 Trade Agreements Act the
responsibility of Congress to regulate foreign trade was transferred to
34 competing nations in Geneva; with 4 organizations which we have
reviewed-you named them for me at the beginning. Can you name
them again ?

Mr. MAlrrn. The Export-Import Bank the International Bank,
the International Monetary Fund, and lhe International Finance
Corporation.

Senator MALONz. Those are the four.
Mr. MARTiN. Yes.
Senator MAoiN. And coupled with the Department of Commerce,

all with one idea; that is, to get American capital invested abroad in
the so-called underdeveloped countries by cheap-labor countries.

I promised one of your compatriots in another department, if he
wanted to see some real underdeveloped areas, I will show him some
after the session in this country, not only underdeveloped, but going
back to the undeveloped state under our free-trade policies, after
millions and millions of dollars had been expended to develop them.

This is what they do. I want you to understand it and I want it
in the record. Not only are American investments going abroad to
use the low-cost labor and import goods into this country, but the 70
billion, whatever it is, including the 4 billion to Germany, has been
used to build the factories and to manufacture the products the very
goods they are importing, that we were manufacturing here with
Americanlabor. Now our industries are being kept alive to the extent
of the armed services buying.

So, they take advantage of those billions of dollars of taxpayer's
money invested in foreign countries and with their own capital com-
pete with American lagor and investors. The last factory built is
the best in the world, because it is the last one-would you under.
stand that f

-Mr. A rn N. Yes.
Senator MAwNa. Whom do they send--engineers and enconomists

go first--the best in the world-the best they can get. Then they take
the best trained men, 8 to 5 percent of Anierican workingmen, may-
be 7 to 8 percent, to train the low-cost labor. He does one thing and
does it well, and in a week or a month, he can learn to do it under
the instruction of the American workingman who is the teacher while
he is working.

I have been through these factories. I am not talking from hear-
say or from reading about it. The difference of the cost of labor
is the difference in cost of the product plus transportation.

'So, 'these men are trained by American workingmen.' They have
the best plant in the world. Where do you think the best copper plant
is# Iam about to tellyou. I am sure you don't know. It ii in north.
em Chile, because, it is the last one built, a smelter. It is the best
prant in the world.

The latest textile plants have been built in Japan, and are the best
in the world,.because they are the last ones. They don't hire any of
these point 4 individuals, you notic& Most of them could not ho ld a
job with private industry.
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So this poppycock of being able to compete with cheap foreign labor
on account of our machinery and know-how is out, since our ma-
chinery and know-how is available to every nation.

The last, wherever it is, in Borneo, Chile, or in Idaho is the best
plant. The only difference is in the cost of labor and transportation.

So from what you have said, you are just two decades behind, and
it is the time for some of you to catch up with the world's methods.

In Japan and Germany they work longer hours and harder than we
do.

So, the only difference, besides the difference in wages, is the cheap
water transportation.

Under the conditions laid down by the General Agreement on Tar-
iffs and Trade-GATT--the foreign nations don't have to live up
to the conditions of the multilateral trade agreements while they are
having money exchange difficulties. They will see to it that they have
those troubles until we have averaged our wealth with theirs, and
we are all living alike.

So you are to judge how much money ought to be in circulation in
the United States of America for sustained economic growth, with the
mining, machine tools, textiles, crockery, chemicals, and 5,000 other
products on the way out through foreign sweatshop labor com-
petition.

You say that doesn't affect you, my friend; I think it does.
Then the 4 organizations you mentioned promoted American invest-

ments abroad--mr 1946-through the $W4 billion loans to Britain
and the Marshall plan in 1948. We started the real distribution of
America's wealth with the nations of the world. It is now the ICA--
International Cooperation Administration-and through these gifts
of cash these nations have built up dollar balances that endanger our
whole economic structure.

The Prime Minister of England took General Marshall's statement
in 1947 on the first bounce and within 30 days told us just what it
would cost us for 5 years-417 billion. That was the real kickoff.

The cheapenng of the dollar through inflation didn't start yester-
day under you. You are not responsible for starting it only for
carrying it on. The inflation started when we left the gold standard
in 1936. Do you agree with that ?

Mr. MAanN. I agree that inflation started then.
Senator MALONz. Then, in 1984, when they passed the 1984 Trade

Agreements Act (so-called Reciprocal) that started the rush of im-
ported cheap-labor goods into this Nation. Then, in 1955, Mr Dulles
testified, sitting rightwhere you are now, that under the 1984 Trade,
Agreements Act the President had full authority to organize GATT
and locate it in Geneva, which he did in 1947. ,

So, with 34 foreign competitive nations, sitting in Geneva, dividing
the American markets among them through multilateral trade agee-
ments, and the Federal Reserve Board continuing the inflation started
in 1983, through their belief that they must judge the amount of money
they put into circulation for "sustained economic, growth," the Amer-
can workingmen and investors are going down the dram.

So, what we inflated was our currency, and deliberately priced
ourselves out of a world market. We have virtually free trade, so
that American-produced products can be displaced by foreign cheap.
labor materials i American markets.
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. Thank God; the 1934 Trade Agreements Act, upon which GATT in
Genevit is based, expires next year, in June.

It all adds up to a preconceived p lan to destroy the economic
and social independence of the United States.

I am going to read you what Mr. Lincoln said about such a plan.
He gave us a way of recognizing it. He said$ referring to things that
were hitppening to him referring to what he considered a preconceived
plan- you will find this on page 537 of part 1 of these hearings-in a
summary of the testimony of the Secretary of the Treasury, whom I
admire, as you know; but Mr. Lincoln said:

We cannot absolutely know that all these exact adaptations are the result of
preconcert. But, when we see a lot of framed timbers, different portions of
which we know have been gotten out at different times and places and by
different workmen, and when we see these timbers joined together, and see they
exactly make the frame of a house or a mill, all the tenons and mortises exactly
adapted to their respective places, and not a piece too many or too few-in such
a case, we find It Impossible not to believe that all worked upon a common plan
or draft drawn up before the first blow wits struck.

Does that ring a bell, that all these happenings beginning in 1933
dovetail, Mr. Chairman I

Mr. MARTIN. I think that is a very interesting quotation.
Senator MAONE. It is beyond an interesting quotation. It shows

perception. We need a little horsesense such as displayed by Lincoln
in those days, and I don't think we are past redemption. I think that
Congress in 24 years has transferred practically all of its responsi-
bility under the Constitution of the United States to the Executive-
and le has given as much of that power to foreign nations through
international organizations as he can under the law.
*Congress is not exercising its constitutional responsibilities. Why?

I cannot tell you. I believe that Congress will start taking back its
constitutional responsibility. That is my opinion.

Do you know why I believe that he people have known for a
long time that something is wrong. They worship the President.
The like to, believe in the, Congress. Their confidence is very hard
to shake But we have shaken it. And they are beginning to think
now, and you are going to hear from them; and when you do, this
Congress will change overnight.

I believe-I actually believe this--that if the' people of this Nation
suddenly fully understand what the Congress has done to them over
24 years, they would move on Washington, they would not wait for
an election.

It is the fault of Congress. It is not your fault that all these thing
make a Rattern, and they do, Mr. Chairman. You are just one little
tadpole in the puddle, but you may have authority you should not
have, just as the Director of the Office of Defense Mobilization with
an office in the White House who can write off taxes on a short amor-
tization plan for a construction that he himself judges necessary in
the national-defense picture. No one man should have that power.

. wiliplace a summation of what you have said today in the record
jUSt as I did with the Secretary of the Treasury, and 7 know you will
have no objection.

Mr. M.AmR;. Not a bit, Senator.
have, enjoyed very much having this opportunity to get an insight

iht e your think. m h n
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,Senator MXAwN -I don't say thatI have decided anything. I came
here 11 years ago. I am going to try desperately i .as I have in the
foreign-trade field, to understand the workingsr of tWs.finaneial setup,
so when we have to vote here T will have made up my mind.

Hope I am guided enou ih in it that I won't make a mistake. , I
can't t61l you I won't. I don t know. No man knowsall these things:
We only set them up in the last 24 years to give one man the authority
to say, "You shall sink or swim in a cerWi industry. You shall hbav
a certain percent interest that will come about by the amount of money
in circulation. You shall have one man who is a judge here whether
the economic system needs more money or less."

Congress passed the legislation; you didn't do that.
We are adjourning the meeting, to the call of the Chair.
Mr. MAMrNT. Thank you very much, air.
(Senator Malone subsequently submitted the following'!

SuiMARY

The 1967 annual report of the International Monetary Fund contains some very
pertinent information under the heading "Relations With Other.Internationat
Organizations."

JNT6I&ATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

The following paragraph under that heading is found on page 142 of the 19T
annual report:

"In addition to its special relationship with the International Bank for Recon-
struetion and Development, the fund has maintained close contacts with the
contracting' parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the
Organization for European Economic Cooperation -(OEEC), and the Bank for
International Settlements. Arrangements were agreed for an increase in the
interchange of information of mutual interest between the fund and the coij.
tracting parties, and liaison has been maintained between the secretariats of thb
two organizations. As in the past, fund missions attended meetings of the
contracting parties in Geneva, and the contracting parties were represented at
the annual meeting of the governors of the fund in Washington.

"The fund was consulted in 1956 by the contracting parties in connection with.
their consultations With five governments on the discriminatory application of,
import restrictions being imposed "in order Wo safeguard balances of+ paymentS
and monetary reserves. In addition,' similar consultations- with the fund are-,
being held through 1957 in connection with the contractilt parties' consultations
with some 20 governments on import restrictions maintained for balance qf.
payments reasons. The fund transmits to the contracting parties the results of
Its own. article XIV consultations with the various' governments doucerned,
together with background material relating to such countries, and fund missions
c operate .wit- tho GATT ,working parties conducting, Pe consultatlns.!".

INTERNATIONAL SOOIALISM

The summary of my cross-examination of former Secretary of the Treasoryj
George Humphrey, found on page 058, part 1 of the hearings of the Senat
Finance Committee, contains an outline of the relationship' between+ our cutr.-.
rency managed by the Federal+ Reserve Board and the ecretary of the Treasuryi
the four organizations to promote American, investment abroad, the 1934 Trade
Agreements Act, restqing in the regtlatlo- of .ou foreign trae ,b 34 foreign
competitive nations under the (enral Agreement QI Tarfs at4 Trade located
atGeneva, and the dlit~bl ti of Amet ecan taxpayers' money 'th togb .t t he'
world spearheaded, by the Mafthill plan iW 1948,mid' c tti ide thi1 ntar.

MAAGD CR ( '

The testimony of tb4 (Izrma n c !the. Wderal Reserv Berd, Mr. WViIIIm
Mchesney Martin, Is very close Z related ,to the testInopy of .thie e r- .+of
the Treasury, Mr. Humphrey Mr. Martin emphasized thafithe mana++4 cur.-
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rency should continue until the relations between thenatlons of the world hadbecome.stabilued. Since such conditions have not existed for several hundredyears the etimate of time which must elapse before we could return to a soundmoney basis, such as the gold standard that would prevent Inflation is rather,
remote.

A MMAGAO UR C ROB Y XQcrAX A M3r"AGS JOIo,
A managed currency leads.ta managed economyand since Congres $ loner

has any direct control over the money system and hasdiveSted Itself of controlof foreign trade and 10, willing to appropriate billions of dollars each year of
the taxpayers' money to be distributed throughout the nations of the word14 tosay thoat you have # managed economy Is'probabl4 a mild assertion, .The Chairman of the Federal Reserve 0zd, 0, WMHA tn, olalmi te authority
under the Federal Reserve Act and other leg0laton to egiatelbheamount of
money In circulation in accordance with the judgent of oard for lul!,
talked economic growtb,". Whatever hras mey mean.Much of mn cros4aminatlon of b6th Mr., George' Humphrey, former 'eIre,
tary of the xTeasury, and Mr., William McChesney' Martin, Chairman of theFederal Reserve Board hinged around the advisability of abandoning the man-aged currency Idea which has led toa mang..ed economy and returning to 'thegold standard where the citizens of this Nation could present a kold certificate
at the window and secure gold In payment, and likewOs. with the silver certie,.cats, .Therefore, I'amsub itting a complete stody apd outtuie othe history
o, t e gold stgnArd.and, the 6 uof the metal for slib tlon pf he On!9ticy
the Treasury funding pa4 Z of,+te neanng., "onA'page 8Ti.eo npqeis ntoe
rosunatodatef

W +OLD, U +t,3 1+TzaZIATWoNA 1 M +ii +r
1. 0Th. Congress shall have Powbor * * *Tcoin Money regulate the Value

thereof, and of foreign Coin, and fix the Standard of Weights and Measures."-
Coistltutlon of the'United States, article I, section 8, Paragraph 5.2. Congress on April 2, 1702, created the gold eagle, In the value of $10, desig-nating lts'weight as 270 grains 0.9162/8 fine. The net gId content of the eagle
was 247.5 grains or, 24.75 grains per dollar.''
8. On June 1 1884, Congress reduced the net gold content ofthe dollar to28.2 grains by.lowering the required fineness to 0.899225, and on January18, 1881;

the net oM content of the dollar was Increased to 28.22 by Increasing the flnness'
rt 0.900..: No: change in fineness has been made since agd if gold collnl e was
resumted gold coins,'in'the absence of statutorl fchainge, WOuld contatn paite
goldafd, part copper

4. Qn aanuary 81, 1984, the President of the Unite Statu Franklin D. 9*o6sev el, set the weight of the official but fictitious gold dollar at t0 grans0.900
ine, thus reducing the net gold content of the dollarto 18.7142"grains. The gold4

content of the dolrwstn eue o5 ,etOf what"it 'hid- beeii
for 07yo

5. TWO late Gairet Garrett, an' authority on finance a~d Who bandied finai,news on leading New Xork newspapers for many yearsstates' ih his work, ThePeo! plesPottage, what the purpose, was and how' the adm~ntstration prIte
fromtts devaluatio4 "of the dollar. "The difference, whichi was 41 ;iIdevery dollar of goldthat; ad been conlescat6d-, was counted'as Coverment profit

a4o tok the form of a free fund In the Treasur, lled a stabilization fund,,*lth w1hih the Piepsdent could do almost anything hes fteo. Actually It wag
used to take -cotrol of the foreign eXchange market out of the hands of International finance' lUbeequently however, foreign exchange cpntrof was againInternaton 6 ed ,and' by aceton Of the same adminstgon aa wil b6 shown.. Dievaliuaon of the dollar to 5 percent of its former wortix w0a
by a series of steps, cldn:;aeopled

(a) An xpcutIve deree, signed bythe V'resi1le on* A il, 1 33, beulfTall .id lduals andu , rlortiaatt over thef tod th 0 vment subject,
toienalties ofAdoblethevleo p n,9t f o4~Jhl l~ ~s

intfor Aoncobmpllwne.
'(b) Co~reas+ in the Federai prg_ency" Iftee+Act -0t'' .1930, gave the
elem ent ao y toa powevar the tmn rh t s 0aue, n Ionaln anont dow'zpercent~~~~~~~~~~~~ "fIsjrlIu &u.'lhu h aa, had, been 06fstte n h

P~ientnowhadpowr t diinih Is vlue, many corporations nldi
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rency should continue until the relations between the ,nations of the world had
become stabilized, Since such conditions have not existed for several hundred
years the estimate of time which must elapse before we could return to a sound
money basis, such as the gold standard that would prevent inflation, is rather
remote.

A MANAGED CUMENCY EQUALS A MANAGED ECONOMY

A managed currency leads to a managed economy, and since Congress no longer
has any direct control over the money system and has divested itself of control
of foreign trade and is willing to appropriate billions of dollars each year of
the taxpayers' money to be distributed throughout the nations of the world, to
say that you have a managed economy is probably a mild assertion.

The Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, Mr. Martin, claims the authority
under the Federal Reserve Act and other legislation to regulate the amount of
money in circulation in accordance with the judgment of the Board for a "sus-
tained economic growth," whatever this phrase may mean.

Much of wy cross-examination of both Mr. George Humphrey, former Secre-
tary of the Treasury, and Mr. William McChesney Martin, Chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board, hinged around the advisability of abandoning the man-
aged currency idea which has led to a managed economy and returning to the
gold standard where the citizens of this Nation could present a gold certificate
at the window and secure gold in payment, and likewise with the silver certifi-
cates. Therefore, I am submitting a complete study and outline of the history
of the gold standard and the use of the metal for stabilization of the currency
which, coupled with the summary of my cross-examination of the Secretary of
the Treasury found in part I of the hearings, on page 537, completes the
rdsum to date,

GOLD, DOLLARS, AND THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

1. "The Congress shall have Power * * *To coin Money, regulate the Value
thereof, and of foreign Coin, and fix the Standard of Weights and Measures."-
Constitution of the United States, article I, section 8, paragraph 5.

2. Congress on April 2, 1792, created the gold eagle, in the value of $10, desig-
nating its weight as 270 grains 0.9162/3 fine. The net gold content of the eagle
was 247.5 grains or 24.75 grains per dollar.

8. On June 28, 1834, Congress reduced the net gold content of the dollar to
28.2 grains by lowering the required fineness to 0.899225, and on January 18, 1837,
the neO, gold content of the dollar was increased to 23.22 by increasing the fineness
to 0.900. No change in fineness has been made since and If gold coinage was
resumed gold coins, in the absence of a statutory change, would contain 9 parts
gold and 1 part copper.

4. On January 81, 1934, the P,.esident of the United States, Franklin D. Roose-
velt, Set the weight of the official but fictitious gold dollar at 155/= grains 0.900
fine, thus reducing the net gold content of the dollar to 13.7142 grains. The gold
content of the dollar was thus reduced to 59 percent of what it had been
for 97 years.

5. The late Garet Garrett, an authority on finance and who handled financial
news on leading New York newspapers far many years, states in his work, The
People's Pottage, what the purpose was and how the administration profited
from this devaluation of the dollar. "The difference, which was 41 cents in
every dollar of gold that had been confiscated, was counted as Government profit
and took the form of a free fund in the Treasury, called a stabilization fund,
with which the President could do almost anything he liked. actually it was
used to take control of the foreign exchange market out of the hands of interna-
tional finance." Subsequently, however, foreign exchange control was again
internationalized, and by action of the same administration, as will be shown.

6. Devaluation of the dollar to 59 percent of its former worth was accomplished
by a series of steps, including:

(a) An Executive decree signed by the President on April 5, 1933, requiring
all individuals and corporations to turn over their gold to the Government subject
to penalties of double the value of any amounts of gold withheld plus imprison-
ment for noncompliance.

(b) Congress in the Federal Emergency Relief Act of May 12, 1933, gave the
President authority to devalue the dollar at his discretion in any amount down
to 50 percent of its previous value. Although gold had been confiscated and the
President now had power to diminish its value, many corporations and indi-
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viduals still held gold certificates whih on their face were redeemable ,in gold.
Th6-Y ad been sold and purchased, In good faith and the Government bad a

Polemn obligation if not a statutory or, contractual duty to so redeeem them at
the termination of the emergency., 1 . I ..

(o) On June 1$, 1988 Congress by an act requested by the adinnistwfatn.
repudiated the gold redemption elauso In all Government obligations, In effect
divorcing all citizens from any semblance of the gold standard.

(d) The President, under the presumed authority pranted him In the Federal
Emergency Relief Act, Issued an R!xecutIve pronouncement authorlsing the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation to "buy newly mined gold In the United
States at prices to be determined from time to time after consultation with the
Secretary of the Treasury and the President." The President also announced
it a PoOly to bu and sell gold 1* the world market.

(u ) In ac0ro ance with thig'plan tie President and the Seeretary of State then
until ,anuary 80, 1)4, determined on A day-to-day bnis the prle that would
be paid for minted gold, making such determtnationt arbitrariy and following
no known criteria, Prices floptuated generally between $80 and 84.
(f) Congress on Januiry 80, 1084, ratified the prevloun (onflwcflot% of gold

coinage, and vested in the Government absolute title to the gold It had compelled
the people to surrender In the months preceding.

(g) One day later, on ,Tanuary 81, 1084, the President formally reduced tihe
amount of gold in the dollar to the amount described in paragraph 4.

7. On May 20, 1042, a moecalled Cablnet'Committee was met up at tho request
of the President to consider a plan proposed by the Treasury Department to set
up a United Nations Stbilatloon Fund, later to come the Jnternatioal Mone-
tary end, and a bank ftor "reconstruction and development." The Clommittee
functioned until completion of preparations for the Bretton Woods Conference
of July 1-22, 1044, at which the International Monetary Fund was born. tSecre-
tary Morgenthau, Harry Dexter White, and V. 'frank Coe were Among those
attending the Initial Committee meeting. . Harry Dexter White was generally
conceded to be the spearhead for this plano

8. According to State Department publications "it being agreed that It waS
desirable for this Government to proceed with its plans for the creation of an
international monetary fund and bank, It was decided it this meeting to estab-
lish an Interdepartmental subcommittee, which would report to the 'Cabinet
Committee.' This subcommittee, known as the American Technical Committee,
held Its first meeting on May 28, 1942, under the chairmanship of Harry D. White,
who was primarily responsible for the Treasury'a work in this field.'

9. On April 7, 1948, the Treasury Department made public a letter from Sec-
retary Morgenthau to Finance Ministers of 87 "United and Associated Nations,"
again quoting the Treasury Department, "enclosing the proposal for an In-.
ternational Stabilization Fund developed by the Treasury under the guidance of
Harry D. White in collaboration with the interdepartmental American Tech-
nical Committee and inviting them to send their technical experts to Wash-
ington to discuss the proposal. The following day the. British Government
released the plan draw up by its experts headed by Lord Keynes.".

10. "The discussions were conducted for the United States by the American'
Technical Committee and continued throughout the rest of 1948 and into 1944.
They Include an exchange of views wlth Soviet experts, who came to Wash.
ington early in 1944, and continuing exchanges with the Britsh, * "'

11. A "Jrolnt Statement by Experts on the E stablishment of an International
Monetary Fund" was released on April 21, 1044. The statement set forth
"principal features" of the proposed international fund on which, to quote the
State Department, "agreement had been reached among the United States, the
United Kingdom, China, the Soviet Union, and other countries."

12. President Roosevelt on May 26, 1944, announced he had called a confer.
ence of 44 nations tO meet at Breton Woods, N. H., in July of that year "to discuss
the proposal for an International Monetary Fund and 'possibly' the proposal
for a Bank for Reconstruction and Development.",

18. At the conference, held July 1-22, 1944, in a remote mountain resort hotel
at Bretton Woods, agreement was reached to create both the International Mone.
tary Fund and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Secre-
tary of the Treasury Morgenthau was chairman of the United States delegation,
which Included Harry Dexter White, Assistant to the Secretary, and from
December 15, 194is In direct charge of Afl Treaou7y matter "Ihavin# a bearin$
on foreign relations."
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14. Articles of agreement were signed by delegates to the Conference, subject

to ratification by their governments.
15. The International Monetary Fund Agreement, conceived by Harry Dexter

White and his associates, professes a number of generalized objectives, including
the promotion of exchange stability, establishment of a multilateral system of
payments, and the advancement of funds to member countries "to correct mal.
adjustments in their balance of payments." Actually It embraces a scheme for
a perpetual International RIO, international control of the currencies of the
world, and acquisition by officers and manipulators of the Fund of complete
knoweldge of gold production, gold transactions, and the national economy of
nations throughout the world.

16. Economic policy was to be given equal weight with monetary policy in
a provision that funds of the new international organization were to be used
"to the development of the productive resources of all members as primary
objectives of economic policy," and for the elimination of restrictions "which
hamper the growth of world trade." Thus the fund was a forerunner of the
$8,700 million loan to Great Britain, In which Harry Dexter White participated,
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, commonly known as OATT, in
the conception of which Mr. White also participated and in the subsequent
foreign aid program which have cost the taxpayers of the Nation $09,18 million
or only slightly under $70 billion.

17. The agreement specified that members of the fund should be those
countries represented at the Bretton Woods conference whose governments
accepted membership and to all other governments which subsequently sought
membership in accordance with "such terms as may be proscribed by the fund"

1M Each signatory country to the agreement was assigned i Quota as its
contribution to the fund, which initially was to total $m8,800 million. The
United States was assigned the largest quota, $2,750 million which was paid In
full, most of It In 1046 and the remainder in 1047. The United Kingdom was
assigned a quota of $1,800 million, Russia a quota of $1,200,000, China a quota
of $0 million and the other 41 signatory nations amounts ranging downward
to l0,000. iussia, however, did not become a member or contribute.

19E Each member, under the agreement was to pay his contribution partly in
Its own currency and partly in gold or United States dollars The remainder
had the option of paying In gold 25 percent of Its quota or in gold and United
States dollars 10 percent of its net official holdings in gold or dollars. Whichever
basis of payment the nation chose, it was required to furnish to the fund the
amount of Its holdings in gold and dollars. Officers of the fund would therefore
obtain full knowledge of the financial stability of each member nation.

20. The signatory countries were all nations which had been "united" or
"associated" In World War 1, and had therefore participated to a major or
minor degree In the $49,224, million expended by the United States In wartime
assistance. Britain, not long after the monetary fund agreement, was extended a
loan of $3,750 million, or nearly 8 times her quota to the monetary fund, a
loan in which Harry Dexter White was active in procuring for her. , White
also proposed a $10 billion credit to Soviet Russia in addition to the $11 billion
she has received In so-called lend-lease, but the latter was not granted and
flussla did not become a participant In the fund. In other words, the United
States, directly or indirectly, could be said to have financed the gold or dollar
contributions to the fund made by other countries.

21. Seventy-five to ninety percent of the contributions by foreign countries
were made in their own currencips, which with the exception of several common-
wealths were of fluctuating or little value. As stated before, these foreign nations
were required to contribute only 10 to 25 percent in gold or dollars; the United
States *as required to contribute 100 percent In gold or do~rs..

22. The fund agreement stipulated that each member country fumish the
fund such Information as the officers of the fund deem necessary, including
data pertinent to virtually every phase of the nations economy.

28. Specifically, data are'required on the following:
(a) Price Indexes, J. e., Indexes of commodityprices lt Wholesale and retail

markets and of export and impot apilceatn
(I,) National Income.,
(0), Gold' production,

(1) .061d exporta ad impo#tsaccor4ln to both countriesl of' destifiatiou ad4
Ve c Meal holdings of gold at home and Obr"e

Mn &fcll 'holdings of foreign exchange,
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() Holdings of gold by banking and financial agencies, other than official
agencies. I. .. c!

. (,) Holdings of foreign exchange by banking and financial agencies other
than official agencies.

() Total exports and imports of merchandise, in terms of local currency
values, according to countries of destination and origin.(1) International balance of payments, including gold transactions, trade in
goods and services, and known capital transactions.(k) International investment position, 1. e., investments within the territories
of 'the member owned abroad and investments owned abroad by persons in Its
territories.

(;)'Buying and selling rates for foreign currencies.
(m) Exchange controls.
() Details of amounts awaiting clearance in respect to commercial and

financial transactions.
24. Assuming the authority and supernational powers of a one-world govern-

mento the agreemeht provided that the International Monetary Fund might
obtain, "further Information" facilitating the preparation of studies "designed
to assist members In developing policies which further the purposes of the fund."1. Each participant was required by the agreement to express in terms of
gold or, terms of the United States dollar the pai value of its currency as' ofJuly 1i 1944. , " " '",

26. Changes In the par value of a member's currency, the agreement stipulates,
" may be made only on the proposal of the member ano only after consultation
with the fund," and no member shall propose a change "except to correct a funda-
mental" disequilibrium." This provision is of particular importance to the
United States. As stated in paragraph 4 the par value of the United States
dollar was reduced by President Roosevelt on Jranuary 81, 1084, to a net gold
content of 18.7142 grains, although the Constitution, article 1, section 8, para.
graph 5, states that it is to be set by the Congress, which did set the par value
prior to President Roosevent's action, and at a much higher gold content. Under
the fund agreement, however, officers of the fund presume the right to pass on
any change in the par value of the dollar the Congress might choose to make., 27.'The 79th Congress enacted the Bretton Woods Agreement Act, approved
by the President on July 81, 1945. Section 5 of that act states in part: "Unless
Congress by law authorizes such action, neither the President nor any person or
agency shall on behalf of the United States * * * propose or agree to any change
in the par value of the United States dollar under article IV. section 5, or article
XX, section 4, of the articles of agreement of the fund, or approve any general
change In par values under article IV, section 7." Thus Congress, in effect, re-
serves the constitutional right which it possesses to revalue the dollar, but pre-
eludes another President from changing it as did President Roosevelt. , Reserving
only this authority, the 79th Congress otherwise affirmed the articles of agree-
ment of the International Monetary Fund In their entirety.

28. The 79th Congress, in this same act, gave blanket endorsement to other
international movements, declaring that "additional measures of international

cooperation are necessary," that it is the "policy of the United States" to seek
to bring about further agreement and cooperation among nations and interna-
tional bodies, and that in pursuance of that policy ways and means should be
sought "as soon as possible," to "reduce obstacles to and restrictions upon inter.
national tiade' eliminate unfair trade pratctie#, promote mutually advantageous

,commercial relations, and promote 'the stability of international economic, rela-

Duties to euallpe wages here and abroad are often referred to as trade baron
,riers or obstacles to trade.,

29. The inaugural meeting of the Board of Governors of the fund was held
In Savannah, a., in March 1046, executive Directors were selected, and Wash.
ington, D. C.; established as headquarters of the fund. The first Washington
,weetig was held May 6, 1946. r

O. H 0arry Dexter White was appointed executivee Director of the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund by President Harry Truman &nd entered oh his 0*1al
duties in that capacity on May 1, 1948, or 6 days prior t the git repularznmet-
-nst. At that time White, the. "father". f the International Monetary Ina who

iad nu d the plans for Its formation -sines Mty 1042, Wae kowih othe Fe1er, l
Bureau of Investigation, and tothe White House, aq a Soviet spy.

81. White was Executive Diector Po tli Iternatonal Monetary Fnnd, "the
center for the collection and exchange" ofthfenatti6ail mohtary, financial, and

t /
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economic Information, until December 8, 1952, when he was dismissed after in-
yoking the fifth amendment before the Senate Internal Security Committee.

82. Par values on the currencies of 82 countries were announced on December
18, 190, and by March 1957 there were 48 countries with par values agreed to
by the fund. Many countries, however, maintain multiple exchange rates, with
a wide disparity between the so-called official rate and the free rate; 88 of the
present 60 member countries of the fund now employ multiple-exchange rates and
discriminatory exchange practices .

The currencies of most of the 60 countries where par values were agreed to by
the fund are valued at a much reduced rate on the exchange markets or free-
market rate.

88. The par value of the currency of the following countries has not yet been
established by the fuid: Afghanistan, Nationalist 0hina, Greece, Italy, Korea,
Thailand, Uruguay, and Vietnam. •

84. On January 7, 1957, the fund established the par value of the Argentina
peso at 18 to the United States dollar or the equivalent of 0.05M. Argentina,
however, under her multiple-exchange system also has a free rate of 40 to the
dollar or 0.0240.I

85. Australia: Initial par value of the Australian pound, established on No-
vember 17, 1947, was 2.865W7 grams of fine gold per pound or 822.400 United
States cents per pound. On the proposal of the Australian Government, In
which the 'fund concurred, the par value of the pound was changed on September
18, 1949, to 1.9908 grams of fine gold per pound or 224 United States cents per
pound.

86. Austria: The schilling ts 26 to the dollar or 8.84615 cents. It is unchanged
since May 1958.

87. Belgium: The initial par value of the" Belgian franc, established on
December 18, 1946, was 0.0202765 gram of fine gold per franc or 2.28107 United
States cents. On the proposal of the Belgian Government, in which the fund
concurred, the par value of the franc was changed on September 22, 1949, to
0.0177784 gram of fine gold per franc or 2 cents.

88. Bolivia: The initial par value of the boliviano, established on December 18,
1946., was 9.0211588 gram of fine gold per boliviano or 2.88095 cents. On the
proposal of the Government of Bolivia, in which the fund concurred, the par
value of the boliviano was changed by decree on April 8, 1950, to 0.0148112 gram
of fine gold per boliviano or 1.667 United States cents. On May 14, 1958, on
the proposal of the Government of Bolivia, In which the fund concurred, the
par value of the boliviano was changed to 0.00467722 gram of fine gold per
boliviano or 0.526816 of a United States cent. Bolivia, however, has a free rate,
according to latest advices from the Department of Commerce, of 7,650 bolivianos
to the United States dollar, a boliviano being the equivalent In value of only
0.00012 of a United States cent.: ;

89. Brazil: The par value of the Brazilian cruseiro, according to the Inter-
national Monetary Fund, ts 18.5 per United States dollar or 5.40541 United States
cents. The official rate, according to the Department of Commerce is approxi-
mately the same, 18.82 to the dollar or the equivalent of 0.0581 dollar or slightly
more than 5 cents. Brazil, however, also has a free rate of 77 to the dollar
with an equivalent value of 1%o cents. ....

40. Burma: The kyat contains 0.188621 gram of fine gold, or valued at 4.761
to the United States dollar or 21cents.
S41. Canada: Initial par value of the Canadian dollar, established December
18, 194, was 0.888671 gram of fine gold per dollar or 100 United States cents.
On September 10, 1949, "following consultations with the fund," the par value
was changed to 0.807888 gram of fine gold per dollar, and on September 30,1950;
Canada Introduced a new exchange system under which the exchange value would
be allowed to fluctuate, "so that for the time being Canada will not insure that
exchange transactions within its territories will be based on the par value es-
tablished on September 19, 1949. Information given here in regard to parvalues
of foreign currencies, and statements within quotations, are unless otherwise
noted, from the International Monetary Fund publication "Schedule of Par'
Value," 28d issue dated March 15, 1957., With reference to Canada the public.
cation also states: "No new par value has been proposed to the fund."

'The Canadian dollar has consistently been worth more on the open market
than'the United States dollar. It is now quoted at $1.00 in United States money.

42. Ceylon: Par value of the rupee In terms of United, States dollars, est
limbed January10, 19W2 Is 4.7M90 4i 21- cets.
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48. Chile: Initial par value of the Chilean peso, established on December 18,
1946, wfs 0.028668 gram of fine gold per peso or 8.22581 United States cents.
On, the proposal 6f the Chilean Government, in which the fund concurred October
2, i958, the par value was changed to 0.00807888 gram*of fine gold per peso or
'09091 of a United States cent. Chile, however, has a multiple-exchange sys-
tem including a "bankers' free rate" and a "brokers' free rate." The Depart-
ment of Commerce on June 10, 1957, noted the former as 592 to the United States
dollar or a peso equivalent to 0.0017 cent, and the latter as 701 to the dollar with
a peso equivalent to 0.0014 cent.

44. China: The par value has not yet been established.
45. Colombia: Par value of the Colombia peso, established on December 18,

198, -was 0.507816 gram of fine gold per peso or 57.1438 United States cents. On
the proposal of the Colombian Government, in which the fund concurred on
December 17, 1048, the par value of the peso was changed to 0.455783 gram of
fine gold per peso or 51.2825 United States cents. Colombia has two rates, basic
and free. The basic rate, according to the Department of Commerce is 2.51 pesos
,er United States dollar with a peso equivalent to 89.84 cents. The free rate,

however is 7.05 pesos per dollar with the value of the peso equivalent to a frac.
tion over 14 cents.

46. Costa Rica: The Costa Rican colon has a par value of 0.158267 gram of fine
gold with 5.615 to the dollar of each colon worth 17.809 cents, according to the
ftnd. The Department of Commerce lists two exchange rates, one "official" and
one free. The "official" rate is 5.67 to the dollar, and the free rate 6.05 or the
equivalent of 15 and a fraction cents.

47# Cuba: The Cuban peso is the equivalent of the United States dollar.
48. Denmark: The initial par value of the Danish krone, established on De-

comber 18, 1946, was 0.185178 gram of fine gold per krone or 20,8876 United
States cents. On the proposal of the Danish Government, in which the fund
concurred, the par value of the krone was changed on September 18, 1949, to
0.128660 gram of fine gold per krone or 14.4778 United States cents.

40. Dominican Republic: The Dominican peso equals the United States dollar.
.50. Ifcador: The nitial par value of the sucre, established on December 18,

1940, was 0.0658275 gram of fine gold per sucre or 7.40741 cents. On the proposal
of the Government of Ecuador, in which the fund concurred, the par value of the
sucre was changed on December 1, 1950, to 0.0592447 gram of fine gold or
6.66667 United States cents. Ecuador has a "central bank" or "official" exchange
rate, and a free rate. The official rate is given by the Department of Commerce,
as 15.15 to the dollar or 69jo cents, and the free rate as 18.30 to the dollar or
5% cents.

51i Egypt: Par value of the Egyptian pound was established on December 18,
1946, as 8.67288 grams of fine gold per pound or 413.300 United States cents. On
the proposal of the Egyptian Government, in which the fund concurred, the par
value of the pound was changed on September 18, 1949, to 2.5518T grams of fine
gold per pound or 287,146 Unitid States cents.

52. El Salvador: Par value of the colon, set December 18, 1946, has remained
at the equivalent of 2% to the dollar or 40 cents.

58., Ethiopia: The Ethiopian dollar has remained stable, containing 0.357690
gram of fine gold and valued at 40%4 cents.

54. Finland: The Finnish markka contains 0.00386379 gram of fine gold, or
280 to a dollar and each markka worth 0.48 of a United States cent.

56, France: France presents an unusual situation. According to the fund:
"The initial par value of the French' franc, established on December 18, 1946,
was 0.00746113 gram of fine gold per franc or 0.8399588 United States cent per
franc. Since January 26, 1948, there has been no agreed par value with the
fund for the franc.

Computations by the fund are made on the basis of the rate of 849.60 francs
per United States dollar." Recently the French Government affected a devalua-
tion of the franc by imposing what the Wall Street Journal terms "a new 20
percent tax on all imports except fuel and raw materials and a 20-percent subsidy
on all exports except steel, iron, and4certain grades of coal." It stated further:
"The French Government's weekend tinkering with the franc is buta prelude to
further devaluation moves."'

In a dispatch from Paris by its correspondents there, it was reported that in
the view of , Paris financial experts "the selective devaluation will be, extended
within the next 6 months to take in most trade transactions not yet covered.
And there's speculation that Franoe may later be fored into an even deeper,
across the board devaluation. * * * The weekend's partial devaluation won

I!/
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intended mainly -to curb Imports',and bolster French exports, and thus reduce
the nations excese of foreign spending over earnings" Further in 6ereport
the writers state:

"A sirable detorloration In the free market value of the, rac undoubtedly
would move the Interiatlonal Monetary Flud to start reapplying pressures on the
French to devalue further. France has a potential $262 million to draw on WI the
IMP, but that body Is strongly, of the view that France should not be allowed to
withdraw Its funds without further evidence that it Is taking effective steps to
combat Inflation. French finances are certain to be a top topic at the Soepteinber
annual meeting of the Monetary Fund. The partial devaluation this weekend was
In part designed to appease fund officials and head off a nasty showdown at next
month's session, officials here reckon." lEditorializing on France's move the Wall
Street Journal states in part: "For years the French franc has been greatly and
plainly overvalued. So it is simply A recognition of reality for the French
Government now to cut the currency's value by 20 percent o most trade trans-
actions. The French prefer not to call this devaluation but that Is wha it I*
For one thing, various devices have already been in use to make French exports
cheaper; the new 20-percent cut Is intended to replace a system the French
Finance Minister describes as 'complicated, uncertain, and precarions.' Thus the
devaluation Is not as drastic as It looks. More fmportaWIV, the whole ntim
that nations oan in faot peg their ourrenoies at whatever rate- they choose i
itltsor/. They oan't do it. If the pegged rate does not reject real. value-t
usuallI /doesn't--then free market* or black markets wil provide the realiMeto
exohange fa~ilitiea. That has been the eaperienoe of France,

"Not even the Russians, with their supposedly total control of the, economy,
can do it. The ruble Is fantastically overvalued. at four to the dollar, so for some
time the Soviet Government has been making concessions to reality through dW
counts to tourists and other gimmicks. More recently the Soviets estalshed
a 'Premium' rate of 10 to the dollar while still hanging on to the fiction of the
old official rate. Sooner or later, then, the government which try to pZW this
monetary game have to oome down to earth." A New Yorlt dispatch, printed in
the same August 18, 1967, issue, reported that "some Aew York dealers quoted tho
franc at 450 to. the dollar, compared with around 485 Friday." [mphasis in
the above paragraph supplied.] 1

5 6. German Federal Republic: The Initial par value of the deutschemarki
established January 80,' 1953, at 0.211588 gram of fine gold per unit or 4.2 to the
United States dollar, the equivalent of 23.8095 cents, has not been changed since

57. Greece: The par value of the Greek drachma has not been established by
the fund.

5& Guatemala: Par value of the quetzal Is identical to the United States
dollar.

, 50., Haiti: Par value of the gourde is the equivalent of one-fofth of the UnItO
States dollar or 20 United States cents.

60. Honduras: The par value of the lempira i the equivalent of 0 cents,
according to the International Monetary Fund, to 49% cents in the Departmes
of Commerce table.

61 Iceland: ,The Initial par value of the Icelandic krona was established
on December 18, 1940, as 0.18695 amm of fine gold per krona of 15.411 United
States cents. On the proposalof the Government of Iceland, In which the
fund concurred, the par value of the krona was changed on September 21, 940,
to 0.0951859 gram of fine gold or 10,7054 United States eents On March 20,
1950, on the proposal of the Government of Iceland, in which the fund cone
curred, the par value of the krona was changed to 0.Q545878 gram of fine gold
or 6.14086 United Statescents.

02. India: The initial par value of the Indian rupee, established on tecem-
ber 18, 194 was 0.208601 gram of fine gold per rupee or 80.20 United States
cents. On the proposal of the Indian Government, In which the fund con.
cured, the par value of the rupee was changed on, September 22, 1949, to
0.186M2 gram of fine gold or 21 cents.

068. Indonesia :, No par value has yet been established but the fund makes its
computations "on .the basis of 11.40 Indonesian ruplabs per United -tates
dollar." ..

64. Iran:'The par value of ,the Iranlal rial has remained unchanged from
0.0 7557 gram of fine gold per unit or the equivalent of 8.1 United ,ates
cents.

65. Iraq :,The Initial par value of the Iraqi dinar, established on December 18
1940, was. 8.58184 grams of fine gold per dinar or 408 United States cents. ON
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the proposal of ;the Iraqi Government, in which the fund concurred, the par
Value of the diner, was changed on September 20, 1949, to 2.48828 grams of fine
gold per dinar or 280 United States cents.

88. Israel Par value of the Israel pound was first established on March 18,
1901, as .0.498706 gram of fine gold, the equivalent of 55,5W United Statescents. . .. •

67. Italy: Par value of the Italian lira has never been established.
68. Japan: The initial par value of the yen, established on May 11, was

0.00246858, the equivalent of 80 units to the dollar or 0.277778 of a United
States cent, and has sines been unchanged.
'69. Jordan: Initial par value of the Jordanian dinar was established on

October 2, 1958, as 2.48828 grams of fine gold per diner, the equivalent of 280
United States cents. ' I ?

70. Korea: Par value not yet established.
71. Luxembourg: The initial par value of the Luxembourg franc, established

December 18, 1948, was 0.02765 gram of fine gold per franc or 2.28167 United
States cents, On the proposal of the Government of Luxembourg, in which
the fund concurred, the par value of the franc was changed on September 22,
1949, to 0.017784 gram of fine gold per franc or 2 United States cents.

'72. Mexico: The initial par value of the peso, established by the fund on
December 18, 1948, was 0.188042 gram of fine gold per peso or 20.5978 United
States cents. On the proposal of the Mexican Government, in which the fund
concurred on June 17, 1949, the par value of the peso was changed to 0.102187
grams of fine gold per peso or 11.6607 United States. On the proposal of the
Mexican Government, in which the fund concurred on April 19, 1954, the par
value of the peso was again changed this time to 0.0710987 gram of fine gold'or

78. Netherlands: The Initial par value of the Netherlands guilder, established
On December 18, 1040,' was 0.884987 gram of fine gold for guilder' or 87.698
United States cents. On the proposal of the Netherlands Government, in which
the fund concurred, the par value of the guilder was changed on September 21,
1049, to 0.288861 gram of fine gold per guilder or 26.8158 United States cents.

74. ' Nicaragua: The Initial par value of the cordoba, as established by the
fund on December 18, 1946, was 0.177784 gram of fine gold per cordoba or 20
United States cents. Oh the proposal of the GOvernment of Nicaragua, in which
the fund concurred, the par value of the cordoba was changed on July 1, 1955,
to 0.126958 gram o finb gold per cordoba or 14.2857 United States cents. Nica'
ragua has both an "official" and a "curb" exchange.- On the basis Of the' official
rate, according to the Department of Commerce, the cordoba is 141%ioees
while on the basis of the free rate it t worth 129o cents.
9 75. Norway- The initial par value of the Norwegian krone, set by the fund on
Neember 18,1940, a* 017'9067 gram of in. gold per krone placed it as worth
0.15 United States cents. On the proposal of the Norwegian Government, i

whichh the fund concurred, the par value of the krone was changed on September
18; 1949, to 0.124414 grams of fine gold per krone or 14 United States cents.

76. Pakistan: The inItial par value of the Pakistan rupee, established onMarch
90,1951, was 0.268801 gam of fine gold peb rupe or 80.2250 United States cents.

Op0 the proposal of theGovernment of Pakistan, in which the fund concurred, the
par value of the rupee was changed ohn JUly 81, 1955, to, 0.186621 gram of fnd
gold per rupee or 21 United States cents .r " .. .... 1

77. Panama: The Panamanian balboas the equivalent of the United Sttee
dollar.

178. Paraguay: Par value of the guarani was established by the fund on
December 18, 1946, as 0.287595 gram of fOne gold or the equivalent of 82.8625
United States cents. On the proposal of the Paraguayan Government in whichthe fund concurred, the par value was changed on March 5, 1951, to 0,148112

pam of fine gold per guarani or 10.6667 United States cents. 'On the proposal
of Government of Paraguay, in which the fund concurred, the par value of
the guarani was changed on January 1, 1954, to 0.0592447 gram of fine gold ot
.6687t"nIited States cents. On the proposal of the Paragnayazi Government, in

Which the fund Concurred, the par value on August 18, 1954, was changed to
0.0428177 gram of fine gold or 4.76190 United States cents. On the proposal
of the Government of Paraguay, inwhich the fund concurred, the par value of the
guarani was changed -on March 1, 195, to 0.0148112 gram of , fine gold Per
guarani or 1.66667 United States cents. Paraguay has an official rate at thts
last value, and also ad free rate.: On the basis of thd free rate it requtes 120
gutranis to be the equivalent of a dollar and a guarani ts worth a microscopic
fraction over 0.8 of I United States cent./
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79. Peru: Initial par value of the Peruvian sol, established by the fund o
December 18, 194, was 0.188719 gram of fine gold or 15.848 United States cent&
In November 1949, Peru introduced a new exchange system, on which no agre
sent as to par value has been reached. Selling rate of the Peruvian aol, as
quoted by the Department of Commerce, is 19 or 19.05 to the United States
dollar or the equivalent of approximately 5Y United States cents.

80. Philippines: Par value of the peso has long remained at the equivalent of
50 United States cents.

81. Sweden: Par value of the Swedish krona has remained unchanged at the
equivalent of approximately 19% cents..

82. Syria: Par value of the Syrian pound was established as 0.405512 gram
of fine gold on July 29, 1947, or the equivalent of 45.0818 United States cents
and has remained unchanged since.

88. Thailand: Par value not yet established.
84. Turkey: Par value of the Turkish lira was established by the fund on

June 19, 1947, as 0.817882 gram of ine gold, or the equivalent of 85.7148 United
States cents, and has not been changed.

85. Union of. South Africa: The initial par value of the South African pound
was established on December 18, 1944, as 8.58184 grams of fine gold per pound,
or $4.08. On the proposal of the South African Government, In which the fund
concurred, the par value of the pound was changed on September 18, 190, to
2.48828 grams of fine gold per pound, or $2.80.

86. United Kingdom: The Initial par value of the pound sterling, established
on December 18, 1946, was 8.68184 grams of fine gold per pound, or $40. On the
proposal of the Government of the United Kingdom, In which the fund concurred,
the par value of the 'pound sterling was changed on September 18, 1949, to
2.48828 grams of fine gold per pound sterling, or $2.80.

87. The par value of the United States dollar, expressed by the fund in grame
is 0.888671 gram per dollar, or $35 to a troy ounce of gold, as established by
President Roosevelt In 1934. It has not been changed.

88. Uruguay: The par value of the peso* has never been established by the
fund. Uruguay has three types of exchange, basic, free certificates, and free.
The peso at the basic rate is worth 47 and about two-thirC cents, at the other
rates 24 and a fraction cents.

89. Venezuela: The' International Monetary Fund gives the par value of the
bolivar as 0.265275 gram of fine gold or the equivalent of 29.8507 United States
cents.

90. Vietnam: The par value has not yet been established.
91. Yugoslavia: Initial par value of the Yugoslav dinar, established by the

fund on May 24, 2949, was 0.0177784 gram of fine gold per dinar, or 2 United
States cents. On the proposal of the Yugoslav Government, in which the fund
concurred, the par value of the dinar was changed on January 1, 195 to
0.00296224 gram of fine gold per dinar, or one-third of a United States cent.

92. Actually not one of the currency units given above contains gold.' The
gold content is fictitious. There is no gold pound or gold dollar any more than
there Is a gold boliviano or a gold franc or a gold yen, each of which, if a gold
coin, would be scarcely larger than a flyspeck. The gold fiction Is maintained
only for the purposes of actual gold exchanges between governments.

93. The International Monetary Fund record cited above shows that It has
concurred in the devaluation of the 'currencies of 21 countries, including the
United Kingdom, Belgium, Mexico, The Netherlands, India, Norway, Pakistan,
and Yugoslavia; has taken no position on devaluation by France or Peru; has
been Ignored by Canada, and has set no par value on the currencies of 8 countries,
including Italy, Uruguay, Thailand, or Greece.

94. The International Monetary Fund, on December 18, 1946, established par
values on a varying basis for the separate currencies Britain's colonies and
possessions, Including Gambia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland, Bahamas, Bermuda, Cyprus, Falkland Islands, Gibraltar, Jamni-
ca, Malta, Aden, British Somaliland, Kenya, Tanganyilka Uganda, Zanuibar, Bar-
bados, British Guiana, Leeward Islands, Trinidad, Windward Islands, British
North Borneo, Brunei, Malaya, Sarawak and British Honduras. On the pro-
posal of the United Kingdom, in which the fund concurred, the par valued of
all of these separate currencies, except that of British Honduras, were reduced
substantially on September 18, 1949, and that of British Honduras was reduced
on December 81 of that year. The British West African pound, Southern
Rhodesian pound, Bahamas pound, Bermuda pound, Cyprus pound, Falkland
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gialds-poubdo Gibraltar. pound, Jasil'J)Ond land Maltese poufldi all of Which

have worrrit ifrom the, equivaleut'Of $4.08 to$28
te t T t ast African, shilling Was reduced

United Sttes cents, th# British West Indian dollars from 84 to,58 United States

jA ,mantei. the, 3falayan, dollat from 47to, 88, United States cOnts, and the. Brtish

Honduras dollar-Eroi the. equivalent of the, United, States dollar to '10 cent

flelglUJ and Franoe were granted., similar devaluations of their colonial cur-

rondos.ntr Tn 2 Oi~dn
i96; At the same time that the. International Monetary Fund, 260 Percent

financed by the taxpayers of the United States, has concurred in or condoned

devluatiols -in -currency of the major trading nations of the world., these nations

verecte& barriers against the importation of products from the United Stateso

or barriers against payment for such goods or, both; .Complete table of these

restrictions, listed by countries, appears inm lo pehOf August 18, 1967,

reported Inthe Congressional Record. These tables are published on pages 18292,

182C and 18294 of the Record of that date, and demonstrate the hyocrisy of

,Harry Dexter Whito and his associates In establishment of, this, fund inae-

pressing ts .major purpose of the fund, the "elimination' of foreign exchange

mestrictiora." ThIrtyweight of the member countries of the International Mon

tary Fund require import licenses or exchange permits, 18 of them both.

9. Fromn the evidence given above ,it can be seen that the. International,

Monetary Fund has been wholly ineffective in either stabilizing exchange or div.

cour4ging multiple exchange rates which negate any sound determinationof cur.

rency values. The facts are that the currencies of the world are no longer based.

on gold or silver, but on printed paper, the value 'of which is whatever the iusu-

Ing, government may choose to saytI.,
97. It is also obvious that In our international financial,transactions the

United SteS ha been continuallyshortchanged in the trade markets f the

w0rld,
(Whereup6n at 8:8 8 p. M., the hearing in the above entitled matter

was adjourAed,
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Islands pound, Gibraltar pound, Jamaica pound and Maltese pound, all of which
have a parity with sterling, were reduced from the equivalent of $4.08 to $2.80
United States. The British E9ast African sjhilling was reduced from 20 to 14
United States cents, the British West Indian dollars from 84 to 58 United States
cents, the Malayan dollar from 47 to 33 United Statef cents, and the British
Honduras dollar from the equivalent of the United Stues dollar to 70 cents.
Belgium and France were granted similar devaluations of their colonial cur-
rencies.

95. At the same time that the International Monetary Fund, 26.60 percent
financed by the taxpayers of the United States, has concurred in or condoned
devaluations in currency of the major trading nations of the world, these nations
have erected barriers against the importation of products from the United States,
or barriers against payment for such goods or both. A complete table of these
restrictions, listed by counties, appears in my floor speech of August 13, 1957,
reported in the Congressional Record. These tables are published on pages 13292,
13293, and 18294 of the Record of that date, and demonstrate the hypocrisy of
Harry Dexter White and his associates in establishment of this fund in ex.
pressing as a major purpose of the fund, the "elimination of foreign exchange
restrictions." Thirty-eight of the member countries of the International Mone.
tary Fund require Import licenses or exchange permits, 18 of them both.

96. From the evidence given above it can be seen that the International
Monetary Fund has been wholly ineffective In either stabilizing exchange or dis-
couraging multiple exchange rates which negate any sound determination of cur-
rency values. The facts are that the currencies of the world are no longer based
on gold or silver, but on printed paper, the value of which is whatever the issu-
ing government may choose to say it is.

97. It is also obvious that in our international financial transactions the
United States has been continually shortchanged in the trade markets of the
world.

(Whereup6n, at 8: 35 p. m., the hearing in the above entitled matter
was adjourned.)
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